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PROGRAM CO-CHAIRS’ FOREWORD 
 
As Program Co-Chairs, we would like to welcome you to DMS’2005 and we hope that 
you will have a productive and interesting time in the beautiful surroundings of Banff. 
 
2005 marks the 11th annual Distributed Multimedia Systems conference. The initial DMS 
conference was held in Taipei in 1994, and the conference has been held in a number of 
countries in East Asia and North America since then. This year DMS is returning to 
Canada for the first time since 1997 when Vancouver hosted the conference. Since 1994, 
the field of Multimedia Computing has matured, with a greater coverage in academic 
course work as well as the introduction of a number of dedicated journals. DMS 
continues to publish work in both distributed and multimedia systems, especially the 
convergence of the two areas. 
 
Over the years DMS has hosted a number of Workshops in areas related to the main 
Conference theme of distributed multimedia systems. This year is no exception, with the 
International Workshop on Visual Languages and Computing, the International 
Workshop on Mobile Systems, E-Commerce and Agent Technology, and the 
International Workshop on Distance Education Technology adding breadth to the topics 
which conference participants can explore. 
 
A total of 141 papers were submitted. Of these, 45% were accepted as regular papers and 
16% were accepted as short papers. Papers were submitted by authors in 14 different 
countries, with a well-balanced geographical distribution. 37 papers were by authors from 
Asia and Australia, 28 from Europe, and 20 from North America. DMS truly is an 
international conference. 
 
We are truly grateful to the reviewers (who were primarily, but not solely, the DMS 
Program Committee members) whose diligent efforts have helped to increase the quality 
of the conference as well as of individual papers. Both the reviewers and the authors have 
worked under sometimes strict deadlines. We thank them for their timely work. We 
would also like to thank the organizers and Program Committees of the associated 
workshops as well as organizers of invited sessions and keynote speakers who have 
contributed greatly to the success of DMS’2005. We would also like to acknowledge the 
hard work that staff members at Knowledge Systems Institute, the conference organizer, 
have performed. Without their help, this conference would not have been possible. 
 
A special thanks to Professor Shi-Kuo Chang whose inspiration and practical support 
have contributed so much to DMS this year, as they have since the initial DMS 
conference. 
 

Angela Guercio 
and Timothy Arndt 
DMS’2005 Program Co-Chairs 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
The area of distributed multi-media systems is studied from a decision-making 
perspective. Making informed decisions can often be the key difference between failure 
and success. How to assign services to different customers? What media are most 
appropriate for which situation? How to prioritize between different network 
architectures? 
 
The paradigm of intelligent decision support is used to bring rational and intuitive 
decision-making together. Hybrid intelligence is suggesting to make synergy between 
human and computational capabilities is an organized way. The advantage of the human 
intelligence based approach is that it is able to better handle soft and implicit objectives 
and constraints. The advantage of computer-based approach is exactly where the human 
based approach fails: to cover a large portion of the solutions space. This hybrid approach 
is studied as part of an evolutionary problem solving process that is able to accommodate 
both crisp and tacit knowledge. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Digital inpainting uses spatial or frequency information to restore partially damaged/removed 
photos and artworks. Digital image inpainting is an interesting new research topic in multimedia 
computing and image processing since 2000. This talk will cover the most recent contributions in 
digital image inpainting and image completion, as well as concepts in video inpainting. In 
addition to a quick survey, the presentation will cover several algorithms. Most restoration 
algorithms consider a picture as a single layer. The talk will cover a new approach, which divides 
a Chinese painting into several layers. Each layer is inpainted separately. A layer fusion 
mechanism then finds the optimal inpaint among layers, which are restored layer-by-layer. We 
apply the algorithm on Chinese and western drawing. The result shows a high PSNR value as 
well as a high user satisfaction. The demonstration of our work is available at: 
http://www.mine.tku.edu.tw/demos/inpaint. 
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Abstract
Adaptive background updating is one of the
methods used to detect moving objects in video
sequences. Many techniques have been presented
in this field but there are few mentions about the
usage of these methods in real- time applications.
We concentrate in the speed of the algorithm and
present a method that is fast enough to be used in
video surveillance systems. We started from the
ideas presented by Gaussian distribution for
background generation. Instead of using actively
all the pixels in the image we divide the pixels into
active and inactive ones. Gaussian distributions
are used to model the history of active pixels and
to state whether they belong to background or
foreground. According to the classification of the
previous active pixel also the inactive pixels are
classified as a part of the background or
foreground. We also reduce the frame frequency
and use only every n th frame in the image
sequence to construct adaptive background.
This article is organised as follows: In Chapter 1
some of the previous work and their results are
introduced. In Chapter 2 we first describe the
method used by Stauffer and Grimson [3] and
then present our new ideas. The results are
explained in Chapter 3 and finally a conclusion is
given.

1. Introduction and Previous Work
Background subtraction is a common method
used to detect moving regions in computer vision
systems. It simply means the segmenta tion of the
current scene to background (stationary scene)
and foreground (the moving objects of interest in
the scene). One of the simplest ways to
implement background subtraction is to use a
constant model for the background. This model

is then used to distinguish the moving regions
from the background. However, there are many
problems with such a method. It can not deal
with changes in illumination, objects brought to
or removed from the background, shadows,
repetitive motion such as the leaves of the trees
etc. To solve at least some of these problems
more intelligent methods to adapt the
background model to the changing environment
have been introduced.
In order to deal with changing illumination
Ridder et al. [1] used Kalman filtering to update
the background model. Kalman filters are used to
find the most probable background pixels that
are then used to update the model. The method
does not allow new objects to be added to
background nor their removal, for example.
Friedman and Russel [2] have invented a
background subtraction method for vehicle
detection. In their approach the pixels in the
image are classified to three colour distributions
corresponding to road, vehicle and shadow
colours. These distributions are updated using
the EM- algorithm. However this method can only
be used for a particular scene for vehicle
detection.
Stauffer and Grimson [3] used some ideas
presented by Friedman and Russel [2] and they
model the history of each pixel using Gaussian
distributions. These distributions are used to
classify the pixels to foreground and background
pixels and thus to update the background model.
Their method gave some good results with
repetitive motions and different lightning
conditions. However it suffers from slow learning
of the background at the beginning and is not
very fast. KaewTraKulPong and Bowden [4] have
further improved the method presented by
Stauffer and Grimson by using different kinds of



update equations and also by adding shadow
detection. Also Power and Schonees [5] have
presented some new ideas for the updating
equations and made some study about different
parameters. Some promising results have been
gained with these methods, however, each of
them still have their drawbacks.
Toyama et. al [6] have presented a three - level
system for background adaptation. The algorithm
works in pixel, region and frame levels in order
to solve as many problems as possible. This
method can deal well with changing lightning
conditions, repetitive motions and new objects
brought to background. However the speed of the
algorithm can be questioned since it uses
information from three different levels.

2. Our Method
Our aim was to find method that could be used in
real- time, multiple - camera video surveillance
system to distinguish the moving regions in the
image. We decided to start from the ideas
presented by Stauffer and Grimson [3] as their
method seems to be one of the most used ones.
Our goal was to be able to improve the speed of
this method. The original method of Stauffer and
Grimson is presented in detail in chapter 2.1 and
in chapter 2.2 we introduce our improvements.

2.1 Modelling pixel histories with Gaussian
distributions
In their article Stauffer and Grimson [3] use the
idea to model the history of each pixel in the
image by K Gaussian probability density
distributions. The history of a certain pixel {x0, y 0}
is be defined as a time series

{X1, ..., Xt} = {I(x0, y 0, i): 1 i t} (1)

where I refers to the image sequence and Xi is the
intensity value of the pixel {x0, y 0} at time instant
i. For colour images Xi is a vector, for grey level
images it is a scalar.
The probability to observe a certain pixel value
within the history values of the pixel is
determined as

K

P(Xt) = ωi,t η(Xt, µi,t, Σi,t ) (2)
i=1

where K refers to the number of Gaussian
distributions used. ωi,t is the weight parameter
that is used to describe which part of the data is
described by the ith Gaussian distribution. η is a
Gaussian distribution that has two parameters: µt

is the mean of the Gaussian distribution at time t
and Σt is the covariance matrix at time instant t .

Stauffer and Grimson use 3 to 5 distributions to
describe the history of each pixel.
An on- line K- means approximation is then used
to update the parameters of the distributions as
new information is gained from new frames. For
each frame every new pixel value is compared
against the existing Gaussian distributions. A
new pixel is said to match a distribution if it is
within 2.5 standard deviations from the mean of
the distribution. If a pixel matched with one of
the weighted Gaussian distributions the mean
and the variance of this distribution are updated
using the following equations

     µ t = (1 - ρ)µt- 1 + ρXt (6)
     σ t

2 = (1 - ρ)σt- 1
2+ ρ( Xt - µt)T( Xt - µt) (7)

where ρ = αη(Xt µk, σk ) (8)

α is the learning rate that is defined by the user
and is used to define the learning speed of the
background updating. The mean and the variance
of an unmatched distribution are not updated.
Also the weight parameters of all the
distributions belonging to the certain pixel are
updated as follows

ωk,t = (1 - α)ωk,t- 1 + α(Μk,t ) (9)

where Μk,t is 1 for matched distribution and 0
for a distribution that was not matched. If the
current pixel did not match with any of the K
distributions the distribution with smallest
weight associated to that particular pixel is
replaced by a new distribution. The mean of this
new distribution is set to the value of the current
pixel the variance of the distribution is set large
whereas the weight parameter is given a small
value.
In order to define which of the K Gaussian
distributions describing the history of a pixel
result from background and which ones from the
foreground the distributions for each pixel are
ordered by a factor ω / σ. The distributions that
describe the background are expected to have a
large weight parameter and small variance. Thus
the B first distributions are marked as
background distributions. B is defined with the
help of the background threshold that is defined
by the user and simply means the minimum
portion of the data that is considered to result
from the background pixels. Thus

b

B = argmin( ωk > Τ ) (10)
k=1



If a pixel is matched with one of these B
distributions it is marked as a background pixel.
Otherwise the pixel is considered as a part of a
moving object and thus it is marked as a
foreground pixel.

2.2 Our approach
Instead of using colour images as Stauffer and
Grimson did, we decided to convert the images to
greyscale and use these images for the
background estimation. The usage of grey level
images makes the calculation of variance easier
and the algorithm becomes somewhat simpler
also in other parts. Anyhow this did not make the
algorithm fast enough so some further
improvements were needed.
We left from the assumption that the values of
neighbouring pixels have a correlation and thus
also the history values of these pixels are
correlated. Instead of modelling the history of all
the pixels in the image we decided to use the
information gained only from every other or
every third pixel in the image. Thus the pixels are
divided into active and inactive pixels. For
example every other pixel in the image is used as
active pixel and every other as an inactive pixel.
The histories of active pixels are modelled with K
Gaussian distributions as described in the
previous chapter. Using these distributions it is
then stated whether a new active pixel is a part of
the background or the foreground. The inactive
pixels are classified based again on the
correlation assumption. If an active pixel was
classified to be a part of the background also the
inactive pixel/pixels following the active pixel are
stated to belong to the same class. This way it is
possible to reduce the number of Gaussian
distributions needed to model the background
which also reduces the elaboration time
significantly.
We also decided to use only every n th frame in the
sequence to model the background. No crucial
information is lost even if only every second,
every fourth or every eighth frame is used for
example. We ignored the frames between every
n th frame and used the interesting, every n th ,
frames to create an adaptive background. At the
end morphological operators were used to
remove the unconnected pixels and to unit the
connected ones. The result of the algorithm is a
binary motion mask that shows the moving
regions with white pixels and the background
with black ones.

3. Results
Our system was tested with various video
sequences containing repetitive motions, changes
in lighting etc. The video sequences used
included 25 frames per second. Three Gaussian
distributions were used to model the history of
each active pixel. All the tests were done using a
1,70GHz Pentium 4 with 256 MB RAM, which has
Microsoft Windows 2000 as the operating system.
Figure 1 shows the functionality of our system.
Figure 1(a) presents the original scene with
moving people and cars. Figures 1(b) and 1(c)
show the binary motion mask when every pixel in
the image is examined as in the original system
presented by Stauffer and Grimson [3]. The
results of using only every other pixel as an
active pixel can be seen in Figures 1(d) and 1(e).
Figures 1(f) and 1(g) show the same results when
every third pixel is examined. As it can be seen in
Figure 1 the binary motion mask barely changes
even if the amount of active pixels is decreased.
The shapes of the moving objects can be seen in
the background a little more clearly when every
other

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)
Figure 1 . Visual results. (a) The original image.
Binary motion masks and background estimates



when the information was collected from (b)&(c)
every pixel, (d)&(e) every other pixel and (f)&(g)
every third pixel.

or every third pixel is examined. However we are
interested in a clear binary motion mask that can
be used for motion tracking and can be
calculated with a fast algorithm. Neither the
changes made to the frame frequency do affect
to the visual results. The binary motion mask is
clear also when only every other, every fourth or
every eighth frame of the sequence is used, for
example. Next we studied the elaboration times
needed per one frame using a different amount
of active pixels and the results are shown in
Table 1. As the results demons trate the reduction
in the amount of active pixels also significantly
reduces the elaboration times. The variations in
elaboration times are due to the different amount
of movement in the scene. When using the
information of every pixel 14- 16 frames per
second can be elaborated. Instead of taking only
every other pixel as active pixel 24- 26 frames per
second and 30- 32 frames for every third pixel
can be elaborated. The effects of our changes to
the amount of noise in the binary motion mask
were also studied.
The algorithm always creates some salt and
pepper noise to the original binary motion image.
This noise is due to the false detections made by
the system and thus it is also a good measure for
the robustness of the algorithm. The amount of
noise created was approximated by calculating
the difference image between the original binary
motion image and the binary motion image after
the usage of morphological operators.

Only the
adaptive

backgroun
d

algorithm

Adaptive
background +
morphological

operations

Every pixel
active

40- 50 ms 50- 60 ms

Every
other pixel

active
20- 30 ms 30- 40 ms

Every third
pixel active

10- 20 ms 20- 30ms

Table 1 . The times needed to elaborate one frame
using our algorithm. Column 1 shows the times
using only the algorithm for adaptive
backgrounding and column 2 the times when also
morphological operations to remove unconnected
pixels and unite connected pixels are in use .

The
percentage
of noisy
pixels

Every
frame
used

Every
2 nd

frame
used

Every
4 th

frame
used

Every pixel
active

1,60 % 1,61 % 1,63 %

Every other
pixel active

1,62 % 1,61 % 1,62 %

Every third
pixel active

1,60 % 1,62 % 1,63 %

Table 2 . The amount of noisy pixels in the image
with different combinations.

This difference image shows the false detections
made by the system that are the pixels
considered to be noise. The number of falsely
detected pixels was calculated and compared
with the total number of the pixels in the image.
Table 2 shows the percentage of noisy pixels
when a different number of active pixels and
different frame frequencies were used. As it can
be seen the amount of active pixels does not
affect to the amount of noise created by the
system. Neither does the usage of only every n th

frame. As the results show we succeeded in our
aim to reduce the elaboration time of the
algorithm. The improvements made do not affect
either to the robustness or the visual results of
the system. Some other problems of the
algorithm presented by Stauffer and Grimson [3]
still remain unsolved. One of the drawbacks is
the time needed to learn the background at the
beginning and also after sudden changes in
lightning. Another problem is that when the
moving objects stop they are adapted to the
background too fast. These problems will be
further studied and remain as future work.

4. Conclusions
We presented an adaptive background method
based on the model presented by Stauffer and
Grimson [3]. In our method only every other or
every third pixel in the image was modelled by
Gaussian distributions. The results show that our
method is faster than the original system. The
ability to detect moving areas and the amount of
noise in the binary motion image do not differ
from the properties of the original system. Due
to the speed and robustness of our method it can
be implemented to a real life video surveillance
application and can be run with normal
computers. We concentrated in the speed of the
algorithm so some other problems such as slow
learning at the beginning or too fast adaptation



of still objects still remain to be solved efficiently
in the future.
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1. ABSTRACT

A combination of three algorithms is proposed
that gives a reasonable rate of success in image
similarity searches. All use region based statisti-
cal measures. They are combined using a simple
decision fusion voting scheme, giving success
rates in the area of 50-60%. For a web search
application this is quite reasonable.

2. INTRODUCTION

It has long been a goal of research to identify images
in a data collection that are similar to one given as an
example. “Find me more images like this one” is the
question, and it is an important question to answer. In
spite of this, most similarity searches actually avail-
able to the users of search engines are based on text
searches of captions, or use manually classified
images. To be able to conduct a web search for images
‘that look like this one’ is especially desired by stu-
dents and researchers in the humanities and social sci-
ences, who generally have less ability to draw on
other technical and computational resources than do
the scientists and engineers.

During the summer of 2003 and in the time since,
the Digital Media Laboratory at the University of Cal-
gary became involved in a research project concern-
ing to the creation of an educational object repository.
These objects range in complexity from simple text
files and word processor documents to complex inter-
active multimedia systems, animations, and games;
The ability to search this repository for specific
objects of interest was a key feature, especially as the
repository grows in size and complexity. Since our
laboratory has extensive experience with images in
general, and computer vision in particular, it was
thought that we could create a prototype image search
engine that could be used in a practical context to
access objects across the internet.

How does one know if an image, really just a collec-
tion set of RGB pixels, is similar to another image?

General object recognition is not yet feasible, and it
seems that this may be the way that we humans handle
the problem. We need a practical way to compare
images in an objective manner, quickly, and with a
reasonable rate of success. Of course, it is obvious
that two different images even of the same scene will
never actually be identical. The random ‘noise, com-
ponent of each would be unlikely to agree, if nothing
else were different, but illumination, geometry, orien-
tation, and occlusion all play a part in complicating
the issue. A complete solution to the problem is
intractable.

Our approach was one that we have used in other
situations, and which has served very well in produc-
ing high success rate prototypes in the past. We use
multiple algorithms, collections of methods that we
know have potential to work in this context, and
which have been evaluated at some time in the recent
past by more than one researcher. We use all of these
methods in a decision fusion scheme, first having each
algorithm arrive at a decision and then joining all the
decisions into a single one. This approach has worked
in the past for handprinted symbol recognition and
signature verification, among other tasks. If the indi-
vidual methods are simple and quick, then the overall
method will be also, and the if the individual success
rates are high enough then so will be the success rate
of the composite system, higher than any of the indi-
vidual success rates of the component algorithms.

3. PREVIOUS WORK

We have not found any previous work in this precise
area - the use of multiple statistical algorithms in the
context of image similarity. There are, of course, a
large collection of individual similarity algorithms
published, especially in the past six or seven years.

Del Bimbo [1] provides what is likely the best sin-
gle source of information in this area, describing doz-
ens of algorithms of various types and evaluating and
comparing them. He groups methods into four basic
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types: those using color similarity, those using shape sim-
ilarity, texture, and spatial relationships. Texture similar-
ity is much like color similarity in principle, and is
usually computationally expensive, so this method will
not be pursued at length. Likewise, methods using spatial
relationships will probably be relatively slow, and will
take a significant time to implement correctly.

3.1. Color

Color is a practical and effective image property that
can be used for similarity searches [10,12], and there are
many ways to use color. We have been interested in histo-
gram based techniques for other applications (E.G. [8]),
and were therefore intrigued by the use of color histo-
grams described in multiple sources [3,5,13].The basic
idea is to use a quantization scheme to reduce the number
of colors in the image, then to count how often each color
occurs (number of pixels of that color). This is a simple
characterization of the image that can be compared with
others.

Of course, some images do not have color, and so we
may have to apply these histogram methods to simple
grey levels, counting the number of pixels having each
grey value. In most cases color images can be converted
into grey scale without the loss of region or shape infor-
mation. Black and white movies and television were,
after all, the state of the art many years ago, and it was
always possible to see clearly what was happening -
scenes and objects can be distinguished without using
color.

4. A MULTIPLE ALGORITHM SYSTEM

We will design a composite system, one that uses multi-
ple algorithms, that uses a selection of color based and
simple shape feature based techniques. Given that the
educational object repository project gave us a limited
time frame for experimentation and implementation, it
was decided to use methods that did not require a seg-
mentation step.

Not only are we using multiple algorithms, but we
apply them to sub-regions of the images, and so we tested
multiple schemes for defining these regions. We have
selected five algorithms for the implementation, although
other methods were tried and discarded for various rea-
sons. For each algorithm we implemented five methods
of defining regions on the image, and compared these
against each other using each similarity algorithm.

Each similarity algorithm uses a simple image property
or measure. We compute these values for all of the
images in our collection, then classify incoming targets
using a nearest neighbor method; the image in the data-
base having a measure mi most like that of the query
image Ii is said to be most similar to I.

The five measures we used were: grey sigma, edge

density, boolean edge density, edge direction, and color
histograms, and are described below.

Grey Sigma - Variation in Intensity
This has been described as a simple texture metric, but

really is just a measure of the variability of the brightness
as captured in the pixel values. The intensity variation
across a region is determined by calculating the standard
deviation of the intensity values of all of the pixels. If the
image is color, then the pixels are converted into grey
values using a standard HSI conversion [1,6] or by sim-
ply averaging the R,G, and B values.

Edge Density - Boundaries Between Objects
This is a simple geometry measure based on the

strength of the edges in a small image region. It can be
found by first using a standard edge detector (E.G.
Sobel[6]) to enhance the pixels that belong to edges and
boundaries. The result is a set of pixels whose values rep-
resent the strength of the edge at that point. Pixels far
from an edge are 0, those near and edge increase to a
maximum value.

The edge density measure is calculated as the mean
pixel value of the edge enhanced image.

Boolean Edge Density
This is, on the face of it, very similar to the edge den-

sity method above. After the edge detector has been
applied to the image, the image is thresholded so that
what could be called edge pixels are white (1) and non-
edge pixels are black. The measure returns the proportion
of white (edge) pixels in the region. The difference
between this and standard edge density is seen in images
with noise. Boolean edge density sometimes allows noise
to be minimized; edges are also high frequency informa-
tion, and the thresholding process in Boolean edge den-
sity tends to reduce the effect of noise.

Edge Direction
Many edge detectors, including the Sobel edge detec-

tor, can be implemented as a convolution of a small (E.G.
3x3) image mask, often multiple masks each with a
directional bias. This allows a crude estimate of edge
direction to be made. In particular, for a typical 3x3
region in an image the two Sobel masks are:

-1 0 1 -1 -2 -1
Sx = -2 0 2 Sy = 0 0 0

-1 0 1 1 2 1
Given that the response to each mask represents a vector
in the X or Y direction, the direction associated with the
pixels in the region can be established using simple trigo-
nometry:

θ = arctan (Sy/Sx)
This edge direction value is used to compute an overall

estimate of the direction of the edges in a region by cal-
culating a resultant vector over all pixels in the region.



When similarity between images is calculated it is done
using differences between these region-based resultants.

Hue and Intensity Histograms
The technique described in [13] for creating color his-

tograms has the rather desirable property that it disre-
gards achromatic information, often included as noise in
other types of color histogram. This is accomplished by
calculating the standard deviation σ of the red, green, and
blue components of a color pixel and then normalizing to
the range [0,1].

The chrominance of a pixel is found using the function

where a and b are constants between 0 and 1, where a<b.
In the experiments that we conducted, we found useful
values to be a=0.05 and b = 0.8. These values are empiri-
cal, and it may be that further work is needed to do better.

The chrominance values were calculated for each pixel
in the region and were used to construct a color histo-
gram with 16 bins. An intensity histogram was also cre-
ated, having only 4 bins; both were used in searches.

5. REGIONS

Based on prior experimentation by ourselves and oth-
ers (E.G. [9]) it is generally appreciated that statistical
measures based on entire images are often less successful
in characterizing the image in a search or matching con-
text than the using same measurements based on subdivi-
sions of the same image. When using regions, one of the
five defined measurements is made on each defined
region and collected into a larger set of features. We iden-
tified five distinct ways to break up an image into
regions: overall, rectangular, angular, circular, and
hybrid, and tried each of them, comparing the results.
The shape of these regions is illustrated in Figure 1.

Overall
This is the null or trivial region, the entire image con-

sidered as a single region. This corresponds with the
usual global techniques for image analysis and recogni-
tion. This is used, for example, in [13].

Rectangular
This is a first step towards regionalization of an image,

and is simple to implement because an image is rectangu-
lar, and so are the regions. For the experiments described
here, the image is broken into five vertical and horizontal
parts. Features are then extracted from each of the 25
regions in the grid.

For example, if the image is 250 x 500, then each
region is 50x100 pixels. there is no overlap between the
regions, although there certainly could be. Advantages:
fast, easy to implement. Disadvantages: not designed
with rotation in mind.

Angular
Angular regions are wedge-shaped sections of the

image radiating from the geometric center of the image
(not the centroid. which is pixel based). We used an
angular differential of 45 degrees, creating eight angular
regions for our experiments. Advantages: all regions have
some center and some outlying pixels; nice rotational
properties. Disadvantages: more difficult (expensive) to
implement than rectangular regions. Some angles are
more accurately sampled than others.

Circular
Circular regions consist of concentric circles or rings

beginning at the geometric center of the image, as nearly
as possible. We used five rings for our experiments. The
radius of the last ring is equal to the maximum of the
largest row and column index. Advantages: rotationally
invariant; using more rings is not really more costly. It is
easy to weight the rings so that the image center is more
important. Disadvantages: expensive to implement, pix-
els near the boundary are arbitrarily assigned to regions.

Hybrid
Hybrid regions represent a logical combination of

angular and circular regions, as defined above. This is
really just a two dimensional polar coordinate system.
Both the concentric rings seen in circular regions and the
radial segments of the angular regions are superimposed.
In the experiments defined here, there were 8 angular
regions and 4 circular ones, for a total of 32 regions.

6. EXPERIMENTS

Our experimental database contains 782 images in 8
classes. Seven of the classes had 100 images, while the
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Figure 1: The five types of sub-image used in the similarity
search process.
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final one had only 82. The accuracy A for each class
is calculated as , where c is the number of
correct (in-class) retrievals and n is the number of
images in that class [4]. The symbol q represents the
number of results that were returned. We are using a
search engine evaluation scheme, which requires
some explanation.

When a search engine is given a query, the resulting
responses are ranked according to relevance, and are
returned and displayed in that order. The number of
responses on the page is q, frequently 10 or so. In the
results presented here q=30.

There are many ways of reporting success in this
kind of enterprise. We are suggesting that success is
the percentage of relevant responses on the first page
of a typical query. This is certainly a measure of suc-
cess that would be quickly understood by anyone who
uses web search engines frequently. Out of the ten
responses reported on the first page of a response to a
query, how many of them are really a match? When
asked this question of text based queries, the average
person would accept 3 successes, which they think of
as typical; this is based on a recent casual poll of stu-
dents and University staff.

Given this measure of success, the overall system
was initially tested on the 782 images at our disposal.
Eight tables, one for each class, are needed to convey
all of the information resulting from the trials. Each
image is queried against the database, and a table of
success percentage with similarity algorithms occupy-
ing columns and region drawing methods as rows.
Four of the tables are shown collected as Table 1, and
it is plain to see that there is a significant variability in
success among the classes tested. It is also plain that
the method and region scheme that works best for one
class does not necessarily work the best for some
other.

What is wanted is a scheme that works best for all
classes. Figure 2 shows representative samples of
each class.

7. ALGORITHM FUSION

The experiments involved searching for each image
amongst all of the other images, using every combina-
tion of similarity measure and region splitting method
described above. This means that a similarity value
has been calculated for all image pairs in the data col-
lection. These can be sorted into a ranked list for each

A 100
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qn
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Table 1: Region/Feature Accuracies for some classes

Grey Sigma
Edge

Direction Edge Density
Boolean edge

density
Hue

Histogram
Intensity

Histogram

Accuracy for class ‘beach’ (%)

Overall 12.8 18.3 9.6 11.6 23.7 18.5
Rectangular 13.2 20.7 9.6 10.2 22.1 12.7

Angular 12.7 15.1 9.6 9.6 23.7 14.9
Circular 20.0 12.5 13.1 15.2 23.4 20.1
Hybrid 22.1 21.4 5.8 14.3 25.5 12.4

Accuracy for class ‘horses’ (%)
Overall 20.3 22.3 13.7 12.9 79.3 34.0

Rectangular 47.7 11.1 44.8 38.7 90.8 49.5
Angular 23.9 16.9 25.6 24.7 85.9 43.7
Circular 41.0 20.3 26.6 25.3 85.9 38.6
Hybrid 42.2 13.3 29.0 37.8 86.8 45.8

Accuracy for class ‘dinosaur’ (%)
Overall 11.2 48.0 25.1 38.6 24.1 97.0

Rectangular 41.7 49.4 54.3 69.5 51.2 100
Angular 16.6 45.0 34.3 48.0 26.4 99.6
Circular 70.9 42.7 74.3 82.1 29.2 99.1
Hybrid 53.9 57.2 0.0 22.7 57.9 98.8

Accuracy for class ‘flower’ (%)
Overall 11.2 14.8 23.7 17.5 38.4 49.7

Rectangular 43.8 28.9 56.5 47.7 40.9 59.8
Angular 20.2 6.7 51.1 42.8 46.9 55.7



algorithm, in which the first image is the best (highest
similarity value, most likely match). We can use these
ranked lists as a means to vote for the best match. The
method we have used in the past to do this is called a
Borda count [2,7].

The problem encountered when attempting to merge
ranked responses is as follows: given M rankings, each
having N choices, which choice has the largest degree of
support? For example, consider the following 3 classifier/
4 class problem [11]:

C1: a b c d C2: c a b d C3: b d c a

This case has no majority winner; a, b and c each get
one first place vote. The Borda count is an ancient
scheme for resolving this kind of situation, in which each
alternative is given a number of points depending on
where in the ranking it has been placed. A selection is
given no points for placing last, one point for placing
next to last, and so on, up to R-1 points for placing first.
In other words, the number of points (the weight) given
to a selection is the number of classes below it in the
ranking.

Other voting methods were attempted, such as the sim-
ple majority vote, weighted Borda count, and so on, but
the simple Borda count appeared to provide the most
robust solution. The overall results, using this algorithm
combination methods, were as follows:

beach 28.78% flower 81.67%
horses 86.37% architecture 40.43%
dinosaur 98.97% bus 58.78%
elephant 39.30% mountain 26.90%

Overall 56.95%
This means that, in a web search having ten results per

page, the first page would have 5-6 correct (directly rele-
vant) matches to the query, on the average. This is better
than our informal poll suggests is acceptable, and better
than the same poll is being achieved now on text-based
queries.

8. COMPARISON AGAINST THE LITERATURE

We performed a formal comparison of our multiple
algorithm method for image similarity search against two
published methods: that of Rao[9] and that of Tico[13].
Both methods were implemented by us using the original
papers as the correct description of the method; this
means that there is a chance that the program we used to
generate the results is somewhat different from the one
used by the original authors.

The results were computed in the same was as for the
previous experiment, and are tabulated in Table 2. In all
cases but one our composite system gives better success
rates than any of the others.

9. AN INTERESTING LAST-MINUTE EXPERIMENT

For the past years our research group has been working
on specified techniques for censoring pornographic web
sites so that public schools can use the web as a resource
more comfortably. We have used many methods com-
bined with voting schemes, but are especially interested
in methods that look at the images and can classify them
as innocent or rejected (I.E. nudity) based on content.
After our experiments with the composite image search
engine were success, we quickly put together a small set
of data to see whether the engine could distinguish
between these two classes. The innocent images were
gather specifically for this test, and consisted of partly
dressed and lightly dressed people, some posed and some
in natural situations. The rejected images contained
nudity and poses unsuitable for younger viewers.

The data set is too small to draw many conclusions at
this time, but the results are promising. Within an hour
we had five false rejections and no false acceptances -
given ninety images in each class, this amounted to about
97% success. After some time adjusting parameters and
carefully selecting a threshold, this was improved to a
single false rejection, or over 99% success. This is almost

Figure 2: Examples of the image classes
used in the s im i la r i t y
search experiments. There
are 8 classes, each with
100 instances except the
mountain class, which had
only 82.

Class BEACH Class BUS Class DINOSAUR Class MOUNTAIN

Class ARCHITECTURE Class ELEPHANT Class FLOWER Class HORSE



certainly high, but when we add text features and
other image censoring operations we have already
developed, and given the ease with which the success
rate was achieved, we expect a censor with well over
99% success this year, partly based on this work

10. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a small collection of fast meth-
ods for determining similarity between images, and
have evaluated them on a set of 782 images. These
algorithms were then combined, using a rank-based
voting scheme, to produce a multiple algorithm sys-
tem that gives overall results that are significantly bet-
ter than two of the methods found in the literature.

The prototype system is completely functional, and
we hope to have it installed in a publicly assessable
system within the next few months. A more complete
collection of the results can be found by contacting
the authors.
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Table 2: Final results - Comparison Between Methods

Image Class

Correct
retrievals
(Rao[9])

%

Correct
Retrievals
(Tico[13])

%

Correct
Retrievals

(This work)
%

Beach 27.7 25.6 28.8

Horses 89.0 68.3 86.4

Dinosaur 42.0 72.6 99.0

Elephant 20.0 24.7 39.3

Flower 46.4 51.3 81.7

Architecture 27.0 24.2 30.4

Bus 36.0 33.7 58.8

Mountain 26.0 19.9 26.9

TOTAL 39.5 40.4 57.0
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Abstract

Color is one of the most important image features used 
in content-based image retrieval (CBIR). This paper 
proposes a robust and effective color feature known as
ring-based fuzzy histogram (RFH), which reduces noise
sensitivity in conventional color histograms (CCH) by 
using two stages of fuzzy clustering. By partitioning
images into rings, RFH can capture an image’s spatial
information, and is robust to rotation and scale variations.
This paper also presents details about the extraction of
RFH. The fuzzy histogram extracted from the whole 
image is used to filter out highly dissimilar images during
the image retrieval process, leading to a reduced query 
response time. Experiments results show that the
proposed feature is, in general, compact; robust to
changes due to images rotation or image scaling; and 
robust to illumination changes and quantization noise.  It 
also outperforms CCH and other recently published 
proposal, such as fuzzy color histogram [6].

1. Introduction 

Color is an important image feature for the task of
content-based image retrieval. In the early 1990’s, Swain
and Ballard [14] were among the first to propose the use
of conventional color histogram (CCH) in image retrieval.
It maps the colors in an image into a discrete color space 
containing n colors. Color histograms are easy to compute,
relatively robust to image distortions, (such as those due 
to rotation). However, there are also problems with the
color histograms: First, the number of color bins needed 
in CCH is large and thus a comparatively large space is
needed to store each image. Second, intersection-based 
similarity measurement leads to the sensitiveness to
quantization errors and illumination changes (e.g., two
colors will fall into different histogram bins even when
they are very similar). Third, CCH doesn’t include

important details (such as spatial information) of images
[6].

Some clustering methods had been employed to reduce
the dimensionality of the color histogram. Examples here
include hierarchical clustering, color naming system,
supervised clustering, and uniform quantization.

To improve the robustness of the color histogram, [14]
proposed a similarity measurement based on histogram
intersection with the aim of eliminating the influence of
background color in the match results. Although the
method is robust to object occlusion and image resolution,
it is still largely sensitive to changes in illumination. [7]
assumed a linear spectral reflectance model to derive a set 
of illumination-independent moment invariants of color
distributions. Other methods extended color indexing by
using the distribution of color ratios. Invariance to
illumination conditions is achieved on the assumption of 
locally constant illumination [4][10]. Though effective, 
their computation is time-consuming.

Trying to address both of two problems mentioned
above, the method of Fuzzy Color Histogram (FCH) is 
proposed by applying fuzziness to color histograms [6].
Each pixel’s color is associated to all the histogram bins
through the function of fuzzy membership. The
experiments showed that requiring less storage space, 
FCH is less sensitive to noise interference, such as 
illumination changes and quantization errors than CCH.
However, this approach FCH simply ignored the
quantization error introduced in the process of uniform
quantization, which impaired its robustness to noise
interference. Besides, it doesn’t incorporate spatial
information in the image feature, which leads to 
ambiguities when comparing similarities by histograms.

Common methods incorporate spatial information by
dividing images to different blocks [2][5][13]. Yet such 
methods are not robust to image rotations. Other methods
try to integrate spatial information without partitioning the 
image [8] [11] [12]. These methods typically have some
special restrictions (eg. the number of representative
colors [8], or the number of “sufficiently present” colors 
[12], should not be large). They are also usually time-



consuming to implement. To our knowledge, there is still
no commonly accepted method to incorporate spatial 
information with color features, while at the same time
maintaining rotation and scale invariance.

In this paper, we propose a new image feature, called
ring-based fuzzy histogram (RFH). Images are partitioned
into concentric rings with varying radial distances first, in
order to integrate spatial information while holding the
property of rotation invariance. Two steps of fuzziness,
fuzzy smoothening and fuzzy quantization, are introduced
to CCH, to make the histogram more robust to noise
interference. Experiments show that RFH generally
outperforms FCH and CCH in the robustness to noise
interference and in the subject discriminability.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we present the details on the two steps of fuzziness in
problem of color quantization. Section 3 describes the
ring-partitioning method applied on the image, as well as 
the extraction process of RFH. Experimental results are
provided in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Fuzzy color quantization

To reduce the dimensionality of the resulting color
histogram features, an appropriate method should be
employed to quantize the color values. In this section, we
describe a two-step approach to introducing fuzziness in
problem of color quantization. First, the image is taken
through an initial process of fuzzy color smoothening.
Based on this, we perform fuzzy quantization using a 

perceptually-uniform color space, the color
space.

),,( *** vuLCIE

2.1. Fuzzy histogram smoothening

For color image in RGB space, there are usually 256 
levels of colors in each channel. This number is not 
necessary for most color image recognition applications.
Color levels are reduced from 256 levels/channel to 16
levels/channel through method of uniform quantization in
our work. However, it could introduce quantization error
during the process of quantization.

In order to lessen the quantization error, we first
introduce fuzziness in our framework by the use of a 
fuzzy smoothening function on 4096(16*16*16)-bin RGB
color histogram. For a given color level, we associate with
it a fuzzy membership function f. Thus, given the i-th
color level the membership function ( jf i fines the

degree to which the j-th color level is similar to jp , where 

the values in )( jf i are alized to be in the range [0 1].

Expectedly, the degree of similarity should be inversely
proportional to the inter-color distance between ip

jp he natural choice for this function is the

Gaussian smoothening function:
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where, is the variance, and  is a distance

measure.
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Typically, the distance measure is the L2-norm:

ji ppj)id ,( . Given the membership function, the

conventional color histogram H can now be smoothened
as follows:

n

j
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This is essentially a convolution operation. Thus, for 
image M, we can represent the fuzzy smoothened
histogram as ifHMH *)( , where * denotes the

convolution operator.
The resulting histogram after the fuzzy smoothening

has been termed “fuzzy paradigm-based histograms” in
[15]. This approach has also been used by some authors
for the purpose of reducing quantization noise [9]. We
note that the above smoothening can be performed either
on the RGB or on the CIE(L*,u*,v*) space. 

2.2. Fuzzy color clustering 

To further improve efficiency, the histogram with 4096 
bins can still be reduced with less bins. However, simply
using fewer bins could lead to a significant loss in the
color information. Therefore an appropriate quantization
technique is required to reduce this potential loss, while
still providing a more compact representation. We note
two important observations in choosing a clustering
method for the purpose of image retrieval.

First, a fine clustering method works better in a
perceptually uniform color space, (such as the CIE 

( ) space used in the work); Second, color bins in 
RGB color histogram have a proportional spacing
between them. And the proportional spacing between bins
is lost after the nonlinear transformation from the RGB

space to the CIE( )space. Thus, uniform
quantization (i.e., uniformly dividing the data equally to
different clusters) is not appropriate in clustering colors in
the CIE ( ) space.
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Fuzzy clustering method was shown to be effective for 
non-regularly distributed data points [1]. It was also
shown to improve the performance of color image
retrieval [3][6]. Therefore, we use Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
clustering method to cluster the color bins in the CIE
( ) space. The FCM algorithm attempts to
partition a finite collection of elements

*** ,, vuL
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into a finite collection of c fuzzy clusters with respect to 



some given criterion. A detailed description and
implementation of the FCM algorithm can be found in [1].

2.3. Color quantization using fuzzy clustering 

The procedure of color histogram quantization is
de

 quantization to the RGB color 

2) gram to 1-D histogram and 

3) sian smoothening function to smoothen

4) RGB space to the CIE 

5) to c color clusters/bins by

T ep 2 is performed using a 
sim

,              (3) 

where are the respective color value

ace,.

c, the needed number of 
clu

ble between the 4096 
CI

,         (4) 

where represents the degree of membership (or 

tized histogram (so called fuzzy histogram)
co

(5)

scribed as follows:
1) Perform uniform

histogram, which reduces the color levels from 256
bins/channel to 16 bins/channel. We call this step
coarse quantization.
Combine 3-D histo
compute the index number of each bin in the 1-D
histogram.
Using Gaus
the 4096-bin color histogram.
Convert the 4096 colors from
(L*,u*,v*) coordinates.
Cluster the 4096 color bins
fuzzy quantization, using the FCM algorithm, where 
c is the required number of color clusters. We call
this step fine quantization.
he 3D to 1D mapping in st

ple relation:
rgbbgrf 1616),,( 2

bgr ,, s in the 3D

RGB sp ),,( bgrf is the index number of the bin. 16 

levels in each of the 3 channels lead to 4096 different
levels at the 1D representation

The choice of the parameter
sters will typically be application dependent. In this

work, we performed a performance comparison using 
different values of c, (c=32, 64, 128). Results show that
retrieval performance is only marginally improved beyond
c = 64, (see section on results).

In step 5, a mapping ta
E(L*,u*,v*) values and the c color clusters is generated.

It serves as a mapping between the 4096 RGB values and 
the c fuzzy color clusters. The mapping table is computed
offline only once, and is represented as a partition matrix
U:

}4096,...2,1,,...,2,1,{ jciuU ij

iju

association) of the j-th color value (from 4096 possible
RGB values) with the i-th color cluster (out of c clusters).
Thus, each row of U represents a fuzzy membership
function.

A quan
uld be computed directly from the conventional

histogram, using simple matrix multiplication:

c

T

c
UHFH
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where, FH is an c-bin fuzzy histogram, H is vector 
representing 4096-bin normalized RGB color histogram
Since normalized RGB color histogram H is scale 
invariant, the fuzzy histogram FH is also scale invariant. 
3. Ring partitioning and ring-based fuzzy
histogram

As mentioned in Section 2, a number of approaches
attempted to integrate spatial information with color
histograms by dividing images into sub-blocks and
comparing the features extracted from the sub-blocks. Yet
the features in these methods are not rotation invariant. In 
this section, we present a new partition method. The 
method is easy to implement. More importantly, the
image features extracted from the resulting partitions
possess the important property of rotation invariance.

3.1. Ring partitioning method 

Image rotating about uncertain point by angle 0  can 

be considered as rotating about the center of the image
frame by angle 0 and then shifting by an amount that

depends on the position of the uncertain point. For
simplicity, we only consider rotating about the centroid.
Translation is a concern which is beyond the scope of the
present work.

A number of rings are used to partition the image to
sub-regions. The rings are concentric, centered at the
center of the image frame. The areas between neighboring
rings are the sub-regions based on which the image
features will be extracted. In order to more easily partition
the image circular wise, polar transformation is applied to
each image. With polar transform, rotation in the
Cartesian space can be performed as planar shifts in the 
polar coordinates.

3.2. Polar images

A polar image can be constructed as follows: for a 
given 21 LL image , scan the image in two 

dimensions. First, scan M times along the angular
direction, evenly distributed from 0

),( yxf

o to 360o. Second, scan 
M times along the radial direction, evenly distributed from
0 to 2N , where (see Fig. 1). ),max( 21 LLN

              (a)                                         (b) 
Figure 1. The polar transformation: (a)  image

in Cartesian coordinates; (b)equivalent
21 LL ),( yxf

MM  polar
image ),(p  in polar coordinates.



For the example of in (a), we have 
. For the regions of rings that fall out of 

the square area of in (a), theirs color values are set 
to be 0 in the corresponding positions in the polar
image,

),( yxf

221 LNLL

),( yxf

),(p .

Formally, ),(p  can be computed as: 

)2sin(2,)2cos(2, MNMNfp   (6) 

where represents the smallest integer that is not

greater than x. Note that rotation in Cartesian space
corresponds to a simple cyclic column shift in the polar
space.

x

3.3. Ring-based fuzzy histogram

We partition the polar image to several sub-regions (or
layers), where each region/layer is composed of the same
number of consecutive rows in the polar image. Rotation
and scale invariance can be achieved by computing fuzzy
histograms from each sub-region in the polar image. We
call these histograms Rring-based Fuzzy Histograms
(RFH). Essentially, RFH is a set of fuzzy histograms
defined as follows:

},,...,,,{ 210 mFHFHFHFHRFH                (7) 

where,  is the c-bin fuzzy histogram of the whole

polar image
0FH

),(p .  is the c-bin fuzzy

histogram of the i-th sub-region in the polar image, m is 
the total number of sub-regions.

),..,2,1( miFHi

There are two kinds of RFH features: the global 
features , and the regional features .0FH ),..,2,1( miFH i

1) Global features: is the first component of RFH.

This is a global feature that describes the color statistics 
from the entire image. For a given query image q, and a 
database image d, we define below a normalized distance

between them based on :

0FH
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 where j is the bin position in the c-bin fuzzy histogram.
We use the global feature to filter out images that

differ significantly from the query – in terms of their
general color statistics. Since spatial information about the
image is maintained in , in a sense, using

in this way can be viewed as using the image’s

general color information as a pre-filter before using
detailed spatial information for further processing. This
proved to be time saving during retrieval, and also
improves the retrieval accuracy.

0FH

),..,2,1( miFH i

0FH

2) Region features: After pre-filtering the database
images, are then used to further prune 

rs taken in

d

),..,2,1( miFHi

out dissimilar images.  To decide the value of m, there are 
several facto to consideration. First, with a 
bigger value of m, color image is partitioned by more
rings, thus more spatial information is kept in iFH . This 

is helpful to filter out those images that are visually
dissimilar, but have similar global color statistic cond,
if the value of m is too big, each area of the ring-region
gets small. Thus a small translation of the color image
will have a significant influence on the contents of those
ring-regions. As a result, the RFH from these areas will be
less robust to small image translations. Third, iFH with a 

bigger m surely takes more storage space and more
computing time. Consider the 3 factors, ptimal
number of rings needs to balance the positive and
negative effects listed ahead. The value of m will be
decided in the experiments.

The overall normalized distance between the query 
image qI  and the database image I  is as follows:
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where , and is the weighting factor for the 

i-th sub-region of the polar image. The choice of will

on the imp e a
re

m

i iw
1

1 iw

i

depend ortanc ssociated with each sub-region.
In our experiments, we assume that each sub- gion
provides roughly equal contribution to the similarity
measure, and hence use mwi /1

w

.

4. Experiments 

4.1. Construction

Three test imag

of test databases

e databases were constructed to
d RFH on three 

gro

aluate the
tors in

rot

evaluate the performance of the propose
unds: general discrimination ability, rotation

invariance, and robustness to illumination changes in the 
retrieval of similar images. The databases are called 
general database, rotation database and illumination
database respectively. With each of the three databases, 
all the 1,500 images with different subjects are used as 
queries. Similar images are retrieved by comparing the 
query with the database images. Retrieval results from all 
queries in one database contribute to the average
performance of all the queries in this database. 

4.2. Measurement of retrieval performance 

We use a precision-recall (P-R) graph to ev
retrieval performance of different image descrip

ation and scale test databases. Precision P, and recall R
are defined respectively as follows: 
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For a given query, we can set the recall to different
values, and then calculate the corresponding precision 
values. From all query results, we plot their average 
precision value for each recall in the P-R graph. 

4.3. Results 

1) General Database: To check the effect of the
number of rings on the performance of RFH, we carried 
out a good number of experiments on the general database, 
using different number of rings to partition the color 
images. Fig.2 shows the overall P-R performance
comparison.

The optimal number of rings will typically be 
application dependent. From Fig. 2, RFH with 4 rings 
produced the best overall P-R performance. Thus, for the 
remaining experiments, we fixed the number of ring
partitions to 4. Due to the fact that similar images in the 
database are often in different size, the ability to retrieve
these images demonstrates that RFH is robust to scale 
changes of images (i.e. scale invariant).

Figure 2. Performance of RFH using different number of 
rings to partition the images.

From Fig. 2, RFH has the poorest P-R performance
when using just one ring. Since this corresponds to using
only the global feature (i.e. no regional information is 
used), it illustrates the importance of spatial information
in color-based image retrieval. 

To test the subjective discriminability of RFH, FCH
and CCH, we perform a series of experiments on general 
database using the three features. For each pre-set recall 
value, average precision value of different feature is listed 
in Table 1. 
Table 1. P-R performance of RFH, FCH and CCH. For RFH
and FCH, the number of bins refers to the stage of fine-
grained (fuzzy) quantization (i.e. the number of fuzzy
clusters c).

Recall (%) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
RFH (32 bins) 100 98.5 96.7 94.0 91.3 90.5 88.5 85.9 83.4 78.5
RFH (64 bins) 100 99.3 97.8 95.1 93.8 92.7 88.4 87.3 85.6 81.6
RFH (128bins) 100 99.5 98.2 97.4 94.5 92.3 90.9 87.7 86.5 82.3
FCH (32 bins) 100 97.4 96.7 93.7 92.5 90.9 87.0 84.5 83.7 77.4
FCH (64 bins) 100 98.2 97.9 95.0 92.6 90.0 87.5 86.9 84.0 79.3
FCH (128 bins) 100 99.4 97.8 94.4 91.5 90.7 87.7 87.1 84.2 80.3
CCH (32bins) 100 97.7 92.1 89.0 86.4 80 77.5 75.5 70.4 65.5

CCH (64 bins,) 100 98.2 93.4 90.3 86.6 84.5 83.8 76.5 73.4 70.9
CCH (128bins) 100 98.9 94.5 91.7 88.6 87.9 85.1 82.1 79.5 77.4

Several conclusions can be drawn from the table above. 
First, under the same number of bins, RFH achieves better 
P-R performance than CCH and FCH. This implies that 
by incorporating spatial information, RFH is more
accurate at retrieving similar images. Second, 
performance curves for RFH and FCH are closer than the
results with CCH. This implies that, RFH and FCH are 
less sensitive to changes in the number of bins (i.e.
clusters) used. As amount of quantization error is mostly
dependent on the number of bins used, the implication is 
that RFH and FCH features are more robust to image
noise and quantization errors than CCH. Third, for RFH,
retrieval performance with 64 bins is close to the
performance with 128 bins. For the rest of this section, we
report results for 64 bins.

2) Rotation Database: We also compare the 
performance of RFH with histogram features that are 
based on block partitioning. To avoid the influence of 
factors other than rotation, for the block-based color
features, we also extract fuzzy histograms from the 
partitioned blocks. Besides, we compare the performance
of RFH with that of FCH on rotation test database. 

Fig.3 presents the overall precision-recall charts for the 
three features using the rotation databases.

Figure 3. Precision-recall plots using the three approaches to 
integrating spatial color features.

When compared with the feature based on block
partitioning, RFH with ring partitioning and FCH can 
produce higher precisions for many of the different recall 
values. The difference in performance increases with 
larger recall values. We can tell from above figure that
RFH is robust to image rotations, and its robustness to 
image rotation is close to that of FCH.

3) Illumination Database: To compare the robustness 
of RFH, CCH and FCH to illumination variations, we 
performed tests on the illumination database by using the 
3 features. For each feature, all database images are sorted 
based on their Euclidean distance to a query image. Fig.4
shows four randomly selected query images. Table 2, 3
and 4 list the ranks of the corresponding 10 images when
using respective queries. 

Comparing the retrieval results by using different
features, similar images rank notably higher in Table 2



than in Table 3 and Table 4, which implies that RFH is 
more robust to illumination changes. 

(a)                           (b)                     (c)                          (d)
Figure 4. Query images from the illumination database 

Table 2. Retrieval results by RFH
Original images Ranks of the corresponding 10 images

a 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 17 22 35
b 2 3 5 6 8 10 14 20 44 78
c 2 3 4 5 6 10 19 22 66 110
d 4 6 10 14 17 20 22 40 71 157

Table 3. Retrieval results by FCH
Original images Ranks of the corresponding 10 images

a 2 3 4 6 7 10 14 17 20 60
b 2 4 5 6 11 14 17 28 66 121
c 2 3 4 5 6 9 17 23 73 127
d 4 7 13 14 19 26 32 41 96 178

Table 4. Retrieval results by CCH
Original images Ranks of the corresponding 10 images

a 2 3 4 5 11 16 17 25 39 173
b 2 3 4 7 9 15 25 57 120 270
c 3 4 7 8 13 19 37 47 184 323
d 4 5 11 13 21 24 41 91 124 197

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose using the image feature 
known as RFH. To improve robustness, fuzziness is 
introduced in the histogram generation process in two 
steps. First, fuzzy smoothening is applied to the image
histogram after coarse quantization, reducing the 
quantization errors introduced during the process of 
coarse quantization. At a later stage of fine quantization, 
FCM algorithm is used to cluster the histogram bins (4096
bins in the work) into a relatively low dimensional space. 
To integrate spatial information to the feature while 
holding the property of rotation invariance, ring-
partitioning is applied to polar-form images and RFH is
then constructed as a set of fuzzy histograms for the ring-
partitions. To speed up the query process, the fuzzy 
histogram of the whole polar image is used as a global
feature to filter out the highly dissimilar images, before 
performing the more time-consuming analysis of the
region-based fuzzy histograms.

Experiment results show that, with introduction of two
stages of fuzziness, RFH is more robust to noise and
illumination changes than FCH and CCH; with spatial 
information integrated, RFH outperforms FCH and CCH
in subject discriminability; with the ring-partitioning
method, RFH is more robust to image rotations than
traditional block-partitioning method.
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Abstract

This paper presents a watermarking procedure for JPEG
images based on the use of protected XML documents. The
procedure enables the copyright owner to insert a distinct
watermark code identifying the buyer within the distributed
images. Furthermore, to increase the security level of the
procedure, the watermark is repeatedly embedded into an
image in the DCT domain at different frequencies and by
exploiting both block classification techniques and percep-
tual analysis. The embedded watermark is then extracted
from an image according to the information contained in a
protected XML document that is associated to the image.

1. Introduction and Motivations

Digital watermarking can be considered as one of the
main technologies to implement the copyright protection
of digital contents distributed on the Internet [1]. To this
end, many watermarking procedures adopt “blind” inser-
tion schemes and are based on fingerprinting techniques
that enable the copyright owner to insert specific “anticol-
lusion codes” able to identify the buyer within any copy
of content that is distributed [12]. The main aim is to
make it possible to establish if a user is illegally in pos-
session of a content as well as who has initially bought and
then illegally shared it via, for example, peer-to-peer net-
work applications [1]. However, “nonblind” watermarking
schemes are typically considered more robust then blind
ones [8, 12]. Unfortunately, differently from blind ones,
nonblind schemes need the original digital contents in or-
der to be able to run the watermark extraction algorithms
on the corresponding pirated copies. This is considered
a drawback particularly for watermarking procedures that
aim at being adopted in a web context, because such proce-
dures force the distinct web entities involved in “identifica-
tion and arbitration” protocols [8] to exchange unprotected,
high dimension digital contents through the insecure com-
munication channels characterizing the Internet [6].

This paper presents a web oriented watermarking proce-
dure for JPEG images based on the use of protected XML
documents [5]. The procedure enables the copyright owner

to insert a distinct code identifying the buyer within each
copy of the distributed images. Furthermore, to increase
the procedure security and robustness level, the watermark
is repeatedly embedded into an image in the DCT domain
at different frequencies and by exploiting both block classi-
fication techniques and perceptual analysis. The embedded
watermark is then extracted from an image according to
the information contained in a protected XML document
that is associated to the image. Thus, the usual security
and robustness levels characterizing the nonblind water-
marking schemes can be achieved without requiring un-
protected, high dimension images to be exchanged in the
Internet whenever the watermark extraction has to be per-
formed. In fact, keeping XML documents protected or se-
curely exchanging them in a web context results nowadays
in being much easier than securely transferring high dimen-
sion images or having to manage their secure storaging at
distinct web entities. Moreover, using the XML technology
makes it also easier to automate the document access in a
web context, since XML is a standard technology well sup-
ported by the Java world, and standard document parsers,
such as SAX and DOM parsers, are freely available.

The paper is organized as the follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the proposed watermarking procedure. Section 3
shows how the information contained in the XML docu-
ments associated to the protected images can be exploited
in the watermark extraction process described in Section 4.
Section 5 reports on some experimental results. Section 6
reports conclusion remarks.

2. The Watermarking Procedure

The proposed procedure makes it possible to insert into
a JPEG image a binary code represented by a sequence
µ∈{0,1} and able to unambiguously identify a user. The
sequence µ , whose length is denoted as nµ , is repeatedly
embedded into the image in the DCT domain at different
frequencies, denoted as γ1, γ2 . . . γ f . In particular, since the
coefficients in each 8×8 DCT block of an image have a fre-
quency value associated with them, a γ value identifies an
entry in such blocks, and so, it can range from 1 to 82 =64.
Furthermore, to increase the security and robustness level



of the procedure, the watermark insertion is assumed to be
carried out at low, middle and high frequencies chosen on
the basis of the image to watermark.

In principle, all the DCT coefficients at a given fre-
quency could be modified by a value representing a water-
mark information. However, in the proposed procedure, the
“perceptual capacity” of the coefficients belonging to the
luminance DCT blocks is preliminarily estimated by ex-
ploiting both block classification techniques and perceptual
analysis. In fact, the block classification techniques [3, 9]
are applied to indicate the bests DCT coefficients that can
be altered without reducing the visual quality. They clas-
sify each luminance DCT block with respect to its energy
distribution by using four classification masks. The possi-
ble types of classified blocks are “flat”, “diagonal edge”,
“horizontal edge”, “vertical edge” and “textured block”.
The result of this procedure is a first selection of DCT co-
efficients whose modification has a minimal or no impact
to the perceptual quality of the image.

The perceptual analysis is then applied to calculate the
“just noticeable difference” ( jnd) values for the DCT co-
efficients [7, 10, 11]. Such values are the thresholds be-
yond which any changes to the respective coefficient will
most likely be visible. Therefore, let Xbm(γ) denote the
DCT coefficient at the frequency γ in the block bm, and let
JNDbm(γ) denote the jnd value calculated for the Xbm(γ)
coefficient. JNDbm(γ) can be calculated as:

JNDbm(γ)≈max
{

Cbm(γ), |Cbm(γ)|Ebm(γ)g
}

(1)

where Cbm(γ) represents the perceptual threshold of the
contrast masking and is expressed as:

Cbm(γ) = max
{

tbm(γ), |Xbm(γ)|h tbm(γ)1−h
}

(2)

Ebm(γ) is the entropy value calculated over the eight neigh-
bors of the Xbm(γ) coefficient [7, 10] and can be approxi-
mated by the following expression:

Ebm(γ)≈ Xbm(γ)−ubm(γ)q(γ) (3)

In (1) g is assumed equal to 0.5, while in (2) h is assumed
equal to 0.7 and tbm(γ) is equal to t(γ)(Xbm(1)/X(1)),
where X(1) is a DC coefficient corresponding to the mean
luminance of the display, while Xbm(1) is the DC coeffi-
cient of the block bm. In fact, t(γ) can be approximated by
the value q(γ)/2, where q(γ) represents the coefficient of
the quantization matrix corresponding to the frequency γ
[10]. Finally, in (3) ubm(γ) is equal to round(Xbm(γ)/q(γ)).

The insertion procedure at a given frequency γ assumes
that each bit of the user sequence µ is inserted into a given
image by altering a pair of DCT coefficients associated to
the frequency γ and chosen among the ones previously se-
lected by applying the block classification techniques and

perceptual analysis. In particular, the “choice rule” states
that two DCT coefficients are allowed to belong to a same
pair only if they have similar values. Consequently, if µ is
nµ bit long, the process that selects the DCT coefficients
at the frequency γ has to choose at least 2 ·nµ coefficients.
Moreover, if f insertion frequencies are chosen, the total
number of DCT coefficients to select are 2·nµ · f .

To insert the bits of a user sequence µ into an image, the
“encoding function” K has to be defined within the water-
marking procedure. K defines an encoding rule by which
the bits 0 and 1 are translated to the symbols belonging to
the alphabet composed by {↗,↘}, respectively called the
up symbol and the down symbol. Thus, a user sequence
µ∈{0,1} is translated to a corresponding sequence of sym-
bols σ ∈ {↗,↘} depending on the function K. For ex-
ample, the user sequence {01101 . . .} is translated to the
sequence of symbols {↗↘↘↗↘ . . .}, if the function K
associates the up symbol to 0 and the down symbol to 1.

Let µ be a user sequence, and let σ be the corresponding
sequence of symbols obtained by applying a K function.
Let γ1, γ2 . . . γ f be the insertion frequencies. Let Wbm(γi)
denote the watermarked DCT coefficient at the frequency
γi in the block bm. A symbol of σ is inserted into a pair of
DCT coefficients belonging to the blocks bm and bn, at the
frequency γi, by the following expressions:

{
Wbm(γi) = Xbm(γi)− JNDbm(γi)
Wbn(γi) = Xbn(γi)+ JNDbn(γi)

to insert↗
{

Wbm(γi) = Xbm(γi)+ JNDbm(γi)
Wbn(γi) = Xbn(γi)− JNDbn(γi)

to insert↘

In fact, since the “choice rule” imposes that
Xbm(γi)≈ Xbn(γi) for each selected pair of DCT coef-
ficients, the insertion process attempts to maximize the
difference existing between the coefficients of the pair
according to the direction specified by the insertion symbol
and by an amount that should not compromise the final
visual quality of an image. Therefore, the insertion process
should be carried out according to the following rules:

1. The insertion frequencies should be evenly distrib-
uted among the low, middle and high frequencies, and
should be chosen so that attacks characterized by a fil-
tering behavior on an image would end up reducing its
final visual quality. This can be achieved by selecting
the frequencies characterized by high spectrum val-
ues, which, if filtered, can impair the image.

2. At each insertion frequency, the pairs of the selected
DCT coefficients should belong to spatial regions that
cannot be cropped without impairing the image.

Once the symbols of the sequence σ have been inserted
into the image at the chosen frequencies, in order to in-
crease the security and robustness level of the watermark-
ing procedure against collusion and averaging attacks, it is



necessary to hide the modifications made to the DCT coef-
ficients of the image. In fact, let γ1, γ2 . . . γ f be the inser-
tion frequencies chosen for the image, and let Σ(γi) denote
the sequences of the pairs of DCT entries (bm(γi),bn(γi))
that have been involved in the watermarking process for a
given frequency γi, ∀i = 1 . . . f . It is worth noting that both
the set of the frequencies γi and the sets Σ(γi) are always the
same for all the copies of a given image to protect. Con-
sequently, the DCT coefficients modified at the different
insertion frequencies remain the same for all the copies of
the image. Therefore, in order to prevent malicious users
from individuating the DCT coefficients modified by the
insertion process, the jnd values modulated by a binary
pseudo-noise sequence ρ ∈ {−1,1} have to be added to all
the unmodified DCT coefficients of a watermarked image.
This addition is carried out by the following expression:

Xbk (γi) = Xbk (γi)+ αkρkJNDbk (γi),
(i �= 1 . . . f ) or (i = 1 . . . f and bk /∈ Σ(γi))

where 0<αk<0.5 is a randomly varied amplitude factor.

3. The XML Documents

The capability of both repeatedly embedding a user code
at different frequencies and hiding the watermarked DCT
coefficients can make the proposed procedure almost se-
cure against the most common filtering, corrupting, re-
moval, averaging and collusion attacks. However, the char-
acteristics of the insertion process could make the proce-
dure vulnerable to geometric attacks. Therefore, to in-
crease the robustness level of the procedure against such
attacks, the attacked images should be geometrically re-
synchronized before carrying out the watermark extraction.

To detect the most common geometric distortions ap-
plied to a watermarked image without having to use com-
plex re-synchronization techniques, the proposed proce-
dure makes use of some information about the image,
which is assumed to be stored in a protected XML docu-
ment associated to the image. This allows the information
to be stored in both textual and quantitative form. The tex-
tual information can individuate and describe some evident
and significant “feature points” and boundary segments of
the image. The quantitative information can provide the
original dimensions of the image, the coordinates of the
feature points and selected boundaries, some Fourier de-
scriptors and statistical moments of K-point digital bound-
aries, as well as the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of some
well-defined regions of the image. Thus, inverse geometric
transformations can be performed on the image in order to
restore it before the watermark extraction [9].

Therefore, the XML document associated to each im-
age to protect has to include: (1) the insertion frequencies

γ1, γ2 . . . γ f ; (2) the sets Σ(γi), ∀i = 1 . . . f ; (3) the encod-
ing function K; (4) some information about the original im-
age, which can well and synthetically characterize the im-
age and can be exploited to individuate possible geometric
modifications performed on the image. Thus, when a pi-
rated image is found in the market, a trusted third party
(TTP) delegated to run the identification and arbitration
protocols can retrieve the XML document associated to the
image from the image’s copyright owner in a protected and
ciphered form. Then, the TTP can extract the code identi-
fying the original buyer of the image from the pirated copy.
This way, the image’s copyright owner and the TTP are the
sole web entities that are allowed to access the XML docu-
ment associated to the image. This means that the security
level achieved by the proposed procedure closely depends
on the capabilities of both the copyright owners and TTPs
of keeping the XML documents protected [4].

4. The Watermark Extraction

The first operation to perform before carrying out the
watermark extraction from a given protected image is its
geometric re-synchronization. Therefore, let Figures 1(a)
and 1(b) be the watermarked and the attacked versions
of the “Lena” image. To carry out the geometric re-
synchronization, it is necessary to exploit the information
stored in the XML document associated to Lena in order to
build a reference picture (Figure 1(e)) whose dimensions
coincide with the ones of the original image (Figure 1(a)).
Then, the feature points connected by segments and spec-
ified by the XML document are to be reported on the pic-
ture (Figure 1(e)). These points have been originally deter-
mined on the watermarked Lena (Figure 1(c)) and are: the
eyes of Lena, whose coordinates are (x2,y2) and (x3,y3);
the tip of her hat, specified by (x4,y4); the right end of her
mouth, specified by (x1,y1). The coordinates are referred
to the X and Y axes, and the dimensions of the watermarked
Lena are respectively dx and dy (Figures 1(c) and 1(e)).

The successive operation consists in reporting the fea-
ture points connected by segments on the attacked version
of Lena (Figure 1(d)), which is a scaled and 45o rotated
version of Lena (Figure 1b). To this end, it is worth noting
that the feature points can be reported on the image solely
starting from the textual description provided by the XML
document associated to the image (Figures 1(d) and 1(f)).
This entails a natural approximation in individuating the
feature points on the attacked image, which can determine
errors in the geometric re-synchronization process involv-
ing Figures 1(e) and 1(f). However, the preliminary tests,
conducted also on other images available on the web, have
shown that the proposed procedure is robust with respect
to such approximations. In fact, the procedure has been
able to ensure a correct watermark extraction provided that
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Figure 1. The geometric re-synchronization of
“Lena”.

the rotation degrees and scale factors are determined with
approximations in the range of ±6%. However, these lim-
its have never been exceeded in the conducted, practical
tests. To this end, Figure 2 shows the result of the worst re-
synchronization performed on the scaled and 45o rotated
version of the watermarked Lena, which has not anyway
prevented a correct watermark extraction, as reported in
Section 5. In fact, the imperfect re-building of Lena essen-
tially affects the outer regions of the image, i.e. the regions
that do not, and should not, host watermark information.

After the geometric re-synchronization of the attacked
image, the watermark extraction can be carried out. In par-
ticular, for each insertion frequency γi, the pairs of coeffi-
cients specified by the DCT entries (bm(γi),bn(γi)) belong-
ing to the set Σ(γi), with i = 1 . . . f , have to be examined.
Therefore, let Ŵbm(γi) and Ŵbn(γi) be the two coefficients of
a pair belonging to Σ(γi). To extract the watermark symbol
they host, the following expression has to be calculated:

{
Ŵbm(γi)−Ŵbn(γi)> 0 =⇒ ↘ is extracted
Ŵbm(γi)−Ŵbn(γi)< 0 =⇒ ↗ is extracted

(4)

Then, the extracted symbol is translated to a bit depending
on the encoding function K.

After the watermark extraction, f user sequences µ̂i re-
sult in being re-built, one for each insertion frequency γi.

Figure 2. The watermarked “Lena” and its worst
re-synchronized version.

Attack f ber (%) PSNR

JPEG 60 3 3.78 31.15
JPEG 60 6 3.61 29.96
JPEG 60 9 3.13 27.71
JPEG 40 3 5.77 26.51
JPEG 40 6 4.79 25.37
JPEG 40 9 4.53 24.92

Add Noise 5 3 1.95 25.79
Add Noise 5 6 1.67 23.44
Add Noise 5 9 1.2 22.13
Sharpening 3 1.86 33.33
Sharpening 6 1.47 31.02
Sharpening 9 1.35 30.92
Median 3 3 1.67 30.79
Median 3 6 1.34 30.12
Median 3 9 1.13 29.89
Median 9 3 1.99 24.33
Median 9 6 1.85 24.01
Median 9 9 1.63 23.88

Rotating 45◦ 3 3.85 23.45
Rotating 45◦ 6 3.12 22.91
Rotating 45◦ 9 2.61 22.7

Table 1. The results of some Stirmark attacks.

Therefore, let µ( j) denote the j-th bit of µ . µ( j) can be
derived from the sequences µ̂i by the expression:

µ( j)≡ 1 ⇐⇒ ∑ f
i=1 µ̂i( j)

f
> 0.5, ∀ j = 1 . . .nµ

5. Experimental Results

To evaluate the security and robustness of the proposed
watermarking procedure, some relevant attacks have been
performed on many different images by using the widely
accepted tool “Stirmark”. However, for the sake of brevity,
only the results obtained on Lena are reported. Further-
more, Stirmark does not perform “collusion attacks” [12].
So, such attacks have been purposely implemented.

Figure 3 shows the original Lena, whose dimension is
512×512 pixels, and its watermarked version. The PSNR
calculated on these two images is 47.25 db, where the
PSNR is defined as 10log(2552/MSE), being MSE the
“mean squared error” computed on Lena and its water-
marked version. The user sequence µ is 128 bit long.



Figure 3. “Lena” and its watermarked version.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Some attacked images of “Lena”.

5.1. Stirmark Attacks

Table 1 reports three main parameters for each attack:
the number f of the insertion frequencies used to water-
mark the image; the ber, defined as (∑ f

i=1 beri)/ f , where
beri is the number of bit errors reported in the watermark
extraction carried out at the frequency γi; the PSNR cal-
culated on the watermarked and attacked image. Figure 4
shows some attacked images of Lena: a sharpened image
(4(a)), a “median” filtered (factor 9) image (4(b)), an image
corrupted by an additive noise (factor 5) (4(c)), a JPEG re-
encoded (quality factor 60) image (4(d)). The attacks are
named according to the Stirmark definitions.

The results reported in Table 1 show that the proposed
procedure can achieve a good performance against attacks
that are considered able to prove a high level of robust-
ness without imposing any strong constraint to the length
of the codes identifying users. In particular, the ber val-
ues are always very low and have never prevented the user
sequence µ from being correctly re-built from the single
sequences µ̂i extracted for each test at the different inser-
tion frequencies. In fact, the redundancy assured by the
insertion process enables the procedure to behave as other
well known watermarking procedures. This also because

the procedure allows for choosing the insertion frequencies
as well as the regions of the image where to embed the wa-
termark. Moreover, the tests in Table 1 show that the value
of f does not result in strongly influencing the final PSNR
values. As a consequence, it can be also increased to im-
prove the security level of the procedure without causing a
further reduction of the final visual quality of the image.

5.2. Collusion Attacks

For user codes or fingerprints to allow for identifying
“colluders” exploiting differently watermarked versions of
the same image to produce a new version of the image
with no detectable watermark, the watermark embedding
method has to be capable of withstanding the collusion at-
tacks [12]. Therefore, some tests based on “linear” and
“nonlinear” collusion have been purposely implemented.
In the former case, k differently watermarked copies of the
same image are linearly combined by averaging the copies
with an equal weight to produce a colluded version of the
image. In the latter case, an attacked image is created in
which each DCT coefficient is the minimum, maximum,
and median, respectively, of the corresponding coefficients
of k watermarked copies of the same image [12].

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained in the collusion
tests. In particular, the codes used in the colluding copies
have been generated according to what reported in [2]. Fur-
thermore, in order to correctly assess the procedure behav-
ior independently of the adoption of anticollusion codes,
the following conditions have been considered as errors in
the watermark extraction:

1. if all the colluding copies present a bit 0 in the i-th
position of the embedded codes and a bit 1 is extracted
from the colluded copy;

2. if all the colluding copies present a bit 1 in the i-th
position of the embedded codes and a bit 0 is extracted
from the colluded copy;

3. if the colluding copies present both a bit 0 and a bit 1
in the i-th position of the embedded codes and a bit 0
or a bit 1 is extracted from the colluded copy.

In fact, if the conditions reported above occur in the water-
mark extraction, the watermarking procedure prevents the
anticollusion codes from correctly catching colluders ac-
cording to the capabilities documented in [2]. Therefore,
to reduce the number of errors determined by the above
conditions, particularly the condition 3, the expressions re-
ported in (4) have been thus modified:

{
Ŵbm(γi)−Ŵbn(γi)> th =⇒ ↘ is extracted
Ŵbm(γi)−Ŵbn(γi)<−th =⇒ ↗ is extracted

(5)



Attack f k ber (%)

Linear attacks
Averaging 3 5 1.95
Averaging 9 5 1.89
Averaging 3 10 2.62
Averaging 9 10 2.54
Averaging 3 15 3.97
Averaging 9 15 3.02

Nonlinear attacks
Minimum 3 5 1.09
Minimum 9 5 0.94
Minimum 3 10 2.1
Minimum 9 10 1.83
Minimum 3 15 3.07
Minimum 9 15 2.84
Median 3 5 1.27
Median 9 5 1.12
Median 3 10 2.35
Median 9 10 2.06
Median 3 15 3.42
Median 9 15 3.08

Maximum 3 5 1.14
Maximum 9 5 1.06
Maximum 3 10 2.28
Maximum 9 10 2.05
Maximum 3 15 3.26
Maximum 9 15 3.03

Table 2. The results of some collusion attacks.

where th is a threshold calculated as

th=ω(JNDbm(γi)+ JNDbn(γi)), 0.45<ω<0.55

and ω is a factor depending on the characteristics of the
image. Thus, whenever the expressions in (5) do not allow
for extracting an up or a down symbol from the i-th position
of the code retrieved from the colluded copy, it is possible
to establish that the colluding copies present both a bit 0
and a bit 1 in the i-th position of the embedded codes, and
this enables the anticollusion codes to catch the colluders
according to the capabilities described in [2].

The results reported in Table 2 show that the proposed
procedure can achieve a good performance also against
some relevant collusion attacks. In fact, the ber values are
low and always allow the embedded codes to identify col-
luders according to the catching capability documented in
[2]. Moreover, the behavior of the procedure results in be-
ing rather independent of the number of the insertion fre-
quencies. Finally, the PSNR values have not been reported
in Table 2, since they all approximate a value about 42 db.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a watermarking procedure that
directly acts on compressed JPEG images and exploits
XML documents to store information needed to the wa-
termark extraction. The redundancy assured by the inser-

tion process enables the procedure to achieve a good per-
formance against the most common and dangerous attacks.
Moreover, the procedure robustness can be improved by in-
creasing the number of the insertion frequencies. Finally,
the use of XML documents enables the security and ro-
bustness levels usually characterizing the nonblind water-
marking schemes to be achieved without requiring the un-
protected original images to be exchanged in the Internet
whenever the watermark extraction has to be performed.
In fact, keeping XML documents protected or securely ex-
changing them in the Internet results nowadays in being al-
most easy. Furthermore, the XML technology is well sup-
ported by the Java world, and this makes the procedure well
suited to be adopted in a web context.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel scrambling scheme 
used for secure audio content distribution. 

In general, scrambling methods are used for either the 
baseband domain or the compressed domain. In this paper, 
we focus our attention on the latter technique to perform 
the task with low complexity. 

Although some conventional methods to alter 
quantized spectral coefficients have been proposed, they 
are difficult to execute on mobile terminals due to 
computational complexity and consumed memory. 
Therefore, we solve this problem by altering the 
scalefactor which consumes much less computational 
resources. Moreover, the proposal also enables control of 
the audio degradation level by altering with consideration 
of human perception characteristics. 

Computer simulations show that the proposed 
technique has very low complexity and can provide 
arbitrarily degraded audio data. 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, advances in audio compression 

technology [1]-[3] and the remarkable growth of the 
Internet have accelerated the distribution of digital audio 
contents.  Meanwhile, the distribution of illegal contents 
over the Internet continues to increase; hence there is an 
urgent need to establish content security technologies. 

Generally, encryption methods [4]-[6] are employed 
for digital data management in order to protect content 
security. In this case, music cannot be played until the 
file is decrypted. 

Meanwhile, there is another cryptographic approach: 
“scrambling”, which degrades the audio quality, while 
the scrambled audio contents remain decodable using a 
normal decoder. Furthermore, the alteration can be 
reversed. In other words, the descrambling operation 
recovers original data. Thus, a preview service with 
degraded quality and minimum understandability is 
provided maintaining the required security level unlike in 
the encryption. 

Conversely, in the digital contents market, mobile 
phones offer great promise as a platform for music 
distribution because they are increasingly prevalent and 
always carried. A content protection scheme is also 
required for this platform. Considering the limited 
memory capacity and CPU power, we need to realize this 
technique with very little processing resources. Moreover, 
it is preferable to enable direct scrambling or 
descrambling of compressed audio data as the contents 
are distributed in a compressed form. 

Several studies have been conducted on scrambling in 
the compressed domain. Gang [8] proposed flipping the 
sign or changing the orders of the quantized spectral data 
with regard to MP3.  Herre et. al. [9] proposed using 
X-OR for the LSB or toggling the sign of the quantized 
spectral data with regard to AAC.  

Since both methods alter quantized spectral data, and 
they require much more computational time and memory 
space for descrambling, the conventional methods are not 
suitable for a mobile terminal. Hence, in this paper, 
entirely different parameters are investigated for 
alteration, and relation of the alteration and audio quality 
are analyzed in view of the human perception model for 
MP3 audio coding. The analysis derives a control method 
of the parameter in order to achieve the intended quality. 

The following sections are organized as follows. In 
Section 2, the authors briefly introduce the design of 
their assumed system and its requirements, and in 
Section 3, the proposed scrambling method are presented 
to meet the requirements. This approach is evaluated in 
Section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5. 

2. System design and components 
The aim of the proposed scrambling system is to enable 

the proper player to play back original audio data and to 
be able to control the degraded quality in normal players. 
In this paper, because we assume the distribution of audio 
contents to mobile terminals, we can define our premised 
system requirements as follows: 

Distributed audio data should be in a compressed 
form such as MP3, AAC, etc.  
Specific playback applications with a descrambling 



function to play original audio data should be 
downloaded only by authorized users.   
A descrambled content shall only exist during its 
playback.
The system should allow anyone to be able to 
download contents freely, even unauthorized users, 
though the audio quality is degraded. 

Under these conditions, the following requirements in 
addition to the general scrambling/descrambling system 
(even if the input compressed file is scrambled, it remains 
decodable using a normal player) are required to realize 
the proposed scrambling system. 

To save file storage, a single scrambled audio content 
should be played back at several levels of quality. 
The descrambling process should be realized with 
very limited computational resources to work on the 
mobile terminal. 
The audio quality should be controlled by the 
scrambling intensity on the sender side. 
The audio quality should be controlled by 
descrambling steps on the receiver side. 

3. Proposed method 
In this section, the proposed scrambling method for 

MP3 audio data is presented that satisfies the requirements 
in the previous section. 

3.1. Scrambling
3.1.1. Alteration target 

The structure of the targeted audio codec MP3 is shown 
in Fig. 1. MP3 bitstream consists of 20-30msec frames. 
Each frame also consists of a) “Header,” b) “Side 
information” and “Main data.” And “Main data” consists of 
c) “Scalefactor” and d) “Quantized spectral coefficients.” 

For altering (d) as in the case of the conventional 
method, we require an extra 50[KB] or so of memory 
compared with altering the other parts ((a), (b) or (c)) to 
expand or store look-up tables for altering quantized 

spectral coefficients which are Huffman-coded. The extra 
memory size is too large when compared to a coded frame 
data size: 0.3[KB] (for 96kbps, mono, 44.1kHz) and a 
decoded frame size: 2.2[KB]. Moreover, much more time 
is required for this process. For the reason, it is a major 
challenge to execute descrambling on a mobile phone if 
this part is used. 
  On the contrary, for (a) or (b), the computational cost is 
very low. However, we can only alter sound pressure 
levels for all subbands together. Consequently, it is 
impossible to control audio quality just by altering these 
values as each frequency band cannot be operated. 

Finally, for (c), a scalefactor exists for each scalefactor 
band and is decoded comparatively easily compared with 
case (d). This is mainly because the consumed memory 
size is very small as expanding the Huffman-table is not 
required. 

As a conclusion of the above discussion, (c) the 
scalefactor value is the optimal variable for scrambling 
operations 

3.1.2. Human perception characteristics 
In this section, human perception characteristics are 

described to explain the proposed method.  
Although scalefactor is selected to control audio quality 

for each scalefactor band, the relation between audio 
quality and scrambling intensity remains a matter for 
further study. Thus, a method to control audio quality 
based on the scrambling intensity is analyzed.  

Human auditory perception has the following 
characteristics [10]:

Absolute threshold of hearing 
The absolute threshold of hearing characterizes the 

amount of energy required for a pure tone such that it can 
be detected by a listener in a noiseless environment.  The 
frequency dependence of this threshold has the following 
characteristics. 

The audio sensitivity is the highest at around 4 
kHz. 
The lower a sound level (Phon), the weaker the 
audio sensitivity at low frequency. 
Audio sensitivity does not increase uniformly 
with an increase in frequency at high frequency. 

Spectral masking effects 
Masking refers to a process where one sound is rendered 
inaudible due to the presence of another. Simultaneous 
masking may occur whenever two or more stimuli are 
simultaneously presented to the auditory system (Fig. 2). 
Audio coding algorithms are premised on this 
characteristic, whereby error contributions are masked by 
a masker. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1. MP3 structure 
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Figure 2. Masking Effects. 

In MP3, incrementing a scalefactor value means a 6dB (or 
4dB) sound pressure level reduction for the corresponding 
scalefactor band. In addition, the level reduction reveals 
the noise signal for the adjacent bands, which were 
originally masked by the peak level band. This fact 
implies that audio quality may not change greatly if two 
adjacent scalefactors are enlarged in the same manner.  

From the reason mentioned above, it is necessary to 
consider human perception characteristics in order to 
dynamically change subjective audio quality. Therefore, 
we describe the scrambling procedure taking this into 
consideration.

Figure 3. Structure of proposed method. 

3.1.3. Scrambling procedure  
  The principles of scalefactor alteration are derived from 
the analysis in Section 3.1.2. 

To operate a spectrum value at the middle frequency 
(near 4kHz) to degrade audio quality. 
To change the non-adjacent spectrum value. 

As a result, we propose the following procedure as the 
scrambling method: 

First, all sub bands are classified into three classes: low, 
middle and high frequency levels with a central focus on 
4kHz. Subsequently, (M is a natural number) 
Step 1) One of the scale factors at the middle frequency 
level is incremented. 
Step 2) One of the scale factors at the low and high 
frequency level is incremented. 
…
Step 2M-1) One of the scale factors that has not been 
altered at the middle frequency level is incremented. 
Step 2M) One of the scale factors that has not been altered 
at the low and high frequency level is incremented. 

Fig. 3 shows the flow of the above-mentioned 
scrambling procedure and the descrambling procedure 
described in Section 3.2. Thus, we can realize the targeted 

scrambling system very easily and control the scrambling 
intensity by the parameter M. These are verified using a 
computer simulation described in Section 4. 

3.2. Descrambling 
The procedures for descrambling are as follows:  

Bitstream analysis 
Only the scalefactor part of the bitstream needs to be 
analyzed.

Recovering a corresponding scalefactor 
Inverse alteration of the previous section should be 
performed. This means that the corresponding 
scalefactor is decremented. The target scalefactors are 
those altered in Section 3.1.2, and are shared by the 
sender and receiver side as the secret key in this 
scramble system.

Furthermore, quality control on the receiver side can also 
be realized using the following procedures:  
1. The sender scrambles audio data at a maximum 

intensity, and then 
2. The receiver descrambles it, but stops in mid stream.  
The descrambling process tracks back the scrambling 
procedure reversely, thus the recovered audio quality is the 
same as in step M’ of scrambling (M’<M).

4. Performance Evaluation by Experiments 
In this section, some evaluation experiments are 

conducted to verify the effectiveness of the method 
described in the previous section. 
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scrambling method implemented on a PC is measured
for relative comparison with a conventional method.  

The processing time for descrambling per frame
own in Fig. 4. By way of comparison, the processing 

time for reordering spectral coefficients described in [8]
is also measured (In this section, this is called the 
“conventional” method.). 

Figure 4 shows that t
quires 3-5 times as much processing time as the 

proposed method. As mentioned above, the 
“conventional” method requires much more time to 
expand the Huffman-table for bitstream analysis. It 
should be noted that these experiments were conducted 
on a PC, and the performance of the conventional 
method worsens for cell phones.  

Taking the case [128kbps, 44.1
ample, the conventional method requires 0.2[sec] to 

descramble 1[sec] bitstream on PC, but the proposed 
method only requires about 0.07[sec]. However, even 
though the processing speed on the PC is about 20 times 
higher than that of a cell phone, the conventional method 
on cell phone requires more than 4[sec] (= 0.2 x 20). 
Because the cell phone generally has a small size cache, 
the cache missing rate in the process of Huffman 
decoding increases greatly, resulting in processing speed 
loss.

4.2.1 Experiment methodologies 

For music data, there are two subje
ethods: one is for high quality audio data[11], and the 

other is for intermediate quality audio data[12]. In this 
paper, based on the characteristics of the currently targeted 
data, the latter, MUSHRA (MUlti Stimulus test with 
Hidden Reference and Anchor) is used. 

Several time-aligned audio signals we
tener who performed on-the-fly switching between 

these signals using the keyboard and screen. These signals 
included the original, labeled “Reference,” and several 
anonymous items, arranged in random order. The used 
data (item) is shown in Table 1. 
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T
) Jazz, (c) Acapella), and two kinds of bit rate/channels 

(96kbps stereo/64kbs monaural), respectively.  The test 
subjects on this occasion had to grade the basic audio 
quality of the anonymous items on a scale with five 
equally sized regions labeled “Excellent,” “Good,” “Fair,” 
“Poor” and “Bad.” 

The results for 96kbps stereo contents are show
 Each graph shows the mean grades (0-100) and 95% 

confidence intervals. (Because the monaural cases show 
similar results to the stereo case, only the stereo cases are 
shown.)

First,
d “Incr [.]”. It can be observed that the evaluation scores 

for “Prop” decrease monotonically. Meanwhile, the 
evaluation scores for “Incr” decrease on an irregular basis. 

As described in Section 3.1.2, the audio qualities are not 
iformly degraded if the scale factors in adjacent sub 

bands are operated in order such as for “Incr.” On the 
contrary, it is shown that to operate scale factors in 
separating sub bands allows gradual degradation for each 
operation. Moreover, a scale factor is observed to operate 



at a middle frequency sub band, with a significant effect 
on audio quality.  This proves the assumption in Section 
3.1.3 to be correct.

It is also observed that the differences among a variety 
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 contents, the number of channels (monaural/stereo) or 

bit rates do not cause any significant effects in terms of 
differences in the absolute score. This means the proposed 
method is generally applicable to any genre of contents.

As seen in the results, the audio quality score fo
ncr[i]” decreases on an irregular basis as “i” is 

incremented. This is attributed to the masking effect 
described in Section 3.1.2. The spectral analysis in Fig. 6 
illustrates this. The left side of Fig. 6 shows the spectral 
results for reference methods (Incr), and the right side 
shows those for the proposed methods (Prop). The top left 
graphs in Fig. 6 show the spectral analysis results for 
Incr[i] (i=8,9,10) and the bottom left graphs ((1)-(3)) show 
their enlargements. The top right graphs in Fig. 6 show 
those for Prop[i] (i=9,10,11) and the bottom right((4)-(7)) 
show their enlargements. An investigation of graphs 
(1)-(3) reveals that there is a large difference between the 
spectrum for Incr[8] and Incr[9], while there is just a slight 
difference between that for Incr[9] and Incr[10]. Moreover, 
the spectrum for Incr[9] differs more from the original 
data than that for Incr[10] at around 2kHz, which is shown 
as the white circles in the figures (graphs (2), (3)). In 
contrast, there is a steady difference between Prop[9], 
Prop[10] and Prop[11] as seen in the example of graphs 
(4)-(7). 

Conclusions

Figure 5. Performances of degraded (scrambled) 
audio data 
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(b) Jazz, 96kbps stereo 
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 novel audio 
ta is proposed. The most important feature of the 

method is that it requires low computational resources so 
that the algorithm can be easily applied to secure music 
delivery to the cell phone. The second feature is that the 
algorithm ingeniously utilizes the masking effect and other 
human auditory perception characteristics, so it achieves 
gradual degradation control. It should be noted that the 
evaluation was performed for MP3 audio, nevertheless the 
principle of the algorithm is applicable to other audio 
codecs which utilize the human perception model. 
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1 Introduction

The rising popularity of multimedia content on the web

has led to the development of special-purpose languages

for multimedia authoring and presentations. Examples of

such languages include SMIL [1], VRML [2], and

MPEG4 [3]. These languages support the description of a

multimedia presentation containing multiple media

sources including both natural and synthetic media as well

as media stored in files or streamed live over the network.

Some mechanism for specifying the layout of the media

on the screen is given as well as a set of primitives for

synchronizing the various elements of the presentation.

For example, in SMIL we can specify that two video clips

be displayed in parallel or that one audio clip be started

when another clip finishes. Some of these languages

allow for a limited amount of user interactions. A SMIL

2.0 presentation might allow a user to choose a

soundtrack in one of several different languages by

clicking on a particular area of the presentation. This is

accomplished through the incorporation of the events

defined in a scripting language such as JavaScript.

While these are well suited for the description of

multimedia presentations on the Web, they are of limited

use for creating more general distributed multimedia

applications since general-purpose programming is only

available in the form of scripting languages that have

limited power. To support the construction of more large-

scale applications approaches such as the use of special

multimedia libraries along with a general-purpose

language as in the case of Java and JMF [4] or the

extension of middleware such as Corba [5] have been

proposed. Besides lacking certain essential characteristics

for the development of advanced distributed multimedia

applications that will be noted below, the use of libraries

and/or middleware to achieve synchronization and

perform other media related services results in a less well-

specified approach than can be achieved by directly

extending existing general purpose languages with

multimedia constructs with precisely specified semantics.

This latter is the approach we follow in our work on

multimedia languages that we will describe here.

The language that we want to design should

support general-purpose computation; therefore the

multimedia constructs whose semantics we will describe

should be added to an existing general purpose language

such as C, C++ or Java. This is the approach taken by the

reactive language Esterel [6]. Reactivity is a very

important property for a multimedia language. A reactive

system is one which responds to stimuli from the

environment [7]. In a multimedia system such stimuli

might include user interactions as well as (for example)

events generated by the contents of some media stream.

The multimedia system must be able to interact with the

environment within a short, predefined time period. When

used in this context, the difference between reactive

systems and interactive systems is that while both may

interact with the environment, the latter do not have such

a time constraint. The way in which the environment

interacts with the multimedia system is through the

generation of signals. A signal can be either synchronous

(e.g. the reading of some sensing device) or asynchronous

(e.g. the recognition of a particular face in a video

stream). Our approach to multimedia languages greatly

increases the power and flexibility of synchronization by

providing synchronization constructs which can be

applied not just between media streams, but also between

media streams and (synchronous or asynchronous)

signals. In fact, in our approach multimedia streams are

just a particular type of signal.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the fundamental concepts of signals

and streams. Section 3 introduces the various

synchronization mechanisms. Section 4 describes the

language constructs. Section 5 discusses related research

while section 6 describes future research.

2 Signals and Streams

Reactive systems respond to signals generated by

the environment. The response must occur within a

predefined time period. The signals may have a value.

They may also be either periodic or aperiodic. An

example of a periodic signal is one which might be

generated by a sensor, like a thermometer, which

periodically sends the temperature in the form of a signal

to the reactive system. An example of an aperiodic signal

might be the coordinate values generated by a user using a

mouse which are generated only when the user moves the

mouse. In order to generalize synchronization of

multimedia streams, we define a multimedia stream as a

particular type of signal. This allows us to apply the

synchronization constructs not just to multimedia streams

but to streams and other signals as well.

Reactive multimedia systems often transform or

respond to multimedia data which is coming from a



sensor such as a digital video camera. The sensor

discretizes the continuous media data, converting it into a

periodic stream. In such a stream, the multimedia data is

associated with a periodic signal. Other types of

interactions can produce an aperiodic stream. An example

might be a security camera which transmits an image only

when motion is detected along a fence line. We model

these streams, both periodic and aperiodic as a pair of

data and attributes where the data is a sequence of tuples

whose elements can be either (elementary) values or

tuples. Since multimedia streams are directly associated

with a signal, we use the words “stream” and “signal”

interchangeably. Formally, we define three types of

streams, periodic, continuous and aperiodic, as follows.

Definition 1: A periodic stream S
P

is a sequence of

elements associated with periodic signals. S
P

i is the i-th

element in the sequence such that the period p does not

vary, that is the time between S
P

(i+1) and S
P

i is the same as

the time between S
P

(j+1) and S
P

j, i,j with i j.

Definition 2: A continuous stream is the data produced

continuously by a sensor. A sensor is used to detect

information from the environment. A continuous stream

can be modeled as a periodic stream with periodicity 0 <

p < where is a small value. The period p represents

the rate at which the signal is produced.

Definition 3: An aperiodic signal can be generated at any

time either by an external stimulus or by an event

generated after a computation or through a user

interaction (such as voice or mouse movement). An

aperiodic stream S
A

is a sequence (possibly of length one)

of aperiodic signals. In an aperiodic stream S
A

i represents

the i
th

 aperiodic signal.

A multimedia stream is then defined as follows.

Definition 4: A multimedia stream S has two

components: attribute-set and data. Three attributes

periodic or aperiodic, number of data elements per unit

time, and type of data (such as audio or video or music or

audiovisual etsc.) are essential. Other attributes are

specific to the streams, and vary with different types of

multimedia streams.

Let us consider an example of a multimedia stream.

Example 1: A quadraphonic audio stream is a continuous

periodic multimedia stream, whose components are:

(i) the data represented as a sequence of sampled

packets;

(ii) the attribute-set A={a0 = periodic, a1 = audio,

a2 = 44,100 samples per second, a3 = no. of

channels = 4, a4 = 16 bits per sample, a5 = media

length, …}.

As an example of an aperiodic stream we have the

following.

Example 2: Aperiodic signals have data and attributes as

well. An example of an aperiodic signal is mouse

movement. The components of this aperiodic signal are:

(i) the data which describes the mouse movement as a

sequence of (X-coordinate, Y-coordinate);

(ii) the attribute-set A={a0 = aperiodic, a1 =“Mouse

Movement”, …}.

3 Synchronization

Multimedia synchronization represents some

logical relationship (temporal, spatial, spatiotemporal, or

logical) between two or more multimedia streams or

objects [8]. In the context of research in multimedia

computing, however, it is customary to use

synchronization to describe only the temporal relationship

[9]. Synchronization can also mean in t ra -media

synchronization, which defines the temporal constraints

within a single multimedia stream; however in general

synchronization means inter-media synchronization.

Synchronization research can be done on a

number of issues [8]. Among these are modeling and

specification of synchronization requirements,

synchronization algorithms and protocols, and fault

recovery in the presence of failures. Our research falls in

the first category.

In order for multiple streams to be synchronized,

they must share a common clock. In centralized systems it

is possible for all streams to use the same physical clock,

but this is not possible in distributed systems. The use of

multiple physical clocks in such systems is problematic

since clock drift can cause skew between the clocks. In

order to control this, the multimedia data source insert

synchronization points into the streams. The

synchronization points can be media points or event

counters which preserve the partial ordering of events

[10]. In general, inserting more sync points allows for a

finer degree of synchronization, but with the cost of added

overhead. For synchronization purposes, the multimedia

streams need to share a common clock (possibly a logical

clock). This common clock provides a common time-base

used for synchronization purposes [11].

One of the issues we should take into account

while synchronizing media streams is the possibility to

have synchronization skew. For example, for good lip

synchronization the limit of the synch skew is ±80 msec

between audio and video. In general, ±200 msec is still

acceptable. For a video with speaker and voice the limit is

120 msec if the video precedes the voice and 20 msec if

the voice precedes the video [Li04]. The worst sync skew

that can occur depends on how far apart the synch points

have been chosen. The closer the synch points, the more

resources (such as buffer space) are required when the

system is running but more precision in synchronization

will be obtained. How should the synch points be chosen

if we have several streams with different synch points to

be synchronized? Of course, a common synch point for all

the streams must be found. If do not need a very strict

synchronization or we want to save resources, we



explicitly define the synch points to be further apart. For

example, if two streams are dependent and one stream has

sync points every 2 seconds and the other stream every 3

seconds, a resource saving choice would be to select as

the common sync point the least common denominator of

the two synch points, i.e. 6 seconds. However, it is highly

probable that this choice would not provide great results

from the visualization point of view, since it would

increase the chance of perceptual distortion. Therefore,

this choice is not appropriate in our case where

synchronization must be very tight. A more restrictive

option is used by selecting the smallest of the values of

the synch points of the streams.

3.1 Groups

A distributed multimedia system receives input

data from sources, which can be either local or remote.

The input data are either streams of media data or

asynchronous signals produced by the interaction of the

system with the external environment. Because of the

temporality of the input data involved in the model, each

multimedia stream S generated from the source has an

associated clock c C and forms a multimedia source

Src(S, c). Many streams can be generated at the same

instant from different sources. Some of these streams

must be treated by the distributed reactive multimedia

systems as dependent on one another; other streams must

be treated independently. For example, suppose that an

audio and a video are produced from two distinct sources

and that they must be rendered at the same time. If we

later decide to speed up one of the two streams what

should happen to the second one? If they are dependent

the second should speed up as well, on the other hand if

they are independent, the second one should proceed

undisturbed. We show the dependence of the streams by

defining them to be members of the same group.

Definition 5: A group G is defined recursively as:

(i) A single multimedia stream such that the time-

base of G is same as the time-base of the

stream.

(ii) Two or more multimedia streams sharing a

common time base or with their time-bases

related through an equation for proper

synchronization.

Logically, a group is a tree in which the interior

nodes of the tree are groups, and the leaf nodes are

multimedia streams. Groups express of dependency of

streams and operations performed on the group will

influence all of the elements of the group. Operations on a

particular multimedia stream of a group (e.g. scaling of

the time-base) can either be applied in isolation or to all

of the streams in a group to which the stream belongs. We

will call the first type of operation isolated and the second

type synchronized.

3.2 The Synchronization Process

The synchronization process consists of a set of

spatio-temporal functionalities that enables rendering of

multimedia objects in multiple streams to have the same

perception as if it happened in real time. Inter-media

synchronization involving multiple media streams

requires the ability to relate the clock of each stream

either through a common shared time-base or through an

equation relating the two time-bases. If two multimedia

streams are grouped together (are dependent) then

changing the time-base of one stream similarly affects the

time-base of the other stream to maintain synchronization.

Definition 6: Given n streams S1, S2,…, Sn, in a

multimedia group G ={Sj, Sj+1,…, Sm} , a n d a

synchronization function f, the application f(Si) (1 i n)

enforces the application of function f on all the

multimedia streams S1, S2, …, Sn such that the

synchronization constraint is maintained.

Consider the lip synching of an audio and a video

stream that are played in a lock step manner to give a

realistic perception. The two streams are grouped so that

time-scaling on either stream (e.g. time stretching or

compressing the video) causes the other stream to be

time-scaled to maintain synchronization.

The grouping of streams is dynamic and event-

driven. That is, certain events may affect a group in one

way while another event may affect the group in another

way. This dynamic behavior can be obtained either by

having multiple orthogonal groups and associating

different events with different groups, or by dynamically

ungrouping and regrouping the streams through language

grouping constructs.

4 Language Constructs

In this section we will describe those language

constructs that support synchronization in reactive

multimedia systems. Due to space limitations, we are not

able to give all of the language constructs. The exact

syntax of the constructs will depend on the host language

that the multimedia constructs are embedded in.

4.1 Stream Definition

Declarations of media streams are given in terms

of the source of the stream (a URL) and the type of the

stream (audio, video, audiovisual, etc.) An asynchronous

stream can be defined as well. The granularity of the sync

points is given as well. Each different type of multimedia

stream has a number of attributes whose values are given

as part of the declaration (e.g. audio attributes include the

name of the stream, number of samples per second,

number of channels, number of bits per sample, etc.).



Example 3: The following code is used to declare and

initialize an audio stream coming from a remote source.

The file name is “speech.mov” and the origin of the

media is indicated by the URI address of the source. The

audio received can be rendered in the systems at 44,100

samples/sec with 16 bits/sample over 2 channels and the

playback rate should not be slower than half of the normal

rate, nor more than twice as fast as the normal rate. The

stream should have a sync point every 200 milliseconds.

The host language is C.

audio_stream mm1={source1, “192.168.2.102”,
“speech.mov”, 44100, 2, 16, 0.5, 2.0, .2}

4.2 Grouping Constructs

Media streams are grouped together when

dependency between streams needs to be stated explicitly.

In particular, grouping clusters one or more media

streams or groups for synchronization. The groups are

both dynamic and hierarchical.

Example 4: Suppose we have a video that shows a opera

singer singing and we want to add the audio in lip synch

mode. To keep up the impression that the soprano is

really singing, if we speed up the video, we expect the

audio to speed up as well. In order to provide this type of

synchronization, we need to indicate that the audio and

the video are somehow dependent on each other. Groups

are an elegant and efficient way to specify

synchronization on multiple streams. The following code

groups the two streams.

group soprano = {“videostream_opera”,
“audiostream_opera”}

Groups are hierarchical since a group member

can be a previously declared group. They are dynamic

since we have commands ungroup , to dissolve an

existing group, add_group, to add elements to a group,

delete_group to remove elements from a group, and

regroup to add elements to a new group. Groups have

sync points as well. They can either be given explicitly, or

computed implicitly as the smallest value of the elements

of the group (chosen so as not to lose precision).

4.3 Event Definition

Our constructs make heavy use of events. An

event may be generated based on the characteristics of the

multimedia streams. For example, the appearance of a

particular face in a video stream or a particular voice in an

audio stream might cause an event to be generated. The

events in turn can affect the synchronization of multiple

streams. Events are defined based on the satisfaction of

one or more partial conditions. Partial conditions can

involve the presence or absence of some signal, the

matching of an attribute value or some other condition.

Events have a destination (module or object or

synchronization process) that they are sent to, as well start

and end times and a priority.

Example 5: A user performs a right click of the mouse

every time he or she wants to start a video clip; however

the video clip cannot be started until the current video clip

is terminated and the video must be terminated within a

reasonably small range of time (within 5 seconds)

otherwise the request is dropped.

partial_condition_signal_presence cond1 = {
// Test for signal presence

NewVideoClip,
// Name of the signal – it is present when
// the video is playing

yes } // Test for its presence
partial_condition_signal_presence cond2 = {

RightClick,
// Present when user right clicks

yes,
// Test for presence (not absence)

0, 5 }
// It was present in last 5 seconds
event start_video = { player1,
// Destination of event is renderer

cond1,
// The partial conditions of the event

cond2 }

4.4 Synchronization

One basic synchronization construct is the loop.

It has a number of elements which are played one or more

times in sequence. The number of times the loop is

repeated can be specified along with a delay time.

Example 6: In the following example, the second video

stream is played three seconds after the first. The pair

repeats two times.

loop {
times = 2,
element = video_stream1,
delay = 3,
element = video_stream2

};

Another important type of synchronization is

when we want to play two or more streams concurrently.

We support this type of synchronization with the parloop

construct. The syntax is similar to the loop construct

however the elements of the parloop are played in parallel

rather than sequentially. Loops can also be nested as

shown in the following example.

parloop {
times = 4,
element = audio_stream,
loop {

times = 2,
element = video_stream1,
element = video_stream2

}
}

We can also specify that we want two or more

media streams to play in parallel (in other words start at

the same time) and end at the same time as well in a

parloop construct. In order for this to occur in general one

or more of the streams must be stretched (scaled). In order



for the scaling to occur, the scaling constraints given as

part of the Quality of Service requirements in the

declaration of the stream must not be violated.

Loops and parloops are the basic constructs used

for synchronization of periodic data streams. They are

also the mechanism used to start the playback (rendering)

of a multimedia data stream. If we wish to play a stream

just once, we use a loop construct with a single element

and a single loop time. Note also that the presence of a

loop embedded in a program does not cause the execution

of the rest of the program to wait until the playback

finishes – the execution continues concurrently with the

rendering of the media.

4.5 Preemption Constructs

Loops, including infinite loops can be ended

prematurely in response to an event. For example,

consider a situation where a sequence of advertisements

are being displayed on a public terminal, and suddenly a

weather warning must interrupt or terminate the current

show to provide urgent news. The warning is sent as an

asynchronous signal, which may generate an alert event

and require showing a text stream, which explains the

type of emergency. Other multimedia streams such as an

audio signal or a video could follow the text. This

situation requires the specification of an abortion of a

loop based on the presence of an asynchronous signal (for

example the pressing of a button). The advertisement is

put inside a loop, and the text media is displayed after the

asynchronous signal aborts the loop. There are 2 types of

abortion: "strong", "weak" which can be specified in the

loop or parloop construct:

Strong abortion performs the immediate

interruption at the next multimedia sync point without

waiting for the completion of the current cycle of the loop

as soon as an aperiodic signal is present.

Weak abortion performs preemption as soon an

aperiodic signal is present but will complete the “current”

loop cycle that is playing when the signal occurs.

Suppose that we have declared a group

consisting of a video stream – MyAdvertisement, a text

stream – MyText, and an audio stream – MyAudio.

Further assume that we have declared sync points every

two seconds for this group. If we want to stop playing

MyAdvertisement when an aperiodic signal named

StopAdv is present, we can do this as follows:f

loop {
times = 3,
abort_when = StopAdv,
abort_type = strong,
element = MyAdvertisement

}

In this example, even though the abort type is

strong, we will wait until the next sync point in the media

stream to abort the rendering of the stream in order to

maintain synchronization with other members of the

group. In the worst case, we will wait 2 seconds from the

time the signal is present until the abortion occurs.

Suppose the advertisement is shown in sequence

with some text. Suppose further that in the presence of the

aperiodic signal StopAdv we want to skip the rest of the

sequence of ads and text, and skip to the song which is

supposed to follow them. However, we don’t want to

interrupt an advertisement which has already started. In

this case we can use weak abortion as shown below.

loop {
times = 1,
loop {

times = 1,
abort_when = StopAdv,
abort_type = weak,
element = MyAdvertisement,
loop {

times = 3,
element = MyText

}
}
element = Song

}

We can further control the weakness of the

abortion and specify other possible synchronization

situations by introducing the delayed abort. In this case,

the delay value is added to the time required to reach the

first synch point after the delay is over. That means that

the media stream is rendered for the delay period plus the

time to reach the first sync point after the delay is over.

Again, let us consider an example.

loop {
times = 1,
abort_when = StopAdv,
delay = 3,
element = MyAdvertisement

}

In this example, since MyAdvertisement has

sync points every 2 seconds and assuming that strong

abortion is the default, the abort will occur between 3 and

5 seconds after presence of the signal StopAdv. If the

loop ends before this time, no further delay occurs.

5 Related Research

Athwal [12f] presents a methodology for the

synchronization of multimedia streams for engineering

and scientific analysis. Since the scientific and

engineering phenomena which are recorded and

subsequently played back are frequently not well

correlated to the human’s visual and cognitive timeframe,

it is quite possible that the previously captured data must

be played back in a different timeframe – perhaps using

slow motion or time lapse or some more complex

variability in the playback rate. This is termed time

elasticity and it has some relationship to our notion of

stretching grouped multimedia streams. It should be noted

that the methods described in [12] are suitable only for

prerecorded multimedia streams and that much of the

methodology is concerned with minimizing resource

usage during the synchronized play back of such streams.



Besides the limitations as far as application area and type

of multimedia streams, the focus of that work is different

from our research in that the focus is on implementation

details for systems for synchronization rather than on

languages to allow for the expression of synchronization.

The work also differs in that it lacks the notion of sync

points, which can be defined for our groups and loops,

which allow a high level of flexibility for synchronizing

multimedia streams under many different quality of

service requirements. Furthermore, interaction of

multimedia streams with aperiodic signals is not even

considered. The same points about the difference of focus

of our work and this one could be made about most of the

other recent research on synchronization.

Cameron [13] proposes a model for reactivity in

multimedia systems; however their notion of reactivity is

much different than ours. They discuss multimedia

systems in which a multimedia artifact (i.e. a multimedia

stream) can react to discrete events, such as an audio
player reaching the end of a track as well as to
continuously evolving behaviors such as the volume of an

audio track. They make a distinction between a series of

discrete events and a continuously evolving behavior.

Since behavior is an author-level abstraction, which

therefore hides implementation details of the media

streams, the approach is more suited for use as a high-

level authoring tool for multimedia presentations rather

than for construction of distributed multimedia systems.

A number of XML-based multimedia languages

have been proposed lately. None of them provide all of

the capabilities described in this paper, although some

provide complementary capabilities. For example, Gu

[14] introduces HQML, an XML-based language to

express the quality of service requirements of distributed

multimedia systems. Another example is the multi-modal

presentation markup language (MPML) [15] which is an

easy to use XML-based language enabling authors to

script web-based interaction scenarios featuring life-like

animated characters.

6 Conclusions and Future Research

A model for distributed multimedia systems

which incorporates the synchronization constructs

discussed in this paper along with an active repository

which allows for the constant testing of the multimedia

data for deterministic and non-deterministic events is

given in [16]. The behavioral semantics of the language

constructs have been developed as well in order to

provide a formalism for verification, compilation, and

validation. The semantics incorporates the temporality

and the communication aspects of the system and uses a

variation of the -calculus [17] for modeling distributed

reactive multimedia systems. The -calculus has its roots

in the CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) [18,

19, 20], which is able to describe interactive concurrent

systems as well as traditional computation. The -calculus

adds to the CCS, mobility of the participating processes

and uses the transmission of processes as values, and the

representation of data structures as processes. This

research will be presented in a future paper.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a simplified solution to how uncer-
tainties in relations can be handled when concerned with 
relatively small, mobile objects, for instance vehicles, in a 
spatial temporal database system. Incompleteness, incon-
sistency, vagueness, imprecision, and error both in the sen-
sor data and from the processing of that data result in 
uncertainties.  These uncertainties can be handled by 
assigning broad boundaries to the objects. There are mod-
els for how to handle broad boundaries of spatial object in 
the general case, but in this special case a lot of those rela-
tions are not applicable. Thus a simplified way to manage 
topological relations with respect to moving artifacts in the 
terrain is proposed. A solution for how to treat relative 
positioning between these objects is also proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sensor data are gradually used more as input to a large 
variety of systems. Examples of such systems are com-
mand and control systems for both military and civilian 
purposes. In the latter case the applications focus may be 
concerned with emergency management systems. Other 
examples are robotics, safety and security systems. In 
many of these systems query languages are required. 
When designing query languages for sensor data sources a 
number of problems occur. These problems relates in part 
to the types of sensors used but also to those cases when 
multiple sensors are used to collect data more or less 
simultaneously. In the latter case methods for sensor data 
fusion will be required. As a consequence, query lan-
guages for multiple sensor data sources must be designed 
to fuse sensor data. The fusion techniques may be of dif-
ferent types. An example of a query language with an inte-
grated sensor data facility is discussed in [6]. A particular 
problem that occurs in conjunction with the use of sensor 
data is the uncertainty in the data. The data uncertainties 
can be of different types, e.g. incompleteness, inconsis-
tency, vagueness, imprecision. Basically, uncertainties in 
sensor data are generally due to imperfections in the sen-
sors and in the sensor data analysis. These uncertainties 
must be handled properly by the query language. However, 
the way the uncertainties should be handled depends to a 
large extent on the class or classes of problems the queries 

should be applied to. The uncertainties have, in particular, 
effects on the queries applied to the spatial relations that 
occur between extended geographical object [3] or on spa-
tial relations between man-made objects or man-made 
objects and extended objects where the latter can be part of 
the background context. A general approach to handle the 
uncertainties in these problems is to represent the object 
with what sometimes is called a broad boundary. The 
object thus has an uncertainty component that depends on 
extension and position. This representation includes an 
interior of the objects that definitively belong to the objects. 
The broad boundaries, on the other hand, include parts that 
are part of the object and parts that are not. Consequently, 
the broad boundary mirrors the uncertainties of the object. 
This way of representing the uncertainties are in many 
ways related to the theory of rough set [8]. Since the degree 
of uncertainty in sensor data primarily depends on the type 
of sensor this means that different sensors under different 
circumstance deliver uncertainties of different character, 
which has consequences on how the query language should 
handle the actual uncertainties. The solution to this problem 
will be further discussed subsequently in this paper for 
small man-made objects in relation to larger objects that are 
part of the background. The background is here sometimes 
called the context.

The general structure of this work can be described as 
follows. Chapter 2 introduces the objectives. Chapter 3 
gives a brief overview of the query-system that is used. 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 describe different issues concerning 
topological relations. Chapter 7 describes other relations 
that can be applied to mobile point objects. This is followed 
by the conclusions and directions for future work in chapter 
8.

2. OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the work discussed in this here is to, 
by default; consider existing uncertainties in input data. 
The input data used in the query language discussed here 
are basically coming from various kinds of sensors. The 
sensors are generally of image generating types, such as IR, 
and laser-radar. The uncertainties in these sensors are for 
the most part due to imperfections in the sensors. As a con-
sequence, when a query is applied to multiple sensors the 
uncertainties of each sensor must be taken into account 
when the query answers are determined and before the 
answers are delivered to the users. In earlier work the 
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uncertainties were just concerned with how certain the 
answer is with respect to the requested object type(s). This 
is by no means sufficient since the sensor data uncertain-
ties will have consequences on other aspects of the queries 
as well. Among those aspects can uncertainty in position 
and speed of various entities be mentioned; where these 
aspects generally are called status variables as they quite 
often are subject to changes contrary to ordinary 
attributes. The focus of this work is to consider how these 
uncertainties affect a number of relations that will occur 
between the entities. These relations are generally of spa-
tial type that concern man-made and background objects. 

3. QL
The query language that we use is called QL [1]. The 
system [7] is divided into a visual user interface, a query 
processor and the sensor nodes to which the sensor data 
sources are attached. The query processor includes a 
knowledge system that operates in conjunction with an 
ontology. The purpose of this knowledge system is to sup-
port automatic selection of the sensors and sensor data 
algorithms for the data analysis that together deliver the 
information used to respond to a query.   In a first set-up 
of the query processor the actual sensors have been a digi-
tal-camera, an infrared camera and a laser radar. However, 
the system is not limited to these three sensor types; oth-
ers can, on demand, be attached as well. The sensor nodes 
include also means for target recognition. For this purpose 
a database containing a library of target models is attached 
to the QL-processor. The target models stored in this 
library are used by the image analysis processes to recog-
nize objects found in the sensor data inquired by the users. 
A meta-database containing the available information that 
has been registered by the sensors is also attached to the 
query processor. The query system includes, contrary to 
conventional query languages, a sensor data fusion mod-
ule. The purpose of this module is primarily to fuse infor-
mation extracted from the sensor data, which correspond 
to sub query results. These data emanate generally from 
multiple sensors whose sensor data altogether are of heter-
ogeneous type. 

The visual user interface is designed to allow both 
simple and complex queries of spatio/temporal type. The 
user indicates the area of interest (AOI) in a map and the 
actual time interval of the query and finally, through a part 
of the underlying ontology, determines the requested 
object type or types. In this approach of the query lan-
guage basically just vehicles are requested. These vehicles 
can be selected through the visualization of the ontology.

For the time being, complex queries concern vehicles 
and different types of spatial and temporal relationships 
that may occur between the vehicles and between vehicles 
and background information [9]. Background information 
generally means geoinformation. The most important spa-
tial relationships are topological relations, directions and 

distances. Queries that allow the combination of spatial 
and temporal conditions are possible as well. The queried 
objects are found in sensor data and include sets of 
attribute and status values. Associated with the object 
information is also a belief value, which indicates how 
much the system believes that a certain object is of a spe-
cific type. Thus a belief value is a quantification of the 
uncertainty associated with the sensors and the sensor data 
they produce. Consequently, the belief values serve a pur-
pose but are by no means useful when determining which 
relations that may exist between the objects. Due to the 
uncertainties in the sensor data, these relations include 
uncertainties, which must be considered when the system 
responds to the queries. The expressions used are nor-
mally found in where-clauses in traditionally text oriented 
query languages contrary to the situation here where the 
interface is purely visual. 

4. TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONS
Topological relations concerns the way in which two geo-
metrical objects can relate to each other in two dimen-
sions. In [4], Egenhofer identifies eight atomic topological 
relations for areas disjoint contains, inside, equals, meet, 
covers, coveredBy, and overlap, see figure 1. These rela-
tions assume that the exact sizes of the surfaces are 
known. 

Figure 1.  The eight topological relations. Contain/inside and covers/
coveredBy are respectively two cases since it depends on which area is
surrounding which.

When uncertainties are introduced these relations are 
not sufficient since the exact positions of the edges of the 
surfaces are not known. One way to handle this is to add a 
broad boundary [2]. Then the center of the area signifies 
the absolutely certain minimum area and the outer bound-
ary signifies for instance the 80% certainty for the area. 
The resulting topological relations of the areas with broad 
boundaries are not eight but 44 or 52 [3] if we allow holes 
in the areas. However, in the work described here this 
number has been considerably reduced due the object 

disjoint contains/inside equals

meet covers/coveredBy overlap



types that are subject to the study, that is in this case some 
obvious simplifications have been made, which will be 
discussed further subsequently.

5.  TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN 
POINT OBJECTS

In our system the focus is on mobile objects acquired 
from sensor data. Mobile objects can have uncertainties 
concerning both the size of the objects and their locations. 
These uncertainties could be handled with broad bound-
aries. A consequence of limiting ourselves to mobile 
objects is that the uncertainties in size are limited, as well. 
If we are able to identify the type of the objects, for exam-
ple, car or truck, then the uncertainty in size becomes 
even more limited. The magnitude of the uncertainty in 
size is negligible compared to the possible uncertainty in 
position. Even the size of the objects can be neglected 
compared to the usual size of the uncertainty in position. 
Consequently, we can approximate the mobile object with 
only an area that equals the uncertainty in position. The 
topological relations between two areas are limited for the 
eight basic relations described in figure 1, but we should 
consider that since we are taking about mobile objects 
they cannot in practice overlap, not even a little. Thus the 
relations contains, inside, equals, covers, coveredBy, and 
overlap have no equivalence in reality for this type of 
objects and may for this reason be excluded. Mobile 
objects may only by close to each other. This is called the 
proximity, which is equivalent to the topological relations 
meet, contains, inside, equals, covers, coveredBy, and 
overlap, or they can be distant which corresponds to the 
relation disjoint. Thus these eight relations can be reduced 
to just two, see figure 2.

Figure 2.  The only two relevant topological relations when concerned
with mobile artifacts related to mobile artifacts. 

6. TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN POINT 
AND BACKGROUND OBJECTS

As was described in chapter 5 mobile objects with uncer-
tain positions can be approximated with an area corre-
sponding to the uncertainty in the position. Background 
objects, for instance forests, lakes, cities, on the other 
hand are better approximated with an area including a 
broad boundary. The kernel of the area corresponds to the 
part of that with certainty belongs to the object and the 
broad boundary corresponds to the uncertainty part. As 
described in section 4, the number of possible topological 
relations between two simple areas is eight according to 
Egenhofer [4]. If the areas have broad boundaries the 
number of possible relations is 44 according to Clemen-
tini et al [2]. 

Another aspect to take into consideration is that since 
the boundaries of the areas are based on uncertainty it 
does not seem to be realistic to include a relation that 
requires the borders to coincide exactly, like the classical 
relation meet, see figure 1.

Figure 3.  The nine topological relations between a simple area and an
area with a broad boundary when the areas do not contain any holes.

The possible topological relations between an object 
with a simple area and an object with an area with a broad 
boundary can be expected to be a subset of the 44 rela-
tions given some limitations.  These limitations can be 
formulated by two simple rules:
1. The point object is a simple area, while the back-

ground object has an area surrounded by a broad 
boundary.

distant proximity

outside

inside

probably inside

probably outside

possibly inside/possibly outside



2. The borders of the objects never coincide exactly. 
When reviewing the 44 relations and removing all 

variants that break at least one of these two rules the 
results is the nine topological variations. Since the simple 
area is only an approximation of a point object it can 
never cover or overlap, etc. Thus the relations have been 
grouped into five groups; inside, probably inside, possibly 
inside/possibly outside, probably outside and outside, see 
figure 3. In effect the result is only 4 possible relations.

In [3] Clementini et al introduced relations between 
two area objects with broad boundaries that may have 
holes as well. This gives an additional eight relations.  
When evaluating those relations we add one rule to our 
set:
3.  The point object may not have a hole in its area.

The review of these eight relations result in three 
remaining relations that are applicable to our case. All 
three of these relations can be put into the existing group 
possibly inside/possibly outside, see figure 4.

Figure 4.  The three additional topological relations between a simple
area and an area with a broad boundary containing holes.

7. OTHER POINT OBJECT RELATIONS
Determination of the position of an object based on one or 
more sensor data sources will always be associated with 
some types of uncertainty, thus we can never be sure that 
the given coordinate values are correct. For this reason, a 
measure of the uncertainty must be available. Usually, for 
each given position the area of uncertainty is normally 
represented with an ellipse that sometimes is generalized 
into a circle. The size and shape of this area depends gen-
erally on the sensor type. However, in a query language, 
which has to respond quickly to the various queries such 
uncertainty areas are unpractical. For this reason the areas 
of uncertainty must be replaced with something more effi-
cient. In this work, we have chosen to describe the loca-
tion uncertainty of a point object by a rhombus. This is 
motivated not just by its usefulness as a descriptive struc-

ture of the position uncertainty but also because it is a 
convenient way to determine object relations of the types 
that are discussed in this work.  Furthermore, it is also 
useful, for the determination of directions between a pair 
of objects, where the secondary rhombus can be found in 
relationship to the primary one, as the area where the 
direction cannot be sufficiently correct settled may be 
vary depending on the uncertain location. The use of such 
a structure for determination of directions is quite com-
mon and variations of it have been used during a long 
time. Figure 5 shows the orientation of the rhombus and 
its directional structure relative to a local coordinate sys-
tem. In 5a the directions are global (north, ...) while in fig-
ure 5b the direction are just local (in_front_of, ...) to the 
object. The area covered by the rhombus is called the 
proximity of the object. Observe also, for instance, that 
here the direction of a point between north and northeast
is described by the interval [north, northeast] or alterna-
tively if the interval is open as ]north, northeast[. Again 
this way of describing direction is due to the presence of 
uncertainties. Thus it cannot be said that the direction of 
an object is just north, no matter if the given coordinates 
says so. Instead, again because of the uncertainty of the 
position, it is  ]northwest, northeast[. Consequently. if the 
direction of an object relative another one should be deter-
mined then the corresponding directional interval should 
be determined. However, if the object or at least a part of 
it falls inside the proximity then the direction cannot be 
determined and for the distance we can just say that the 
distance between the two objects are very close. This is 
simply expressed by saying that the objects are in the 
proximity of each other.

The area of proximity is described by its four corner 
points by means of its local coordinate system:

( ,0)(0, )(- )(0,- )

It is also easy to see that 

 = | x| + | y|

determines the edge of the proximity area.

Here is depends on the maximum positional error, 
i.e.:

A consequence of this is that the rhombus is some-
what larger than the actual area of uncertainty but this is 
negligible since the difference does not contribute much 
to the positional error. After all, other types of uncertainty 
areas are approximations as well.

possibly inside/possibly outside

maxerror 2=



Figure 5.  The rhombus proximity representing an object location and its
area of uncertainty including also the directions outside that area for both
global and local directions.

Determination of the direction of an object relative to 
another object, both with uncertain positions, is quite triv-
ial and does not require any heavy calculations and can be 

illustrated by the following cases in terms of rules. An 
object in the open interval between north and north-east is 
delimited by the rhombus, the y-axis and the ne-line, i.e.: 

If | x| + | y| >  and | x| > 0 and | y| > | x| then ] n,
ne [

If instead the interval is closed we get 

If | x| + | y| >=  and | x| > 0 and | y| >= | x| then 
[n, ne]

For an object with the direction north of the result is 
delimited with the edge of the rhombus and the nw and 
the ne lines, i.e.

If | x| + | y| >  and | y| > | x| and  then ] nw, ne [     

A final illustration is an object inside or on the edge 
of the proximity which is described by

If | x| + | y| <=  then proximity
The methods for determination of the relations 

between two objects with uncertain positions can now be 
introduced. This can be illustrated by the two cases in fig-
ure 6. The case to the left in the figure shows two objects, 
A and B, where the areas of uncertainty are overlapping. 
The conclusion of this is that object B is in the proximity 
of A. In the right alternative there is no overlap, which 
indicates that B is outside A and that the direction of B 
relative A is [n, e]. Clearly, the inverse relations are in 
both case equivalents.

Figure 6.  Some possible relations between the objects A and B; (a) B is
in the proximity of A; (b) B is outside the proximity of A and B is [n, e]
of A.
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This methodology can be used for determination of 
qualitative distances as well. The set of qualitative dis-
tance measures proposed here is {proximity, close, dis-
tant}. This set can, of course, be extended but for the time 
being it is sufficiently adequate. The qualitative distance 
structure is illustrated in figure 7. The close and distant 
distances can be determined from the following rules:

If | x| + | y| >=  and | x| + | y| < K then close

If | x| + | y| > K then distant

where K is a constant that is application dependent. 
Proximity is determined from the rule introduced earlier in 
this section.

Figure 7.  The qualitative distance structure for point objects.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a solution for how to handle mobile objects 
detected by sensors has been presented. The focus has 
concerned with how to handle uncertainties caused by the 
sensors that affect the reasoning about those objects. 
Firstly, mobile objects can be approximated with an area 
equivalent just to the uncertainty in position. A conse-
quence of this is that management of mobile artifacts with 
uncertain positions differ from how areas with uncertain 
boundaries should be treated.  Finally a way of reasoning 
qualitatively about relations between such objects has 
been proposed. 

In the paper the uncertainty areas of the point objects 
are approximated with a circle or a rhombus. In many 
cases that is a good approximation, but for some sensors 
that is not a sufficiently good approximation. Future work 
will include looking into how this work can be general-
ized to include sensors with more irregular uncertainty 
areas as well.

Another research topic that has not yet been explored 
is how to handle uncertainties over time. Apart from 
affecting relations like before and after it might also influ-
ence the relative position if the two objects were not 
detected at the same time. 
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a usability study on a 
visual language based tool for the definition of 
adaptive learning processes. To this aim, we recruited 
a group of seven teachers with different teaching 
experiences to evaluate the usability of the proposed 
tool and as well as to assess the value of visual 
languages in the definition of learning processes. 
Interesting results in terms of satisfaction and 
performance have been achieved on the recruited 
teachers without computer science background.  

1. Introduction 

The current trend of academic and industrial 
realities is to increase the use of e-learning. In 
particular, software tools supporting the critical task of 
instruction design should provide automated support 
for the analysis, design, documentation, 
implementation, and deployment of instruction via the 
Web. On the other hand the generated knowledge 
contents should aim at encouraging high self-
expectations, satisfaction, and welfare by respecting 
the diversities among students. Adaptive learning 
processes represent a possible solution to improve 
these significant aspects. 

To this aim in [4] an approach based on a visual 
language hierarchy has been proposed to define 
learning processes based on synchronous and 
asynchronous e-learning activities. The adaptive 
knowledge content is one of the most meaningful 
asynchronous e-learning activities and is defined by 
the Adaptive Self consistent Learning Object SET 
(ASCLO-S) language. ASCLO-S is a special case of 
flow diagrams where instructional designers define 
classes of users, represented by stereotypes, and 
specify for each of them the more suited adaptive 
learning process.  

In this paper we propose a usability study on the 
ASCLO-S editor, which is turned out to define 
adaptive learning processes. This study aims on one 
side at evaluating the usability of the tool and on the 
other side at assessing the value of the visual 
languages in the definition of teaching environments. 
To this end a group of heterogeneous teachers has been 
recruited. The group was composed of seven teachers 
with different know-how and teaching experiences.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. 
Section 2 presents related work, while the ASCLO-S 
language and editor are highlighted in Section 3. The 
usability test and the achieved results are illustrated in 
Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Section 6 
discusses the achieved results and compares the 
ASCLO-S editor with a commercial authoring tool. 
Final remarks and future work conclude the paper.  

2. Related Work 

Before defining usability attributes for e-learning 
systems [3], it is necessary to dwell upon the 
difference between Learning Management Systems 
(LMSs) and Learning Content Management Systems 
(LCMSs). An LCMS is a tool to define educational 
materials that are successively deployed in LMSs. 
LMSs are integrated learning environments conceived 
to deploy and enjoy educational materials. Such a 
scenario highlights that LMSs, LCMSs, and 
consequently educational materials should be 
independently analysed, since for each of them 
different attributes are considered relevant. It is worth 
noting that the success of e-learning projects often 
passes through the satisfaction degree that the people 
perceive on the used LMSs and LCMSs tools [8].

The e-learning literature proposes a good number of 
tools assisting instructional designer during the 
analysis, design, implementation, and delivery of 
instruction via the Web. 



Muraida and Spector [10] assert that there is “a lack 
of instructional designer expertise, pressure for 
increased productivity of designers, and the need to 
standardize products and ensure the effectiveness of 
product”. Thus, tools supporting instruction design 
during all the phases of the learning process definition 
are desirable. Goodyear [6] views the instruction 
design as falling within four main approaches. These 
approaches allow the instruction designer to generate 
e-learning activities from given specifications by 
means of tools supporting the design of course 
structure, the selection of presentation templates, the 
reuse of design elements, and the coordination of 
activities accomplished by a design team. Goodyear 
[7] also proposes an approach for analysing and 
designing distance courses that is divided into neat 
parts. The first part of Goodyear’s approach resembles 
the work of other people (outside education) who are 
interested in the design of technology supporting the 
work of information systems designers, requirements 
engineers, human factors specialists, and so on. The 
second part is instead focused on the design of good 
learning tasks exploiting traditional analysis and 
design processes. Often, these tools are not able to 
compensate the lack of expertise of instruction 
designers. Vrasidas [11] presents a system to develop 
hypermedia approaches as part of courses and learning 
environments delivered on the World Wide Web. It 
details the structuring of information, branching and 
interactivity, user interface, and navigation through 
Web based distance courses. Differently from the 
approaches above, the AIMS Project [2] describes a 
Theoretical Framework in which the knowledge 
domain editing and the course editing are 
distinguished. First the instructional designer 
constructs the domain model in term of concepts and 
links and then the didactic contents are embedded. 

Differently from the described tools and methods 
our proposal aimed at exploiting the ideas and the 
benefits of component based approaches and visual 
languages as well. If on one side the visual languages 
support non expert user during the definition of 
adaptive learning processes, on the other side the tool 
supports the instructional designer in the reuse of 
learning components, at different granularity levels. 
Moreover, the work discussed so far does not consider 
the usability in the design of didactic materials.  

3. ASCLO-S Language and Tool 

In this section we briefly recall the approach 
proposed in [4] to define and create adaptive learning 

processes. This approach is based on four different 
granularity levels of knowledge contents: ASCLO-S, 
ASCLO, Knowledge Fragment, and Raw Contents. An  
ASCLO-S provides the higher level, so it can be 
refined by using a sentence of the ASCLO-S language. 
The sentences of this language describe aggregations 
of Adaptive Self Consistent Learning Objects 
(ASCLO). Each ASCLO is a set of didactic contents 
that are presented to the student by considering 
him/her knowledge. It can be considered as a logical 
collection of Knowledge Fragments and an assessment 
test. A Knowledge Fragment is composed of Raw 
Contents, which are multimedia objects presented in 
linear way to the student. 

The visual tokens of the ASCLO-S language are 
shown in Figure 1. Generally, sentences of this 
language are composed of a set of Knowledge 
Fragments (Figure 1A), which are arranged using 
Joint/Disjoint symbols (Figure 1D) and labelled arrows 
(Figure 1B). Adaptive learning processes are defined 
for student classes, which are represented by 
stereotypes. Both the learners and the stereotypes are 
implemented with Linguistic Terms based on 
Linguistic Variables [12].

The instructional designer first specifies learning 
processes using labelled arrows, and then associates 
stereotypes to these labels. The learning process that 
will be presented to the student is the one with the 
stereotype more similar to his/her profile.  

On the other hand, Joint/Disjoint symbol is used for 
jointing and disjointing the learning process defined 
for two or more classes of stereotypes. Figure 1C
shows the symbol representing the final test that can be 
presented at the end of each ASCLO. Using the results 
of the self-assessment tests the student knowledge 
profile is updated.  

A) B)   

D) E) 

Knowledge Fragment 
U i j 

C) 

Figure 1. The visual language icons. A) Knowledge 
Fragment; B) Transition Element; C) Modelling Student 

Test; D) Joint/Disjoint Element; E)Start/Stop Marker 

The language allows the instructional designer to 
highlight the ASCLOs using dotted rectangles. 
Moreover, the instructional designers can arrange 
ASCLOs that have strictly cohesive contents into 
swimlanes. Finally, the start and the stop markers 



(Figure 1E) are used to indicate the initial and final 
states of the ASCLO-S language.  

An example of adaptive learning processes for the 
XML topic is shown Figure 2. This process has been 
defined using the ASCLO-S visual environment of the 
SEAMAN tool [5].

Figure 2. A sentence example in the ASCLO-S editor

4. Usability Test 

A pilot test was conducted before the proposed 
usability test. The pilot test was to try out those 
equipment and facilities, test the design of experiment 
sessions including materials used, and methods of 
collecting data. Expert users were chosen to this pilot 
test. In general, the contribution of these users allowed 
improving the ASCLO-S usability before the actual 
usability test.  

For the usability test a group of seven teachers was 
recruited. All the teachers underwent an introductory 
course of 1 hour on the ASCLO-S editor and its visual 
notation. After that they were asked to use the system 
on their course, not having the possibility to invoke 
individual tutor support. When the course content 
design finished the teachers filled in a questionnaire. 
The usability test was performed from Monday 23rd

August 2004 to Thursday 9th September 2004.  
The group of teachers used to carry out the usability 

test was very heterogeneous. In particular, about half 
of the selected testers were secondary school teachers 
with different backgrounds, while the others were 
people with different teaching experiences. Table 1
summarises the profiles of the teachers used in the 
usability test. The first and the second columns contain 
the tester and his/her background, respectively. 
Finally, the age is contained in the third column, while 
the fourth column contains the sex. The teachers are 

grouped in four age intervals. It is worth noting that 
they realised courses or part of them on their subjects.  

Once the pilot test was proved to be feasible and 
effective, the usability test was carried out 
subsequently. This usability test was performed in one-
to-one session using the think aloud rule. All the 
teachers underwent an introductory course of one hour 
on the ASCLO-S editor and its visual notation. After 
that they were asked to use the tool for twenty minutes 
without invoking the tutor support. Successively, the 
testers were asked to use the ASCLO-S editor having 
the possibility to invoke individual tutor support. In 
particular, the teachers had to entirely design the  
e-learning course or a part of it performing the 
following tasks: 

Define the students’ stereotypes. 
Insert at least one image. 
Insert at least a hyper textual link and an e-mail 
address.
Check the syntax of the sentence you drew. 
Save and export the created course. 

Tester Background Age Sex
Teacher1 Student of Computer Science  25 – 34 F
Teacher2 Student of Italian Literature 18 – 24 F
Teacher3 Teacher of Art Education over 45 M
Teacher4 Manager of a local archaeologist association over 45 M
Teacher5 Sociologist 25 – 34 F
Teacher6 Teacher of Music Education 35 – 45 M
Teacher7 Teacher of Art Education over 45 M

Table 1. Recruited Teachers 

After having defined the learning process trough the 
ASCLO-S editor the teachers were asked to fill in a 
questionnaire aimed at assessing the tool perceived 
usability. The designed questionnaire was composed of 
five categories: Tester Experience, General
Evaluation, Special Judgement, Tool Learning, and 
Information Grant.

The Tester Experience category was composed of 
three questions, which aimed at knowing the 
background of the statistic sample. The general 
reaction of the teachers in terms of satisfaction degree 
was evaluated by the questions belonging to the 
General Evaluation category. The questions of the 
Special Judgement category were used to assess the 
usability that testers perceived of the tools’ graphical 
user interfaces. The Tool Learning category aimed at 
evaluating the satisfaction degree to master the tools. 
Finally, the information provided by the tool while the 
teacher was using it, was evaluated by the questions of 
the Information Grant category. The questions of these 
categories less the ones belonging to the Tester
Experience are shown in Table 2.



Id Question
2.1 The tool is (from horrible to wonderful)
2.2 Using the tool is (from difficult to simple)
2.3 The aroused feeling by the tool use is (from frustrating to satisfactory)
2.4 The tool use is (from boring to exciting)
3.1 The user interface is (from irritant to pleasant)
3.2 The tool is (from complicated to simple)
3.3 The tool proposes error messages (from vague to specific)
3.4 Creating e-learning courses with this tool is (from boring to exciting)
4.1 Learning to use the tool is(from difficult to simple)
4.2 The required time to use the tool is (from much to little)
4.3 Remembering the command and their use is (from difficult to simple)
4.4 The number of steps to carry out a task is(from too much to right)
4.5 The required time to insert a link is (from much to little)
4.6 The number of steps to insert an image is (from much to little)
4.7 Defining the stereotype is (from difficult to simple)
4.8 Exporting the content created using the tool is (from difficult to simple)
5.1 Icon names and objects have an clear meaning (from never to always)
5.2 Each set of operations produce a predictable result (from never to always)

Table 2. Questions of the usability questionnaire  

The answer for each question of the usability 
questionnaire ranges between 1 and 9. For example, 
the value 1 for the question 2.1 represents the worst 
judgment (horrible) that the tester can express on the 
tool user interface, while the best judgment 
(wonderful) is expressed by the value 9. 

5. Usability Test Results 

In this section, the results of the usability test are 
presented. These results were derived from two 
sources: the tasks performed by the users and the 
questionnaires. Thus, mainly the results are organised 
in two classes of findings: objective and subjective. 
The objective findings include all of the subjects’ 
response times for the relevant aspects of the usability 
test, while the results from the questionnaires 
constitute the subjective findings. The analysis of both 
objective and subjective findings produced a reports 
aimed at providing feedbacks to improve the usability 
of the ASCLO-S editor. 

The following are the factors that have been 
considered relevant for the objective findings: time to 
explore the tool features, time to carry out the usability 
test, time spent in inactivity, features never used, tasks 
not correctly carried out, and the number of mistakes. 

The times considered relevant for the objective 
usability findings are contained in Table 3. In 
particular, the teachers have spent fifteen minutes as 
mean time, while ten and twenty minutes are the best 
and worst value to explore the tool, respectively. The 
second column presents the time to accomplish the 
usability test. The time to design the adaptive learning 
process as well as the underlying learning contents has 
been considered. A considerable difference between 
the best and the worst time to accomplish the usability 

test depend on the time spent to turn the didactic 
materials only available in hard copy into electronic 
format. Moreover, such a difference is also caused by 
the size of the realised didactic contents. For example, 
although Teacher1 had more teaching material in 
electronic format than Teacher5 the learning process of 
the former teacher was more complex, thus the time to 
accomplish the usability test was greater. The 
inactivity time is shown in the third column. Teacher1, 
Teacher2, Teacher4, Teacher6, and Teacher7 worked 
without stopping until they had finished their tasks, 
while Teacher3 and Teacher5 were inactive for 1 and 2 
minutes, respectively. 

Tester Exploration time Accomplishment time Inactivity time 
Teacher1 10 240 0
Teacher2 15 59 0
Teacher3 20 45 1
Teacher4 18 65 0
Teacher5 12 35 2
Teacher6 17 58 0
Teacher7 15 63 0

Table 3. Times of the objective usability findings 

The features provided by ASCLO-S editor have 
been all used. On the other hand, Teacher5 and 
Teacher7 did not master the diagrammatic notation of 
ASCLO-S language. They never used the 
Joint/Disjoint element to define their adaptive learning 
process. It was mainly due to the fact that these two 
testers were not familiar with flow-diagrams, and so 
mapping the concept of condition for an activity on 
real world problems was not immediate. Consequently, 
the Teacher5 and Teacher7 did not accomplish the task 
concerned the realisation of an adaptive learning 
processes. Anyway, all the recruited teachers did not 
make notable mistakes. 

In the case of a typical usability test, however, 
where the goal is to uncover as many usability 
problems as possible, descriptive statistics, as mean 
values, are sufficient. To conclude the usability 
evaluation of the ASCLO-S editor, the questionnaire 
answers have been analysed as well. This analysis 
allows identifying the subjective findings as perceived 
usability by the recruited teachers. To classify the 
subjective satisfaction degrees the ranges shown in 
Table 4 have been used, while the perceived usability 
of the testers is shown in Table 5. Since nobody of the 
selected teachers perceived a scant satisfaction degree, 
then for space reasons the scant column is not 
contained in Table 5.

In general, the usability questionnaire revealed that 
the satisfaction degree of the seven teachers is more 
than sufficient. The General Evaluation of ASCLO-S 
editor was fairly good for 72% of the testers, while 



14% of the users expressed a good judgement. Finally, 
the others users manifested a sufficient judgement. 

Range Evaluation  
[1, 2.5[ Scant

[2.5, 4.5[ Insufficient
[4.5, 5.5[ Mediocre
[5.5, 6.5[ Sufficient
[6.5, 7.5[ Fairly good 
[7.5, 8.5[ Good 
[8.5, 9[ Excellent 

Table 4. Ranges to evaluate the perceived usability 

Questions Insuff. Mediocre Suff.
Fairly 
Good

Good Exc. 

2.1 0% 0% 28% 58% 14% 0% 
2.2 0% 0% 14% 72% 14% 0% 
2.3 0% 0% 28% 72% 0% 0% 
2.4 0% 0% 14% 86% 0% 0% 

General 
Evaluation 

0% 0% 14% 72% 14% 0% 

3.1 0% 28% 44% 28% 0% 0% 
3.2 0% 0% 58% 28% 14% 0% 
3.3 0% 0% 28% 44% 28% 0% 
3.4 0% 0% 14% 86% 0% 0% 

Special
Judgment 

0% 0% 43% 57% 0% 0% 

4.1 0% 0% 29% 57% 14% 0% 
4.2 0% 0% 43% 43% 14% 0% 
4.3 0% 0% 29% 57% 14% 0% 
4.4 0% 0% 28% 44% 28% 0% 
4.5 0% 0% 0% 57% 14% 29% 
4.6 0% 0% 14% 43% 14% 29% 
4.7 14% 14% 44% 14% 14% 0% 
4.8 0% 0% 0% 29% 42% 29% 

Tool 
Learning 

0% 0% 0% 86% 14% 0% 

5.1 0% 0% 0% 72% 28% 0% 
5.2 0% 0% 14% 72% 14% 0% 

Information 
Grant 

0% 0% 0% 57% 43% 0% 

Table 5. Perceived usability of the ASCLO-S editor 

The Special Judgment category aimed at evaluating 
the users’ reactions on the ASCLO-S tool usage. In 
particular, the questions of this category allow having 
feedbacks on the satisfaction degree of users’ 
interaction with the tool. Relevant suggestions of the 
recruited testers have been also gathered. In particular, 
Teacher3 and Teacher5 found the user interface very 
lean. They suggested enhancing the graphical user 
interface with colours to make it more appealing and 
consequently improve the perceived usability degree. 

Better results were achieved in terms of Tool 
Learning. 86% of the users considered the tool fairly 
good to learn, while a good judgment was expressed 
by 14% of the users. 

Information Grant category revealed the ASCLO-S 
editor provided an encouraging support while the 
teacher is using it in general. In particular, 43% of the 
teachers expressed a good judgment, while a fairly 
good judgment was expressed by 57% of them. This 
appreciable result was due to the fact that all the 

components of the graphical user interface are 
understandable and the result of each operation 
produces always a predictable result. 

6. Discussion 

The teachers appreciated very much the facilities of 
the ASCLO-S editor to insert multimedia objects and 
to export the created knowledge contents. Great 
satisfaction was also manifested when the adaptive 
learning process was generated and deployed to be 
delivered in the E-World framework, an LMS 
developed at University of Salerno. This tool integrates 
a suitable software component to manage the adaptive 
learning process flow as well as a Run-Time 
Environment to trace the student learning processes as 
suggested in the SCORM reference model [1] by the 
Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Consortium 
[1]. The recruited teachers declared to have 
appreciated the results of their work and how the 
knowledge objects were shown in the Web browser. 
Encouraging results in terms of time spent to learn and 
use the ASCLO-S editor have been also obtained. 
Finally, although the teachers did not manifested any 
particular problems to learn the tool a significant issue 
was raised from Teacher3, Teacher5, Teacher6, and 
Teacher7. These defined the learning process flows 
without manifesting evident problems, even if the 
binding between symbolic names and students’ 
stereotypes raised a significant issue. Thus, a simpler 
method to define adaptive processes was suggested. 

The same kind of test has been carried out on the 
Authorware 7.0 [9] a widespread LCMS of the 
Macromedia. This usability test was accomplished 
using the same seven teachers of the ASCLO-S editor 
usability study and was performed from Monday 13th

September to Tuesday 21st of September 2004.  
Although the satisfaction degree reached by all the 

recruited users was good on the average, the visual 
notation of the ASCLO-S editor was preferred with 
respect to the one of the Authorware tool. They found 
the visual environment of the ASCLO-S editor simpler 
and more appealing. Moreover, even if the teachers 
preferred the result of the didactic contents created by 
the ASCLO-S editor the management of multimedia 
objects was considered very simple for both the 
analysed tools. The teachers manifested great 
satisfaction when their didactic contents were 
delivered in the E-World framework.  

A point in disfavour for the Authorware tool is the 
required efforts to master it. Indeed, the teachers on 
one side found the basic features provided by the 



Authorware tool very simple to learn and understand, 
while on the other side low satisfaction degree is 
aroused by its advanced features.

Last but not least, the comparison between the 
ASCLO-S editor and the Authoware tool revealed that 
the former provides a better support for not expert 
users, while the latter is more suited for expert users. 
In general a specific background and computer science 
knowledge is required to use the Authorware tool. The 
usability studies also revealed that non expert user 
found the ASCLO-S editor simpler to use. Thus, the 
ASCLO-S editor could be useful in teaching contexts 
where teachers or lectures do not have specific 
computer science background. 

It is worth noting that further details on the usability 
test of the Authorware tool have not been provided 
only for space reason. 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we have presented the results of a 
usability study on the ASCLO-S editor. A group of 
seven teachers with different know-how and teaching 
experiences has been recruited. The selected teacher 
created the learning processes without manifesting any 
kind of listlessness and indifference. It was due to high 
satisfaction degree aroused from the use of the tool as 
well as to the value of the visual languages. We have 
also presented results achieved from the comparison 
between ASCLO-S editor and Authorware 7.0.  

Future work will be devoted to use the ASCLO-S 
editor on several educative contexts. In particular, our 
aim will be to assess the adaptive learning processes in 
blended and pure teaching contexts, thus to analyse the 
data gathered by the traceability learning process 
through suitable empirical studies. The empirical 
studies should provide feedbacks to estimate both the 
efforts to create and to enjoy adaptive learning 
processes by instructional designers and students, 
respectively. Finally, to support the instructional 
designer in the development of learning process a 
methodology will be suggested. 
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Abstract

Archiving, organizing, and searching multimedia data in
an appropriate fashion is a task of increasing importance.
The ontology theory may be appropriately extended in or-
der to face with this challenging issue. In this paper we
propose a novel multimedia ontology theory. We first de-
scribe the multimedia ontology concepts and then we adopt
TAO XML as a suitable ontology description language.
Eventually, we propose a general architecture for support-
ing creation and management of multimedia objects.

1. Introduction

The rapid evolution of digital technology is producing a
tremendous amounts of digital data such as images, music,
movies, and other types of media. Thus, the management
of multimedia objects is a task of increasing importance for
users who need to archive, organize, and search their multi-
media collections in an appropriate fashion.

At the present, users typically arrange their multimedia
collections into file systems which provide poor naming
mechanisms and hierarchical directory structures for orga-
nization and searching. In particular, this approach has the
following drawbacks:

• the categorization depends on the used classification
hierarchies;

• the logical organization strictly depends on the physi-
cal storage system;

• identification based on file names alone is often not
globally consistent (e.g., duplicates are possible);

∗This work has been carried out partially under the financial support
of the Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca (MIUR)
in the framework of the FIRB Project “Middleware for advanced services
over large-scale, wired-wireless distributed systems (WEB-MINDS)”

• the semantic content of multimedia objects is difficult
to represent and manage.

Semantics of digital multimedia materials are very hard
to capture either by manual or automatic way: these seman-
tics may be viewed as the set of terms created or linked in
the practice, which forms the multimedia ontology of the
discourse. Till now, knowledge management has been ac-
complished by the use of ontologies, having their primary
area of application in the field of knowledge engineering.
An ontology is thus a terminological abstraction of the real
world [3]. By the way, it’s the author opinion that an on-
tology based representation of multimedia information may
greatly improve multimedia systems, in order to structure
content and support retrieval.

In this paper we propose a novel multimedia ontology
theory. We first describe the multimedia ontology concepts
and then we use TAO XML as a suitable ontology descrip-
tion language. We also propose a general architecture for
supporting creation and management of multimedia objects.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides a motivating example that will be used
throughout the entire paper, while section 3 discusses re-
lated works. Multimedia ontology concepts are introduced
in section 4. Section 5 provides a background of the TAO
paradigm and language, while section 6 describes the pro-
posed multimedia ontology system. Eventually conclusions
are reported in section 7.

2. Motivating Example

Providing content-based information is an important ac-
tivity for a number of applications. In the world wide web
domain, for example, search engines may be greatly en-
hanced if they can use a conceptualization of the managed
data. By the way, we notice that no information about the
multimedia content is considered at all, simply because the
ontology definition does not allow any kind of multimedia
content information.



Figure 1. Motivating example

Let us consider, for example, figure 1. From a psycho-
logical point of view, humans associate the concept of car
to either the picture of a car, or the word car, or the engine
rumble.

Anyway, how to model and represent multimedia data in
an ontology system is not a trivial task, especially for the
lack of a model that can describe this kind of ontology. Our
vision is that of providing a general framework which takes
into account not only the textual information, but also the
multimedia content of documents.

Let us consider a user who wants to retrieve all the infor-
mation related to the famous modern painter Pablo Picasso.
When she submits the query to the search engine, the use of
an ontology may surely enhance the retrieval process, thus
collecting all the information related to the painter, as the
artistic field, the information about the subjects represented
in his painting and so on.

In the following of the paper, we will define a model
for multimedia ontologies and show a specific implemen-
tation using the TAO XML environment. Figure 2 shows
an example of using the TAO XML representation for the
concepts related to Picasso (see figure 4 for details).

3. Related Works

Multimedia data description and presentation is a hot
topic in the research community. In the last years several
systems have been presented to provide formal models and
languages to address the issues related to the complex na-
ture of multimedia objects. In [2] the authors present Flavor,
a formal language for audio visual object representation.
The system uses an innovative description, called Flavor, to
generate C++ and Java code for describing, processing and
producing bit streams according to a specific syntax. The
system also provides a framework extension, called XFla-
vor, in order to offer XML features for media representa-
tion.

AROM [13] is an object based knowledge representation
system which, together with V-STORM [7] supplies a gen-
eral framework to manage and describe multimedia data.
This paper presents an AROM knowledge base called AVS

Figure 2. A portrait of Picasso and its repre-
sentation using TAO XML

[5] which represents a generic model for multimedia pre-
sentation, using the SMIL standard [14]. The AVS model is
described through a graphical notation using UML. Authors
of [12] propose a novel framework for describing and in-
dexing multimedia data using a statistical approach. A4SM
[11] is a framework for automatic and semi-automatic anno-
tation of multimedia data. The authors use an RDF schema
for describing relation based semantics. Different descrip-
tion frameworks as Dublin Core, XML, RDF and so on, are
analyzed in [4], where the authors propose a Multimedia
Description Framework (MDF), designed to give a unified
view of multiple description schemas.

At the best of our knowledge there is no formal defini-
tion of what a multimedia ontology should be. In this paper
we propose a formalization of a multimedia ontology and
propose a language for describing its structure and content.

4. Multimedia Ontology Concepts

It is well known that the word “ontology” generates a
lot of controversy in discussions about AI, although it has
a long history in philosophy, in which it refers to the sub-



ject of existence. It is also often confused with epistemol-
ogy, which is about knowledge and knowing. We adopt the
Gruber idea [3], who argues that the term ontology means
a specification of a conceptualization: that is, an ontology
is a description of the concepts and relationships that can
exist, like a formal specification of a program, providing a
shared and common understanding of a domain that can be
communicated between people and computer systems.

In this paper we make a first attempt towards the defini-
tion of a Multimedia Ontology. The consideration that are
at the basis of our idea is that each multimedia object evokes
one or more concepts, as any word of a vocabulary does.

In this sense, we can informally define a Multimedia On-
tology as a mean for specifying the knowledge of the world
through multimedia objects and representing the organiza-
tion of multimedia documents in a structured way such that
users and applications can process the descriptions with ref-
erence to a common understanding.

Example 1 Consider the picture in figure 2: it recalls the
concept of ‘Pablo Picasso’, the famous Spanish painter who
depicted a lot of wonderful paintings among which the fa-
mous ‘Guernica’. The same concept is evoked by the word
‘Picasso’.

We can draw the following considerations from the
above example: the first step towards the definition of a
Multimedia Ontology requires to extend the concepts of
‘word’ and ‘dictionary’. Starting from this consideration let
us now introduce some preliminary and fundamental defi-
nitions.

Definition 1 (MM-Alphabet) A MultiMedia Alphabet is a
finite set of MM-Symbols, where each MM-Symbol is an
alphanumerical character, a pixel or an audio sample.

MM-Alphabet = {MM-Symbol} (1)

Two MM-Symbols are said to be homogeneous if they are of
the same type.

Definition 2 (MM-Word) Given an alphabet A, a Multi-
Media Word of length k over A is a composition of k ho-
mogeneous MM-Symbols from A.

MM-WordA = 〈s1, ..., sk〉, si ∈ A ∀ i ∈ [1, k] (2)

A MultiMedia Word is said to be composite if it can be
decomposed into meaningful MultiMedia Words, atomic if
it cannot be further decomposed.

Definition 3 (MM-Dictionary) Given an alphabet A, a
MultiMedia Dictionary over A is a set of MM-Words over
the alphabet A.

MM-DictionaryA = {MM-WordA} (3)

It’s worth noticing that the concept of decomposition of
MM-Words is different for different kinds of media. In the
case of images a component MM-Word is a subregion of the
whole picture; in the case of videos a component MM-Word
is a subsequence of frames; in the case of text a component
MM-Word is a word.

Example 2 The picture in figure 2 is a composite MM-
Word. Clearly the main subject is Picasso, but we can rec-
ognize several subregions: the camera, the cigarette and
the watches. Each component MM-Word recalls a different
concept and contributes to determine the overall meaning
of the composite MM-Word.

Definition 4 (MM-Document) A MultiMedia Document
is a composition of MM-Words through a setR of relations
that represents the logical structure of the documents.

MM-DocumentA = ({MM-WordA},R) (4)

As a particular case, we notice that, if w is a MM-Word,
then ({w}, ∅) is still a MM-Document.

Definition 5 (Extended MM-Dictionary) Given a Multi-
Media DictionaryW , an Extended MultiMedia Dictionary
D over W is a set of MM-Documents composed of MM-
Words inW .

In the following we will be using the terms multimedia
object to refer to both MM-Words and MM-Documents.

Definition 6 (Concept) We define a Concept C as a pair
(D,R), where D is a domain and R a set of relations be-
tween the elements in D. Let C denote the set of all con-
cepts.

The elements in D can be thought as elementary con-
cepts that allow to define a more complex concept. Fig-
ure 3 shows an example of such a concept, derived from
ConceptNet [6], a freely available commonsense knowl-
edge base and natural-language-processing toolkit which
supports many practical textual-reasoning tasks over real-
world documents. The concept of car is defined through
a few simpler concepts connected by several kinds of rela-
tions.

We can now define how to map object from the Extended
Multimedia Dictionary into concepts.

Definition 7 (Mapping Function) We define a Mapping
Function ρ as a function that relates a multimedia object
to a specific concept.

ρ : d ∈ D → C ∈ C (5)

We say that a mapping function is complete iff

∀d ∈ D ρ(d) �= null (6)



Figure 3. The concept of car from ConceptNet

We say that a mapping function is partial iff

∃d ∈ D | ρ(d) = null (7)

Different mapping functions can assign different mean-
ings to the same multimedia object. In fact each multimedia
object, depending on the context, may represent different
concepts. The inverse function of ρ returns all the objects
that represent a given concept.

ρ−1 : C ∈ C → {di} ∈ Dn (8)

Given the definition of mapping function we can define
the synonymy of multimedia objects.

Definition 8 (Synonymy) Given a mapping function ρ and
two MM-Documents d1, d2 ∈ D, d1 and d2 are synonyms
w.r.t. ρ iff

ρ(d1) = ρ(d2) (9)

We remark that the synonymy property holds between
terms from the dictionary. In other words two object are
synonyms w.r.t. a specific mapping function if they repre-
sent the same concept in the domain of that function.

Example 3 Figure 3 shows an example of different MM-
Words – a picture, a sound and a written word – that express
the concept of car.

We can finally give a formal definition of Multimedia
Ontology.

Definition 9 (Multimedia Ontology) We define a Multi-
media Ontology MO as

MO = (D, C,F) (10)

where D is an extend multimedia dictionary, C is a set of
concepts and F a family of mapping functions.

Definition 10 (Domain Multimedia Ontology) We define
a Domain Multimedia Ontology MOdom as

MOdom = (Ddom, Cdom, ρdom) (11)

where ρdom is a partial mapping function, Cdom ⊂ C is
the codomain of ρdom and Ddom is the subset of all objects
d ∈ D such that ρdom(d) is not null.

Example 4 Figure 2 shows a picture and its TAO XML
description. In this picture we notice the presence of sev-
eral objects which are well represented through our exten-
sion of TAO XML . Some elements have been added to the
language in order to i) manage spatial and temporal infor-
mation related, as an example, to subregion of an image
or time intervals in an audio file; ii) semantic relations be-
tween objects.

5. TeleAction Objects for Multimedia
Ontologies

The second major contribution of this paper is the defini-
tion of a model for describing the structure and the content
of multimedia ontologies using a suitable language. In this
section we introduce the TAO XML language and show
how it can fit the multimedia ontology definitions. In par-
ticular we show how the ontology concepts defined so far
can be mapped into the language elements.

TAO (TeleAction Object) [1] is a paradigm for repre-
senting multimedia objects based on the following two ele-
ments: a hypergraph that specifies the component objects
and their structural relations, and a knowledge structure
which describes the environment and the actions of the ob-
ject. In this section, we will introduce TAO and show how it
can be described using XML, thus opening the way towards
the the representation of Multimedia Ontologies.

5.1. Theoretical Background: TeleAction Objects

TeleAction Objects (TAOs) are multimedia objects with
an associated hypergraph representing both the multimedia
object and the knowledge structure. The knowledge struc-
ture allows the TAO to automatically react to certain events.
A TAO can be divided into two parts: a hypergraph G(N ,L)
and a knowledge K, where N is a set of nodes and L is a
set of links. There are two types of nodes: base and com-
posite nodes. Each node represents a TAO and each link
represents a relation among TAOs. There are the following
link types: (i) attachment, (ii) annotation, (iii) reference,
(iv) location and (v) synchronization. Base and composite
nodes are called bundled when they are grouped, thus defin-
ing a single entity. With respect to the formal definitions
introduced in section 4, base and composite TAO nodes re-
spectively correspond to atomic and composite MM-Words,
while a TAO corresponds to a MM-Document. A whole
multimedia system is defined by the MULTITAO element,
the root element of the TAO XML document. A MULTI-
TAO consists of one or more TAOs.



The knowledge structure K of a TAO is organized into
four levels: System Knowledge, Environment Knowledge,
Template Knowledge, and Private Knowledge. The knowl-
edge is structured as an active index (IX), which is a set of
index cells (IC) from an index cell base (ICB). The index
cells define the reactions of the TAO to events filtered by
the system. An index cell accepts input messages, performs
some action, and sends output messages to a group of ICs.
The messages sent will depend on the state of the IC and
on the input messages. An IC may be seen as a kind of
finite-state machine.

5.2. TAO XML

The need to represent TAOs through an XML-based lan-
guage has led to the introduction of TAO XML [8, 9].
In general, multimedia systems may be viewed as con-
sisting of a set of connected and interacting elementary
TAOs. Each TAO is obtained by constructing an hypergraph
whose nodes are attached to the index cells which provide
the knowledge necessary to the system to react to external
events. The hypergraph contains base and composite nodes
which are connected via links that describe the relations be-
tween the components nodes of the TAO. TAO XML links
are classified as structural, temporal and spatial and corre-
spond to the location, synchronization and annotation and
reference TAO links. The attachment link is not used in
TAO XML since the attachment relation is implicitly de-
scribed by the structure of the document.

5.3. TAO ontologies

We have already seen as the concepts introduced in sec-
tion 4 can be strictly mapped into the elements of the TAO
paradigm. The TAO XML is thus highly suitable for de-
scribing multimedia ontologies. In particular we have ex-
tended the language to address some specific issues, adding
elements useful to manage spatial and temporal information
related, as an example, to subregions of an image or time in-
tervals in an audio file. We have also introduced elements
useful to manage semantics of the objects and semantic re-
lations among them. To this aim we use WordNet [10] as a
uniform way for representing concepts. Figure 4 shows an
example of TAO XML document, describing the picture of
Picasso.

6. Building a Multimedia Ontology System:
the architecture and the process

In this section we describe the architecture of the system
that has been prototyped at the University of Napoli Fed-
erico II and currently in the experimentation phase.

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8” standalone=”no” ?>
<!DOCTYPE MULTITAO (View Source for full doctype...)>
<MULTITAO>

<TAO name=”ARTIST”>
<TAOTEMPLATE>

<NODEC name=”PICASSO”>
<NODECTEMPLATE>

<NODE name=”Person” type=”image”>
<NODE TEMPLATE title=”Picasso” role=”image” href=”FILE://c:/tao/picasso.jpg”../>

</NODE>
<NODE name=”object1” type=”image”>

<NODE TEMPLATE title=”cigarette” role=”image” href=”FILE://c:/tao/picasso.jpg”../>
</NODE>
<NODE name=”object2” type=”image”>

<NODE TEMPLATE title=”camera” role=”image” href=”FILE://c:/tao/picasso.jpg”../>
</NODE>
<NODE name=”object3” type=”image”>

<NODE TEMPLATE title=”watch” role=”image” href=”FILE://c:/tao/picasso.jpg”../>
</NODE>

</NODECTEMPLATE>
</NODEC>

</TAOTEMPLATE>
</TAO>

</MULTITAO>

Figure 4. An example of TAO XML document

Figure 5 shows the main processes provided by the sys-
tem, and described in the following:

• Reverse Document Production - RDP: it is composed
by an initial extraction phase - which takes care of the
identification of the basic TAO components - and a
second abstraction phase, in which we adopt a repre-
sentation that is independent from any particular ap-
plication. The resulting document contains all the ba-
sic components and their interconnections. A possi-
ble abstraction is a labelled tree as we can see in the
example in figure 4. In the example, we want to as-
sociate a concept to a multimedia object. In order to
do that, we perform multimedia dictionary association
and concept association. Once both the associations
have been performed, the document is stored into a
repository and opportunely indexed using a relational
DBMS (Oracle 8i, in our case).

• Direct Document Production - DDP: the document ex-
tracted from the repository is reconstructed in all of its
parts and transformed into its original form. In order to
do this, it is necessary to have a subprocess analogous
to the one described before.

The architecture has been realized by reusing some tools
such as XMetal, or implementing new tools at our labo-
ratories, such as transformation, abstraction and extraction
tools.

An example of the TAO XML result of the RDP phase
is shown in figure 2. Actually, that is a complete document,
which define the component objects and their role in the
whole structure.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

The approach we have presented in this paper demon-
strates the following advantages:



Figure 5. System architecture

• the first obvious advantage is the portability on differ-
ent hardware/software platforms and the extreme inter-
operability; the end user, in order to interact with the
document collection, only needs a simple browser (e.g.
Internet Explorer, etc.);

• the second advantage is the fact that XML is already
integrated with the most popular database management
systems (e.g. Oracle 8i);

• third, XML is a widespread language in the Internet,
thus the documents represented in this format are no
longer limited to use in a single organization but may
be distributed to other organizations as well;

• eventually, the possibility to share several objects com-
ing from different databases and different organiza-
tions may help to build distributed ontologies.
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Abstract

Rising volumes of multimedia are being gathered with the

increasing deployment of sensors. We present the Image

Stack stream model/view of data for querying and

visualizing the streaming data. This view is independent of

the presence of a DBMS, since more sensors will capture

data on a real-time basis. We outline requirements for

modeling and visualizing streaming multimedia data with

motivating queries. We present the Image Stack data model,

a high-level query language for the model, and a system

architecture and design to support these requirements. We

provide highlights of a prototype implementation in Java

and Java Data Objects, bypassing the use of a DBMS as

permanent storage.

1. Introduction

Growing types and volumes of multimedia data

(alphanumeric, image, sound, and video) are being captured

by increasing deployment of sensors (environmental,

geophysical, medical, etc). We address the challenge of

querying and visualizing of information from multiple

streams of different but related types of data, focusing on

the access and presentation of data through time. Recent

work by others has been reported on video indexing and

accessing by content and visual languages [1]-[2].

However, it has generally focused on viewing individual

video streams and not on the multiple heterogeneous

streams that we are addressing. Furthermore, because much

of the expected data streams are multidimensional, using

existing streaming data management technology to answer

spatio-temporal queries over multidimensional real-time

and archived data is difficult. An example of such a query

is:

“Display the locations of intersections of the UCLA

boundaries with Westwood Blvd and Sunset Blvd

where the poison fume level exceeds value Y now.”

A stream is an ordered sequence of frames or values. A

frame could be an image, a photograph, a frame in a video

stream, a text report, or an alphanumeric record changing

through time. Current DBMS’s (relational or object

DBMS’s) deal well with alphanumeric record type

structures once they are stored and loaded into a database.

Unfortunately, it is impractical to store in a DBMS the

voluminous data that is arriving rapidly from many sensors.

There has been research regarding alphanumeric data

Figure 1: Stream of two Image Stacks.



stream processing. The Cougar project [3] manages data

from sensor database systems by using abstract data type

functions to represent sensor devices. The NiagraCQ

project [4] has focused on retrieving XML data, querying,

and monitoring them for some interesting change, the

optimization of queries by grouping similar queries

together, and on optimization based on the rate of arrival of

data items. The STREAM project [5] has developed a

prototype of a data stream management system with

support for typical relational DBMS’s. The TinyDB project

[6] has developed continuously adaptive continuous query

techniques, in-sensor-network aggregation of data, and

visualizations for sensor data. Like the STREAM project,

the TelegraphCQ project [7] has also developed a general

system to process continuous queries over data streams.

The Aurora Project [8] has focused on optimizations for

real-time data stream processing.

In contrast to other streaming data management projects

and the advances introduced in [9]-[10], we make the

following advances with the Image Stack model:

• A high-level query language enabling visualizing and

querying historical data with real-time data.

• The ability to query massive multi-dimensional data

that arrive from a data stream.

• Language semantics allowing querying of absolute and

relative points in time of a data stream, encapsulating

historical and real-time data as a single continuum.

Like ours, prior projects have a query language for

querying streaming data. NiagaraCQ’s language is based on

XML; whereas, the other projects are based on SQL. We

present a query language, isOQL, based on ODMG OQL

[11], intended for use upon data streams. Borrowing

notions such as time windows from otherdata stream

management projects, isOQL also provides for visualizing

and querying historical data.

Other systems have focused on querying simple tuples

from continuous streams while the Image Stack focuses on

querying massive multidimensional streaming data. We

provide an architecture for processing, querying, and

visualizing multidimensional multimedia data. Being a data

model for high-level querying and visualizing streaming

and archived data, the Image Stack has not focused on

optimizations for streaming alphanumeric data, but can

leverage existing stream processing technologies to take

advantage of such optimizations.

Many of the mentioned projects have focused on

managing streaming real-time data along with some stored

relational data, but have treated historical data as a separate

entity. The semantics of CQL [12] and similar stream-based

languages are based on querying data from a real-time

stream and treat historical data as a different entity (i.e., a

separate table). However, we argue that this approach is not

intuitive. For example, from a user’s perspective, current

smog data and smog data from 10 years ago are both

instances of smog data, and so the two should not be

differentiated. Sliding window semantics of existing

stream-based languages may provide some historical data

within the same stream being queried in real-time, but data

that is available before the query has been issued or falls

outside the sliding window of the query is not available for

querying. Only the Aurora project has addressed this issue

by introducing connection points to store and process

historical along with streaming data. In [7], CACQ

encapsulates historical and real-time data as a single entity

to support disconnected operation, allowing users to

register queries and return intermittently to retrieve the

latest answers, by applying old data to new queries and then

new data to old queries, when new data becomes available.

isOQL takes a similar approach, but unlike CACQ, isOQL

provides for the explicit specification of an absolute

historical point in time in a data stream, in addition to the

current time and points relative to the current time.

We have proposed the Image Stack model/view as an

attractive way to visualize multiple types of data and set up

as a local or user view database to support major types of

multimedia queries. Figure 1 shows an example of the

Image Stack which consists of several planes. Each plane

contains a different type of two-dimensionally encoded data

that are co-registered to the same coordinate system. This

stack is be composed of elements at a point in time from

different data streams. The example also shows how several

data sources from which data at one point in time could be

gathered logically and viewed as planes in the Image Stack.

In many multimedia applications, such as environmental

analysis, the main interest is visualizing the changes and

trends. This leads us to introduce the notion of a stream of

Image Stacks, also illustrated in Figure 1 for a stream with

two stacks showing change through time.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic data model of the Image

Stack. Conceptually, a Stack object contains many Frame

objects, which are simply represented as a two dimensional

grid of Cell objects. For example, each Cell object may

contain a smog value at different locations and be

collectively grouped together with a Frame object. A Stack

object may contain a Frame object that contains smog level

data, a Frame object that contains population density data, a

Frame object that contains temperature data, and other

Frame objects containing other types of data over the same

region. Each of these Frame objects are co-registered so a

Stack object may be represented as a three-dimensional

cube. We later extend this basic data model to support

explicit relationships for all levels of the data model (e.g.,

Figure 2: High-level Image Stack model



stack, frame, or cell) and to support temporal querying..

2. High-Level Queries for Multidimension

Visualization
We have developed a high-level query language, isOQL,

based on ODMG 3.0 OQL for its native object orientation

and encompassing of SQL’s features, including extensions

for operations provided by the Image Stack model.

2.1 Querying Language Grammar

We have used the ODMG OQL as the basis for isOQL,

with the adition of several operators and semantic additions

to support the Image Stack model. We have created a

grammar that is disjoint from the OQL BNF. Our grammar

branches off the OQL BNF at the highest level with the

following rule:

Query := selectExp | newQuery | expr

This rule is the same as the OQL BNF, with the addition

of the newQuery expression:

newQuery :=displayExp {OVERLAY displayExp}

displayExp :=DISPLAY displayList newFromClause

[whereClause]

All of the queries that make use of the visualization

features of the query language start with the DISPLAY

keyword. This allows us to keep queries that use

visualization operations separate from traditional OQL

SELECT statements. The OVERLAY keyword allows two

or more visualization queries to be superimposed on one

another in a single display screen.

displayList :=displayAttribute {, displayAttribute}

displayAttribute := ( displayFunction )

After the DISPLAY statement, the display function

follows enclosed in parenthesis. We currently have three

classes of display functions: plot functions, cine functions,

and contour functions.

displayFunction := plotFunctions | cineFunctions

| contourFunction

The plot functions, defined below, simply plot the cells

of the image in a user-selectable color.

plotFunctions := PLOT_VALUE expr [IN color]

| PLOT_POINT plotLocation [IN color]

| PLOT_CHANGE expr, expr chageColorExpr

If the user does not select a color, the system will select

a color from a pool of default colors. The PLOT_VALUE

function plots the value of the current cell value in a

gradient color that corresponds to the value of the cell. The

PLOT_POINT function uses the LOCATION keyword to

plot the current cell that is being examined. The

PLOT_CHANGE function takes two cell values as inputs

(two cells from the same image at two different time

periods), and plots the increases in one color gradient, the

decreases in another color gradient, and optionally plots no

change in yet another color.

cineFunctions := CINE expr {, expr}

| CINE_CHANGE expr {, expr} changeColorExpr

| CINE_PERCENT_CHANGE expr {, expr}

changeColorExpr

changeColorExpr := INCREASES IN color,

DECREASES IN color [, NOCHANGE IN color]

All cine functions output a number of images in an

animation. These images are generally the same images at

different points of time. These animations help visualize the

change of a certain parameter over the same area at

different points of time. The CINE function takes a number

of images as input, and simply displays a slideshow of the

images. The CINE_CHANGE function takes as input a

number of images (of the same area), and shows an

animation of the images, displaying the increases between

images in one color gradient, and decreases in another color

gradient. The CINE_PERCENT_CHANGE is identical to

the CINE_CHANGE function, except that the change

between images is normalized to a percentage.

contourFuction := CONTOUR_VALUE expr EVERY

expr IN color

The COUNTOUR_VALUE function plots contour

lines on the image, at a user-definable numeric interval,

with a user-definable color.

newFromClause := FROM newInteratorDef

{,newIiteratorDef}

newIteratorDef := iteratorDef | streamDef

Our high-level language queries also include extensions

in the traditional FROM clause to better handle stream and

image data. The new addition is the streamDef:

streamed := expr[ [windowExpr] ] AS Alias

The streamDef rule allows us to select multiple images

in the FROM clause, whether they contain different kinds

of data, or the same data at different intervals of time. For

the latter case, we have several options for selecting the

time periods for the desired images:

windowExpr := windowInstance | windowInterval

| windowIntervalFreq

To select a single snapshot of image data at a certain

point in time, we would simply use the windowInstance

rule:

windowInstance := timeExpr

To select all of the images in a time interval, we would

use the windowInterval rule:

windowInterval := timeExpr TO timeExpr

If we wish to select images in a time interval at certain

periodic intervals (e.g., images between 2000 and 2002,

taken every two months), we would use the

windowIntervalFreq rule:

windowIntervalFreq :=timeExpr TO timeExpr EVERY



unitExpr

The following rule defines the allowable expressions of

time (e.g., January 2002, NOW, or NOW – 10 years):

timeExpr := NOW | NOW – unitExpr | NOW + unitExpr |

timeLiteral

We use the keyword NOW to indicate the most current

snapshot of the image data. We also allow mathematical

expression to specify a time period relative to NOW. This

mathematical expression can reference events in the past

and can reference events in the future that may be

extrapolated from current data through processes such as

regression. Furthermore, we allow the specification of a

timeLiteral (e.g., “January 1, 2001”) to indicate an absolute

point in time, as opposed to a relative point in time. Further

research is being conducted into defining bounds on how

stale the NOW data is allowed to be, and how often the

NOW data needs to be refreshed relative to the frequency

of change of the data for it to remain “fresh.”

2.2 Example Queries

We present several motivating queries, which are typical of

the type of major decision-making queries that are not

automated today by any generalized DBMS, Geographical

Information systems, or visualization system. We show the

isOQL incarnations for four queries. The results of the

queries would be sent to an imaging or visualization system

for display, which are beyond the scope of this paper.

Example 1: Display the locations of intersections of UCLA

boundaries with Westwood Blvd and Sunset Blvd where the

poison fume level exceeds value Y now.

DISPLAY (PLOT_POINT LOCATION)

FROM Road AS R, School_Boundaries AS SB,

Poison_Levels_Plane_Stream[NOW] AS PL

WHERE SB.Name LIKE “UCLA” AND

(R.Name LIKE “Westwood Blvd” OR

R.Name LIKE “Sunset Blvd”) AND

(SB INTERSECTS LOCATION) AND

(R INTERSECTS LOCATION) AND

PL.Cell_Value > Y

In the FROM clause, we are examining Road and

School_Boundaries which are extents containing objects

representing information about roads and school

boundaries. Poison_Levels_Plane_Stream is a stream of

planes, or a plane stream, as defined in the previous section,

indicating time-varying poison levels over a geographic

area. This is simply an array of Planes, indexed by time and

where each instance of a Plane is a geographical map

indicating poison levels. The LOCATION keyword

indicates the current location of the query execution. The

LOCATION construct is analogous to the current tuple

being processed in relational DBMS’s. The NOW keyword

can be used as an index in a stream, retrieving the most

current plane from the stream. In the preprocessing phase of

the query, the NOW symbol is replaced by a numerical

index of the most recent plane.

Example 2: For locations with smog levels over X, show

elevation with contour lines every 25 feet for places where

there are school districts, showing smog level in purple.

DISPLAY (PLOT_VALUE S.Cell_Value IN

PURPLE), (CONTOUR E.Cell_Value EVERY

25 IN BLACK)

FROM Smog_Plane_Stream[NOW] AS S,

School_Districts_Plane AS SD,

Elevation_Plane AS E

WHERE SD.Cell_Value <> NULL AND

S.Cell_Value > X

The DISPLAY command merely displays the result of

the query on the viewing device. The PLOT_VALUE

function paints the current location of the query execution

with a shade of the specified color related to the Cell_Value

of the input parameter. The CONTOUR function draws

contour lines given the color of the line, the value to

contour over, and the distance between contour lines.

Example 3: Compare the current smog level to a year

earlier showing clearly the differences in red for higher

smog levels and in blue for lower smog levels.

We can answer the above query by OVERLAYing the

results of two queries, utilizing the OVERLAY operation,

but it is expected that the above query form would be

common and to rewrite such a complex query for different

parameters and different streams would be tedious; thus, we

use the display function, PLOT_CHANGE as the following

isOQL query illustrates:

DISPLAY (PLOT_CHANGE S1.Cell_Value,

S2.Cell_Value INCREASES IN RED,

DECREASES IN BLUE)

FROM Smog_Plane_Stream[NOW] AS S1,

Smog_Plane_Stream[NOW–1 Year] AS S2

Example 4: Compare smog level to two, four, six, eight and

ten years earlier and show a stream of images clearly

indicating for each image the differences in red for higher

smog levels and in blue for lower smog levels compared to

the prior period; provide also the percentage change in

population density and ethnic mix versus the prior period.

DISPLAY (CINE_CHANGE S INCREASES IN

RED, DECREASES IN BLUE), (CINE E)

(CINE_PERCENT_CHANGE P INCREASES

IN GREEN, DECREASES IN PURPLE),

FROM City_Areas AS CA

Smog_Plane_Stream[NOW-10 Year TO NOW

EVERY 2 Year] AS S,

…

WHERE CA.name = ‘East Los Angeles’ AND CA

CONTAINS LOCATION

We could have explicitly written conditions for

displaying increases and decreases; however, we chose

instead to simplify the queries by using CINE_CHANGE,

CINE_PERCENT_CHANGE, and CINE. In this query,



we see that from the base streams, we can select a desired

substream for any desired time interval and frequency.

3. System Architecture and Design

3.1 Heterogeneous Data Sources

Figure 4 shows the overall system architecture that will

incorporate heterogeneous data sources, real-time and

offline processing of data, and the Stack view and querying.

The Stream Processor serves as the entry point for stream

data into the system. Heterogeneous data sources are

handled by special sub-processors that are spawned from

the stream processor and are able to handle the extraction of

data from each type of source. The drivers for extracting

each of the possible input data stream type is stored in a

device database. The heterogeneous tuples are then

forwarded from the sub-processors to the main Stream

Processor, which would then forward the data for further

processing. This procedure homogenizes the heterogeneous

data into a single framework, so it can be easily

manipulated by the rest of the system.

The Stream Processor, the real-time, and offline

processing modules are independent modules. This

architecture is very much similar to the mediator

architecture originally introduced in [24]. This allows for

extensibility and flexibility. If a new data stream source is

made available, a new source-specific module can be added

to make the data source available to users with little

modification to the rest of the system. Furthermore, the

source-specific modules hide much of the source-specific

interfaces from the rest of the system, making system

implementation easier and much more modularized. Also, if

new processing techniques are developed, they can be

added to one of the processing modules as a sub-module.

3.2 Offline versus Online Processing

Note that data streams will not necessarily reside in a

conventional DBMS since a majority of sensor data will be

too voluminous and will use the Internet as the primary

means of providing such data. The Stream Processor may

retrieve data continuously real-time, on an ad-hoc basis or

on a predefined schedule.

If a DBMS is available that can support the Image Stack

model, then its role is shown as the path on the bottom in

Figure 4. Data is captured by the Stream Processor and

stored temporarily in a buffer. Once the data is stored in the

buffer, the data may be compressed, decompressed,

calibrated, or co-registered in offline processes via the

Offline Processor. The results of the offline processing are

stored into the Stack Database so that when the stack view

Figure 3: Possible layering of languages.

Figure 4: System architecture.



is generated later, such processing need not to be done later.

The stream processor, when used in the offline path,

will selectively determine which data items should be

stored in the DBMS since the data source may provide an

infinite stream of data, which cannot all be stored. This

selection of data may be based on frequency-based

sampling or criteria-based sampling defined by the user or

on an on-demand basis, which is an approach taken in the

TinyDB project [6]. The selection of data may also be

based on identifying which streams have particular

characteristics that are of interest, employing methods such

as the use of the Hamming Norm [15] or clustering

techniques [16]. Other sampling and caching techniques

and criteria that may be adapted for the system are

discussed in [17] to [20]. An approximation of the data

stream or summary data structure may be also employed,

such as wavelets [21][22], histograms [23], or sliding

windows to reduce the amount of data stored.

If no DBMS is involved, then we can take the streams

directly through a real-time stream processing phase via the

Real-Time Processor and then provide the Image Stack

stream view. Unlike in offline processing, in the real-time

processing, the streams are co-registered with possibly less

accuracy, depending on the availability of fast algorithms

and hardware, which may employ heuristics or

approximations and is beyond the scope of our work.

By separating the processing of data into two paths:

real-time and offline, data can be processed and viewed on

a real-time basis or may be viewed later. Thee data flow

path is split into these two paths because we may have

different algorithms in processing real-time data and data to

be stored in the DBMS in regards to performance, speed,

and accuracy.

3.3 Stack View Management and Querying

The Image Stack View is the main interface for the user to

view and access the stack data. Queries and data

manipulation in the Image Stack View takes place via the

Query Engine module. A user issues an isOQL query on the

data in the Image Stack View, which would send the query

to the Query Engine. Figure 3 shows the layering of the

database languages made use by the system. At the top

layer is isOQL, which is used to interact with the Image

Stack model. Below isOQL are extensions needed to the

existing DBMS to handle multi-dimensional data. Beneath

the extension layer are the existing database languages,

such as JDOQL. The language layering allows isOQL and

the Image Stack view to be used in a variety of

environments. The high level query language, isOQL, is

used so that it would be easier for the user of the system to

query it, hiding much of how the Image Stack model is

implemented in the DBMS. isOQL incorporates the real-

time and DBMS aspects of the system.

The Query Engine determines whether the data

necessary to answer the query is present in the Image Stack

View, or if more data would need to be loaded from the

Stack Database, or if real-time data needs to be requested

from the Stream Processor. If necessary, it sends commands

(shown in dashed arrows in Figure 4) to the Stack Database

to load the data into the Image Stack View and executes the

query there. If the query requires real-time data, the Query

Engine sends a request for data to the Stream Processor and

sends the data to the Image Stack View via the Real-Time

Processor. It is possible that the user would wish to use the

output of a query as one of the inputs to another. Since the

results of all queries are initially stored in the Image Stack

View, the user may store the query results in the Stack

Database.

4. System and Data Model Implementation

Figure 5 shows the class structure diagram used in Java to

implement the above functionality. A Stack, Frame, and a

Figure 5: Class architecture for JDO implementation.



Cell are subclasses of special super-class, called the

Attribute-Relationship Object. An Attribute-Relationship

Object has a dynamic list of Attribute objects. Since the

Stack, Frame, and Cell classes are Attribute-Relationship

Objects, they have a list of Attributes, so any number of

user-defined attributes can be added to the whole Stack,

Frame or single Pixel, providing storage of data at all

levels.

We have implemented the data model in Java Data

Objects (JDO) [26], making use of the OO-DBMS

FastObjects t7 [27]. We have a preliminary implementation

of isOQL built on top of JDOQL, which is demonstrated at

[13], using land surface temperature data from the MODIS

instrument [14] aboard the Terra satellite, which is already

co-registered. Future work will adapt advanced co-

registration methods such as [25] if co-registration data is

not available.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We are pursuing further development of the Image Stack

view along with streams of stacks over a multitude of

multimedia streams. The intent is to provide such a view

over data whether or not a DBMS is used at all. We

highlight an isOQL engine and Image Stack system without

use of a DBMS since many of the data streams broadcasted

via the Internet will not reside in a DBMS.
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Abstract

This paper is aimed at presenting SSRI online: an
e-learning initiative started at the University of Milan
(Italy) for the academic year 2004/05. The initiative
consisted in offering an already existing three-years
academic degree course (“laure a in Sicurezza dei Sistemi
e delle Reti Informatiche - SSRI”: a post-bachelor course
on security of computer systems and networks) not only in
the “traditional” way (mainly based on classroom
lectures and labs) but also online.
Main aspects discussed in the following sections are: 

the players of the initiative and their roles;
the adopted teaching model;
the technological solutions identified and/or
implemented to support the initiative;
the characteristics of the student population
choosing SSRI online;
the first results obtained after almost one year. 

1. SSRI online: why and who

The University of Milan has a significant experience in 
the usage of technologies for supporting teaching.
Main player in this arena is an inter-departmental center
(CTU) devoted to study and apply multimedia-based
methodologies and technologies to teaching. During the
last four years, CTU produced more than 300 e-learning
modules complementing traditional lectures, and made
available to students through a web platform (ARIEL)
completely designed and implemented by CTU itself.
Previous experiences at the University of Milan had been
carried out, mainly by the computer science and 
technology departments, using synchronous virtual classes

to give lectures to remote students and making video
recording of lectures to offer asynchronous support to
students occasionally missing classroom activities.
However, all these previous experiences were designed to 
“support” traditional teaching, not intended as a 
“substitute” for it. Students working full time or living far 
away from Milan were supposed to integrate the e-
learning material whit books, notes from colleagues, etc.,
without explicit help from the university.
Besides adopting a novel approach to e-learning, the SSRI
course – launched in 2003 – is the first and unique three-
years university course centered on ICT Security available
in Italy. This uniqueness makes the course interesting for
students spread over the overall country, and for this
reason it became an ideal candidate for an e-learning 
version.
A further aspect making SSRI an ideal candidate for
adopting e-learning was the fact that “traditional” version
of it (i.e., the location were classes are given) is hosted at 
a campus located in Crema, a small town 40 km. South-
east of Milan, where the Information Technology 
Department is situated. While the location provides a nice
and quite environment for students going to the Campus,
the geographical distance and limited public transportation
make it not easily reachable. An online version of SSRI 
would have then be interesting also for students living in
Milan but having difficulties in reaching Crema (no 
highway from Milan to Crema, time-consuming public
transportations, traffic jam, …). 
Based on the observation above, and willing to experience
a initiative completely online, one year ago the University
of Milan decided to activate SSRI online, involving in the
initiative:

the Department of Information Technologies in
Crema, providing the courses and whose professors

1 Full professor, responsible for online version of SSRI
2 CTU director
3 Full professor, president of the University commission for ICT strategies
4 Full professor, president of the SSRI didactical coordination council 
5 CTU project manager for SSRI online
6 Full professor, 1st year teacher in SSRI online



agreed  to: 
o re-design their lectures for the online version; 
o identify and train tutors for online interaction 

with students; 
o overview online learning and make 

examinations; 
the inter-departmental center CTU, devoted to: 
o identify the best suited teaching model; 
o identify the technological tools allowing the 

production of the online version of SSRI; 
o drive the production of the online material, to 

ensure quality and homogeneity among the 
various courses; 

o implement and manage the platform offering 
SSRI online;

o provide process tutoring (daily interaction 
with students, closely monitoring the student 
s’ progresses, etc.); 

o handle – in conjunction with the student 
secretariat in Crema – all the logistics aspects. 

To support the design of the didactical model and of the 
online material, the university team has been 
complemented by consultants from Isvor Knowledge 
System, a company specialized in the production of 
e-learning courses. 

2. SSRI online: how 

The structure of SSRI online can be summarized as 
follows:

each online course is structured in modules (each 
completing a given topic of the course). Each 
module is composed of didactical units, associated 
with the various aspects of the topic and 
constituted by different activities: lectures, 
exercises, tests; 
all teaching material  is available to students on the 
CTU platform, which provides also forum 
discussions among students and tutors; 
students’ progresses are monitored by tracking 
their activities and the results of the tests associated 
with each online lecture; 
online activities are coupled with face to face 
meetings between students and professors. For 
each courses there are three face to face meetings 
at course start (course introduction), halfway in the 
teaching period (mid term exam), and at course end 
(final exam). 

To discuss in further details the didactical organization of 
SSRI online, we can first stress the fact that the course has 
neither been intended as a simple distribution – through 

Internet – of learning materials, nor as the simple online 
offering of the “traditional” classroom courses. SSRI 
online implied in fact the complete re-design of the full 
didactical and organizational environment related to the 
classroom version of SSRI. It is then more appropriate to 
refer to SSRI online as an “online laurea course” instead 
of “the online version of a laurea course”. 

2.1 The didactical environment 
To support the re-design of the didactical contents, the 
teachers have been supported by a group of Instructional
Designers, coordinated by CTU. Such a group focused 
first on de-structuring each single course, to identify its 
autonomous parts (Modules) and their components 
(Didactical Units). In turn, each Didactical Unit has been 
organized in several Lectures, each with associated a 
number of Activities to be performed by the students. 
This process lead to the identification of the learning 
objectives of each Module and each Didactical Unit, their 
formulation in terms of “knowledge” and “practicalities”, 
their articulation in terms of learning moments (where 
students are expected to learn concepts) and operating 
moments (where students are expected to apply the 
learned concepts). 
This macro-design phase has been followed by a micro-
design phase, aimed at identifying, for each activity, the 
multimedia element more suited, from a didactical-
methodological point of view, for the presentation of the 
activity contents. 
Among the various multimedia elements adopted, the 
most important ones have been the following: 

video recording of the teacher, mostly used to 
present – at the Module level – the contents and the 
objectives of the Module itself. Even if not used in 
this first academic year of SSRI online, the same 
technique could obviously be used also to support 
critical point inside single Lectures; 
sequences of slides synchronized with the teacher’s 
voice, used – at Activity level – to focus the 
attention of the student on key elements of  the 
Activity, to give deeper insight into Activity 
concepts, to support the concepts with examples. 
The reason for choosing to avoid video recording 
has been not only to guarantee delivery time, but 
especially to make students concentrate on 
graphical/textual material instead of teacher’s  
behavior; 
desktop capturing, synchronized with teacher’s 
voice, to allow the teacher to explain the behavior 
of particular programs, show interesting websites, 
and help the students to become independent in the 
usage of the desktop itself; 



blackboard-like elements, where the teacher can 
simultaneously record her voice and her
handwriting activity on the screen: this can be done
either with an empty screen (thus reproducing the
classical blackboard lecture) or with a previously
prepared background (e.g., a graphic or a drawing)
where the teacher can add and/or emphasize parts;
textual/graphical lecture notes (in form of book
chapters) to integrate online learning with the
traditional offline reference tools.

The design of these different multimedia elements had the
objective of supplying the teacher with a set of tools in 
order to better adapt the online learning material to the
nature and the complexity of the single teaching activity.
As a result of the adoption of the above multimedia
elements, each SSRI online lecture is then constituted by a
video recording (10 to 15 minutes long) presenting visual
material (slides, PC desktop activities, etc.) accompanied
by the teacher’s voice. To ease production and revision of 
the lectures, the following approach has been adopted by
CTU:

visual material is prepared by teachers following 
some guidelines (e.g., slide templates);
lectures are recorded autonomously by teachers
(whenever and wherever they want) using
programs (SofTV Presenter and Camtasia) that 
allow the synchronization of desktop activities
and teacher’s voice; 
recording is done on tablet PCs, allowing also

blackboard-like behavior by teachers (any
handwritten note made by teachers on the tablet
PC screen during recording becomes part of the
lecture itself); 
post-production is limited to a consistency check
of the final lecture and to some aesthetical
interventions (e.g., smooth transaction between
slides).

All the online learning material has been published on
Ariel.net: the e-learning platform developed and
implemented by CTU.

2.2 The Ariel.net platform 
Ariel is the e-learning platform developed in the past few
years by CTU to allocate the various e-learning materials
developed by CTU itself to support web-enhanced
university courses.
After a deep benchmarking activity, the main conception
of Ariel proved to be suitable to support SSRI online, even
if several additional functionalities were required to pass
from web-enhanced to real online teaching. In particular,
tutorship support and tracking of students learning were
absolutely mandatory for a complete online platform,
willing to support not only SSRI online, but also future
similar courses at the Milan university (e.g., masters,
specialization courses, etc.).
To this purpose CTU designed and implemented the
Ariel.net platform, based on the Microsoft .net
technology. In designing the platform, particular care has



been put in the integration of the various tools, to allow 
context-driven “navigation” among them: for instance, a
student following a specific course can easily pass from 
lectures of that course, to the forum of the course, to
interaction with tutors of the course, without leaving the
specific course itself. As it can be seen in Figure 1, the
right part of the screen shows (in Italian…) the direct links
a student has when she is following a given course: forum
of the course, annotating tool, tracking, communication
tools with the tutor. Whenever the student switches to
another course, all links adapt themselves to the new
situation.

The qualifying functionalities of Ariel.net allow:
the support of one-to-one as well as one-to-many
communications, both asynchronous and
synchronous. Besides traditional e-mail and
forums, Ariel.net supplies also a private messaging
system among students and tutors integrated into
each single didactical activity (instant messaging),
a virtual bulleting board reserved to tutors to post
general interest messages, a virtual classroom
support for synchronous meetings among students
and tutors/teachers;
handing the access to courses by students, forcing
them to adopt the quarter period structure (courses
are accessible only under platform control); 
self-planning of learning activities by each student,

who has a suggested learning plan, but who can
change this plan according to her own needs. The
plan is accessible by tutors, who can then track
student work and intervene in case of evident pace
loss. As in can be seen in Figure 2, for each
Module of a given course, the temporal diagram
shows three lines: the black, upper line is the study
time proposed by the platform; the brown,
intermediate line is the personal plan of the
student; the blue, lower line is the actual progress
of the student her/himself;
both online streaming fruition of audio/video
elements, as well as download for offline fruition;
the support of the exercising phases of students,
tracking their advance and their results. Exercises
can be either multiple-choice, closed-answer tests 
(Ariel.net gives immediate feedback to the
student), or tests whose correction is done by tutors
(Ariel.net supports the sending of the student
solution to the tutors) or tests whose correction is 
done by comparison with the solution proposed by
the teacher;
the ability to closely follow and support the
individual learning process of each student,
through a tool allowing each student to annotate
her/his own instance of the online material (the
annotation becomes a virtual sticker, “glued” to the
material). For the tutor, this tool is used to make



comments available to all students; 
handling of logistical aspects as subscription lists 
to intermediate tests and final exams, recording of
obtained grades, etc.

A pictorial representation of the architecture of Arial.net is 
represented in Figure 3. 

2.3 The organizational environment
Coming to the re-design of the organization of SSRI, the
most critical aspect taken into account has been the
peculiar target of potential users: in fact, the typical online
student:

is isolated both from the didactical context and 
from the colleagues following the same courses in
the same period of time; the lack of interactions
with teachers and colleagues makes particular
important the possibility to immediately apply
learned concepts to verify learning progresses;
could have difficulties in being involved into
collaborative works, both for logistical reasons

(different study times) and for psychological
attitudes;
frequently is a worker, who stopped her/his studies
several years before coming to SSRI online, thus
encountering particular difficulties in re-defining
her/his own study pace.

Taking into account the above aspects, SSRI online has
been structured around a three four-month periods
calendar, allowing the student to follow a reduced number
of courses in each four-month period.
Each single course plans two intermediate evaluation
tests, used not only for self-evaluation purposes, but also
for integrating the final grade.
Reserved exams for online students have been planned at 
the end of each four-month period, before the starting of
the next one, in order to clearly separate test times from
learning times. Moreover, to help working students, tests 
and exams have been organized on Friday and Saturday. 



3. SSRI online: to whom 

SSRI online has been opened in the first year to a 
maximum number of 120 fresh students, on a first-come-
first-accepted basis: the number has been saturated in just 
two weeks, and at least 100 more students have declared 
their interest in the online approach. 
It is worth noting that this success of SSRI online did not 
affect the number of subscription to the traditional version 
of SSRI, which received 138 freshmen. 
A deep analysis of the population of SSRI online students 
is beyond the scope of this paper: however, it is worth 
summarizing the most important outcomes: 

the large majority of the students is constituted by 
people older than traditional freshmen (67% of 
SSRI students are more than 28 years old, 23% are 
more than 35 years old) and already working (95% 
of them are full-time workers). This means that the 
online approach does not constitute a real 
alternative to the traditional one, since it definitely 
addresses a different student population; 
looking at the geographical distribution of SSRI 
students, it appears that 77% of them live and work 
in Northern Italy (where the University of Milan is 
located) 15% in Central Italy and only 8% in 
Southern Italy. This seems to drive to the 
consideration that physical distance is not as 
critical as time constraints in the decision of 
selecting an online course. 

To further investigate into student motivations, two 
questionnaires have been distributed, one at the beginning 
of the first four-month period (to ask about expectations) 
and a second at the end of this period (to ask about 
fulfillments of the expectations). Main results are the 
following:

the large majority of students (more than 90%) 
declared that, without the online opportunity, their 
would never have subscribed to a university 
course. This clearly shows that the online 
approach, far from being a fashion, satisfies a real 
need for people already working and willing to 
improve – at their own pace – their professional 
capabilities;
among the main motivations for selecting an online 
course, the most frequent is the flexibility in study 
time organization, followed by the opportunity of a 
professional growth; 

even if the time flexibility is the main expectation, 
several students (26%) also expected the online 
approach to be more effective than the traditional 
one, 58% of them expected to reach the same level 
of competence of traditional students, and 17% of 
them expected an even deeper competence. This 
seems to indicate that the personalized interaction 
guaranteed by tutors is perceived as a significant 
improvement towards traditional classroom-based 
learning;
the expected quality of the learning process is 
confirmed at the end of the first four-month period, 
when 59% of the students consider it very 
effective, 36% of them effective, and only 5% of 
them not effective enough; 
also the delivery platform Ariel.net is well 
perceived: most of the students declared to be able 
to easily access and download the online material, 
whose quality and clarity have been deeply 
appreciated.

Even the learning results of online students – compared 
with the results of the students following the traditional 
SSRI courses – reveal the correctness of the approach we 
adopted: both percentages of students passing the 
examinations and average grades obtained are aligned 
between the two populations. 

4. Concluding remarks 

The online course presented in this paper is presently 
entering the third and last four-month period of the first 
year, and a complete picture of its effectiveness has to be 
necessarily postponed to the end of such a first year. 
Nevertheless, the preliminary results obtained from 
several information sources (personal data of SSRI online 
students, questionnaires, exam results) definitely show the 
fact that an online learning approach fills a real gap left by 
traditional classroom teaching, and that a course 
completely re-designed to be offered online is well 
appreciated by students and leads to learning results 
absolutely in line with traditional ones. 
These preliminary results convinced the board of the 
Milan University to extend to 200 freshmen the access to 
SSRI online for next academic year, and to organize an 
admission test to select the most motivated and prepared 
students. 
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Abstract

In the context of a driven and collaborative on-line
learning, multimedia resources, in particular videos, are
more and more used. Due to their complex nature, there
is the increasing need to manage the video contents in or-
der to ensure a more fine-grained tracking on audio-video
assets and obtain a continual feedback of student activities.
In according to the ADL’s SCORM model, a video is usually
assumed to be an atomic Learning Object: this assumption
restricts the interaction between client and Learning Man-
agement System to a merely ON/OFF tracking process and
limits the reusability of such type of contents. In our ap-
proach the video resources are considered as SCO or, more
in details, as a SCO container; in this manner, each single
component asset can be just a frame or a video segment in
order to achieve the wanted tracking grain size. In accord-
ing to the last hypothesis the main focus of the paper has
been the design and implementation of an architecture for
the tracking of video SCOs in web learning environments.

1 Introduction

Usually learning is seen as involving three processes[8]:

• acquiring skills, constructing knowledge or con-
cepts, and developing values: these correspond
roughly with the use of technologies (understood not
only as involving computer-based technologies but a
wide range of tools including reading and writing);

• the use of knowledge resources;

• the negotiation of shared meanings and values
among the members of a learning community.

In e-learning environment such processes take place
specifically involving computer-based tools, accessing dig-
ital knowledge resources, and participating in computer-
mediated or online communities. Numerous authors have

discussed the benefits of ICT course delivery for learn-
ers, tutors and institutions. Technology has been used as
a means of electronically distributing course material, al-
lowing flexibility for students favored learning styles, pace,
etc. and giving greater access to information; as well as
enabling remote communication between students and tu-
tors, and between student peer groups. On the course man-
agement side, it can allow greater communication with the
course team and provides flexibility to maintain and update
course material and documentation [7].

To this purpose [1], multimedia resources can yield
a more contribution to learning process especially in e-
learning scenario, in which the web is the front-end of the
contents presentation. In this particular context, the videos
are generally considered the most diffused resources for
multimedia presentation and they are assumed as atomic ob-
jects with a set of global metadata. This assumption restricts
the interaction between client and Learning Management
System to a merely ON/OFF tracking process and limits the
reusability of such type of contents. The problem is to char-
acterize the single parts of the video that can be utilized
for its traceability: for example, it should be useful divide
the video in scenes and control their learning because these
video segments can be considered as part of a learning pro-
cess. In our approach the video resources are considered
as SCO or, more in details, as a SCO container. In our ap-
proach the video resources are considered as SCO or, more
in details, as a SCO container. In this manner, each single
component asset can be just a frame or a video segments in
order to achieve the wanted tracking grain size. In accord-
ing to the last hypothesis the main focus of the paper has
been the design and implementation of an architecture for
the tracking of video SCOs in web learning environments.

2 Background and Motivations

The SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference
Model) metadata Information Model is a reference to
the IMS Learning Resource metadata Information Model,
which itself is based on the IEEE 1484.12.1 LOM (Learn-



ing Object metadata) standard. The SCORM [2], [3] de-
fines a Web-based learning “Content Aggregation Model”
and “Run-time Environment” for learning objects.

The purpose of the SCORM Content Aggregation Model
is to provide a common means for composing learning con-
tent form discoverable, reusable, sharable and interopera-
ble sources. The SCORM Content Aggregation Model fur-
ther defines how learning content can be identified and de-
scribed, aggregated into a course or portion of a course
and moved between systems that may include Learning
Management Systems (LMS)and repositories. The pur-
pose of the SCORM Run-time Environment is to provide
a means for inter-operability between Sharable Content
Object-based learning content and LMSs. A requirement
of the SCORM is that learning content be inter-operable
across multiple LMSs regardless of the tools used to cre-
ate the content. For this to be possible, there must be a
common way to start content, a common way for content
to communicate with an LMS and predefined data elements
that are exchanged between an LMS and content during its
execution.

Content Model is a nomenclature defining the content
components of a learning experience. Content Packaging
defines how to represent the intended behavior of a learning
experience (Content Structure) and how to package learn-
ing resources for movement between different environments
(Content Packaging). The SCORM Content Model Compo-
nents is composed of three components:

• Asset

• SCO

• Content Aggregation between the members of a
learning community

A SCORM Asset is a collection of one or more resources
(Whole web page, HTML Fragment, JavaScript Functions,
Flash Object, JPEG Images...) that are appropriate for shar-
ing among SCOs; when packaged, an Asset should contain
the appropriate metadata making it searchable in a SCORM
repository. Sharable Resource metadata is data contain in
the resources manifest file that describes the resource. An
Asset can be described with Asset metadata. An Asset
metadata is a definition of metadata that can be applied to
“raw media” Assets that provides descriptive information
about the Asset independent of any usage or potential us-
age within courseware content. This metadata is used to
facilitate reuse and discoverability principally during con-
tent creation, of such Assets within, for example, a content
repository. Assets are not only resources that can be shared
among SCOs, they are also resources that have the capabil-
ity of being discovered in SCORM repositories.

SCOs, Sharable Content Objects, are built using re-
sources, such as web pages, graphics files, etc. In some

cases, these resources might need to be shared with other
SCOs. Resources that can be shared with other SCOs are
called Course Assets, or Sharable Resources. According
with the SCORM documentation, a SCO essentially con-
sists of three defining characteristics:

• a SCO is the lowest level component that might be
used in another course;

• a SCO should provide useful learning content by itself;

• a SCO must be designed to be launched and tracked by
a SCORM-compliant LMS.

In other words a SCO is a set of related resources that
comprise a complete unit of learning content compatible
with SCORM run-time requirements. With this definition,
a SCO can be extracted from a learning object and used by
another learning object. This is essential to achieving the
SCORM reusability goal. A SCO represents a collection of
one or more Assets that include a specific launchable asset
that utilizes the SCORM Run-Time Environment to com-
municate with Learning Management System (LMSs). A
SCO represents the lowest level or granularity of learning
resources that can be tracked by an LMS using the SCORM
Run-Time Environment. A SCO is required to adhere to the
SCORM Run-Time Environment. This implies that it must
have a means to locate an LMSs API Adapter and must con-
tain the minimum API calls ( LMSInitialize() and LMSFin-
ish() ). There is no obligation to implement any of the other
API calls as those are optional and depend upon the nature
of the content.

A Content Aggregation is a map (content structure) that
can be used to aggregate learning resources into a cohesive
unit of instruction (e.g. course, chapter, module, etc.), apply
structure and associate learning taxonomies. In SCORM
A Learning Object, or SCORM Content Aggregation, is a
collection of Sharable Content Objects (SCOs) described
by a SCORM manifest file.

3 System architecture

3.1 Design Objectives

The main goal of this work is the design and implemen-
tation of an architecture that ensures the following features
in the e-Learning process:

• Adaptivity

• Interactivity

• Openness

In the following we describe more in details the listed fea-
tures.



Adaptivity is needed to select and customize the learn-
ing resources to the learner/student and to the context in
which the learning is taking place. These two aspects ex-
hibit a wide range of variability for an application that is
web-based. Such application can not make a-priori assump-
tions about the characteristics of the learner, such as educa-
tional background, cognitive style, etc., nor about the con-
text and purpose for the learning process. Instead it must
be able to adapt dynamically based on explicit knowledge
about these aspects that need to be maintained indepen-
dently of the more generic learning content knowledge.

Interactivity is desirable to make the learning resources
more responsive, autonomous and proactive, and to better
exploit the inherently distributed nature of web-based e-
Learning. Web-based learning lacks the advantages of the
traditional student-tutor relationship as it involves learners
interacting on their own with the e-Learning application.
Such application needs to be able to approximate many of
the characteristics of a human tutor or coach, such as being
non-obtrusive, have a good feel or sensing of the status of
the student with respect to the subject being learned and be
able to adopt motivational strategies among others.

Openness is a requirement for any technology that as-
pires to become a global undertaking spanning many collab-
orating institutions, within many cultures, and across many
languages. Experience has demonstrated that technology
alone is not sufficient to achieve successful adoption of new
solutions. Open standards have shown to be a key factor
in the achievement of widespread adoption, by facilitating
re-use, specialization, and quality improvements.

3.2 Architectural Layout

All the above objectives point in the direction of a web-
based solution. Among the actual web technologies, we
have chosen a mixed Browser-based/Client-based imple-
mentation. To communicate with LMS the learner has only
to support javascript (as in ADL’s SCORM recommenda-
tion); the other active portion at the learner is a plug-in
which permit the media to be transmitted to the learner and
facilitates the interaction with him. The reliance on the
Browser although allowing the plug-in to be a relatively thin
client, however imposes/inherits all the Browser limitations
upon the plug-in, constraining the ultimate flexibility of the
approach.

For what concerns the server side the proposed architec-
ture (see figure 1) for video tracking is made up of differ-
ent modules: some of them are parts of typical web-based
learning environment, other ones are the components of a
classical video management architecture [6]. A glue infras-
tructure has been introduced to enhance the tracking process
and fully support trackable video streams.

Most of the components of the shown diagram are also

common parts of commercial industry-standard LCMS and
LMS products and different background colors remark that
a block belongs to one of these categories [5]. As shown
in figure 1, the proposed architectural layout is a set of five
different entities:

• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol: the whole
system relies on a common LDAP authentication in-
frastructure to provide efficient and affordable access
control to the courses and a per-user video navigation-
level tracking.

• Learning Management System which stores the
learning contents provided by the content experts by
the means of learning content authoring tools. The
system receives the course contents from the LMS ar-
chitecture and delivers courses through a pool of con-
tent servers also denoted as Delivery Servers. Its other
main finalities are to store per-user profiling informa-
tion, course details and manage the course authoring
phase. Progress-tracking information are also retrieved
and stored by the tracking engine which controls the
content delivery.

• Learning Content Management System which
stores the learning resources provided from teachers,
tutors and content experts. It is a support for im-
prove the functionalities of the Traditionally LMS. It
enhances the traditional process of sharing learning re-
sources through all the actors/actresses of the System.

• Learning Authoring Tool. It’s a Client/Server appli-
cation which allows the Content Experts to produce
Learning Objects according to the SCORM standards.
The Learning Authoring Tool allows to assemble the
Learning Object and Asset to create SCOs and provide
simple instruments to create a structured course. Then
it can communicates with the LMS to deploy the pack-
age in which the course (and its metadata) is stored.

• Streaming Server. It’s the component of the architec-
ture in which the Multimedia files are stored; its work
is to the deliver the Multimedia files to the Learner and
/ or (during the on-line management) to the Teacher.

• Multimedia Client. It’s a Client/Server application
which allows the Content Experts to catalogue, man-
age and logically divide the Multimedia Objects. It
also allows the Content Experts to transform the Mul-
timedia Asset in a Multimedia SCO.

• Browser and Plug - In. No more than a traditional
browser: for the Learner, it has only to allow him to
see the Multimedia files and communicate whith the
LMS through javascript; for the Content Experts and
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Figure 1. System Architecture - a glance

the Teachers, it allows to change on-line the descrip-
tion of the Multimedia Object.

Most of the items of our layout are conform to the gen-
eral implementable e-Learning architectures described by
known literature as in [5] and [6]; and most of these items
are commercial systems (see 5 Current Implementation).
The remaining parts (as the LCMS) are indeed handcrafted
to support deep Multimedia content tracking and driven
content navigation. In the next section we deeply care about
the Multimedia Client which is the main focus of our work.

4 A Client for Multimedia Learning Content
Management

The design and development of a client application able
to manage multimedia resources with didactic aims is a cur-
rent research challenge in the LCMS field. From a general
point of view, such client has to be considered an integrated
system capable, from one hand, of satisfying, all learner re-
quests, from the other one, of simplifying and accelerating
the content-expert metadatation task (Figure 2).

In order to achieve these purposes the didactic video is at
first segmented into shots in according to a well-know auto-
matic indexing process [4]. After that, the shots are grouped
into scenes, that can be considered as video parts having a
particular semantic meaning, by means of a semi-automatic
process (Silence Detection) [9] driven and supervised by the
content-expert. In this manner the video is not assumed as a
closed black box (autonomous LO) in the learning process
but, it can be seen as a SCO container where each SCO can
be a video scene.

Figure 2. Multimedia Client - general metadata

As underlined previously a crucial focus is to choice the
algorithms for video indexing. In particular, for video shot
segmentation we have used a technique based on Animate
Video [4] in which video cuts are determined on the base of
local minimum points detection thought a visual attention
function to make this logical partition. On the opposite, for
video scene detection in literature we have a lot of differ-
ent algorithms which could be chosen for this purpose [11],
[12]. Our study has been addressed by two different needs:
(i) we have to manage ”learning” multimedia file which are,
in most of cases, very poor in shot contents; (ii) we have to
use software which really improves and simplifies the work
of the content expert. For these reasons, in the context of
learning-video, scenes can be correctly detected by a Fast
Silent Detection[9].

The next step is the metadatation of the video scenes and
a correction (usually making a manual video scenes merg-



ing) of the automatic algorithm results that, in the majority
of cases, can be caused false detections (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Multimedia Client - scene metadata

Using this approach it is possible to build up an an-
notated video database in which each multimedia content
(consequently each scene) can be indexed and retrieved by
a dedicated search engine, in this manner, teachers can use
it to enrich their courses. All metadata are stored in the
LCMS and can be used by the LMS to dynamically offer a
detailed description of multimedia contents.

For what concerns the SCORM tracking process we as-
sume the following hypothesis:

• What is to be tracked is always a HTML page

• This HTML page is linked to a LMS by invoking ap-
propriate API

• These invoking procedures contain information about:
(i) the resource (page) to be tracked, (ii) a flag indicat-
ing if the resource has been already seen by the learner,
(iii) the time (expressed in seconds) spent for the re-
source fruition and the user break-point, (iiii) a further
flag indicating if the fruition is completed.

In particular, to invoke the communication API and man-
age the data exchange with LMS, for each SCO some
javascripts are opportunely included in a HTML page (by
inserting appropriate video starting/stopping buttons, see
Figure 4; for this reason the control buttons of video player
are disabled) that drives the learner fruition on the resource.

In the description bar of video player information about
SCO, picked up on-fly by the LCMS in which they are
stored, continuously appear. By the pressure of stop button
or in correspondence of the video end, the fruition state of
the SCO is updated. In this way the teacher can be always
informed on the progress of learner and monitor students
activities .

Figure 4. The HTML page for Multimedia Con-
tent fruition

5 Current Implementation

The proposed Multimedia tracking system, developed in
the e-learning framework of University of Naples ”Federico
II”, operates in according to the following specifications.

• The videos are converted using the Windows Media
Encoder 9 Series encoders to publish video assets by
the means of the Microsoft Windows Media Services
streaming server provided in the standard Microsoft
Windows Server 2003 installation. This product has
been chosen because of the advanced functionalities
of bandwidth-adaptive streaming. We made successful
experimentations also with Darwin Streaming Server.

• The core element of the system is the IBM Websphere
5.0 application server which deploys a customization
of the IBM Learning Management System 1.0.5. But
we have succsessfuly tried this architecture on Oracle
iLearning 4.x.

• The LMS application uses a common authentication
infrastructure and a uniform naming schema based on
the Oracle Internet Directory 9.0.2 LDAP server.

• The ’timeline’ dependencies and metadata into the
Multimedia-SCO are managed by a J2EE servlets de-
ployed on our running instance of the Tomcat 5.0.x ap-
plication server. This application relies on the under-
lying database tier to store and compute info about the
time intervals that the students spend browsing each
single video element of the course.

• The Multimedia Client has been developed in Java and
is compatible with JVM 1.4 or sup.. JavaTM has been
selected as reference platform mainly for its character-
istic of portability.



• The standard tracking info and the additional timeline
dependencies are stored in schemas provided by a large
Oracle 9i database instance. Platform metadata and
per-user tracking data are separated by our additional
time data by the means of additional database schemas.

The streaming server runs on Microsoft Windows 2003
Server. The remaining parts of our architecture runs on a
Linux Red Hat Advanced Server 2.1 distribution.

Eventually additional application server is a set of Tom-
cat instances running on Debian GNU/Linux 3.0r2 distri-
bution customized with recompiled critical-mission soft-
ware infrastructural components. We merged three different
video compression levels into a single video stream to adapt
the performances to the standard baudrates of the common
PSTN, DSL and LAN/Fiber connections.

6 Conclusions

A web based system for video LO tracking has been pre-
sented. It allows to users a driven browsing on video con-
tents in a e-learning environment and to LMS the possibil-
ity of maintaining information about user progress status on
such educational resources. Future works will be devoted
to three different study directions:

• Create a MultiMedia mark - up language for learning
objects which will allow to optimize the interaction
between the Multimedia Client and the LCMS [10].
At this implementation, for each change in multime-
dia description, the MMClient communicates with the
LCMS DB so the Content Expert has to be on line to
use this software. In future release, the Multimedia
Client will produce an XML as result which had to be
uploaded on the LCMS; in this way, all the changes
will become effective in one time.

• The LCMS will produce the HTML pages: in this way
the teacher will not need to install the Multimedia
Client anymore. And he will be able to obtain all that
he needs for multimedia contents every time and every-
where on line, without direct interaction with Content
Expert nor any software (except Authoring Tool).

• Our efforts are concentrated to create a software which
will computerize the search of ontologies in the multi-
media content.
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Abstract 

Several E-learning platforms are today 
available, both open-source and proprietary. 

When a platform has to chosen, a detailed 
evaluation is needed. 

Evaluation E-learning platforms requires 
evaluating non only the implementing software 
package, but additional features as well, 
including, among the others, the supported 
teaching and delivering schema, the provided 
QOS, the global dependability, and the 
guaranteed scalability. 

The paper presents a paradigm to evaluate E-
learning platforms based on the 
Goal/Question/Metrics (GQM) methodology [�, 
�]. The proposed approach is general enough to 
allow performing detailed comparative analysis 
of different platforms. 

1 Introduction 

Distance Learning and, more specifically e-
learning, have nowadays reached their third 
generation. Several enabling factors played key 
role in today developments, including, among 
the other, the wide acceptance of the concept of 
Learning Objects [3], the availability of a plenty 
of open source e-learning platforms, and the 
diffusion of standards, like SCORM [4], to 
improve interoperability. 
When a new customized platform is need and 
several criteria lead to decision of adopting and 
customizing an open source available platform, 
designers have to face the problem of finding a 
solution that best fits target constraints.  
The present paper presents a methodology the 
authors adopted to systematically evaluate e-
learning platforms, and is structured as follows. 

In section 2 we show the extension of GQM 
process to e-learning platform. In section 3 we 
show the application of GQM process to e-
learning platform. In the section 4 we discuss the 
results and in the section 5 we state the 
conclusions. 

2 The adopted methodology 

The main goal of the research activity outlined 
in the present papers was the “evaluation” of the 
quality of an e-learning platform w.r.t. some 
given application constraints. 
When approaching the problem, we realized 
that, eventually we had to evaluate a “software 
product”, by performing a significant campaign 
of measures. 
If, from the one hand, no accepted standards are 
available for planning a data gathering process, 
from the other hand Vic Basili proposed the so 
called Goal/Question/ Metric (GQM), a 
significant paradigm for Software modeling and 
measurement [1] [2], whose basic steps are 
summarized in Fig. 1. 
A deep feasibility study, suggested us to adopt 
the proposed process. The most significant 
motivations included, among the others, the 
following ones: 

• The quality factors of an e-learning 
platform must be measured and monitored 
through the overall system life-cycle, 
including in-field and on-line activities of 
QOS monitoring 

• The usage level of the target platform, in 
terms of # of users, was typically high, 
with some significant peaks and the QOS 
to be guaranteed may depend on the set of 



actual users 
• The number of attributes to evaluate and 

to monitor is so huge that a systematic 
approach to set up the process measure is 
definitely mandatory 

• The Quality Focuses for an e-learning 
platform must be changed according to 
the different classes of users (typical 
examples being the evaluation of  
usability and accessibility) 

• The measure process must be flexible and 
powerful enough to support the analysis 
of different platforms used to implement 
different teaching organizations and 
methodologies, and to track the “natural” 
evolution of a target platform in terms of 
new releases and upgrades 

• The first phases GQM top-down approach 
(Prestudy and Identification of GQM 
Goals in Fig. 1) force the evaluators to 
carefully identify the set of the ultimate 
goals, thus preventing the error prone 
phase of extracting a meaning from a 
huge amount of data collected during the 
platform normal operations 

• The GQM process enables evaluators to  
“slice” the target platform, in terms, for 
instance, of composing modules or 
available facilities, thus allowing them to 
comparatively cross-evaluating facilities 
through several platforms 

• The GQM process allows a detailed 
analysis of the delivered teaching process, 
as well, thus minimizing the overall 
evaluation cost, since a single evaluation 
team is needed 

• The defined metrics and the gathered data 
can be easily reused in further evaluation 
sessions 

• Last but not least, the GQM methodology 
is particularly well suited to support and 
to implement the working methodology 
that the two research teams, cooperating 
on this activity, initially agreed on. 

 

 
Figure 1 - The GQM Process 

 
On the basis of the above considerations, we 
developed a comprehensive customization of the 
GQM methodology to evaluate any kind of e-
learning platforms.  
The proposed approach has been profitably used 
to perform a detailed comparative analysis of 
several open-source platforms. 
 

3 The GQM process for e-learning 
platforms 

In order to be applied e-learning platforms, the 
“generic” GQM process sketched in Fig. 1, must 
be carefully customized, taking into account the 
peculiarities of the target software packages, in 
terms of implementation details, developed 
functionalities, and ultimate performances. 
For sake of generality, we first defined and 
detailed a GQM process general enough to be 
adopted in the evaluation of any e-learning 
platform. In a second phase, ad-hoc and 
customized focuses specific for each target 
platform have been identified. 
In the sequel of the paragraph we shall focus on 
the major steps of process, as in Fig. 1, outlined 



how they have been re-visited and adapted to 
our mission. 
 

3.2 Prestudy 

The prestudy phase for an e-learning platform 
aims at identifying the contest in which it will 
operate, with particular emphasis on the 
technical and implementation constraints 
imposed to the developers, the industrial 
strategic goals of the producer, the business 
models behind its development and its adoption. 
For instance, it is important to identify: 

•  The target market (e.g., University, 
College, School, Public Company, Private 
company, any combination of all of 
them,...) 

• Who is going to use it (e.g., On-line 
Service Provider, Continuous Education 
Provider, University, …) 

• The delivered courses include tutoring 
and a tutor monitoring is required 

• Legacy pre-SCORM [2] courses have to 
be uploaded and delivered  

• … 
 
In this phase all the available documentation in 
terms of maintenance reports, technical manuals, 
and user manuals is collected and analyzed. In 
addition several interviews are set up with 
designers, developers, platform managers, users 
to gather feedback and info that allow the 
evaluation team to understand the “external 
context” to the maximum extent. 
Significant brainstorming and brain writing 
activities are needed in this phase. 

3.3 Goal identification and hierarchical 
organization 

While tackling the Goal identification phase, we 
soon realized that the cardinality of goals was so 
huge to force us to look for a hierarchical 
organization. The concept of clusters of goals 
has thus introduced.  
The following clusters have been identified in 
this phase: 

• ISO 9��6 Quality Characteristics. 
Characteristic features of the platform 
seen as a software product (e.g., 

documentation, correctness, ease-of-use, 
...) [5,6,7] 

• Website General Characteristics. 
Characteristic features of the platform 
seen as an on-line accessible product (e.g., 
accessibility, scalability in term of number 
of concurrent customers, interoperability 
with different web browsers, ...)  

• Installation: basic hardware and software 
characteristics. 
Characteristic features of the platform 
seen as a collection of functional modules 
(e.g., capability of inter-operating with 
different application servers, different 
DBMS, etc.)  

• Installation: basic hardware and software 
characteristics. 
 Characteristic features of the platform 
seen as a server to be installed by the 
customer (when applicable)  

• Standard Compliance. Adherence to the 
different versions of the SCORM standard 
[4] 

• not SCORM-compatible. Supporting the 
delivering of legacy courses,  

• Communication tools. Functionalities 
provided by both asynchronous and 
synchronous communication tools (e.g., e-
mail, forum, chats, messengers discussion 
groups, groupware functionalities ...)  

• Auxiliary learning tools. Capabilities in 
supporting auxiliary teaching aids, (e.g., 
on-going self-evaluation test, hands-on 
experiences, simulations, ...) platform 
capabilities in supporting different 
teaching models (e.g., individual vs. class-
based teaching, small vs. large classes, 
presence or absence of tutoring, several 
kind of tutors, …) 

• Course catalog and user management. 
Characteristic features of the platform 
from the point of view of the system 
administrator (e.g., facilities for profiling 
and monitoring both single users and 
groups of users, facilities for identification 
and authentication, tracking and reports 
…)  



• Content management. Characteristic 
features of the platform from the point of 
view of content management and 
authoring  

• Course catalog and user management. 
Characteristic features of the platform 
from the point of view of the learning 
management system  

For each cluster we identified several goals, 
globally obtaining 48 goals.  
Goals have then been ranked according to their 
significance, resorting to the Goal Selection 
Sheet shown in Fig. 2 [8].  
In such a sorting phase, a significant role is 
played by the info gathered during the Prestudy 
phase. As an example, the importance of the set 
of goals related to the SCORM standard 
compliance is strictly related to whether the 
target platform will be used to deliver learning 
objects developed according to that standard, or 
not.  
Additional evaluation criteria include the impact 
that each goal can have of the other goals and 
the mutual functional dependency among goals. 
As an example, if the target platform has to be 
installed by the customer, the set of goals related 
to the platform installability have to be evaluated 
first. 
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Figure 2 - Goal Selection Sheet 
 

3.4 The GQM Plan generation 

As shown in the previous section, we identified 
specific reference goals for each cluster. These 
goals can be seen as “quality focuses” for the 
clusters and their generation has been made easy 

by the adoption of the Goal Abstraction sheet 
template shown in Fig. 3.  
In this phase, these templates drove the 
brainstorming activities: thanks to the 
hierarchical approach we adopted,   identifying 
the goals for the clusters proved to be 
functionally equivalent to determine the quality 
focuses in the classical GQM methodology.  
Once goals have been identified, we reiterated 
the process and, resorting again to the Goal 
Abstraction sheet template shown in Fig. 3, we 
actually identified,  for each goal, its quality 
focuses and the related key features. 
The ultimate result of this step has been the 
generation of a working document, the GQM 
plan for e-learning platform, which has been 
profitably used as a guideline for the actual 
evaluation of several target platforms. 
It worth pointing out that while implementing 
the adopted hierarchical iterative process we had 
to face some problems posed by the difficulties 
in finding unique and unambiguous associations 
between goals and clusters. To skip this kind of 
problems we are currently investigating two 
avenues of attack: from the one hand we are 
exploring the introduction of some additional 
levels in the hierarchy and, from the other hand, 
we are replacing the current tree structure by a 
directed acyclic graph structure. 
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 Figure 3 – The Goal Abstraction sheet template 
 

3.5 Metrics definition  

To best adhere to our hierarchical approach, we 
split the production of measurement plan phase 
into two sub-steps. The former one aimed at 
associating each quality focus with a specific 
metric; the latter one mainly consisted in the 
actual measurement plan, peculiar and properly 
customized for each target platform. 

3.6 Measurement Plan: data collection, 
validation and analysis 

As previously mentioned, in our approach the 
measurement plan is peculiar and customized for 
each target platform under evaluation. 
According to the plan, the actual measurement 
campaign is then performed; data are gathered, 
analyzed, and properly validated. Data are 
eventually processed to generate the views, 
statistics, charts, and tables needed both to 
evaluate a single platform and to allow a 
comparison among different platforms.  

4 Experimental results 

Experiences are so far very satisfactory, mainly 
thanks to the easiness of the in-the-field data 
gathering campaigns, regardless the intrinsic 
complexity of the target problem. The actual 
GQM plan for an e-learning platform includes 
[10] so far 48 goals, 79 quality focuses, 495 
questions, and 91 metrics. 
The actual comparative evaluation of a set of 
open-source e-learning platforms is currently on 
the way both at the University “Federico II” in 
�aples and at Politecnico di Torino in Turin, 
Italy.  
�ext activities will include a comparative 
analysis of the platforms currently under 
evaluation. 

5 Conclusions 

In the present paper we introduced a 
methodology to evaluate e-learning platforms, 
resorting to a customization of the well known 
quantitative approach GQM. 
Such approach is sometimes criticized due to the 
creative aspects associated with the goal 
definition phase. According to our experience, 

the GQM proved to be a valuable methodology 
to define a clear set of goals, from which derive 
quality focuses, subsequently analyzed via data 
gathering campaigns and their interpretations via 
proper metrics [9]. 
In particular, we proposed a customized version 
of the methodology in Fig. 1, where 
customizations mainly concerned the 
introduction of a hierarchical structuring of the 
goals and a simplified version of some 
intermediate working documents. In particular a 
unique report (the GQM plan) has been 
delivered. It is organized in such a way to 
include both methodological and operative 
issues, but, at the same time, keeping them 
properly distinguishable and upgradeable. In 
fact, the GQM plan resulted to be a very 
“dynamic” document, in the sense that several 
iterations were necessary to best take into 
account the new aspects that came to appearance 
during the overall research activity. At the end, 
as expected, the adopted approach, although 
originated from the waterfall-like sequence of 
steps of Fig. 1, proved to be a cyclic set of 
iterative steps, eventually leading to a 
remarkable and significant result. 
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This work presents the state of our research in the attempt
to use models coming from pragmatics of man-machine
interaction. The final aim of this study is to prove that it’s

possible to build new adaptive software systems that
extend users behaviours interpretation by including a
description of the pragmatics of their interaction.
We are interested in the e-learning applicative field. In
fact, in these systems it’s a desirable feature the system
adaptability to the different characteristics of learning
subjects, to the different leaning styles and, finally, and to
the process context to be a desirable feature.
The majority of e-learning systems are built as Web
applications. In these cases it’s practically impossible to

know the final user needs. In fact, it’s well known that the
final user can be very different each others in training

environment, current language, culture etc. Thus, it’s not
technically possible to get the formal description of their

features, in order to lead the process of educational
software production. Perhaps it could not even be useful to
have this description because it’s hard to hypothesize for
any of us the way we would interact with something
unknown (what we want to learn, as a matter of fact, it’s
unknown). So, the design requirements of these systems
are given by the teacher, who knows the subject of his
course and s/he is able to define how to teach it: so s/he
able to tell to the system designer the project requirements.
But the teacher perspective could be very different form

the leaner perspective.
Many authors [Barbe & Milone, 1981], [Corno & Snow,
1986], [Felder, 1988], [Pask, 1988] observed that learning
processes are influenced by cognitive constants typical of
any student. In [Felder, 1988] the hypothesis is that there
are personal learning/teaching styles which can be traced
in a four dimensional space, defined by opposite couples
(active/reflective, sensitive/intuitive, visual/verbal,
sequential/global).
The same authors [Felder, 1993] underline that also

teaching styles are different and this strengthen what we
had just said about the difficult to define formal
requirements for the e-learning applications building.
Thus, the hypothesis to build adaptable e-learning systems
seems very promising. The hope is that systems like that
could give us the possibility to personalise teaching
techniques on the single student needs (currently,
adaptable systems use stereotypes to interact with
students).
For this purpose we are studying the opportunities given by

EPM [Lefons et al., 1977], [Silvestri et al., 1980]. The
work presents the present state of this research highlighting
the problems we met during the experimentation and the



perspectives that this approach could open in the building
of new generation adaptive systems.
In the paper we shortly discuss why we mean to extend the
traditional interpretation models of user-system
interactions (at the basis of any adaptive system) by
including a pragmatic interpretation of the interaction. In
fact present models are based only on semantics and
syntax, two of the three aspects that Charles Morris used to
simplify the communicative action [Morris, 1938] .

Then we discuss the desirable features that a model of
pragmatics of man-machine interaction should have. In
fact an extension in this direction needs, to be effective,
formal and easy to calculate models.
Finally we present our experience trying to use EPM as a
possible interpretative model. In this part of the paper we
present a synthesis of EPM features, highlighting how this
model seems to have many features desirable for our aims.
After this, we show examples of the way this model can be
used to interpret simple interaction processes. Moreover,

we talk about the problems faced when a model like EPM
is transferred from the original context (human interaction)
to a new communication context (human computer
interaction).
At the end, we describe a preliminary experiment that has
the aim to verify the applicability of the model to
situations of real use of an e-learning system.
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It’s empirically possible to note that computer users show
peculiar behavioral modules while using software
applications: these modules seem behavioural constants.
For example, if a user taps combinations of keys to
execute some actions, she will tend to use them also when
she changes software environment, and she’ll be disturbed
by a software which modifies the syntax of keys
combinations. The nature of these behavioural constants
seems to be independent of the syntax of the interaction.

The user tries to adapt the system to her own habits,
independently of the type of syntax proposed by the
software to express them. At the same time, these
behavioural constants seem to be independent of the
semantic of the task, for it’s easy to note that users show
these constants in very different situations
Most in general, in the studies about interpersonal
relationships (psychiatric and psychological studies), it is
well known that communication is characterized, besides
syntactic and semantic aspects, also by the influence that

participants experience each other. This last aspect, i.e., the
effect that a communicative interaction provokes in
interagents, is definable as the pragmatic aspect
[Watzlawick et al., 1971].

Following this tri-partition of communication (considering
that syntax, semantics and pragmatic are clearly separated
in theory, but strictly interlaced during concrete
interactions), changing syntactic and semantic components,
the non-changing component could be the pragmatic one.
The studies about the pragmatic of relationships according
the theory developed by the Palo Alto Instituted (inspired
by the relational approach to the mind by Bateson) laid
stress on the fact that every subject has her own way to

interpret the syntax and the semantics of relationship, and
this interpretation is based on the pragmatic of the
relationship that she keeps up with the world or even with
a single subject. At the same time, the main pragmatic
interpretation defines a relational style of the subject,
resulting from the history of the interaction processes with
reference people [Watzlawick et al., 1971]. The subject
tends to reproduce constantly her interpretative scheme of
relationships, also when the syntax for relationship or the
semantics change. We assume that the behavioural

constants empirically observed in users of software
applications deal also with these pragmatic interpretations
of the relationship. If that was true, then it could be
possible to identify these pragmatic redundancies and use
them to develop adaptive mechanisms in software systems.
The possibility to use the descriptive constants of users
behaviour in order to characterize them and offer a
personalized service is the premise of the interpretative
studies on adaptivity of web applications. There is a wide

literature about the possibility to provide the software
systems with adaptive mechanisms which allow the
systems themselves to personalize their behaviour
according to the users needs [Foster, 2000]. An initial
classification of these systems is made by the distinction
between user-adaptive systems properly said (the adaptive
mechanisms are completely automatic) and user-adaptable
systems (the adaptive mechanisms are derived by user
choices) [Teltzrow & Kobsa, 2004]. In this first type, the
system must have a data structure for every user who

interacts with the system and in this structure the history of
the interaction must be condensed in a shape (behavioural
model) useful to the system to implement its strategies.
This data structures are known in the literature as User
Models (UM) [Kobsa, 1990]. A UM is a data structure
which gathers information on the interactions of a user
with the system. Typically, the UMs are obtained on the
basis of the knowledge about: interests and aims of the
user [Kulls, 2000], competences about the use or the
contents of the system, history of the interaction of the user

with the system. In [Teltzrow & Kobsa, 2004] is reported a
list of about sixteen classes of data sources about the user,
generally used in the building of UM. The unprocessed
datum itself can not be used immediately in the adaptive



processes of a system. In order to change those data in an
input for the processes of adaptation of the system, it’s
necessary their interpretation. It is to say that the
variability is abstracted through formal processes of
generalizations known as stereotypes [Rich, 1979].
Formally a stereotype is a structure of generalization which
describes different characteristics of an hypothetic user.
Any characteristic is associated to a trigger. The
unprocessed data of a user, abstracted through this

interpretation, build the UM of the user for the system.
The literature indicates three basic steps to prepare the
development of an adaptive system: the first regards the
methodology used to obtain the UM; the second step,
consequently to the chosen methodology, is about the type
of data which have to be classified and stored
[Brusilowsky et al., 1996]. Finally, the third step concerns
the personalized presentation for the information, which is
depending on the goal of the system. The personalization
occurs with different paths in texts, images, lexicon and in

the User Interface in general. It can occur also following
rules of ubiquitary adaptivity for the presentation on
different platforms and hardware systems. In this work,
which has the purpose of presenting a current
experimentation, we are going to talk only about the first
step of this process.
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According the approach mentioned in the introduction,
while describing the relationship between two interacting
subjects (A and B) it is better to consider that this
relationship is the dynamic development of two distinct
interpretations: the interpretation given by subject A to her
relationship with B, and the interpretation given by the
subject B to her relationship with A. We could also say

that there is always a sort of “inverse vision” of the
relation. In the case of two human beings, descriptions
must be inferred by the observation of the behaviours of
the two subjects.
Instead, in the case of the relation between a user and a
software system, the situation is simplest. In fact, the
interpretation of this relation is fully specified by its finite
states automaton, where there is a description of all the
possible states of the system and the state transaction that a
system can or has to activate answering to a user inquiry.

Its formal description is the Pragmatic System Model
(PSM). Instead, the description of the interpretation given
by the user to the system must be obtained by the
observation of the user behaviours. The formal description
of this interpretation is a Pragmatic User Model (PUM).
In order to build the PSM of the system and the PUM of
the subject we need a theoretical model to interpret the

behaviours of the two actors of the relation. A model like
that must have some desirable characteristics:
A. The model must be able to describe both the PSM of a
specific software system and the PUM of a human subject
by a standardized formulation.
B. The model must allow to obtain the formal description
of the PUM by the real behaviour of the user with the
system.
C. The model must be predictive, i.e., must be able to

foresee the effects provoked by a change of the behaviour
of one of the two actors of the relation on the other one.
D. The model must allow the system to adapt itself to the
relation shown by the user, i.e., it must suggest to the
system a behavioural change right to an effect
pragmatically positive on the relation.
E. The model must not have any kind of hidden
interpretative prejudice on the rational behaviour of the
user.
The tri-partition of a communicative act in syntax,

semantics and pragmatic is due to Charles Morris [Morris,
1938]. Two partially different interpretations derived from
Morris’ definition of the term pragmatic and, in a way,
they are both easy to be found in computer science
literature. EPM is about one of the two, the one most used
in studies of psychopathology started from Gregory
Bateson studies and then from his followers of the Palo
Alto Institute.
This definition of the term “pragmatic” is different from

the one commonly used in linguistic [Levinson 1983].
Again, both these definitions are different from the one
easy to meet in the literature about UM. In the current
literature about UM [Strachan et al., 1997], [Fernandez-
Manjon et al., 1998] and in the studies about Pragmatic
Web [Dumbill, 1999], the adjective “pragmatic” is
synonymous of ergonomic, both as for a pragmatic user
model and a pragmatic approach to the building of
adaptive sites. “Pragmatic” substantially means something
very functional to the goal. Then, according these studies,

a pragmatic user model is a model which allows to have
information on the user behaviour, or a possible
interpretation useful to the knowledge of the user-system
interaction. Instead, what we mean by the term pragmatic
in this work is to be found in the aspect of action that a
behaviour of a person has as part of a system.
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In this section we are going to present only a short
synthesis of EPM, inviting the readers to refer to the
bibliography of the model easy to find on line in the home
page of one of the authors of the model [De Giacomo,
2003]. The model assumes that interacting subjects are
definable as a universe of propositions (the world of the



subject) and a mechanism of change. The effect of a single
communicative act between two subjects leads to a change
in the state of the world of A and in the world of B.
Following the basic idea of the pragmatic theory by which
every behaviours is a communicative behaviour (i.e., it is
not possible not to communicate), the elementary
pragmatic model simplify the communicative interaction
between two subjects in a triple of propositions:

1. proposal of one of the subjects

2. reply of the other subject
3. final result of the exchange.

Semantics, the content of the interaction, is not enough: if
a person asks to go out and have a pizza or to set a
sentence down in a board of directors, her communicative
action has the pragmatical meaning of a proposal. At the
same time, the reply (people involved answer that they too
want to have a pizza or the board of directors doesn’t want
to set the sentence down) and the result of the exchange
(they don’t go out for a pizza or they don’t set the sentence

down) are independent of semantics.
EPM isolates a temporal pause and attributes a binary
value to any proposition, considering it the only and most
elementary way to describe a communicative exchange.
For example, in the case of a board of directors, the model
gives the value (1) to the request to set the sentence down,
it gives a different value (0) to the reply of the board not
to do it and it gives a value different from the value of the
proposal (0) to the result of the interaction (they don’t set

the sentence down). In fact, according to the model, the
state of the subject is determined by its world or by a
limited but indeterminate set of propositions and by a
mechanism of change of the observed subject. The
hypothesis of the model is that this mechanism can be
obtained by the observation of her interactions. In order to
obtain a quantitative description of the mechanism, the
model observes a sequence of elementary interactions, gets
the observed frequency for every possible triple and uses it
as a valuation of the occurrence probability of four

coordinates of the interaction according the following
calculus scheme
U1= n (0, 0, 1)/n (0, 0, 0) + n (0, 0, 1)
U2= n (0, 1, 1)/n (0, 1, 0) + n (0, 1, 1)
U3= n (1, 0, 1)/n (1, 0, 0) + n (1, 0, 1)
U4= n (1, 1, 1)/ n (1, 1, 0) + n (1, 1, 1)
Where n is the number of observed sequence for every
triple. The model gives a pragmatic interpretation to these
coordinates:
P(<0, 0, 1>) (Anti-function). In an interactive exchange the

action project of one of the subject (0) obtains a positive
reply (0) form the other actor, but the result of the
interaction (1) is something different from what has been
exchanged during the interaction.

P(<0, 1, 1>) (Agreement). The action project of one of the
subjects (0) obtains a new proposal (1), and the result of
the exchange is the agreement of both subjects on the new
proposal (1).
P(<1, 0, 1>) (Maintenance). The action project of one of
the subject (1) receives a negative answer (0) by the other
subject, but the result of the exchange is the maintenance
of the first proposal (1).
P(<1, 1, 1>) (Cooperation). The proposal of one of the

subjects (1) has been accepted by the other participant (1)
and it becomes the result of the exchange (1).
The four coordinates are independent each other while
during interpersonal relationships are always present. For
this reason the pragmatic redundancies of a subject can not
always be estimated only by the coordinates. However,
these last ones can be used to obtain a relational style of
the subject: the probability of the subject to use one of the
sixteen Boolean functions at two values. Using the
principle of the maximum information, these functions can

be calculated using the calculus formula of table 1.
� � � � � 	 
 � � � � � � � � � �

� �
(1-u1)(1-u2)(1-u3)(1-u4) No, no, no, no, no...

� �
(1-u1)(1-u2)(1-u3) u4 Our relation is based only on what

we share
� �

(1-u1)(1-u2) u3 (1-u4) I only accept what is exclusively
mine

� �
(1-u1)(1-u2) u3 u4 I maintain my worldview

� �
(1-u1) u2 (1-u3)(1-u4) Only what is exclusively yours

interests me
� �

(1-u1) u2 (1-u3) u4 I enter your world with what we have
in common

� �
(1-u1) u2 u3 (1-u4) Everything in my world and in yours

is part of our relationship as long as
is not shared

� �
(1-u1) u2 u3 u4 Our relationship is based on the

union of our worlds
�  

u1 (1-u2)(1-u3)(1-u4) I only have relationships with what is
alien to me and to you

� !
u1 (1-u2)(1-u3) u4 What we have in common and what

we have is alien
� � �

u1 (1-u2) u3 (1-u4) I am an argumentative person
� � �

u1 (1-u2)u3 u4 I’m interested in everything, also
outside our relation, as long as it is
not specifically yours

� � �
u1 u2 (1-u3) (1-u4) What is important for me is your

world exclusively, and external
elements

� � �
u1 u2 (1-u3) u4 I enter your world using external

elements
� � �

u1 u2 u3 (1-u4) Everything, also what is alien
interests me, except for what we
share

� � �
u1 u2 u3 u4 Yes, yes, yes, yes...
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The knowledge of an interaction style of a subject could
supply useful information on how to interact with her. The



knowledge of the relational pattern of a subject allows to
predict the best function to interact with that subject. The
way a function changes in interaction with another
function, defining the consequent change of the interaction
mechanism, is represented by the paradoxes table
contained in the model.
The EPM satisfies all the five characteristics useful to
interpret the man-machine interaction:
The model does not presuppose that interacting subjects

are human being, so it can be used to describe behaviours
of an interactive program. The descriptions of the PUM
and the PSM can be formally similar (pattern of sixteen
functions): the first description is obtained by the
observation of the user behaviour according the
interpretation given by the model, the second one by the
fact that we exactly know the behaviour of the system.
That satisfies the A characteristic.
The model allows to interpret the relational style of the
user during her interactions with the system: known the

pragmatic system model (PSM), the actions of the user
inside the system can be codified, gathered and elaborated
according the EPM to the reaching of the pragmatic model
of the user herself (PUM). This aspect satisfies the B
characteristic.
The Elementary Pragmatic Model is a predictive model:
thanks to the paradox table, it’s possible to foresee how an
interactive style changes when it meets another one. (C
Characteristic)

Knowing in advance the style resulting from the meeting
of the two subjects’ styles would allow the system to adapt
to the style shown by the user: on the basis of the user
pattern the system can adapt to that style according a
positive resulting. That should make possible to satisfy the
D characteristic.
The Elementary Pragmatic Model (EPM) was defined at
the end of 70s by a group of physicist, psychiatrics,
mathematicians and informatics on the basis of the
relational theories of the Palo Alto Institute, as tool to

interpret psychopathologic behaviours. For this reason the
model doesn’t have any assumption of the rational
behaviour of subjects. That satisfies the last characteristic
of the desirable characteristics of section 1.
The application of such model to electronic
communication was proposed in some works applying the
model to the interpretation of conversations through
electronic mail systems [Colazzo et al., 1991]. In recent
past the idea of the use of the model to interpret the
relationship between users and Web sites has been

proposed in [Colazzo et al., 1999]. We now re-propose the
concrete experimentation of this approach.
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In the previous section we described the meaning that EPM
authors gave to the four coordinates of the model. In this

section we face the problem to the application of the four
coordinates to an interactive software system.
The first coordinate is an antifunction, it is to say that after
a user proposal the system replies accepting the proposal
but the result of the action is something different from the
proposal itself. In a perfect software system this situation
should not happen. Real systems are not always perfect,
then there are the probabilities that an antifunction can
happen. According to a state diagram perspective, the
situation can be described in two ways.

In the first case, the user ask explicitly something: the
system answer by the acceptance of the proposal, but it
produces a different result.
In the second case, the user does not propose anything and
the system seems to accept the not action of the user, but
after few moments the system do something by itself.
In the Fig1 diagram, it is shown an explicative fragment of
the first antifunctional situation. The user opens the Menu
File and the system visualizes it correctly (according the
model codification: 1). The user chooses the option Menu

Open File and the system visualizes the selection mask of
the files (according to the model codification: 1). The user
chooses to open the X file, but the system opens the file y
(according to the model codification: 0).
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In the Fig2 diagram, it is shown an exemplificative
fragment of the second antifunctional situation. The user
does not choose any of the options that the current state of
the system foresees (codified by the model by 0). In these
conditions, the system does not act (codified by 0). Then
after the session time slice, the system changes state and
set a login state (codified by 1). This behaviour is typically

implemented for safety reasons. In this it is avoided that an
user can leave a work session opened while s/he is far from
his pc.
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Anyway, there is a certain number of situations where the
system does not behave as the user believe. Although the
user perceives these cases as antifunctional cases, they are
not antifunctional according to the system perspective. In



fact, what happens is that the actions done by an user in
order to achieve an objective are not the right actions
according to the system logic. It is to say that the user tries
to do something but s/he does it in the wrong way. If many
users fall in the same pragmatic situation, the tracing of
these cases underlines the need to revise the system
interface.
The second coordinate is the agreement coordinate and it
happens when the system provides an advice or a refusal to

a user request, and the user accepts or require again
according to what the systems wants. Also in this case the
system could react to an explicit user action or to an user
non action. It follows that two different situations of
agreement can happen. Under the state diagram
perspective, the situation can be described in two ways.
In the first case, the user asks something to the system. The
system reacts refusing or advising an alternative solution.
The user follows the system request or accepts the
suggestion.

In the second case, the system reacts to a non action of the
user, trying to obtain the user attention. The user reacts and
the systems leaves the non action state.
In the diagram of Fig3 there is the example fragment of the
first situation. In this case the user asks to fill a data entry
form (codified by the model by 1). While filling the form,
s/he forgets to insert determinant data (example: the e-mail
address in the registration to a Web application service).
The system refuses the input and gives an error message

(codified by the model by 1) and takes the user back to the
form filling state (codified by 0)
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In the Fig4 diagram, there is an agreement situation
generated by a non action of the user. The situation is not
like the situation of Fig2. The user is not using the system
(codified by the model by 0) but in this case the system
produces a message at the end of the time slice session and
press the user (codified by the model by 1) for a decision.
The user can decide to keep the session open (codified by

0) or close the session and the system goes back to the
login state (codified by the model by 1).
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EPM defines the third coordinate as maintenance. In the
interaction with a software system this situation happens
where the system tries to warn the user about the
consequences of his action or non action (see Fig4 if the
user decides to keep the working session open at the end of
the time slice as an example of non action maintenance).
Normally these interaction situations happen when the user

tries to do a possible action with irreparable consequences.
Example: the cancellation of not read e-mail messages
(typical case of spam messages) or the upload of
potentially damaging files.
An example of limited states automaton is the one in Fig5,
where the system reacts to the cancellation request of not
read e-mail messages (codified by the model by 1) by
asking the confirmation of the action (codified by the
model by 0), and the user replies keeping his former action
project (codified by the model by 1).
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The fourth coordinate anticipated by EPM is the
Cooperation Coordinate. In the man-machine interaction
this coordinate is predominant or it’s the coordinate that

grants the system working. It’s not hard to find examples
of this coordinate in a well working system behaviour.
Two kinds of cooperation are possible. In the first case the
user asks to the system to act and the systems does it. In
the second case, the user doesn’t ask anything to the
system and the system cooperates doing anything.
In the two possible types of cooperation, the first one is the
more frequent while the second one is almost totally
absent. The reason for this is that the software systems are
objects built to do tasks and then there are few reasons to

implement complete mechanisms of non action.
In the Fig6 diagram it’s shown a typical case of
Cooperation. The example is similar to the one in Fig1, but
this time no error happens and the opened file is the
required file.
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In order to verify the possibility to use EPM for a web
application our research groups starter a preliminary
experimentation. The results of these experiments are
encouraging so far, but not definitive. Our objectives in



this first phase are to find an answer to the following
questions:
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For the first experimentations we built a small software
system , an application for the realisation and managing of

a forum. We obviously know the limited states automaton
of the application. It is to say that we know all the possible
user-system interactions. In fact these interactions are easy
to be traced by the state transactions of the diagram. The
state transactions are codified according to EPM and the
interactions of the participant subjects are recorded as a
binary vector.
The result of this preliminary experiment underlined a
certain number of issues that partially gave us an answer to
our preliminary questions and partially made us understand

some limits of our initial suppositions.
First, we realized that we need to codify the non action as
we shown in section 4. At the beginning, the non action
were not actually codified, so in many situations the
resulting pattern gave important errors.
The first of the questions we made comes from the fact that
a software system could have a predominant effect on the
possible user interactions. It is to say that we wandered
what happens if the system will compel the users to show
the same relational style: the style imposed by the system.

As we hoped, the patterns of the users resulted different
each others (Fig7). Nevertheless, patterns show important
anomalies as shown by Fig7. In fact the two pattern
represent a) the behaviour of a normal user in the system
and b) the web master behaviour while committed in a
debugging task. In the first case there are only functions
form 0 to 7, while in the second case only functions from 7
to 15.
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The second question has a partial answer too. The PSM of
the system seems to be stable: it’s not changed during the
increasing number of user interactions. Nevertheless, we

used a reactive software, not an adaptable one. This leaded
to a prevalence of the Function number 15, the function of
a system that just says yes to everything asked by the user.
This is not surprising: a system is built with an aim and if
the software is a good software should do what we tell it to
do (see Fig8).
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Then, to have a definitive answer to our question it should

be necessary to experiment EPM on a traditional adaptable
system, based on the semantic and syntactic interpretation
of the users behaviour. This requires the building of
another test-bed, and this is what we are doing in this
period.
Finally, the two final questions are not yet a definitive
answer. Two different reactive psychological tests are
connected to EPM, produced independently by two
different research groups. The first is known as SISCI II ,
the second one as Kaltest [Pereira & Ferreira 1983]. These

two reactive tests are conceptually similar but different in
the approach. In synthesis, SISCI II works as follow: a
certain number of abstract imagines [Holtzmann 1958
1961 1972] are shown to the subject and s/he has to choose
some and refuse the not chosen ones. The choose of an
image is codified by 1, the refuse by 0. After that, a
random selection of images, declaring that they have been
chosen by the majority of the subjects, are presented to the
subject. Finally, the subject has to choose again the



images, showing the first set of images but in a different
order.
The opinion change or its maintenance is recorded
allowing to deduce the subject pattern. The images set used
in the SISCI II is pre defined, while in Kaltest the images
are automatically generated by a program and are different
in different experiments.
To give an answer to the final questions it’s necessary to
use one of these reactive tests. At the moment, our choice

tends to Kaltest because it allows us to pre calculate the
user pattern and verify it with the pattern resulting from the
system. Currently, we built a Kaltest version and we are
setting it on our needs.
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In this work we presented the state of our experiments that
tend to verify the opportunity to adopt pragmatic models in
the building of user model in e-learning systems. We
discussed about the usefulness of this extension. We
shortly described the theoretical model of the interaction
developed in the psychiatric field. Finally we discussed the
applicability of the model to the man-machine interaction
and we described the results of our preliminary
experimentations.
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Abstract

Distance education represents today an effective way 
for supporting and sometimes substituting the 
traditional formative processes, thanks to the 
technological improvements achieved in the field in 
recent years. In the open scientific literature, it is 
widely recognized that an important factor of this 
success is related with the capability of customizing 
the learning process for the specific needs of a given 
learner. This feature is still far to have been reached 
and there is a real interest for investigating new 
approaches and tools to adapt the formative process on 
specific individual needs. In this framework, the 
introduction of Ontology formalism can improve the 
quality of formative process, allowing the introduction 
of new and effective services. The use of Ontologies 
can lead to important improvements in the definition of 
courses knowledge domain, in the generation of 
adapted learning path and in the assessment phase. In 
this paper, we discuss such improvements related to 
the introduction of Ontologies formalism in the E-
Learning field and we present a novel algorithm for 
Ontology building through the use of Bayesian 
Networks. Finally, we show its application in the 
assessment process and experimental results obtained. 

1. Introduction

The development of adaptable and intelligent 
educational systems is widely considered one of the 
great challenges in scientific research. Among key 
elements for building advanced training systems, an 
important role is played by methodologies chosen for 
knowledge representation. For example, the 
introduction of standardized tools for defining a set of 
well-structured concepts can highly improve 
interoperability and information sharing between 
complex systems. In literature, a set of concepts and 
their relationships is commonly called ontology [1]. 

Ontology is one of the most effective tools for 
formalizing the knowledge shared by groups of people. 
In the E-Learning realm, ontology can easily manage 
the knowledge domain of a course and allow a more 
detailed organization and adaptation of the learning 
path of students [2][3]. Nevertheless, ontology 
building process is neither trivial nor easy [4]. By way 
of illustration, let us discuss the common case of the 
use of ontologies for representing the subjects of a 
course and the relationships among them. When asked 
to describe their course, teachers regularly provide 
very intricate representations, so having to manage 
ontologies that are neither easy to interpret nor to use. 
Very often, relations among the concepts and their 
semantic values look more similar to complex puzzles 
than to useful working tools. It is easy to imagine the 
consequent difficulty in checking the validity of such 
descriptions . One way to face the quoted problem is to 
make available to the user automated tools for building 
and validating ontologies [5][6]. In this paper, we 
propose a method for ontology building that can be 
applied to knowledge domain related to University 
Curricula. In such a context, we have a powerful 
source of evidence: the evaluation tests performed at 
the end of the course. Usually, teachers design 
evaluation tests taking into careful account the 
sequencing and preparatory links of course subjects. 
So, in our opinion, those tests and the answers given to 
them by students can be used to individuate the 
ontology of the course. To this aim, we show how to 
use Bayesian Networks for easily mapping ontologies 
and present a novel algorithm for building 
“lightweight” ontologies through them. Furthermore, 
we illustrate the application of this method in the 
assessment phase. Namely, we realized a tool that 
builds the best assessment strategy according to the 
information inferred by the analysis of questionnaires. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 and 3, 
we give some details on ontologies and their mapping 
through Bayesian Networks. In section 4 we describe 
the proposed approach for the ontologies building 



process. In section 5 we provide the motivations and 
the details of assessment tool based on ontology and 
Bayesian Networks. Finally, in the last section we 
draw conclusions and indicate future directions of our 
research.

2. Ontology

The concept of ontology is originally taken from 
philosophy where it means a systematic explanation of 
being. In recent years, however, this concept has been 
introduced and used in different contexts, thereby 
playing a predominant role in knowledge engineering 
and in artificial intelligence [7]. In 1991, Neches 
stated that ontology defines the basic terms and 
relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic area, 
as well as the rules for combining terms and 
relations to define extensions to the vocabulary [1]. 
Later on, Gruber, in the context of knowledge 
sharing, used the term to refer to an explicit 
specification of a conceptualization [8]. In the field 
of computer science, ontology represents a tool 
useful to the learning processes that are typical of 
artificial intelligence. In fact, the use of ontologies is 
rapidly growing thanks to the significant functions 
they are carrying out in information systems, 
semantic web and knowledge-based systems. The 
current attention to ontologies paid by the AI 
community also arises from its recent interest in 
content theories, an interest that is greater than the 
one in mechanism theories. In this regard, 
Chandrasekaran [7] makes a clear distinction 
between these theories by asserting that, though 
mechanisms are important since they are proposed 
as the secret of making intelligent machines, they 
can not do much without a good content theory of 
the domain on which they have to work. Besides, 
once a good content theory is available, many 
different mechanisms can be used to implement 
effective systems, all using essentially the same 
content. Following this point of view, ontologies are 
content theories, since their principal contribution 
consists in identifying specific classes of objects and 
relations existing in some knowledge domains [9]. 
Ontological analysis, therefore, clarifies knowledge 
structures: given a domain, its ontology represents 
the heart of any knowledge representation system for 
that domain. Another reason for creating and 
developing ontology is the possibility of sharing and 
reusing knowledge domain among people or 
software agents. In general, ontology is a complex 
structure made up of a series of elements, each of 
which is composed of a kind of Relation and a series 

of related Concepts. For example, as far as 
concerning University Courses, by means of an 
ontology built by the teacher, it will be possible to 
describe the knowledge domain, the subjects 
constituting it, the relations among the various 
subjects, as well as methodologies and means with 
which they are presented. These explicit 
specifications help users to understand what specific 
terms signify in a given domain [2] and reduce 
terminological and conceptual ambiguity. Ontologies 
can be represented as taxonomic trees of 
conceptualizations: they are general and domain-
independent at a superior level, but become more and 
more specific when one goes down the hierarchy. In 
other words, when we move from the highest 
taxonomic levels to the lowest ones, characteristics and 
aspects typical of the domain under examination are 
showed. In order to point out this difference in 
literature they are called heavyweight (deeper) and 
lightweight (advances) ontology respectively [3]. In 
this paper, we will adopt the last one approach keeping 
in mind this definition of ontology: “ontology may 
take a variety of forms, but it will necessarily include a 
vocabulary of terms and some specification of their 
meaning. This includes definitions and an indication of 
how concepts are inter-related which collectively 
impose a structure on the domain and constrain the 
possible interpretations of terms” [10].  

3. Ontologies and Bayesian Networks 
In this paragraph, we will describe how Bayesian 
Networks can be used “to map” and “to represent” an 
ontology. Bayesian Networks have been successfully 
used to model knowledge under conditions of 
uncertainty within expert systems, and methods have 
been developed from data combination and expert 
system knowledge in order to learn them [11]. 
Bayesian Networks represent a “hot” topic in the 
research field; the interested reader can find some 
interesting good surveys in [12][13].  In this paper a 
key role is played by the learning process of Bayesian 
Networks. It has two important advantages: firstly, it is 
easy to encode knowledge of an expert and such 
knowledge can be used to improve learning efficiency 
and accuracy. Secondly, nodes and arcs of the learned 
Bayesian network are recognizable links and causal 
relationships. So users can understand and exploit more 
easily the knowledge encoded in the representation. A 
Bayesian network is a graph-based model encoding the 
joint probability distribution of a set of random 
variables X = { . It is composed by: ,..., }X X n1

A directed acyclic graph S (called structure) where 
each node is associated with one random variable 



X i  and each arc represents the conditional 

dependence among the nodes that it joints, 
A set P of local probability distributions, each of 
which is associated with a random variable 

and conditioned by the variables corresponding to 
the source nodes of the arcs entering the node with 
which  is associated. The lack of an arc 

between two nodes involves conditional 
independence. On the other hand, the presence of 
an arc from the node   to the node 

represents that  is considered a direct cause of 

. Given a structure S and the local probability 

distributions of each node 
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joint probability distribution  is obtained 
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that the couple (S, P) encodes 

unequivocally (on the hypothesis of conditional 
independence of the given the Pa

p( )X

X i i) [11].  

In order to build a Bayesian Network for a given set of 
variables, we have to define some arcs from the causal 
states to the other ones that represent their direct 
effects obtaining a network that accurately describes 
the conditional independence relations among the 
variables. The aim of this paper is the introduction of 
an algorithm, based on the formalism of the Bayesian 
networks, able to infer propaedeutic relationships 
among different subjects (in other terms the ontology) 
belonging to the knowledge domain of a university 
curricula. The first step of this algorithm is the 
introduction of a mapping between Ontology and 
Bayesian Network. In our ontology model, nodes 
represent the subjects belonging to the knowledge 
domain (the course) while the arcs mean a 
propaedeutic relationship among the nodes. We can 
map this ontology graph in a Bayesian Network in the 
following way: the Bayesian Network nodes model the 
subjects belonging to the course Knowledge Domain 
and the knowledge of subject by students while arcs in 
the same way mean the propaedeutic relationships 
among the nodes. Given the previous mapping 
strategy, our aim is to define the ontology used by 
teacher in his/her course. Obviously, we must define 
data type and data set for this approach. As previously 
said, student’s answers to the evaluation tests 
represent a source of implicit evidence. In fact, 
teachers through the end-of-course evaluation tests 

not only assess student’s knowledge for every 
subject, but describe the course ontology and outline 
the propaedeutic aspects that relate subjects each 
other. On the basis of these considerations, teachers 
have designed the final test of the first-level course 
on Computer Science at the Engineering Faculty of 
the University of Salerno and the final test of the 
first-level course on Introduction to Computer 
Science at the Languages Faculty of the University 
of Salerno. We must outline that this process was 
very long and hard for teachers. The result of this 
process is shown in Figure 1. Each node of the 
networks has two states and shows the probability 
that a generic learner knows the subject associated 
with the same node. We supposed that each node 
can assume only the following two states (random
Bernoullian variable): state ‘Yes’: complete 
knowledge of the subject and state ‘Not’: total 
ignorance on the subject. The student level of 
knowledge could be evaluated on the basis of the 
answers given to the questions (a set of questions is 
proposed for each subject).

4. An Algorithm for Ontology 
Learning

As previously said, the teacher has difficulties 
sketching the relationships among the course subjects 
and their propaedeutic connections. A source of 
indirect evidence that can be employed for 
reconstructing a “a-posteriori” ontology can be 
represented by the end-of-course evaluation tests. On 
the basis of the ontology presented in Figure 1, some 
multiple-choice questionnaires have been realized. The 
previously described graph represents the ontologies, 
but can also be used as a Bayesian Network for the 
inference process. The student’s level of knowledge is 
evaluated on the basis of the answers given to the 
questions. The presence of missing values, in other 
words the state of some variable can not be observable, 
has not been foreseen. This hypothesis can be obtained 
imposing that the student have answer to all the 
questions and considering a missing answer as a wrong 
one. Through a process of Bayesian inference 
conducted on the previously described networks, the 
candidate ontologies have been learned from data. The 
inference algorithm used in our experiments is the one 
called “junction-tree” introduced by Finn V. Jensen in 
[14]. For the inferential process, we have used data 
coming from five hundred questionnaires for the first 
ontology and three hundred questionnaires for the 
second and third ones. So, we have to estimate the 



strength of propaedeutic relationship between two 
arguments after the learning of the network. The 
presence of an arc between two nodes in the Bayesian 
network can be interpreted as the existence of a 
causality relationship between the variables associated 
to the same nodes. It is important to define a function 
able to evaluate this strength. For the nodes that belong 
to a Bayesian network a good dependence indicator is 
the cross-entropy function so defined: 
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where A and B are nodes of the Bayesian network and 
a and b are the states of each node. According to cross 
entropy definition, we can say that A and B are 
independent if and only if C.E.(A, B) is equal to 0. 

However, often we do not have the real 
probability distribution of the full network but only an 
empirical evaluation of it coming from data analysis. 
In this sence, it is incorrect to consider as condition of 
independence C.E.(A,B) = 0 and we can suppose A 
independent from B when C.E.(A,B)<e, where e>0 is 
an arbitrary threshold near to zero. The cross entropy 
function can also quantify the dependency weight 
between the nodes. In fact, an high value of C.E.(A,B) 
means a very strong preparatory relation between the 
two nodes.  

In order to suppose that at least the father-child 
nodes links proposed by the teacher is correct, we 
submitted the data coming from the questionnaires to 
statistical tests, typical of Bayesian network structural 
learning algorithms that are able to establish from them 
the correct father-child nodes arrangement. This tests 
results confirmed that the arrangement proposed by 
teachers is correct. After this validation, we set as 
input to the Bayesian network the data coming from 
the questionnaires in order to obtain the probability 
values associated to the various states of the nodes. 
With these values we calculated the cross entropy 
values among all the single states of the net. Namely, 
the cross entropy has been calculated not only for the 
arcs proposed by the teacher but also for all the brother 
nodes. Figure 2 shows the obtained results. On the left 
side of the Figure, we can see the cross entropy values 
for the correct arcs that represent propaedeutic 
connection between two topics, while on the right side 
(after the blank column) we can see the cross entropy 
values for the incorrect arcs. In general, we can say 
that the arcs designated by teachers show a greater 
cross entropy values than other arcs so to confirm the 
teacher ontology design. We want also outline that in 

the case of ontology #1, an arc P(8|6) having a cross 
entropy value in the range of correct arcs is reported. 

Given that examined data show a the existence of 
a significant value of cross entropy between these 
nodes the teacher, according this model, has to refine 
his original ontology proposal. 

5. An assessment tool based on the 
ontology framework 

In this section, we will describe in detail the 
architecture of an assessment tool based on ontology 
framework previously described.  We designed our 
tool keeping in mind the main needs of students and 
teachers. In the first phase of the tool design, we 
pointed out the actors of the system and the use cases. 
We identified two actors in the system: Teachers and 
Students. Each of these figures has well defined role 
and tasks.

Teachers can design the reference ontology, 
describe the learning objects and the questions linked 
to the nodes of ontology. Teachers can also manage the 
reports of every student in order to better supervise the 
learning process.  

Students can use tool in three different way: Exam, 
Normal test, Bayesian test.  

In the Exam way, our tool arranges a classical final 
test exam according to the strategy of the teacher. In 
particular, teacher can choose the question’s number 
for every subject and the scoring for every question. At 
the end of the exam the system produces a report 
analyzing the performance of student in every subject.  

The normal test approach can be used during some 
module of the course. In particular, it can help student 
to better study the various learning objects.  

The more interesting service offered by our tool is 
the Bayesian test. This service makes the most of  the 
previously introduced matching between ontology and 
Bayesian Network.  

In fact, the first step is the introduction of a 
mapping strategy between Ontology and Bayesian 
Network. As previously said  in our ontology model 
nodes represent the subjects belonging to the 
knowledge domain of the course and the arcs mean a 
preparatory relationship among the nodes. According 
to the previously introduced method we can weigh the 
preparatory links among the ontology’s nodes.  

In this way the system can select a well defined set 
of questions associated to every network node. At the 
end of this first phase system, through the Bayesian 
approach infers what subjects the students knows 
better than others. In fact through the Bayesian 
analysis the system can measure the percentage of 



correct answer in a subject. In particular, it can predict 
the percentage of correct answer to a subject after a 
correct (or not) answer to questions related to 
propaedeutic subjects.

At this point it can apply various strategies: for 
example it can select and propose to the student the 
question with the smaller percentage of correct answer. 
At the end of Bayesian test a detailed report on the 
knowledge of student in the various subjects is sent to 
teacher and to student himself. Our tool proposes to the 
teacher a periodic report with the analysis of 
performances of various students in every subject. In 
this way, a teacher can easily understand where 
students need more help.  At the end of Bayesian Test 
the system updates values of ontology’s links 
according to the method introduced in this paper.  

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a method for 
learning curricula ontologies. In particular, our 
approach is based on Bayesian networks. Thanks to 
their characteristics, these networks can be used to 
model and evaluate the conditional dependencies 
among the nodes of ontology on the basis of the data 
obtained from student tests. An experimental 
evaluation of the proposed method has been 
performed using real student data. We integrated the 
proposed method in a tool for the assessment of 
students during a learning process. This tool is based 
on the use of ontology and Bayesian Network. In 
particular through the matching between ontology and 
Bayesian Network our tool allow an effective tutoring 
and a better adaptation of learning process to demands 
of students. The assessment based on Bayesian 
approach allow as deeper analysis of student’s 
knowledge.  
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Figure 1 Proposed ontology for the first-level course on Computer Science (Ontology #1) and 
Introduction to Computer Science (Ontology #2 and Ontology #3) 
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Figure 2 Obtained Results on reference set ontologies 
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Abstract: The chronobot allows a group of 
people to exchange time and knowledge. 
This paper describes the basic concept of 
the chronobot/virtual classroom (CVC) 
system, time/knowledge exchange, time 
management and scheduling for an 
application of the CVC system to senior 
citizens care. 

1. Introduction 

We describe a distributed multimedia 
system for storing and borrowing 
time.  Using the chronobot [1] one can 
borrow time from someone and return time 
to the same person or someone else. 

The main idea of the chronobot is flexible 
allocation of one’s time and knowledge to 
achieve the best match for time and 
knowledge exchange among different agents 
through mediated negotiation [2].  Such idea 
is gaining popularity in recent years due to 
advances in information technology.  For 
example at Nashoba Valley Medical Center 
registered  nurses can bid on working shifts 
that have openings.  The chronobot will 
make this possible at the personal level in all 
works of life. 

The chronobot can be very useful to senior 
citizens who can use the chronobot to 
request services from professional nurses 
and volunteer workers.  They can also use a 
virtual classroom to attend classes, learn 
new skills, and offer their knowledge to 
others by teaching classes.  Therefore they 
can use the chronobot and the virtual 
classroom to exchange time and knowledge. 

2. Characteristics of the Chronobot 

As mentioned above the chronobot is 
designed for time and knowledge exchange. 

As illustrated in Figure 1 the chronobot and 
the virtual classroom together form the CVC 
system, which is a distributed multimedia 
system with the following characteristics: 

Figure 1. Chronobot and Virtual Classroom. 

1.  The chronobot is a time manager.  But it 
is not an ordinary time manager. It can be 
used to manage not only one’s own time, 
but also other people’s time through 
time/knowledge exchange. This is very 
important, because the unique concept of the 
chronobot is that time and knowledge are 
exchangeable.  The chronobot can manage 
not only the present, but also the past and 
the future through suitable time/knowledge 
exchange protocols.  

2. The chronobot is also a knowledge 
manager.  It can be used to store knowledge, 
organize knowledge, retrieve knowledge and 
perform information fusion to produce 
new knowledge. Information fusion is the 
key concept.  Without information fusion, 
the chronobot will not be as effective in 
managing knowledge and saving time.  

3. For e-learning and distance education 
applications, the chronobot offers a versatile 
virtual classroom that combines the 
functions of chat room, white board, 
multimedia display. The learning materials, 
references and related information become a 



continuously expanding knowledge source 
or a Growing Book. Evolutionary query 
processing provides query morphing and 
information fusion capabilities to fully 
utilize this ever-changing knowledge source.  

4. Utilizing the time manager, the 
knowledge manager and the virtual 
classroom, the chronobot can interactively 
provide timely knowledge to the end user.
This is the key point of the chronobot.  

3. Time/Knowledge Exchange System  

The methodology for time and knowledge 
exchange essentially consists of the 
following five steps: 

(1) Identify a slice of time or knowledge for 
exchange. 
(2) Search for exchange partner or partners. 
(3) Perform time or knowledge exchange 
through bidding and negotiation. 
(4) Manage the exchanged slice of time or 
knowledge. 
(5) Evaluate the results. 

A time/knowledge exchange system consists 
of agents such as people and chronobots.  
Each agent u can be defined as follows: 

u=(user-model,
     relation-search-mechanism,
     negotiation-protocol, time-schedule,
     knowledge-base, operations)

The chronobot agent u is defined as: 
u=(Pu, RIu, Nego-QoBu, TSu, KBu, OPu)
where Pu is user profile, 

RIu is relational index, 
Nego-QoBu is negotiation protocol     

       according to quality of bid, 
TSu is time schedule, 
KBu is ontological knowledge-base 

 OPu is set of operations for agent u

The user profile is used to specify a 
user’s preferences, skills, etc.  The 
chronobot stores relational information 
in a relational index, which is searched 
to find exchange partner(s). The 
chronobot then supports bidding and 
negotiation according to quality of bid. 
The details are explained in [2].  In the 

next section, time schedule, time 
management and the use of an 
ontological knowledge-base will be 
explained in more detail. 

4. Time and Knowledge Management 

Time management for the chronobot differs 
from traditional time management in that all 
three ingredients - time, space and tasks - 
are considered in determining a time 
schedule.  Therefore time management and 
knowledge management are inseparable.  In 
this section we introduce the basic concepts. 

A time schedule TSv of an agent v is an 
assignment from the time line T to the state 
space S where each state is a pair (location, 
task). The agent may be a person, a project, 
a corporation, an institution and so on.  In 
particular, a life time schedule LTSu, or 
simply a life, is a time schedule of a person 
u where LTSu(t) = (no-where, no-task) if 
t tu-birth or t tu-death.

Two locations are compatible if either both 
are real locations and they are either 
identical or their distance is within a 
predefined threshold, or one location is a 
virtual location and they are compatible 
according to a location compatibility matrix, 
or both locations are virtual. Two tasks are 
compatible if task1 and task2 are compatible 
according to a task compatibility ontology. 
Two states s1 and s2 are compatible if both 
locations and tasks are compatible. 

A time schedule TSv is supported by a life 
time schedule LTSu in the interval [ta, tb] if 
TSv(t) is compatible with LTSu(t) for any t in 
[ta, tb].   A time schedule TSv is feasible in 
the interval [ta, tb] with the support of G if 
for any sub-interval [tc, td] of [ta, tb] there 
exists a u in G such that TSv is supported by 
a life time schedule LTSu in [tc, td]. In 
practice the sub-intervals are predefined 
time periods. Finally a life model LM is an 
approach to generate a certain type of 
feasible life time schedules. 

The Knowledge Manager checks the 
compatibility of time schedules and life time 
schedules with respect to a knowledge base 
containing information on location 



compatibility and task compatibility.  A task 
may also have certain special characteristics 
such as: must-be-done-by-self, can-be-done-
by-others, must-be-carried-out-at-certain-
location, can-be-carried-out-anywhere, can-
be-carried-out-in-virtual-locations and so on.  
Such task characteristics are also stored in 
the knowledge base and utilized by the 
Knowledge Manager in determining 
compatibility. 

Supported by the Knowledge Manager, the 
Time Manager checks whether a time 
schedule is feasible.  If it is not feasible, the 
Time Manager attempts to revise the time 
schedule and out-source certain tasks by 
revising the life time schedules of agents in 
G to make the revised schedules feasible. 

When a time schedule is infeasible, it is 
sometimes possible to make it feasible by 
revising the schedule or absorbing certain 
tasks in the free time of a person.  Therefore 
it is not always necessary to out-source.  
Sometimes a task has explicit constraints so 
that it can only be done by oneself. 

The Knowledge Manager makes sure certain 
tasks are compatible with certain persons by 
checking an ontology. The Time Manager 
can then automatically place a bid if the user 
has previously authorized the Time Manager 
to do so, or at least notify the user. 

The following is an example of 
time/knowledge management using the 
concepts introduced above.  The following 
small ontology for some related keywords 
can be part of a much larger ontology.  
However for practicality we may want to 
refrain from using any ontology more 
complicated than a simple hierarchy: 

Health care: 
   Physical therapy: 
       Leg therapy 
       Arm therapy 
       …..

George is a senior citizen who is also a 
patient because of a stroke, and his  Life 
Time Schedule LTS for today is: 

1-2 pm 2-3 pm 3-4 pm 4-5 pm 
* Home Gym Gym 
Caligraphy Leg 

therapy 
Jog Jog 

In George’s schedule the asterisk indicates 
virtual space, i.e., George is willing to 
exchange time with others to teach 
caligraphy in a virtual space.  Mary is a 
nurse and her Life Time Schedule LTS is: 

1-2 pm 2-3 pm 
Any location Any location 
Physical 
therapy 

Physical 
therapy 

According to the above ontology, “physical 
therapy” and “leg therapy” are compatible. 
Therefore the two LTSs are also compatible, 
and Mary’s LTS can support George’s LTS. 
If Mary places a bid in the bidding room, the  
Bid Manager may grant her the bid provided 
that she is the most suitable bidder 
according to its QoB calculations.   

If Mary has not entered a bid in the bidding 
room, George may still be able to find him 
using a Searcher supported by the Relational 
Index, which may contain a record such as 
the following due to prior interactions 
between Mary and other users: 

[physical therapy; Mary; 26]

5. Scheduling for Senior Citizen Care 

Many different considerations may enter 
into time management, depending upon the 
specific application.  Continuing the 
application example described in the 
previous section, when we consider the 
matching of time schedule between nurses 
and patients, it becomes necessary to 
consider the traveling time and scheduling 
of nurses. 

As illustrated in Figure 4, a nurse may try to 
serve several patients in different locations. 
A nurse must serve a patient during the time 
period when the patient is ready for being 
served.  Moreover a nurse can only serve a 
maximum number of patients in one day. 

Each nurse or patient has a time schedule 
specifying when he or she should do what.  
For example a patient’s time schedule is 
shown below in Figure 5. This patient can 
be served between 10:10am and 10:40am. 



Figure 4. The service route of a nurse. 

Figure 5.  The time schedule of a patient. 

Similarly, Figure 6 shows the time schedule 
of a nurse. The nurse can only work during 
8:00am and 12:00pm or 1:00pm and 6:00pm. 
The rest period of  a patient/nurse must also 
be respected. 

Figure 6. The time schedule of a nurse. 

The time management algorithm tries to 
minimize the number of nurses needed to 
service a given number of patients with time 
scheduling constraints.  For a given nurse, 
the time management algorithm then tries to 
minimize the travel times and maximize the 
number of patients served by this nurse. 

Two time management algorithms were 
developed: a heuristic algorithm HA and a 
genetic algorithm GA.

The heuristic algorithm HA uses a heuristic 
function H to estimate the goodness of a 
(partial) solution [5].  For a nurse n, HA
attempts to find a patient p that minimizes 
H(n, p), defined as  current_time(n) + 
travel_time(n, p) + serve_time(p), as 
illustrated in Figure 7. 

When deciding whether to serve a patient, a 
nurse will first travel to the patient’s 

location and then wait for the patient to be 
served. After serving, the nurse is available 
to serve other patients. 

Algorithm HA
For each nurse n
Step 1. consider each patient p, if no more patient can 
be served, exit. 
Step 2. if one or more patients can be served by this 
nurse n, choose the patient p leading to the smallest H(n,
p) value to serve. 
Step 3. if the number of patients the nurse has served 
reaches the maximum number the nurse can serve in 
one day, exit. Otherwise go to step 1. 

Figure 7. The heuristic function H(n, p).

Algorithm GA is based upon the genetic 
algorithm [3, 4]. However the genetic 
operators are modified to include crossover, 
mutation and deletion in order to handle 
nurse scheduling for senior citizen care. 

Algorithm GA
Step 1. From the input list of Location and Service 
Times, Create an Ordered Services Times based on 
Segment Start Time and Segment End Time. 
Step 2. Generate base chromosomes. Each service time 
represents a gene. Base chromosomes are created with 
the first gene of the chromosome picked at random 
from the ordered service times collection. The 
remaining genes of the chromosomes are formed as per 
the order in the ordered service times collection. A few 
basic rules are applied to evaluate the formation of 
initial population. One such rule is those service times 
should not overlap. A calculated number of base 
chromosomes are formed in order to generate the 
required number of initial population. 
Step 3. Each base chromosome is taken and applied the 
GA mechanism called Deletion. This is exactly the 
opposite of the GA mechanism called Insertion.
Depending on the length of the base chromosome and 
the required length of the chromosome, the number of 
genes to be deleted is determined. Keeping the order in 
place, randomly delete the genes to get a valid 
chromosome. Repeat the process to obtain more 
chromosomes. The same step is executed for all the 
base chromosomes until the required population size is 
reached.
Step 4. Apply fitness parameters and travel times 
constraints. Start with the fixed number of generations 
with the maximum possible length of the chromosome 
(say 5) that will be the schedule. Try to possibly fit in 
as much as service times and locations as possible. 
Repeat the steps taking a step-down approach of one 
lesser length of the chromosomes (say 4..3..2).  This 



will ensure that the schedule covering all the 
locations/service times will always be found. 

6. Experimental Results 

In this section we describe the experimental 
results of nurse scheduling using algorithm 
HA and algorithm GA. In problems 1 and 3 
each senior citizen has a different home 
location.  In problems 2 and 4 some of them 
share the same home. The senior citizens, 
their home locations and periods to receive 
service are as follows: 

0 (13,44)[9:30,9:50]
1 (45,32)[14:10,14:40]
2 (6,89) [10:10,10:20]
3* (6,89) [10:20,10:30]
4* (6,89) [10:30,10:40]
5 (55,71)[9:40,10:00]
6 (85,21)[9:30,9:50]
7 (28,60)[11:10,11:50]
8 (19,4) [15:20,15:40]
9* (19,4) [15:20,15:40]
10*(19,4) [15:20,15:40]
11*(19,4) [15:30,15:40]
12*(19,4) [15:30,15:40]
13*(19,4) [15:30,15:40]
14*(19,4) [15:40,16:00]
15*(19,4) [15:40,16:00]
16*(19,4) [15:40,16:00]
17*(19,4) [15:40,16:00]
18 (76,11)[17:10,17:30]
19 (32,49)[13:20,13:30]
20 (91,3) [15:10,15:40]
21 (34,38)[11:00,11;20]
22 (90,57)[14:00,14:20]
23 (22,75)[16:20,16:50]
24 (71,96)[8:50,9:10]
25 (66,16)[10:20,10:50]
26*(66,16) [10:20,10:50]
27*(66,16) [15:50,16;10]
28*(66,16) [15:50,16;10]
29*(66,16) [15:50,16;10]

In the above an asterisk means the patient 
only appears in problems 2 and 4.  All 
nurses have working periods [8:00,12:00] 
and [13:00,18:00].  In problems 1 and 2 all 
nurses start from a single service station at 
location (50,50).  In problems 3 and 4 
service station #1 at (18, 2) has 3 nurses, 
station #2 at (55,60) has 4 nurses, station #3 
at (81, 70) has 10 nurses and station #4 at 
(91, 21) has 6 nurses.  A nurse can  serve at 
most 5 patients per day. A nurse’s traveling 
speed is 2 space_unit/time_unit.  Therefore to 
travel from (50, 50) to (19, 4) takes 55.47/2 
= 28 time_units.

The experimental results for problem 1 is 
illustrated in figures 8(a) and 8(b).  HA
found the optimal number of nurses (4) very 
quickly, but GA is able to reduce the average 
travel times of the nurses. 

Figure 8(a). Nurses used for problem 1. 

Figure 8(b). Travel times for problem 1. 

Fig. 8(c) and 8(d) are both visualizations for 
GA. In Figure 8(c) each colored itinerary 
represents a nurse’s travel schedule that 
always starts and ends at the same nurse’s 
location indicated by blue numbers.  The red 
numbers indicate senior citizen’s locations. 

Figure 8(c). Nurses’ itineraries. 

In Figure 8(d) the nurses’ travel schedules 
plotted by a Java applet are shown in 
different colors. The filled segments are 
service times and the unfilled segments are 
travel times.   



Figure 8(d). Service times and travel times. 

The experimental results for problem 2 are 
illustrated in figure 9(a) and 9(b).  
Algorithm GA reduces number of nurses 
from 11 to 8 and also average travel times. 

Figure 9(a). Nurses used for problem 2. 

Figure 9(b). Travel times for problem 2.  

The experimental results for problem 3 is 
illustrated in Figure 10. GA reduces average 
travel times, both GA and HA use 4 nurses. 

Figure 10. Travel times for problem 3. 

The experimental results for problem 4 is 
illustrated in Figure 11. GA reduces average 
travel times, and nurses used from 11 to 8. 

Figure 11. Travel times for problem 4. 
7. Implementation and Discussion 

The nurse scheduling GA algorithm is 
integrated into the experimental chronobot 
system for senior-citizen-care as servlets, 
and a visualization applet is used to display 
the nurses’ itineraries and schedules (see 
figures 8(c) and 8(d) above).  

The heuristic algorithm HA and the genetic 
algorithm GA each has strong points. HA has 
time complexity O(p) where p is the number 
of patients. It can find a good solution 
quickly.  GA has several unique features not 
commonly found in other genetic algorithms, 
including the crossover operation and the 
step-down approach.  It is time consuming 
but yields better solutions.  They can be 
combined into a hybrid algorithm HYA via 
problem decomposition: HA is used to 
provide initial solutions for GA.

As discussed in Section 4, time management 
involves many aspects.  We also need to 
take into consideration knowledge-based 
constraints, which will be incorporated into 
the hybrid algorithm we are working on.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a system integrating a 
distributed Workflow Management System and a 
Learning Management System. The Workflow 
Management component offers a visual environment 
based on an extension of UML activity diagrams that 
allows to graphically design a process model and to 
visually monitor its enactment. Similarly, an extension of 
UML activity diagrams is used by the Learning 
Management component for defining e-learning 
processes. The proposed system enables to associate 
activities of the business process with e-learning 
processes. In this way, a human resource involved in an 
e-business process can bridge the gap while performing 
an activity. 

1 Introduction 

The definition and the management of business 
processes are considered a relevant issue to support 
organisations in their activities. Thus, many organisations 
have been changing their business processes to keep 
competitive in the global market. Workflow management 
represents an emerging technology to improve the 
process performance in a cooperative environment.  

Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs) enables 
process automation through the integration, the 
coordination, and communication of both human and 
automatic task of business processes. WfMSs provide a 
Process Definition Language (PDL) for modelling 
business processes. Several PDLs based on several 
formalisms has been proposed in literature, e.g. [3], [15],
[12]. Recently, some authors suggested to exploit the 
Unified Modelling Language (UML) proposed by the 
Object Management Group [17] to model business 
processes [2][9][11][13][16]. Generally, WfMSs do not 
support the knowledge improvement of human resources 
by learning on the job and learning on demand. Thus, the 
human resources can only trust on their knowledge to 
accomplish activities belonging to business processes or 
use external e-learning systems.  

In this paper we propose a system integrating a 
distributed WfMS with the Learning Management 
System (LMS) described from Costagliola et al in [6]. In 
particular, the process definition tool of the WfMS offers 
a visual environment based on an extension of UML 
activity diagrams with object flows that allows to 
graphically design a process model and to visually 
monitor its enactment. Since UML does not have a well 
defined operational semantics and is not executable, we 
had to make the process model executable by 
appropriately enriching the syntax and semantics of UML 
activity diagrams. The architecture of the proposed 
WfMS is based on Web Services to manage and enact 
distributed business processes. The proposed system 
associates activities of the business process with 
e-learning processes also modelled by using an extension 
of UML activity diagrams. The common UML based 
notation for both types of processes is a key for this 
integration. The e-learning processes also allow to 
adaptively accessing the knowledge contents considering 
the role, the background and the tasks to be performed by 
each human resource. The learning process is designed 
using assessment rules aimed at evaluating the actual 
knowledge of the human resource referring to a given role 
before the business activity is enacted. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. 
Section 2 discusses related work, while the UML based 
visual notation to define e-business and e-learning 
processes are proposed in Section 3 and Section 4, 
respectively. The WfMS architecture is presented in 
Section 5, while final remarks and future work are 
discussed in Section 6. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 Workflow Management System 

Many Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs) [21]
have been developed in the last decades to provide 
support for the modelling, improvement, and automation 
of business and industrial engineering processes 



[7][10][20], including software processes [12][14].
In general, several PDLs based on different formalisms 

have been proposed. For example, Aversano et al. [3]
and Loops et al. [15] use event-condition-action 
mechanisms, while a graph rewriting mechanism is 
proposed by Heimann et al. [12]. On the other hand, 
several researchers have recently proposed to adopt UML 
[17] for representing business processes [9][11][13][16]
Thus, to model business processes at a very high level 
[15][11][16] most approaches proposed in the literature 
use UML, and in some cases manually turn the UML 
model into the PDL of a specific workflow management 
system [2][15].

Recently, some research efforts are being made to add 
a well defined operational semantics to UML notations to 
automatically derive executable process models [13]. In 
particular, Jager et al. [13] propose the UML class 
diagrams and the state diagrams to model the structure 
and the behaviour of a process. Dynamic semantics is 
added to translate the UML models into dynamic activity 
nets, which dynamically evolve during enactment based 
on graph rewriting systems [12]. Differently, Di Nitto et 
al. [9] propose a subset of UML diagrams, including 
UML activity diagrams with object flow to model the 
control and data flow, class diagrams to model structural 
properties of the process, and state diagrams to model 
business processes as well as the behaviour of activities. 
The XMI standard representation of these models 
produced using a UML CASE tool can then be translated 
into an executable process description for the OPSS 
Workflow Management System [7]. De Lucia et al. [8]
have presented a case study of mapping UML activity 
diagrams with object flow on the process definition 
language of the GENESIS environment [3].

2.2 Learning Management Systems 

The e-learning research field proposes a good number 
of academic and commercial tools assisting the 
instructional designer during the analysis, the design, the 
implementation, and the delivery of instruction via the 
Web [4]. In particular, Vrasidas [19] presents and 
discusses a system to develop hypermedia approaches as 
part of courses and learning environments delivered via 
the Web. He details the structuring of information, 
branching and interactivity, user interface, and navigation 
through Web based distance courses. In the AIMS [1]
Project a Theoretical Framework is described, which 
distinguishes the knowledge domain editing from the 
course editing. Cooke and Thomson [18] propose the 
APHID method to support designers during the course 
definition by instructional patterns. Differently from 
these approaches, an extension of the UML Activity 
Diagrams [17] to define adaptive learning processes 

based on asynchronous activities has been proposed in 
[6].

3 Modelling Business Processes using UML 
activity diagrams 

Since UML activity diagrams provide an intuitive and 
easy to learn PDL, we use an extension of the activity 
diagrams with object-flow [17] to model business 
processes. UML activity diagrams are a particular 
variation of UML state diagrams where states represents 
actions (or activities) and are modelled by rounded 
rectangles and transitions between states depicted as solid 
arrows model the control flow between two activities. 
Activity diagrams have been enhanced with object flow 
to depict the data flow between activities. 

Although structural properties and relations between 
process elements, such as artefacts, activities, and roles, 
could be specified using other UML diagrams [9]. To 
avoid the use of too many diagrams we did not include 
them in the proposed PDL. Indeed, a process modelling 
tool can provide other features to model these aspects, 
such as forms or simpler graphical notations (e.g., 
organisational charts for the roles). Some approaches 
[9][13] use state diagrams for modelling the internal 
behaviour of activities. In our approach, activities may be 
interactive or automatic depending on if they are 
performed by humans or by a tool, respectively. We can 
use the actor symbol and the cog symbol in the left-higher 
corner of the activity symbol to denote interactive and 
automatic activities, respectively. As an example of 
human activity see the OrderReceiver activity in  
Figure 1A. When no differently specified, the default 
value of the activity type is automatic. Unlike other 
WfMSs, for interactive activities we do not provide a 
visual notation to model them. Rather, their user interface 
is automatically generated from the definition of the input 
and output objects of the interactive activity. For each 
identified role involved in activity enactment a suited 
learning process may be defined. Automatic activities are 
associated to Web Services using Web Service 
Description Language (WSDL) specification and 
executed on remote machines. 

We needed to suitably enrich the syntax and semantics 
of UML activity diagrams to enable the specification and 
execution of particular aspects of a distributed business 
process. In particular, distributed processes are organised 
in a hierarchical way and modelled as sub-processes in 
UML activity diagrams (see Figure 1 for an example). A 
compound activity is depicted as an activity with the 
addition of an icon in the right lower corner denoting a 
nested activity diagram, see the activity Bill Handler in 
Figure 1A. In particular, Figure 1A shows the Order 



Handling process and Figure 1B the sub-process 
associated to the composed activity Production Handler.
The input artefacts are transferred to the sub-process as if 
they were produced by the start activity. Similarly, all the 
output artefacts are transferred to the higher level process 
by assigning them to the end activity. 

In UML activity diagrams it is possible to specify 
whether concurrent instances of the same activity can be 
executed and in this case their multiplicity. We can use 
the (*) symbol (multiplicity marker) in the right-higher 
corner of the activity symbol, as shown in the activity 
Check Stock in Figure 1A to denote that multiple 
instances of the activity can be executed. This symbol 
indicates that the number of instances is unknown during 
the process modelling and will be determined at run-time. 
Differently, when the exact number of instances is known 
the multiplicity can be specified. 

In UML activity diagrams with object flow, a specific 
object with a name is exchanged between two activities. 
On the other hand we need to provide more flexibility, in 
that an undefined number of artefacts of a given type can 
be produced by the source activity and consumed by the 
target activity. Therefore, we use for artefact names the 
typical UML object notation artefact-name:artefact-type
in case the multiplicity of the artefact is one. Whenever 
the multiplicity of the artefact type is undefined (many), 
we use the notation: artefact-type, without specifying the 
name of the artefact (see the :Order object in Figure 1A 
as an example).  

(A) 

(B)

In case of a transition between a source activity and a 
workflow object we need to define a way to distinguish 
on one end whether a produced artefact is newly created 
or updated by an activity and on the other end whether an 
input artefact has also to be updated by an activity.  

In UML the same object can appear more than once in 
the diagram to denote updates of the object with a 

different state placed in brackets and appended to the 
name of the object. In case of artefacts with multiplicity 
one, the UML visual syntax is enough to distinguish input 
from updated and newly created artefacts: indeed an 
artefact will be updated only if it is both input and output 
for an activity. In case of artefacts with undefined 
multiplicity we need a different way to make such a 
distinction. In particular, we decided to label the arrows 
with stereotypes as shown in Figure 1: the <<update>>
label on an incoming data flow edge means that the 
activity also updates the input artefact (there is no need of 
specifying the label in case the input artefacts are not 
modified), as in case of the activity Production Admin in 
Figure 1B. Output artefacts of an activity are considered 
newly created if no stereotype is specified on the edge 
(see :ProductionPlainReport artefact in Figure 1B). In 
case the activity also updates artefacts of the same type, 
these artefacts will also be considered in the outgoing 
data flow transition.  

The Prodution Admin activity in Figure 1B depicts the 
case where output artefacts of type:
ProductionPlanReport of activity Production Plan are 
only the result of updating the corresponding input 
artefacts of the same type, without any new creation of 
artefacts of that type. In this case the outgoing edge of the 
activity is labelled with the stereotype <<update-only>>
and the incoming edge must be labelled with the 
stereotype <<update>>.

To model the synchronisation between two or more 
transitions UML synchronisation bars can be used. We 
associate to the synchronization bar a different 
operational semantic depending on the synchronisation 
type. We have identified different synchronisation types 
that considering the synchronisation problems we have 
encountered   in   modelling   workflow   processes.   The  

Figure 1. Process and sub-process modelling 



synchronisation type can be depicted as a label on the left 
of the UML synchronisation bar, as shown in Figure 1A, 
where the synchronisation bar is labelled T.

As an example, the traceability synchronisation type is 
used when activities or artefacts with multiplicity greater 
than one instantiate several artefacts (or activities) of the 
same type that have to be synchronised with other 
artefacts or activities. We need a way to distinguish the 
activities and the artefacts belonging to the same group. 
To this aim, we identify a point of the process, the 
traceability fire, where a new traceability identifier is 
generated. A traceability fire is depicted by adding f as 
subscript to the name of the node, as in the artefact type 
Order in Figure 1A. Here the OderReceiver activity 
produces several artefacts of type Order having a 
traceability fire assigned to them. Whenever a new 
instance of the artefact is produced a new traceability 
identifier is associated to it and the two instances of 
Check Stock and Get Customer having the same 
traceability identifier are activated. The edge having the 
traceability join as source is started when the join node 
receives as input three objects of type :Order,
:CustomerReport and :StockReport with the same 
traceability identifier. 

4 Modelling e-learning Processes Using UML 
Activity Diagram

The system enables to associate e-learning processes to 
human activities. The e-learning processes are also 
modelled by using a visual formalism, an extension of 
UML activity diagrams. This formalism [6] assembles 
predefined didactic activities to define e-learning 
processes, which are broken down and structured into a 
hierarchy from smaller, lower order blocks of material to 
higher, more complicated levels of learning. In particular, 
three different granularity levels referring to the size of 
knowledge contents were identified. Therefore, the 
authors proposed a hierarchy of three visual languages to 
be employed during the different phases of the learning 
design process. 

The first proposed visual language is the Learning 
Activity Diagrams (LAD). LAD extends the Activity 
Diagrams of UML [17] in order to enable the modelling 
of the learning process based on asynchronous learning 
activities. LAD was conceived to specify the 
relationships among e-learning activities, which can be 
further refined by using a visual sentence belonging to 
either the Self-Consistent Learning Object (SCLO) 
language or the Test Maker Language (TML). SCLO is a 
special case of state transition diagrams, and enables the 
instruction designer to define learning content objects. On 
the other side, TML extends state diagrams to enable the 

design of assessment and self-assessment tests. It lets us 
describe tests that adapt themselves to learner’s answers. 
Tests play an important role in such an approach. Indeed, 
they allow defining learning processes adapting 
themselves to learner performance. Details on the SCLO 
and TML languages can be found in [6].

In general, LAD allows describing educational 
materials, dependences, and assessment rules. Material 
dependences allow varying the degree of control over the 
order in which the learners must explore the materials 
spread in SCLO objects. Moreover, using the results of 
the self-assessment tests the flow of the learning process 
is adapted to the learning performance. For example, 
before taking up a course we can define a test whose 
result is used to properly adapt the learning process.  

An example of LAD sentence is shown in Figure 2. It 
which describes a learning process for a Production 
Manager associated to the activity Production Plan of 
Figure 1. The rectangles represent SCLO objects refined 
by using the SCLO visual language, while 
self-assessment activities are represented by diamonds. A 
rectangle represents a state of the learning process that is 
left when the associated learning object is completely 
executed. SCLOs can be also refined through LAD 
sentences associating e-learning sub-process. When this 
happens the icon shows a nested structure, as in case of 
business sub-processes described in the previous section. 
The considered process has been structured into three 
swimlanes depending on the manager competences, 
which are evaluated through the self-assessment activity 
on the top of the sentence. Therefore, the manager 
knowledge is considered Basic when a score less than 
50% is obtained. It means that he/she has to study in 
depth the contents presented within the Basic swimlane. 
This swimlane includes didactic contents aimed at 
providing detailed knowledge of production planning. 
Differently, when the test result is between 51% and 90% 
the knowledge contents will be a resume of the Basic
swimlane teaching materials. Finally, the Advanced
swimlane presents more general contents to an expert 
manager. It is worth noting that the Basic swimlane 
proposes three SCLOs that can be consumed in parallel. 
A self assessment test follows the activity Case Study to 
impose a manager with deficiencies  to revise the MRP 1,
MRP 2, and Case Studycontents.  

5 The Integrated WfMS and LMS 
architecture

The architecture of the system follows the model 
proposed by the Workflow Management Coalition [21].
Figure 3 shows the architecture in terms of nodes and 
software components.  



The Process Definition Tool enables the definition of 
the process according to the UML based PDL described 
above. This is stored in the database in terms of the 
process components (activities, artefacts, transitions, 
etc.). It also uses the Authoring tool [6] features 
(implementing the above visual language hierarchy) to 
associate an e-learning processes to an activity. The aim 
is to provide training on the job to a participant of the 
project, considering his/her role, his/her skills and the 
tasks that he/she has to perform to contribute to the 
activity enactment. In particular, the Authoring tool 
components allows associating, defining, designing, 
updating, and generating e-learning processes, which are 
successively deployed and stored in the database through 
the LMS software component.  

Figure 2. A LAD sentence 

The Workflow Engine is a component whose main task 
is to manage the execution of process instances through 
the enactment rules specified in the process model. The 
Workflow Engine is in charge of instantiating both types 
of activities, automatic and interactive. Besides 
instantiating an automatic activity, the workflow engine 
needs to identify the corresponding Web Service. To this 
aim the Activity Handler component is used. This is a 
component that is in charge to identify and select the Web 
Service corresponding to the definition of the automatic 
activity. Once this has been identified and registered in 
the UDDI registry, the Activity Handler creates the 
instance of the automatic activity in the database and 
associates the URL of the corresponding Web Service. 
The Activity Handler is in charge of monitoring the 
evolution of the activity, storing the data returned by the 
corresponding Web Service and notifying the Event
Handler (a component of the Workflow Engine) of events 
concerning the activity, such as its termination or the 

production of an object. These events are stored in the 
database and later processed by the Workflow Engine 
according to the workflow enactment rules. 

Figure 3. The architecture 

Compound activities corresponding to sub-processes 
are handled as automatic activities. Whenever a 
compound activity has to be instantiated, the Activity 
Handler identifies the Workflow Management System 
that is in charge of executing the sub-process. The latter 
maintains the model of the sub-process and the data 
concerning the instance execution in the local database 
and only events concerning the change of state of the 
process instance or the production of output objects are 
monitored by the Activity Handler and notified to the 
Event Handler of the higher level process.

Interactive activities are simply created in the database 
by the workflow engine and are managed by the Worklist 
Handler, a component developed using Web 
technologies, which optimises the assignment of human 
resources by considering the effort needed to accomplish 
each activity. The graphical interface of an interactive 
activity is generated through the Worklist Handler, and is 
presented through Web browser on the client machine. 
The Worklist Handler provides information on the 
activities that can be executed, the corresponding state 
(such as running, suspended, or terminated), and its input 
and output objects. It also allows a human resource to 
acquire particular competences he/she needs before 
performing an activity by using the features offered by 
the integrated LMS for the delivery of e-learning process 
and the management of learning progress. The Worklist 
Handler stores the objects produced by the interactive 
activities into the database and notifies events concerning 
interactive activities to the Event Handler.

Finally, the Process Management tool is the 
component which handles the process execution. It 



allows starting a process, monitoring its state during 
enactment and managing deviations from the process 
model in case of unforeseen situations [5].

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

After a brief description of the main characteristics of a 
distributed WfMS and of a LMS, both based on an 
extension of the UML activity diagrams, we have 
presented the system integrating both the considered 
components. We distinguished between automatic and 
interactive activities. Automatic activities are managed as 
Web Services, whilst the interfaces of interactive 
activities are automatically generated starting from the 
specification of the input and output artefacts. The 
proposed system enables the business manager to define 
and enact interactive activities supporting the training on 
the job and learning on demand. To this end e-learning 
processes are associated to human activities. Thus, 
human resources acquire particular missing competences 
before accomplishing the activities of the process. 

Future work will be devoted to further support the 
learning on the job of automatic activities. To this aim 
new adaptive models based on anthologies and user 
stereotypes will be investigated. Furthermore, we are 
going to improve the processes automation through the 
integration, the coordination, and communication of both 
human and automatic task of business processes. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we describe a personalized e-learning system 
which can automatically adapt to the interests and levels 
of learners. The system is designed based on the IEEE 
Learning Technology Systems Architecture (IEEE LTSA) 
to achieve high scalability and reusability. A feedback 
extractor with fusion capability is proposed to combine 
multiple feedback measures to infer user preferences. User 
profile, which stores user preferences and levels of 
expertise, is collected by user profiler to deliver 
personalized information using the collaborative filtering 
algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

Comparing with the traditional face-to-face style 
teaching and learning, e-learning is indeed a revolutionary 
way to provide education in life long term. Nowadays 
more and more people have benefited from various 
e-learning programs. However, high diversity of the 
learners on the Internet poses new challenges to the 
traditional “one-size-fit-all” learning model, in which a 
single set of learning resource is provided to all learners. 
In fact, the learners could have various interests; even 
sharing with the common interests, they may have 
different levels of expertise, and hence they can not be 
treated in a uniform way. It is of great importance to 
provide a personalized system which can automatically 
adapt to the interests and levels of learners. 

User profiling is a promising approach towards the 
personalized e-learning systems where user profile 
including interests, levels and learning patterns can be 
assessed during the learning process. Based upon the 
profile, personalized learning resource could be generated 
to match the individual preferences and levels. 
Furthermore, learners with the common interests and 
levels can be grouped, and feedbacks of one person can 

serve as the guideline for information delivery to the other 
members within the same group.  

In fact, user profiling is also the key process of 
many other applications; for example, the 
recommendation systems [1, 4, 8, 9] mainly depend on 
user profiles in terms of similarity and differences to 
provide particular suggestions. The personalized web 
search engine [11] can construct user profiles from 
browsing history and consequently provide personalized 
results to match the information needs of individuals. 
Comparing with these applications, user profiling is more 
feasible and important in e-learning system because 
learning is a much more continuous process than other 
activities such as online news reading and web searching. 

Most approaches of user profiling are heavily 
depending on the user feedbacks to construct user profiles. 
The feedback can be assessed explicitly by rating, or 
implicitly by the user behaviors such as print and save. In 
this paper, we are not advocating either of these two 
approaches since both of them have significant advantage 
and disadvantages [11]. Instead we propose a system 
which can combine multiple feedback measures to get 
more complete and accurate profiles using the information 
fusion techniques.  

Our e-learning system is designed based upon the 
IEEE Learning Technology Systems Architecture (LTSA), 
where multiple means of information delivery are 
provided including a chatting room, a customized web 
browser and whiteboard. A feedback extractor with fusion 
capability is designed to combine multiple feedback 
measures such as reading time, the number of scroll, 
print/save and relational index on chatting history. User 
profile, which stores user preferences and levels of 
expertise, is collected by user profiler to deliver 
personalized information using the collaborative filtering 
algorithm [8].  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 



Section 2 is for the related research. The system 
architecture based on the IEEE LTSA is described in 
Section 3, and then main components of our system are 
discussed in detail: learning resources and user profile in 
Section 4, feedback extractor in Section 5 and user

profiler in Section 6. The experimental system and result 
analysis are described in Section 7, followed by the 
discussion and future research in Section 8. 

2. Related Research 

As the related research, the personalized e-learning 
system and recommendation system are discussed 
respectively. Information fusion, which is a relatively new 
concept in this domain, is also briefly reviewed. 

2.1. Personalized E-Learning System 

Blochl et al. [2] proposed an adaptive learning 
system which can incorporate psychological aspects of 
learning process into the user profile to deliver 
individualized learning resource. The user profile is placed 
in multi-dimensional space with three stages of the 
semantic decisions: cognitive style, skills and user type. 
However, both the means to acquire user's feedback and 
the algorithms to update user profile have not been 
addressed in the presentation. 

SPERO [10] is a personalized e-learning system 
based on the IEEE Learning Technology Systems 
Architecture (LTSA). It could provide different contents 
for the foreign language learners according their interests 
and levels. The problem of SPERO system is that it is 
largely using questionnaires and e-surveys to build user 
profiles, which costs the users too much extra work. 

2.2. Recommendation Systems 

User profiling is the key process of 
recommendation systems, which collect user feedback for 
items in a given domain and assess user profiles in terms 
of similarities and differences to determine what to 
recommend. Depending on underline technique, 
recommendation systems can be divided into collaborative 
filtering-based [8] content-based [4] and hybrid [1, 9] 
approaches. Classified by means to acquire feedback, they 
can be categorized as explicit rating [1, 8, 9], implicit 
rating [8] and no rating needed [4] systems.  

In fact, user's feedbacks are so important that only 
very few content-based recommendation systems require 

neither explicit rating nor implicit rating. For example, 
Surflen [4] is a recommendation system using data mining 
techniques to assess the association rules on web pages 
through user’s browsing history without the feedbacks. 
However, it's hard to find user's exact interests just based 
on the browsing history, since it always happens that users 
open a page they don't like or just by mistake. This 
problem becomes even more severe in the situation that 
the system is sparsely used.   

GroupLens system [8], which filters Usenet news, is 
a collaborative filtering system using n-nearest 

neighbor-based algorithm. In this algorithm, user profile is 
assessed based on a subset of appropriate n users similar 
to this user. The early version of GroupLens gathers user's 
feedback only by explicit rate. However, observing the 
extra costs of the explicit rating, in the latest version it 
also uses reading time as an implicit indicator. 

Fab system [1] is also using the collaborative 
filtering model, meanwhile introducing the content 
analysis by a “topic” filtering. Web pages are initially 
ranked by the topic filter and then sent to user's personal 
filters. Users are required to give an explicit rate, and this 
feedback is used to modify both the personal filter and the 
original topic filter. 

2.3. Information Fusion 

The key commonality underlying applications 
which require information fusion is that they need retrieve 
information on the same object from multiple data 
sources[5]. For example, in our approach, the multiple 
indicators are available to assess user preference; it is a 
fusion problem to combine them to get more complete and 
accurate results. 

Information fusion is intensively investigated in 
sensor-based data processing systems such as intelligent 
surveillance systems, robotics vision and medical 
diagnoses systems, where multiple levels of fusion process 
are formulated and many algorithms have been 
developed[5, 6]. The problem we are tackling in this paper 
can be categorized as a decision-level identity fusion: the 
goal is a joint combined declaration from individual 
indicators. The techniques used on this level include 
voting, Bayesian inference, Dempster Shafer's method, 
and so on. 



3. System Architecture 

Figure 1 The IEEE Learning Technology Systems 
Architecture (IEEE LTSA) 

The IEEE Learning Technology Systems 
Architecture (IEEE LTSA) [7] is a component-based 
framework for general learning system with high 
scalability and reusability. It includes three types of 
components shown in Figure 1: 

Processes: learner entity, evaluation, coach and 
delivery; 
Stores: learning records and learning resources; 
Flows: learning preference, behavior, assessment 
information, learner information, query catalog info, 
locator, learning content, multimedia and interaction 
context. 

where the processes and stores exchange information 
through the flows.

Figure 2 The Architecture of Our System 
In our system, we instantiate the abstract conceptual 

models in IEEE LTSA by the real components shown in 
Figure 2: 

Learning Resources are represented as Webpages
including multimedia resources such as video and 
audio clips.  
Learner's Record is implemented by User Profile,
which stores performance, preference, etc. 
Evaluation Entity is implemented by Feedback 

Extractor, which can infer learner preference by 
fusing the multiple feedback measures. 

Delivery Entity is implemented by Learner Client.
Coach Entity is implemented by User Profiler which 
interacts with other components: 
1. Receiving the preference assessment from 

Feedback Extractor.
2. Assessing/Updating User Profile.
3. Providing a guideline for information delivery 

for Learner Client.
The link between Coach and Learner Entity is 

removed since the feedbacks are collected implicitly. 

4. Learning Resources and User Profile 

Figure 3 An Example of Ontology Knowledge Base 
Learning Resources (e.g. webpages) are organized 

by the topics which are structured in ontology knowledge 
base (OKB). An example of OKB is shown in 3. The each 
topic is attached with several keywords.  
Definition 4.1 a webpage pg is a 4-tuple: 

pg = <id, co, tp, l> 

where 
id is a unique identification number. 
co is the content of pg.
tp is the topic. 
l is the expertise level of pg such as beginning,  
intermediate and advanced.  

The user profile is defined as follows:  
Definition 4.2 A user profile upf is a 4-tuple: 

upf = <id, bh, ch, ls> 

where 
id is a unique identification number. 
bh is the browsing history represented as {<pg1,r1>,

<pg2,r2>, …, <pgn, rn>}, where pgi is a webpage read 
by the user; ri is user preference on pgi in [0..1] (i=1,
2, …, n). 
ch is the chatting history in natural languages.   
ls is the levels of expertise represented as {<tp1,l1>,



<tp2,l2>,  …, <tpn, ln>}, where tpi is a topics; li is the 
levels on tpi in terms of beginning, intermediate and 
advanced (i=1, 2, …, n). 

5. Feedback Extractor 

Feedback Extractor collects feedbacks to make a 
final assessment of user preference. In this section, firstly 
the feedback measures are described. Next, a fusion model 
is proposed to fuse these measures. 

5.1. Feedback Indicators 

Definition 5.1 Feedback indicator for a webpage pg is a 
function which returns 0 or 1, where 0/1 means the 
negative/positive correlation with user preference. 

Four implicit feedback indicators are employed in 
our system including: reading time, scroll, print/save and 
relational index. 

Reading Time: return 1 if user read pg longer than t,   
where t is a predefined threshold; 0 otherwise.  
Scroll: return 1 if the number of user scrolls (either 
mouse or keyboard Pageup/Pagedown) on pg is 
greater than s, where s is a predefined threshold; 0 
otherwise. 
Print/Save: return 1 if user prints/saves pg; 0 
otherwise. 
Relational Index: return 1 if keywords of pg appear in 
user’s chatting history ch more than r times, where 

r is a predefined threshold; 0 otherwise.  
Although these indicators could be pretty much 

context-related, we can make them objective measures by 
normalizing the learning resources. For example, the 
webpages are trimmed to have roughly the same length 
and layout, so reading time could effectively indicates the 
interest of users.  

5.2. Fusion Model 

To compile all these feedbacks for a final assessment of 
user preference, we map the problem into an information 
fusion process. Define H is a hypothesis that user has 
positive preference, given independent indicators I1, I2, ..., 
In (n>1), the posteriori probability of P(H| I1, I2, ..., In) is 
the joint declaration, which can be assessed using 
Bayesian method: 
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6. User Profiler 

User Profiler is a core component in our system. In 
this section, we firstly present a brief overview on it in 
terms of the input and output. Next, the two main 
functions are discussed in detail. 

6.1. Overview 

Briefly User Profiler has two tasks: 
1. Assessment of Expertise Level 

Input: user’s browsing history with the preference 
assessed by Feedback Extractor.
Output: user’s levels of expertise. 

2. Providing Guideline for Delivery 
Input: user’s browsing history and levels of expertise. 
Output: a list of webpages, which are potentially 
interesting to users. 

6.2. Assessment of Expertise Level 

Basically expertise levels are determined by the average 
preferences. The webpages user has read on any topic tp
could have different levels in terms of beginning, 
intermediate and advanced. The level of the user on tp is 
the one which has the highest average preference.  

6.3. Guideline for Delivery 

The information delivery is based on the collaborative 
filtering algorithm [8]. Given two users U1 and U2, pg1,

pg2, …, pgn are the common pages they both read, with the 



feedback x1, x2, …, xn and y1, y2, …, yn respectively. 
Assume the average feedbacks of the page pg1, pg2, …, 

pgn are , a similarity function S on Un21 ,...,, 1 and U2

is defined using Pearson correlation coefficient: 
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Given any active user Ux, using (1) could find the n
users who have the highest similarity, named n neighbors 
{U1, U2, …, Un} of Ux, the preference of Ux on page pg — 
px can be predicted by the preferences of the neighbors 
which is already known, denoted as p1, p2, …, pn. Given 
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The webpages with the highest interest predictions 
are the potential interesting pages for Ux, which will be 
delivered without requests.  

7. Prototype System and Experiments 

In this section, we briefly introduce our prototype 
system, followed by the experiments and some 
preliminary results. 

7.1. Prototype System 

A prototype system has been implemented. The system 
diagram is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the main 
interface of learner client. Several means are provided for 
the information delivery including a chatting room (right 
bottom), a customized web browser (left) and whiteboard 
(right top). With the help of communication server, 
multiple feedback measures are recorded for feedback 
extractor; user profiler can push the web pages without 
requests. 

7.2. Experiments 

For system training purpose, we ask a group of students to 
do the following experiments: 

Step 1: select a topic such as “E-R diagram” and 
“C++”, let the students indicate their levels on it in 

terms of beginning, intermediate, or advanced. 
Step 2: ask the students to use leaner client (Figure 5) 
reading the prepared webpages. 
Step 3: require the students seriously rating the 
interest on every article they have read from 1 (the 
least) and 5 (the most). 

Figure 4 System Diagram 

Figure 5 Learner Client 

7.3. Preliminary Results and Analysis 

Some preliminary results of the experiments have been 
collected. Figure 6 shows three indicators with explicit 
rating (the relational index is not employed in the 
experiments). The thresholds of the reading time t and 
scroll s are simply determined by the average value of 
medium evaluation (rating 3). The model parameters of 
the fusion model discussed in Section 5.2 can be assessed 
based upon these thresholds. 

Compared with the provided levels by users, the 
level assessment algorithm described in Section 6.2 has 
83.2% accuracy. However, the evaluation means of 
information delivery are still under development.



Figure 6 Feedback Measures vs. Explicit Rating 
8. Discussion and Future Research 

In this paper, we described our current ongoing 
research on the personalized e-learning system: the system 
is designed based upon the IEEE LTSA architecture; a 
feedback extractor with fusion capability is introduced to 
combine multiple feedback measures; user profile is 
collected by user profiler to deliver personalized 
information; the prototype system and preliminary results 
are presented.  

However, the fourth indicator – relational index is 
not testified in the experiments yet. Furthermore, the 
usability of the system has not been fully verified by the 
end users, especially for the quality of information 
delivery. On the other hand, although ontology knowledge 
is used for the content classification, the structure of it 
could be much more complicated and the usage of it can 
be extended to the feedback extracting and user profiling. 
All these could lead to some very interesting topics and 
will be the subjects of our future research. 
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Abstract
XML has become a standard medium for data exchange 
in various business applications. The one-to-many 
relationship of data can be represented conveniently by 
XML but the many-to-many relationship of data is hard 
to be described by XML. Most researches focus on data 
conversion between XML and relational data model. 
Network data model is an alternative for saving data 
with many-to-many relationships and is still being used 
in several enterprises or organizations. A mechanism for 
data conversion between XML and network data model 
has been proposed. However, the problem of the loss of 
data type for some data is not solved yet. In this paper, 
we propose a method to preserve the original data types 
for each data item during data conversion. 
Keywords: XML, XML Schema, Network Data Model, 
DBD, Data Conversion, Algorithm 

1. Introduction 

Today, one of the most important business transactions 
is data exchange between enterprises or organizations. 
Two companies can quickly send business data to each 
other to finish a trade via Internet. The typical mediums 
for business data exchange are text file, PDF, HTML, 
SGML, XML, XHTML, [8], [13], [14], etc. while XML 
[19] is the most popular one [1], [4], [12], [15], [17]. 
The relationship among data in database has two kinds, 
one-to-many and many-to-many. XML is good at 
carrying data with one-to-many relationship because of 
its hierarchical structure but is hard to describe data with 
many-to-many relationship. Several methods [5], [9], 
[10] solve this problem of converting data with 
many-to-many relationships between XML documents 
and databases based on the relational data model. 
However, some enterprises or organizations now still 
use the database based on the network data model 
(NDM) [11] derived from the hierarchical data model 
(HDM). This is because IBM improved its IMS [6], [7], 
a famous platform for HDM-based databases, to IMS/2 
to contain data with many-to-many relationships. 

With the mechanism of [2], enterprises using 
NDM-based databases now can exchange data by XML 
documents. However, a new problem occurs about the 
loss of data type. Although data values in database can 
be converted correctly into an XML document, the data 
types of data values may be misinterpreted because all 
data values are presented by character string in an XML 
document. Except character string, there are several 
common used data types such as integer, float, Boolean, 
date, etc. An error may occur if a data item with data 
type of non-character string is interpreted as character 

string. Although [3] proposed a method to hold the 
original data type for data exchange between 
HDM-based databases and XML documents, it cannot 
be applied to data exchange between NDM-based 
databases and XML documents because data in 
HDM-based databases has no many-to-many 
relationships. In this paper, we use DBD and XML 
Schema, two auxiliary files for NDM-based database 
and XML document, respectively, to preserve the 
original data type of each data item. In fact, there is 
another alternative auxiliary file, DTD, for NDM-based 
database. We choose XML Schema because it supports 
more than 44 data types than DTD does. Two new 
algorithms are proposed for the conversion between 
DBD and XML Schema. By the algorithms in [2] and 
the new ones proposed in this paper, enterprises can 
exchange data with many-to-many relationships 
correctly without worrying the problem of the loss of 
data type. 

2. Previous Work 
2.1.  Network Data Model and DBD 

Derived from HDM, NMD basically has the same 
characteristics with HDM except the extra feature of 
saving the many-to-many relationship of data. No 
representative production, the NDM-based database is 
always implemented at HDM-based database platform 
such as IMS/2. In 1970, IBM improved its IMS to 
IMS/2 by adding the logical relationship mechanism [11] 
to make IMS to be able to hold the many-to-many 
relationship of data. In NDM, each individual entity type 
is implemented as a segment [6] that contains several 
segment instances. The many-to-many relationship of 
data is established by using the logical relationship 
mechanism associated with five built-in pointers in each 
segment instance [2]. An example of an NDM-based 
database is shown in Figure 1. The root segment 
“department” has two child segments “employee” and 
“project.” As a bridge, the segment “participation” 
establishes the many-to-many relationship between 
segments “employee” and “project.” 

To describe data, the Database Task Group of 
CODASYL specified the Schema Data Description 
Language (DDL) for the data structure of database. The 
DataBase Description block (DBD) [6] is the DDL of 
NDM-based databases. A DBD, an auxiliary file to a 
corresponding database, can describe a database about 
the structure of the database, the schema of each 
segment, and the data type of each field in each segment. 
The structure of a DBD is described as followed. First 
the DBD name is defined then some segments followed 
by more than one field are defined sequentially. The 



DBD name is the same as the database name. Defined 
by the keyword “SEGM,” a segment includes the 
segment name (the “NAME”), the total byte number of 
the fields that constitute the segment (the “BYTES”), 
and the parent segment name of the segment (the 
“PARENT”). Defined by the keyword “FIELD,” each 
field has three items: the field name (the “NAME”), the 
data type (the “TYPE”), and the data length (the 
“BYTES”). The associated DBD of the NDM-based 
database in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. The DBD is 
declared as “departmentdb” containing the root segment 
“department.” The segment “employee” has three fields 
that occupy 54 bytes and its parent is segment 
“department.” The three fields of the segment 
“employee” are “eID,” “ename,” and “salary” where the 
length of field “salary” is 12 bytes and the data type of 
field “salary” is float. Note that the segment 
“participation” has two parents. The first one is its 
physical parent while the second one is its logical parent 
[2]. The keyword “LCHILD” for segment “project” is 
used to describe the logical child, segment 
“participation,” of segment “project.” 

2.2.  XML and XML Schema 

Derived from SGML, XML is proposed by W3C in 
1998. XML has become a standard media because of its 
self-description in both data and structure. The detailed 
descriptions of XML can be found in [18], [19]. A 
well-formed XML document is composed of the root 
element and its descendant elements. These elements 
constitute a hierarchical structure to represent the 
one-to-many relationship of a parent element and its 
child elements. Published by W3C, XML Schema [20], 
[21], [22] can describe an XML document about the 
structure of the document, the schema of each element, 
and the data type of each attribute in each element. An 
XML Schema is an auxiliary file to an XML document 
just like a DBD to an NDM-based database. The 
characteristics of XML Schema are described as follows. 
XML Schema supports more than 44 data types 
including integer, string, decimal, date, etc [22]. The 
XML Schema namespace can prevent the ambiguity that 
the same element or attribute names in an XML 
document have different meanings. 

3. Conversion Technique 

To make the data in an NDM-based database to be 
interpreted correctly, the associated DBD file of the 
database must be exactly converted into an XML 
Schema file to assist with the XML document obtained 
from the NDM-based database. Likewise, the auxiliary 
file, XML Schema, also need to be converted exactly 
into the original DBD file when the data in the XML 
document is restored to an NDM-based database. 
Therefore, we propose two algorithms, 
DBDToXSchema and XSchemaToDBD, to perform the 
above two objectives, respectively. The two algorithms 
are described as follows. 
3.1. The DBDToXSchema algorithm 

The algorithm DBDToXSchema is used to convert an 

input DBD file into an output XML Schema file. This 
algorithm is divided into two phases. The first phase 
translates the contents of the DBD file into a binary tree. 
The second phase translates the binary tree into the 
desired XML Schema file. The binary tree is used to 
save the structure of the segment data in the DBD. 
Beside the general attributes data, some meta attributes 
such as “LP_path,” “PP_path,” “LTF_path,” and “LCF” 
are added to the XML Schema file in order to keep the 
many-to-many relationship of segments in the DBD file. 
The detailed contents of algorithm DBDToXSchema are 
listed as follows. 
Algorithm DBDToXSchema(D: DBD_FILE, X: 
XML_SCHEMA) 
Input: D,  Output: X 
begin 

T: BINARY_TREE; ptr: BINARY_TREE;  
line_string: STRING;  
// Phase 1: convert the DBD to a binary tree // 
create a node for T; 

 while D is not empty, do 
  read a line data from D to line_string; 
  if line_string is the DBD name, then 
   put the DBD name to the data item of T; 
   create a node as the left child of T; 
   ptr points to the left child node; 
  end if; 
  if line_string is a segment declaration, then 

if the value of keyword “PARENT” in line_string 
is not ‘0’, then 

traverse T to find the node n whose name value 
of the data item is the same as the value of 
‘PARENT” in line_string; 

    if the left pointer of n is nil, then 
create a node as the left child of n; 
ptr points to the left child node of n; 

else ptr points to the left child node of n and 
continues pointing to the right child node of 
ptr until ptr’s right pointer is nil; 
create a node as the right child of ptr; 
ptr points to its right child node; 

end if; 
end if; 
put the data of the current segment name, total 
bytes, and parent segment to the data item of ptr; 
read the field definitions of the segment from D 
and put them to a list L; 
put L to the field list item of ptr; 
if the keyword “PARENT” has two values in 
line_string, then 

add the meta fields, “PP_path”, “LP_path”, and 
“LTF_path”, of the current segment to the field 
list item of ptr; 

end if; 
end if; 
if line_string is the keyword “LCHILD” declaration 

add the meta field “LCF_” + the logical child name 
of the current segment to the field list item of ptr; 

end if; 
end while; 
// Phase 2: convert the binary tree into an XML 
Schema file // 
write the required information of schema tag to X; 



traverse all nodes of T with the pre-order sequence, 
for each node n, do 

read the value item of n and write to X as an 
element definition; 
read the field list item of n and write to X as 
attribute definitions; 

end for; 
end DBDToXShema. 

3.2. The XSchemaToDBD module 

The algorithm XSchemaToDBD is used to convert an 
input XML Schema file into an output DBD file. This 
algorithm is divided into two phases. The first phase 
translates the contents of the XML Schema file into an 
m-way tree. The second phase translates the m-way tree 
into the desired DBD file. The detailed contents of 
algorithm XSchemaToDBD are listed as follows. 
Algorithm XSchemaToDBD(X: XML_SCHEMA, D: 
DBD_FILE) 
Input: X, Output: D 
begin 

T: M-WAY_TREE; ptr: M-WAY_TREE;  
tag_string: STRING; line_string: STRING;  

// Phase 1: Convert the XML Schema to an m-way tree // 
read the start tag of the root element from X and write 
to D as the DBD name; 
create a node for T; ptr points to T; 
while X is not empty, do 

read a tag from X to tag_string; 
if tag_string is a start tag, then 

if tag_string is an element, then 
create a node as a child of ptr and then set ptr 
point to that node; 
put the element name to the data item of ptr; 
if the element has a parent element, then 

set the parent element name of the element to 
the data item of ptr; 

else set ‘0’ to the data item of ptr; 
end if; 

end if; 
if tag_string is an attribute, then 

create a link list unit u and put the attribute 
name to u; add u to the field list item of ptr; 

end if; 
if tag_string is the data type declaration of the 
attribute, then 

compute the byte length of the data type; 
put the byte length and data type to the link list 
unit that contains the attribute name in the field 
list item of ptr; 

end if; 
if tag_string is the data length declaration of the 
attribute, then 

recompute the byte length of the attribute; 
update the byte length of the link list unit that 
contains the attribute name in the field list item 
of ptr; 

end if; 
else //tag_string is a close tag// 

if tag_string is an element close tag “</element>”, 
then

ptr points to the parent node of ptr; 

end if; 
end if; 

end while; 
// Phase 2: write the m-way tree T to a DBD file // 
traverse all the nodes of T with the depth-first 
sequence, 
for each node n, do 

if there is no meta attributes in n, then 
write the data item of n to D as a segment definition; 
write the field list item of n to D as field 
definitions; 

else // a logical parent or a bridge segment // 
if the meta attribute “LCF_” + a logical child 
name is found in n, then 

write the data item of n to D as a segment definition; 
write the field list item of n to D as field definitions; 
set the keyword “LCHILD” and the logical 
child name of n to line_string; 
write line_string to D; 

end if; 
if the meta attribute “PP_path” is found in n, then  

if n’s parent has no the meta attribute “LCF_” + 
n’s name, then 

search all nodes of T to find a node N in 
which the field list item has the meta 
attribute: “LCF_” + n’s name; 
add N’s name to the data item of n as the 
second value of the keyword “PARENT”; 
write the data item of n to D as a segments definition; 
write the field list item of n to D as field definitions; 

end if; 
end if; 

end if; 
end for; 

end XShemaToDBD. 

4. Conclusion

The enterprises using NDM-based databases can 
exchange data each other for business transaction by the 
algorithms in [7] to convert data of NDM-based 
database and XML document. However, a serious loss 
may occur if business data in an XML document is 
interpreted without considering the frequent used data 
type such as integer, float, date, etc. It is very important 
to save the data types when data is translated from the 
source database into an XML document and to recover 
the data types when data is restored from an XML 
document to the destination database. In this paper, we 
propose two algorithms for data conversion between 
DBD and XML Schema files to assist the data exchange 
of NDM-based database and XML document. In the 
future work, we should implement the proposed 
algorithms and design several experiments to prove the 
algorithms to be workable. 
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Figure 1 Logical Structure and Physical Structure 
DBD
NAME=departmentdb 
SEGM  
NAME=department, BYTES=42, PARENT=0 
FIELD NAME=depID, BYTES=12, TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=depname, BYTES=30, TYPE=C 
SEGM  
NAME=employee, BYTES=54,  
 PARENT=department 
FIELD NAME=eID, BYTES=12, TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=ename, BYTES=30, TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=salary, BYTES=12, TYPE=F 

SEGM 
NAME=participation, BYTES=36,  
 PARENT=((employee),(project, departmentdb)) 
FIELD NAME=pID, BYTES=12, TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=eID, BYTES=12, TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=pjID, BYTES=12, TYPE=C 
SEGM  
NAME=project, BYTES=52, PARENT=department 
FIELD NAME=pjID, BYTES=12, TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=pjname, BYTES=30, TYPE=C 
FIELD NAME=budget, BYTES=10, TYPE=F 
LCHILD=(participation, departmentdb) 

Figure 2. A DBD File. 
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Abstract—Along with the success of the massively 
multiplayer role-playing gaming industry in Asia, 
online gaming-related crimes have grown at an amazing 
rate. Most of the criminal cases are related to virtual 
properties since markets have developed for the virtual 
properties giving them real world values. There has 
been little research and resulting technologies for 
MMRPG virtual property protection. In order to 
reduce the crimes and protect online gaming systems, 
one potential solution is protecting the virtual 
properties in online gaming systems. In this paper, we 
propose a virtual property management language to 
meter the use of virtual property. The language 
provides a framework for managing the use of virtual 
properties and recording the history of transactions to 
trace the life of virtual properties. 

1 Introduction
The Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Gaming 
(MMORPG) is a popular computer entertainment in Asia. 
Played by more than one person over the Internet, MMORPG 
has turned into a successful business. According to the 
forecast of DataMonitor.com, the global online gaming 
market will grow to $3.2 billion and 113 million players in 
2005 [1]. However, many problems have arisen and greatly 
influenced our society with the growth of online gaming. For 
instance, based on the annual criminal statistics report of 
Taiwan [2], over 30% criminal cases are related to online 
gaming. In addition, our further research [3, 4] has shown 
that most of the online gaming crimes are related to 
misappropriation of virtual properties since some MMORPG 
virtual properties have very high monetary values for trading 
in the marketplace. According to the estimation of 
NewScientist.com, real-world sales of virtual resources 
gained within MMORPGs has surpassed $100 million 
worldwide [5]. Another reason is that the systems themselves 
only have weak protection for virtual properties. Until now 
there has been little published research or technologies 
proposed for virtual property protection.  

In order to manage and protect the virtual properties in the 
MMORPGs, we propose a virtual property management 
language (VPML) in this paper. By investigating the 
management requirements of virtual properties in 
MMORPGs, we define the core models for VPML with 
provisions for security mechanisms. Key entities include: 

trading agreement entity, history event entity, and security 
entity. VPML could provide different levels of security 
protection for virtual properties by choosing different 
security mechanisms in order to get a balance among 
required security level, efficiency, and scalability. This 
makes the systems more flexible, for instance, we could 
choose a higher level of security protection for the 
valuable virtual properties, and a lower level of security 
protection for those virtual properties of less value.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some 
background research on MMORPG is briefly described in 
Section 2. In Section 3, the management requirements for 
virtual property are analyzed and summarized. In Section 
4, the Virtual Privacy Management Language is described 
including VPML models and the requirements of the 
MMORPG systems. Several VPML XML examples are 
introduced in Section 5 to demonstrate how VPML works 
under the different management scenarios. The 
conclusions are presented in Section 6. 

2 MMORPG
MMORPG is one kind of online gaming played over the 
Internet by many players from geographically diverse 
locations. The architecture for MMORPGs is based on the 
client-server technology. Figure 1 depicts the MMORPG 
network architecture. Currently, most MMORPGs are 
commercial in which the players must pay a network 
connection fee for operating their virtual characters and 
accumulating related virtual properties.  

Since the availability of precious virtual properties is 
limited and some of it requires expenditure of 
considerable time and energy to develop, players who 
desire those properties have resorted to trading with 
players who have already gained desirable virtual 
property. In fact, the growth of virtual property markets 
has swollen the dollar value of desirable properties. For 
instance, a virtual “dragon knife” and a “royally 
invincible claw” recently received bids of $US 4,800 and 
$US 4,270 respectively at an online auction [6]. Trading 
of virtual property has become an extension to 
entertainment experience and common practice with 
MMORPGs, commencing with games such as Sony’s 
EverQuest [7]. For players, using cash to purchase virtual 



property can save time and vigor, immediately upgrading
their virtual skills or degrees. Some players even run
businesses assisting other players in reaching certain higher
levels of the game. In Lineage II for example, reaching level
50 requires a fee of $945 within 15 to 20 days [8]. The online
gaming industry has evaluated various trading models and
methods. It is unlikely that game vendors will revise the rules 
in order to eliminate trading or exchanging. Players who
want to trade virtual property can utilize diverse trading
channels to sell, purchase, or exchange. For solving these
trading dilemma, ItemBay.com [9] was built to provide a

trading platform for players who want to exchange, sell,
or purchase virtual properties in Korea and Taiwan since
2001. With this platform, more and more players can earn 
profits from MMORPGs at a lower risk than previous
methods. When virtual properties become valuable to
players and attain high real-world values, MMORPG
becomes no longer just the entertainment. Within the
marketplace for virtual properties, where there is the
involvement of real money, conflicts and criminal
behaviors can arise.

3 Security Characteristics of Virtual Property 

3.1 Security Analysis 
In existing MMORPGs, most systems usually use a log file
to offer some prospect of virtual property protection. For
instance, recording the user’s login information and activities
provides some security protection for the user’s account such
that the virtual properties under the account get appropriate
protection indirectly. Unfortunately this weak protection
creates problems in the protection of virtual properties,
especially in cases of fraud and stolen identity [3, 4]. In
addition, existing systems have the following disadvantages
for the virtual property protection.

Hard Tracing: Since the log file contains a large variety
of log messages, it makes the system harder to trace some
special events related to the virtual property. The system
may require data mining technologies for this purpose.
This would often happen when the investigators or court
officials require some evidence in the prosecution of 
online gaming criminal cases. In such cases, many of the
other log messages would be useless for this purpose.
How to get terse electronics evidence accurately and
quickly is a big problem with current MMORPGs.
Weak Security Protection: Current systems do not 
provide special security protection technologies for virtual

properties. Unfortunately, because of this, the log file 
cannot provide strong evidence for the online gaming
criminal cases. For instance, if a player steals another 
player’s virtual property, s/he can claim that s/he has
paid for it since the log file usually does not record the
trading process, especially the trading agreement. The
trading agreement may require some special security 
functions like a digital signature. Considering privacy
issues, some players may want to hide some sensitive
information related to the virtual property from other
players. Moreover, the log file itself may be attacked
and modified. So it is important to incorporate security
technologies to protect the virtual properties in the
MMORPGs.
Little and/or Weak Evidence: This is caused by the
above factors since both hard tracing and weak
security protection result in systems in which there is 
not enough strong evidence for online gaming crime
cases.

3.2 Security Requirements 
According to our analysis of virtual property security
above and our analysis of online gaming security issues
[3, 4], there are several basic security requirements for 
virtual property protection, as follows.

MMORPG Company

Firewall

Database  Server

…

…

Internet

Players or Clients 

Fig. 1. MMORPG Network Architecture



Efficiency: Log event tracing related to the virtual
properties should be efficient. This requires efficient, yet 
accurate message logging.
Important Events Recording: Important events related
to the virtual property must be logged in a detailed and 
accurate fashion. For instance, agreements related to
trading or transfer of property, wherein the trading
agreement must contain detailed information, such as 
previous owner and current owner.
Signature: Some important events related to virtual
property may require non-repudiation security protection
(e.g., a trading or releasing agreement).
Encryption: Some log event records related to the virtual
property may contain sensitive personal information (e.g.,
credit card account). Appropriately applied encryption
technologies would provide protection for personal data,
as well as resist malicious attempts to alter records in
general.

4 Virtual Property Management Language
Virtual property management language is designed to offer
efficient management for the virtual property through the
recording of important events related to the virtual property
with security mechanisms.

4.1 VPML Core Model
Our VPML core model consists of 7 entities: agreement,
ownership, offer, event, ownership exchange, signature, and
encryption. Figure 2 depicts the core model of VPML and the
relationship among the entities.

In the VPML core model, the agreement entity expresses the
current detailed trading information about the virtual
property, for instance, the previous owner and the offer. In
order to achieve higher security protection, the agreement
message may require digital signatures from both the
previous and current owners. The ownership entity contains
the virtual property, previous owner, current owner, and
ownership exchange method. The offer entity contains the
price, trading time, and payment method related to the
agreement. Some information like payment method in the
offer entity may be sensitive for the customer and thus may 

require encryption protection. The event entity expresses
the key historical events about the virtual property,
including the ownership exchange events. In order to
make VPML simple and more efficient, the information
contained in the ownership exchange entity is the
information about the previous agreement. In addition,
this also strengthens system security. Detailed
information about the core entities are described in the
following sections.

4.2 VPML Agreement Model
VPML agreement model expresses the current agreement
for the virtual property made by both previous and current
owners. The agreement entity is an aggregation of two
other entities as follows.

Ownership – the information about the unique
identity, previous owner and current owner of the
virtual property, and ownership exchange method. The
ownership exchange method could be trading,
releasing, pick up, original, and others;
Offer – the information about the trading related to the
virtual property including the price, trading time, and 
payment method.
The agreement model provides evidence proving the

current ownership of the virtual property. The signature
entity in VPML, containing both the previous owner’s
signature and current owner’s signature, would offer good
security protection for the agreement.

4.3 VPML Offer Model
The VPML offer model expresses the latest trading
information of the virtual property contained in the
agreement. The offer entity is an aggregation of four other
entities as follows.

Price – the price information of the virtual property in
this offer;
Time – the time that the offer was processed and
signed;
PaymentMethod – the payment method information in
the offer (e.g., credit card);
Encryption – the information related to the encryption
including encryption algorithm, key information and
cipher data.
The offer entity provides the detailed trading

information for an agreement. The use of encryption
technology can give a better security protection for the
personal data of the owners, especially payment
information.

4.4 VPML Event Model
The VPML event model expresses important historical 
events regarding the virtual property. Currently, the event 
entity only contains the ownership exchange event. Figure
3 depicts the event model. The ownership exchange entity
is an aggregation of three other entities as follows.

Encryption

OwnershipExchange

VPML

Fig. 2. VPML Core Model

Signature

EventAgreement
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Ownership – unique identity information about the
previous owner and current owner of the virtual property
in this ownership exchange event;
Offer – detailed trading information about the virtual
property in this ownership exchange event;
Signature – information about the signature including
signature algorithm, key information, and signature value.

The event model provides extra information for tracing the 
important events in the life of the virtual property. All
information contained in the ownership exchange entity
comes from the previous agreement, so the system only 
needs to put the previous agreement information into the
event entity to create event records. This approach requires
little extra in the way of computational resources.

4.5 VPML Encryption Model
The VPML core model contains signature and encryption
components. We can use the same model as used in Open
Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [10] for VPML encryption
but we give a simple model for our approach, as follows. The
encryption entity is an aggregation of three other entities.

EncrytionMethod – encryption algorithm used in the
encryption entity, e.g. 3DES;
KeyInfo – key information or value used for the
encryption, a session key value may require an encryption 
with public key system;
CipherValue – encrypted data with the above encryption
algorithm and key.
The encryption entity provides confidentiality protection

for the sensitive personal data in VPML such as credit card 
account. In addition, the agreement signature is only on the 
cipher data so that the decryption is not required for
verification. This makes VPML more efficient and secure
since only the seller knows the payment info.

4.6 VPML Signature Model 
The VPML signature model is an important model for the
virtual property protection. As with VPML encryption, we
can use the same model as used in Open Digital Rights 
Language (ODRL) [10] for VPML signature. We provide a
simple model for it here. The signature entity is an 
aggregation of five other entities as follows.

DigestMethod – hash algorithm used in the signature
entity, e.g. SHA-1, SHA-256;
DigestValue – hashing result with the hash algorithm;
SignatureMethod – signature algorithm used in the
signature entity, e.g. RSA;
KeyInfo – public key certificate used for the signature;
SignatureValue – signature result with the above
signature algorithm and key.
The signature entity provides non-repudiation

protection for the trading agreements in VPML so that
any player can check if the owner is a real owner of the
virtual property.

Event
Ownership

OwnershipExchange
5 VPML XML Examples 
In this section, we introduce two scenarios to explain how
the XML syntax works for VPML.

5.1 Scenarios
Scenario 1: This scenario describes a general situation
that a virtual property “sword of miracles” is distributed
to the user named Steve by the system when Steve creates 
his account. The XML encoding of this scenario is 
described as follows (See Figure 4). In the coding, vid is
the unique identity number of the virtual property, uidp is 
the unique identity number of the previous owner of the
virtual property, and uidc is the unique identity number of 
the current owner.

In this scenario, the payment method element in the offer
entity and the current owner’s signature for the agreement
is not necessary since the offer price is zero and no 
reasons for the current owner to deny it. However, the
system’s signature is important for the current owner 
since the owner can claim the current ownership by the
signature if something happens later, e.g. the virtual
property is stolen. In addition, the signature technology is 
described in the next Section.

Offer

Signature

Fig. 3. VPML Event Model

<vpml>
<agreement>

 <ownership>
 <vid>v8758947389/sword of miracles</vid> 
 <uidc>u8374847294/Steve</uidc>
 <uidp>u0000000000/System</uidp>
 <exchangemethod>original</exchangemethod>

  </ownership> 
  <offer>

  <price>0</price>
  <time>8:26/24/03/2003</time>

  </offer>
  </agreement>

<signature>By System</signature>
</vpml>

Fig. 4. Original Agreement of “Sword of Miracles”



Scenario 2: In this scenario, Steve first released his virtual
property to the system after playing one month for some
reason (for instance, his container does not have enough
room for this virtual property). Later, Peter finds the virtual
property during his play and picks it up from the system.
Peter later sells the virtual property to David for $800 after
playing one year. Figure 5 depicts the XML encoding of this
scenario. In the scenario, the current agreement is signed by
both previous owner, Peter, and current owner, David, during
trading. They can show the signature to a court if one of them
denies the trading later. Furthermore, in order to make the
system more efficient, we only store the previous owner’s
signature data in each owershipexchange entity of the event 
entity but this does not reduce the security of the applications
since what we want is to trace the previous owner of each
ownershipexchange from the event history and provide the
evidence (signature) proving that the owner signed the
agreement for the ownership exchange.

  <ownershipexchange>
  <ownership>

  <uidp>u0000000000/System</uidp>
  <uidc>u8374847294/Steve</uidc>
  <excahngemethod>original</exchangemethod>

  </ownership>
  <offer>

  <price>0</price>
  <time>8:26/24/03/2003</time>

  </offer>
  <signature>By System</signature>

  </ownershipexchange>
  </event>
  <signature>By David</signature>
  <signature>By Peter</signature>

</vpml>

Fig. 5. History Records of “Sword of Miracles”

5.2 Security Mechanisms
The security technologies used in VPML include
symmetrical key encryption technology and public key
technology. We don’t provide new algorithms for these
security technologies but we describe how to embed
existing security technologies into VPML to provide the
protection for the virtual property and owners.

<vpml>
  <agreement>

  <ownership>
  <vid>v8758947389/sword of miracles</vid>
  <uidc>u7389743894/David</uidc>
  <uidp>u3874238974/Peter</uidp>
  <exchangemethod>trading</excahgnemethod>

  </ownership> 
  <offer>

  <price>$800</price>
  <time>13:24/28/06/2004</time>
  <paymentmethod>Encrypted Information 
  </paymentmethod>

  </offer>
 </agreement>

  <event>
  <ownershipexchange>

  <ownership>
  <uidp>u0000000000/System</uidp>
  <uidc>u3874238974/Peter</uidc>
  <excahngemethod>pick up</exchangemethod>

  </ownership>
  <offer>

  <price>0</price>
  <time>11:22/29/04/2003</time>

  </offer>
  <signature>By System</signature>

  </ownershipexchange>
  <ownershipexchange>

  <ownership>
  <uidp>u8374847294/Steve</uidp>
  <uidc>u0000000000/System</uidc>
  <excahngemethod>releasing</exchangemethod>

  </ownership>
  <offer>

  <price>0</price>
  <time>13:24/28/04/2003</time>

  </offer>
  <signature>By Steve</signature>

  </ownershipexchange>

Symmetrical Key Encryption Mechanism:  In VPML,
some information like credit card account for payment is
sensitive for the buyer. The buyer does not want other
people, except the seller, to know it. VPML uses existing
symmetrical key encryption technology to protect the
buyer’s personal data. The protection mechanism is
described as follows. The buyer encrypts the sensitive
information with a random one-time session key and 
makes an electronic envelope by encrypting the session
key with the seller’s public key. Thereafter, the buyer puts
the encrypted information into the payment element and
makes an offer to the seller. Figure 6 depicts an XML
example for detailed encryption information for Scenario
2, above. Upon the reception, the seller decrypts the
payment information and signs the agreement to the
buyer. At the same time, the seller gets the payment from
the buyer and delivers the virtual property to him.
Signature Mechanism: To protect the virtual properties
in MMORPGs, VPML bundles the virtual properties with
their agreements and event history using the signature
mechanism. The signature verification will fail if other
players want to change the ownership of the virtual
properties illegally. Figure 7 depicts an XML VPML 
signature example provided by David in Scenario 2,
above. The MMORPG system can audit the virtual
properties under a player’s account by verifying the
VPML signature.
Key Management: The VPML security mechanisms
include symmetric key technology and public key
technology. We use different key management for them in
order to make the system more efficient. For symmetric



key technology, we use an electronic envelope for session
key management. The detailed information is shown in the
above symmetric key encryption mechanism. For the public
key technology, we have many choices. One of them uses
public key certificate such as X.509 [11]. Another uses the
pseudonym technologies [12]. The public key management
and pseudonym technology are beyond the scope of this
paper.

6 Conclusions
Online gaming crime is becoming a serious issue for our
society. In some countries, many criminal cases are related to
virtual property according to the latest research and statistics 
[3, 4]. In order to provide secure, efficient protection and

management for virtual properties in the online gaming
systems, we propose a virtual property management
language. VPML can satisfy some specific requirements
of online gaming systems such as efficient tracing and
flexible security protection. Some related security 
problems are not discussed in this paper such as PKI and
its development. In this paper we have provided an
overview of the VPML model with a description of the
different entities and examples of records and agreements
for two different scenarios using this model and XML.

<paymentmethod>Master Card
  <cardinfo>

  <encryption>
  <encryptionmethod> Algorithm= “http://www.w3.org

 /.../xmlenc#tripledes-cbc” </encryptionmethod>
  <keyinfo>

  <encryption>
  <encryptionmethod> Algorithm=“http://www.w3.org

 /.../xmlenc#rsa” </encryptionmethod>
  <keyinfo>

  <X509Data>
  <X509SKI> Seller’s Public Key </X509SKI>

  </X509Data> 
  </keyinfo>
  <ciphervalue>Encrypted Session Key </ciphervalue>

  </encryption>
  </keyinfo>
  <ciphervalue>EncryptedCreditCardInfo</ciphervalue>

  </encryption>
  </cardinfo> 
</paymentmethod>

For practice, the VPML file can be stored on the
distributed client side and implemented in a separate
program which has an open interface connect with the
gaming software. However, the gaming center can store a
copy of the VPML data in its database. This needs a
further research.
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Abstract

In recent years, the network and information 
technology is more and more ripe we always search for 
data or files through the Internet. The resources on the 
World Wide Web are increased day by day. The amount 
of information exchange and speed of update are also 
grown. Many methods depend on the match of 
vocabularies between information request and searched 
objects. For example, we usually adopt some keywords 
and Boolean operators to form the query to search the 
Internet for interested information. Unfortunately, users 
do not always use proper words and operators to form 
the query for the search. The result is related or 
unrelated information is both retrieved .The retrieval 
method becomes critical for us to get more accurate 
results. In order to improve the searching process, a 
RDF-based mechanism integrated with word sense 
disambiguation technique is proposed to semantically 
index and retrieve web pages on the World Wide Web. 
The approach is to describe the resources by RDF(S) 
metadata and store them. The proposed method also has 
additional advantage of the ability of further integrated 
into the Semantic Web Service. 

Keywords: Semantic Web, WordNet, RDF, Jena, Web 
Service.

1. Introduction 

A large amount of information is retrieved from the 
Internet by using search engines. A search engine 
requires one or more user input keywords to carry out a 
search, but sometimes the search results do not match 
expectations from users due to the huge amount of 
information can be accessed through Internet. Network 
information technology is unceasingly developed and 
mature, when we want to seek for some information, we 

often search the WWW. The resources on the network 
are increasing day by day, and the information exchange 
and absorption rate are also multiplying. The search 
engine, like Google, has three hundred million inquiries 
and 40 hundred million indexed homepages every day in 
the World Wide Web. The automated searching usually 
uses the web crawler, spider, robot (bot) or the agent 
technology, follows the HTTP hyperlink between 
websites to search and collect web pages on the Internet. 

The W3C [4] research team proposed the RDF 
(Resource Description Framework) standard [8]. RDF is 
based on XML [9] and in XML grammar foundation. 
RDF stipulates the metadata storage structure and related 
technical standard. Using the RDF language, we can 
characterize the information in a uniform, exchangeable 
style. Furthermore, this makes it possible for machines to 
“understand” the data. 

If the search engine searches the Internet depending 
on the conceptual matches, not just relying on the similar 
word usage, it would have better search ability to 
respond the detail inquiry request. Using RDF tagging 
may provide opportunity for new search methods. But, 
the majority of semantic search engine will meet the 
potency problem when searching for information within 
the massive semantic network. In order to obtain the 
effective searching results, the network must contain 
massive related information. But meanwhile, the large-
scale network would cause to discover a best way in 
many processing solutions question way to appear is not 
easily.

However, the Internet search has some problems. 
For example, when using nowadays search system, we 
always utilize keywords to query. But to make the 
inquiry in the material huge information sea, we often 
fall into another information sea, even more information 
sea. Thus we may find more unrelated data than truly 
needed data, the searching efficiency will thus reduce 
very much. The cause of this condition is because the 



words meaning are confused or the improper resources 
description or tag. We knew that it is an issue. In general, 
much of the data in World Wide Web has less correlation 
defined between each other, and this makes it difficult to 
search related material from one to another.

We proposed a mechanism to achieve the semantic 
web service system. It includes the semantic searching 
method, combines WordNet [2] and RDF to search the 
different characteristic resources from the Internet. The 
goal is to supply interaction and commutation between 
heterogeneity resources, to annotate them by RDF and 
WordNet metadata, and to supply other agent process to 
inquiry these RDF tagged documents. It achieved 
semantic web page resources sharing progress for human 
natural operation and convenience. 

Therefore, according to the concept-based WSD 
system model proposed by Che-Yu Yang (AINA’2005) 
[1], study of this paper will focus on using RDF 
description along with WordNet [3] Synset (synonymy 
word collection) to describe/tag semantic meaning of 
web-pages content, as well as using the characteristic – 
Notation Triples (N3) – to give signs for marking these 
various resources with other resources. The query 
language for RDF documents is Jena [6] which provides 
N-Triple to search the words relative. Finally we 
established the Semantic Web Service, achieved the goal 
to supply the semantic query and sharing resources. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we 
give a brief introduction about the research background 
and our system. We talk about the searching advantage 
of our idea. Next, in section 2 is related work about the 
RDF and its query language. In section 3 we discuss 
about the relationship between RDF and the WordNet. 
We established a method to add the semantic concept 
into web pages that can help the process of search and 
query. In section 4 we integrate the whole system and 
package it as Web Service. Finally is the conclusions and 
future work in section 5. 

2. Related Work 

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a 
W3C Recommendation for the formulation of metadata-
description on the World Wide Web. The RDF is a 
simple model and considered to be the most relevant 
standard for data representation and exchange on the 
Semantic Web [10]. The RDF Schema (RDFS) extends 
this standard with the means to specify domain 
vocabulary and object structures in order to describe and 
define grammar as well as the announcement the RDF. 
RDFS looks like a dictionary, it describes each property 
significance, the characteristic, and the constraint of 
property value. RDFS may let the person to read and 
understand each data attribute significance. RDFS 
defines the class and property to describe the resources 
content.

Also RDF is for knowledge and metadata 
representation. And it is as well fitting for representing 
any data or metadata. RDF may be regarded as one kind 
of Web knowledge to express the language, or said it is a 
logical language. RDF has the formalized grammar, the 
semantic model, the ability to prove inference as well as 
and theorem of the reliability. The architecture of RDF is 
based on the Extensible Markup Language (XML). 
Therefore we may use RDF data model and use the 
directional characteristic to construct the relation. So we 
will use RDF to describe metadata.

We integrated the RDF Query Language (RDQL). 
RDQL is used to query RDF documents language in the 
tradition of database. RDQL is a typed language for 
generalized path expressions featuring variables. In order 
to query the RDF documents, we use the Jena’s API 
architecture to focus on the RDF data model. Jena is Java 
toolkit for developing semantic web applications based 
on W3C recommendations for RDF and OWL. It 
provides an RDF API; ARP, an RDF parser, RDQL, an 
RDF query language; an OWL API; and rule-based 
inference for RDFS and OWL. A basic RDF/XML 
document is created by instantiating one of the model 
classes and adding at least one statement (N3) to relate 
them for accessing the metadata or elements attribute.

We also utilized the Sesame [7]. Sesame is an open 
source RDF database with support for RDF Schema 
inferencing and querying. Sesame is a Java framework 
for storing, querying and inferencing for RDF and RDFS 
[12]. It can be deployed as a web server or used as a Java 
library. Features includes that allow persistent storage of 
RDF data and schema information and subsequent 
querying of that information. 

3. Design and Functional Requirements for the 
RDF Storage and Query 

As the extension of the concept-based word sense 
disambiguation (WSD) model which was proposed by 
Che-Yu Yang [1], this paper will focus on using RDF 
format, combined with WordNet ontology, to 
indexes/tags web pages with concepts (actually the 
synonymy sets, usually called “synsets”). We also use 
the characteristic – Notation Triples (N3) to mark these 
various resources with other resources constructions. 

When users want to query something by the 
keywords, through the WSD module [1],[10] and Google 
API [5], we can filter out semantically unrelated web 
pages (miss-retrieved) and leave only conceptually 
matched web pages. Next, we use the synonymy sets 
(synsets) in WordNet with the N3 notation in RDF to 
annotate the keywords on the web pages with their own 
concepts/senses in the context. When users use keywords 
to search the Internet, the keywords will be 
disambiguated by the WSD module and assigned/tagged 
with each WordNet’s synset-id to each keyword 



according to their meanings/senses in the context. Not 
only the keywords in the user query, but also the 
keywords in the conceptual matched web pages after 
disambiguation are tagged/annotated with synset-ids. 
That’s actually the semantic mapping between keywords 
in web pages and senses/concepts in WordNet, as shown 
in the figure 1.

Figure 1.   Semantic mapping between WordNet and web 
pages

We can use N3 notation (subject, predicate and 
object) of RDF to achieve the above idea. Using N3 
notation we can establish the relation between the 
concepts/senses in Wordnet and keywords in web pages 
to archive the RDF/RDF(S) characteristics. And we 
construct the N3 notation by the synset-id and URI 
(rdf:alt), as shown in figure 2. It represents the properties 
and attributes of the resources type. The word (book) is 
oriented towards the relative web pages (URIs) and the 
arrow point means to the property each other(wn:). The 
“wn:” represents the Wordnet RDF schema.

Figure 2.   The semantic relations of the Wordnet in RDF 

4. System Architecture and Implementation 

We employ the glossaries defined in WordNet and 
in WordNet Schema, and use the synset-id of glossary 
itself to establish the connective model, and we also take 
shape representation of RDF Model. Because the 
webpage may consist of many different glossaries, we 
can combine these different glossaries with different URI 
of WordNet synsets. Finally they will form a hierarchical 
heterology structure RDF Model. We treat RDF as the 
reference structure of synset-ids. According to the 
different webpage resources characteristic we construct 
RDF Model Sets. The RDQL provides the ability to 
query the RDF annotated documents. 

Before tagging documents with the RDF notation, 
we must make the index of them first. After parsing the 

RDF documents (the N-Triples part) and collecting 
correlative data to store in our database, we establish the 
entity-relation table to store the transformation results. 
The method is to treat each N3 (Subject, Predicate and 
Object) as the same identical unit when storing them. 
(This method offers more efficiency when we want to do 
concept searching and index catalog of contents service). 
This is due to the need of reference and index of the 
resources service in the future. The architecture diagram 
is as figure 3. 

So, when users query with the keyword(s), the 
WSD algorithm will semantically filter out the unrelated 
web pages and leaves only semantically matched ones 
that are returned from the Internet search request from 
Google API. And we tag the matched keywords in the 
web pages with synset-ids when carry out semantic 
mapping between web pages and Wordnet. Then the 
system will establish the related property sets which 
includes the attributes of the subject, predicate and object. 
They are the classes of words named by URIs. To 
reference the RDF/RDFS format storage proposed in our 
system. Finally we package the whole procedure into a 
Semantic Web Service. 

Figure 3.   The system architecture 

Jena is the standard inquiry language of RDF and 
RDFS. It provides the diverse searching measures, 
including files or the website content. Also it can supply 
to limit the scope of the searching (use “WHERE” 
Clause), logical determining and filtering (“AND” 
Clause, “USING” Clause).The Jena development 
platform is based on Java Framework. It’s the application 
program interface (API) which can construct the query 
layer of Semantic Web architecture.

We utilized the “Sesame”, which supports Jena 
query language, to integrate the RDQL into our system. 
And we use “mysql” as the storage database, which 
includes the XML and RDF documents. 

When user puts a query, the system will access the 
repository (Sesame) to search the RDF documents by 
Jena API in our database (mysql). According to the 
properties of N3 we know that the characteristics of the 



subject, predicate and object. Figure 4 is our system flow 
chart.

Figure 4.   The system flow chart 

We construct the Web Service system by Java Web 
Services Developer Pack (Java WSDP) [12]. The 
environment of our implementation is the Apache Jakarta 
Tomcat (Apache SOAP 2.0, Java servlets 2.2 API 
standard), and we installed the Apache Xerces XML 
Parser 1.2.3. It supplies the XML grammar parsing and 
supports to develop the most XML standard. Figure 5 is 
our system interface, as follows. 

Figure 5.    Web Service system 

We proposed the semantic Web Service system, 
including the search and query method to the different 
resources by the attribute characteristic in WordNet and 
RDF. Web Service can communicate with different users. 
Our system achieved the resource sharing, exchanging 
and communication as well. The goal is the resource 
sharing to achieve both the human and machine 
operation convenience. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

The system based on semantic will mark up from 
the different resources. It offers the ability to search and 

query the resources on the World Wide Web, finally 
packs into Web Service system to improve systematic 
practicability further. We propose the system to improve 
on searching more semantic and sharing resources.

We will discuss in the study on Ontology in the 
future. The metadata is packaged up Ontology to 
integrate relative object. In addition, the OWL (Web 
Ontology Language) is a component of the Semantic 
Web framework. OWL is built upon RDF and RDF 
Schema. OWL also adds more vocabulary for describing 
properties and classes. It’s intended to provide a 
language that can be used to describe the classes and 
relations between them that are inherent in Web 
documents and application. 
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Abstract

The continuous increase of multimedia content on the
Web and different device types that have access to this con-
tent, demands for an extensible approach to media adapta-
tion. To deliver highly adapted content to a specific device,
a flexible engine will need to understand the device’s con-
straints and adapt accordingly. In this paper, such an adap-
tation framework relying on Semantic Web and AI planning
technologies is proposed. Semantic Web mechanisms like
OWL and OWL-S enable us to describe the parties involved
in the adaptation process: a multimedia document, adapta-
tion components and a target device. Based on the available
descriptions, a planning algorithm will create a chain of
adaptation components, each modifying the original docu-
ment until the result is suitable for publication on the target
platform.

1. Introduction

The booming amount of multimedia files and formats of-
fered to the consumer on the Web, next to the continuous
emergence of new devices that have access to this content,
calls for a new approach towards media adaptation. The
creation of publications tailored to the specific needs of dif-
ferent client platforms such as mobile phones and personal
digital assistents, personal computers, televisions with set-
top boxes –each with their own requirements and prefer-
ences regarding e.g. bandwidth and resolution– becomes
a very tedious and increasingly difficult process. Tradi-
tional multimedia distribution mechanisms are mostly ei-
ther completely unaware of these different specifications,
or allow only for a very limited set of adaptations, such
as low-quality and high-quality versions depending on the
client’s bandwidth. Nevertheless, the tools to modify me-
dia documents are available, providing several operations
such as the transmoding and transcoding of presentations.
The challenge lies in an efficient and flexible architecture
for such adaptations; if different combinations of source

documents and clients required the execution of completely
distinct programs, this could result in a vast amount of me-
dia processing applications needed by a provider wanting to
address the broad range of platforms nowadays available.

The architecture we propose makes use of adaptation
components that perform basic operations, and as such can
be regarded as the building blocks for processing media.
By chaining these software components, complex adapta-
tion scenarios become possible. Web Services are a logical
choice for these basic elements, because of their flexible
and distributed nature. In this way, it is quite easy to en-
large the set of possible operations when new media formats
or platforms arise. The main problem still to be tackled,
is the selection and correct ordering of the right Web Ser-
vices. Some illustrative basic components in our scenario
are video encoding, decoding and scaling operations. As an
example, we can imagine the case where the client platform
requests a scaled version of a certain video file, but using
a different codec. The source video file is e.g. MPEG-2,
while the target platform requests a spatially scaled MPEG-
4 file. If the scaling service can’t take MPEG-2 as an input,
but demands for raw YUV, then our system has to auto-
matically apply decoding before scaling, finally followed
by reencoding.

Therefore, descriptions of the source document, the
client platform as well as the available adaptation compo-
nents are necessary. In [11] we proposed a single domain
ontology in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to anno-
tate the parties involved. Furthermore, an intelligent adap-
tation strategy that selects the appropriate services on the
right time, is needed. A first implementation of such a strat-
egy was presented in [10]. In this paper, we discuss a refined
approach utilizing a formal planning strategy to increase the
genericity of our framework.

The outline of this paper is as follows: first, in sect. 2
we describe some existing approaches to the multimedia
adaptation problem. Next, in section 3 the Semantic Web
technologies involved in our approach are introduced, while
section 4 covers possible adaptation strategies and digs into
our own implementation.



2. Approaches to Multimedia Adaptation

Many media adaptation techniques propose new docu-
ment models or combine existing ones to support inter-
activity and media items such as text, images, audio and
video. The Cuypers engine [12] has a somewhat differ-
ent approach: rather than adapting existing presentations,
the publications created by the Cuypers engine are based
on an abstract semantical model of the presentation which
is more detailed throughout the adaptation process, in a hi-
erarchical way. According to Boll [1], this system would
demand additional programming when complex presenta-
tion generation tasks are needed. She proposes a program-
ming framework with interfaces to develop personalized ap-
plications. In this way, one can integrate existing mecha-
nisms such as MPEG-21 or CC/PP to incorporate platform
capabilities and user preferences. A programming frame-
work however, will not provide the flexibility needed in the
rapidly evolving world of multimedia on the Internet. In this
context, Web Services offer greater independence from pro-
gramming language or network topology and thanks to the
introduction of an appropriate description language, their
dynamic composition based on domain knowledge becomes
possible. In most of the relevant research on this topic
[5] [2] [8], a technique is used which couples the descrip-
tion of a service with a description of a planning or task
methodology.

Applying this approach to the problem of multimedia
adaptation demands for descriptions of the three parties in-
volved, namely the source document, the adaptation ser-
vices and the target device. Within MPEG-21, DIA (Digital
Item Adaptation) aims to provide a standard to describe the
metadata needed when performing adaptation operations,
such as device capabilities. However, this vocabulary is dif-
ficult to extend and no formal definition of the semantics of
MPEG-21 terms is given. Problems arise when one wants
to build an MPEG-21-based adaptation engine [4] with doc-
ument descriptions based on MPEG-7, since such an ap-
proach requires mapping schemes between the MPEG-21
and MPEG-7 terms. The introduction of new media formats
and devices necessitates the modification of these mappings
and the adaptation component descriptions, thus limiting
the flexibility of this approach. Furthermore, a richer se-
mantical model would extend reasoning possibilities, pre-
venting the problems with planning heuristics described in
[4]. For this reason, we introduced several Semantic Web
technologies in our adaptation framework, as explained in
the next section.

3. The Semantic Web and Media Adaptation

3.1. The Semantic Web

The Semantic Web was thought up by Tim Berners-Lee,
inventor of the World Wide Web. In essence, the Web
is nothing but an information space. However, it should
evolve into something not only useful for human-human
communication, but also for machines, enabling them to
participate and help. One of the major obstacles to this is
the fact that most information on the Web is designed for
human consumption, and even if it is derived from a data-
base with well defined meanings, the structure of the data
is not evident to a robot browsing the web. Instead of train-
ing machines to behave like people, the Semantic Web ap-
proach develops languages for expressing information in a
machine processable form, which is far more feasible than
the former. The Semantic Web is generally built on syntaxes
which use URIs to represent data, usually in triple based
structures using a set of particular syntaxes developed espe-
cially for the task. These syntaxes are called Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) syntaxes. In this manner, one
can write down statements about data or other statements.
RDF Schema is used to define properties and classes, along
with constraints on how to use them. Such a schema layer
makes it possible to check the semantic correctness of doc-
uments.

OWL [13], the Web Ontology Language, is an addi-
tional layer which builds on top of RDF Schema. OWL
facilitates greater machine interpretability of Web content
by providing additional vocabulary along with a formal
semantics. It allows for richer expressions (relations be-
tween classes such as disjointness, and cardinality restric-
tions among other things) and can be used to represent on-
tologies, which are generally defined as a “representation
of a shared conceptualisation of a particular domain” [3]; a
description of the concepts and relationships between those
concepts in a certain domain, enabling knowledge sharing
and reuse.

In parallel to this evolution towards the Semantic Web,
the Web is also evolving towards being a provider of ser-
vices that can communicate with each other: web sites do
not merely provide static information but allow one to effect
some action or change in the world (e.g. flight booking ser-
vices). In order to employ their full potential, appropriate
descriptions for Web Services need to be developed. Cur-
rent technologies such as UDDI, WSDL and SOAP provide
limited support for important tasks like service discovery,
composition and monitoring [6]. To enable a reliable, large-
scale interoperation of Web Services, machines should be
able to help in the selection process of the appropriate ser-
vices. This is were the Semantic Web and Web Services
come together: The Semantic Web promises services whose



characteristics are encoded in an unambiguous, machine un-
derstandable form.

OWL-S is an ontology building on top of OWL, to de-
scribe Web Services using a service profile and process
model. The transformation produced by the service is spec-
ified in terms of Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Results
(IOPRs). Preconditions and Results denote external condi-
tions required by the service and different effects –together
with associated outputs– resulting from different conditions
during the execution, respectively. Composition of sev-
eral services to achieve one final goal can be performed by
matching their respective IOPRs.

3.2. Apply the Semantic Web to Media Adaptation

For the work on a news distribution system for Belgian
broadcaster VRT, we developed a single media domain on-
tology in OWL, which is used to describe the source docu-
ments, the target platforms and the adaptation services. The
ontology is modelled after elements from both MPEG-21
and UAProf, and allows us to express parameters such as
the media type (e.g. still image or video) and its underlying
characteristics like resolution and bit rate. We extended the
RDF-based CC/PP framework to annotate the client’s capa-
bilities using our OWL ontology. Inputs and outputs of the
available services, which mainly consist of video processing
services such as scaling, decoding and encoding, are also
defined in terms of these concepts. However, the expression
of conditions (needed to write down Preconditions and Re-
sults) demanded for the introduction of an appropriate for-
malism. For this, we were inspired by the DRS (Declarative
RDF System) and SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)
vocabularies, which originated because RDF and notations
based on it such as OWL, are not very suited to express arbi-
trary propositions –like Prolog-style Horn clauses– needed
to represent processes and plans. We developed a mecha-
nism that allows us to make simple assertions about the val-
ues of OWL Properties, also permitting mathematical ex-
pressions (see fig. 1 for an example).

4. Multimedia Service Composition

4.1. Basic Concepts of the Composition

Next to appropriate descriptions of source documents,
available adaptation components and client platforms,
based on technologies discussed in the previous section,
a system to pick the right services in the correct order is
needed. Therefore, the matching of media document and
client properties is required, revealing which characteris-
tics of the document have to be adapted to comply with the
client’s demands. Such a property matcher makes use of a

<xmt:XMTExpression rdf:ID="CorrectInputFormat">
<xmt:hasExpressionFormula>
<xmt:Formula rdf:ID="InputFormatFormula">
<xmt:hasSubject rdf:resource="#InputVideo"/>
<xmt:hasProperty rdf:resource="
http://lt.xmt.be/domainontology.owl#hasVideoFormat"/>
<xmt:hasDescription rdf:datatype="
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
http://lt.xmt.be/Scale.owl#SupportedCodecs
</xmt:hasDescription>

</xmt:Formula>
</xmt:hasExpressionFormula>
</xmt:XMTExpression>

Figure 1. Example of the formalism used to
express conditions

reasoner that detects equivalence and subsumption relations
between concepts in our OWL ontology.

In our first implementation [10] an algorithm that se-
lects services based on their IOPR-descriptions was imple-
mented. For example, if the media description holds a prop-
erty resolution, whose value needs to be changed accord-
ing to the client specifications, then services affecting this
feature in their result statements become possible for exe-
cution. Services are organized in a service registry, where
they are categorized conform to the IOPRs, in order to con-
fine the search space and speed up the selection process. If
a chosen service can’t be executed because of its precon-
ditions, the objectives are temporarily altered to solve this
problem first. Otherwise, the OWL-S effects of this service
are calculated to update the media characteristics. The algo-
rithm iterates until the media characteristics fit the client’s
demands, or no solution is found after a fixed maximum
number of iterations. This implementation has a few short-
comings, though. First of all, there are no backtracking
possibilities, which means that the initial property picked
as a basis for service selection is quite important, especially
in more complex scenarios. Secondly, certain boundaries
taken into account when comparing values and evaluating
expressions, were coded into the algorithm. In order to
achieve a more generic adaptation engine, these should shift
towards the domain ontology. This could be accomplished
by means of the same formalism we used to express condi-
tions in section 3.

4.2. Planning for Web Service Composition

For the purpose of increasing genericity, we studied
some existing AI planning methodologies to perform the
composition. One of the most popular techniques ap-
plied in automatic generation of Web Service composition
plans [9, 7] is Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning,
since its concept of task decomposition is very similar to the
concept of composite process decomposition in the OWL-S
process ontology. Typically, an HTN planner starts with an



Figure 2. Schematic representation of multi-
media service composition through planning

abstract network representing the task to be solved, and pro-
ceeds by expanding this abstract network into more detailed
subtasks until the networks contain executable actions. The
description of a planning domain includes a set of basic op-
erators –corresponding to the adaptation services in our par-
ticular case– and a set of methods, each of which is a pre-
scription for how to decompose a task into smaller tasks. By
encoding this knowledge on how to go about looking for
a plan in the domain, the search space is greatly reduced.
On the other hand, if we want the service composition to
be fully automated, with minimum human intervention and
as generic as possible, the methods should be generated in
an automatic manner. Thus, a mechanism to transfer the
domain knowledge captured in our OWL ontology to the
appropriate HTN methods is necessary. Our experiments
with the HTN planner JSHOP2 showed that this is a com-
plex problem, since a lot of rules are required to achieve
an efficient composition chain. One possible improvement
would be to define composite OWL-S processes; in our
current implementation every adaptation service consists of
only one atomic process (e.g. decode, scale . . . ). Com-
posite processes corresponding to likely adaptation combi-
nations (e.g. a service that decodes a video and reencodes
it in another format) could be mapped on the HTN meth-
ods. However, in a generic framework, it should be able
to constantly add and remove basic services without rely-
ing on such predefined composite process descriptions. It is
also mentioned in [9] that composition of services by HTN
planners is better suited for the specialization of prewritten
composite processes than for the creation of complex, novel
programs (such as a media adaptation chain).

FINDPLAN(currentplan π,goals g,services A, states S)
if goals g=∅ then return plan
repeat

A ← {a | a ∈ A and a is a ground instance of an operator in O
and a is relevant for g and a /∈ S and
a is not tried before at this stage of the plan }
if A=∅ then return failure
nondeterministically choose any action a in A
if a has preconditions :

Π’=FINDPLAN(π,preconditions(a),recompute(A), S)
if Π’ �= ∅ for every plan π’∈ Π’
s=last state in S(=set of states of plan π’)
s’ ← γ(s,π’)
s’ ← γ(s’,a)
S=S∪{s’}
π ← π.π’.a
Π=Π∪FINDPLAN(π,recompute(g),recompute(A), S)

if no preconditions :
s=last state in plan π
s’ ← γ(s,π’)
s’ ← γ(s’,a)
S=S∪{s’}
π ← π.π’.a
Π=Π∪FINDPLAN(π,recompute(g),recompute(A), S)

Until A=∅ then return Π

Figure 3. Planning algorithm to determine the
service chain

4.3. Implementation of a Planning Approach

Our first adaptation strategy was quite resemblant to a
basic STRIPS algorithm, which also uses operators’ pre-
conditions as subgoals to reduce the size of the search space.
Because of this hand-on experience, we implemented an ex-
tended version of such an algorithm which includes back-
tracking, after adapting our engine to support a smooth
integration of various planning algorithms. The match-
ing process now results in an initial state and a goal state,
wherein all properties are taken into account (see fig. 2).
Characteristics of the media document that need to change,
constitute the planner’s goals, while services that are rel-
evant for one or more of these goals –or subgoals in the
case of unfulfilled preconditions– are now selected in a non-
deterministic way (fig. 3).

Based on the evaluation of the latest chosen service’s
preconditions and effects, new goals and relevant services
are computed at each step to restrict the search space. This
is repeated until all appropriate services at every step are
tried. Furthermore, the limitation that every service can oc-
cur only once in a certain plan is imposed. Thus, only valu-
able plans are generated. Just like the algorithm explained
in [10], this new implementation allows us to successfully
adapt video to different platforms, but now multiple solu-
tions are offered. The extension to more complex adapta-
tion scenarios is relatively easy now, with the adjustment of



state Si, goals g: pool of available services

{a1, a2, a3, ..., an}

•possible first pick: a2

if unfulfilled preconditions new goals g’

new pool of available services

{a1, ..., a’n}

a1 solves g’ execute a1 before a2

1 generated partial plan: Si Si+1 Si+2

•other possible first pick: a1

no unfulfilled preconditions execute a1

new goals g’’

new pool of available services

{a2, ..., a’’n}

a2 solves part of g’’ execute a2

other generated partial plan: Si Si+1 Si+2

a1 a2

a1 a2

Figure 4. Under some circumstances, sub-
plans may be generated more than once

the domain ontology as the main remaining task.
Optimization of the planning algorithm is still possible

since some plans can be generated twice (see fig. 4 for an
example): a service a1 needed to fulfill the preconditions
of the service a2 picked at step i, could itself be among
the available services at step i, and will therefore be chosen
a next iteration. As a consequence, a certain subproblem
would be solved twice, although prior conditions (relevant
services still available) may differ. Nevertheless, caching
of subplans could be useful. The introduction of an evalu-
ation function to select best partial plans may also improve
efficiency.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Semantic Web technologies can help to create an effi-
cient and flexible multimedia adaptation architecture. A
domain ontology enables us to create semantically rich de-
scriptions of source documents, client platforms and adap-
tation components. By matching the descriptions of a me-
dia document and a target platform one can derive an initial
state and a goal state for a planning algorithm.

Since most planners use a notation different from our
OWL knowledge representation, it was not possible to sim-
ply plug in existing planner implementations. Furthermore,
unlike most typical planning problems, many of our ser-
vices have several input parameters that influence the effect
of the action. The problem is that in some cases this makes
the result set, containing all possible outcomes of the action,

no longer being discrete. Until now, we compute a service’s
input values solely based on the client specifications. Future
work may involve computing a set of optimal input values
for each service based on the description of its effects or on
previous executions of the service.

Our experiments have shown that we can generate a cor-
rect service chain for many different media and platform
descriptions. However, so far our ontology is restricted to
the domain of video. Ongoing work involves extending it to
other media types such as text and audio. This will enable
us to perform more complex adaptations such as the adjust-
ment of a document containing text and video to guarantee
an optimal viewing experience. This could imply the scal-
ing of the text and the video, where these two can have an
impact on each other. By increasing the complexity of the
adaptation scenario, we hope to offer further proof of the
strength of our approach.
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Abstract 
Recently specific middlewares have been proposed 

while those with general capabilities are going to be 
integrated into the most diffused development 
platforms and operating systems. This trend has 
provoked the production of middlewares for industrial 
automation, home automation, multimedia, etc. 
In the paper a solution to model a Multimedia 
middleware is proposed as related to AXMEDIS EC 
R&D Project in which an MPEG21 compliant content 
factory is modeled. In that case, the middleware is 
used for sharing software components dedicated to the 
content processing and production. In the paper, the 
architecture of the DISIT-M3W is presented, depicting 
the general architecture, the class structure, the 
interactions among components and services, etc. by 
using the UML formalization. 

1 Introduction 
The state-of-the-art of the middleware is quite 
articulated. The first implementations of middleware 
were mainly realized as interoperability layers among 
heterogeneous computer based systems for general 
purpose usage. More recently, specific middlewares 
have been proposed while those with general 
capabilities are going to be integrated into the most 
diffused development platforms and operating systems. 
This trend has provoked the production of middlewares 
for workflow applications, peer to peer applications, 
GRID, industrial automation, home automation,  
multimedia, etc. 
Most of the proposed component-based middleware 
models share the same main infrastructure features, 
such as the (i) support for the reuse of components, (ii) 
portability of the framework among different platforms, 
(iii) interoperability of the framework by using 
different languages, (iv) publication of distributed 
services and interfaces, (v) remote method invocation 
and communication, (vi) dynamic binding of services, 
(vii) remote object instantiation, etc. 
In the case of middleware for multimedia applications, 
the effective needs are much more complex for the 

presence of additional requirements that are not 
commonly covered by classical component-based 
middlewares, such as:  

Communication: security, protocol abstraction, 
streaming, download, etc. 
Real-time behavior, insertion/satisfaction of real-
time constraints and scheduling, concurrency, etc.  
Robust and reliable behavior, the possibility to 
intrinsically realize fault-tolerant solutions, 
Component security, component identification and 
certification, 
Interoperability among different platforms 
Localization of components, discovery, negotiation 
of their capabilities,  
Dynamic managing/binding (replacing, 
installation, configuration, pooling) of services and 
components, publication/announcement of 
capabilities, 
Low resource footprint, hardware profiling and 
run-time assessment, resource verification and 
optimization, etc 
Component trading, migration of components,   
Digital rights management (DRM), for both data 
(digital resources) dynamic change of protection 
tools, attack detection, etc.; 
Persistency, Content Management System (CMS), 
access to the database, access to file system, etc.: 
managing home repositories; information retrieval;   
Error handling/reporting and configuration 
management. 

Some of the most important middleware models are (in 
some cases, strictly related to multimedia 
functionalities): CORBA\CCM, DCOM, .NET, EJB, 
JINI, Robocop, PECOS, RUBUS, MPEG M3W, 
MythTV, PECT, PBO, UPnP, OSGI, HAVi [1], 
KOALA, etc.  
In this paper, the DISIT MultiMedia MiddleWare, 
DM3W, is presented.  It has been proposed in response 
to the MPEG call for the M3W, and thus as 
contribution in the MPEG M3W group. This work has 
been partially developed for the integrated project 



AXMEIDS IST FP6 Research & Development of the 
European Commission [2].  

2 Scenarios 
In this section, two main Multimedia middleware 
scenarios of our interest are reported (they are related 
to the AXMEDIS project [2]). They are examples in 
which multimedia features should be usable in a 
transparent manner for the end-users irrespective of 
their location: the home network of multimedia devices 
and the content factory.  

2.1 Home network of multimedia devices 
In this scenario, a user in his/her home environment 
could use transparently any of the multimedia 
components/services for which the grant is provided in 
legal and digital licensing terms (see MPEG-21 or 
other means) at disposal in the DM3W-enabled 
devices. Note that the PCs have the most general and 
flexible profile. Thus, a PC may act as component 
dispatcher or service provider for the several devices 
that may be present. Even some devices that do not 
host the DM3W RunTime can use the components 
registered to any DM3W RunTime they can reach. 
Component vendors can simply reuse the DM3W 
RunTime features to deliver software components to 
the user and the latter can treat his/her own software as 
a resource to be archived in a storage device for 
further/different usages, according to a contract/license 
if any. Applications can be developed and/or reused on 
different platforms; the life time of these platforms is 
guaranteed by the DM3W RunTime features (i.e., 
simply requesting new services to the DM3W 
RunTime, which provides retrieving and installation). 

2.2 Processing of multimedia resources in a 
content factory 

In this scenario, a user (i.e., any human or automatic 
operator in a content factory) can use his/her 
workstation to cooperate with several services located 
in the content factory on many different specialized 
servers for content processing. The latter use the 
onboard DM3W RunTime in order to execute service 
requests coming from the multimedia processing 
application installed on the workstations. The services 
can be of coding, decoding, adaptation, processing in 
general such as tools for: composition and formatting, 
content descriptor extractor, estimation and enforcing 

watermark, estimation of fingerprint, protection, 
packaging, transcoding, and many many others. 
Please note that, the management of components, 
which are located in the workstations, can exploit the 
management services of the DM3W RunTime in order 
to update their software components taking them from 
other updated sources and not mandatory from the 
component server, if the grant in terms of license 
allows this. In alternative, the simple exploitation of a 
remote service is a different solution to exploit the 
needed services and the new components located in 
other workstations. In the former case, the obtained 
component is received from the DM3W RunTime of an 
updated workstation, as soon as it is required from the 
local application. Please note that, a potential network 
outside the content factory could be realized by using 
DM3W RunTime features and capabilities. Thus 
partnership among content producers, components and 
service providers (remote execution) can be set up on 
the basis of the licensing mechanisms, authentication of 
the companies hosting DM3W RunTimes and thus 
performing e-commerce of components as products or 
establishing maintenance or renting services (pay per 
service, pay per byte of processing, pay per time of 
usage, etc..). 

3 General architecture 
The DM3W architecture presents a component model 
comprised of three entities: the manifest, the executable 
unit and the documentation. 
The manifest is a metadata section describing the 
component. The manifest consists on an XML 
machine-readable information including identifiers of 
the components, offered services, description of their 
interfaces, a list of dependencies for each services (for 
example, a service may depend on several other 
services for its correct execution), and all the relevant 
information needed by the system to manage the 
lifecycle of components and services. 
The executable unit contains the executable code of 
the component. The component has to be realized 
according to an appropriate interface defined by the 
DM3W architecture reported in the sequel.  
The documentation is the human-readable 
compendium introduced since a component can be sold 
for integration or packaging purposes. 
The architectural model created distinguishes between 
three main entities: Applications, DM3W RunTime and 
Components. It is expected that Applications use 



DM3W RunTime to request execution of services and 
Components. The DM3W RunTime takes care of the 
execution using the components and returning the 
results to the Requesters  (that in this paper are defined 
as Applications, Components or other RunTimes). The 
interaction model among them is based upon interfaces, 
as depicted in Fig. 1 in which the interactions are 
shown. 

Fig. 1 – Relations between elements 

The DM3W RunTime expects that users realize the 
IM3WServiceConsumer interface, which defines the 
bare minimum set of methods, such as callback 
function and remote communication methods. The 
mechanism to obtain service execution is based on the 
Observer design pattern [3]. Thus, a callback method is 
required and the users must subscribe to a notification 
list to get the result of the execution. 
Requesters exploit the IM3WRunTime interface 
realized by the DM3W RunTime to interact with it. 
This interface exposes the methods needed to request 
the execution of a service, those that implements the 
Observer pattern, and others for obtaining the 
description of a service interface to check the 
syntactical accuracy of requests to be made, etc. 
Please note that, all the requests are managed by the 
DM3W RunTime in a consistent way, through this 

same interface, with no regard for the kind of the 
Requester. That could be another DM3W RunTime, an 
Application or a Component.  
In the proposed DM3W architecture, the RunTime of a 
device can contact other RunTimes (on different 
devices) and forward to them requests to be satisfied, 
thus acting as a Requester for the other RunTimes. 
As shown in Fig. 1, every DM3W RunTime realizes 
IM3WDispatcher interface. This interface is only 
accessible for DM3W RunTimes and not publicly 
available to other Requesters. When a service is not 
available on the local storage device, the RunTime 
which needs it can request that to other RunTimes.  
DM3W compliant components have to realize the 
IM3WComponent interface to allow the DM3W 
RunTime to manage them. This interface defines the 
three methods used to acquire the use of a component, 
execute a service and release the component. Since a 
service may require the execution of other services 
(called dependencies of the former), a component can 
realize the IM3WServiceConsumer interface, while this 
is not required. 

M3WServiceConsumer

«interface»
IM3WServiceConsumer

the Application

M3WComponent

M3WServiceCompletionEvent

«interface»
IM3WComponent

the Component

«interface»
IM3WRunTime

M3WDataObject

1 1

M3WError

0..* 1

M3WServiceConsumer

«interface»
IM3WServiceConsumer

the Application

M3WComponent

M3WServiceCompletionEvent

«interface»
IM3WComponent

the Component

«interface»
IM3WRunTime

M3WDataObject

1 1

M3WError

0..* 1

Fig. 2 - Class diagram of development-support classes 

In order to simplify the development process of 
applications and components, a complete set of support 
classes have been conceived. This is shown in Fig. 2, 
where it can be seen that applications (and in general 
all Requesters of the DM3W RunTime) inherit from 
M3WServiceConsumer, which in turn realizes 
IM3WServiceConsumer interface needed to interact 
with the RunTime.  
Components can be easily created specializing the 
M3WComponent class, which realizes the 
IM3WComponent interface used by the RunTime to 
manage components. 



4 Middleware mechanisms and interactions 
The DM3W RunTime main feature is to provide 
service execution. This is typically performed by means 
of their Identifier. To accomplish this goal, the 
RunTime maintains a registry of associations between 
components and services. This list is automatically 
filled up by the system at start up through an automatic 
exploration of all the components found in the device. 
During the exploration, the RunTime loads in memory 
the manifest of each component. The manifests are 
used to automatically discover which services are 
offered and to update the registry with other relevant 
information. In this phase, a verification of needed 
resources against available can be performed [4], [5], 
[6]. To this end, temporal logics and other solutions 
can be used [7], [8].  
The IM3WRegistryManager interface can be accessed 
by administrative applications to trigger a new 
exploration phase as desired.  
When the registry is set up, the DM3W RunTime is 
ready to serve requests. All the requests are managed 
by the DM3W RunTime in an asynchronous mode.  In 
fact, RunTime has to be ready to serve others requests 
as soon as it has started the execution of a service. In 
fact a launched service may request the execution of 
other services and this process has to be managed in 
asynchronous manner in order to avoid the generation 
of deadlock locking conditions in which one service 
can try to active another that is waiting directly or 
indirectly for itself.   
The same asynchronous mechanism has to be used in 
the interaction between Requesters and RunTime. In 
fact, the method invoked by the Requesters on a proxy 
of the DM3W RunTime that is active on the same 
device cannot return the result of an execution, because 
it is not able to know when the execution will finish. 
Therefore, an event driven mechanism has been used, 
not only between the requesters and the DM3W 
RunTime but also between RunTime and components. 

5 Conclusions 
The recent trend has led to the production of specific 
middlewares for industrial automation, home 
automation, multimedia, etc. In this paper, a solution to 
model, design and implement a multimedia middleware 
has been proposed. The solution has been developed on 
the basis of the MPEG M3W call for technology and to 
satisfy the needs of AXMEDIS IST FP6 Research & 
Development of the European Commission [2]. In 

AXMEDIS an MPEG-21 compliant content factory is 
created for content production, protection and 
distribution. In that case, the middleware is used for 
sharing software components dedicated to the content 
processing and production. The DISIT MultiMedia 
MiddleWare, DM3W, has been proposed in response 
to the above mentioned MPEG call for the M3W. 
Thus, it has been accepted as valid contribution in the 
MPEG M3W group for the definition of a component 
model which allows remote utilization of services and 
components. The solution provided is mainly based on 
the control and execution of services that in turn may 
instantiate and manage remote objects. Thus the 
communication among distributed objects is still 
possible but managed as in terms of independent 
services. The future work will be focused in creating 
and integrating a resource model and behavior 
verification. 
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Abstract 

The problem of estimating the effort required to 
develop web applications represents an emerging issue in 
the field of web engineering. In the paper, we report on an 
empirical analysis we have carried out in order to 
construct suitable prediction models. In particular, we 
have considered several features characterizing web 
applications and constructed some prediction models by 
employing different techniques, such as multiple linear 
regression, stepwise regression, and regression tree. The 
empirical analysis has been performed by using two 
different data sets: the first was obtained by considering 
web projects developed by academic students while the 
second is related to web projects developed by a software 
company. Indeed, the analysis had a twofold goal. On one 
hand, it allowed us to establish which features could be 
considered indicators of effort development and which 
technique could be suitable to construct a prediction 
model. On the other hand, it allowed us to analyze 
possible differences/similarity in the empirical results 
obtained with the two different data sets.  

1. Introduction 

Current web applications are often rich multimedia 
applications, characterized by a significant amount of 
images, movie clips, and audio clips. Moreover, in the last 
years, the web has become not only a mechanism for 
sharing information but also a way to access services. In 
few years we have passed from traditional web sites 
providing navigation mechanisms to sophisticated and 
complex web applications characterized by functionality 
that affects the state of the business logics. Thus, the 
complexity and size of web applications have dramatically 
augmented and there is the need for tools supporting 
project development planning with reliable cost and effort 
estimations. Indeed, effort estimation is crucial for the 
management of software projects since it allows to 
guarantee competitive bids and to effectively handle 
resources during the whole development process.  

In the context of traditional software engineering, 
many software measures have been defined to gather 
information about relevant aspects of software products 
and then manage their development. In particular, several 
size measures have been conceived to be employed in 
effort/cost models to predict the effort and cost needed to 
design and implement the software [6]. A lot of empirical 
studies have been carried out to assess the effectiveness of 
the proposed metrics. In particular, often empirical 
hypothesis have been verified against observations 
obtained during controlled experiments [1]. On the 
contrary, in the literature we can find few examples of 
effort prediction models for web applications and few 
empirical case studies have been carried out to analyze 
metrics for web application development effort. In this 
context, it is worth to mention the work by Mendes et al.
who proposed some size measures for hypermedia 
applications, which involve the use of variables/predictors 
obtained by analyzing web components [4][6]. In 
particular, they employed several modeling techniques, 
such as case-based reasoning, linear regression, and 
regression trees, that have been widely adopted for cost 
estimation in the context of empirical software 
engineering [2][9][10].  

It is widely recognized that to test empirical hypotheses 
and/or to confirm empirical results, or to identify common 
trends and differences, or to assess the goodness of 
prediction models, several empirical studies should be 
performed, also by replicating experiments [1][2]. Taking 
into account such consideration, we have performed an 
empirical analysis in order to identify some features 
characterizing web applications (e.g., number of pages, 
number of medias, number of client and server side 
scripts) that could be considered indicators of effort 
development. For the analysis, we have employed 
different techniques, such as linear regression and 
regression tree, in order to determine which one could be 
the most appropriate. Data exploited in our analysis came 
from students’ projects and industrial world. As a matter 
of fact, we have conducted a controlled experiment with 
undergraduate students of advanced courses on Software 



Engineering and collected information on 44 web projects. 
Moreover, we have collected data from 15 web projects 
developed by a software company. The aim of this double 
analysis was to analyze possible differences/similarity in 
order to establish the reliability of the empirical results 
obtained from the student data set. Indeed, this is a 
relevant issue in the context of empirical software 
engineering. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the data 
sets used for the empirical evaluation, the employed 
modeling techniques, and the evaluation criteria are 
described. Section 3 presents the application and the 
comparison of the proposed development effort estimation 
techniques. Final remarks conclude the paper.

2. The method 

In this section we first present the data sets used in the 
empirical analysis, and then we briefly describe the 
modeling techniques employed and the criteria adopted to 
assess the acceptability of the derived effort prediction 
models. 

2.1 The data sets 

The first data set has been obtained by exploiting data 
coming from 44 web projects developed by undergraduate 
students of courses on Software Engineering. Students 
were organized in groups including one project manager, 
two web designers, two web programmers and one tester. 
The project manager was a student of an advanced 
academic course on Software Engineering. To allow 
uniformity among the groups the most skilful students 
were equally distributed. Each group was asked to 
implement a web application and to record information on 
the actual effort required for the development process in 
terms of person-hours. They designed and developed web 
applications in different application domains, such as e-
commerce, e-learning, and web portals.  

We have worked to make the empirical evaluation and 
the controlled experiment as accurate as possible in order 
to avoid that the involvement of students could bias the 
external validity of the empirical results. As a matter of 
fact, the subjects involved in our experiment were final-
year undergraduate students, who can be considered 
young professional developers and programmers, or in 
any case they had skills similar to professionals which 
start their web development career. The analysis of the 
documentations and the final implementations showed 
that the dimensions of web applications developed by the 
students can be compared to those developed by 
professionals. Furthermore, we have carefully considered 
any other factors that could bias the results of an empirical 
study [3][6]. In particular,  

- to mitigate the effect of instrumentation we have used 
the same questionnaire to collect information,  

- to overcome the difficulties of measuring web 
applications we have applied systematic rules on 
artifacts, and  

- to reduce learning effects students designed and built a 
web application as course-work before starting the 
design and the development of applications for the 
experiment. 
The second data set has been obtained by exploiting 

data coming from 15 web projects developed by a 
software company. The analyzed web applications fall in 
the following domains: e-government, cultural heritage, e-
commerce, and web portals.  

Table 1 contains the variables we have considered in 
our analysis in order to collect information on the projects 
that can be exploited to construct and evaluate effort 
prediction models. They represent early size metrics that 
can be obtained from analysis and design documents.  

Table 1. Variables for the web applications1

Variable Description scale 
EFH Effort in person hours to develop the 

web application 
Ratio 

Wpa Number of web pages Ratio
N_Wpa Number of new web pages Ratio
Me Number of multimedia elements Ratio
N_Me Number of new multimedia elements Ratio
R_Me Number of reused multimedia elements Ratio
CSA Number of Client side Scripts and 

Applications  
Ratio

SSA Number of Server side Scripts and 
Application 

Ratio

IL Number of Internal links  Ratio
EL Number of External references Ratio

2.2 The Modeling Techniques 

We have used the linear regression analysis which is 
one of the most commonly used statistical techniques for 
exploring the relationship between a dependent variable 
and one or more independent variables [8]. In particular, 
the relationship is described by an equation y = b1x1 + b2x2
+ ... + bnxn + c, where y is the dependent variable; x1, x2,
..., xn are the independent variables; for i=1,…,n, bi is the 
coefficient that represents the amount the variable y 
changes when the variables x changes 1 unit; c is the 
intercept. 

Several crucial indicators have been taken into account 
to evaluate the quality of the resulting models. In 
particular, we have determined the goodness of fit of a 
regression model by using the square of the linear 
correlation coefficient, R2, which indicates the amount of 
the variance of the dependent variable that is explained by 
                                                          
1 Variables Wpa, N_Wpa, Me, N_Me, and R_Me have been used also by 
Mendes et al. [5][6].



the model related to the independent variable. 
Furthermore, the F value and the corresponding p-value 
(denoted by Sign F) are useful indicators of the degree of 
confidence of the prediction. Specifically, a high F value 
and a low p-value indicate that the prediction is indeed 
possible with a high degree of confidence. We have also 
considered the p-values and t-values for the corresponding 
coefficients and the intercept. The p-values give an insight 
into the accuracy of the coefficients and the intercept, 
whereas their t-values allow us to evaluate their 
importance for the generated model. In particular, p-
values less than 0.05 are considered an acceptable 
threshold, meaning that the variables are significant 
predictors with a confidence of 5%. As for the t-value, a 
variable is significant if the corresponding t-value is 
greater than 1.5, which is the case for the coefficients and 
the intercept. 

We have also applied a forward stepwise regression, 
which allows us to compute linear regression in stages [8]. 
In the first stage, the independent variable that is best 
correlated with the independent variable is considered in 
the equation. Then, in the second stage the analysis 
focuses on the remaining independent variables, and the 
one characterized by the highest correlation with the 
dependent variable is included in the equation, by taking 
into account the first independent entered. The analysis 
continues until the addition of a remaining independent 
variable do not improve R2 by a significant amount.   

Regression tree is a variant of decision trees that can be 
used to approximate real-valued functions[1][2]. It takes 
in input a set of numerical variables and generates a 
regression tree to predict the value of the target variable 
that is analogous to the dependent variable in linear 
regression. A binary tree is built by recursively splitting 
the input data into partitions. At the beginning all data are 
associated to the root, and they are split into two parts so 
that it minimizes the sum of the squared deviations from 
the mean in the separated parts. At each split the process 
determines which input variable has to be used for 
splitting, which set of input values of the variable is 
associated to the left child node, and which set is 
associated to the right child node. Observe that each node 
has associated the mean value for the target variable. The 
process ends when for each node a minimum size 
specified for the node by the user is obtained.  

Thus, to determine the predicted value for the target 
variable, we start from the root node and then decide to 
follow right or left child based on the value of the splitting 
variable. We continue until a leaf node is reached. The 
mean value for the target variable specified in this node is 
the predicted value.  

As suggested in [2] we also combined the use of 
regression tree and linear regression. In particular, we 
have first developed a regression tree, and then we have 
applied linear regression to the projects contained in each 

terminal node. The regression equations obtained for each 
terminal node is used to predict the development effort for 
the projects in the node.   

The above modeling techniques have allowed us to 
construct cost estimation models that can be used to 
predict the development effort in terms of the number of 
person-hours required. In order to have more reliable non-
biased results, we have followed a multiple-fold cross 
validation, partitioning each data set into two randomly 
selected sets: the training set for model building and the 
test set for model evaluation. Indeed, when the accuracy 
of the model is computed using the same data set used to 
build the prediction model, the accuracy evaluation is 
considered optimistic. Furthermore, cross validation is 
widely used to validate cost estimation model when 
dealing with small data sets (see, e.g.[2]).  

2.3 Evaluation Criteria 

In order to assess the acceptability of the derived effort 
prediction models, we have considered the Magnitude of 
Relative Error, which is defined as  

MRE=|EFHreal—EFHpred /EFHreal,
where EFHreal and EFHpred are the actual and the predicted 
efforts, respectively. In particular, for each test set we 
have evaluated the prediction accuracy by taking into 
account a summary measure, given by the Mean of MRE
(MMRE), to measure the aggregation of MRE over the 
observations contained into the test set. As suggested by 
Conte et al. in [3], an acceptable threshold for an effort 
prediction model is given by an MMRE value less than 
0.25.   

Moreover, we have considered another meaningful 
measure, namely the prediction at level l, defined as  

PRED (l)= k /N
where k is the number of observations whose MRE is less 
than or equal to l, and N  is the total number of 
observations. Again, according to Conte et al., a good 
effort prediction model should have PRED(0.25)  0.75.  

3. Application and Comparison of 
development effort estimation techniques  

Table 2 contains the descriptive statistics performed for 
the variables of Table 1 by considering the 44 projects 
developed by the students and the 15 projects developed 
by the software company.  

The application of a forward stepwise regression 
analysis on the data set obtained from the students’ 
projects has given rise to the four models depicted in Fig. 
3.1(a). In particular, we have applied a 4-fold cross 
validation approach by constructing 4 testing set formed 
by 11 observations. All the models uses SSA as 
independent, which results to be the best correlated with 



the dependent variable EFH. We can observe that the 
linear regression analysis shows a quite high R2 value for 
all the four models. As an example, let us consider the 
training set no.1. An R2=0.671 indicates that 67.1% is the 
amount of the variance of the dependent variable EFH 
that is explained by the model related to SSA. The
goodness of the prediction models is confirmed by F
values which are high and by SignF values which are 
0.000. Furthermore, p-values and t-values for the 
independent variables and the intercept are also less than 
0.05.  

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of EFH and 
variables collected in Table 1  

 Obs MIN MAX MEAN STD. 
DEV. 

Students’ Projects 
EFH 44 62 183 126,796 33,506 
Wpa 44 2 31 10,750 7,409 

N_Wpa 44 2 27 10,023 6,330 
Me 44 2 54 17,727 13,904 

N_Me 44 2 49 14,500 11,170 
R_Me 44 0 13 3,227 3,857 
CSA 44 1 198 27,227 34,908 
SSA 44 14 179 79,818 45,955 
EL 44 0 15 3,955 4,918 
IL 44 7 87 29,477 21,204 

Software Company Projects 
EFH 15 1176,00 3712,00 2677,867 827,115 
Wpa 15 2,00 46,00 17,000 12,317 

N_Wpa 15 2,00 46,00 17,200 12,167 
Me 15 54,00 223,00 104,133 43,533 

N_Me 15 20,00 223,00 82,533 56,599 
R_Me 15 ,00 51,00 21,600 23,999 
CSA 15 5,00 55,00 26,933 16,918 
SSA 15 21,00 209,00 80,400 55,414 
EL 15 ,00 8,00 4,933 3,770 

For the software company data set, we have applied a 
3-fold cross validation approach by constructing 3 testing 
sets formed by 5 observations. We have obtained three 
prediction models which use SSA, CSA, and IL as 
independent variables and are characterized by high R2

values (see Fig. 3.1(b)). However, the models for sets 
SRa1 and SRa3 have low F values which can introduce a 
doubt about the goodness of the models. Furthermore, the 
t-value and p-value characterizing the intercept are less 
than 1.5 and greater than 0.05 respectively.  

A multiple linear regression analysis has been applied 
by considering the predictors that are statistically 
correlated to the effort (EFH) at level 0.05. To this aim, 
we have carried out both Spearman’s rho and Pearson 
correlations. 

For the student data set, Pearson correlation has 
revealed that variables Wpa, N_Wpa, R_Me, SSA, and IL
are statistically correlated to the effort at level 0.05. While 
Spearmean’s rho correlation has revealed that Wpa,
N_Wpa, Me, R_Me, SSA, CSA and IL, are statistically 

correlated to the effort at level 0.05. In both cases, SSA is 
the variable characterized by the highest correlation 
factor, i.e., 0.821, while the others vary from 0.386 to 
0.577. If we consider only SSA as independent variable 
the multiple linear regression analysis boils down to 
stepwise regression. However, we have also performed a 
linear regression analysis by considering EFH as 
dependent variable and Wpa, N_Wpa, R_Me, SSA, and IL
as independent variables. The four prediction models 
obtained are characterized by quite high R2 values, while 
the F values are not so high (see Fig. 3.2(a)). Moreover, 
let us observe that for the variables Wpa, N_Wpa, R_Me
and IL the p-values are greater than 0.05 and the t-values
are less than 1.5. This means that those variables cannot 
be considered significant predictors with a high degree of 
confidence. 

 R2 F SignF 
SRs1 0.671 63.363 0.000 
SRs2 0.674 64.055 0.000 
SRs3 0.666 61.942 0.000 

(a) 
 R2 F SignF 

SRa1 0.903 18.653 0.002 
SRa2 0.957 44.071 0.000 
SRa3 0.815 8.838 0.013 

(b)
Figure 3.1. The prediction models obtained by 

applying the stepwise regression 

 R2 F SignF 
MRs1 0.686 11.798 0.000 
MRs2 0.679 11.4 0.000 
MRs3 0.673 11.12 0.000 
MRs4 0.730 14.05 0.000 

(a)
 R2 F SignF 

MRa1 0.552 4.309 0.060 
MRa2 0.721 9.067 0.011 
MRa3 0.357 1.945 0.213 

 (b) 
Figure 3.2. The prediction models obtained by 

applying the multivariate regression  

For the software company data set, both Spearman’s 
rho and Pearson correlations have revealed that SSA and 
IL  are statistically correlated to the effort at level 0.05, 
where SSA is characterized by a higher correlation factor 
than IL. By applying a 3-fold cross validation approach 
we have obtained the three prediction models presented in 
Fig. 3.2(b). Observe that the models for sets MRa1 and 
MRa3 have low R2 values and SignF values greater than 
0.05. Furthermore, t-values and p-values for SSA and IL
suggest that these variables cannot be considered 
significant predictors with a high degree of confidence. 

We have applied the regression tree technique by 
considering the variable EFH as target and the variables 



Wpa, N_Wpa, Me, R_Me, CSA, SSA, EL and IL as 
predictors. Moreover, we have chosen the maximum 
splitting level and the minimum size node to split equal to 
10, and a 10-fold cross validation to validate and prune 
the tree.  

By considering the student data set, the tree size 
summary report has shown that the full tree has 8 terminal 
(leaf) nodes but the minimum validation relative error 
occurs with 2 nodes. Indeed, the relative error value is 
0.4835 with a standard error of 0.1084, and with a 
standard error for tree size reduction equal to 0.500, and 
the optimal tree has 2 nodes. Thus, the tree has been 
pruned from 8 terminal nodes to 2 terminal nodes. In 
particular, the root of the tree is characterized by a mean 
value of EFH equal to 126.795 and a standard deviation of 
33.123. The group has been split on the variable SSA, and 
two terminal nodes can be reached. The left child node, 
numbered 2, has 14 rows associated and a case goes left if 
SSA  47.5. The right child node, numbered 3, has 30 
rows and a case goes right if SSA > 47.5. Furthermore, the 
mean value of EFH in node 2 is 89.143 and the standard 
deviation of EFH is 20.712, while for node 3 the mean 
value and the standard deviations for EFH are 144.367 
and 20.944 respectively. 

We have also applied regression tree on the data set 
obtained from software company’s projects even though it 
is a small data set. The tree size summary report obtained 
has shown that the minimum validation relative error 
occurs with 2 terminal nodes. The root of the tree is 
characterized by a mean value of EFH equals to 2677.867 
and a standard deviation of 799.069. The group has been 
split on the variable SSA, and two terminal nodes can be 
reached. The left child node 2 can be reached if SSA  63 
and has 7 rows associated. The right child node 3 can be 
reached if SSA>63 and has 8 rows associated. 
Furthermore, the mean value of EFH in node 2 is 
1962.286 and the standard deviation of EFH is 496.142. 
While the mean value of EFH in node 3 is 3304 and the 
standard deviation of EFH is 376.468. 

As for combination of the regression tree and linear 
regression analysis, we have performed a linear regression 
analysis on the observations associated to the two leaf 
nodes of the regression trees. For both data sets we have 
built two prediction models which consider variable SSA
as independent variable and EFH as dependent variable 
(see Figg. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)).  

For the student data set, the first model is built by 
considering the 14 observations characterized by 
SSA 47.5 while the second is built by considering the 30 
observations characterized by SSA>47.5. For the software 
company data set the first model is built by considering 
the 7 observations characterized by SSA 63 while the 
second is built by considering the 8 observations 
characterized by SSA>63.  

The two models obtained by considering the student 
data set are characterized by low R2 values and the F
values do not present values so high. However, for the 
variable SSA and the intercept, the p-values are less than 
0.05 and the t-values are greater than 1.5. The two models 
obtained for the software company data set are 
characterized by very low R2 and F values, and for the 
variable SSA and the constant the p-values are greater than 
0.05 and the t-values are less than 1.5. 

 R2 F SignF 
SSA<=47.5 0.343 6.265 0.028 
SSA>47.5 0.328 13.653 0.001 

(a)
 R2 F SignF 

SSA<=63 0.22 1.40 0.290 
SSA>63 0.02 0.13 0.728 

 (b) 
Figure 3.3. The prediction models obtained by 

combining regression tree and linear regression  

In order to evaluate and compare the accuracy of the 
analyzed prediction models we have taken into account 
the MMRE and PRED(0.25). In particular for each 
analyzed technique, once accuracy has been separately 
calculated for test sets, the resulting values have been 
aggregated across all the sets. Table 3 reports the 
aggregate MMRE and aggregate PRED(0.25) values.

We can observe that all the analyzed models seem to 
be good for estimating the development effort. Indeed, 
they exhibit an aggregate MMRE value less than 0.25 that 
represents an acceptable threshold for an effort prediction 
model, as suggested in [3]. Moreover, all the models are 
characterized by an aggregate PRED(0.25) greater than 
0.75, except that derived in the multivariate regression 
analysis. 

The worst results have been achieved by applying the 
multivariate regression and using the software company 
data set since the obtained model has the highest MMRE
and the lowest PRED(0.25). Moreover, the analysis of the 
models obtained by using the multivariate linear 
regression has suggested that the used variables cannot be 
considered significant predictors with a high degree of 
confidence.  

The best results have been achieved by combining the 
regression tree and the linear regression analysis, which 
gives rise to the lowest MMRE and the highest 
PRED(0.25). However, as described above, the models 
obtained by combining these two techniques are also 
characterized by low R2 and F values. Furthermore, for 
the software company data set also p-values and t-values
for variables and intercept do not present reasonable 
results, which introduce serious doubts about the goodness 
of fit of the regression models and the significance of the 
predictors. 



Let us observe that the application of the only 
regression tree has also achieved interesting results, which 
are very closed to those obtained with stepwise regression. 
Indeed, for the student data set there is no statistical 
significance difference in the MMREs between these two 
techniques. On the contrary, for the software company 
data set stepwise regression presents better results with 
respect to the regression tree. However, the software 
company data set is small and the regression tree analysis 
requires a larger data set.  

Table 3. Aggregate accuracy evaluation 
Student Data Set Softw Company Data Set
MMRE PRED(0.25) MMRE PRED(0.25)

MR 0.20 0.68 0,23 0,67 
SR 0.15 0.80 0,09 1 
RT 0.16 0.82 0.17 0.8 
RT+LR 0.13 0.90 0.14 0.86 

MR = multiple regression, SR = stepwise regression,  
RT = regression tree, RT+LR = combination of regression tree
and linear regression 

It is worth pointing out that these results slightly differ 
from those provided by Mendes et al. [4], where the tests 
of significance for MMREs and PRED(0.25) indicated that 
linear regression models gave statistically significant 
better results than regression tree models. Our analysis 
confirms the usefulness of stepwise regression, but further 
investigation is needed for regression tree analysis (also 
with larger data sets). 

Moreover, observe that the models obtained by using 
regression tree and stepwise regression are based on the 
use of the variable SSA. Thus, according to our analysis 
server side script and applications turns out to be the most 
significant variable to estimate the web application 
development effort.  

4. Final Remarks  

We have provided an empirical study meant to analyze 
some development effort estimation models for web 
applications. In particular, we have employed multiple 
linear regression, stepwise regression and regression tree 
by using predictors such as number of pages, number of 
medias, number or reused medias, number of client and 
server side scripts. The analysis has been carried out by 
using data collected from two sets of projects. The first set 
is formed by projects developed by students of advanced 
courses on Software Engineering. While the second set 
consists of projects developed by a software company 
operating in our territory. The study has shown that there 
is not significant difference in the results obtained from 
the two sets of projects. In particular, in both cases the 
best results are achieved by employing stepwise 
regression and regression tree, while multivariate 

regression analysis does not provide interesting results. 
This provides evidence that the use of student projects can 
be useful to carry out empirical analysis when accurate 
controlled experiments are performed and actions are 
taken in order to ensure the external validity of the 
empirical results. This can be an important indication for 
empirical software engineers because since collecting data 
coming from the industrial world is a hard task. However, 
in the future it is necessary to further verify this 
observation by using a bigger set of industrial projects. 
Moreover, we plan to employ other techniques, such as 
case-based reasoning in order to analyze their ability to 
construct suitable prediction models for web applications 
[4][6][8]. 
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Abstract

The web is a very large distributed digital informa-
tion space. Multimedia databases and its applications are
rapidly expanding; it is because meanings and semantics
transferring in visual format is more efficient than only text.
Therefore it is necessary more efficient and effective search
methods. In this paper, an image search engine proposed
called ImagePickup that aims to overcome the semantic
gap. One problem in image search engines is semantic gap
where the meaning that the user has in mind for an image
is at a higher semantic level than the features on which the
database operates. In proposed scheme we have been used
three components for image retrieval include text-based im-
age retrieval, visual content-based image retrieval (color,
texture and shape) and text-visual integration based image
retrieval. Experimental results show that the user’s seman-
tics retrieval can be approximated better via linking im-
age content and text in retrieval procedure than the single
method which reported in the literature.

1 Introduction

Managing the tremendous number of images in World
Wide Web and relevant databases needs more efficient and
fast algorithms and tools. Image similarity measurement is
one of the most important aspects in a large image database
for efficient search and retrieval to find the best match for
a user query. Recently researchers have reported on sev-
eral World Wide Web image search engine. There are two
ways to index the meaning of an image. (1) It can be en-
coded in textual form and attached to an image that we call
it text-based image retrieval (TBIR). (2) It can be directly
extracted from the image data that well-known to content-
based image retrieval (CBIR). TBIR is a traditional way of
accessing images in a repository is by describing them us-
ing a symbolic index that often takes the form of a set of
keywords. This form of indexing has been criticized be-
cause assigning keywords to a large image database is a

labor intensive operation requiring rather specialized per-
sonnel, also labeling can provide at best case a partial de-
scription of the contents of an image. Second drawback of
text-based image retrieval is very hard to derive information
that answer this kind of queries and to encode it in a series
of keywords, while there is indication that visual search and
browsing is rather effective in these circumstances. CBIR
is second way to determine the meaning of image is con-
tent based image retrieval. In this way significant informa-
tion directly extract from image content and store in fea-
ture vector. Significant information includes color, texture,
shape and etc in compress case. One problem of CBIR has
always been the semantic gap. Semantic gap is a wide gap
between the subjective user’s interpretation of image simi-
larity in a given context and that of the objective similarity
model used by the image search engine. Therefore seman-
tic information of the image is not utilized enough during
retrieval.

A number of general-purpose image search engines have
been developed. The references below are to be taken as
examples of related work, not as the complete list of work
in the cited area. Some of these search engines applied both
text and content for retrieval. IBM QBIC [1] is one of the
systems in the commercial domain. Also, systems have
been developed at IBM T.J. Watson [2]. In the academic
domain, MIT Photobook [4] is one of the earliest. Berkeley
Blobworld [5], Columbia VisualSEEK and WebSEEK [6]
and Stanford WBIIS [7] are some of the recent systems.

This paper presents the image database system Im-
agePickup. The ImagePickup contains a methodology for
interacting with images using both text and visual content
features. The system creates two indices for each image: a
lexical index, based on the words associated to the images,
and a visual index, based on the visual features of the image.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the ImagePickup framework includes: textual search en-
gine, visual content search engine and image visual-text
integration retrieval.Section 3 presents a query example .
Also experimental results and conclusion will be described
in section 4, 5 respectively.



Figure 1. ImagePickup architecture

2 Framework

2.1 Architecture

In this section we describe ImagePickup architecture and
structure. Figure 1 shows ImagePickup architecture. The
user interface typically consists of a query formulation part
and a result presentation part. Specification of which im-
ages to retrieve from the database can be done in three ways.
One way is to specify the image in terms of keywords by
text processing unit. Another way is to specify the image
features that are extracted from the image content, such as
a color, texture and shape by content processing. Third way
is retrieval based on linking images and keywords for good
precision retrieval, which handles by visual-text integrated
unit. In our algorithm we have used a hybrid approach based
on both TBIR and CBIR. Vector model approach is used for
the TBIR subsystem (text processing). We have used color
histogram model to extract color features. This model is
fast for large image databases. For image texture feature
extraction we used both co-occurrence matrix and complex
wavelet transform with dual tree (DT-CWT). Our experi-
ments showed that DT-CWT performs better than the co-
occurrence matrix. We have also used descriptor elements
such as area, centroid and etc for shape representation. Fi-
nally, we have used a linear combination of these features
with weighted coefficients to implement our CBIR system.

2.2 Text-based image retrieval

Textual search is done using a vector space approach [2].
The set of labels associated to each image is considered as a
vector in a high dimensional space having one axis per key-
word, and the similarity between two vectors is computed

as the cosine of the angle between them. In spite of the
prohibitively high dimensionality of this feature space, the
computation of the distance is rather efficient, since there is
never the need to consider all the dimensions of the space at
once. [{

W (I) = (w1I , w2I , · · · , wtI)
W (J) = (w1J , w2J , · · · , wtJ)

]
(1)

If W(I) is the set of keywords associated to the image I,
and If W(J) is the set of keywords associated to the image J
then the cosine of the angle θI,J between image I and Image
J can be computed as:

cos θ(I,J) =
∑t

i=1 wiI × wiJ√∑t
i=1(wiI × wiJ)2

(2)

This angle is similarity between images I and J based
on keywords associated to this images. The angle value is
interval 0 and 1. Whatever angle value near to 0 similarities
is more.

2.3 Visual content-based feature extraction

Figure 2 shows flowchart of the proposed method in vi-
sual content extraction that includes three successive steps.
First, an image is split into two regions. We call them as the
inner and outer regions with the size of 4/5 and 1/5 of the
whole image size, respectively. Second, the color feature of
the image content is extracted for the inner and outer parts
of the image. The color-based proposed scheme will be de-
scribed in section 3. Third, the texture features including
the inner and outer parts of the image are extracted. Section
4 will analyze the texture-based proposed method.

2.3.1 Color feature extraction

For color feature extraction we transformed color space to
HSV color space because HSV color space includes at-
tributes: Completeness, Naturalness, Uniformity and com-
pactness. Usually, the color histogram, color moment, color
coherence vector [8] and color Correlogram [9] are used
for color representation. Color Correlogram is more perfor-
mance than another models, but in online applications with
large scale of images, binary color set have good response
time than color Correlogram. Therefore we implemented
a color histogram method that almost like binary color set.
The color components of the proposed descriptor are cal-
culated for inner and outer regions, separately. We have
transformed the (R, G, B) color space into a perceptually
uniform space HSV, For inner region; and then quantized
the transformed color space into 162-bin color histogram.
These values are achieved by a uniform quantization, which
includes 18 levels in H, three levels in S, and three levels



Figure 2. Visual content based feature extrac-
tor structure

in V color space. The color histogram for outer region in-
cludes 32-bin achieved by a uniform quantization of HSV
space with 8 levels in H, two levels in S, and two levels
in V color space. The color-based proposed method uses
two weighted histograms to overcome the color similarity
between their bins. This model is also very fast computa-
tionally, for large image database.

2.3.2 Texture feature extraction

The texture component of the descriptor includes a 48-bin
texture histogram based on complex wavelet transform co-
efficients with dual tree (DT-CWT). We measure the mean
and standard deviations of DT-CWT transform coefficients
in 24 subbands to calculate the texture features. These 24
subbands coefficients are obtained from 4 scales and 6 ori-
entations in each scale. Therefore, resulting to 48 output
features for each image.

2.3.3 Complex wavelet transform

The complex wavelet transform uses a dual tree of wavelet
filters to find the real and imaginary parts of the complex
wavelet coefficients [10]. Approximate shift invariance,
good directional selectivity with six oriented, and compu-
tational efficiency properties of DT-CWT make it a good
candidate for representing the texture features. In two di-
mensional, CWT basis functions modulate complex expo-
nentials of the form

h(x, y) = a(x, y)ej(wxx+wyy) (3)

Figure 3. Visual-Text integrated unit

With a(x, y) a slowly varying Gaussian-like real win-
dow function centered on (0, 0) and (wx, wy) the center fre-
quency of the corresponding subband. The real and imag-
inary parts of the CWT basis functions are symmetric and
antisymmetric respectively about (0, 0); hence they are or-
thogonal. This means that the real and imaginary parts of
each CWT coefficient are approximately statistically uncor-
related [4]. The orientation ±15 degree, ±45 degree, ±75
degree is obtained since complex filters can separate pos-
itive and negative frequencies in both horizontal and ver-
tical directions [11]. The responses of complex wavelets
frequency are shown in Fig. 3. There are 6 orientations at
each of 4 scales (any number of scales can be used, but the
number of orientations is built into the method).

2.3.4 Shape feature extraction

The shape features consist of shape area, centroid, circular-
ity, eccentricity, major axis orientation and a set of algebraic
moment invariants. The major axis orientation and the ec-
centricity are computed from the second order covariance
matrix of the boundary pixels. The major axis orientation
as the direction of the largest eigen vector and eccentricity
as the ratio of the smallest eigen value to the largest one.
For the database images, these shape features are extracted
for all the object contours.

2.3.5 Similarity distance

We have used a linear combination of the features with
weighted coefficients in the proposed scheme as follows:

FeatureV ector = αx + βy + γz + ηw (4)

In equation (4) x, y, z and w are color (inner part), color
(outer part), texture feature vectors and shape feature vec-
tors, respectively; extracted from our proposed algorithm.
The values of α, β, γ, η are feature significant coefficients
based on retrieval operation. In this paper we have used the



Euclidean distance metric to compare two images, one with
feature vector hq, and one with feature vector ht as equation
5.

labeleq5Euc.dr
q,t =

√√√√[ M−1∑
m=0

∣∣hq(m) − ht(m)
∣∣2] (5)

2.4 Image Visual-Text Integration retrieval

The Visual-Text Integration (VTI) units in ImagePickup
handles three process include: 1. Image and text query re-
ception from user interface and transfer to feature process-
ing unit (Query Reception). 2. Query dispatching from sim-
ilarity unit to integration operators unit (similarity transfer).
3. Similarity process using operators, merge results and
transfer to ranking section for represent of image in user in-
terface (similarity matching). The architecture of VTI unit
is schematically shown in Fig. 3.

2.4.1 Query Reception

In ImagePickup for each query makes a graph we call query
graph. Query graph contains two types of nodes: Query
type (for example text or visual content) and operators.
Query type nodes specify that which processing unit digests
query and algebra operator nodes describe how the results
of queries should be combined.

2.4.2 Similarity Transfer

The VTI unit primarily computes the similarity between
two images. This process is illustrated in Figure 2. Con-
sider a query graph in Figure 3, for instance, the similarity
criterion include text and color similarity, and the results of
the two criteria should be joined together using the AND
operator. Query color includes color saturation of desired
image and text includes number of keywords to describe
as the semantic of image. While users desire an image
for search in image database, for instance consider two im-
ages Q and T, the text process unit returns S1(Q,T ) and
the content process unit returns S2(Q, T ). As specified by
the query graph, these two score must be joined together
using the AND function. For each image, given the values
S1(Q,T ) and S2(Q,T ) the AND operator returns the value
S(Q,T ) = S1(Q,T ) ∧ S2(Q,T ), which is returned as the
similarity between image and image with respect to the cur-
rent similarity criterion [12].

2.4.3 Similarity matching

The VTI unit includes a number of algebraic operators to
put together the results of the content and text processing

Figure 4. Interface and result of a query ex-
ample

unit. The operators take two similarity measures relative to
two processing unit, and transform them into a new simi-
larity measure resulting from their combination. Consider a
query Q, and let Sc1(Q,T )ε[0, 1) be the similarity between
the query Q and image T according to the criterion c1 im-
plemented by content processing unit. We can interpret this
value as the truth value of the predicate ”Image I is like
the query Q according to criterion visual content.” Simi-
larly we have the value Sc2(Q,T ) representing the simi-
larity between Q and I according to criterion c2. We make
the following hypothesis. The similarity of Q and I im-
age with respect to criterion ”c1 and c2” depends only on
the values S1(Q,T ), S2(Q,T ). In this case, we can write
Sc1∧c2(Q,T ) = Sc1(Q,T ) ∧ Sc2(Q,T ). We can consider
similarly algebra function ∨ for OR connective and for ¬
NOT (negation) operator. The above operator definition that
makes it possible to satisfy all three relations are

d1 ∧ d2 = max(d1, d2) (6)

d1 ∨ d2 = min(d1, d2) (7)

¬d = 1 − d (8)

3 A query example

Here we present a brief query example of use of Im-
agePickup and its interface. Figure 4 shows the interface
of ImagePickup. The user was asked to look for a certain
group of Horse images, which look like the image in right
of interface (figure 4).also figure 4 shows the results after a
few interactions.



4 Experimental results

We implemented the ImagePickup search engine by Java
and Java server page from Sun Microsystems software pro-
gramming technology and Oracle database for repository
management of images and feature vector. We used a
machine by CPU 1.7 megahertz Intel processor with 512
megabyte RAM. In the following we present our experi-
mental results that achieved in simulation and construction
of ImagePickup system.

4.1 Data set and performance measure

Our image data set from the Corel images collection, in-
cluding 3117 images (N=3117 JPEG images) divided into
22 classes of different scenes (e.g. flowers, lions, sea, etc.).
The performance of the retrieval results is measured by pre-
cision and recall metrics as follows:

Recall =
No. of relevant images retrieved

Total no. of relevant images in database
(9)

Precision =
No. of relevant images retrieved

Total no. of images retrieved
(10)

Two above measurements are well-known method in image
retrieval systems.

4.2 Text-based retrieval

We simulated two models of text based information re-
trieval, Boolean model and vector model. In Boolean model
we unable to ranking in image retrieval results, but in vec-
tor model we have these advantages: 1. simplicity, 2. fast
search of records, 3. weighting to keywords (queries) and
ranking based record retrieval. Therefore we implemented
vector model for Text-based retrieval unit in ImagePickup
system.

4.3 Visual content-based retrieval

In visual content-based we used three features (color,
texture and shape) for representation of image content.
Some experimental results are shown with color proposed
method in figure 5, 6. Also we compared texture pro-
posed method with co-occurrence matrix. Co-occurrence
matrix is well known model of texture representation that
proposed by Haralick. Experimental result comparisons of
our method and co-occurrence matrix are shown in figure 7,
8.

Figure 5. Retrieval rate vs. number of re-
trieved images (6 queries of Ducks and Trees)
with color propose method

.

Figure 6. Recall vs. precision (Owls with 23
queries) with color proposed method.

4.4 Text-visual content-based retrieval

Our experimental result shows that our hybrid system is
effective on searching image databases, especially precision
was obtained by using the combination of content-based vi-
sual queries and keywords-based queries. Satisfactory re-
trieval results, such as retrieving all of the most relevant.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed an image database searcher
and indexer system that calls it ImagePickup. The aim
of ImagePickup is overcome the limitation of traditional
search engines and, more specifically, to find an alternative
to the well known query by example paradigm. The interac-
tion model of ImagePickup is based on the relation between
images content and text can be encoded and explored. This
system have three interrelated interfaces, one displaying the
similarity between images by visual content, and the other
displaying the similarity between words and third integrates
visual similarity between images and text similarity deriv-



Figure 7. Retrieval rate vs. number of
retrieved images (6 queries of Ducks and
Owls) with texture proposed method and co-
occurrence matrix.

Figure 8. Retrieval rate vs. precision images
(10 queries of Ducks) with texture proposed
method

ing from commonality in index terms in such a way that
image similarity influences text similarity and text similar-
ity influences image similarity. Results of experiments on
natural images show that higher retrieval precision and bet-
ter support of user subjectivity can be achieved due to visual
and text integrating.
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Abstract

The author describes ways of improving the
quality of AI (Artificial Intelligence)
instruction, through the use of agent
technology. Library agent, test center agent,
ALICE (Artificial Linguistic Internet
Computer Entity) agent, and student agent can
be integrated into the AI-based learning
environment. These agents can guide and
assist students as needed, probe their
understanding, and promote learning and
retention. If properly designed, they can
enhance student s motivation, as well. They
also exploit the natural human tendency to
socially respond to computing systems.

Keywords Agent Technology, Artificial
Intelligence, Intelligent Computer-Aided
Instruction

1. Introduction

Currently, there has been a fast growth of
interest in the Internet and the World Wide
Web as vehicles for instructional delivery.
Although web-based course management tools
including Blackboard
(http://www.blackboard.com) and WebCT
(http://www.webct.com) have appeared and
are widely used, the on-line courses are often
patterned after classroom instruction and thus
suffer from the limitations of large group
instruction [2]. Actually, suppose that students

are only learning their own Web-based
teaching materials without any interaction
with other students. The learning experience
must be definitely worse than that of
classroom instruction. This should produce a
negative impact on student retention because
students in on-line courses are poorly
motivated and often fall behind.

This courseware system is intended to
create a learning experience that has a
significant improvement on the traditional
classroom learning experience and gets closer
to the ideal state of individualized instruction,
since the advantages of the Web can assist
students in learning anywhere and anytime. In
other words, the instruction should be student-
centered, and thus cause the student s
motivation and foster active cognitive
processing during learning. Therefore, it can
provide students with individualized feedback
in order to completely accomplish the learning
objectives.

The rest of this paper consists of the
following topics. Section 2 discusses the
courseware architecture. The comparison
between a controlled group and an
experimental group is given in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the results and discussion.
And the conclusion is given in Section 5.



2. Courseware Architecture

This courseware system contains the following
topics [3, 4, 6, 7, 9]:
(1) AI Introduction
(2) Search and Problem Solving
(3) Reasoning and Production System
(4) Expert Systems and Knowledge

Engineering
(5) Uncertainty, Probabilistic Reasoning and

Fuzzy Logic
(6) AI Programming Languages
(7) Knowledge Representation
(8) Natural Language Understanding
(9) Cognition
(10) Machine Learning
(11) Robotics
(12) Speech Recognition
(13) Neural Networks
(14) Interface/ Information Agents
(15) Multi-agent

2.1 Building the System

First of all, JRE (Java Runtime Environment)
and JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment
framework) (please refer to JADE installation
at ) are needed to set up.
Then we need to load down the software
package AI.zip by using the Internet and
decompress it into any file folder. From this
step, we can obtain folder Teacher and folder
Student. Folder Teacher contains all those
files required for the teacher and folder
Student contains all those files required for the
student.

2.2 Operating the System

In this agent-based platform, teacher site is the
first one to be activated. Then student site is
activated anytime and anywhere by visiting
the Internet system.

2.2.1 Teacher Site

Switching to folder Teacher, under the DOS
mode we can type in java jade.Boot gui
Library:LibraryAgent

TestCenter:TestCenterAgent
Alice:AliceAgent in order to activate JADE
and three agents, or just execute run.bat. After
the above processes are activated, three
windows will appear. The first one is JADE
management window. The second one is
library agent window as shown in Fig. 2.1.
The third one is test center agent window as
shown in Fig. 2.2. However, ALICE agent
(http://www.alicebot.org/) has no window and
can show some activated message under DOS
mode.

Fig. 2.1 Library Agent

Fig. 2.2 Test Center Agent

Library agent is responsible for managing
the textbooks used by the teacher. When the
teacher wants to edit the teaching materials
from the textbook, he/she should go through
the following three steps: 1) Edit the contents
of the textbook in HTML and upload them on
a homepage. 2) Edit a setup file and upload it.
3) Add one more setup file so as to connect it
to the textbook. Basically, all those HTML
files can become part of a textbook. In other
words, all the teaching materials must be
uploaded on the web and browsed by any
browser.



TestCenterAgent aims to handle the test
tasks. When the teacher prepares a test,
he/she must perform the following
procedures. First, he needs to edit a copy of
test sheet and upload it onto the homepage.
Second, he needs to setup the address for the
test sheet in the test center.

ALICE agent aims to handle Q&A
tasks. This agent contains no management
interface. All the teacher wants to manage
and maintain are AI.aiml files. Basically,
only executing Program B can present the
answer to the question. ALICE agent is only
an interface which allows Program B to get a
question from other agents on the platform
and passes an answer onto the asking agent.

2.2.2 Student Site

Switching to folder Student, under the DOS
mode we can type in java jade.Boot host
[Teacher s IP] container
[Student]:StudentAgent , where [Teacher s
IP] denotes the IP or domain name for
teacher s computer and [Student] denotes
student s name. If all the agent calling
procedures are well performed and
LibraryAgent is activated, a library window
will appear and list all the textbooks. Once
the student selects a textbook, a textbook
window can appear as shown in Fig. 2.3. In
addition, ALICE dialog window also appear
as shown in Fig. 2.4.

Fig. 2.3 Textbook Window Fig. 2.4 ALICE Dialog

3. Comparison between a Controlled
Group and an Experimental Group

In order to compare the outcome
performance of traditional instruction with
that of the proposed agent-based instruction,
I select one junior class of 58 students and
divide it into two groups, a controlled group
and an experimental group [1, 5, 8]. Each
group contains 29 students.

The controlled group of students is
taught by traditional instruction and the
experimental group of students is taught by
the proposed agent-based instruction.

Starting from the second week of this
semester, I am intensively teaching Artificial
Intelligence for three contiguous days using
the two different instructional methods. The
experimental results are summarized as
follows:

For the controlled group, (1) Group
Average Scores = 66.23; (2) The students
feel that the teaching materials are tedious
and boring; (3) Learning speed is slow and
retention is ambiguous.

For the experimental group, (1) Group
Average Scores = 76.25; (2) The students
feel that the teaching materials are



interesting and attractive; (3) Learning speed
is fast and retention is obvious.

4. Results and Discussion

This courseware system presenting the
following merits and results:
(1) Provides the Department of Computer

Science and Information Engineering,
National Formosa University, Taiwan,
with a demonstrating software system
on Artificial Intelligence.

(2) Provides a teacher with a computer
platform to setup, save, analyze, deduce,
and organize the teaching materials and
files.

(3) Assists students in visualizing the
behavioral performance of those
complex AI algorithms.

(4) Enhances students learning interests and
efficiency.

(5)Accumulates teachers annual teaching
experiences in order to improve the
quality of AI-based instruction.

5. Conclusion

This courseware system aims to assist
students in clearly understanding the theory
and applications of Artificial Intelligence. It
obviously performs better and becomes a
successful undertaking. Furthermore, by
using the system we still need to cultivate
students problem solving capabilities and
creativity. Finally, the student must be
assigned some AI-related projects and do
more exercises so as to design some creative
algorithms.
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Abstract

New advances in technology of mobile computers 
along with advent of wireless and mobile networking 
bring new capabilities, applications and concerns to the 
computer world. In this paper, we discussed on file 
sharing requirements in a mobile environment. Then, we 
proposed an architecture that supports mobility of 
hardware, data and software over the environment. 
Finally a sample implementation of the suggested 
architecture is presented. 
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1. Introduction 

New advances in technology of mobile computers 
along with advent of wireless and mobile networking 
bring new capabilities, applications and concerns to the 
computer world. It has increased the number of mobile 
elements with computing power over the planet.  Mobile 
computing [2,4,5,7,18] is the paradigm focusing on these 
issues. 

The main aspect of mobile computing is the need of 
users to compute ubiquitously, anywhere and anytime [6, 
21]. Transferring and sharing electronic files in a mobile 
environment is an important requirement of ubiquitous 
computing. The aim of this paper is to design a general 
architecture for file sharing systems that operates on 
mobile environments. Mobility may be logical or 
physical [15]. So the design of mobile file sharing system 
is affected by considering mobility of software agents 
[12] and their shared data (logical mobility) as well as 
mobility of hosts (physical mobility). 

However due to the nature of mobility, mobile 
computers such a laptops, third generation mobile 
phones, PDAs and the like have not the similar 
capabilities to static hosts [9]. Wireless networks are also 
more error prone since air interface is used as their 
transmission medium. So, mobile computing has special 
constraints and limitations. 

[18,19] characterized mobile computing by four 
constraints: 

“Mobile elements are resource-poor relative   
to static elements.” 

“Mobility is inherently hazardous” 

“Mobile connectivity is highly variable in 
performance and reliability.”

“Mobile elements rely on a finite energy 
source.”

Consequently, our architecture is built around a set of 
principles considering the constraints of mobility. 
Afterward, a number of design tactics and abstractions 
are used to describe the architecture. Mobile hospital 
information system (mobile HIS) is used in this paper as 
an example of a mobile environment with both forms of 
physical and logical mobility. In a hospital, patients, 
doctors and nurses change their location frequently, so 
mobile hosts may be used to help them to connect to the 
system ubiquitously. Besides, mobile software agents 
exist in the system and migrate between the hosts to 
gather information, help in decision making and etc. 

Section 2 explains the four basic principles of the 
paper, section 3 describes its design issues and section 4 
illustrates our sample implementation of the architecture. 

2. Principles 

Our architecture is based on a set of principles to 
satisfy the additional requirements of the mobile file 
sharing system. These principles are core of our design 
phase and have designated as a supplement to notion of 
typical file sharing systems. 

1. Support for heterogeneous environments 
with adaptable behavior  

Since nomadic user of the future needs pervasive 
information access, mobile platforms are supposed to 
connect to the network ubiquitously. So, the mobile file 



sharing systems should support several access 
technologies including wireless LAN, short range radio 
and packet radio and ought to work in heterogeneous 
environments. It means, in contrast to fixed networks, 
mobile file sharing systems should operate on multiple 
networks. For example, in a mobile HIS that two hosts 
may have different connections through the global 
wireless network (i.e. UMTS) or the hospital wireless 
network or a transient ad-hoc network, the file sharing 
system should allow authorized users to select their 
desired network to transmit the shared files. 

On the other hand, as a result of hand-over of mobile 
users between diverse networks as well as alteration in 
connectivity of the networks - and in general due to 
dynamic change of the computational context - designers 
have the tendency to use adaptive[1,8,17,19] systems for 
mobile environments. Adaptability is based on the rule 
that when the situation changes, then the behavior of the 
system adjusts in line with predefined or instant policies 
of the user.  Network-adaptation, application specific 
adaptation and adaptation in content transmission are 
some examples of adaptation strategies have been 
researched [14]. For file sharing system, we decided on 
application aware adaptation [11,16] which can operate 
on the above strategies. Assume that a nomadic user 
move to a low bandwidth and costly network when he is 
downloading a large file, in this case the system should 
not continue file transfer stupidly. It should make a 
decision through predefined policies or ask the user to 
decide. So our architecture should support heterogeneity 
in file transmission plus methods for adaptability of the 
system with the environment changes. 

2. Decrease the number of unnecessary and 
inefficient file transfers 

In fixed networks it is ordinary to download a file 
from a host incorrectly just because of name similarity. 
These events are not desirable in mobile environments 
while the cost of file transmission in mobile networks is 
much more than fixed ones. In addition to unnecessary 
file transmissions, inefficient file transfers may appear. 
Inefficient file transfers may happen due to lack of 
information about the shared files and the sharers. As an 
example, the file may be downloaded from a host with 
poor connectivity while the file has been shared by its 
original source with better connectivity. Another example 
is starting file transmission from a host which is going to 
leave the network in minutes. 

Both incorrect and inefficient file transmissions are 
occurred owing to lack of information. Indeed, in fixed 
networks as the speed is high and the cost of 
communication is low, metadata about shared files are 
limited. However, in mobile environments due to 
dynamic behavior of the mobile nodes as well as high 

cost and low speed of the network, sufficient metadata 
attached to shared files required to decrease the number 
of incorrect and inefficient file transmissions. 

3. Avoid unsolicited waits 

In wireless networks, absence of a host is common. 
So, when a file is requested from an absent host, the 
requester waits for its presence. Usually in typical file 
sharing systems, the requester will not be informed at the 
time the sharer come back to the network. So, the 
requester uses the polling method to check the presence 
of the sharer. Sometimes, this leads to a long delay 
before file transmission. Since, the requester itself may 
not be within reach when the sharer returns to the 
network. Another obstacle is that sharers will not be 
informed about file requests sent to them in their absence 
time. This cause unnecessary waits too. 

To avoid mentioned unwanted waits, the file sharing 
system should support a scheme to inform waited hosts 
when the wanted host returned to the network. It also 
should maintain asynchronous file requests.

4. Use simple and consistent naming system  

In a mobile environment, with both logical and 
physical mobility, everything is dynamic. Mobile hosts 
are moving between networks and mobile agents are 
moving between hosts. Users are also mobile and may 
even change their host to have ubiquitous information 
access. Naming elements in such an environment is an 
interesting research topic. For file sharing system, we 
need a consistent naming system, in which shared files 
have persistent access names with low degree of 
complexity. In our architecture we employ a simple but 
effective idea to fulfill the requirements of mobile file 
sharing system. 

3. Design Issues 

In design of the mobile file sharing system, we used a 
number of tactics [3] to satisfy the requirements and 
quality attributes of the system. These tactics are a 
collection of related works that are managed with a 
predefined policy based on the principles mentioned in 
section 2. 

3.1 Tactics

1. Layered Design 

Like most of distributed systems, our architecture 
exploits a layered system. It has three major layers and 
each layer is almost separate from the others. The lowest 
layer is relay layer which is responsible for data 



communication; the median layer is coordination layer
which provides the abstraction of a shared space and 
helps the peers to convey file sharing control records; the 
highest layer is file sharing managerial layer which 
determines the arrangement and meaning of file sharing 
control records. This structure supports heterogeneity, as 
the relay layer communication method could change 
without modification in upper layers.

2. XML structures as descriptive metadata 

As described in second principle of section 2, 
maintaining descriptive metadata will reduce the number 
of inefficient and incorrect file transfers. We used two 
plain xml structures. One for publishing a shared file 
metadata (FXMD) and the other for describing status of a 
sharer host (HXMD). The former will be extended by the 
latter to form the shared file effective metadata (EXMD). 
Just as a sharer receives a file request, it generates 
effective metadata for the file and passes it to the 
requester. Figure 1 represents an instance of a shared file 
effective metadata. The brief description of the file, the 
original source (or a fixed host) of the file, the exact size 
of it, the possibility of segmentation of the file are some 
information that may be placed in FXMD. Estimated 
time the host stays in the network, estimated time the 
mobile agent remains on the host, the supported file 
transfer methods, the quality of shared connections are 
some information passes with the HXMD. 

3. Application aware adaptation 

Adaptation stands for dynamic balance between two 
paradigms, autonomy of mobile hosts and 
interdependence of them. The first has the advantage of 
being free from network connectivity concerns but 
suffers form resource poverty of mobile stations. 
However the interdependence paradigm is vice-versa. 
Satyanarayanan delimits the range of strategies for 
adaptation by two extremes, as shown in Figure 2. “At 
one extreme, adaptation is entirely the responsibility of 
individual applications. … The other extreme of 
application-transparent places entire responsibility for 
adaptation on the system. … Between these two extremes 
lies a spectrum of possibilities that we collectively refer 
to as application-aware adaptation.”[17] 

In our architecture, application aware adaptation is 
exploited to let the file sharing system and its users tune 
the behavior of mobile hosts. 

4. Utilize listeners, status info and ASYN 
requests 

An effective approach to avoid unsolicited waits is 
taking advantage of asynchronous communication. In our 
design, this approach is employed in three ways. 

Putting status info of the peers in the shared space 

Before attempt to file transfer, the requester checks for 
the presence of the sharer host. Putting status info of the 
hosts in the shared space could reduce the cost of 
communication as well as waiting times. Status info of a 
host is updated when it decides to leave the network. 
Moreover, on revisiting the network it updates its status 
info in the shared space and changes the status to present. 

Setting listeners for the peers when they are absent 

When a sharer host is absent, requesters can set 
listeners for it in the shared space and ask the system to 
notify him when the sharer host revisits the network. 
Using this technique the requester informs about sharer 
return immediately and makes it possible to apply for the 
shared file instantly. 

<EXMD> 
<FXMD> 

<filename>P028CH </filename> 
<source> HIS File Server 2 
</source> 
<description> 
History of cardiograph outputs for 
patient 028 (Sara Hosseini). From 
2004/08/10 to 2004/11/10  
</description> 
<size> 15 KB </size> 
<dividable> no </dividable> 

</FXMD> 
<HXMD> 

 <connections>  
<C><N> TCI </N><Q> average </Q> 
<C><N> LHIS </N><Q>excellent </Q> 
<C><N> A12 </N><Q> not good </Q> 

 </connections>  
 <EDD> 14:20 </EDD> 

<EAD> N </EAD> 
</HXMD> 

</EXMD> 

Figure 1. Sample Effective Metadata 

Figure 2. Range of adaptation strategies [20] 



Using ASYN file requests if a file sharer is absent 

When a sharer host is absent the requester can put an 
ASYN request for a file in the shared space and ask the 
sharer host to send him the file. The ASYN request may 
suggest asynchronous or synchronous file transfer 
methods for sending the file. That is, if the requester 
predicts an unstable state, it asks for asynchronous 
transmission and in contrast, stable state prediction may 
cause a synchronous file transmission. 

In mentioned techniques, the concept of shared space 
is an essential part of the communications. This concept 
is realized by the coordination layer as stated before. The 
coordination layer divides the shared space into two 
parts, a public area which is common between all hosts 
and a private area which holds a message inbox for each 
host. Listeners and ASYN file requests are put in the 
private area and status info records are located at public 
area.

5. Two-level naming system 

In a mobile file sharing system hosts migrate between 
networks and agents and their associated files migrate 
between hosts. Users also change their hosts and their 
related data according to required computing context.  In 
such environments with high degree of mobility, the 
traditional naming systems are not well suited [20]. So 
addressing the files and locating them with a non-
complex structure that runs on mobile hosts efficiently is 
a challenge. Our solution uses a two level naming 
system. In which, access names as permanent and 
human-friendly names are mapped to address names as 
temporal and location dependent names. The idea is 
simple. Identifiers of the sharers are the sole names that 
are not changing in this environment. File sharers are 
either mobile users or mobile software agents. Both 
groups have unique and human-friendly identifiers. So 
access names consist of sharer identifiers as the first 
segment and file names as the second segment. For 
example in a mobile hospital information system if the 
user “Nurse103” is going to share the file 
“BloodPressureA29” the shared file access name will be 
“/Nurse103/BloodPressureA29”. It is emulates a regular 
file sharing system wherein each user has a separate 
directory and there are some automatic mount points to 
user directories. This scheme leads permanent names that 
do not change by migration of software agents and users. 
On the contrary, address names consist of three 
segments, network name, host network address and file 
address. Network name indicates the last network visited 
by the mobile host, host network address is the address of 
the host in the last network addressing system and the file 
address is the address of the file in the host addressing 

system. This scheme permits migration of mobile hosts 
between networks and user data between hosts without 
any change to access names. The advantage of this 
naming system is acquiring name transparency with a 
direct single-level mapping instead of using complex 
multi-level mappings which do not fit into the constraints 
of mobility. 

3.2 Structure 

The first level decomposition [3] of mobile file 
sharing system based on the mentioned principles and 
tactics is shown in figure 3. 

Below is brief description of the components of the 
managerial layers. 

Context Monitor: 

Context monitor is responsible for changes of 
computing context including quality of network 
connection, remaining battery, hosts physical location 
and etc. Monitoring the computing context in managerial 
layer makes dynamic adaptation of the application 
possible. 

Share and Download Manager: 

Share and download manager is in charge of the main 
procedures of the file sharing system including 
procedures of sharing and downloading files, handling 
XML metadata structures, listeners, status info records, 
and ASYN requests. 

Naming System: 

Naming System manages the two-level naming 
scheme. It uses the public area of coordination layer to 
store the names. When a user changes his host, or a 
software agent migrate from a host to another, the 
naming system of the new host updates the address of the 
shared files in the public area. When a mobile host enters 
to a new network or changes its network address the 
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Figure 3. First Level Decomposition of the System 



update is done by naming system of the mobile host 
itself.  

4. Implementation 

The architecture presented in this paper is general and 
several implementations can realize it. For example the 
concept of the shared space and coordination layer fit to 
different patterns in line with the requirements of the 
system. That is this architecture works on a variety of 
environments. For instance, at one extreme if a fixed 
server is available in the system and supports mobile 
hosts with a good connection (like hospital information 
system) then the shared space could be deployed on the 
fixed server. The other extreme is ad-hoc networking, 
whereas there is no fixed infrastructure and the networks 
are short-lived. In ad-hoc networks, coordination layer 
uses the concept of virtual shared space and emulates the 
shared space features for the upper layer. 

To verify the correctness of presented architecture, we 
implemented a prototype mobile file sharing system in 
java. It conforms to our design issues and principles and 
well suited to the mobile environments. The coordination 
layer in  sample implementation is based on 
LIME[10,13], a Linda-like coordination system with 
mobility support. The context monitor of the 
implementation is straightforward and just captures the 
predefined values to inform the managerial layer about 
the context. The naming system is as described in the 
paper, but it also uses hashing to improve performance. 
Share and download manager has a simple user interface 
and an engine to handle the sharing and downloading 
procedures. The sample implementation shows that the 
notion of the proposed architecture is correct and it is 
feasible to realize it in mobile environments.  

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

It can be seen from this paper that using new models 
for file sharing in mobile environments, can improve 
usability, performance and effectiveness of file sharing 
systems with mobility support. In our recent work on 
mobile file sharing systems, we employed an 
architectural style and several design techniques to fulfill 
the requirements and quality attributes of the mobile file 
sharing system. Adaptation as a key solution for mobility 
problems, asynchronous communication and 
supplementary information as two ways for reducing 
unnecessary waits, and innovative naming system to 
simplify addressing the mobile units are some design 
techniques exploited in our model.

In our ongoing research we plan to investigate further 
on adaptation and design more clever applications. To 
address this issue, we have divided our domain into two 
areas, the first denotes to pure mobile networks in which 

there are not auxiliary fixed hosts and everything is 
mobile, and the second denotes to common mobile 
networks that benefits from supporting fixed hosts. The 
next studies can focus on specific models and 
implementations for each area as well as working on 
flexible systems to cover both areas with the ability of 
switching between them. 
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Abstract

Multimedia streaming to mobile devices is gaining pop-
ularity. In order to provide a high Quality-of-Experience to
users of such devices, adaptation and caching mechanisms
need to be provided at various places in the network. Such
mechanisms can only perform well when they have sufficient
metadata on the media, network, user and device at their
disposal. In this paper, we identify the requirements that are
posed on metadata exchange mechanisms in a mobile con-
text. Since none of the available mechanisms meet the re-
quirements on a satisfactory level, we propose a new binary
XML-based messaging infrastructure that does perform as
required. Our experiments show that this infrastructure of-
fers the needed functionality, while consuming less band-
width and power than current mechanisms.

1. Introduction

Mobile devices are faced with continuously changing
circumstances, such as available bandwidth and environ-
mental conditions. Furthermore they have to deal with lim-
ited battery and calculation power. When such devices
are used to produce and/or consume multimedia content,
changing circumstances impact the perceived quality of the
multimedia significantly. To deal with these variations,
adaptation and caching strategies may be provided at sev-
eral places in the network. In order to find optimal solu-
tions, such strategies need to gather information from dif-
ferent parties (user, device, network) at various points in
the network [6] [8].

We have developed a binary XML-based messaging in-
frastructure that combines a number of recent standards to
meet the requirements of metadata exchange with mobile
multimedia devices. The infrastructure comprises a formal
definition and binary encoding of the XML messages, an

extensive API and two reference implementations.
In this article, we elaborate on the specific requirements

for mobile multimedia terminals, detail the technologies we
integrate in our messaging infrastructure, describe our ex-
periments and evaluate the results.

2. Requirements on exchange of metadata

Various XML-based languages that describe metadata
are gaining momentum. Popular examples are TV-Anytime
metadata [2], CC/PP [10] and numerous MPEG-21 tools
[3]. Figure 1 shows the types of metadata that we take into
consideration. When mobile terminals need to exchange
such metadata with other parties in a network, a widely ac-
cepted, flexible yet efficient and effective communication
mechanism is required.

Media Proxy A

Media Proxy B

Content
Consumer
.player capabilities
.user preferences

.adaptation capabilities

.caching algorithms

.adaptation capabilities

.caching algorithms

.sensor capabilities
properties
description
adaptation axis

.media

Content
Producer

t

t

kbps

kbps

Figure 1. When a multimedia terminal trav-
els through wireless networks, various time-
dependent metadata from media proxies, net-
work conditions and the terminal needs to be
communicated effectively.

When focussing on low-power, mobile devices, any



communication mechanism needs to be able to transport
the metadata efficiently. A high level of efficiency is ob-
tained by sending only relevant and new information, while
minimizing the protocol overhead and the amount of use-
less metadata transport, by preventing both the retransmis-
sion of already known data and any data transmission which
the receiver cannot correctly perceive. This also means that
the mechanism should be able to send fragments of meta-
data when only a partial update of information is required.
The efficiency of the communication mechanism further-
more lies in its ability to be employed by mobile devices
with minimal power consumption.

An effective communication mechanism that operates in
an environment as shown in Figure 1, needs to bring across
information in varying and complex circumstances with a
high degree of reliability. The mechanism has to operate in
a continuously changing combination of environments that
differ in security, (service and network) reliability and avail-
ability. This means that it has to provide its own control
over communication-related aspects such as encryption, re-
dundancy and redirection. Effective communication is also
facilitated by the availability of formal mechanisms to de-
scribe available services and transported messages, since
this creates a common understanding of terminology by the
parties involved.

The flexibility of a communication mechanism lies in the
way it is able to cope with changes in types of metadata it
is able to convey, network environments over which it can
be transported and capabilities of the devices by which it
is employed. Underlying network environments can range
from error-prone wireless to wired broadband. Target de-
vices include anything from low-power mobile terminals to
enterprise servers.

Shortcomings in efficiency and effectiveness typically
occur when a communication mechanism is employed in
circumstances other than anticipated by its creators. To
overcome such shortcomings, flexible mechanisms may al-
low future extensions and backward compatible modifica-
tions. However, such extensions and modifications often do
not fit nicely in the original concept of the technology, and
as such become a sub-optimal solution. For instance, HTTP,
which is by origin a client-server communication mecha-
nism, was not devised with multi-node communication in
mind, yet can be used for it when other mechanisms are
built on top of it. One way to accomplish this is by creating
a client-server connection from each node in the network to
the next. That way, the application behaves as a multi-node
system while in fact message forwarding is used at each
node.

Currently used protocols for aspects of multimedia man-
agement, such as session initiation (e.g. SIP [7]) and de-
livery control (e.g. RTSP [7]) do not meet the posed re-
quirements to a satisfactory degree. These protocols were

developed prior to the emergence of mobile multimedia ses-
sions, and were as such not developed with mobile applica-
tions in mind, and thus suffer from a combination of these
drawbacks: they communicate (XML-based) metadata inef-
ficiently; they are ineffective in mobile multimedia environ-
ments (e.g. unable to handle changing network topologies);
there is no native support to overcome the previous two in a
flexible way.

RTSP for example, is an effective and efficient protocol
for the control of streaming multimedia delivery in a sim-
ple client-server scenario without mobility or intermediate
adaptation nodes. However, when used by mobile multi-
media terminals, its effectiveness is diminished due to its
HTTP-like client-server interaction. This construction ham-
pers mobility, where sessions migrate between servers, net-
works and even terminals. With RTSP, it is hard to add and
to formally describe the functionality intermediate nodes
(i.e. media proxies) offer and the messages they use to com-
municate. Yet, when such aspects change frequently, this
is crucial to achieve effective and efficient communication.
Without a formal description of both messages and services,
unnecessary communication is practically unavoidable, as
our experiments in Section 4.2 will illustrate.

3. Messaging infrastructure

We have developed a multimedia metadata messaging in-
frastructure that meets the requirements we have set in the
previous section. To facilitate widespread acceptance, we
have based it on recently developed standards in the field of
XML-based communications. We have provided APIs that
allow construction and handling/parsing of messages. Fur-
thermore, we provide two reference implementations of the
API, optimized for either low power (embedded) or large
scale server systems. In order to allow a high efficiency
in bandwidth and power consumption, we provide a mech-
anism to exchange messages in a standard binary format.
We use the name Liquid SOAP (LiqS) for our messaging in-
frastructure with integrated technologies and LiqSb for the
binary encoded messages.

3.1. Messaging protocols

We have integrated the most flexible and effective XML-
based messaging protocol available: SOAP 1.2 [9], a W3C
Recommendation. In combination with Web Service Ad-
dressing (WS-Addressing) [11] and SOAP TCP binding it
proves to be an excellent tool for the exchange of XML data
in complex environments. Figure 2 shows the envelope of a
message that combines these three technologies.

Unlike the popular SOAP HTTP binding, which al-
ways results in a client-server type request-response mech-
anism, our SOAP TCP binding allows a range of commu-



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<soap:Envelope
xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope"
xmlns:wsa="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/.../addressing/">
<soap:Header>
<wsa:Action>urn:play</wsa:Action>
<wsa:MessageID>uuid:9ffc2332-82b1-4c9...</wsa:MessageID>
<wsa:ReplyTo>soap.tcp://clientplayer:8081/</wsa:ReplyTo>
<wsa:To>soap.tcp://mediagateway/sessionservice</wsa:To>
</soap:Header>
<soap:Body> ... </soap:Body>
<soap:Fault> ... </soap:Fault>
</soap:Envelope>

Figure 2. Example of an empty message enve-
lope, which is a standard SOAP envelope that
contains WS-Addressing information. ‘...’ In-
dicates characters were removed for clarity.

nication and choreography models, such as fire-and-forget
and request-notify. Using our TCP binding, a server in
a network can easily send messages to a (mobile) device,
as opposed to the widespread HTTP binding where this
could only happen if the client device would regularly send
polling messages to the server or host a HTTP server, both
unacceptable power hungry mechanisms. SOAP TCP bind-
ing allows messages to be sent to SOAP nodes other than
their final destination, requiring formal mechanisms for for-
warding and redirection. We integrated WS-Addressing
which offers exactly the needed functionalities: message
identification, message reference, sender and receiver iden-
tification, and more.

3.2. Binary XML

XML-based messaging frameworks such as ours offer
significant advantages with regard to many aspects, such as
flexibility, clarity, consistency and rigidity. However, their
default text-based transport places a heavy burden on the
available bandwidth and processing power of communicat-
ing devices. During the development of the MPEG-7 stan-
dard, a binary format [5] was devised, that meets the spe-
cific requirements of multimedia terminals while preserv-
ing the many advantages of XML-based communication.
Apart from a performing schema-based data compression
and power efficient parsing on a bit-stream level, the format
allows fast random access, fragmenting, streaming and se-
lective updating of XML documents, making it the first for-
mat that satisfies all of the requirements identified by MPEG
[4].

Since our SOAP messages are entirely standard XML
based, we were able to encode them using the MPEG-
7 binary XML mechanism. We use the Expway
BinXML™software, a standard compliant implementation
[1].

3.3. API

We have developed APIs to send and receive our mes-
sages. Since we target a range of devices from low-power
terminals to high-end servers, we have built two reference
implementations.

One implementation is optimized for low-power and
high efficiency but it provides for one simultaneous incom-
ing/outgoing connection only. It is built without assuming
functionality or libraries that are specific to a development
environment. We perform all message handling, manipula-
tion and composition directly in our software.

The other reference implementation we provide, is built
using well-accepted server technology from Apache and
Sun Microsystems. It is able to handle large amounts of
connections, while focusing less on power consumption.

4. Evaluation

To compare the behaviour and performance of our mes-
saging infrastructure with another mechanism, we need to
build two identical working environments such as the one
in Figure 1, one using our mechanism and one using the
other. We have chosen to use RTSP as a case study. RTSP
is a popular and well optimized protocol that performs very
well in traditional client-server environments. As an exam-
ple, Figure 3 shows a typical RTSP Play message, which a
client sends to request a server to start streaming the media
of a prepared session. RTSP defines nine more messages
and a large set of response/error codes, similar to those of
HTTP.

PLAY rtsp://...sample_300kbit.mov/track... RTSP/1.0\r\n
CSeq: 4\r\n
Range: npt=0.000000-66.470000\r\n
x-prebuffer: maxtime=2.000000\r\n
x-transport-options:late-tolerance=10\r\n
Session:3636553809122718327\r\n
User-Agent:QTS(qtver=6.4;os=WindowsNT 5.0Ser...)\r\n
\r\n

Figure 3. Example of a RTSP Play message.
‘...’ Indicates characters were removed for
clarity.

We have build XML-based counterparts for all RTSP
messages, described by formal WSDL descriptions. The
messages and data types are described in an XML Schema,
named LiqSRTS, which stands for Liquid SOAP, Real Time
Streaming. For the purpose of this evaluation, we placed ex-
actly the same information in our messages that is conveyed
in their respective RTSP counterparts, even though our mes-
saging framework does not require such a direct mapping.
Figure 4 shows a one-to-one translation of the RTSP Play
message in XML.



<Play xmlns:liqs="http://www.xmt.be/.../LiqSRTS/">
<user>
<name>QTS</name>
<properties>
<version>6.3</version>
<os>Windows NT 5.0 Service Pack 4</os>

</properties>
</user>
<session>
<id>3636553809122718327</id>
<options>...</options>
<media>
<uri> liqs://...sample_300kbit.mov/trackID=3</uri>
<range type="npt">
<start>0.000000</start>
<stop>66.470000</stop>
</range>

</media>
</session>
</Play>

Figure 4. Example of the body of an RTS Play
message, translated from the RTSP Play mes-
sage of Figure 3. ‘...’ Indicates characters
were removed for clarity.

4.1. Functional performance

Using our reference implementations to handle the mes-
saging, we developed a small software library that trans-
lates RTSP and our messages in both directions. Using that
library we were able to rapidly develop both a Liqs com-
pliant player and server. In order to create a Liqs compli-
ant server we wrapped an existing Darwin Streaming Server
( DSS ) to communicate using only our messaging frame-
work. The same library, although using a different message
direction, enabled to create a Java-based media player. With
the available components we built two test setups: one en-
tirely LiqS based (LiqS DSS, Java media player and LiqS
proxies which we developed ourselves) and one entirely
RTSP based (DSS, QuickTime 6.4 and proxies, compiled
from RealNetworks RTSP Proxy Reference Kit 2.0). Some
of the most eye catching conclusions of our experiments are
detailed hereafter.

Already during the development and integration phase
of our experiments, some clear advantages of our messag-
ing framework surfaced. Because we have formal XML
Schema descriptions of all LiqS messages and included data
types, we are able to reuse third party message parsing and
generating components, knowing from start that they han-
dle the messages correctly, even validating them explicitly
using XML Schema. When building RTSP parsers and gen-
erators, on the other hand, much development effort is need-
lessly spent on the error prone character set level.

The real merits of our messaging infrastructure, how-
ever, became clear once we tried to build the setup as de-
scribed above. Our LiqS player was able to send messages
to a proxy in the network, knowing that they would be for-

warded to the correct destination, as detailed in the WS-
Addressing information. With our RTSP setup, however,
after rewriting the proxy software so that multiple proxies
could be chained, we needed to add proprietary information
to the messages which describe the required path explicitly.
Such a non-standard mechanism offers no guarantee that
the information will be interpreted correctly at the receiv-
ing end. Even then, we were not able to provide the same
functionality with our RTSP setup, unless we stepped away
even further from the standard, since RTSP has no standard
accepted mechanism to indicate the location where the RTP
stream should be sent. RTSP does have a standard way to
tell the server where the stream is to be sent, by the ”descrip-
tion=” key which can be included in the ”Transport:” field
of the SETUP message. However since it is a candidate for
distributed denial of service attacks, it is recommended that
implementations ignore it unless the requesting client is au-
thenticated using HTTP authentication mechanisms, and to
use the client’s IP address otherwise. We are convinced that
those security issues should be handled at another level, as
WS-Security does for Web Services.

Streaming Server Media Player

LiqSb LiqSb

LiqS Proxy

RTP (Media)

Streaming Server
DSS

Media Player
QuickTime

RTSP Proxy

RTP

RTSP

RTCP

RTSP

RTCP

RTP

Figure 5. Comparison between simple
streaming server, proxy-, player-setup using
LiqS or RTSP as messaging protocol.

The lack of RTP redirection forced us to route all RTP-
streaming packages through the RTSP proxies, while the
Liqs-setup didn’t suffer from this architectural choice, en-
abling direct streaming from the server to the client, as can
be seen in Figure 5.

We included XML-based metadata (user preferences and
MPEG-7 media information) in some messages. Our ap-
proach enables this seamlessly, simply by adding the meta-
data as an extra subtree in a message. Using the XML
Schema, a recipient of a message is able to validate and
interpret the information. RTSP provides no such straight-
forward mechanism for the inclusion of XML or any other
alien data in messages. For every piece of XML data, we
had to calculate its length and include it as foreign data in a
message, where it loses its meaning.



4.2. Bandwidth consumption

We have translated a set of typical small RTSP messages
in our messaging framework, in the same way as illustrated
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The messages were taken from
a basic test that we performed by streaming a Quicktime
demo movie from DSS with a Quicktime player.

We measured the size of both variants of the messages,
as they are sent to the network stack (i.e. without overhead
from lower layers). Figure 6 shows the messages with the
respective sizes we measured. While RTSP was designed
with conciseness in mind, our binary XML messages are
often significantly smaller. The bottom row named ‘Total’,
which combines the amount of data sent to start the stream-
ing of a demo movie containing 2 tracks, one audio and
one video, gives an overview of the typical message traffic
between client and server. The schema column shows the
size of the compiled binary schemas, which are needed by
any recipient of the messages to be able to parse the mes-
sages. The number given in the trade-off column indicates
the number of messages of that particular type would need
to be exchanged per schema update before the overhead of
sending the schema is compensated. This means that, when
at least a ‘trade-off’ number of messages is sent per schema
update, LiqSb requires less bandwidth than RTSP. We can
safely assume that schema updates should rarely take place,
since they are only required when the actual format of the
messages changes.

Message RTSP LiqSb schema trade-off
Describe 211 160 1582 31
Description 817 337 2160 5
Setup 327 232 1666 18
Response 511 189 1795 5
Options † 1550 0 0 -
Play 275 209 1671 26
Ok 259 145 1599 14
Total 4788 1693 10473 4

Figure 6. Measurements of the size (in bytes)
of typical RTSP messages, equivalent LiqSb
messages and the binary schema.

As marked by †, in our RTSP setup the DSS sent an ‘Op-
tions’ message which our Quicktime player did not under-
stand. This large message would not have been transmit-
ted, if the client was able to provide a description of the
messages it can handle through some sort of formal mecha-
nism. With our messaging framework, such useless mes-
sage transmission can be eliminated, which can result in
significant bandwidth savings.

The actual media data that is transmitted from server
to client requires significantly more bandwidth than these

messages, as they are very basic and small. However, when
large amounts of metadata need to be exchanged, which is
often the case with MPEG-7 and MPEG-21, the bandwidth
that is saved by our messages becomes important.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have developed a binary XML-based messaging in-
frastructure that combines new standards in the field of
XML messaging to meet the requirements of metadata ex-
change with mobile multimedia devices. The infrastructure
comprises a formal definition and binary encoding of XML
messages, an extensive API and two reference implementa-
tions.

Our experiments show that our infrastructure fits much
nicer in complex multimedia environments where mobile
devices wish to exchange metadata. We measured the band-
width implications of our approach, and even in a simple
scenario, our messaging mechanism saves bandwidth over
RTSP.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a semantically interoperable
software application, codenamed HyperGuide, for support-
ing the fruition of cultural heritage through proposition
of context-aware multimedia content. Semantic languages
have been used to achieve semantic interoperability for data
and for some subsystems. The application was designed and
developed at the CRIAI research lab in Portici (Naples),
Italy within a research program funded by the Italian Ed-
ucation, University and Research Ministry. The program is
currently entering its experimental phase when the appli-
cation is being adopted in one of the archeological sites of
the Soprintendenza archeologica of Pompei. In HyperGuide
context is a multi-dimensional entity which refers to three
aspects: the user’s profile, the user’s device capabilities,
and the user’s real-time geographical position. Multimedia
content is described and stored through standard ontologies
and languages. The paradigm of device independence is ex-
ploited to provide a standard description of the device’s ca-
pabilities while the user’s preferences are captured through
a lightweight registration process. When the user accesses
the system, his/her position is determined through a fine-
grained indoor and outdoor location system. At this point,
multimedia content is retrieved and content presentation is
automatically adapted based on the context.

1. Introduction

Cultural tourism is a growing segment of the tourism in-
dustry and the one that offers the best opportunities to local
communities in terms of economic development and preser-

vation of local landscapes and lifestyles. However, the vis-
itor to cultural heritage sites is often frustrated at the lack
or inaccuracy of the relevant information. As a result the
visit is not tailored to the tourist sensibility and education
and this, in turn, may take him/her away from this kind of
experience. In recent years though, rapid advances in tech-
nology, from telecommunications to multimedia, hardware,
speech synthesis and recognition, and graphics have proven
useful in documenting, preserving, and disseminating our
valuable culture heritage. In this paper we present a se-
mantically interoperable software application, codenamed
HyperGuide, for supporting the fruition of cultural heritage
through proposition of context-aware multimedia content.
The application was designed and developed at the CRIAI
research lab in Portici (Naples), Italy within a research pro-
gram cosponsored by the Italian Education, University and
Research Ministry [1]. The program is currently enter-
ing its experimental phase when the application is being
adopted in a real-life scenario, in collaboration with the So-
printendenza archeologica of Pompei. Several ICT research
projects all over Europe are dedicated to cultural heritage
sites [2–5]. However, HyperGuide features many aspects
of novelty. First, its multimedia repository is based on the
semantic Web specifications. Second, its location system
works well both indoor and outdoor. Furthermore, vocal
technologies are exploited to make the user’s interaction
with the system more natural and content presentation is
adapted to the end-device. Finally, the adoption of open
source software and of standard protocols and reccomenda-
tions has been a key factor in the design and development.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 (this chapter)
gives a brief introduction. Section 2 presents the overall
system architecture. In section 3, our approach to the mul-



timedia digital repository is explained. The location and
tracking system is described in section 4. Section 5 is about
content presentation in HyperGuide, with speech technolo-
gies and device independence being key drivers. Conclu-
sions are drawn in section 6 where future work and direc-
tions are also mentioned.

2. HyperGuide system architecture

A logical view of the HyperGuide application and its
main interactions is given in figure 1. The application main
logical components are distinguishable: a three-tired, J2EE-
compliant Web application; a Geographic Information Sys-
tem (GIS) for maps visualization and user’s position ren-
dering; a multimedia digital library for content store and re-
trieval; a location and tracking system; a voice engine with
a text-to-speech (TTS) system and an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system. Given its multichannel nature,
we represent HyperGuide different access mediums (Inter-
net, WLAN, UMTS, GPRS, etc.) and techniques with an
access gateway. The diagram also represents two different
types of users: the remote user and the on-site user. The for-
mer mainly logs on to the system through a desktop/laptop
PC with a standard browser and can surf the Web appli-
cation viewing content like pictures, video, and of course
text. Audio files are also available with the proper browser
plug-in. Remote PC users with a soft-phone may also ex-
ploit the vocal interaction. On-site users present static as
well as dynamic characteristics (position, interest in some
place or theme, route within the site, etc.). Their position
can be determined with high accuracy and their mobile de-
vices’ capabilities can be described in a standard way, thus
resulting in a richer user’s context and ultimately in a better
user experience.

To some extent, HyperGuide is a Web application im-
plementing a virtual visit to an archeological site. For
our demonstrator, we chose the archeological site of Pom-
pei because of its richness, popularity, and complexity of
experimental scenarios, but the application may easily be
adapted to other sites. When a user accesses the system
through a standard browser, a personal assistant guides
him/her through a lightweight registration process which
allows him/her to express his/her preferences in terms of
language, education, age, and level of details for the visit.
Other options like fruition mode (push or pull) and type of
tour (e.g. generic tour, religious tour, etc.) are also selected
at this time. However, if the user is visiting the site and
his/her device fulfils some hardware requirements, a new
scenario unfolds. A thin software program on the mobile
station sends the system sensing information for it to deter-
mine the device’s location. Simultaneously, another soft-
ware module provides the system with a standard descrip-
tion of the device’s capabilities, including hardware com-

Figure 1. conceptual view of the HyperGuide
application

ponents for the location determination (e.g. wireless/GPS
receiver). Hence, the user’s context is fully developed and
the application engine may query the location system for
the user’s location, the digital library for the relevant multi-
media content and the GIS system for the user’s rendering
on the site map. Before content can be presented back to the
user, content adaptation also occurs. From a static, generic
tour, the visit is transformed to a dynamic, customized one
where the user can freely move around the cultural heritage
site and receive the pertinent information. Users unable or
simply unwilling to look at a device’s screen and read on
it may resort to the vocal interaction, which is handled by a
voice over IP (VoIP)-based, bilingual speech system includ-
ing an ASR and a TTS. Here, a vocal dialog is started, which
first enables the user to make his/her choices of language
and level of detail. The user can then move around the site
and ask the virtual guide for more information. As a result,
the user is presented with a list of nearby cultural resources
from which to choose by just uttering their name or part of
their name. Again, the recognition engine will understand
the user’s choice and select the content from the digital li-
brary much in the same way as a Web server does for a Web
browser client. Finally, all the available information on the
relevant resource, characterized by the previously selected
language and level of detail, is provided to the user in the
form of synthesized speech. The vocal system supports ad-
vanced features like barge-in, which allows to listen to the
client utterances while still synthesizing speech. Hence, the
user may interrupt the system at any time, for instance be-
cause he/she want to move on to another cultural resource
in the list, by simply saying the right keyword.



3. Multimedia digital library

Our repository of multimedia contents is the Multimedia
Digital Library (MDL). Instead of the traditional database-
like approach to data management, we chose the seman-
tic Web paradigm [6]. Multimedia data is stored and ac-
cessed through an Ontology Storage and Querying Sys-
tem (OSQS). This has the multiple advantages of semantic
expressiveness, effective data querying and retrieval, and
increased flexibility in that heterogeneous storing systems
may be supported more naturally. In addition, this archi-
tecture allows the MDL to smoothly evolve towards a Web
service model. Our first objective was to design a new on-
tology for the conceptualization of our domain of interest.
We selected several knowledge domains: the user visiting a
cultural heritage site, the user’s electronic device, the cul-
tural resources (artifacts, manufacts, buildings, wall paint-
ings, etc.) contained in the site, the multimedia contents
(images, audio, video, etc.) associated to the cultural re-
sources and presented to the user’s device, the themes (reli-
gion, buildings, food, etc.) to which cultural resources can
be related, and finally the cartographic data, which indicate
with great accuracy the position of cultural resources in the
site. The next step was to create an ontology for each do-
main. Therefore, we determined the relations among enti-
ties and we associated a metadata standard to each domain.
MPEG-7 [7] is particularly suitable to represent multime-
dia data related to cultural resources [8]. Dublin Core
is also fit to cultural resources representation [9], and its
open and property-centric features give it a high degree of
flexibility. Hence, we chose MPEG-7 for multimedia data,
Dublin Core application profiles for data about cultural her-
itage, user, and thematic tours, and GML for cartographic
data [10]. The integrated ontology was obtained by adding
custom properties and joining the relevant concepts of each
ontology. Open source platforms with Java API were con-
sidered to select a suitable OSQS. We experimented with
both the Sesame framework [11] (rel. 0.9.x) and related
Sebor reasoner [12], and the Jena framework [13] (rel 2.1).
The latter has the big advantage of supporting OWL exten-
sions [14] and custom defined inference rules, thus dramat-
ically extending the knowledge base. Following releases of
Sesame, enhanced with a reasoner engine, are under evalu-
ation. In fact we realized prototypes of the MDL with both
platforms. Multimedia data, of different formats and sizes,
were stored on a file system and described through RDF
[15], while the ontology defined above was represented in
RDFS [16]. The query engine of the prototypes could ac-
cess and retrieve multimedia data. Both the OSQSs adopted
have shown good performance and high stability and reli-
ability. Finally, we conducted some simple performance
tests, based on a common RDF knowledge base. The re-
sults showed that the RDQL query engine was faster than

the RQL one on the Sesame platform. They also showed
a better performance for the Sesame RDQL query engine
than for Jena’s.

3.1. Integration between MDL and GIS

In HyperGuide, the main goal of the GIS is to provide
the user with geographically enriched context-aware infor-
mation about cultural resources. A map may be rendered
on the user’s device screen with selectable points of inter-
ests, and the relevant information may be obtained. In ad-
dition, the GIS exports functionalities to obtain the URIs
(Uniform Resource Identifier) [17] of all the cultural re-
sources in a geographic surround of the user, for instance a
circle or a rectangle centered in the user current location, as
provided by the location system. We adopted a freeware
GIS, namely ALOVMap [18], because of its support of
standard formats (e.g. shapefile) and because it is compli-
ant with the Web Map Service (WMS) [19] specifications.
WMS allows access to maps and other GIS functionalities
from any device, including mobile ones, through the HTTP
[20] protocol. Moreover, it is very useful to assign some
appropriate significance to points and curves drawn on the
map, e.g. a line may represent the boundary of a building
or its access doorway. Likewise, a cultural resource may
be related to one or another particular theme or tour. To
capture the variety of aspects and the semantic significance
of our knowledge domain, we represented spatial data in a
standard XML-based encoding called Geography Markup
Language (GML) [21], introduced by the Open GIS Con-
sortium (OGC) [22]. Then we converted those data to RDF
for succeeding storing to the DML. As a result, it was possi-
ble to load geographical information to the DML and make
that information available to other applications, e.g. the vir-
tual visit. Data stored in the DML was also made accessi-
ble through the GIS interface with its associated tools. The
tight integration of the DML with the GIS has several ad-
vantages: first, spatial data are given semantic significance
while still keeping the accuracy and precision typical of a
GIS. Second, it is possible to extend that significance by
making inferences or even by defining custom inference
rules. Third, all data in our knowledge domain present the
same common interface since they are stored in the same
repository. Finallt, the adoption of GML guarantees flex-
ibility, interoperability among heterogeneous systems, and
independence from presentation.

4. Location system

The location system provides location and tracking of
the user’s device both indoor and outdoor. The system has
been designed from start to support any number of sensing
technologies. In fact it currently leverages on two different



technologies to get the best available location estimate: the
Global Positioning System (GPS), which is available in ex-
ternal environments, and radiofrequency, in the form of an
IEEE 802.11b [23] wireless local area network (WLAN)
infrastructure. A conceptual view of the location system
is provided in figure 2. The mobile stations communicate
with a location server by sending it the relevant sensing in-
formation. This may be an NMEA [24] string from the
on-board GPS receiver, or the signal strength read at the
802.11b receiver. Either case, the location server, which is
technology-neutral, does not elaborate the information it-
self, but instead it forwards it to the specific technology-
aware server responsible for the actual position determina-
tion, e.g. a GPS location server or a WLAN location server.
The position estimate, represented in a standard format (e.g.
latitude and longitude), is sent back to the location server,
which keeps track of each mobile device’s. For some de-
vices (e.g. those equipped with both receivers), several po-
sition estimates may be available, in which case the loca-
tion server selects the best one. In this way, any LCS client,
willing to know the position of a mobile station, may query
the location server with the device’s MAC address as in-
put. The Service Location Protocol (SLP) [25] is used in
our system as a lightweight discovery mechanism for re-
trieving the location server transport protocol address (IP
address and TCP port). The adoption of SLP gives the ap-
plication a great flexibility, since no hardcoded information
or static configuration files are required on the mobile sta-
tions or anywhere else. Furthermore, the distributed nature
of the system’s architecture improves scalability and perfor-
mance.

Figure 2. logical view of the location system

4.1. Components of the location system

The main components of the location system are: the
GPS location server, the WLAN location server, the loca-
tion agent, and the LCS client. Let’s see each of them
in more detail. The GPS location server receives NMEA
strings from a mobile device equipped with a GPS receiver,
it makes consistency checks, and extracts the device’s ab-
solute position as a tuple latitude and longitude, together
with the exact time of the fix. The server then uploads
this information to the location server. The WLAN loca-
tion server converts real-time Received Signal Strength In-
formation (RSSI) coming from several access points, to the
receiving device’s absolute position estimate. This estimate
is then sent to the location server, in the same way the GPS
server does. The location agent is a lightweight software
program running on the mobile station, whose main task is
to read sensing information from the on-board GPS/WLAN
receiver(s) and to transmit it to the previously discovered
location server. Finally, the LCS client is the entity con-
cerned with a device’s position. Through SLP, it discovers
the location server and obtains the absolute coordinates of
the input mobile device.

4.2. Experimental results with the WLAN Location
system.

In our work we investigated several techniques, which
we call filters, to determine the user’s position inside a
building with a IEEE 802.11b wireless network infrastruc-
ture. We designed, implemented and tested several such fil-
ters. We first built a database of received signal strength
(RSSI) which we call fingerprints map or simply map.
In addition, we implemented the well-known K-Nearest
Neighbour algorithm in the signal strength space [26]. For
K >= 2, this algorithm computes the barycenter of the
K-Nearest points belonging to the fingerprints map, where
”near” is associated with a particular metric. We chose the
Euclidean distance but other metrics may also apply. In its
simplest form, our system works as below. RSSI informa-
tion from a mobile device is sent to a server which is also
given the fingerprints map as input. The server then esti-
mates the device’s location using the K-Nearest Neighbour
(KNN) algorithm with K set to a known value. The system
can freely combine more filters. For instance it may use
the circle filter and/or the signal strength filter to achieve
a better accuracy. The latter focuses on the signal strength
spectrum by comparing the RSSI spectrum in the map and
the one in the real-time sample. The comparison is limited
to a subset of cardinality M of access points, hence M is a
parameter of this algorithm. This filter only considers those
points in the map for which the M highest and the M low-
est RSSI values are relevant to the same access points as



the M highest and the M lowest RSSIs in the real-time sam-
ple. In other words, for M = 2 let us suppose that AP1
and AP2 are the access points with the two highest signal
strength values for the real time sample (order is unmean-
ingful here), while AP5 and AP6 are the ones with the two
lowest values. This filter selects the locations in the map
where AP1 and AP2 have the two highest signal strength
values and AP5 and AP6 the two lowest values. The circle
filter is a software implementation of the triangulation tech-
nique using the RF signal propagation model in a vacuum.
For each access point the algorithm draws a circle whose
radius depends on the RSSI sample and whose center is at
the access points itself. A system of equations representing
the circles is solved and a shared area is output. If no so-
lution is found, then some kind of heuristics is used until
a solution is obtained. To determine the device’s location
we may use any triangulation algorithm but this is where
the filters concept comes into play again. Starting from the
shared area, we use the fingerprints map to filter out points
outside the map. Finally the K-Nearest Neighbour filter is
exploited to estimate the device’s position. In order to val-
idate our approach, we conducted some experiments at the
ground floor of the CRIAI building in Portici, Naples. The
building is 28.80 metres long by 25.20 metres wide and is
divided in several different-sized offices and corridors with
a large open space in the center. We first installed six wire-
less access points. For our experiments we used a Toshiba
e800 WiFi PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) with the Pock-
etPc 2003 operating system. We finally implemented a pro-
gram that would read RSSI values on the PDA and send
them to the server where the location estimation algorithm
was running. With this setup, we built a RSSI fingerprints
map with pace 1.80 metres. We then ran tests using these
maps and the same K-Nearest Neighbour filter and the sig-
nal strength filter with M = 2. We considered 16 locations
equally distributed throughout the building. To assess the
location accuracy, we computed the average error distance
from the actual position for each of the 16 locations. The
results hinted that the signal strength filter may improve ac-
curacy substantially. In fact, the application of the KNN al-
gorithm alone yielded overall average distance error of 1.88
metres and a standard deviation of 2.08 metres. Applying
the signal strength filter resulted in an average distance error
of 1.68 metres and in a standard deviation of 1.93 metres.

5. Content presentation

In HyperGuide context is a multi-dimensional entity
which refers to three aspects: the user’s profile, the user’s
device capabilities, and the user’s real-time geographical
position. Once the context is acquired, and the appropriate
multimedia content is selected, content adaptation occurs.
This chapter is devoted to describing how and to which ex-

tent this happens.

5.1. Device independence

The driver to our content adaptation approach is the
paradigm of device independence as proposed by the W3C
CC/PP (Composite Capabilities / Preferences Profile) work-
ing group [27]. That provides an RDF framework for the
extensible description of a device’s delivery context. This
is often referred to as a CC/PP profile. Both static and
dynamic characteristics are considered. In this project we
introduced a new CC/PP-compliant vocabulary which we
called ArcheoLocation. Here, in addition to standard device
capabilities, we introduced two new dynamic attributes:
GPSCapable and WiFiCapable. If GPSCapable equals zero,
then the device does not have a GPS receiver or its GPS re-
ceiver is switched off, but if GPSCapable equals one, then
the receiver is turned on and it is acquiring a valid fix. Like-
wise, if WiFiCapable equals zero, then the device does not
have a WLAN receiver or its WLAN receiver is turned off,
but if WiFiCapable equals one, then the device’s WLAN
receiver is working. We implemented a C++ dynamically
linked library which exports functionalities to read from the
GPS/WLAN receivers on a PocketPC PDA. On the server
side, we adopted the Deli [28] library, which can parse and
store CC/PP-compliant profiles. We successfully tested the
above configuration with an iPAQ 5550 PocketPC PDA run-
ning a Java Virtual Machine (JVM): the device sent an RDF
description of the ArcheoLocation profile over the CC/PP-
exchange protocol [29], and the server was able to capture
it.

5.2. Content adaptation

In accordance with the W3C activity on content presen-
tation, we used XML to collect and describe dynamic con-
tent and XSL (eXtensible Stylesheet Language) and XSLT
(XSL Transformations) [30] to transform and to present
that content. Let’s see in more detail what happens when
an HyperGuide on-site user accesses the Web application
through a standard browser on a mobile device. The per-
sonal assistant has helped him/her make the right choices
for him/her, for instance an expert level of detail, the En-
glish language and the religious tour. Let’s assume the user
is close to the cultural resource X, a temple, and to Y, a villa.
The application selects expert content related to resource X
only, and discards the other. Non-English texts are also fil-
tered out. The application generates a XML document in-
cluding this information, which a XSL file transforms for
rendering on the user’s device. Long texts, which will not
fit to the small device’s screen, will be split in several parts,
while pictures will be properly rendered.



5.3. The speech system

In our project we deployed a bilingual speech system
powered by the Loquendo ASR and TTS technology. We
chose the VoIP technology instead of a more traditional
telephony-like approach because of its flexibility, simplicity
of integration with other Web applications, and scalability.
We exploited the Loquendo system as a black box with the
VoiceXML 2.0 [31] interpreter being the API layer. Gram-
mars for the speech recognizer were developed in JSGF
[32]. We implemented several vocal services. In particu-
lar, the vocalOnSite service showed the tight integration of
the speech system with the digital library, with the GIS sys-
tem and with the location system. Cultural resources in the
user’s proximity only were selected so that context-aware,
multimedia data could be retrieved and then synthesized to
the user. A site map including the real-time user’s posi-
tion was also shown to the user’ s device. To make the
user-system interaction more natural, the technique called
barge-in was also exploited and the prosody level was fine
tuned. Since a high degree of dynamicity was required,
the vocalOnSite service was accurately designed so that the
voice dialog and the grammar files were generated on the
fly, based on the system status. Dynamic grammar files have
the advantage of increased performance, higher confidence
level and, as a result, they enable slimmer dialogues since
there is no need to ask the user for confirmation.

6. Conclusions and future work

This paper provided a description of HyperGuide, a
semantically interoperable application supporting context-
aware, multimedia applications for the fruition of cultural
heritage. Although work is still in progress, the project has
already achieved important milestones, like the introduction
of a multimedia digital library based on the semantic Web
paradigm, a prototype location and tracking system for in-
door and outdoor, a demonstrator of vocal interactions. We
were especially pleased with the results obtained with the
WLAN location system, since they demonstrate the valid-
ity of our approach. We expect more work ahead. As far
as the digital library is concerned, we are experimenting on
custom defined inference rules within the Jena framework.
With regard to the location system, we are working on ex-
tending the WLAN system’s operations to a limited range
around a building with a wireless network infrastructure.
We are finally planning to realize a queryBuilder, that is a
module for dynamic proposition of context-aware thematic
tours.
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Abstract 
Smart home technologies are an open and attractive 

research field, due to the number of advantages they can 
provide to the every-day life. To ensure effectiveness of 
smart home systems it is necessary to provide users with 
appropriate user interfaces.  

In this paper, we present a 3D multimodal 
interaction paradigm, specifically conceived  for remote 
control of domestic appliances. In particular, the 
proposal addresses the main issues related to the 
interaction with domestic virtual scenarios. As a matter 
of fact, it provides some features which exploit different 
sensorial channels to support users in the navigation of 
the virtual home. Moreover, to support interaction with 
appliances it has been defined an intermediary, standard 
interface with which the user interacts as a remote 
control. The preliminary evaluations performed provide 
encouraging results on the effectiveness of the proposal 

1. INTRODUCTION

In the literature there are dozens of descriptions 
about the “House of the future”, and the provided 
services, which, exploiting the pervasiveness of sensors 
and actuators, will range from lights, climate and music 
that automatically adjust as soon as a family member 
enter in a room, to phones ringing only in rooms where 
the addressee is present, till complete security systems, 
able to forward emergency alarms in case of burglars, 
fire, or injury. As an example, Meyer provides an 
interesting survey about futuristic smart home scenarios 
[8]. 

Indeed, the application of computer technologies to 
domestic appliances is a challenging and fascinating 
research field. Nowadays, many appliances allow some 

degree of remote control. Smart home technology aims 
to integrate and extend this throughout the house, 
making the electronic devices to act “smart” or more 
automated. Indeed, by exploiting home networks and the 
Internet, smart home technologies will allow the 
appliances to communicate with each other and to react 
to stimuli, (i.e. to be context-aware), and in the 
meantime the homeowners to control domestic systems 
in any part of their house, while being eventually remote. 

Two main categories of users can specially benefit 
from those systems: people who have the need to 
remotely control their appliances from great distances, 
such as controlling a device at home from the workplace, 
and people with disabilities, having limitations in 
movements. 

Obviously, the development of novel, safer and 
effective smart home systems, involving the automaton 
and the (eventually remote) control of appliances, is 
posing demanding challenges to Information and 
Communication Technologies specialists, ranging from 
security to robotics, from context-awareness to Human-
Computer Interaction [8]. Indeed, the enhancements in 
the number of features offered by smart homes should be 
paired by equivalent improvements in the development 
of comprehensive, comfortable and self-explaining user 
interfaces [2]. Currently WIMP (Windows-Icon-Mouse-
Pointer) is still the most diffused interaction paradigm, 
even if some researches provide evidence that an 
effective interface for smart homes should provide a 
clear and intuitive imagination about the home 
environment, (i.e. a geometrical view) [3]. As a result, 
Virtual Reality approaches can provide increased access, 
convenience, and efficiency in smart home control [2], 
both by remote homeowners, and disabled people. 

In this paper, we present a 3D multimodal interaction 
paradigm specifically conceived for remote control of 



domestic appliances. The proposal addresses the main 
issues of interacting with virtual scenarios, providing 
effective solutions to support the navigation and the 
interaction with the domestic appliances. In particular, 
the key idea is to apply the concepts underlying the 
Personal Universal Controller (PUC) [4] to the virtual 
environment, i.e. to design an intermediary, standard, 
interface with which the user interacts as a remote 
control for any appliance. 

Moreover, the auditory channel is exploited to 
enhance the context awareness, and to improve the 
navigation within the virtual scenario. 

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we 
present our multimodal interaction paradigm, detailing 
the facilities provided to support the navigation and the 
interaction with the appliances. An example and some 
preliminary evaluation results are also provided. In 
section 3 we briefly recall the main related researches. 
Some final remarks and a discussion on future work will 
conclude the paper.  

2. THE INTERACTION PARADIGM 

The availability of high Internet bandwidth and 
powerful 3D graphic hardware for a broad range of 
personal computer users has generated a strong 
momentum of convergence between these even faster 
and cheaper technologies, aimed to bring appealing 3D 
graphics on users’ desktops via Internet. As a result, 
many fields of the Information Technology have been 
affected by the charm of the 3D, due to its many intrinsic 
advantages.  

In particular, in the field of smart homes, virtual 
reality can provide user with the advantages of a “real” 
view that is more effective than metaphors of WIMP 
objects. For instance, (s)he can get a realistic view of the 
house, with its structural components like rooms, 
appliances, etc…, displayed with correct spatial 
localization and context. Moreover, user can directly 
manipulate appliances, like turning lights on or off, and 
get immediate visual feedbacks. This is much more 
effective than a textual multi-level hierarchy, where 
appliance status is depicted with a label like “room 3 – 
light 2 – On” [3]. 

Summarizing, when dealing with smart homes, 
virtual reality has a number of inherent appealing 
properties, namely: 

Visual awareness about appliances status. 
Improved situational and spatial awareness, if 
compared with WIMP interfaces 
Real-time interaction 
Multi-modality  
Sense of presence  
Ability to change user’s scale in time and space 

However, in spite of these opportunities offered by 
the 3D paradigm, there are still some drawbacks that 
prevent a full exploitation of the potential of interfaces 

based on 3D [13]. In particular, we can outline three 
main difficulties when moving in the virtual domestic 
environment: 

1. Navigating the scenario, to reach an intended 
location of the house 

2. Locate the object (typically the domestic 
appliance) to interact with, and 

3. Interact with the object. 

Our paradigm was conceived to simplify all these 
three tasks. In the following we are providing more 
details. In particular, we describe in section 2.1 the 
provided support on the navigation task, in section 2.2 
how the paradigm supports the localization of the 
intended appliances, and in section 2.3 how to interact 
with domestic devices. An example in section 2.4 
clarifies the proposed paradigm. 

2.1 Navigation through the smart home 

In order to reach a specific location of the home, user 
has to “navigate” through the scenario. Researches on 
interaction with virtual environments reports that 3D 
navigation can be divided into two components: the 
motor one, named travel, and the cognitive one, named 
wayfinding [1]. The former task involves the movement 
of the viewpoint from a location to another. The latter 
one is “the cognitive process of defining a path through 
an environment, thereby using and acquiring spatial 
knowledge to build up a cognitive map of an 
environment” [1].  

Since it is widely recognized that current Web3D 
browsers do not offer satisfactory support for the 
navigation task ([13],[16]), we enhanced the domestic 
scenario with some multimodal interaction widgets, 
intended as aids for the user travel tasks. Indeed, in the 
smart-home domain, travel could be intended both in the 
service of some other task (user wants to reach a specific 
appliance), both as an end unto itself task (user walks in 
the home, looking for appliances settings, such as lights, 
curtains, etc…).  

In the first case, to save user’s time/efforts, the 
interface provides a kind of tele-transport feature: user 
gets a map of the house, and can point & click on the 
intended room to be virtually transferred at its entrance. 
Optionally, (s)he can also select in a list an appliance for 
the specific room, to be placed directly in front of it. A 
screenshot of such a feature is provided in Fig. 1. 

Otherwise, if user is interested in navigating through 
the virtual scenario of his/her home (e.g. for control 
purposes), other than relying on the typical features 
provided by the Web3D browsers, such as Parallel 
Graphics Cortona [14], or Blaxxun, (s)he can exploit 
both a “target” widget we embedded in the scenario, 
which is detailed in the next section, and some 
multimodal features suited to improve user’s spatial 
knowledge. In particular, some previous research on 3D 
environments [6] has shown that navigation in virtual 



scenes is simplified if users can receive different 
information about scene structure and orientation, 
simultaneously from different senses. Indeed, efficiency 
of navigation (wayfinding) is improved when both vision 
and hearing, that are all part of a multimodal experience, 
are involved. Researches show that this apparent 
redundancy is often useful in many situations of 
interaction with virtual scenarios [13]. 

Fig. 1: Navigation (travel) support 

Starting from these bases, we exploited the concept 
of Interaction Locus [13]. With this approach, zones of 
the scenario with some inherent relations are grouped in 
themes, named Interaction Loci. Each theme is 
characterized by homogeneous morphologic features, 
has the same interaction modalities and informs the user 
about its specific nature by starting a coordinated set of 
information streams each time the user enters inside of it. 
Such information streams involve several user senses, 
e.g. using parallel visual and auditory communication 
channels. Thus, multimodality, a peculiarity of the real 
world experience, is used to overcome the limits of 
vision in desktop virtual environments, allowing the user 
to gain more awareness of the 3D world structure for 
wayfinding purposes [13].  

This approach was successfully applied in many 
domains, with particularly relevant results in the filed of 
cultural heritage and 3D virtual museums [15]. 

In the smart home context, it is quite usual to identify 
different zones of the house, and thus the concept of 
Interaction Locus fit very well to improve wayfinding. In 
particular, in our application, this concept was 
implemented by defining different auditory backgrounds 
that are associated to different section of the house. 

2.2 Appliance localization 

In order to support the user in starting the interaction 
with domestic applications, we defined two kinds of 
metaphors, intended to: 

1. facilitate the user travelling towards appliances, 
and

2. activate the specific interface for interacting with 
the appliance. 

Fig. 2: Widgets supporting the identification of active objects 

Fig. 3: Labels to identify and interact with appliances 



The former facility is suited to avoid that user has to 
manually move in the 3D space to reach a specific 
appliance with which interact. Indeed, near active 
domestic devices, the interface provides a big red-yellow 
target, visible from distance. Such target can be clicked. 
In this case, 3D browser automatically put the user’s 
viewpoint in front of the intended appliance. An example 
of the targets is provided in Fig. 2 

The latter facility is represented by a green label 
indicating the name of the appliance. If clicked, the label 
activates the remote control (described in the following 
section). Such labels are displayed only when the user is 
near enough to get a comfortable reading of the text (for 
instance, after having clicked the target). An example is 
provided in Fig. 3 

2.3 Interaction with appliances 

As standard metaphor to mediate interaction with the 
appliances, we designed a kind of Universal Remote 
Control (URC). The key idea is to provide the user with 
a standard, semitransparent interaction panel, which pop-
ups over the scene.  

Such panel is composed of two set of widgets: some 
of them are identical throughout all the appliances, to 
provide the user with a standard interface, while some 
others are specific for the intended device.  

Moreover, if a device requires special controls, a 
dedicated area of the URC is intended to show a further 
panel with the other controls. The choice to hide some of 
them has a twofold motivation. The first is to not 
visually /cognitive overload the user with non-frequently 
selected controls, showing only the main ones, while the 
second is to minimize the display area covered by the 
URC.

An example of such an URC is provided in Fig. 4, 
where it is depicted the Tuner control.  

Fig. 4: An example of Universal Remote Control 

By analyzing the layout of the URC, it is possible to 
notice that it is horizontally divided in three zones: 

1. An upper area, encompassing a label indicating 
the name of the controlled equipment, and a red 
button, suited to put ON/OFF the equipment. This 
area is the same for all the devices. 

2. A central section, embedding the appliance-
specific controls.   They are usually intended as 
pairs, and are aimed at controlling settings and/or 
features specific for the device. Recalling Fig. 4, 
with the tuner, we have the faculty to adjust the 
volume, or the tuned station. 

3. A lower area, encompassing two buttons: the first 
(a red X) is suited to hide the URC, while the 
second is intended to active a device-specific 
panel. Also this area is the same for all the 
devices. 

2.4 An example of interaction 

In Fig. 5 it is presented an example of interaction 
based on the above depicted paradigm.  

Fig. 5: An example of interaction 



For instance, let us suppose a disabled user wish to 
put on the TV color (or a parent wants to remotely 
control the TV program the son is looking). 

After selected the suited room with the map in Fig. 1, 
user is automatically “teleported” into such space. Then, 
the user clicks with the mouse pointer on the red target, 
and the 3D browser moves his/her viewpoint smoothly in 
front of the appliances (Fig. 5 - 1). User can have 
immediate feedbacks that the TV is off. 

Then, to put on the device, user clicks on the label 
“TV” to start the interaction (Fig. 5 - 2). As a result, the 
system displays the URC, with the suited widgets (Fig. 5 
- 3). User presses the power button in the top-right 
corner of the URC, and the TV starts-up (Fig. 5 - 4). 
Eventually, user can change the channel and/or adjust 
the volume with the controls on the RC. Then, to 
terminate the interaction, user clicks on the “X” button in 
the lower left corner, to close the RC (Fig. 5 - 5).  

2.5 Some preliminary evaluations 

We have conducted some preliminary evaluations of 
the proposed paradigm. To have a meaningful scenario, 
we developed a 3D domestic environment, representing 
a house with five rooms and several active appliances, 
such as lights, curtain, TV, DVD player, etc… 

The scenario was implemented in VRML (Virtual 
Reality Modeling Language) [10], the de facto standard 
for describing interactive platform-independent 3D 
environments over the Web. The interaction with 
appliances was simulated through opportune VRML 
animations, video clips, etc…  

The interaction with the user was based on the two 
alternatives offered by VRML to control the objects 
composing the scene: the ROUTE mechanism and the 
External Authoring Interface (EAI) solution. The former 
was mainly adopted to handle the interaction both with 
targets (i.e. to move the waypoint in front of appliances 
after the click) and with the Remote Control. The latter 
was used, together with a Java Applet, to create and 
“make live” the map shown in Fig. 1 

Obviously the proposed interface can be very easily 
integrated with COTS smart home platforms, such as 
Echelon Lonworks.

Since it is widely recognized that evaluations cannot 
rest totally on designers and experts, but it is important 
to solicit feedbacks from the user community itself, we 
involved a group of eight external subjects (age ranging 
from 25 to 59, 4 with previous skills on 3D navigation 
and 4 unskilled) in the evaluation tasks.. We recall that 
many researches (such as [5]) report that eight is an 
adequate number for UI evaluation.   

Users were previously trained on house structure, 
then they were asked to complete some tasks (such as 
select a channel on TV, open the windows, lock the 
garage door, etc…), and finally they were asked to fill in 
a questionnaire after they completed the trial session.  

During the experiment, we recorded dependent 
measures, such as time to complete a task, followed path, 
and interaction errors.

Although the obtained results can be considered 
preliminary, they are very encouraging for our research. 
For instance, all subjects were able to successfully 
complete the assigned tasks with few efforts. For sake of 
brevity, we cannot provide all the results. However, in 
Table 1 we report the number of errors/indecisions 
during interaction for three tasks. S1-S4 are the skilled 
subjects, while S5-S8 are the unskilled ones. 

Table 1: Error/indecisions during interactions 

  TV Window Door 
S1 0 1 0
S2 1 0 0
S3 0 0 0
S4 2 0 0
S5 2 1 2
S6 2 1 1
S7 1 1 0
S8 3 2 1
Mean 1,4 0,8 0,6

About the results of the questionnaire, in mean the 
subjects agreed with the proposed paradigm. In 
particular they felt very useful the target widget, 
sufficiently effective the RC, while some concerns 
remains during the free navigation of the virtual 
scenario. 

3. RELATED WORK 

As stated in the previous sections, currently very 
large research efforts are being devoted towards the 
smart home domain, and in particular on the definition of 
context-aware appliances. 

Even limiting our focus on interaction with smart 
homes, a number of research groups are working on this 
argument, and in particular on the definition of effective 
and universal remote controls. In particular, many 
studies are dealing with equipment and functions to be 
controlled from handhelds. For instance, Myers is 
working on the concept of universal remote control 
[4],[7] to manage domestic applications, by defining a 
common interaction protocol. The Stanford ICrafter [11] 
is a framework aimed at supporting an automatic 
generation of interfaces, even if it is mainly focused on 
the infrastructure aspect. Another similar project is 
XWeb [12], whose main goal is to automatically generate 
interfaces with complex layouts.  

About multimodality, Potamitis et al. are 
investigating the usefulness of vocal interaction to 
control remote appliances [9]. However, all these 
projects deal with “real” environments.   



About 3D interfaces for smart homes, some 
researches were conducted by the University of Munich 
([2],[3]), with the generation of a Java3D user interfaces, 
aimed at interacting with a domestic environment. 
However, this project was mainly focused on defining a 
flexible framework for representing houses using an 
Object-Oriented Structure, so it lacks of a specialized 
paradigm for appliance control. 

As a result, at best of our knowledge, there is not a 
comprehensive solution, covering both aspects of 
navigation and interaction with virtual scenarios of smart 
homes. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK

Diffusion of smart homes applications is quickly 
rising. Nevertheless to ensure effectiveness of these 
systems it is necessary to provide users with appropriate 
user interfaces. It is recognized that traditional WIMP 
interfaces can turn out to be not fully adequate. Thus, 
there is the needing for novel interaction paradigms.  

In this paper, we presented a 3D multimodal 
interaction paradigm, specifically conceived for remote 
control of domestic appliances. The proposal provides 
effective solutions to support the navigation (both the 
travel and the wayfinding components) and the 
interaction with the domestic appliances. The last aspect 
is covered by the Universal Remote Control, a pop-up 
panel with a standard layout, recalling the remote 
controls. 

Preliminary evaluations performed on a sample of 
eight end-users provide encouraging results on the 
effectiveness of the proposal.  
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Abstract—Multimedia groupware systems provide rich 
support for distributed team work. Yet effective design of these 
systems is difficult because they must cater to complex human 
and social factors. Rapid prototyping partially mitigates this, for 
it allows designers to build, deploy, test and quickly evolve design 
ideas. The problem is that multimedia groupware is hard to 
prototype because distributed multimedia systems are complex to 
implement. To solve this problem, we offer the Collabrary, a 
toolkit designed to ease prototyping of multimedia groupware. 
The Collabrary blends real-time streaming multimedia, 
asynchronous shared application state, and novel multimedia 
analysis and manipulation algorithms to provide rich 
functionality for distributed teamwork. Implementing core 
functionality—multimedia capture, analysis, manipulation, 
transmission and rendering—is trivial. The Collabrary also 
affords lessons that inform the design of universally accepted 
toolkits for building distributed multimedia systems: we 
illustrate why toolkits should be accessible for learnability, 
lightweight so simple ideas are simple to build, and flexible so 
that novel unanticipated ideas are possible to implement. 

Index Terms—distributed multimedia groupware, prototyping. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

NCREASINGLY, groupware systems are incorporating 
multimedia functionality. Systems such as Instant 

Messaging now add pictures, voice and video to what was 
once a simple text channel. Scores of experimental multimedia 
groupware systems supporting distributed colleagues treat 
multimedia as first-order data types [1,2] blending streaming 
multimedia with persistent shared application state. 

Yet multimedia groupware design is challenging. It must 
cater to complex human and social factors to support both 
individual and team work practices [3]. One well-known 
method of handling this design challenge is prototyping, i.e., 
“artifacts that simulate or animate some but not all of the 
features of the system” [4]. Prototypes vary in fidelity and 
purpose, but all lead to iterative design. A low-fidelity
prototype might consist of ideas sketched on paper to quickly 
get a sense of the major design concept. A medium-fidelity
one can be a first-cut subsystem implementation that helps one 
determine factors such as feature usability and/or system 
performance. A high-fidelity prototype can be an extensive 
interactive user interface that can be deployed to users and 
marketers for feedback. 
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However, satisfying the socio-technical design problem of 
multimedia groupware requires working system prototypes: 
initial implementations of the system deployable to resilient 
users who do not mind occasional glitches and restarts. These 
prototypes may: be constrained to idealized hardware, 
software, and network platforms; be deployed only over a 
secured network or within benign social situations to alleviate 
security concerns; or contain only a subset of expected 
functionality. This limited deployment is extremely valuable. 
It helps the designer uncover socio-technical issues that are 
otherwise hard to detect except under extended, real use [5]. 

The problem is that multimedia groupware is hard to 
prototype because distributed multimedia systems are complex 
and difficult to implement. As a solution, this paper offers the 
Collabrary, a toolkit specifically designed to allow developers 
to easily prototype distributed multimedia groupware.  

A. Toolkits for Multimedia Groupware 
Greenberg [6] argues the need for easy-to-program toolkits 

for novel interface areas:  “By removing low-level 
implementation burdens and supplying appropriate building 
blocks, toolkits give people a ‘language’ to think about these 
new interfaces, which in turn allows them to concentrate on 
creative designs.” Yet it is hard to develop a toolkit for 
building distributed multimedia systems because they require 
a wide gamut of hardware and software infrastructure. 

On the multimedia side, there must be OS support for A/V 
hardware, and libraries for capturing, compressing, and 
rendering multimedia. On the network side, multimedia must 
be distributed to all machines participating in the groupware 
session. This may require basic communication services (e.g., 
TCP, UDP and multicast IP), time-synchronization of multiple 
concurrent data streams (e.g., RTP [7]), and session 
management (e.g., SIP [8]). It may also require protocols for 
coordinating application behavior and sharing state (e.g., 
RPC, XML Web Services [9]), notification services (e.g., 
Elvin [10]), relational databases and/or distributed shared 
memory (e.g., JSDT [11]). 

While some distributed multimedia toolkits provide robust 
and high-performance streaming multimedia services (e.g., 
[12,13]), they omit rich support for sharing other sorts of 
application data needed in groupware. Similarly, groupware 
toolkits that support application data sharing (e.g., [14]) do 
not robustly handle multimedia. Using these two classes of 
toolkits together simultaneously is awkward, as they use 
mutually incompatible programming environments and 
idioms. 

Balancing abstraction and performance is tricky. A balance 
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that is appropriate for prototyping will like not be appropriate 
for production, and vice versa. For example self-contained 
applications like Microsoft NetMeeting [15] are easy to use 
and offer good performance but can be remotely controlled in 
only limited ways. Commercial toolkits like Microsoft 
DirectShow [16] and JMF Java Media Framework [17] are 
more flexible but are also incredibly complex to learn to use. 

In this paper, we present the Collabrary, a toolkit we 
developed to aid the rapid implementation of working system 
prototypes of multimedia groupware applications. It is 
implemented as a Microsoft COM object library and can be 
used with popular rapid application development platforms 
(e.g., Visual Basic, C#, Python) as well as lower-level 
languages like C++. In the sections that follow, we explain the 
requirements for this toolkit and illustrate how the Collabrary 
meets these requirements. 

While the prototypes produced with the Collabrary are 
optimized and robust enough for limited deployments that 
suffice for understanding complex socio-technical factors, 
they are not as optimized or robust as systems made with 
production-oriented toolkits. The benefit of using the 
Collabrary is that prototypes made with it are highly malleable 
and quickly implemented, matching the needs of prototyping. 

II. TOOLKIT REQUIREMENTS.
The need to implement working system prototypes rapidly

makes special demands of the toolkit used. In particular, it 
must trivialize common programming tasks so that prototypes 
can be built and rebuilt from scratch quickly. This allows end-
programmers to focus on implementing the novel aspects of 
the design, and make substantial, deep revisions to the 
prototypes without lamenting time lost on prior unsatisfactory 
versions. In the Collabrary, we have sought to make common 
programming tasks trivial in three important ways that will be 
discussed extensively in the remainder of this paper. 

Accessible: the toolkit should be easy to learn, so that 
novice toolkit users can develop applications after only 
modest training. To meet this goal, we emphasized simple 
programming idioms already familiar to end-programmers. 
Lightweight: common tasks should need very little code to 
implement, using simple programming statements. To meet 
this goal, we designed the Collabrary to provide rich 
functionality that is difficult or tedious to implement from 
scratch. It performs many important tasks automatically or 
as default behavior.  
Flexible: the toolkit should be supple enough to design a 
wide range of unanticipated applications. To meet this goal, 
the Collabrary provides direct access to multimedia data so 
they can be altered, uses programming idioms borrowed 
from other application domains already proven flexible, and 
allows optional customization of default behaviors. 

We also identify four common multimedia groupware 
programming tasks that we strive to make accessible, 
lightweight, and flexible in the Collabrary. 

Capturing multimedia must be trivial. 

Rendering multimedia must be trivial and compatible with a 
rapid application development GUI toolkit. 
Simple multimedia manipulation & analysis must be trivial, 
while advanced manipulations must be possible. 
Transmitting multimedia and application state data must be 
trivial and match how end-programmers work with the data. 

In the following sections, we describe how a Collabrary end-
programmer achieves these four common programming tasks. 
We use snippets of C# code to illustrate the toolkit in action, 
and discuss important aspects of the API relevant to the task. 

III. CAPTURING MULTIMEDIA

Perhaps the most routine multimedia toolkit program task is 
audio/video capture. Yet, even this can be difficult as it 
involves discovering capture hardware, accessing it, 
configuring capture properties (e.g., video frame size and rate, 
audio sampling rate) and then controlling capture. The 
Collabrary trivializes multimedia capture by offering simple 
hardware abstractions and by notifying the programmer of 
multimedia acquisition through a familiar event-based 
paradigm. Fig. 1 shows Collabrary program code that 
illustrates trivial audio/video capture. 

A. Hardware Abstractions 
The Collabrary provides end-programmers with succinctly-

named classes that encapsulate high-level abstractions of 
multimedia hardware. In Fig. 1, video and audio are captured 
by a Camera and a Microphone object, respectively. The key is 
that these abstractions remove unnecessary programming 
complexity while adding robustness.  

The Camera class will be used to illustrate six ways the 
Collabrary makes multimedia capture simple yet robust. The 
principles apply equally to audio and file-based multimedia 
input (not shown in the figure). Some principles are analogues 
of patterns employed in other prototyping toolkits while others 
emerged during the process of employing the Collabrary in 
various prototypes [1,22]. 
1) It works with any ‘plug and play’ camera; the programmer 

does not need to specify device-specific properties. 
2) The program runs without exception even if no camera is 

class MainForm : Form { 
 PictureBox pictureBox; 
 Camera camera=new CameraClass(); 
 Microphone mic=new MicrophoneClass(); 
 Speaker spkr=new SpeakerClass(); 
 MainForm() { 
  camera.Captured+=…camera_Captured…; 
  camera.Size=…320x240; 
  camera.FrameRate=15; 
  mic.Captured+=…mic_Captured…; 
  mic.Recording=true; 
 } 
 void camera_Captured(IPhoto frame) { 
  pictureBox.Image=…frame…; 
 } 
 void mic_Captured(IWaveform samples) { 
  spkr.Play(samples); 
 } 
 [STAThread] static void Main() { 
  Application.Run(new MainForm()); 
}}
Fig. 1. Capturing and rendering multimedia: Collabrary.Camera,
Collabrary.Microphone, and Collabrary.Speaker.



attached to the computer: the Camera object automatically 
inserts a ‘test pattern’ image in place of live video. 

3) The program continues to function even if the camera is 
detached, and automatically connects as soon as a new 
camera is attached. 

4) Multiple copies of the Camera object can simultaneously 
share access to the same camera device. 

5) Objects require little initialization before they may be used
because their properties are embedded with useful 
defaults. These can be overridden: the Camera.FrameRate
default of 0 fps, which indicates manual capture, is reset
to 15 fps to start automatic capture. The frame size is also 
specified.

6) No ‘shutdown’ or ‘cleanup’ code is required: the objects 
gracefully release resources when garbage collected. 

These features are not implemented in other toolkits. 

B. Event-Oriented Architecture 
To promote accessibility, the Collabrary manages 

multimedia capture using the event-driven callback paradigm 
familiar to GUI programming. When multimedia is captured 
by a Collabrary object, the object “raises an event.” The end-
programmer can attach a callback method to handle the event. 

As seen in Fig. 1, these event handlers for the video camera 
and microphone are attached in the MainForm constructor. The 
camera_Captured method handles the Camera.Captured event 
and is invoked each time a video frame is captured. The 
captured frame is passed as a parameter to the event handler. 
Audio is treated similarly, where the mic_Captured method 
handles the Microphone.Captured event. Periodically, after 
collecting a small block of audio data (by default, every 50 ms 
of audio) the Microphone object will raise its Captured event.

There are two main advantages of this event-based idiom. 
First, it uses an asynchronous programming paradigm that 
end-programmers will already find familiar as it uses the same 
event dispatch mechanisms, syntax, and programming patterns 
as the GUI toolkit. Second, read/write access to multimedia is 
provided directly as a natural consequence of handling the 
events. However, there is a trade-off. Stream-oriented pipeline 
architectures (e.g., [17]) automatically timestamp data in all 
streams using a common reference clock to ensure audio and 
video streams are tightly synchronized. While Collabrary end-
programmers could implement timestamps themselves, it is 
not a feature of the event-oriented architecture. 

IV. RENDERING MULTIMEDIA

The second most important task that a multimedia 
groupware toolkit must support is trivial rendering of 
multimedia that has been captured and transmitted.  

Fig. 1 shows how a programmer trivially renders the 
captured audio/video to the local machine’s GUI display and 
sound hardware. video rendering with the Collabrary makes 
use of the image rendering classes and widgets provided by 
the GUI toolkit (e.g., the PictureBox class in C#). Other 
multimedia toolkits typically render video into a widget it 
provides. Often, these private widget implementations are 

tightly coupled to the rest of the multimedia architecture for 
performance reasons. Yet, the standard GUI widgets 
compatible with the Collabrary offer adequate performance, 
and using them affords three critical advantages. 

First, it keeps the toolkit accessible. End-programmers do 
not need to learn how to use a new widget. Private widget 
implementations often provide APIs that are inconsistent with 
that of the GUI toolkit. This makes it difficult for end-
programmers to get started using the multimedia toolkit. 

Second, it keeps the toolkit flexible. New forms of user 
interaction with the video display via the mouse/keyboard can 
be implemented using conventional UI programming patterns 
and practices. Private widget implementations are often 
incomplete, and do not expose mouse or keyboard input event 
bindings that support new forms of user interaction. 

Third, it keeps the toolkit interoperable. The widget used to 
render video with the Collabrary is assured to work in perfect 
harmony with the rest of the GUI toolkit and can be easily 
composed with the rest of the application’s GUI using the 
visual interface designers already familiar to the end-
programmer. Private rendering widgets are often implemented 
as a popup window that cannot be visually integrated with the 
rest of the application’s GUI or configured with the visual 
interface designer. In extreme cases, the multimedia toolkit 
may be entirely incompatible with the GUI toolkit and 
impossible to use. 

V. MULTIMEDIA MANIPULATIONS

The Collabrary is intended to support the rapid prototyping 
of novel multimedia groupware applications. In these kinds of 
applications, the designer may want to manipulate audio and 
video in a variety of ways. To support the rapid prototyping of 
novel multimedia interactions, the Collabrary must make 
analyzing and manipulating audio and video trivial. 

A. Pre-Packaged Manipulations 
Some basic manipulations are anticipated, and consequently 

the Collabrary offers a number of pre-packaged audio and 
video manipulations. One example is background subtraction 
and replacement. Fig. 2 shows a modification to the code in 
Fig. 1 to implement background subtraction/replacement with 
the frame.Subtract method. Other examples include: video 
filters such as pixelization, blurring, and posterizing; image 
composition such as alpha blending; and, raster graphics 
primitives. 

The Collabrary also has a few built-in analysis algorithms. 
For example, Bradski’s CAMSHIFT face-tracking algorithm 
[18] is implemented by a Collabrary.FaceTracker object. 
With this object, the position and size (in pixels) of a face in 
the video can be obtained with the addition of a few simple 
method calls. As another example, a motion-detection 
void camera_Captured(IPhoto frame) { 
 Photo newbkg=new CameraClass(); 
 newbkg.Load("newbkg.jpg"); 
 frame.Subtract(frame, newbkg, …); 
 pictureBox.Image=…frame…; 
}
Fig. 2—Background subtraction and replacement is trivial in the Collabrary. 



algorithm can be prototyped in just a few lines of code that 
use image subtraction without background replacement and 
compare the Photo.PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) value of 
the delta image against a threshold. 

B. Composing Effects from Pre-Packaged Manipulations 
Custom effects can be easily achieved by composing 

several manipulations and analyses together. For example, 
Fig. 3 illustrates a sophisticated custom video manipulation, 
inspired by [19], built by composing the pre-packaged 
analysis and manipulation algorithms provided by the 
Collabrary.Photo object. Just 30 lines of code completely 
implement what is seen. Low-frame rate video snapshots are 
visually blended together to show a history of activity i.e., a 
frame is alpha-blended to the history of recent video frames 
only when it differs markedly from the previous snapshot in 
the history. Thus we see ‘ghostly’ versions of the person in 
Fig. 3 as he has moved about. Also, a scrolling EKG-like 
diagram appears at the bottom of the video. This diagram 
represents the activity level in the video over time. The motion 
detection scheme mentioned previously is used to detect 
changes, and the Photo.DrawLine method is used to draw the 
chart lines. 

C. Custom Direct Read/Write Manipulations 
The Collabrary multimedia data types (Photo for video 

frames and Waveform for audio sample blocks) provide end-
programmers with direct read/write access to the buffered 
data. Two types of access are provided (not demonstrated due 
to space constraints). One type provides ‘safe’ high-level (but 
only modestly efficient) methods to read and write pixels and 
audio samples as though they were in a 2D array. The other 
type is ‘unsafe’ but highly efficient access, where the end-
programmer acquires a pointer to the underlying data buffer in 
memory. This pointer can be passed to high-performance 
implementations of very sophisticated analysis and 
manipulation algorithms. This allows end-programmers the 
opportunity to quickly prototype or reuse a broad spectrum of 
effects and measures.  

D. Event-Oriented Architecture Eases Manipulation Tasks 
The event-oriented capture pipeline architecture used in the 

Collabrary makes implementing multimedia manipulations 
much more accessible and lightweight compared to toolkits 
based on stream-oriented architectures. With the Collabrary, 

the end-programmer adds manipulation code to an existing 
capture event handler at a minimum cost of one additional line 
of code. Conversely, with a stream-oriented architecture as in 
the JMF the end-programmer must write a filter class and 
insert an instance of it into the pipeline at an appropriate 
place. The problem is filters are difficult to write. They 
implement extremely generalized interfaces which treat audio 
and video as generic byte arrays rather than rich image or 
audio types. Ultimately, the programmer is forced to 
implement mundane code—well in excess of just one line—
that is irrelevant to the real work of the filter. This heavy “up-
front” work does not match the needs of rapid prototyping. 

VI. TRANSMITTING MULTIMEDIA

Lastly, the Collabrary makes distributing multimedia data 
across networks to other computers trivial. Implementing this 
task makes use of: session management protocols; audio/video 
codecs (e.g., [20]); transport protocols that account for late, 
lost or out-of-order messages; and, protocols for negotiating, 
monitoring and regulating quality-of-service (QoS). 

This task is the most difficult to implement robustly, but is 
essential for deployable groupware. First, the algorithms and 
protocols themselves are conceptually complex. Second, 
implementations must be carefully coded to meet performance 
requirements and robustly handle a myriad of possible 
exceptions. While there are many toolkits to insulate the end-
programmer from the gory details of implementing standards 
robustly, they often require: 

set up/administration of network services that are separate 
software downloads e.g., SIP requires proxy servers; 
network features unavailable to intended prototype users, 
e.g., OpenMash [12] requires multicast IP; or, 
multiple toolkits to be used concurrently e.g., RTP does not 
provide a guaranteed lossless in-order delivery stream for 
arbitrary-length messages, making it inappropriate for 
sharing certain kinds of application state information. 

The Collabrary does not implement popular Internet protocols 
like SIP and RTP because some of the programming idioms 
used with them are not trivial enough for rapid prototyping. 
Simpler-to-program, but less robust and efficient protocols are 
provided, instead. 

Fig. 4 shows code that implements a simple n-way 
videoconferencing application. For brevity, audio support has 
been omitted, but if included it would follow similar 
programming patterns as video. As shown in Fig. 4, the 
Collabrary uses a markedly different architecture for 
transmitting multimedia. The centerpiece of this architecture is 
the shared dictionary. This distributed data structure blends 
programming idioms from notification servers [10], 
groupware programming [13], distributed shared memory 
systems [21], Model-View-Controller architectures [4], and 
filesystems. In the remainder of this section, we illustrate how 
this shared dictionary is used to rapidly prototype multimedia 
groupware.

Fig. 3. Visual and graphical traces of activity, implemented by 
composing various pre-packaged Collabrary manipulations. 
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A. Centralized Server Network Architecture 
End-programmers do not need to think about the setup of 

the shared dictionary network, as the SharedDictionary
object they use to access it takes care of all the details. This 
keeps end-programmers focused on the structure of the data 
they wish to share, not the mechanics of sharing it. 

Internally, this object uses a client/server architecture for a 
centrally-coordinated data store. Clients send updates to the 
server, which orders them and forwards them to other clients. 
Data is cached at each client for rapid access.

To the end-programmer however this object looks like a 
hash table that maps hierarchically structured keys—text 
strings resembling paths in a conventional disk file system—
to values. The object manages the connection to the server 
transparently, automatically marshalling data sent.  

The shared dictionary automatically deals with late-comers
by providing a client with a completely up-to-date version of 
the data store at the time it connects to the server, similar to 
[11]. The Opened event is raised on the client after it has 
connected and fully updated its local cache. In the figure, the 
handler for this event stores a “display name” for the current 
client which is used as a window caption on other clients. 

When the connection is closed or broken due to a network 
connectivity problem, the end-programmer can handle the 
Closed event and set a flag to have the connection 
automatically re-established. The code in the figure uses the 
Troubleshoot method to notify the end-user of connection 
troubles and ask for permission to reconnect. 

When a client connects to the shared dictionary server, the 
server informs the other clients already connected to it, and 
they in turn each raise the Entered event. In this simple 
example, a separate window is created to display the video 
from each client. This window will be deleted in the Exited
event handler when the corresponding client disconnects. 

B. Organizing & Storing Data in a Hierarchical Dictionary 
Values that may be stored in the shared dictionary may be 

of practically any type. The Collabrary automatically marshals 
the data i.e., convert it into byte array that can be transmitted 
over a network. This makes the shared dictionary: 

accessible, because novice programmers need not concern 
themselves with marshalling; 
lightweight, because expert programmers need not write any 

code to take care of marshalling; and, 
flexible, because data are shared in their normal types. 

A value is stored using a simple assignment syntax e.g., 
sd["/user/name"]="Mike". The value is removed by 
overwriting it with null. This is: 

accessible, because it is the same syntax as that which is 
used with the system-supplied hash table class; 
lightweight,  because assignment is one of the simplest 
programming statements; and, 
flexible, because the end-programmer decides the names of 
keys and the values stored at each. 

The shared dictionary supports hierarchical organization of 
data because keys look like paths in a disk filesystem. In the 
figure, the SharedDictionary.Me property retrieves the 
current connection’s id and prefixes it to the "/video"
substring to generate the complete key used to transmit 
compressed video frames. 

C. Subscription Notifications & the MVC Architecture 
The Collabrary shared dictionary has a mechanism whereby 

the end-programmer can request notification of changes made 
to the dictionary. The end-programmer obtains a 
Subscription object, specifying a key or pattern of keys to 
watch, and handles the Notified event on it. The simple 
pattern matching language available resembles the “filename 
globbing” pattern matching language used in UNIX and 
related disk file systems. (The code in the figure does not need 
to make use of pattern-based subscriptions.) 

Video is streamed by repeatedly storing individual video 
frames at the same key in the shared dictionary. The server 
broadcasts the updates to all connected clients. As each update 
is received, the key is inspected and the Notified event 
handler for any matching subscription is invoked with 
parameters that describe the change. In the figure, a separate 
subscription is used to decompress the compressed video from 
each client and render it into its own GUI window. 

The ability to organize data hierarchically and receive 
asynchronous notification of data changes allows the end-
programmer to employ the shared dictionary as the “model” 
within a Model-View-Controller or Presentation-Abstract-
Control architecture pattern [4]. These models are important 
because they allow the end-programmer to separate the 
abstract data model from how it is gathered (i.e., the input 

/* Initialisation */ 
Hashtable windList=new …; 
Camera camera=new …; 
camera.Size=…320x240;
camera.FrameRate = 10; 
VideoCodec codec=new …; 
codec.Open("MJPEG",320,240,…);
SharedDictionary sd=new …; 
sd.Open("tcp://www.host.com:video");

void sd_Opened(…) { 
 /* Tie data to connection status */ 
 sd[sd.Me+"/.transient"]=sd.Me; 
 /* Store a user display name */ 
 sd[sd.Me+"/name"]="Mike"; 
}

void sd_Closed(…) { 
 /* Prompt user to reconnect */ 
 if(sd.Troubleshoot(…)) { 
  retries=1; 
}}

void sd_Entered(string id) { 
 /* Create separate GUI window */ 
 VideoWin win=new VideoWin(id); 
 win.Show(); 
 winList[id]=win; 
}

void sd_Exited(string id) { 
 /* Dispose of GUI window */ 
 VideoWin win=windList[id]; 
 win.Close(); 
 windList[id]=null;} 

void camera_Captured(IPhoto curFrame) { 
 /* Store compressed video frame */ 
 sd["/user/"+sd.Me+"/video"]= 
  codec.Compress(curFrame); 
}

public VideoWin(string id) { 
 /* Set window caption */ 
 this.Text=sd[id+"/name"]…; 
 /* Subscribe to video */ 
 Subscription video=sd.Subscribe(id+"/video"); 
 video.Notified+=…video_Notified…; 
}

void video_Notified(…object val…) { 
 Photo p=videoCodec.Decompress(val…)…; 
 pictureBox.Image=…p…; 
}

Fig. 4. Implementing an n-way video conferencing application with the Collabrary shared dictionary.



gathered by the controller) and how that data is displayed (via 
the view or presentation). This separation is critical in a 
distributed environment where different clients may have 
different views or different means of managing user input. 

D. Controlling Presence Distribution of Keys & Values 
The Collabrary shared dictionary includes features to 

control how long keys or values stay in the shared dictionary. 
Normally, when a client puts a value in the shared dictionary, 
it is sent to all clients and it is stored in the dictionary 
indefinitely. It can be overwritten (by any client, not just the 
one that first put it there) by assigning a new value to the same 
key. The entry is removed only when a client sets it's value to 
null. A client receives a copy of all data on the server and 
does not need to obtain a subscription for it or otherwise 
express interest in it. However, the shared dictionary server 
may silently drop an unsent and unneeded update when the 
link to a particular client is slow or congested. 

The default persistence and distribution behavior is good 
for most purposes, but may be changed to make the prototype 
more robust in lower-bandwidth network conditions. Several 
options are available to: 

control data caching; 
receive only updates for keys it has subscribed to; 
ensure every update (even redundant ones) are received; 
send high priority data preemptively; 
specify which other clients receive the data; 
indicate how long data stays in the cache; and, 
tie the presence of keys in the cache to the connection status 
of a particular client. 

For example, Fig. 4’s Opened event handler stores a flag in the 
dictionary that binds persistence of the subtree used to store a 
client’s data to the connected status of the client. The server 
removes the subtree when the client disconnects. 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the Collabrary is a significant contribution 
to rapidly prototyping multimedia groupware because it 
trivializes four common programming tasks for multimedia 
groupware: capturing, manipulating, transmitting and 
rendering multimedia. This is illustrated in three ways. First, 
we illustrated how the Collabrary is accessible because it 
allows end-programmers to use programming idioms that are 
already familiar to them. Second, we have shown how the 
Collabrary is lightweight and makes “simple things simple” in 
a several ways. Third, we explained how the Collabrary is 
flexible, where it makes “complex things possible”.  

While space does not allow us to elaborate, the above 
design features have been validated in practice. The 
Collabrary has seen active use for several years by a variety of 
researchers. It is the architecture underneath several long-
running and heavily used media space prototypes, e.g., the 
Notification Collage [1], Community Bar [22], and Home 
Media Space [23]. It is the basis of several quite novel 
systems, such as mixed presence groupware [24] and user 

interfaces for generating custom notifications [25]. It was used 
to teach undergraduates groupware programming, where 
students designed and quickly implemented many intriguing 
systems [6] in a very short amount of time. 

However, we recognize that some will see the Collabrary as 
just another toolkit. Perhaps the more long-lasting 
contribution is our design requirements: we believe any 
universally accepted prototyping toolkit for distributed 
multimedia groupware research must trivialize four common 
programming tasks—capturing, manipulating, transmitting 
and rendering—by being accessible, lightweight, and flexible. 
The Collabrary merely shows one way that this can be 
accomplished. 

Try it yourself. The Collabrary may be downloaded from 
http://grouplab.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/collabrary.
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Modelling complex user experiences 
in distributed interaction environments 

Fabio Pittarello and Daniela Fogli 

Abstract— The focus of this work is that of the so-called 
mixed reality domain, where interaction is increasingly 
becoming a complex matter in which the user navigates
the different locations of a 3D virtual or real world, ma-
nipulates objects and accesses content with different de-
grees of heterogeneity and synchronization. In order to
control such complexity we specify the 3D environment by
a multilevel control finite state machine using the state-
charts notation and we model the interaction with the en-
vironment and the multimedia content communicated to 
the user through the concepts of experience process and 
experience pattern. A set of distributed software agents log
and process data related to the user experience for 
controlling interaction and data presentation at run-time. 

Index Terms— 3D environment, software agents, user experi-
ence, experience pattern, interaction pattern.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions in 3D environments is increasingly becoming a
complex matter where users navigate the scene in order to 
complete different goals. This is true for all the segments of
the so-called mixed reality [13] domain, characterized by dif-
ferent mixtures of real and virtual 3D elements that the user 
navigates with her/his real body or virtual counterpart (i.e.,
avatar). Given the complexity of such environments, the term
experience, usually referred to human activity in real life, can
be successfully applied. In fact, a variety of features, such as 
subjective involvement in the scene and progressive evolution
of the user behavior on the basis of the activity previously
done still characterizes the human behaviour in mixed reality
environments. Such environments are typically characterized
by interactive objects distributed into the scene; the user ex-
perience itself is the result of an interaction distributed across 
the different locations of the environment. Monitoring and 
controlling satisfactorily such activity with a set of sensors
and actuators distributed over the environment is a complex
task that may be simplified by an accurate modeling of the
user experience. Using such model may result in augmenting
overall user satisfaction and preventing interaction errors.
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Our approach capitalizes on the Interaction Locus (IL) model
[15][16] and on the concepts of interaction process and inter-
action pattern, previously introduced by the authors; besides,
the approach goes a step beyond by discussing the concepts of
experience process and experience pattern that permit to ex-
tend the typologies of experiences that can be modeled. An 
interaction process [4] is a detailed logging of user activity
and system reactions. Interaction patterns are recurrent sub-
sequences of an interaction process; their recognition is useful
both for controlling and proactively adapting user interaction.
While interaction patterns allow to face with complex situa-
tions, the approach fails where an explicit control of content
fruition is required. An increasing number of experiences in
3D worlds (e.g., educational experiences) reserve an important
part to content fruition. In such experiences the explicit
knowledge of the part of content browsed by users (e.g., text,
images, sounds and also parts of the 3D environment itself)
becomes an important input for the system that can affect the
evolution of the experience itself.
The need of having a more sophisticated means to model the
overall user activity, including a detailed view of multimedia
content browsed, led us to define the concepts of experience
process and experience pattern. Such concepts were intro-
duced in [17]; the present work provides a formal specifica-
tion of the concepts, and a detailed presentation of the multi-
level control finite state machine (CFSM) specifying  3D envi-
ronments. A description of the relations between such ma-
chine and the logging processes that permit to control and
simplify the user experience is also presented.
Our approach takes advantage of a set of coordinated agents
distributed into the environment for monitoring and control-
ling the user experience. Such approach is useful also for op-
timizing system performance and is suitable to mixed reality 
paradigms characterized by distributed intelligence.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related
work. In Section III we summarize previous results for the 
definition of structured 3D environments monitored by a set
of coordinated agents; the concepts of interaction process and 
pattern are presented. In Section IV we introduce the concepts 
of experience process and pattern. Section V describes three
case studies; a more formal description of the environment
and of the user experience for one of such cases is given in
Section VI. Some final remarks conclude the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A key component of our proposal is the introduction of a set
of agents [11], which act in the virtual/real world keeping



track of the initial background of the human involved in the 
experience, of the relevant interaction and of the kinds of mul-
timedia content enjoyed by the users during their navigation 
within the 3D environment. Agents have been considered in 
the context of intelligent workspaces for organizing the use of 
different devices; application examples include systems that 
enhance real environments for managing meetings and retriev-
ing information through a multi-modal interface [7].  
Structuring 3D environments is an important step for control-
ling them. Some approaches [15] establish at design time the 
relations between the morphology of space and activity per-
formed, other approaches try to derive semi-automatically the 
partitions of space (i.e., activity zones [10]) from the observa-
tion of user actions. In any case, defining zones for different 
classes of activity can be useful for defining tasks and areas of 
influence of a set of agents distributed into the environment. 
Navigational modalities have been explored in the hypermedia 
realm [5] leading to define and underline significant para-
digms such as indexes and guided tours for moving through 
content. Modeling navigation inside 3D scenes is more com-
plicated, due to the augmented degrees of freedom potentially 
offered by such environments. A wide range of paradigms 
ranging from free navigation to different types of constrained 
navigation (i.e., guided tours or other paradigms where the 
orientation and/or the translation of the user viewpoint are 
partially or totally controlled by the system) have been de-
fined. While free navigation paradigms are useful to explore 
the environment in detail, recent research shows that con-
strained navigation can be helpful for supporting user to com-
plete their task and for avoiding them to get lost [6]. 
Not only structuring 3D environments, but also formally 
specifying the interaction of the users with them is crucial to 
obtain a better control. Several research groups have proposed 
systemic models of the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
processes. Barnard et al. describe the user-computer interac-
tion process as a syndetic system, i.e. a system binding up sub-
systems of different nature, the human as a cognitive sub-
system, on the one hand, and the computer as a computing 
artefact, on the other [1]. Our work is based on the model pro-
posed in the past by the Pictorial Computing Laboratory 
(PCL) [2] and successively extended in [3]. It regards HCI as 
a process in which the user and the computer communicate by 
materializing and interpreting a sequence of messages at suc-
cessive instants of time. The activities performed by the com-
puting sub-system are formalized by taking into account this 
symmetry and that two interpretations of each message exist, 
one by the human and one by the computer. 

III. BACKGROUND

This section briefly introduces models and concepts on which 
this work is based. In particular, it capitalizes on the Interac-
tion Locus (IL) model [15][16]. The IL approach aims at giv-
ing a structure to 3D environments belonging to all the seg-
ments of the mixed reality domain. The approach, originally 
meant to support user navigation, has been progressively de-
veloped to support authoring, user profiles, access to informa-
tion with different devices and user interaction. Basically the 
3D environment is divided into a set of locations characterized 

by a recognizable morphology; a set of allowed/forbidden user 
interactions and multimedia content are associated to each IL. 
The IL has gradually changed its nature to include not only 
information necessary for navigation (e.g., labels and sounds 
identifying locations), but also complex content useful for 
augmenting the user’s knowledge. ILs are organized in hierar-
chies and the properties of a given level can be inherited by 
the inner one.  
The observation of the user interaction within a set of ILs is at 
the basis of the approach proposed here, aimed at controlling 
and adapting both the interaction and the fruition of multime-
dia content. In previous works we defined the concept of in-
teraction process and interaction pattern [4]. The formaliza-
tion of the concept of interaction pattern was obtained by 
adopting the PCL model of HCI [2]. Some details on the 
specification of interaction within ILs are here introduced for 
the sake of explanation.  
In the mixed reality environments humans and computer sys-
tems communicate exchanging multimodal messages; com-
puter messages may be the images which appear on the screen 
display of a computer or a palmtop, the sound from speakers,  
the mixed scene composed by virtual and real elements with 
which the user may interact. A human interprets the image on 
the screen or the sound from audio speakers or the force from 
a haptic device by recognizing characteristic structures. More 
precisely: 

Def. 1: A characteristic structure (cs) is a set of system 
generated events which may be perceived by the user as a 
functional or perceptual unit. 

The css are materialized on the output devices to become per-
ceptible by the users; they are the output events of the virtual 
entities [3]. Virtual entities are used by the designer to specify 
the system structure and behavior:  

Def. 2: A virtual entity (ve) is a virtual dynamic open sys-
tem that exists only as the result of the execution of a pro-
gram P by a computer.  

Actually, P is a system of programs, some of which (Input 
programs) acquire the input events generated by the user ac-
tions, some compute the ve reactions to these events (Applica-
tion programs), and some output the results of this computa-
tion (Output programs). More precisely: 

Def. 3: A program is specified as P = <In, Ap, Out>, where 
In denotes the input programs, Ap denotes the application 
programs, Out denotes the output programs. 

During an interaction, the user operates on some input device 
to manifest his/her requirements or commands to the ve. The 
ve captures input events generated by user actions and reacts 
to them generating output events toward users (i.e., the css).
More precisely a ve is defined on input and output alphabets.  

Def. 4: The input alphabet A of a ve is a finite set of user 
activities.  
Def. 5: The output alphabet O of a ve is the set of possible 
css generated by the ve as output events.  

The user activity is defined as follows: 
Def. 6: A user activity is specified as a = <op, cs>, where 
op - operation - denotes the sequence of events perceived by 
the machine as a consequence of the user action on some in-
put device at a given step of the interaction, and cs is a char-



characteristic structure of a ve.
Given a ve, its current state is called characteristic pattern.

Def. 7: A characteristic pattern (cp) is specified as cp=<cs,
d, <int, mat>>, where the characteristic structure (cs) is a
set of user perceivable events managed by the In and Out
programs, d is a suitable description of the state of the pro-
grams Ap, int (interpretation) is a function, mapping the cur-
rent cs onto d and mat (materialization) is a function map-
ping d onto cs.

A ve may thus be specified as a dynamic open system.
Def. 8: A virtual entity is a 5-tuple ve = <S, O, f, , s0> on
the input alphabet A, where
1. S is the set of admissible ve states, i.e. the set of its cps;
2. O is the output alphabet of the ve;
3. f: A  S  S is the next state function;
4. : A  S  O is the output function;
5. s0 = cp0 is the initial state of the ve.

This kind of specification can be described in a diagrammatic
way through the use of a control finite state machine (CFSM).
As a consequence, the following definition of interaction
process can be provided.

Def. 9: An interaction process  is a sequence of triples <st,
at, st+1>, where st is the state of the CFSM, at is the activity
performed by the user at a certain time t, and st+1 is the new
state of the ve after the user activity is captured and man-
aged.

From this definition, that of interaction pattern can be derived.
Def. 10: An interaction pattern is a recurring sub-sequence 
of an interaction process.

A software architecture based on agents [4] have been pro-
posed to log the interaction process, recognize the recurring
interaction patterns and proactively adapt interaction with ILs,
trying to anticipate the user needs. In particular, two kinds of 
agents have been defined, one associated to each IL, and the 
other associated to the user. The first agent, called genius loci,
takes care of the place by giving the visitors the opportunity to 
get most benefit from its exploration. The latter, called numen,
follows the user during navigation by accumulating and man-
aging knowledge about him/her. The numen knows the user
profile, accumulates the exploration history across several
places, and is able to interact with the genii of the different
places in order to give them information about how to help the 
user in his/her visit. The two agents mediate the interaction
between the user and the environment accumulating, main-
taining and exchanging knowledge about the user and the in-
teraction place.

IV. INTRODUCING THE EXPERIENCE PATTERN

The need for a more detailed monitoring of the user activity
inside the 3D environment rises from the introduction of com-
plex experiences where content fruition is a substantial part of
the experience itself and may affect the rest of the interactive
session. In such experiences the distributed and cooperating
agents need a means for sharing the knowledge of the content
browsed, in order to control the experience. The concepts of
experience process and experience pattern satisfy such re-
quirements. In fact, while the interaction process represented
the path of the user among the different interaction opportuni-

ties and recorded simply the interaction steps (e.g., the user 
clicks button1 inside IL1), the experience process represents 
the path of the user among the different interaction and con-
tent fruition opportunities and records both interaction steps 
and content browsed (i.e., at least a summarization of it). Re-
curring sequences of an experience process can then be ex-
tracted by the agents giving indications about users’ habits,
preferences and information needs. We call such sequences 
experience patterns. An additional task for agents, introduced
in this work, is the progressive building of a map of the user’s 
knowledge. The result of such activity can then be used for
enabling appropriate control or for proactive behaviour; in
both cases the target of agents’ action can be content presenta-
tion or user interaction. On the basis of these premises, we 
may give the following formal definitions of experience proc-
ess and experience pattern:

Def. 11: An experience process is a sequence of 4-tuples
<st, at, st+1, contentt+1>, where st is a state of the 3D 
environment, at is the input activity performed by the user,
st+1 is the state reached by the 3D environment as a reaction 
to at, contentt+1 is a (machine-readable) description of 
multimedia content enjoyed by the user as a consequence of
his/her activity at.
Def. 12: An experience pattern is a recurrent sub-sequence
of the experience process.

Therefore, experience patterns are still sequences of 4-tuples
<st, at, st+1, contentt+1> that can be extracted from the ex-
perience process for example by exploiting literature algo-
rithms such as those described in [12]. Interaction patterns,
can be described alternatively as recurrent sub-sequences of 
the experience process projected on the state and activity 
dimensions, becoming therefore sequences of triples <st, at,
st+1> coherently with Definitions 9 and 10. 

V. THREE CASE STUDIES

In order to make more clear the concepts described above, the
following sections will present three case studies where such
concepts can be successfully applied; a more formal descrip-
tion related to the second case study, evidencing the relations
with the multilevel CFSM specifying the 3D environment,
will follow in Section VI. The three case studies are classified
according to the complexity of the navigation models avail-
able for the different kinds of experience proposed. Figure 1 
illustrates the meaning of symbols used in figures associated
to the examples.

Figure 1. Explanatory list of the symbols.
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Guided tour. Such navigation modality, where the user fol-
lows the steps of a predefined path, reflects the conceptual 
order conceived by the author of the experience for browsing
the 3D world and accessing content; it is meant for all the 
categories of users, with a particular reference to novices that
need assistance for moving across a complex environment.
Figure 2 shows the layout of the environment (i.e., a cultural
exhibition area organized in rooms containing works of art)
and the set of hierarchical ordered ILs with associated multi-
media information. In general, multimedia information has a 
hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 1; hypertextual
paths among the different informational nodes may be more
complex, but they are not shown for the sake of simplicity.
The user experience is the result of his/her navigation in the
3D world and of his/her content browsing choices inside the
multimedia information hierarchies. The navigation steps done 
by the user inside the environment are ordered progressively
from s1 to s10. In the example, at first user enters the exhibi-
tion area 1 (a first level IL) and browses information chunks 
a, b and c. Then s/he enters the room 1.1 (a second level
nested IL) and browses a part of the associated content (e.g.,
a, b, c2, d1 and d2); the path then leads him/her to the object
1.1.1 of the room (i.e. a third level nested IL) giving him/her
the opportunity to browse its content. The visit of the envi-
ronment prosecutes till the end according to the design of the 
authors. Note that the browsed content is only a portion of the
available multimedia information. In this situation the set of
agents log the user activity into the experience process and use 
it to adapt the content presented to the user both basing their
action on classification of information or on text indexing.

Figure 2. The user path and content fruition in a guided tour.

In the first case a preliminary organization of information
nodes in classes is required. The coordinated agents will rec-
ognize the recurring experience patterns and will present to 
the user information proactively selecting the classes of in-
formation s/he has demonstrated to be more interested in. For
example, if the user has demonstrated constant interest for a 
specific class of information (e.g., artist’s biographical 
sketch) browsed in node d1 of object 1.1.1 and in node f of 
object 1.1.2, when s/he will approach object 1.2.1 s/he will 

be presented with information node d belonging to the same
class. In the latter case content adaptation is based on the in-
dexing of text contained in multimedia nodes, performed by 
genii loci as a part of their monitoring work. Indexed informa-
tion is saved into the experience process and used by the nu-
men for building a progressive map of the user’s knowledge.
Such map is then shared with the genii of the following ILs
that will compare it with indexed information related to the
locations controlled by them; at the end, they may proactively
select and present information on the basis of content match-
ing. In both cases, according to the well-known usability 
guidelines [14], proactive behaviour should be coupled with
the option to go back to a default entry point (e.g., the root of
the multimedia information hierarchy for the current IL) that
the user may select in case s/he gets disoriented or lost.

Figure 3. The user path and content fruition in a free wandering situation.

Free wandering. Such navigational paradigm is meant for 
expert users that decide their own path along the 3D world;
such modality enhances the agents’ activity, for selecting dif-
ferent content in relation to previous user movements. Figure
3 shows an example of 3D environment where the user is not
constrained to a specific navigation path. In the example the
user decides in some occasions to deviate (dashed line) from
the suggested path (black line). The navigational steps done 
by the user are shown in the figure, ordered progressively
from s1 to s12. In such experience, genii loci log navigation
done and content browsed into the experience process and 
communicate such information to the numen; the numen pro-
gressively builds a map of the knowledge acquired by the
user. Such knowledge is shared with the genius of the follow-
ing IL, that may suggest the user, after having compared the
user knowledge with the requirements for that IL, to come
back to acquire missing information. Alternatively, the genius
loci may proactively shorten the path along the associated
information hierarchy if the user knowledge already incorpo-
rates notions that are also redundantly available for that IL. 
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Figure 4. The user path and content fruition in a conditional access situation. 

Conditional access. In this case access to different zones is
conditioned to the satisfaction of certain requirements related
to user activity in other ILs of the environment. This is a typi-
cal situation in e-learning environments where the user has to 
prove to be able to perform certain operations or to have ac-
quired a knowledge about specific arguments.
Figure 4 shows an example of 3D learning environment where
the user moves through the different zones of the environment
augmenting his/her knowledge and solving questions in order 
to proceed. For example the user entering room 1.1 is invited
to go to room 1.2 for answering to a set of questions and 
gaining full access to room 1.1 content. Navigation through
nodes of associated multimedia information is regulated by 
genii on the basis of previous behaviour (e.g., the default path
through information nodes for user entering room 1.1 is a-b-
c1; such path changes to a-b-c2-d1/d2 when the user comes
back after having answered correctly to questions contained in
room 1.2). Generally speaking, each genius loci detains the 
control of a specific zone and the knowledge of the require-
ments for allowing access to users. Again the numen progres-
sively builds, on the basis of the experience process monitored
by the genii of the visited ILs, a map of the interactions done
by the user and of the knowledge acquired by him/her. The
result of its activity is shared with the current genius loci for
allowing it to act appropriately, allowing/denying access and 
presenting appropriate information. This scheme enables the
creation of multi authored e-learning  experiences, where each 
author detains the knowledge related to a certain zone of the
learning path and establishes the requirements for accessing it.

VI. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE USER EXPERIENCE

Following the definitions given in Sections III and IV, we will 
give a more formal description of the environment and of the
user experience described for the free wandering case. We
characterize each IL as a virtual entity. Each ve, representing
an IL of a given level, may be composed by other ves repre-
senting nested ILs of the lower level; such hierarchical struc-
ture can be easily specified using statecharts [8] that permit to 

model systems at different levels of abstraction. This specifi-
cation allows us to provide a formal definition of the envi-
ronment and of the experience processes. In the case at hand, 
ILs in the 3D environment belong to three possible levels: 1) 
cultural exhibition area; 2) room; 3) interaction object. Each
kind of IL provides some interaction possibilities allowing the
user to change the state of the environment and to enjoy the 
multimedia content associated with the IL. 
The statechart describing a 3D environment with three cultural
exhibition areas can be represented at a high level of abstrac-
tion as in Figure 5, where the specification does not give any
details about the rooms composition. We adopt here the nota-
tion proposed in [9]. Note the history symbol H, which is ex-
ploited to remember the last visited state belonging to the
lower level; such information permits to take it as the initial
one after the first visit.

Figure 5. The statechart specifying the 3D scene at a high level of abstraction.

Actually, each lower level state of an exhibition area repre-
sents a set of states of a virtual entity corresponding to an IL 
of type “room”. Such IL can be described, at a lower level, by
the interaction objects behaving in the room. Figure 6 illus-
trates the lower level statechart specifying a room containing
two independent interaction objects represented as two state
diagrams that run concurrently.

Figure 6. The statechart specifying the concurrent components of a room.

Each interaction object is in turn an IL and thus can be speci-
fied as a virtual entity described by a further lower level state 
diagram. An example is shown in Figure 7 that illustrates the
statechart specifying an interactive object (e.g. a painting) 
with which it is possible to interact to see its description or the
author’s biography.
Moreover, the description may include hyperlinks associated
to some keywords: the interaction with them leads the object
to move in a new state, by providing the user with new multi-
media information.
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Figure 7. The statechart specifying an interactive object. 

As explained in the previous section, at each level of the 3D 
environment, the user may enjoy different kinds of multimedia
content. Multimedia content is obtained as a consequence of
the user performing an activity, i.e. an operation with respect
to a characteristic structure. As previously mentioned, each 
user activity is captured by the ve to which the cs belongs,
and, besides determining a possible state change, it also fires
the execution of a computational function providing the asso-
ciated multimedia content. Therefore, in terms of the state-
chart, the multimedia content is the result of the output func-
tion. Each state s of the statechart is described by an array [a,
b, c, ..., z] of variables, each one associated with a different 
nested level of the statechart. For example, in the example
described above, s can assume the value [cultural exhibition 
area 1, room 1.1, object 1.1.1, showingAuthor], and in
this case the associated content is an indexed version of the
multimedia content describing the author biography, that is a 
synthetic description of the multimedia content provided to
the user. As already mentioned, multimedia content can be
associated with any kind of IL. For example, when the user is 
in the cultural exhibition area 1 and enters room 1.2, it 
might enjoy the multimedia content associated with the room,
e.g. a particular music related with the theme treated in the
room. In this case, state st is [cultural exhibition area 1, 
room 1.1, null, null], at is the activity of entering the room
1.2, st+1 is [cultural exhibition area 1, room 1.2, null, null],
and contentt+1 is an indexed version of the music title. (The
symbol null means that the variables indicating the interaction
objects and their states have not a meaningful value). Con-
cerning multimedia elements such as music, we require that
each element associated with ILs would have an alternative 
textual form expressing the same content (or at least a summa-
rization of it); this requirement is coherent with accessibility
guidelines [18] for web hypermedia and grants an easy con-
version and/or indexing of heterogeneous elements. The
knowledge of the statecharts is distributed among the genii
loci. Such decentralized knowledge is used cooperatively by
the agents to log the experience process, extract the experi-
ence patterns and build progressively the map of the user 
knowledge. The final goal of this process is to control and
proactively adapt both navigation across distributed locations
and fruition of multimedia content embedded in the interac-
tion objects distributed in the environment.

VII. CONCLUSION

The approach presented in this paper represents an improve-
ment of the previous work based on the concepts of experi-
ence process and experience pattern, permitting to describe
and control a wider range of experiences in 3D environments,
including those ones where content fruition is an important
part of the user activity and can determine its evolution. A
component based architecture based on the concepts discussed
in this work is described in [17]. A pilot study on a scaled-
down implementation of such architecture is currently being
performed. The results of this study, focusing both on quanti-
tative parameters (e.g. how long users take to perform a task
with proactive features enabled) and qualitative factors (e.g.
user satisfaction) encourage us to design an experimental sys-
tem to verify all the features described in this work.
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Abstract
In a social setting, it is often beneficial to have a 

partner that is alert of the environment and the 
circumstances and is able to communicate information 
that otherwise does not come to our awareness. Typically, 
these are human companions, however a robotic partner 
may be an alternate solution. For a robotic partner to be 
successful, it must naturally interact with its user, and be 
able to retrieve data and analyze its content. In this paper 
we present Iolaus, a robotic partner for social settings. 
Iolaus can be implemented as a robotic parrot perched on 
the user’s shoulder, or as an attentive companion similar 
to a Seeing Eye dog.  When the user enters a new social 
setting the robot can be asked and should attempt to 
answer questions regarding people and surroundings, 
very similar to a human partner.  In this phase of the 
project, we are using the Sony Aibo robot dog to 
implement Iolaus’s information retrieval component 
demonstrating how a human-robot interface can help the 
user access a vast amount of distributed information and 
multimedia content in a socially acceptable manner.

Keywords: human-robot interaction, distributed
information retrieval, multimedia human computer 
interaction.

1. Introduction

The growth of mobile computing devices sees with it 
a growth in distributed computing.  Gone are the days 
when mobile appliances were limited to performing 
simple tasks.  Today, mobile devices are capable of 
performing complex functions, taking command of tasks 
that were previously restricted to desktop computers or 
other non-mobile systems. Such tasks may include 
performing searches on the Internet, image acquisition 
and image analysis and comparison.  In addition, mobile 
devices have physically expanded beyond the boxed 
design of personal digital assistants. Mobile devices 
currently include a variety of cell phones, entertainment 
centers and game consoles as well as wireless robots.  

Robotic devices reveal a wealth of new utilities and 
new possibilities for human computer interaction [1,2].  A 
robot can be viewed as a physical computer interface that 

can act in both the physical and virtual worlds. A robot 
can contribute to a task a set of physical abilities as well 
as digital capabilities, and distributed computing 
functions. A robot is capable of pairing audio and visual 
components of interaction, with physical actions and 
movements to further enhance the interaction experience.

People often find themselves in situations where they 
need to acquire specific information about new social or 
physical surroundings. For example, when entering a new 
social setting people sometimes need to approach a person 
whom they never met, or meet a person whom they 
previously met but fail to recall specific information 
regarding that person (for example, the person’s name). 
Such shortcomings are sometimes relieved using a 
partner, spouse or a friend who can retrieve and deliver 
the required information in a manner that is sociably 
acceptable. Reliance on information appliances such as 
PDAs for these situations might not be socially acceptable 
(for example, trying to search for a person’s name or 
image on a PDA while facing them in the middle of a 
social event).  Further, it is not always possible to have a 
knowledgeable human companion at every social setting; 
it might however be possible in the near future to be 
escorted by a personal robot companion.  This is 
assuming the robot can support socially acceptable 
interaction and can retrieve information dynamically and 
efficiently for the user. 

This paper describes Iolaus (pronounced EE-oh-lus), 
which is a persistent robot partner that can convey 
important messages back and help the user navigate 
through new environments and unfamiliar social settings. 
In Greek mythology Iolaus played crucial role in 
Hercules’ labours and helped him slay the Hyrda [3].  We 
use Iolaus, the obliging partner, as a metaphor motivating 
our human-robot interaction (HRI) approach to distributed 
information retrieval. 

The Iolaus project goal is to develop a robot that 
serves as a socially acceptable information-supporting 
partner. The user and the robot are to interactively 
communicate with each other, with the robot able to 
sustain sufficient knowledge and awareness of the 
environment in which it acts.  Iolaus is designed as a 
companion and acceptable partner that will behave in a 
socially unobtrusive manner. Iolaus is designed to provide 
assistance and explore the distributed information realm 
as naturally as a seeing eye dog negotiates a street corner.   



2. Designing Iolaus

Our overall design task was to develop a robot that is 
capable of serving as an autonomous distributed 
information retrieval device, which can act in the physical 
world. Much like a human partner, the robot is able to 
take in requests from the user, search for the appropriate 
information, and formulate a response back to the user. 
The robot can also act in the physical world based on the 
information it retrieved, for example by pointing to the 
direction of a person the user is seeking. To allow users to
access information quickly and inconspicuously the robot 
must be designed as a socially acceptable interface.

The information requested from Iolaus could vary over 
a wide range of topics from asking directions to a point of 
interest, to finding the name of an associate’s spouse. 
Generally, such information can be retrieved either by 
talking with knowledgeable individuals or by performing 
a search on the Internet. In a social setting, information 
should be requested and received in a socially acceptable 
and non-intrusive manner.  Interaction with typical 
information appliances interfaces or wearable computers 
can often lead to behaviours that are perceived to be 
unsociable and often unacceptable.  

2.1 Goal

Our short-term design goal is to be able to ask Iolaus
to locate a person in a room in a socially acceptable 
manner. The person Iolaus is asked to seek can either be 
physically in the room or be represented by a picture.  The 
robot must then decipher the request in such a way that it 
can search for the information requested.  The search for 

information will include an autonomous gathering of 
virtual data from a distributed information source 
(practically by performing a search on the Internet) and 
gathering of physical data from the robot’s visual, audio 
and tactile sensors. The data gleaned from the robot’s 
sensors is used to compare the images retrieved to those 
around the room.  The robot should compare the visual 
images in the room to the image it found on the Internet 
and decide if a match is made.  Lastly, the robot will 
formulate a response back to the user of its findings (for 
example, by pointing to the right person or walking 
towards them) 

The robot acts as a physical mobile distributed 
computing device capable of retrieving information about 
its surroundings.  In a sense, the robot is a distributed 
search engine and email client, capable of deciphering 
requests, and then formulating a response back to the 
user.

Our vision for such a distributed information retrieval 
robotic device would be similar to a robotic parrot that is 
capable of sitting balanced on the user’s shoulder as seen 
in Figure 1.  The close vicinity of the parrot to the user’s 
ear makes it ideal for voice interaction from the user to 
the robot and vice versa.  This is advantageous since both 
the user and Iolaus can communicate discreetly between 
each other by simply having the user turn their head 
toward Iolaus. The embodiment of Iolaus in a parrot 
shape can allow the robot to interact with the user in 
various forms: for example, the parrot can physically 
move its head or wings to show the user where the person 
is located.  The physical movement can also be paired 
with an audio component where Iolaus verbally respond 
back to the user with some comments or instructions. 
From a robotic design point of view the physical 
requirements from the parrot are quite simple as all it 
needs to do is maintain balance on a shoulder (that is, the 
robot is not required to walk, navigate corridors, traverse 
stairways, etc.).

Another possible metaphor for Iolaus is an attentive 
information-seeking dog. This embodiment has the 
advantages of mobile abilities in the environment on top 
of the distributed information capabilities. These can be 
used for instance to help fetch or place something in the 
physical world.  The physical appearance of a dog would 
also make it more suitable to deal with navigational 
requests as the robotic dog could in part respond by 
guiding the user to the desired location, very much like a 
real seeing-eye dog.

2.2 Query Request

Iolaus must be made aware of a query request. This 
can be done by issuing voice commands to the robot, in a 
similar manner to verbal queries between two people. The 
verbal interaction between the robot and the user then 
allows for a high level and more natural means of 
interaction.

Figure 1.  Iolaus-a conceptual drawing



2.3 Information Retrieval

Iolaus should be capable of autonomously retrieving 
information. It should not be dependent on any external 
computational source other than what is contained within 
itself.  Therefore, the robot is not tethered to any devices 
and is capable of being completely mobile. The task of 
information retrieval then is delegated completely to the 
robot. First, Iolaus must perform a search to find the 
correct answer for the user query. In the task of 
attempting to correctly identify a person in a room, the 
robot must be able to find the correct image of the person. 
Such an image can be obtained from the Internet through 
various web engine searches and the robot should be 
capable of going online, performing the search and 
obtaining the results from the search engine. Second, the 
robot must gather information from its surroundings 
through its visual sensors. Once it has successfully 
obtained an image from the Internet, the robot must look 
around the room and match the retrieved image with one 
that it sees through its vision system.  

2.4 Formulating a Response

Finally, after the information retrieval phase, Iolaus
should formulate its response into an appropriate form 
and deliver it to the user.  This can be done in a number of 
different ways depending on the situation and application. 
For example, the robot can send navigational directions 
back to the user or physically guide the user to the 
location of the desired person using visual, verbal or 
physical interaction techniques.  

2.5 Physical Interaction

In order for Iolaus to be an acceptable and useful 
human-robot interface it should be based on intuitive 
interaction techniques. The robot physical state must 
afford and reflect its current virtual status.  For example, 
if the robot is in the middle of searching for an image on 
the Internet, it should physically demonstrate that it is 
busy with a task and cannot be bothered.  When Iolaus is 
waiting for the next user request it should physically 
reflect that it is willing to serve a new query. The robotic 
interface should not be restricted to visual and audio 
stimulation but rather enhance the experience by 
controlling and using the robot’s physical state as a valid 
output and display tool.

3. Implementation

To formulate a robot capable of fulfilling the design 
tasks outlined, we used the Sony Aibo ERS-7M2 for 
Iolaus’s prototype. The Aibo is an autonomous robotic 
dog that has a face plate LED panel, a 350K pixel image 
sensor, a speaker capable of producing MIDI sound, 

stereo microphone, head/paw/body sensors as well as 
IEEE 802.11b Wireless LAN capabilities.

Our Aibo-based Iolaus was implemented using 
OPEN-R: a C++ SDE for the Aibo robot dog available for 
free from Sony [4]. Aibo’s OPEN-R supports coding most 
of the robot-dog functions as well as its IPv4 Internet 
protocol and TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). We 
used these capabilities to program Iolaus to retrieve 
emails and perform searches on the Internet.   

Since we are looking for multimedia content, we 
decided that our Aibo-based Iolaus prototype will use a 
search engine that returns a good array of pictures such as 
www.picsearch.com [5].  

3.1 Iolaus Prototype

The current early prototype of Iolaus is capable of 
performing a simplified but fully functional experiment 
that demonstrates the potential and usability of the new 
robotic interface as well as its functionalities in a 
distributed setting.  Our current implementation allows 
the Aibo to autonomously search and find an image on the 
Internet based on a user query.  The requests from the 
user are sent via email to Aibo’s private email account 
(Figure 2). Our Aibo-based Iolaus checks its emails 
regularly for new requests from users. Based on the user’s 
request for information, Aibo will parse through the 
email, create a search engine query, connect to the 
Internet and perform a search on a public search engine to 
find an appropriate picture answering the user’s query.  
After it has successfully extracted the results, Aibo will 
then package its response into an email and reply back to 
the user with the link to the online picture.  Through this 
cycle, Aibo will perform various physical/visual 
movements that allow the user to be aware of its current 
status.

3.2 Distributed Information Retrieval

The act of connecting to the Internet and searching 
for an image is very similar to the distributed information 
retrieval task as outlined in the design plan. 

Our Aibo-based Iolaus is capable of receiving and 
sending emails and so contains a fully functional 
independent email client. Using any email account with 
POP/SMTP capabilities, Aibo is able to consistently 
monitor and retrieve emails it receives.  The Aibo-based 
Iolaus is also able to delete email messages that have been 
processed, so once Aibo has tried to search for a user 
query it will remove that email message from its inbox.  
This is one way that Aibo can manage its email messages 
and ensure that its email account doesn’t overfill. Also, if 
the Aibo-based Iolaus sees that the subject heading on the 
email is not something it recognizes, it will automatically 
remove the message from the queue.  



3.3  Robotic Multimedia Human Computer 
Interface

The key to Iolaus is to provide the user with a 
multimedia robotic interface that is natural to interact with 
in a social setting.  This was achieved in the current 
prototype by having Aibo physically demonstrate its 
status. Our Aibo-based Iolaus assumes different physical 
doggish postures and movements reflecting its progress 
and virtual state (Figures 3,4).  

4. Evaluation

 To evaluate the effectiveness of the prototype in the 
original design task we present several complete 
request/response cycles that were tested using our current 
Aibo-based Iolaus prototype.

Table 1. Other examples of 'Go Fetch' requests.

Go Fetch: Response back
Banana

Aibo

Beckham

Apple

The requests made to Aibo are in the form of an 
email message sent to an email account created 
specifically for Aibo (Iolaus registered to a Yahoo email 

account). Currently, Aibo will only accept email 
messages in a specific format. The email message itself 
must contain the phrase ’Aibo, go fetch:’, followed by the 
name of the item the user is looking for.  A typical request 
may be in the form of: “Aibo, go fetch: bananas.”.  The 
message must conclude with an acknowledgement of 
Aibo’s efforts by including, “Thanks, “ at the bottom of 
the message.  Figure 2 shows a request made from a user 
email to our Aibo-based Iolaus.

Autonomously parsing through the email, Aibo will 
isolate out the item to search for and formulate a well-
formed HTTP request [6].  A typical request may be: 
GET / search.cgi?q=kogepan HTTP/1.0\r\n.  In this 
request, Aibo has isolated the item “kogepan” from the 
emailed request and inserted into the proper HTTP 
request form. The searches for images are done through 
the image search engine on Picsearch.com. The letters 
after the GET command in the HTTP request simply tell 
Picsearch that an image search is going to take place.  

After the HTTP request is sent and the server returns 
a response, Aibo will proceed to parse through the web 
page looking for the first image link on the result page. 
The link will be the first answer that Aibo provides back 
to the user. In our example, the image link that Aibo has 
found (Figure 2) is:
http://images.picsearch.com/is?5261000945372.

Finally, Aibo creates a return email back to the user 
indicating that he has found an image link answering the 
user query.  The message also contains the link so that the 
user can access the image. 

More examples of queries and resulting images are 
presented in Table 1. As seen, there are scenarios where 
the images retrieved can be informative, and in other 
cases there is a need for further processing of the results. 
For instance, in the case involving the ‘fetch apple’ 
request, it could very well be that the user was looking for 
the fruit, not a computer system.  If the user is not 
satisfied with Iolaus’s response the query can be easily 
repeated and extended.

The Aibo-based Iolaus physical posture and actions 
provide the user with insight into the interface state. 
When Aibo is about to search on the Internet, it performs 
a ‘stretch’ by flexing its legs out as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 2.  An email request sent to Aibo (left), and 
the image retrieved back (right). 



This appears as if the robot dog is physically getting ready 
to perform a complicated task.

 Once a response email is sent back to the user, the 
dog sits very much like a watchdog. Our Aibo-based 
Iolaus’s head sways from side to side (Figure 4) as if 
looking for an interesting game to play while it searches 
and waits for user’s next emailed request. As an added 
method of physically conveying its virtual state, Aibo also 
flashes its LED lights on its head, back and face when it is 
in the process of sending and retrieving emails. The lights 
will turn off when Aibo is awaiting a user request. 

Figure 4.  Aibo’s head turning waiting for a new 
query.

5. Related Work

Sociable robots need to perceive, recognize and 
interpret the behaviour of humans through multiple 
modalities including vision, hearing and touch. [1,2].  A 
social robot should be able to naturally interact with 
humans and participate in human society in ways that will 
be perceived as natural and socially acceptable [1,7].  

Robotic emotions can play a key role in the perceived 
quality of a human-robot interface [8].  The robot can use 
emotions as tools to understand and convey implicit 
messages to and from the user.  In addition, Iolaus can 
use synthetic emotions to elicit specific responses from 
the user. Emotions are crucial in formatting user 
impressions for reactions in different circumstances [8]. 

At first glance, the robot must possess qualities that 
make it appealing and socially acceptable and its 
appearance must match its function.  A robot’s 
appearance should provide clues to its purpose much the 
same as an interface should afford its behaviour and 
function [9]. It was demonstrated that users systematically 
preferred robots with human likeness features that match 
the sociability levels required in specific tasks [1,10].  
Following, it is then easy to conceive Iolaus as a parrot 
perched on the user’s shoulder or a robot puppy that 
guides users to a desired location similar to a Seeing Eye 
dog.

Iolaus needs to provide meaningful information back 
to the user.  Since an autonomous robot has limited 
resources onboard, it will need to search for external 
information. This source could be a specialized database 
or the Internet. For multimedia content, very similar to 
textual queries, more advanced analysis should be 
performed on the query results to gain meaningful 
information. Previous work on image clustering [11,12] 
and image retrieval [13] already enable more advanced 
analysis of image results, and relevance feedback 
techniques which are suitable to human-robot interaction 
can further enhance its significance.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

People often need to go to new places, meeting new 
people and perform various social functions in new social 
settings. Often they do not have a companion that can 
accompany them on these new tasks. We design Iolaus to 
serve as a robot companion that can perform the function 
of a knowledgeable human partner without the social 
awkwardness associated with using various information 
appliances. Iolaus can fill requests from the user 
regarding their surroundings and interact in such a way 
that conforms to social norms. Iolaus would ideally be 
placed on the user’s shoulder, very much like a parrot but 
can also assume other forms such as an attentive dog.  

We have presented an early prototype of the project, 
where Iolaus is simulated using the Sony Aibo robot dog.  

Figure 3.  Aibo 'stretching', indicating its readiness to 
search the Internet



The Aibo’s task is very similar to what Iolaus is required 
to do. The user poses a request query for Aibo to find an 
image of an object. The query is directed in the form of an 
email sent to Aibo’s email account. Iolaus checks its 
emails, parses new ones, and forms the request item into 
an HTTP request.  This is done so that Aibo can 
autonomously take the request and wirelessly access the 
Internet via a search engine to retrieve a set of possible 
results. Once the results are returned, The Aibo-based 
Iolaus determines the appropriate answer by isolating an 
image link on the page and sends a response email back to 
the user.

We are currently working on ways to expand the 
human robot interaction with our implementation of 
Iolaus.  Some of the tasks include: 

Developing a voice interface with Aibo so that requests 
and responses can be made via voice commands.
Ultimately, we would like Iolaus to fully support voice 
interaction as well as the ability to communicate and 
understand basic emotions.  
Adding a physical interaction technique that will allow 
the user to cycle between multiple query results.  For 
example, use the sensors on Aibo’s paws and back to 
browse through the next image in the result set. 
Ultimately, Iolaus should be able to interact via 
physical means. This could mean gesturing of 
appendages or locomotion to a desired location. 
Whatever the means of interface Iolaus offers, it should 
be an amalgam of various multimedia outlets that best 
portray its response as natural for its social setting.
Preprocessing the multimedia results in a more 
informative manner by clustering or analyzing the 
images. This will later enable for instance searching 
similar objects in the environment using the Aibo's 
visual system.
Filtering system for better result matching.  A large 
portion of what is received back from Aibo is 
dependent on the effectiveness of the search engine that 
is used.  One way to retrieve more accurate results 
could be to provide Aibo with more information for the 
query.  Again though, this solution is highly dependable 
on the effectiveness of the images search engine that is 
used.

While the experimentation using the Aibo is very 
much a simplified form of Iolaus’s planned functionality, 
there are important components that the Aibo prototype 
can help accomplish such as the wireless and dynamic 
retrieval of multimedia information, which is accessed 
remotely. The success of these components will help 
advance the goal of realizing the completion of Iolaus.
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Abstract

Facial image analysis is very useful in many appli-
cations such as video compression, talking heads, or
biometrics. During the last few years, many algorithms
have been proposed in particular for face recognition us-
ing classical 2-D images. However, it is necessary to
deal with occlusions when the subject is wearing sun-
glasses, scarves and such. In this paper, a new face
recognition method is proposed. The method is based
on IFS (Iterated Function Systems) theory. One ad-
vantage is that the information used for the indexing
and recognition task can be made local, and this makes
the method more robust to possible occlusions. The dis-
tribution of similarities in the face image is exploited as
a signature for the identity of the subject. The amount
of information provided by each component of the face
image has been assessed, first independently and then
jointly. At last, results underline that the system signif-
icantly outperforms the existing approaches in the state
of the art.

1 Introduction

Recently, security-related problems are drawing
much of the researchers’ attention. Particularly, the
problem of authenticating people is an interesting and
stimulating research field. Many anatomical features,
such as fingerprints, hand-shape or eye iris have been
studied up to date. It has been observed that two main
characteristics enact the success of a biometry: relia-
bility and people acceptance. Indeed, iris recognition
represents the most reliable approach, but it is too in-
trusive to be widely accepted. On the contrary, finger-
prints are easily applicable, but they cannot be used
with non consenting people. Therefore, face recogni-
tion is emerging as a compromise between acceptance
and reliability.

The recognition rate of face-based biometric sys-
tems cannot be compared to that of iris and finger-
print based systems. However, the ease in snapshot
and video capturing make this method effective also
when the subject does not collaborate or ignores that
recognition is going on. Furthermore, the wide range
of commercial and law enforcement applications sup-
ported by the availability of feasible technologies favor
the success of the face biometric. Several methods have
been devised to perform the face recognition, dealing
with many of the typical issues in face recognition, such
as variation in expression, lighting, pose and acquisi-
tion time, but none of them is free from limitations.
Eigenfaces are a fast, simple and practical technique,
but they are not invariant with respect to changes in
illumination, pose and scale.

There are few works about the problem of occlu-
sions, such as [3, 5], based on probabilistic approaches
or neural networks.

The main contribution of this paper is then the ap-
plication of a fractal based technique, namely OFF
(Handling the Occlutions in Fractal Face Recognition
and Retrieval), that offers a possible solution to the
face recognition problem in the presence of synthetic
and natural occlusions, such as global pixel wise errors
and rectangular occlusions or sunglasses and scarves.
The proposed strategy applies IFS (Iterated Function
Systems), largely used in image compression and index-
ing [1]. The affine transformations are used in order to
characterize the self-similarity of a face image, extract-
ing a compact feature vector with high discriminant
power, indeed OFF significantly outperforms other ap-
proaches in literature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 shows in more detail the feature extrac-
tion process. In particular, Subsection 2.1 describes
the structure of the feature vector while Subsection 2.2
introduces a new “distance” function needed in order
to make comparisons among models computed for the



input face images. In Section 3, a concise description of
the measures and databases used during tests is given
together with results. Lastly, the paper ends with a
few concluding remarks in Section 4.

2 The Method

In order to make method presented in this paper
robust with respect to likely occlusions, the feature ex-
traction process is made local to the region, of interest,
defined as the union of four main areas, which are left
eye, right eye, nose and mouth (Fig. 1 (a)). For each
of these areas, a set of fiducial point is extracted and
the average approximation error is computed, so that
point locations and approximation errors represent the
signature for the face (Fig. 1 (b)).

Figure 1. Region of interest (a), location of
the entry points on the face image (b)and the
Archimede’s spiral centered in an entry point
(c).

The first problem to be solved is locating the face
in the picture. The detection of a face is semi-
automatical. The center of the eyes and baseline of
the nose are manually selected, extracting a face re-
gion of size proportional to the distance among these
three points. The face region extracted from the in-
put image is normalized to 256 × 256 pixels. Nothing
has been done for the original warping of the input im-
ages, which also can affect the recognition rate. Once
the segmentation of the face is done, the face objects
are independently indexed by means of the IFS sys-
tems as separate region of interest. For each region
of interest (eyes, nose or mouth) a set of fixed points
P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}, called entry points is considered.

For each Pi = (xi, yi) ∈ P , OFF extracts the cor-
responding range Rxi,yi

, whose upper-left corner falls
in the position Pi. It searches for the first n best fit-
ting domains with respect to an affine transformation,

as detailed in [8]. In order to render the method more
robust with respect to small shifts around the entry
position (xi, yi) 18 nearest neighbors of the current en-
try points are considered. Starting from the current
entry point, all centroids are computed by means of
the above algorithm, then with a spiral visit centered
in the current entry point, 8 neighbors are considered,
as shown in Fig. 1 (c). The neighbors are looked for on
an Archimede’s spiral ρ = a · θ, where ρ is the distance
from the center to the tracing point, θ is the angu-
lar distance covered and a is a fixed constant. With
the spiral visit, the higher the distance from the entry
point, the less useful is its information. This can be
explained considering that the further the neighbor is
from the current entry point, the less their similarity
to the current range.

In order to use the information about the distri-
bution of similarities brought out during the index-
ing phase, range/domain relations have to be orga-
nized so that comparisons are possible. In this case,
the domains are organized in a set of clusters C =
{C1, C2, . . . , Cm}, each represented by its centroid ci,
and the centroids are stored in memory as a list. Each
centroid object in the list includes its spatial coordi-
nates, computed as the mean of the coordinates of do-
mains to the cluster, as well as the average approxima-
tion error between the domain and the prefixed block:

Cx =

∑
D∈C Dx

|C|
, Cy =

∑
D∈C Dy

|C|
(1)

Cerr =

∑
D∈C

√∑|PB|
i=1 (PB(i) − (αD(i) + β))

2

|C|
. (2)

At first the list of centroids is empty; then, starting
from the first entry point, the corresponding range is
extracted and the n best fitting domain are searched.
The domains are inserted in the clusters one at a time.
Initially the list of centroids is empty, then a new clus-
ter is created and its centroid has the same coordinates
of the inserted domain. The second domain fitting the
current range is extracted by means of the IFS trans-
formation and has to be inserted in the correct cluster.
OFF scans the list of centroids searching for the cen-
troid with minimum distance. If no suitable cluster is
found, a new cluster is created and added to the list,
while the corresponding centroid has the same coordi-
nates and approximation error of the inserted domain.
On the contrary, if there is a cluster whose centroid is
not further than a fixed threshold ε from the domain to
be inserted, OFF tries to update the cluster with the
new domain. The new coordinates are computed for
the centroid according to (1) and (2) but taking into



account also the new domain being inserted. After up-
dating the coordinates, a check is made where there is
a domain in the cluster whose distance from the cen-
troid is greater than the fixed threshold ε. In this case,
the updating operation is canceled, and a new cluster is
created with the same coordinates and approximation
error of the inserted domain.

2.1 Feature Vector Structure

Once the list of centroids has been computed, it
has to be rearranged so that a distance function can
be defined for the comparisons to be performed later.
The ideal way to compare two face images would be
to match the respective approximation errors of corre-
sponding centroids in the two images. Since each cen-
troid in the list consists of two coordinates C(x, y), the
nearness of two centroids can be estimated in a simpler
way using Euclidean norm.

Let L1 be a list of centroids of length n = |L1| to
be compared with another list L2, of length m = |L2|.
An effective manner to compare the centroids in L1

and L2 is representing the centroids’ spatial location
with Peano keys. From the literature, it is known that
Peano keys are useful in indexing tasks because they
map a 2D space into a 1D space, while preserving most
of the spatial information in the original data. Given
a centroid C (x, y), the correspondent Peano key aC is
computed interleaving bits of x and y, from the less
significant digit to the most significant. The Peano
keys so computed are then sorted. This can be done in
linear time O(n) with Radix Sort.

When comparing L1 and L2, a time O (m) is spent
searching for the centroid Cj

L2
in L2 nearest to the first

centroid C1
L1

in L1, keeping memory of j. It can be ob-
served that the location of the next centroid in L2 near-
est to Ck

L1
falls not so far from the position j—indeed,

it is about j + c, where it has been found experimen-
tally that 0 ≤ c ≤ 10, and j is the position in L2 of the
centroid nearest to Ck−1

L1
in L1, with k > 1. It can be

deduced that for each centroid in L1, only c centroids
in L2 have to be tested. The overall complexity of the
comparisons is then O(n + c · m) = O(n + m)—linear,
since c is a constant. Low-complexity comparisons are
crucial, considering that in a huge database of face im-
ages, millions of images might have to be tested.

2.2 Definition of the Distance Function

This section defines the distance function used when
comparing two feature vectors. The domain of this
function consists of 2D vectors S ∈ �2, where (a, b) ∈
S. The symbol a represents a Peano key obtained,

while the real value b represents the average of the
approximation error for the centroid centered in a =
P (x, y). Given 2 vectors S, T ∈ �2, the operator
Ψ(S, T ) is defined as follows.

Ψi (S, T ) =
∣∣∣bµ(S,T )

T − bi
S

∣∣∣ (3)

with
µ (S, T ) = min

j

∥∥∥aj
T − ai

S

∥∥∥
2
,

that is, µ(S, T ) represents the index in T of the point
aj

T = P1(x1, y1) nearest to the point ai
S = P2(x2, y2) in

S.
For each item aS = P (x, y) ∈ S, a search is per-

formed for the nearest item aT = P (x, y) ∈ T ac-
cording to Euclidean norm |PS − PT |2, and the quan-
tity |bS − bT | is computed. This quantity represents
the absolute difference between the approximation er-
rors corresponding to the nearest points PS ∈ S and
PT ∈ T .

Lastly, the values of Ψi(S, T ) are summed for all i.
In order to make the distance function more robust to
partial occlusions, it can be noted that if Ψi (S, T ) is
too large, it does not supply much useful information,
and this can be interpreted as a sign of possible occlu-
sion.

More precisely, if m̄ = 1
|S| ·

∑|S|
i=1 Ψi (S, T ) is the

average value of Ψ over S, it turns out that only the
values of Ψi(S, T ) ranging from 0 to 2m̄ provide useful
information. Therefore, a threshold is applied to cut
all values above 2m̄, leaving smaller values untouched.
This is done by means of the following function:

∆ (S, T ) =
1∣∣∣S̃
∣∣∣

|S|∑
i

γi
S ·Ψi (S, T )+

1∣∣∣T̃
∣∣∣

|T |∑
i

γi
T ·Ψi (T, S) ,

(4)
where

γi
S =

(S (i) − 2 · E [S]) − |(S (i) − 2 · E [S])|

2 · (S (i) − 2 · E [S])

and
S̃ =

{
(ai, bi) ∈ S|γi

S �= 0
}

.

3 Experimental Results

There are several standard databases used to as-
sess the performance of algorithms in the field of face
authentication. Two of the most used face databases
are FERET [7] and AR Faces [6]. The FERET facial
database has become the de facto standard for evaluat-
ing face recognition technologies and consists of 13539
facial images corresponding to 1565 subject of different
gender, ethnicity and age.



The AR Faces [6] was created by Aleix M. Martinez
and Robert Benavente at the Computer Vision Center
(CVC). It contains over 4000 color images correspond-
ing to 126 people’s faces (70 men and 56 women). Im-
ages feature frontal view faces with different facial ex-
pressions, illumination conditions, and occlusions (sun
glasses and scarf). The pictures were taken at the CVC
under strictly controlled conditions. No restrictions on
wear (clothes, glasses, etc.), make-up, hair style, etc.
were imposed to participants. Each person partici-
pated in two sessions, separated by two weeks time.
The same pictures were taken in both sessions.

The measure used to assess the performance of OFF
in solving the identification problem is the recognition
rate, defined as the ratio between the number of probes
correctly identified in the first response and the cardi-
nality of the whole probe set.

Since the main goal when designing OFF was to be
able to deal with partial occlusions, most experiments
have been performed with the aim of assessing perfor-
mance in the case of authentication with partial occlu-
sions. For these experiments, the performance of OFF
has been compared with the results obtained in anal-
ogous conditions by a probabilistic approach proposed
by Martinez [5], referred to in this paper as PAO and a
neural network based approach described by Kurita [3],
namely NNFR I/II.

PAO divides each face image into k different areas,
each of which is represented by a Gaussian distribu-
tion accounting for the positioning error. The use of
Gaussian distributions allows the mean feature vector
and covariance matrix to be calculated for every local
subspace, while the probability of a given match can be
calculated as the sum of all k Mahalanobis distances.

Kurita et al. proposed in [3] a method that also
reconstructs the occluded part of the face and detects
the occluded regions in the input image, by means of an
auto-associative neural network. At first the network
is trained on the non-occluded images in normal con-
ditions, while during the testing the original face can
be reconstructed by replacing occluded regions with
the recalled pixels. In this case we chosen the original
neural network based approach reported in [3] (NNFR
I) and the improved version proposed by Kurita et
al. without the recursive data reconstraction process
(NNFR II).

In the first experiment, OFF has been compared
with the PAO approaches in the case of synthetic
square occlusions. A subset of 50 subjects from the
AR face database has been considered. For each face,
the non-occluded neutral expression is used for training
the system (gallery), while occluded neutral, angry and
smile images are used for testing (probe). Synthetic

square occlusions of size p× p have been introduced in
the probe images, with p varying from a minimum of
5 to a maximum of 50. In particular, for each value
of p, a p × p blank square is randomly placed into the
image 100 times. The averaged results are shown in
Fig. 2. For large values of p, a gap of about 10% in
the Recognition Rate of the two methods can be seen.
This confirms the robustness of OFF with respect to
the synthetic occlusions. Moreover, the PAO approach
divides the face image in six elliptical regions, while
OFF uses only four rectangular zones. A smaller num-
ber of independent regions means that higher robust-
ness of the method is required, since the occlusions can
affect more regions simultaneously.
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Figure 2. Performance of OFF when syn-
thetic rectangular occlusion occur; compar-
ison with Martinez’ PAO algorithm.

The second experiment is for testing OFF in the case
of natural occlusions, such sunglasses. In particular the
performance of the fractal based method is compared
to that of a neural network based approach NNFR. The
training data set consisted of ninety three 18×25 8-bits
images (3 for each of the 31 persons), while the sunglass
data set consists of real images of the same person as
the training data but wearing sunglasses (31 images).
Table 1 underlines that OFF outperforms NNFR I/II,
if no reconstruction is allowed 64.5% and 77.4%.

OFF NNFR I NNFR II NNFR III

82.04% 64.5% 77.4% 87.10%

Table 1. Comparison between OFF’s and Ku-
rita’s algorithms on the AR database.



This experiment underlines that OFF allows a more
localized and compact description of the face with re-
spect to neural network based approaches, when nat-
ural occlusions occur, because unuseful informations
provided by the occluded zones do not affect signifi-
cantly the global description of the face.
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Figure 3. Performance of OFF on the FERET
face database with square and pointwise syn-
thetic occlusions.

In the last experiment OFF has been tested on a
subset of the FERET face database. The gallery set
consists of 400 images, two for each of the 100 different
subjects. On the contrary, the probe set contains 100
images, one image for each subject in the gallery. Two
different kind of synthetic occlusions have been con-
sidered: square and pointwise occlusions. In the first
case, a black p × p square (with p the side lenght of
the square) has been placed on the probe image, that
is then used as a query to the system. On the contrary,
in the second case, exactly p × p pixels on the probe
image have been flipped to black before than queryng
the system with this image. Fig. 3 reports the recogni-
tion rate with respect to the percentage of the occluded
pixels (p2/2562) in the probe image. This experiment
make clear that OFF is more robust with respect to
pointwise occlusions than the square ones, when p is
relatively small. By the way, it has been observed that
OFF is robust to moderate random noise for not very
large values of p. On the contrary, for larger values of
p it shows better performances when the occluded part
is concentrated in a single region of the face.

At last Fig. 4 shows time spent searching for a face
on a 1 to 400 image database, when the match between
two faces is carried out comparing the approximation
error of each centroid in the former face with the ap-

proximation error of the nearest centroid in the latter
(OFF normal), and when the ∆ (Subsection 2.2) dis-
tance is used.
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Figure 4. OFF efficiency with full compar-
isons, tree organization and ∆ distance.

4 Conclusions

The interest of researchers for face recognition is
firmly increasing recently, so that several solution have
been proposed up to date. However, most recent meth-
ods only deal with changes in expression and illumina-
tion conditions, and yield poorer recognition with the
case of synthetic and natural occlusions. In particular,
the literature about fractal approaches to face recogni-
tion appears to be somewhat underdeveloped. This pa-
per proposes a new fractal based approach called OFF.
It is shown how IFS transformations can be used as to
to provide a good signature for face images, useful for
face recognition. The indexing process has been made
local, and a new metric is provided in order to deal
with partial occlusions. Experimental results show the
robustness of OFF with respect to synthetic occlusions
(black squares randomly localized on the image) and
natural occlusions such as scarfs and sunglasses. OFF
has been compared with a neural network based ap-
proach and with the PAO method in order to assess
its performance on natural and synthetic occlusions.
Further work might address the problem of automatic
and finer location of the face objects (eyes, nose and
mouth), as well as an increase in robustness to changes
in illumination conditions.
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Abstract— Face is recently becoming an ever more accepted 
biometric in many applications requiring identity  
recognition or authentication without physical contact. Most 
ongoing researches are mainly focused on increasing 
recognition accuracy and robustness to lighting or posing 
variations, but other relevant issues related to facial 
characterization, such as the presence/absence of beard, still 
need to be effectively addressed. This paper presents a face 
recognition method which operates on both 3D geometry and 
color texture to improve recognition reliability in case of 
subjects with beard. Indeed, the proposed method represents 
3D face geometry through a normal map and flesh color by 
2D texture map. This approach allows to compare any two 
faces simply through a comparison of their corresponding 
normal maps, using the flesh color map to mask non-skin 
features. A weighting mask, automatically generated for each 
subject using a set of expression variations, improves the 
robustness to a broad range of facial expressions. First 
results show the effectiveness of this simple and fast method 
on a database of 3D faces featuring different genders, ages 
and expressions.  

I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

Among the various biometric identifiers currently 
available (fingerprint, face, ear, iris, retina, gait, signature, 
etc.) face is widely considered one of the more acceptable 
as it does not require any contact with the sensor surface, 
nevertheless it allows good recognition performances.  

 The early researches on 3D face recognition were 
conducted over a decade ago as reported from Bowyer et 
al. [1] in their recent survey on this topic and many 
different approaches have been developed over time to 
address this challenging task. The comparison between 3D 
face representations can be performed according to 
different techniques and strategies. Indeed, while some 
approaches work best on neutral faces, i.e. faces showing a 
standard "relaxed" expression, others try to cope with 
shape variations due to random facial expressions. Some 
methods are based on feature extraction and they represent 
face curvature and metric size properties as a point in 
feature space, whose distance to other points (faces) 
measures facial similarity [2].  
Various extensions of 2D face recognition techniques to 
the range images have been proposed, such as those based 
on eigenface [3] or Hausdorff distance matching [4]. 
Other works compare faces through a spherical correlation 
of their Extended Gaussian Image [5], or through 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [6], or even 
measure the distance between any two 3D facial surfaces 
by the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method [7]. To 
increase recognition rate in case of expression variations 

Bronstein et al. [8] presented a new method based on a 
bending invariant canonical representation, the canonical 
image, that models deformations resulting from facial 
expression and pose variations which are supposed to be 
isometric transformations. Multimodal approaches 
combine 2D (intensity or color) and 3D (range images or 
geometry) facial data to improve recognition accuracy 
and/or robustness over both 2D and 3D techniques alone. 
Chang et al. [9] performs separately the PCA on the 
intensity and range images, combining the results obtained 
from both strategies to get a more reliable recognition. 
Tsalakanidou proposed [10] an approach to integrate 
depth data and intensity image exploiting embedded 
hidden markov model. Papatheodorou and Ruecker [11] 
presented a 4D registration method based on Iterative 
Closest Point (ICP), augmented with texture data. The 
proposed metric exploits Euclidean distance between 4D 
points (each featuring three spatial coordinates plus 
corresponding texel intensity). Other authors combine 3D 
and 2D similarity scores obtained comparing 3D and 2D 
profiles [12], or extract a feature vector combining Gabor 
filter responses in 2D and point signatures in 3D [13]. 

We present a face recognition method aimed to 
biometric applications and based on 3D geometry and 
color texture. This novel approach features high 
recognition precision, good robustness to a broad range of 
expression variations and to the presence/absence of beard 
and/or moustaches. A low one-to-one comparison time 
allows to efficiently apply this method even on very large 
gallery.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II. the 
proposed methodology is presented in detail. In section III. 
experimental results are shown and briefly discussed. The 
paper concludes in section IV. showing directions for 
future research. 

A NORMAL MAP BASED APPROACH TO 
FACE RECOGNITION

The proposed method is based on normal map [14] to 
represent and compare faces. A normal map is simply an 
RGB color image providing a bidimensional representation 
of a 3D surface, in which each normal to each polygon of a 
given mesh is represented by an RGB color pixel. More 
precisely, each pixel in a normal map encodes the three 
scalar components of the normal to a particular polygon in 
the mesh surface using the three RGB channels usually 
associated to a color image. This bidimensional 
representation of original face geometry still retains spatial 
relationships between facial features. Figure 1. shows the 
method’s workflow which could be briefly exposed as 



follows. After a face has been enrolled, its surface mesh is 
generated and the color texture is mapped onto it,  
projecting the texture’s 2D coordinates onto the 3D surface 
(through a spherical or cylindrical transformation). The 
corresponding normal map is computed sampling surface’s 
normals. The comparison between any two faces is 
therefore performed computing a new map called the 
Difference Map, which is a gray scale image obtained 
subtracting pixel by pixel the two corresponding normal 
maps. Eventual beard covered facial regions are masked 
according to their relevance through a gray scale Flesh 
Mask. Finally, to cope with unwanted facial expression the 
difference map is multiplied by a previously built 
expression weighting mask. The whole recognition process 
is discussed in depth in the following subsections. 

Figure 1 – Method Workflow 

A.

B.

3D+2D Face Capturing 
As the proposed method works on 3D polygonal meshes  

mapped with color texture, we firstly need to acquire actual 
faces and to represent them as polygonal surfaces. Laser or 
structured light scanning technology could be used to this 
purpose, capturing range and color data and then 
converting them in 3D vertices and textured polygons. 
Stereoscopic imaging is another feasible option for 3D face 
digitizing which relies on 2D images shot by known angles  
(a precise calibration is required) and reconstructs a 3D 
mesh conform to a set of feature points previously 
correlated between the different views. Even if any of these 
technologies could provide valid 3D data for the presented 
method, we opted for a feature based mesh warping 
technique based on the work by Lee and Magnenat-
Thalmann [15] because it requires a simple equipment 

without critical calibration (a couple of digital cameras 
shooting from front and side position, see Fig. 2-a) and it is 
more likely to be adopted in a real application. 

In fact, though this image based 3D mesh reconstruction 
method delivers an inferior face shape accuracy compared 
to real 3D scanning, it proved to be sufficient for 
recognition, offering additional advantages, such as precise 
mesh alignment in 3D space thanks to the warp based 
approach, facial texture generation from the two captured 
orthogonal views and its automatic mapping onto the 
reconstructed face geometry. A more detailed description 
of this technique and further detail on the enrolment 
procedure adopted during the experiments of this study are 
given in section 3. 

Sampling Mesh Normals 
At this point we can store normals of mesh M in a 

bidimensional matrix N with dimension l×m, to represent 
face geometry. To this purpose we have to sample the 
previously mapped geometry and quantize the length of the 
three scalar components of each normal. Therefore we 
assign to each pixel (i, j) in N, with 0 i < l and 0 j < m,
the three scalar components of the normal to the point of 
the mesh surface with mapping coordinates (l/i, m/j). The 
resulting sampling resolution is 1/l for the s range and 1/m
for the t range. The normal components are stored in pixel 
(i, j) as RGB color components. We refer to the resulting 
matrix N as the normal map of mesh M. A normal map 
with a standard color depth of 24 bit allows 8 bit 
quantization for each normal component, this precision 
proved to be adequate for the recognition process (Fig 2-c). 

Figure 2 – Captured Face Images (a),  3D Face Mesh 
(b),  Normal Map (c) 

C. Basic Normal Map Comparison 
When the sampling phase is completed, we can register 

the new face, i.e. its normal map, in the reference database, 
or perform a search through it to find a matching subject. 

To compare any two face meshes MA and MB (namely 
their normal maps N

B

A and NBB) we compute the angle 
included between each pairs of normals represented by 
colors of pixels with corresponding mapping coordinates, 
and store it in a new map D. Geometrically, the angle 
from two vector v and w is given by: 

wvarccos (1)

as v and w are normalized then 1wv .

Now, as each pixel 
AA NN yx ,  in NA has corresponding 

color components 
AAA NNN bgr ,, and each pixel 

B

in N
B NN yx ,

B has corresponding components B

BBB NNN bgr ,,  the 



angle included between the normals represented by each 
pair of pixel with  and  is given by: 

BA NN xx
BA NN yy

D.

BABABA NNNNNN bbggrrarccos (2)

with components opportunely normalized from color 
domain to spatial domain, so 1,,0

AAA NNN bgr  and 
. The angle 0  <  is stored in a 

bidimensional m × n matrix D which is a gray-scale image 
(see Fig. 3). 

1,,0
BBB NNN bgr

Figure 3 – Comparison of two  Normal Maps (a) and 
(b) and the resulting Difference Map (c) 

To reduce the effects of residual face misalignment 
during acquisition and sampling phases, we calculate the 
angle  using a k × k (usually 3 × 3 or 5 × 5) matrix of 
neighbour pixels.  

Summing every gray level in D results in histogram 
H(x) that represent the angular distance distribution 
between mesh MA and MB  as shown in Fig 4. On the X 
axis we represent the resulting angles between each pair of 
comparisons (sorted from 0° degree to 180° degree), while 
on the Y axis we represent the total number of differences 
found.

B

Figure 4 –Angular Distance Distribution in one-to-one 
comparison: (a) similar faces, (b) not similar faces 

This means that two similar faces will have an histogram 
H(x) with very high values on little angles, while two 
distinct faces will have differences more distributed. We 
define a similarity score through a weighted sum between 
H and a Gaussian function G, as in: 

k

x

x

exHscoresimilarity
0

2 2

2

2
1_     (3) 

Varying  and k is possible to change recognition 
sensitivity . 

Beard Masking 
The presence of beard with variable length covering a 

portion of the face surface in a subject previously enrolled  
without it (or vice-versa), could lead to a measurable 
difference in the overall or local 3D shape of the face 
mesh (see Fig. 5). In this case the recognition accuracy 
could be affected resulting, for instance, in a higher False 
Rejection Rate FRR. To improve the robustness to this 
kind of variable facial features we rely on color data from 
the captured face texture to mask the non-skin region, 
eventually disregarding them during the comparison.  

Figure 5 –Normal Maps of the same subject enrolled in 
two different session with and without beard 

We exploit flesh hue characterization in the HSB color 
space to discriminate between skin and 
beard/moustaches/eyebrows. Indeed, the hue component 
of each given texel is much less affected from lighting 
conditions during capturing then its corresponding RGB 
value. Nevertheless there could be a wide range of hue 
values within each skin region due to factors like facial 
morphology, skin conditions and pathologies, race, etc., so 
we need to define this range on a case by case basis to 
obtain a valid mask. To this aim we use a set of specific 
hue sampling spots located over the face texture at 
absolute coordinates, selected to be representative of the 
full flesh tonal range and possibly distant enough from 
eyes, lips and typical beard and hair covered regions. This 
is possible because each face mesh and its texture are 
centered and normalized during the image based 
reconstruction process (i.e. the face’s median axis is 
always centered on the origin of 3D space with horizontal 
mapping coordinates equal to 0.5), otherwise normal map 
comparison would not be possible.  The sampling spots 
locations were selected empirically (see Fig. 6-a), 
evaluating the union of all the non skin regions from all 
the subject available in the face database and disregarding 
it.



Figure 6 – Flesh Hue sampling points (a),  Flesh Hue 
Range (b) non-skin regions highlighted in white (c) 

We could use a 2D or 3D technique to locate main 
facial features (eye, nose and lips) and to position the 
sampling spots relative to this features, but even these 
approaches are not safe under all conditions.

For each sampling spot we sample not just that texel 
but a 5x5 matrix of neighbour texels, averaging them to 
minimize the effect of local image noise. As any sampling 
spot could casually pick wrong values due to local skin 
color anomalies such as moles, scars or even for improper 
positioning, we calculate the median of all resulting hue 
values from all sampling spots, resulting in a main Flesh 
Hue Value FHV which is the center of the valid flesh hue 
range. We therefore consider belonging to skin region all 
the texels whose hue value is within the range: 

, where tFHVt t  is a hue tolerance which we 
experimentally found could be set below 10° (see Fig. 6-
b). After the skin region has been selected, it is filled with 
pure white while the remaining regions are filled with 
pure black. The resulting 1 bit flesh mask (see Fig. 7) 
multiplied by the difference map during comparison cuts 
non-skin regions which could erroneously affect the 
recognition.

Figure 7 –Normal Map in a subject with beard (a),  
Flesh Mask (b), Normal Map - Flesh Mask (c) 

E.

III.

Addressing Facial Expressions 
To improve robustness to facial expressions we 

introduce the expression weighting mask, a subject specific 
pre-calculated mask aimed to assign different relevance to 
different face regions. 

This mask, which shares the same size of normal map 
and difference map, contains for each pixel an 8 bit weight 
encoding the local rigidity of the face surface based on the 
analysis of a pre-built set of nine facial expressions of the 
same subject (see section 3 for details). 

Indeed, for each subject enrolled, each of ten expression 
variations is compared to the neutral face resulting in ten 
difference maps. The average of this set of difference maps 
specific to the same individual represent its expression 
weighting mask.  

More precisely, given a generic face with its normal 
map N0 (neutral face) and the set of normal maps N1, N2,
…, Nn (the expression variations ), we first calculate the set 
of difference map D1, D2, …, Dn resulting from {`N0 - N1', 
`N0 - N2', …, `N0 – Nn'}. The average of set {D1, D2, …, 
Dn} is the expression weighting mask which is multiplied 
by the difference map in each comparison between two 
faces. The expression weighting mask allows to better cope 
with bending facial regions. 

EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

As one of the aims in experiments was to test the 
performance of the proposed method in a realistic 
operative environment, we decided to build a 3D face 
database based on 2D color pictures instead of range data. 
More precisely, every face model in the database has been 
created deforming a pre-aligned prototype polygonal face 
mesh to closely fit a set of facial features extracted from 
front and side images of each individual enrolled in the 
system. The face capture station featured two digital 
cameras with external electronic strobes shooting 
simultaneously with a shutter speed of 1/250 sec. while the 
subject was looking at a blinking led to reduce posing 
issues. Face geometry and color texture are reconstructed 
following the mesh warping technique described in [15]. 
Indeed, for each enrolled subject a set of corresponding 
facial features extracted by a structured snake method from 
the two orthogonal views are correlated first and then used 
to guide the prototype mesh warping performed through a 
Dirichlet Free Form Deformation. The two captured face 
images are aligned, combined and blended resulting in a 
color texture precisely fitting the reconstructed face mesh 
through the feature points previously extracted. The 
prototype face mesh used in the dataset has about 7K 
triangular facets, and even if it is possible to use mesh with 
higher level of detail we found this resolution to be 
adequate for face recognition. This is mainly due to the 
optimized tessellation which privileges key area such as 
eyes, nose and lips whereas a typical mesh produced by 3D 
scanner features almost evenly spaced vertices. Another 
remarkable advantage involved in the warp based mesh 
generation is the ability to reproduce a broad range of face 
variations through a rig based deformation system. This 
technique is commonly used in computer graphics for 
facial animation [16, 17] and is easily applied to the 
prototype mesh linking the rig system to specific subsets of 
vertices on the face surface. Any facial expression could be 
mimicked opportunely combining the effect of the rig 
controlling lips, mouth shape, eye closing or opening, nose 
tip or bridge, cheek shape, eyebrows shape, etc. The facial 
deformation model we used is based on [16] and the 
resulting expressions are anatomically correct. We 
augmented the 3D dataset of each enrolled subject through 
the synthesis of nine additional expressions leading to the 
related weighting mask:  neutral, rage (moderate), fear, 
smile (closed), doubt, surprise (moderate), rage (extreme), 
closed eyes, surprise (extreme), disgust (see Fig. 8 below).  

Figure 8 – Synthetically generated expression 
variations and corresponding normal maps 



We chosen these particular expressions trying to 
exaggerate the range of expression variations usually 
considered in most studies. The full database used during 
experiments includes 135 different persons (87 males and 
48 females, age ranging from 19 to 65) each one with ten  
synthesized expression variations. To assess the 
effectiveness of the flesh mask to improve recognition in 
presence of beard, 35 among male subject in database 
where enrolled a second time featuring beard of various 
length, color and shape after a period of time variable from 
two weeks to two months since the first enrolment session.  

We performed three different  kinds of experiments 
using normal maps and color textures sized 128×128pixels 
which proved to be adequate for the purpose, while the 
Gaussian function G(x) has been built choosing =4.5 and 
k=50. The first test was meant to measure the recognition 
rate through a one-to-many comparison performed on a 
probe set of faces with various expressions against a 
gallery set of neutral faces, and it reached a rate of 100%. 

Since the lack of a reference facial database, such as the 
FERET [18] is for 2D face recognition, any direct 
comparison between various 3DFR approaches on 
different dataset is not conclusive. Nevertheless, in Table 1 
we resume the performance of the methods cited in section 
I and the correspondent database used. Only a small subset 
of 3DFR techniques address expressive variations while 
the proposed method is the only one to specifically address 
the presence/absence of beard. 

In following experiment we tested the method’s 
Precision/Recall with and without the expression 
weighting mask, with and without the flesh mask and with 
both of them combined respectively (see Fig. 9 below). 

Database

METHOD 
Size No.

Subjects Variations

Express.
Tolerant 

Beard 
Tolerant 

Recogn.
Rate
%

Gordon [2] 24 8 2 facial 
expressions NO NO 100%

Achermann et al. [3] 240 24 10 poses NO NO 100%
Achermann et al. [4] 240 24 10 poses NO NO 100%

Tanaka et al. [5] 37 37 - NO NO 100%

Hesher et al. [6] 185 37 5 facial 
expressions NO NO 90%

Medioni et al. [7] 700 100 7 poses NO NO 100%
Bronstein et al. [8] - 157 - YES NO -

Chang et al. [9] - 275 - NO NO 98.8%
Tsalakanidou et al. [10] 80 40 - NO NO 99%

Papatheodorou et al. [11] ~900 62
5 poses and

3 facial 
expressions 

NO NO -

Beumier et al. [12] ~720 120 3 poses for 2 
sessions NO NO 98%

Wang et al. [13] 300 50 - YES NO > 90% 

Proposed Method 1485 135 11 facial 
expressions YES YES 100%

Table 1. Some 3D face recognition methods resumed. 

The results showed in Fig. 9-a were achieved comparing  
in one to many modality a query set with one expressive 
variations to an answer set composed by one neutral face 
plus ten expression variations and one face with beard.  

In Fig. 9-b are shown the results of one to many 
comparison between subject with beard and an answer set 
composed of one neutral face and ten expressive 
variations. Finally for the test reported in Fig. 9-c the query 
was an expression variation or a face with beard, while the 

answer set could contain a neutral face plus ten associated 
expressive variations or a face with beard. The three charts 
clearly show the benefits involved with the use of both 
expressive and flesh mask, specially combined together. 
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Figure 9 – Precision/Recall Testing 

The purpose of the third experiment, whose results are 
showed in Fig.10, is to specifically measure the 
Cumulative Match Score improvement due to the 
implementation of the flesh mask, comparing each of the 
35 face with beard to the neutral faces without beard. This 
test highlights the advantage of flesh mask in term of 
recognition accuracy, despite the involved reduction of 
useful surface in masked normal maps. 
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The proposed recognition algorithm has a low 
computational cost (as shown in section 2) with a O(n)
time complexity (where n is the total number of pixels in 
the normal map) and it required approx. 4 milliseconds on 
a P4/3.4 Ghz based PC for a single one to one comparison, 
a figure allowing to use the method in a one to many 
application even on a large gallery. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

We presented a 3D face recognition method based on 
3D geometry and color texture, aimed to improve 
robustness to presence/absence of beard and to expressive 
variations. It proved to be simple and fast and experiments 
conducted showed high average recognition rate and a 
measurable effectiveness of both flesh mask and 
expression weighting mask. Ongoing research will 
implement a true multi-modal version of the basic 
algorithm with a second recognition engine dedicated to 
the color info (texture) which could further enhance the 
discriminating power. On the other side we are in the 
process to test the method on a new 3D face dataset built 
with a structured light scanner from Inspeck Corp. to 
assess the recognition accuracy on more disorganized and 
noisy, but potentially much more precise 3D data. As the 
foundation of the presented approach is a 2D bitmap 
representing geometry and color info and simple 
processing at pixel level, we are also investigating the 
possibility to implement the recognition engine on 
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Exploiting the high 
parallelism of this specialized programmable processors,  
could bring a big performance leap, allowing to operate 
even on huge database for effective large scale one-to-
many recognition applications. 
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ABSTRACT
Human motion tracking mechanisms need to track 
multiple points on a human skeleton. Whether it is based 
on video or sensors, it is computationally expensive if the 
tracked skeleton needs to be embedded into a scenario 
video. We propose a systematic strategy for human action 
tracking, with an important extension to integrate tracked 
skeleton with an interactive video player. The interactive 
video player can detect and understand a restricted set of 
human motions and react by jumping to particular video 
segments pre-recorded. As a consequence, the system 
allows a player to fight with an avatar or a real person in 
an interactive video game. 
Keywords: Human Motion Tracking, Interactive Video, 
video game, human computer interaction  

Figure 1: Play with Video 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Human motion tracking was developed in the past 

few years. The MARG sensors are used to develop a 
system which can embed skeleton into a virtual 
environment [1]. Instead of using sensors, video-based 
tracking strategy was proposed [3, 4]. The difficulty of 
video-based approach is on how to deal with incomplete 
motion such as occlusion or bad viewing angle. Another 
difficulty is due to variations of light sources. Since 
sensors are expensive in general, video-based approach is 
usually used in applications. In order to embed avatars 
into a virtual reality environment, 3D coordinate 
reconstruction methods need to be used [2, 5, 6].  

We have implemented a system which takes a 
further step to integrate human actions with an interactive 
video player. Figure 1 shows our system setup. The player 
wears a black suit, with 16 track points (TPs) placed 
based on human skeleton. Two video cameras are located 
in front and on the side of the player to extract 2 sets of 
2D coordinate for 3D coordinate reconstruction. The 16 
track points are identified and mapped to the skeleton for 
motion understanding. Finally, the skeleton is mapped 
onto the interactive video, which contains special trigger 
points to detect human motions and react on the motions. 
Application of our system can be used in interactive video 
games, simulations, training, and others.   

2. TRACKING AND INTERACTION
As illustrated in the flowchart in figure 2, the tracking 

and interaction process involves five steps (illustrated in 
different zones) of computation: 

(1) Initialization and video camera synchronization 
(2) Background and track points separation 
(3) Track points identification 
(4) Skeleton reconstruction on background video 
(5) Motion understanding and interaction control 

These steps will be discussed in the following sections. 

2.1. Initialization and video camera synchronization 
Background need to be separated from track points 

in order to identify track points. In the first step (marked 
as (1) in figure 2), an initial video background can be 
obtained from a video segment of 30 to 60 frames, where 
moving objects are removed and holes are inpainted. We 
use a fast image inpainting algorithm which relies on a 
diffusion kernel. In addition, since we use two video 
cameras for 3D coordinate reconstruction, the two 
cameras needs to be synchronized. Our strategy requires 
the player to stand steady for at least 2 seconds. A 
variation threshold for video changes is set to tell the 
steady situation. Thus, in the first step, the player need to 
move around for a few seconds, stand steady for 2 
seconds, then our system start the second step (marked as 
(2)) to track the skeleton. 
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Figure 2: Algorithm of Video Tracking and Interaction
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(d) Add Skeleton to Scenario Video 

2.2. Background and track points separation 
Since light sources to track points are quite difficult

to stay stable, it is necessary to update background 
dynamically in order to obtain a better separation result of
background and track points. Assuming that BBk(x, y) and
Bk+1B (x, y) are values of point (x, y) on the kth and the k+1th

frames, respectively. And, Ik(x, y) is the value of point (x,
y) on the coming kth frame. We use 
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This strategy works if small variation of light source
occurs on background. However, if the variation is too
large, the background should be reconstructed. After that,
we use median filter to exclude isolated points. Also, we 
use two morphology operators (erosion and dilation) to
perform the close operation. The close operation is able to
eliminate small blocks. Figure 3 shows the original video
in 3a and the track points in 3b after the second step.

2.3. Track points identification 
The most challenge issue of multiple object tracking

is to identify each and all objects. We maintain a track 
point array to store properties (location and color
information) of all track points. In step (3), we use seed
filling algorithm on the original video for basic color
segmentation. Boundaries of track points are roughly
computed, to obtain the center of each track point. Each 
record in the track point array contains a location of the
center and the HSI color information. To precisely track 



each point, two issues need to be solved. Track points 
moves in a direction which is hard to predict; and, track 
points can be cloaked (occlusion). To solve the first 
problem, prediction and searching mechanisms are used. 
The second problem can be partially solved with multiple 
cameras. However, it is possible to solve the second 
problem using a unique color for each track point and 
searching in a range of movement. And, this is our 
approach. A sample predication mechanism which 
computes the average movement vector of each track 
point in the latest 30 frames is used. If the prediction of 
track point matches (within a small threshold of center 
location), the corresponding track point is updated in the 
array. Otherwise, the system searches the track points in a 
small boundary (eight directions to speed up computation). 
Track point properties are updated if there is a match. 
Otherwise, we count the track point as miss detection. An 
evaluation of miss detection is given in section 3. When a 
miss detection occurs, we keep the miss detected track 
point in a track point queue. In the next iteration, track 
points are searched against the queue with a higher 
priority. The search will focus on the color of track points. 
Our preliminary experience shows that, with the setup of 
our environment, the miss detection rate is tolerable. In 
figure 3c, track points are identified with numbers.

2.4. Skeleton reconstruction on background video
After the track points are identified, we need to map 

them to a skeleton which represents a human body. The 
mapping process is performed as soon as all TPs are 
identified in the first run. Since TPs will be tracked with 
unique IDs, remapping to skeleton is thus not necessary. 

The mapping strategy takes a simple heuristic rule: 
assuming that the play is not up side down or doing a 
handspring (i.e., flip). The mapping strategy follows: 

1. Compute the fulcrum of 16 track points based on the 
initial posture (see figure 3), set fulcrum to be the 
Pelvis (see figure 4)

2. Follow the vertical line up to find Spine, Neck and 
Head. A horizontal threshold of a few pixels is used 
in case that the 4 track points of human body are not 
aligned vertically. 

3. Split the rest 12 TPs in the skeleton to left and right, 
according to the 4 track points mapped in the above 
step. Following the Pelvis to find L_Hip, L_Knee, 
and L_Foot and following the Neck to find 
L_Shoulder, L_Eblow, and L_Wrist. Spatial relations 
of TPs are used as the heuristic.

4. Do the same for right hand side track points. 

 Only the track points captured by the front camera are 
used to identify the track points. However, to reconstruct 
3D coordinates for all track points, it is necessary to use 
the side camera (along the x-axis to the left of the box in 
figure 5). To restore 3D coordinates, we use the following 
strategy: 

1. For each track points on both cameras, find the 
differences of coordinates on y-axis. 

Figure 4: Skeleton with 16 Track Points 

2. Minimizing the differences to align TPs on y-axis 
using dynamic programming. 

3. Take the x-coordinates from the front camera and the 
z-coordinates from the side camera. 

After the 3D coordinates are computed, it is 
necessary to perform a projection of these coordinates to 
2D space. One may argue that it is not necessary for 3D 
coordinate reconstruction and projection, and using 2D 
coordinates will be enough. However, to make the 
interaction realistic, 3D information is necessary. For 
instance, the player must fell that a punch is indeed 
located on an object in the video by moving forward his 
arm. In addition, if virtual reality avatar is used, 3D 
coordinate is required. After the projected 2D coordinates 
are obtained, we map the skeleton onto a scenario video. 
The scenario video follows MPEG-2, with an important 
extension allows a hyper jump among video segments. 
Hyper jump tags are embedded in the user defined data 
section of standard MPEG-2 video clips. The scenario 
video can be a pre-recorded video game or a training 
video for customers. For performance consideration, only 
a small section of video is stored in memory to speed up 
accessing time. Figure 3d shows the skeleton on a 
scenario video. 

Figure 5: Coordinates and Front and Side Cameras 

Side
Camera

Front Camera

We use OpenGL [7][8] technology to reconstruct the 
3D environment. OpenGL provides high performance 
with 3D graphics rendering. With the 3D graphics 



projection, we can get the all direction of projection to the 
2D video frame. 

To avoid the heavy loading of capturing, object 
tracking, 3D projection and rendering, we separate these 
processes to two computers with network connection. The 
client-side processes the capturing and object-tracking. 
After these heavy steps, the client-side will generate the 
tracking points, and transfer these point coordinate to the 
server-side. The server-side receives these data, generates 
the 3D scene. And the server-side can also do off-screen 
rendering the 3D scene to another 2D video frame. 

Figure 6: 3D Skeleton Representation on Server-Side 

2.5. Motion understanding and interaction control 
The last step is to control interaction. For our 

prototype system, we use a simple strategy to store 
skeleton motions. Each of the track points, L_Wrist, 
R_Wrist, L_Foot, and R_Foot, is recorded in the track 
point array with a motion vector, in addition to TP 
coordinate and color information. A motion vector can be 
one of the eight directions (i.e., East, West, South, North, 
Southeast, Southwest, Northeast, and Northwest) and the 
directions are extended to include z-movements. The 
motion vectors of the 4 track points are analyzed by an 
interactive controller. With special designed ‘hot spot’ in 
the interactive video, the hot spot is able to tell which of 
the 4 track points is engaged with a certain motion vector. 
Thus, a video hyper jump can be performed. Figure 1 
shows our system with an interactive video made by real 
person. Note that, each section of the video has a small 
movement of the avatar to response to a specific trigger 
from a track point and its motion vector. Our preliminary 
system contains only hard coded video segments. An 
authoring tool is underdevelopment to enable other 
scenario video clips. 

3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
We evaluate the experiment system from two 

perspectives: the precision rate of tracking and the 
performance of the system. High tracking precision avoids 
misunderstanding of motion hence the system reacts as the 
player expected. Human motion tracking is affected by 
three important issues: changing light sources, speed of 
motion, and track point occlusion. We tested 12 video 

clips to analyze rate of lost track points and rate of miss 
detection. They are summarized in table 1.   

Table 1: Rates of Tract Point Detection 

Video 2 and 3 have a relatively unstable light source 
and higher occlusion. The miss detection rates are 7.2 and 
6.7 percents. Video 7 and 11 have a stable light source. 
However, track points move faster. The miss detection 
rates are 3.0 and 4.3 percents. Video 8 and 9 have very 
low rates since light source is stable. Intuitively speaking, 
miss detection rates get higher due to changing light 
source the most. Occlusion and motion speed are 
secondary factors. Our average miss detection rate is 
2.43%, which is tolerable.  

The performance of our system is not as we have 
expected but is reasonable. We use 320 by 240 as the 
resolution of the two video cameras. The resolution of 
scenario video is also 320 by 240. We try to lower the 
resolution of the two cameras. But, precision of tracking 
is decreased. Step three of the algorithm (i.e., track point 
identification) is computational expensive, especially in 
searching miss matched track points. In step four (i.e, 
skeleton reconstruction on background video), restoration 
of 3D information takes time. However, we use a 
simplified approach to use the front camera for skeleton 
mapping. But, the side camera is used only in the 
identification of skeleton motion. Thus, project from 3D 
to 2D is simplified to speed up computation. The system 
is running on a Pentium 4 2.8GHz computer with 1.5 GB 
RAM. Preliminary experience shows that, player is able to 
interact with the video with limited motions to control 
video reactions.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
It is interesting to combine video tracking technique 

with interactive video to develop a system for video-based 
games. Our approach involves five steps of schemes to 
realize the system on a Window based environment. Our 

Video No of 
Frames 

Lost TP 
Rate

Miss Detection 
Rate

1 600 0.8 % 1.1 % 

2 403 4.5 % 7.2 % 

3 350 3.9 % 6.7 % 

4 545 1.2 % 1.7 % 

5 570 1.2 % 0.2 % 

6 330 1.3 % 1.0 % 

7 420 2.7 % 3.0 % 

8 391 0.3 % 0.1 % 

9 818 0.3 % 0.8 % 

10 514 0.36 % 1.3 % 

11 467 3.7 % 4.3 % 

12 687 1.0 % 1.8 % 

Average 1.77 % 2.43 % 



experience shows that the approach is feasible on ordinary 
personal computers, instead of using special hardware 
devices such as Play Station 2. Our future work includes 
the design and implementation of an authoring system for 
the scenario video and motion identification. We hope 
software on PCs will allow players to design their own 
video games using PCs and ordinary cameras. 
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ABSTRACT
There are many reasons why a video conferencing system

should keep track of who is speaking. Knowing who is
speaking would be an essential part of a creating a tran-
scription, and the system can use speaker identity to control
the camera appropriately. Speaker determination can be
done by using special hardware that triangulates sound to a
source in three-dimensional space, but most existing com-
puters do not have such equipment. We propose to identify
speakers by recognizing their voices.

Keywords
sound, speaker recognition

INTRODUCTION
In the context of a video conference or an online class-

room situation, it is often useful to know the identity of the
person speaking. The information can be used to control
video cameras, during transcription, and even to just assign
credit and keep track of participation. Special purpose hard-
ware can be constructed to triangulate the source of a sound
in a room, and this could be use to determine the source of
speech. The equipment is not ‘off the shelf’, though, and is
uncommon. It would not help at all in situations where the
conference was recorded and played back later.

We propose the use of audio speaker identification tech-
niques to identify speakers. These methods are imple-
mented in software, and identify an individual from many
by characterizing basic parameters of their speech signals,
recorded as digital audio.

SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION
Speaker recognition is not the same as speech recogni-

tion[2,3,12,14]. In speech recognition the goal it to deter-
mine what is being said; in speaker recognition, the goal is
to determine who is saying it. Identification is performed
my making measurements, also known as features, of the
speech sample and comparing those against the measure-
ments of the same features made of known speakers. If a
match to within a specified tolerance is made, then the
speaker is identified, otherwise the speech sample is said to
be rejected. There are some traditional ways to approach
speaker recognition, and standard data sets to use.

Linear Prediction (LP)
Linear prediction (LP) is an autoregressive method of

feature extraction [8,9]. This means that what the speech is
doing at time t is determined by what the speech was doing
at times t-N to t-1. In other words, the previous behavior of

the speech is used to predict the future behavior of the
speech. It has the effect of smoothing the spectral envelope
of the speech. In other words, the complex local fluctua-
tions of the input speech waveform are somewhat smoothed
away. This is somewhat desirable because some of these
fluctuations are probably due to noise.

Linear Prediction is one of the most powerful and impor-
tant methods of deconvolution and parameterization of the
source and filter. The source, or excitation, is the driving
force of speech production. It is the air that is pushed from
the lungs through the vocal tract. The filter is the vocal tract
itself. As the air is pushed through, it changes the air pres-
sure that is created by the force of the air. By the time the
air is expelled from the lips, the air pressure creates waves
of sound that reflect the vocal tract changes that took place.
LPC is explained in detail in [6] and [7]. It is one of the
most commonly used features in the literature. It is often
either used directly or is the basis of further feature extrac-
tion. In fact, the autoregressive idea is used in a slightly dif-
ferent way in many psychoacoustic features, which are
discussed later on in this chapter.

Linear prediction is based on the idea that the vocal tract
can be modeled by a series of nonuniform, piece-wise
acoustic tubes that are joined together.

Fig. 1 shows a crude acoustic tube model that is used to
model the vocal tract. Adjacent sections of the tube vary in
shape and diameter. The excitation signal, or source, is the
driving force of speech production. It passes through the
vocal tract, or filter, from left to right, to produce a speech
sound s(n). Most speech models, including linear predic-
tion, attempt to decouple the source from the filter as a pre-
liminary step.

Figure 1: Acoustic Tube Model
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The all-pole LP models a signal s(n) by a linear combina-
tion of its past values and a scaled present input. In the time
domain, it is as follows:

where s(n) is the present output, p is the prediction order,
ak are the prediction coefficients, s(n-k) are the past out-
puts, G is a gain scaling factor, and un is the present input,
which corresponds to the human vocal tract excitation. This
is simplified further because in speech applications, only
the vocal tract, or filter is kept, and therefore the input un is
generally removed since it is unknown. Thus we get the fol-
lowing equation, which now depends only on past outputs:

Now the problem of estimating ak is easier because the
source and the filter have been decoupled. The source, un,
is not modeled by these prediction coefficients, and thus, by
ignoring it, it is probably reasonable to assume that some
sort of valuable speaker-dependent information that is
present in the excitation signal has been lost. The linear
prediction coefficients are typically found using a mean-
square estimate. It has been found that minimizing the error
signal e(n) in this way produces a flat, or band-limited
white magnitude spectrum of the error signal, which can be
defined as being the difference between the actual signal
s(n) and the estimated reconstruction of the signal using the
prediction coefficients, s(n):

Using s(n) above, the LP Z-domain transfer function is as
follows:

where A(z) is known as the pth-order inverse filter.

One criticism that has been made about LPC is that the
underlying assumption about the piecewise acoustic tube is
incorrect, or inadequate. For example, the acoustic tube
model is static, whereas in reality, the human vocal tract is
always changing shape. However, the beauty of LPC is in
its simplicity, especially when unknown terms such as un
can simply be factored out of the equation altogether.

Line Spectrum Pair (LSP) Frequencies
Line Spectrum Pair (LSP) frequencies are an alternative

spectral representation of the linear prediction coefficients,
and are discussed in [15]. Here the use of LSP frequencies
in speech data compression is discussed and some of their
main properties are described and proven. An explanation
of Line Spectrum Pair frequencies is also given in [5].

Line spectrum pairs are essentially a representation of
pth-order coefficients of the inverse Z-domain filter A(z) of
the LP all-pole representation as follows:

Then define:

where P(z) and Q(z) are (p+1)-order symmetric and anti
symmetric polynomials whose zeros are mapped onto the
unit circle in the Z-domain. The zeros of the polynomial P
and the zeros of the polynomial Q are interlaced with one
another. The frequencies at which these zeros occur are the
LSP frequencies. The zeros of the P polynomial are com-
puted using the discrete cosine transform (DCT), whereas
the zeros of the Q polynomial are computed using the dis-
crete sine transform (DST).

The DCT is defined as follows:

and the DST is defined as:

The DCT and DST are each similar to the DFT, but they
both use real numbers and are roughly twice the length of
the DFT. The DCT operates on data with even symmetry
and is equivalent to the real parts of the DFT. The DST
operates on data with odd symmetry and is equivalent to the
imaginary parts of the DFT.

LSP frequencies have traditionally been used for speech
data compression and quantization. One example of where
they are used is in the famous CELP cell phone data com-
pression. The LSP frequencies have been shown to be more
stable than their LPC representation, therefore yielding
higher accuracies in recognition applications[16].

The following figure illustrates the relationship between
the zeros of the P and Q polynomials and the corresponding
transfer function H(z). The closer together two adjacent
zeros, the more of a peak is seen in the transfer function.
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Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP)
Hermansky's Perceptual Linear Predictive analysis of

speech [4] exploits many of the aforementioned psychoa-
coustic properties of human hearing and is a popular feature
that had been used in many ASR systems. The procedure
for analyzing a frame of speech to yield a set of PLP coeffi-
cients is described briefly next.

Hermansky begins by applying a hamming window to the
time-domain speech signal within the frame to prepare it
for frequency-domain analysis. The windowed signal is
taken to the frequency domain using Fourier analysis, and
the power spectrum is computed:

Next, a filter bank of auditory filters are constructed, sim-
ulating what has been found about the basilar membrane's
response to sound stimuli. Each auditory filter is quasi-trap-
ezoidal in shape.

The full filter bank is shown in figure 2 above.

First, the critical bands are computed in Bark frequencies,
and then the filters themselves are built around them. Given
the central frequency of a critical band, the auditory filter is
built using:

The frequency boundaries of each of the critical bands of
the filters are warped using Schroeder's Bark (z) to Fre-
quency (f) equation:

This is equivalent to warping the power spectrum P(w)
along its frequency axis into Bark frequencies, and then
applying the auditory filters directly, rather than inverse
warping them.

Next, Hermansky approximates the non equal sensitivity
of human hearing at different frequencies using the follow-
ing equation:

In human hearing, the stimulus at one frequency will be
perceived as louder than another stimulus of the same
intensity that is at a different frequency. The resulting audi-
tory filter bank is then convolved with the power spectrum
P().

An approximation to the power law of hearing is next
applied, which is computed by:

Finally, the pre-processed frequency spectrum () is trans-
formed back to the time-domain, and linear prediction coef-
ficients are extracted to yield an all-pole autoregressive
model of the speech. This autoregressive property of the
PLP features is similar to that of the LPC features.

Perceptual Linear Prediction coefficients are used quite
often for automatic speech recognition. Speaker-dependent
information is largely stripped away, leaving the linguistic
content, given that the autoregressive model is of a low
order. Hermansky has reported that PLP coefficients of
order 5 yields these characteristics best. Higher orders con-
tain speaker-specific as well as lexical content[13].

CLASSIFIERS
In the figure below, a time line is shown that depicts the

shifting trends in the choice of classifiers for speaker recog-
nition. As shown, there has been a shift from template clas-
sifiers to statistical classifiers in response to a shift from
smaller databases recorded under more pristine laboratory
conditions to larger databases recorded under more realis-
tic, spontaneous, and noisy conditions.

This general shift from template to statistical classifiers
has resulted in marked improvements in speech and speaker
recognition in recent years. Not only are statistical models
more robust under noise, but are more flexible in allowing
for slight variations that were not seen in the training
speech data. As already discussed, for speech recognition
applications especially, there are usually too many varia-
tions to be able to adequately capture within the training
set. It would take enormous amounts of input data in order
to do a half-decent job, and the computational expense is
unrealistic.

Statistical Classifiers
Statistical classifiers are better-suited to realistic speak-

ing environments and have gained much popularity in the
last couple of decades. It has been shown [6,11] that Gauss-
ian Mixture Models (GMMs)[14] are one of the most flexi-
ble classifiers for text-independent speaker recognition and
therefore they are able to achieve higher recognition perfor-
mance in a more realistic setting. This is because they are
more able to model variations in the speaker’s voice sam-
ples than other classifiers, and are also more able to take
into account noisy environments. Other statistical classifi-
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Figure 2: The Shape of Hermansky's Auditory Filters
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ers, such as pdf-based methods, only make use of a single
pdf component, whereas the GMM makes used of several,
thereby allowing it to more tightly model a broader range of
voice characteristics. Hidden Markov models (HMM) and
HMM hybrids model temporal information, and are there-
fore better suited to text-dependent speaker recognition, in
which pattern-matching the lexical content of an utterance
is more important. For text-independent tasks, GMM’s are a
better choice than HMM’s[6,11,14].

GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL (GMM)
GMM classifiers use probabilistic measurements to deter-

mine class membership, or how "likely" it was that the class
generated the new observation. The Gaussian probability
distribution (pdf) is a common statistical classifier used for
speech and speaker recognition. Given a set of data, it is
possible to estimate the parameters for a Gaussian pdf that
best fits the data.

A single Gaussian pdf describing a k-dimensional random
variable X has the form:

where C is the covariance matrix, |C| is its determinant,
and is the mean vector.

An more sophisticated extension of the Gaussian pdf is
the Gauss mixture pdf. A Gauss mixture pdf is a weighted
sum of a collection of distinct Gaussian pdf's.

An n-variate Gaussian density is defined as:

,
constrained by

and where bi(x), i=1,...,M are the component densities
and pi is the weight of the ith mixture component.

When used as a classifier, this is referred to as a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM), where each training observation is
interpreted as having been generated by one of the Gauss-
ians. The Gaussian mixtures are built around the input train-
ing data in a best-fit manner. This is accomplished using the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [10] in an itera-
tive fashion to estimate the parameters of each Gaussian.

GMM's are used in both speech and speaker recognition.
In speaker recognition, they are commonly used in text-
independent applications because of their flexible nature
and their ability to take into account slight variations in the
data, as well as noise. In speech recognition they are com-
monly used in conjunction with HMM's.

A CONFERENCING SYSTEM USING SPEAKER ID
Experiments we have performed have shown us two

things. First we need to see if the PLP-LSP features outper-
form the traditional PLP features in a text-independent
speaker recognition task. Second it would be good to know
how the various methods compare against each other. Spe-
cifically, since PLP features outperform LPC features, do
PLP-LSP features also outperform LSP features?

The table below shows the percent correct identifications
for 44 people from the YOHO[1] database using 20th-order
LPC, LSP, PLP, and PLP-LSP features.

LPC 88.7 LSP 98.2

PLP 94.0 PLP-LSP 97.7
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A 98% success rate sounds pretty good overall, but the
utility of the LSP scheme in this application will depend on
the circumstances under which it fails and the nature of the
failure. If the recognizer fails for short (under one second)
periods at random, it is better than if it fails to determine
that the speaker has changed. Also, recording a failure to
recognize is better than recording that the wrong person is
speaking.

In the conferencing system design a main principle is that
the state (I.E. who is speaking) does not change unless a
positive recognition occurs for a significant time, perhaps a
few seconds. The speaker shift can be recorded in a log file
at the time it actually occurred rather than when it was
accepted. This resolves most potential problem situations.

For example, let’s imagine that the system activates a
camera pointing at the person speaking at the moment. If
two people are speaking at the same time, the system will
keep the camera active for the first person to speak. If the
speaker stops, or takes a drink, or if the recognizer fails on
an utterance, the speak does not change. Silence and unrec-
ognized sounds do not change the speaker. Only when an
utterance is recognized as having been made by one of the
speakers present do a state change occur.

How quickly can the system assign an utterance to a
speaker? Unfortunately it depends to some degree on the
utterence. However, the recognition will take a few sec-
onds, meaning that a camera shift that depends on speaker
identity would be a few seconds behind the speech. For
transcription, the system would do a backward search from
the time of speaker change detection to the moment when
the speaker actually changed and annotate from that point.

Entrainment is a small issue. The speaker recognition
system must learn how to identify the speakers. In ongoing
situations this is not really a problem, because training can
occur off-line or during a previous conferencing session
and then saved. We begin a new session by telling the sys-
tem who is at the meeting, and the training data can be eas-
ily recalled. For the basic system in ambient circumstances
it took at least 10 input utterances to do a decent job train-
ing on 3 or 4 real voices. It took only 10 to do recognition
on the TIMIT[1] database, which was set in more pristine
conditions. This would be a minute or so of speech, and at
some point the system would have to be given names to
associate with the speech samples that it had encountered.
An operator could be brought in for the opening minutes of
a meeting if there were people attending who had not been
previously sampled.

CONCLUSIONS

A 98% success rate at recognition means a basic 59 min-
utes per hour of correct state. In fact it is better than that,
because more than half of the failures will be dealt with
properly by simply ignoring them. This means that we
expect one minute every two hours of an incorrect ID.
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ABSTRACT

Owing to its advantages of cheaply solving the server-side
bottleneck, peer-to-peer (P2P) networking is gaining
attention in recent years. At the same time,
Video-On-Demand (VOD) is becoming much more
popular on the Internet, such as online theatres and news 
websites. However, VOD consumes large bandwidth and 
traditional solutions can only serve very limited number 
of concurrent demands. P2P becomes useful in this
situation. In this paper, we propose Peer Cache VOD 
(pcVOD), an Internet P2P VOD with caching on peers. 
pcVOD introduces the optimized management of resource 
sharing. As simulation results show, for demands on
popular news video, with little cache space on each peer, 
pcVOD makes significant improvement compared to P2P
VOD without the management of resource sharing.

1 Introduction

The soul of P2P is to share resources between peers
and to utilize all the available resources on the Internet, 
where peers benefit from one other. P2P solves the
bottleneck on the server under the centralized
Client/Server architecture. Another advantage of P2P is 
low cost. P2P is an application-layer solution, which does
not need upgrade to an existing network. It utilizes the 
resources of peers, which greatly reduces the
requirements on the capability of a server, and in fact can
make servers unnecessary. Owing to these advantages ,
P2P technologies are being adopted in both research and 
industry [1, 3, 4, 5, 12, 19].

With the wide adoption of high-speed Internet,
multimedia streaming is becoming more and more
popular. But one connection of multimedia streaming 
consumes much more bandwidth than traditional text 
based messaging. The server-side bottleneck constrains 
the scalability. In traditional Client/Server solutions, every
demand is  handled by a centralized server, requiring a
powerful server and large bandwidth. Although server
clusters can imp rove the processing ability, there is a limit
on the bandwidth of a server. Because VOD streaming
requires significant bandwidth, Client/Server solutions
cannot support large number of demands over the Internet.

For example, with 100Mb bandwidth and a 200Kbps
video, the limit is only 500 concurrent demands, which is 
far from supporting VOD of hot events, such as the
Olympic Game or popular news video. One solution is to 
setup proxy servers to cache video [2, 7] , which is an 
expensive option and still not we ll scalable. P2P
architecture mitigates the problems in this situation. In 
recent years, substantial research on application-layer
multicasting and streaming with P2P has been conducted
[6, 8, 10, 11, 15]. 

Multimedia streaming can be categorized into live
streaming and on-demand streaming. For live streaming, 
all the clients are synchronous. For on-demand streaming, 
mostly clients demand different video or different parts of 
the same video. For popular video, which many clients 
demand at the same time, some methods, such as batching
or patching [18], are proposed. These approaches work 
only if one video is demanded simultaneously. Less
popular videos still consume limited server bandwidth. 
Another problem is that there is only single path from 
server to client. If the connection is slow or unstable, 
service quality will be bad. Although proxy-caching
solution [2, 7] can deal with this situation to some extent, 
it is expensive and not very scalable. P2P VOD [13, 14, 
16, 17, 20-27] was conceived to solve this problem. In
this paper, we propose pcVOD, an Internet P2P VOD with 
storage caching on peers. First, instead of depending on 
user to manually decide how much cache space is shared 
and which video to be kept to share or not, our system
required peers provide storage cache space and lets our
cache replacement algorithm to manage cache. The cache 
replacement strategy is based on the ratio of the number 
of peers demanding to the number of peers with cache,
which is unique in a P2P VOD environment. Second,
instead of assigning task to peers by equal-size block, we
assign as much as possible to one peer at a time while
guaranteeing the data for current rendering is ready by
bandwidth monitoring of connection to each peer.

This remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 describes the architecture and model. System 
details are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we perform 
simulations to verify the proposed approach. Real world 
implementation is described in Section 5. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 6.



2 Architecture and Model
2.1 Architecture
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Figure 1: Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of pcVOD. The
motivation of this paper is to improve the BitTorrent-like
P2P file sharing systems [3] to support legal commercial 
on-demand streaming.  In order to charge from users for 
commercial applications, user authentication is critical. 
pcVOD has one centralized and reliable Control Center
for user and node authentication and content-directory
service. Although totally decentralized P2P systems [1] 
are fashion technology currently, they are complex and 
inefficient for networking, and more suitable for the 
situations without copyright and user authentication
consideration. And also totally decentralized P2P systems 
have the risk that service is not available in case all peers 
with the resource are not online. 

In pcVOD, there are content-provid ing peers and 
demanding peers. Always online content-providing peers
are introduced to avoid the “no-seeds” problem in the P2P
systems where unreliable normal peers provide contents, 
such as BitTorrent. And only authorized content-providing
peers are can release new videos. Thus, the pirate problem 
of copyrighted video can be better controlled.
Content-providing peers with large bandwidth garuantee 
the streaming bitrate of new released video and
lack-of-cache video. Each demanding peer has storage 
space to cache videos. Cached video on normal peers  is 
encrypted to prevent illegal spread. For implementation 
simplicity and networking efficiency, like BitTorrent[3],
we use reliable Trackers  to manage the connections of 
peers and caching.  There are multiple Trackers to
manage the connections and cache of different video.
When a peer demands a video from the video list at the
Control Center, the address of Tracker with the demanded 
video will be obtained from the URL of the video list.
Then the peer sends a request to the tracker, which returns
a list of candidate peers with the video cached. Then,
video data is retrieved simultaneously from the candidate 
peers.

In our architecture, for considerations of commercial 
using, simp lification, networking efficiency and reliability, 

always-online reliable Control Center and Trackers handle
the processing requiring light burden and small bandwidth.
P2P is only introduced in the most needed part, video data
transmission, which has heavy burden and is
bandwidth-consuming.

2.2 Storage Cache and Replacement Strategy

In BitTorrent-like P2P systems, users decide which 
files are going to be shared, regardless of whether the files 
are really needed by other peers. Here, we introduce
storage management to improve the efficiency of storage 
space in P2P systems. Each peer is required to share 
certain size of hard-drive storage cache. (This assumption 
is reasonable if the required cache space is small or in 
applications like TV Set-top Box, in which large
hard-drive storage cache can be integrated.) Also, our
algorithm manages how to use space. When the shared 
space is full, the replacement algorithm is used to
determine which stored video should be replaced. The 
replacement algorithm is described as follows.

In a P2P VOD environment, the greater the number 
of available peers with video cache, the higher the
probability that the video is available, and the higher the
effective bandwidth. We want a video with high
demanding ratio to have more cache available. Thus, we 
design a rank of the cache requirement,
cache_needed_rank, which is the ratio of the number of 
peers demanding to the number of online peers with 
cache.

cache withpeersonlineofnumberthe

demandingpeersofnumberthe
ed_rankcache_need =

The higher the cache_needed_rank , the higher is the
priority of a stream being cached. The cache replacement
policy is based on cache_needed_rank . The cached
stream with a lower cache_needed_rank  is replaced by
one with a  higher cache_needed_rank .  The cache
strategy takes into account both the video popularity and 
the number of peers that currently are caching that video.
It is unique in the P2P environment, and is different from 
traditional caching schemes, such as Least-Recently-Used,
aging, and popularity-based.

2.3 Pre-fetching Retrieval Strategy and Model

In pcVOD architecture, there is a hard-drive storage 
for cache. Thus, differing from usual streaming, it can 
fetch data in advance (pre -fetching) and store in storage.
Also differing from traditional streaming from one server, 
it retrieves from many peers. Instead of fetching bits in 
order as in traditional streaming, pcVOD does not retrieve 
in exact bit-order. The retrieval procedure is divided into 
many pre-fetching periods. In each pre-fetching period, 
data is not fetched in order, but it is assigned to the 



connections of candidate peers block by block. The 
retrieval procedure pre-fetches as much data as possible 
while guaranteeing the data for current rendering is ready. 
With this strategy, we assign task to peers in larger blocks 
and thus reduce the protocol load. The detailed retrieval 
strategy is as follows:

1) At the beginning of streaming, set an initial
pre-fetching size, which is determined by initial 
buffering time.

2) Assign one retrieving part to each connection of
candidate peer with equal size.

3) When a connection to one peer finishes transmitting
its assigned part, a new part from the unfinished
current assignments of other connections is
re-allocated, whose size is determined according to 
the statistically estimated bandwidth of this
connection.

4) If the video is not all fetched, according to the sum 
of the statistically estimated bandwidth of each 
connection, a new pre-fetching size is computed and 
a new pre-fetching period starts.

5) Assign new pre-fetching task to each connection 
according to its current bandwidth and go to Step 3.

During retrieval, the new joining peers with the
video cached and new peers finishing caching the whole 
video, will be added into candidate peers list. Also, the
departing peers and slow peers will be deleted. Our 
retrieval method deals well with network bandwidth
fluctuations, since the retrieval procedure monitors each 
connection’s bandwidth, assigns tasks dynamically, and 
have relatively large hard-drive storage as buffer. 

Every time a new retrieving task to a candidate peer 
is assigned, there is a control message sent. In order to 
reduce the protocol load, a lower number of task
assignments is  preferred. Obviously, the larger the size of 
each retrieval task is, the less the number of task
assignments is . However, if the size of pre-fetching task is 
too large, it is possible that later data is being pre-fetched
while the earlier data for current rendering is not ready. 
Pre-fetching size should be as large as possible while 
guaranteeing the data for current rendering is ready. The
safe maximum pre-fetching size is equal to the estimated 
bandwidth times the safe pre-fetching time. 

Figure 2 shows pre-fetching of a video file. The
x-axis is the rendering time of the video. The gray part is 
the fetched data and the white part is the data to be 
fetched. Tr is the time point of current rendering and Tf

is the time of the end of fetched data. Before rendering 
time reaches the end of fetched data, there is a time period 
of (Tf –T r). In order to guarantee the data for rendering at 
time Tf is ready, the pre-fetching must finish in the time 
period of (Tf –T r), which is the safe pre-fetching time.

Bandwidth is estimated by interval estima te using
student’s  t-distribution [9]. After the bandwidth estµ  is 

estimated, the safe maximal pre-fetching size is equal to 

the estimated bandwidth 
estµ , times the safe pre-fetching

time, (Tf –T r).

Tr
T f

Pre- fe tching Par t

Figure 2: Diagram of Pre-fetching

Thus, pre -fetching size V is: )T-(TV estrf µ=

3 System Details
3.1 Data Structure

To manage the connections of peers and caching,
there is a specified Tracker. Tracker maintains a table of 
Video Cache Information (VCI) of each video (Data 
Structure 1).

VCI includes video’s id, video_id, its bitrate, bitrate,
the number of peers demanding the video,
demanding_number , the number of online peers with the 
video cached, online_cache_number, its rank of the cache 
requirement, cache_needed_rank , and a table of current 
caching information, cache_info . cache_needed_rank is
the ratio of the number of peers demanding to the number 
of online peers with the video cached. cache_info
includes caching peer’s id, peer_id, and the online status, 
is_online.

Data Stucture 1:
stucture {
    int video_id;

float bitrate;
int demanding_number;
int online_cache_number;

    float cached_needed_rank;
    structure {

int peer_id;
bool is_online;

    } cache_info[];
} VCI;

3.2 Main Procedure

The demanding procedure is as follows (Algorithm 1). In 
order to reduce the burden on Tracker,
cached_needed_rank  for the decision of cache
replacement is requested only at the beginning.

Algorithm 1:
P gets Tracker address from video URL at Control 
Center;
P sends required video ID to Tracker and Tracker
updates demanding_number of VCI and returns VCI 
to P;
P connects to candidate peers given in returned VCI



to retrieve the video;

caching_video = true;
while (retrieval is not finished && demanding is not 
cancelled) {

if (the cache space is full && caching_video
== true) {

pick the video with the lowest
cache_needed_rank in local cached video:
local_cached_streams[l];

if (video.needed_rank
<

local_cached_streams[l].cache_needed_rank)
{

caching_video = false;
}
else {

free the space of local_cached_streams[l];
Tracker deletes local_cached_streams[l]

in VCI;
}

};
if (caching_video == true)

cache the video;
};
if (caching_video == false) {
   free the space of partly cached video;
}
if (retrieval is finished and caching_video == true) {

Tracker adds P into VCI;
}

4 Simulation Evaluation
4.1 Experimental Setup

We simu late a typical high-volume application,
demanding short video of hot events in a news website. 
Since we focus on comparing different distribution and 
retrieval strategies, the simulation deals with the
processing at the application level only and has not
considered the low-level networking issues, such as
topology. We implement the simulator ourselves using 
C++ language and can run on both Windows and Unix 
platform. Our simulations run on PC, with Pentium-4
2.4G CPU, 1G Memory, and Linux Operating System.

The parameters of the simulation are designed
considering the practical situations and the balance
between making the simulation possible and avoiding loss 
of generality. As shown in Table 1, the simulation has 
10,000 peers and 206 videos. The samples are from all 
available news videos on May 23, 2004 at CNN website 
(http://edition.cnn.com/video/). Figure 3 shows snapshots 
of some of the videos used. The bitrate of the videos is 
37.6KBps (301Kbps) and the duration ranges from 37 to 
384 seconds with a mean of 140.0 and standard deviation
of 65.7. 

Figure 3: Snapshots of sample videos used.

Table 1: Simulation Setup
Number of Peers 10,000
Online Peers 2,000

Number of Videos 206
Bitrate of Videos 37.6KBps
Mean of Duration of Videos 140.0 seconds
Std. Dev. of Duration of Videos 65.7

Up-Link Bandwidth of
Content-Provider Peer

2MBps

Up/Down -Link Bandwidth of Other
Peers

50-200KBps

Rate of Peer Login 1 per second
Rate of Peer Logout 1 per second
Rate of Peer Demanding 10 per second

At the beginning, a tracker, one content-provider peer, 
and 2,000 other peers without any cache, are online. 
There is one peer logging out every second. The peers
logging out are randomly selected from online peers. Also, 
there is one peer logging in every second. The peers
logging in are randomly selected from offline peers. There 
are 10 peers demanding a video in one second. The
demanding peers are randomly selected from online peers, 
which do not demand currently. Finally, the video
demanded is randomly selected.

The up-link bandwidth of the content-provider peer is 
2 MBps. The available bandwidth of each connection is 
chosen randomly in the range [50KBps, 200KBps]. The 
up-link and down-link bandwidth limitation of peers is 
chosen randomly  in the range [50KBps, 200KBps]. When 
the upper-bound bandwidth on peers is reached, the 
bandwidth of each connection is assigned proportionally 
to the ideal bandwidth of the connection without
competition from other connections.
4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Comparison between pcVOD, P2P VOD 

without cache management, and Client/Server 
VOD

Owing to substantially different architectures and
applications, we do not compare with Proxy Solutions. 
We compare pcVOD with P2P VOD without cache
management, which has the same amount of total cache 
space in the system. Suppose pcVOD has a cache of C
Mega-byte on each peer. In P2P VOD without cache 



management, 50% percent of peers have no cache,
another 50% percent of peers have cache. The cache size 
is chosen randomly in the range [0, 4*C]. One of the
cached videos is chosen randomly, to be replaced by a
new video when the cache space is full. In the simulation, 
C = 10.

Figure 4: Comparison between pcVOD, P2P VOD 
without cache management, Client/Server VOD. 

Since a P2P architecture mainly solves the problem 
of server bottleneck, we focus on the volume of demands
served. In our simulation, a peer quits demanding if there 
is frequent rebuffering, which me ans pre-fetching is
slower than playing. Thus, we use the number of
demanding peers as evaluation criteria, which reflects the 
volume of demands served . Figure 4 shows the
comparison between pcVOD, P2P VOD without cache 
management, and Client/Server VOD. The dash-dot line 
is the maximum number of demands served by a
traditional Client/Server solution, which is equal to 53, 
since the up-link bandwidth of content-provider peer
(2MBps) can only be shared by at most 53 clients when 
the bitrate of video is 37.6KBps. As Figure 4 shows,
pcVOD and P2P VOD have much higher volume of 
served demands, which justify the benefits of P2P
architectures. Also, pcVOD shows  significant
improvement compared to P2P VOD. The reasons are as 
follows: In P2P VOD, there are peers without cached 
video and peers with larger cache space and more video 
cached. As a result, while the up-link bandwidth of peers 
without cache is not utilized, more peers retrieve data 
from the peers with cache, which makes these peers reach 
the limitation of up-link bandwidth. In pcVOD, cached 
videos are distributed to more peers, better utilizing the 
bandwidth of more peers.

4.2.2 Analysis on pcVOD with different Cache Sizes

Figure 5 compares pcVOD with different Cache 

Sizes, 5M, 10M, 20M and 40M . It can be observed in 
Figure 5, that the larger Cache Size is, the more the 
volume of demands served is. However, the volumes for 
Cache Sizes of 20M and 40M, are almost the same. This 
means that after the Cache Size reaches a certain
threshold, the volume of demands served stays almost the
same. This happens because when the Cache Size reaches
the threshold, there is enough number of caches of each 
video and pcVOD can serve every demand.

Figure 5: Analysis of pcVOD with different Cache 
Sizes.

5 Real World Implementation

Figure 6: Snapshot of peer in pcVOD demo system

We have implemented a prototype of pcVOD. A 
demo system is available at: http://pcvod.3322.org . In this 
demo system, the control center, one content-provider
peer (‘videodata.3322.org’) and one norma l peer
(‘218.5.76.98’) with cached video locate in Xiamen, 
China, and one normal peer (‘129.128.16.21’) with
cached video locates in Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton,
Canada. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of an experiment with 
a demanding peer (‘68.149.207.70’) with cable
high-speed access from a residence, at Edmonton, Canada. 



The left is the main playbacking window of the
demanding peer. The right-top is the window of the
demanding peer tracking the candidate peers. To
guarantee the sufficient streaming bitrate, mu ltiple
concurrent connections are setup to retrieve data from 
content -provider peer. In order to reduce the burden of a 
normal peer, only one connection is created to a normal 
peer. The right-bottom is the window of the peer
‘129.128.16.21’, which tracks the uploading bitrate.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we proposed pcVOD, a P2P VOD with 
caching on peers. pcVOD introduces the management of 
sharing storage of peers in P2P VOD. Differing from 
common streaming, there is hard-drive storage at each 
peer for cache. The cache strategy is based on the ratio of 
the number of peers demanding to the number of online 
peers with cache. To reduce the protocol load,
pre-fetching is proposed. The pre-fetching size is
statistically calculated. As simulation results show, with 
little cache space on each peer, pcVOD shows great
improvement compared to current P2P VOD. We also 
analyse the effect of the size of cache space on VOD 
serving capability of pcVOD. It is shown that optimum 
performance can be achieved for a reasonably small cache 
size.

In future work, we will conduct experiments on
real-world systems to gather, compare and analyze the 
performance results. Through these real-world systems,
we will track the behavior of peers in a typical Internet
VOD application. For example, we will estimate the
percentage of online peers during different time of a day;
then, using this data, model and analy ze of the behavior of 
peers and pcVOD.
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Abstract

Streaming applications have used many different ap-
proaches to provide delay-sensitive data to clients
across networks. Previous work [4] showed that a de-
tailed deterministic-guarantee admission algorithm can
achieve close to optimal results with little overhead on com-
modity hardware. Changes in hardware technology may
influence the nature of admission control results.

We evaluate admission performance based on bandwidth
and buffer space limitations on multiple deployments of the
server. The admission control algorithm used in this work
can accept scenarios that utilize a high percentage of the
available disk bandwidth when the average disk perfor-
mance is close to the worst case performance. Increasing
variability in disk bandwidth makes admission control deci-
sions more conservative, but modifying a parameter of the
algorithm helps achieve high acceptance rates.

Keywords: admission control, variable bit-rate video, disk
performance, system support

1. Introduction

The delivery of stored video content has received
much attention in the research and commercial com-
munities. Client concerns have been CPU resources for
decoding, as well as download bandwidth. Early sys-
tems supported a fixed number of constant bit-rate (CBR)
streams [9]. RAID disk subsystems were necessary to get
sufficient bandwidth for video. Over-provisioning both the
disk and network to support variable bit-rate (VBR) was
also one early technique.

There have also been research projects concerning ad-
mission control, ranging from statistical admission control
[10, 11] to more advanced deterministic guarantees [2,
5]. None of these have been widely deployed, due to the

scope/nature of the projects and the risk in having compli-
cated mechanisms that may not be economically beneficial.

In this work, we consider high-quality, variable-bit-rate
video streams that are of short playback duration, such as
for news and/or music-video-on-demand environments that
can be supported by a system composed of commodity per-
sonal computers. Substantial changes have taken place in
the resource capabilities of this class of computers since the
first generation of such systems. For a given cost, disk ca-
pacity, RAM size and CPU speeds have increased by an or-
der of magnitude or more.

The increased variability of the disk subsystem has sub-
stantial influence on the total bandwidth that can be guaran-
teed from the server. If the average performance of the disk
is less than 50% better than the worst case, our admission
control has good results. With highly variable disk perfor-
mance and substantial sequential reading, the performance
guarantee is reduced. When the minimum average past per-
formance is used as the worst case bandwidth estimation,
however, the system achieves high utilization of the disk.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the system model. In Section 3, we provide
the context of the experiments measurements. The results
obtained for MPEG-2 video data clips are given in in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 describes the related work, while we con-
clude in Section 6 with indications for future work.

2. System Model

The Continuous Media File Server (CMFS) [5] is orga-
nized as a distributed system, with an administrator node
and several server nodes. Server nodes can be added until
the bandwidth of a particular network interface is saturated.
Our admission control algorithm is called vbrSim and has
been described and evaluated in other previous work [4, 6].
The main parameter to vbrSim is an empirically-derived
measure [5] of the guaranteed disk bandwidth, hereafter
called minRead. Data is read in a periodic fashion. Dur-



ing each time period (called a slot1), the disk is guaranteed
to read at least minRead blocks in an earliest-deadline-first
manner.

This assumption has the effect of reducing requirements
in future slots, should a present slot’s requirements be less
than minRead. The CMFS will read faster than required, and
store the data in server buffers. This uses slack bandwidth to
smooth even more peaks in the future requirements. In the
CMFS, the user can choose starting points (start/stop pa-
rameters) and fast motion or slow motion (speed parame-
ter). High-speed scan delivers a subset of the frames (skip
parameter). Each parameter can be independently modified
by the user. The interaction of these parameters changes the
VBR profile of the stream, and thus, the disk requirements,
so that delivery schedules cannot be precomputed.

Buffers hold blocks that are read in advance of their
deadline. A modest amount of buffer space can be allocated
that corresponds to non-trivial playback time per stream.
For example a 500 MB buffer could hold 20 MB for each
of 25 streams2. Any stream requests arriving during steady
state would read contiguously to catch up. This sequential
reading provides great bandwidth improvement.

3. Experimental Environment and Design

The server nodes have AMD-Athlon processors (dual-
booting FreeBSD 1.6 and Intel Solaris 2.8), with SCSI
disks attached via SCSI-Ultra-160 buses (see Table 1).
There are 4 basic hardware configurations for the experi-

Characteristic Big Disk Small Disk
Manufacturer Seagate Quantum

Brand ST318406LW Atlas IV
Capacity (GBytes) 18 9

RPM 10000 5400

Table 1: Disk Characteristics

ments: Solaris-small disk, Solaris-big disk, FreeBSD-small
disk and FreeBSD-big disk. The experiments were per-
formed once per configuration. A small number of scenar-
ios were repeated multiple times to confirm the stability of
the achieved bandwidth.

Each disk was loaded with medium-length video clips
(2 to 12 minutes), typical of news-on-demand or music-on-
demand scenarios. The average bit rate varied from 1.46
Mbps to 8.55 Mbps, with an average of 5.55 Mbps. All
streams were encoded using a software MPEG-2 encoder,
with VBR encoding at 30 fps at a resolution of 640×480.

Request scenarios are randomly generated. First, the file
to be requested is selected. Then, the portion of the file, the

1 In the experiments, the slot time is 500 ms
2 25 seconds of 6 Mbps MPEG-2 video

direction of desired playback, speed and skip are selected
modeling varying modes of user requests.

Four arrival patterns are examined for the small disk:
unique requests with mean inter-arrival time of 500 ms and
1000 ms, and repeated requests at 500 ms arrivals and 1000
ms. The arrival pattern of the requests is Poisson, with the
inter-arrival time set to capture different traffic intensities.
With this traffic intensity range, all requests arrive within
the first minute and no more can be accepted until at least
one stream has completed service.

The experiments use a server with unlimited buffer space
in order to isolate the bandwidth effects from the limitations
imposed by buffer space. Thus, longer delays between ar-
rivals (i.e. lower traffic intensity) will result in the server
buffering large amounts of each stream before the next re-
quest arrives, leading to decreased parallel reading. In the
extreme, this becomes downloading. If enough buffer space
is provided to enable acceptance of rapidly occurring re-
quests, then scenarios in which requests arrive more slowly
will have the bandwidth to support the request.

We consider the Cumulative Average Bandwidth Re-
quested (CABR) as a percentage of the bandwidth achieved
for that particular scenario (BA) The number of streams
is a meaningless quantity; different streams have different
total/average bandwidth requirements. Total bandwidth re-
quested is also unsatisfactory, because a request for B Mbps
may or may not be supported by the disk system, depend-
ing on the number of seeks and the data location. Scenar-
ios with the same percentage of disk requests (CABR/BA)
are hereafter referred to as a request band.

Bandwidth measures are estimates. Request bandwidth
is the sum of the average bandwidth of each stream. This is
an overestimate of the actual bandwidth, due to the varying
stream playback length, but is accurate when all streams are
actively using the disk. Achieved bandwidth is also an esti-
mate. The minimum stable value of the average bandwidth
is used as the measure of achieved disk performance.

High accept rates for scenarios in request bands near
100% of disk bandwidth capacity is a desirable outcome.
Acceptances above 100% are possible, due to the high band-
width available at the beginning of the scenario.

4. Results

4.1. Disk Bandwidth

The results for minimum bandwidth calculations and
minimum observed behaviour is shown in Table 2. A set
of calibration programs were run on each configuration to
determine minRead. These programs measured read times
from pathological disk block locations. FreeBSD provides a
guaranteed minimum bandwidth slightly less than 10% bet-
ter than Solaris. The situation is reversed for the large disk,



where Solaris exceeds FreeBSD by 16%. Since the exact
same disks were used, this difference is perplexing.

For the small disk on Solaris, the bandwidth achieved
was on average 142% of minRead (64 blocks per slot),
but the range varied due to block location and amount of
sequential reading. The average performance on FreeBSD
is similar. The difference between observed minimum and
guaranteed minimum is much greater on the large disk. The
lowest observed value on FreeBSD is 2.2 times minRead.
The difference in performance between operating systems is
part of future work. This will determine if there are OS-level
optimizations that can significantly improve performance.

Disk
FreeBSD Solaris

min Observed min Observed
9 GB Quantum 50 60 to 82 46 54 to 73
18 GB Seagate 78 172 to 205 91 161 to 206

Table 2: Average Disk Performance

4.2. Small Disk

Figure 1 shows the admission results for Solaris and
FreeBSD with unique stream requests. The results for the
scenarios with repeated requests are similar. We can see that
the percentage of the scenarios accepted decreases as per-
centage of bandwidth requested approaches 100%. Since
relatively few scenarios could be supported by the disk at a
rate greater than 100%, the results for the high request bands
are not as reliable. Neither FreeBSD nor Solaris could ac-
cept many scenarios which requested over 85% of the disk
bandwidth capacity at either arrival rate.

When an additional stream is requested, it is most of-
ten the case that the disk system cannot support the request.
A new request increases the request percentage nearly 10%.
Moving from 80% to 90% shows a decrease in acceptance
rates, but moving from 90% to 100% shows a increase in
the failure of the disk system to deliver the data.

Recall that the minimum of observed performance for
these scenarios was 54 blocks/slot on Solaris and 60 on
FreeBSD. If we set minRead to the minimum observed
value of disk performance in the recent past, there is an
increase in acceptance rates. These configurations accept
nearly all scenarios requesting below 92% of disk band-
width capacity.

Buffer space usage results are fairly consistent with the
previous work. All the accepted scenarios require fewer than
10000 buffers (or 640 MBytes). This amount of memory to
dedicate for buffers is available on desktop machines, but
is rather large. Over 99% of the scenarios can be accepted
with 6000 or fewer buffers (less than 400 MBytes), a reduc-
tion of 40% from the worst case amount of buffer space,
with a small decrease in acceptance rates.

4.3. Large Disk

On the larger disk, the results are not as encouraging. The
same shape of acceptance rates is observed. Most streams
below 50% of disk bandwidth capacity are accepted, with
a steady decrease between 50% and 60%, with only a few
acceptances beyond 60%, even with extended inter-arrival
times of 1500 ms and 2000 ms. This greatly under-utilizes
the disk bandwidth and is not shown.

When minRead is set to the minimum observed band-
width, the admission control results improve dramatically.
On FreeBSD, the value used was 149, based on the low-
est observed bandwidth in any individual slot in any of the
scenarios, and therefore lower than any of the minimum cu-
mulative averages. This is also almost twice minRead. The
results are shown in Figure 2. Note that this is very simi-
lar to the small disk results with minRead equal to the ob-
served minimum, in that almost all scenarios requesting less
than 92% of disk capacity are accepted. Most scenarios with
more than 100% of disk capacity are rejected as they can-
not be supported.

The use of buffer space on the large disk is similar to that
for the small disk. It is not shown, due to space constraints.
The overall shape is the same, but the range is larger. Most
scenarios between 5000 and 20000 buffers (320 MBytes to
1.3 GByte) of buffer space for a single disk. This is large,
but not excessive for a single disk video server.

5. Related Work

One method of providing increased robustness in the
bandwidth and increased flexibility in the scalability of the
server has used data layout techniques, such as randomized
placement on heterogeneous disks [7]. The Yima Contin-
uous Media Server [8] uses pseudo-random placement [3]
and statistical admission control [11] to increase the flexibil-
ity for variable delivery rates and interactivity. The admis-
sion control mechanism used by Zimmerman and Fu [11]
explicitly considers writing and reading at the same time,
but involves very complex mathematical formulations and
complex disk modeling to get the most benefit out of the
disk system. This disk modeling needs only be done once
per disk, which is similar to our calibration method.

A similar system to the CMFS described in this paper is
implemented and evaluated by Dimitrijevic et al. [2]. They
have 3 components, an I/O Scheduler, a Request Scheduler,
and an Admission Controller. The system uses conserva-
tive and aggressive versions of the admission control and
achieves close to optimal results as well.

Server-based smoothing [1] shows an increase in the
number of streams can be supported over non-smoothed
streams, but such optimized algorithms require tens of sec-
onds to smooth 30 minute clips. Our linear algorithm works
on-line in less than a millisecond for 1 hour clips.
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Figure 1: Small Disk Results
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Figure 2: Admission for Large Disk

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The advances in performance of desktop disks and in-
creased availability of memory for buffers have made it pos-
sible to provide video service with commodity components
that can scale down to a modest single-disk video server.

The vbrSim admission control algorithm provided en-
couraging results several years ago. Experiments with more
modern disks show that good admission results are still
achieved when average and worst-case bandwidth guaran-
tee are less than a factor of 1.5 apart. When the variability
of the disk bandwidth is increased and the worst-case guar-
antee is used, the system greatly under-utilizes the available
resources. Relaxing the value of minRead to the observed
minimum provides good results in this case.

Future work will consider the differences in admission
behaviour for feature-length streams and increased arrival
rates. More detailed instrumentation of the server is neces-
sary so that it can measure the resource usage of bandwidth
and buffer space simultaneously.

Another issue to (re)examine is the data layout of streams
on the disk. Our architecture does not make assumptions
about the location on the disk, but contiguous allocation
of media data for each object permits a great increase in
bandwidth. Disk capacity is now another order of magni-
tude larger than the devices used in this study, with likely
even more variability.
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Abstract
Distributed multimedia streaming systems are increas-

ingly popular due to technological advances, and numerous
streaming services are available today. On servers or proxy
caches, there is a huge scaling challenge in supporting thou-
sands of concurrent users that request delivery of high-rate,
time-dependent data like audio and video, because this re-
quires transfers of large amounts of data through several
sub-systems within a streaming node. Since the speed in-
crease for memory accesses does not follow suite with the
CPU speed, copy operations can be a severe limiting factor
on the streaming performance of off-the-shelf operating sys-
tems, which still have only limited support for data paths
that have been optimized for streaming despite previous re-
search proposals. We observe furthermore that while CPU
speed continues to increase, system call overhead has grown
as well, adding to the cost of data movement. In this paper,
we therefore revisit the data movement problem and provide
a comprehensive evaluation of possible streaming data I/O
paths in Linux 2.6 kernel. We have implemented and evalu-
ated enhanced mechanisms and show how to provide support
for more efficient memory usage and reduction of user/kernel
space switches for streaming applications.

1 Introduction
Improvements in access network connectivity with flat-

rate Internet connections, such as DSL, cable modems and
recently E-PON, and large improvements in machine hard-
ware make distributed multimedia streaming applications
increasingly popular and numerous streaming services are
available today, e.g., movie-on-demand (Broadpark), news-
on-demand (CNN), media content download (iTunes), on-
line radio (BBC), Internet telephony (Skype), etc. At the cli-
ent side, there is usually no problem presenting the streamed
content to the user. On the server side or on intermediate
nodes like proxy caches, however, the increased popularity
and the increasing data rates of access networks make the
scaling challenge even worse when thousands of concurrent
users request delivery of high-rate, time-dependent data like
audio and video.

In such media streaming scenarios (and many others) that
do not require data touching operations, the most expensive

server-side operation is moving data from disk to network
including encapsulating the data in application- and network
packet headers. A proxy cache may additionally forward
data from the origin server, make a cached copy of a data ele-
ment, perform transcoding, etc. Thus, both servers and inter-
mediate nodes that move large amounts of data through sev-
eral sub-systems within the node may experience high loads
as most of the performed operations are both resource and
time consuming. Especially, memory copying and address
space switches consume a lot of resources [1, 2], and since
improvements in memory access speed do not keep up with
the increase in CPU speed, these operations will be a severe
limiting factor on streaming performance of off-the-shelf op-
erating systems having only limited support for optimized
data paths.

In the last 15 years, the area of data transfer overhead
has been a major thread in operating system research. In
this paper, we have made a Linux 2.6 case study to determ-
ine whether more recent hardware and commodity operating
systems like Linux have been able to overcome the prob-
lems and how close to more optimized data paths the exist-
ing solutions are. The reason for this is that a lot of work
has been performed in the area of reducing data movement
overhead, and many mechanisms have been proposed using
virtual memory remapping and shared memory as basic tech-
niques. Off-the-shelf operating systems today frequently in-
clude data path optimizations for common applications, such
as web server functions. They do not, however, add ex-
plicit support for streaming media, and consequently, a lot
of streaming service providers make their own implement-
ations. We investigate therefore to which extent the gen-
eric functions are sufficient and whether dedicated support
for streaming applications can still considerably improve
performance. We revisit this data movement problem and
provide a comprehensive evaluation of different mechanisms
using different data paths in the Linux 2.6 kernel. We have
performed several experiments to see the real performance
retrieving data from disk and sending data as RTP packets
to remote clients. Additionally, we have also implemented
and evaluated enhanced mechanisms and we can show that
they still improve the performance of streaming operations
by providing means for more efficient memory usage and re-
duction of user/kernel space switches. In particular, we are



able to reduce the CPU usage by approximately 27% com-
pared to best existing case removing copy operations and
system calls for a given stream.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives a small overview of examples of existing mechanisms.
In section 3, we present the evaluation of existing mechan-
isms in the Linux 2.6 kernel, and section 4 describes and
evaluates some new enhanced system calls improving the
disk-network data path for streaming applications. Section 5
gives a discussion, and finally, in section 6, we conclude the
paper.

2 Related Work

The concept of using buffer management to reduce the
overhead of cross-domain data transfers to improve I/O per-
formance is rather old. It has been a major issue in operat-
ing systems research where variants of this work have been
implemented in various operating systems mainly using vir-
tual memory remapping and shared memory as basic tech-
niques. Already in 1972, Tenex [3] used virtual copying,
i.e., several pointers in virtual memory to one physical page.
Later, several systems have been designed which use virtual
memory remapping techniques to transfer data between pro-
tection domains without requiring several physical data cop-
ies. An interprocess data transfer occurs simply by chan-
ging the ownership of a memory region from one process
to another. Several general purpose mechanisms support-
ing a zero-copy data path between disk and network adapter
have been proposed, including Container Shipping [4], IO-
Lite [1], and UVM virtual memory system [5] which use
some kind of page remapping, data sharing, or a combina-
tion. In addition to mechanisms removing copy operations
in all kinds of I/O, some mechanisms have been designed to
create a fast in-kernel data path from one device to another,
e.g., the disk-to-network data path. These mechanisms do
not transfer data between user and kernel space, but keep the
data within the kernel and only map it between different ker-
nel sub-systems. This means that target applications com-
prise data storage servers for applications that do not manip-
ulate data in any way, i.e., no data touching operations are
performed by the application. Examples of such mechan-
isms are the stream system call [6], the Hi-Tactix system [7],
KStreams [8] and the sendfile system call (for more refer-
ences, see [2]).

Besides memory movement, system calls are expensive
operations, because each call to the kernel requires two
switches. Even though in-kernel data paths remove some
of this overhead, many applications still require application
level code that makes kernel calls. Relevant approaches to
increase performance include batched system calls [9] and
event batching [10].

Although these examples show that an extensive amount
of work has been performed on copy and system call avoid-
ance techniques, the proposed approaches have usually re-

mained research prototypes for various reasons, e.g., they
are implemented in own operating systems (having an im-
possible task of competing with Unix and Windows), small
implementations for testing only, not integrated with the
main source tree, etc. Therefore, only some limited support
is included in the most used operating systems today like the
sendfile system call in UNIX, Linux, AIX and *BSD. In the
next section, we therefore evaluate the I/O pipeline perform-
ance of the new Linux 2.6 kernel.

3 Existing Mechanisms in Linux

Despite all the proposed mechanisms, only a limited sup-
port for various streaming applications is provided in com-
modity operating systems like Linux. The existing solu-
tions for moving data from storage device to network device
usually comprise combinations of the read/write, mmap and
sendfile system calls. Below, we present the results of our
performance tests using combinations of these for content
download operations (adding no application level inform-
ation) and streaming operations (adding application level
RTP header for timing and sequence numbering).

3.1 Test Setup

The experiments were performed using two machines
connected by a point-to-point Ethernet connection. The test
machine has an Intel 845 chipset, 1.70 GHz Intel Pentium4
CPU, 400 MHz front side bus and 1 GB PC133 SDRAM.
The resource usage is measured using the getrusage function
measuring consumed user and kernel time to transfer 1 GB
of data stored using the Reiser file system in Linux 2.6. Be-
low, we have added the user and kernel time values to get the
total resource consumption, and each test is performed 10
times to get more reliable results. However, the differences
between the tests are small.

3.2 Copy and Switching Performance

Before looking at the disk-network data transfer perform-
ance, we first look at the memory copy and system call per-
formance themselves. In figure 1, an overview of the chipset
on our test machine is shown (similar to many other Intel
chipsets). Transfers between device and memory are typ-
ically performed using DMA transfers that move data over
the PCI bus, the I/O controller hub, the hub interface, the
memory controller hub and the RAM interfaces. A memory
copy operation is performed moving data from RAM over
the RAM interfaces, the memory controller hub, the sys-
tem (front side) bus through the CPU and back to another
RAM location with the possible side effect of flushing the
cache(s). Data is (possibly unnecessarily) transferred sev-
eral times through shared components reducing the overall
system performance.
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In [11], memory copy performance was measured on
Linux (2.2 and 2.4) and Windows (2000) where the conclu-
sion was that memcpy performs well (compared to other copy
functions/instructions), and Linux is in most cases faster than
Windows depending on data size and used copy instruction.
Furthermore, to see the performance on our test machine, we
tested memcpy using different data sizes. Figure 2a shows
that the overhead is slowly growing with the size of the data
element, but after reaching a certain size (having cache size
effects) the overhead increases more or less linearly with the
size (figure 2b)1.
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Figure 2. User space memory copy speed

With respect to switching contexts, system call overhead
(and process context switches) are time consuming on Pen-
tium4 [12]. To get an indication of the system call overhead
on our machine, we measured the getpid system call, access-
ing the kernel and only returning the process id. Our exper-
iments show that the average time to access the kernel and
return back is approximately 920 nanoseconds for each call.

Copy and system call performance has also been an is-
sue for hardware producers like Intel, who has added new
instructions, in particular MMX and SIMD extensions use-
ful for copy operations and sysenter and sysexit instructions
particularly for system calls. For example, using SIMD in-
structions, the block copy operation speed was improved by
up to 149% in the Linux 2.0 kernel, but the reduction in CPU
usage was only 2% [13]. Thus, both copy and kernel access
performance still are resource consuming and remain pos-
sible bottlenecks.

1The single high peek in figure 2a at 42 bytes is due to one single test
being interrupted by an external event. Additionally, some strange artifacts
can be seen when the size of the memory address are not 4-byte aligned
with even higher peeks in user space. This is also apparent for larger data
sizes and is probably due to different instructions.
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Figure 3. Content download operations

3.3 Disk-Network Path

The functions used for retrieving data from disk into
memory are usually read or mmap. Data is transfered us-
ing DMA from device to memory, and in case of read, we
require an in-memory copy operation to give the application
access to data whereas mmap shares data between kernel and
user space. To send data, send (or similar) can be used where
the payload is copied from the user buffer or the page cache
depending on whether read or mmap is used, respectively,
to the socket buffer (sk_buf ). Then, the data is transfered in
a DMA operation to the network device. Another approach
is to use sendfile sending the whole file in one operation,
i.e., data is sent directly from a kernel buffer to the com-
munication system using an in-kernel data path. Thus, if
gather DMA operations are supported, i.e., needed because
the payload and the generated headers are located in differ-
ent (sk_buf ) buffers, data can be sent from disk to network
without any in-memory copy operations.

3.4 Content Download Experiments

The first test we performed looking at the whole disk-
network data path was in a content download scenario. Here,
data needs only to be read from disk and sent as soon as pos-
sible without application level control. Thus, there is no need
to add application level information. To evaluate the per-
formance, we performed several tests using the different data
paths and system calls described in section 3.3 and table 1-
A using both TCP and UDP. For UDP we also added three
enhanced system calls to be able to test a download scenario
similar to sendfile with TCP.

The results for UDP are shown in figure 3a. We see, as
expected, that removal of copy operations and system calls
both give performance improvements. Furthermore, in fig-
ure 3b, the results using TCP are shown. Again, we see that
a quite a lot of resources can be freed using sendfile com-
pared to the two other approaches making several system
calls and copy operations per data element. Note, however,
that it seems that getrusage is still not fully implemented for
TCP in the 2.6 kernel. Thus, the TCP and UDP experiments
are not directly comparable.

From the results, we can see that the existing sendfile
over TCP performs very well compared to the other tests



A – content download
co s calls to the kernel

read_write 2n 4n n read and n write calls (TCP will probably gather several smaller elements into one larger MTU-sized packet)

mmap_send n 2+2n 1 mmap and n send calls (TCP will gather several smaller elements into one larger MTU-sized packet)

sendfile (UDP) 0 2n n sendfile calls

sendfile (TCP) 0 2 1 sendfile call

mmap_msend† 0 2+2n 1 mmap and n msend calls (msend† sends data over UDP using the virtual address of a mmap’ed file instead of copying the data)

kmsend† 0 2+2n 1 kmsend call (kmsend† combines mmap and msend (see above) in the kernel until the whole file is sent)

ksendfile† 0 2 1 ksendfile call (ksendfile† performs sendfile over UDP in the kernel a la sendfile for TCP)

B – RTP streaming
co s calls to the kernel

read_send_rtp 2n 4n n read and n send calls (RTP header is placed in user buffer in front of payload, i.e., no extra copy operation)

read_writev 3n 4n n read and n writev calls (RTP header is generated in own buffer, writev write data from two buffers)

mmap_send_rtp 2n 2+8n 1 mmap, n cork, n send, n send and n uncork calls (need one send call for both data and RTP header)

mmap_writev 2n 2+2n 1 mmap and n writev calls

rtp_sendfile n 8n n cork, n send, n sendfile and n uncork calls

C – enhanced RTP streaming
co s calls to the kernel

mmap_rtpmsend† n 2+2n 1 mmap and n rtpmsend calls (rtpmsend† copies RTP headers from user space and adds payload from mmap’ed files as payload in the kernel)

mmap_send_msend† n 2+8n 1 mmap, n cork, n send, n msend and n uncork calls (no data copying using msend, but the RTP header must be copied from user space)

rtpsendfile† n 2n n rtpsendfile calls (rtpsendfile† adds the RTP header copy operation to the sendfile system call)

krtpsendfile† 0 2 1 krtpsendfile call (krtpsendfile† adds RTP headers to sendfile in the kernel)

krtpmsend† 0 2 1 krtpmsend call (krtpmsend† adds RTP headers to the mmap/msend combination (see above) in the kernel)

co = number of copy operations, s = number of switches between user and kernel space, n = number of packets, † = new enhanced system call

Table 1. Descriptions of the performed tests

as applications only have to make one single system call to
transfer a whole file. Consequently, if no data touching op-
erations, no application level headers or timing support are
necessary, sendfile seems to be efficiently implemented and
achieves a large performance improvement compared to the
traditional read and write system calls, especially when us-
ing TCP where only one system call is needed to transfer the
whole file.

3.5 Streaming Experiments

Streaming time-dependent data like video to remote cli-
ents typically requires adding per-packet headers, such as
RTP headers for sequence numbers and timing information.
Thus, plain file transfer optimizations are insufficient, be-
cause file data must be interleaved with application gener-
ated headers, i.e., additional operations must be performed.
To evaluate the performance of the existing mechanisms, we
performed several tests using the set of data paths and sys-
tem calls listed in table 1-B. As shown above, the application
payload can be transfered both with and without user space
buffers, but the RTP header must be copied and interleaved
within the kernel. Since TCP may gather several packets into
one segment, i.e., the RTP headers will be useless, we have
only tested UDP. The results of our tests are shown in fig-
ure 4a. Compared to the ftp-like operations in the previous
section, we need many system calls and copy operations. For
example, compared to the sendfile (UDP) and the enhanced
ksendfile tests in figure 3, there are a 21% and a 29% increase

in the measured overhead for the rtp_sendfile using Ethernet
MTU-sized packets, respectively. This is because we now
also need an additional send call for the RTP header. Thus,
the results indicate that there is a potential for improvements.
In the next section, we therefore describe some possible im-
provements and show that already minor enhancements can
achieve large gains in performance.

4 Enhancements for RTP streaming

Looking at the existing mechanisms described and ana-
lyzed in the previous section, we are more or less able to
remove copy operations (except the small RTP header), but
the number of user/kernel boundary crossings is high. We
have therefore implemented a couple of other approaches lis-
ted in table 1-C. With respect to overhead, mmap_rtpmsend,
rtpsendfile, krtpmsend and krtpsendfile look promising:

• mmap_rtpmsend uses mmap to share data between file
system buffer cache and the application. Then, it uses
the enhanced rtpmsend system call to send data copy-
ing a user-level generated RTP header and adding the
mapped file data using a virtual memory pointer instead
of a physical copy. This gives n in-memory data trans-
fers and 1 + n system calls. (A further improvement
would be to use a virtual memory pointer for the RTP
header as well)

• krtpmsend uses mmap to share data between file sys-
tem buffer cache and the application and uses the en-



hanced msend system call to send data using a virtual
memory pointer instead of a physical copy. Then, the
RTP header is added in the kernel by a kernel-level RTP
engine. This gives no in-memory data transfers and
only 1 system call.

• rtpsendfile is a modification of the sendfile system call.
Instead of having an own call for the RTP header trans-
fer, an additional parameter (a pointer to the buffer
holding the header) is added, i.e., the data is copied in
the same call and sent as one packet. This gives only n
in-memory data transfers and n system calls.

• krtpsendfile uses ksendfile to transmit a UDP stream in
the kernel, in contrast to the standard sendfile requiring
one system call per packet for UDP. Additionally, the
RTP header is added in the kernel having an in-kernel
RTP engine. This gives no in-memory data transfers
and only 1 system call.

The two first mechanisms are targeted at applications requir-
ing the possibility to touch data in user-space, e.g., parsing
or sporadic modifications2, whereas the last two mechanisms
aim at data transfers without application-level data touching.
All these enhanced system calls reduce the overhead com-
pared to existing approaches, and to see the real perform-
ance gain, we performed the same tests as above. Our res-
ults, shown in figure 4b, indicate that simple mechanisms
can remove both copy and system call overhead. For ex-
ample, in the case of streaming using RTP, we see an im-
provement of about 27% using krtpsendfile where a kernel
engine generates RTP headers compared to rtp_sendfile in
the scenario with MTU-sized packets. If we need the same
user level control making one call per packet, the rtpsendfile
enhancement gives at least a 10% improvement compared to
existing mechanisms. In another scenario where the applic-
ation requires data touching operations, the existing mech-
anism only have small differences. If comparing the results
for MTU-sized packets, read_send_rtp (already optimized to
read data into the same buffer as the generated RTP header)
performs best in our tests. However, using a mechanism
like krtpmsend gives a performance gain of 36% compared
to read_send_rtp. Similar user level control by making one
call per packet is achieved by mmap_rtpmsend which gives a
24% gain. Additionally, similar results can in general also be
seen for smaller packet sizes (of course with higher overhead
due to a larger number of packets), and when the transport
level packet exceeds the MTU size, additional fragmentation
of the packet introduces additional overhead.

5 Discussion

The enhancements described in this paper to reduce the
number of copy operations and system calls mainly address
application scenarios where data is streamed to the client

2Non-persistant modifications to large parts of the files require a data
copy in user space, voiding the use of the proposed mechanisms.
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Figure 4. Streaming performance

without any data manipulation at the server side. However,
several of the enhanced system calls also show that the ap-
plication can share a buffer with the kernel and can interleave
other information into the stream. Thus, adding support for
data touching operations, like checksumming, filtering, etc.
without copying, and data modification operations, like en-
cryption, transcoding, etc. with one copy operation, should
be trivial. The in-kernel RTP engine also shows that such
operations can be performed in the kernel (as kernel stream
handlers), reducing copy and system call overhead.

An important issue is whether data copying is still a bot-
tleneck in systems today. The hardware has improved, and
one can easily find other possible bottleneck components.
However, as shown in section 3.2, data transfers through the
CPU are time and resource consuming and have side effects
like cache flushes. The overhead increases approximately
linearly with the amount of data, and as the gap between
memory and CPU speeds increases, so does the problem.
Additionally, in figure 5 (note that the y-axis starts at 0.5), we
show the performance of the different RTP streaming mech-
anisms relative to read_writev, i.e., a straight forward ap-
proach reading data into an application buffer, generating the
RTP header and writing the two buffers to the kernel using
the vector write operation. Looking for example at MTU-
sized packets, we see that a lot of resources can be freed for
other tasks. We can also see that less intuitive but more ef-
ficient solutions than read_writev that do not require kernel
changes exist, for example using sendfile combined with a
send for the RTP header (rtp_sendfile). However, the best
enhanced mechanism, krtpsendfile, removes all copy oper-
ations and makes only one access to the kernel compared
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to rtp_sendfile which requires several of both (see table 1).
With respect to consumed processor time, we achieve an av-
erage reduction of 27% using krtpsendfile. Recalculating
this into (theoretical) throughput, rtp_sendfile and krtpsend-
file can achieve 1.55 Gbps and 2.12 Gbps, respectively. As-
suming a high-end 3.60 GHz CPU like Pentium4 660 and
an 800 MHz front side bus, the respective numbers should
be approximately doubled. These and higher rates are also
achievable for network cards (e.g., Force10 Network’s E-
Series), PCI express busses and storage systems (e.g., using
several Seagate Cheetah X15.4 in a RAID). Thus, the trans-
fer and processing overheads are still potential bottlenecks,
and the existing mechanisms should be improved.

Now, having concluded that data transfers and system
calls still are possible bottlenecks and having looked at pos-
sible enhancements, let us look at what a general purpose
operating system like Linux miss. Usually, the commodity
operating systems aim at a generality, and new system calls
are not frequently added. Thus, specialized mechanisms
like krtpsendfile and krtpmsend having application specific,
kernel-level RTP-engines, will hardly ever be integrated into
the main source tree and will have to live as patches for in-
terested parties like streaming providers, e.g., like the Red
Hat Content Accelerator (tux) for web services. However,
support for adding application level information (like RTP
headers) to stored data will be of increasing importance in
the future as streaming services really explode. Simple en-
hancements like mmap_rtpmsend and rtpsendfile might be
general, performance improving mechanisms that could be
of interest in scenarios where the application does or does
not touch the data, respectively.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that (streaming) applications
still pay a high (unnecessary) performance penalty in terms
of data copy operations and system calls if those applica-
tions require packetization such as addition of RTP head-
ers. We have therefore implemented several enhancements
to the Linux kernel, and evaluated both existing and the new
mechanisms. Our results indicate that data transfers still are
potential bottlenecks, and simple mechanisms can remove
both copy and system call overhead if a gather DMA op-
eration is supported. In the case of a simple content down-
load scenario, the existing sendfile is by far the most efficient
mechanism, but in the case of streaming using RTP, we see
an improvement of at least 27% over the existing methods
using MTU-sized packets and the krtpsendfile system call
with a kernel engine generating RTP headers. Thus, using
mechanisms for more efficient resource usage, like removing
copy operations and avoiding unnecessary system calls, can
greatly improve a node’s performance. Such enhancements
free resources like memory, CPU cycles, bus cycles, etc.
which now can be utilized by other applications or provid-
ing support for more concurrent streams.

Currently, we also have other kernel activities on-going,
and we hope to be able to integrate our subcomponents. We
will also modify the KOMSSYS video server to use the pro-
posed mechanisms and perform more extensive tests includ-
ing a workload experiment looking at the maximum number
of concurrent clients able to achieve a timely video playout.
Finally, we will optimize our implementation, because most
of the enhancements are implemented as proof-of-concept
removing copy operations and system calls. We have made
no effort in optimizing the code, so the implementations have
large potential for improvement, e.g., moving the send-loop
from the system call layer to the page cache for the krtpsend-
file which will remove several file lookups and function calls
(as for the existing sendfile).
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Abstract

Allocation and reservation of resources, such as CPU 
cycles and I/O bandwidth of multimedia servers and link 
bandwidth in the network, is essential to ensure Quality of 
Service (QoS) for multimedia services delivered over the
Internet. In this paper, we have proposed a new semi-
distributed architecture for admission control and QoS 
adaptation of multimedia sessions to maximize revenue 
from multimedia services for Distributed Video on
Demand System (DVoDS). We have introduced the
mapping of Utility Model - Distributed (UM-D) by semi-
distributed controller to the Multidimensional Multiple-
choice Knapsack Problem (MMKP), a variant of the
classical 0-1 Knapsack Problem. An exact solution of 
MMKP, an NP-hard problem, is not applicable for the 
online admission control problem in the VoD System. 
Therefore we have applied heuristic, I-HEU for solving 
the MMKP for online real-time admission control and 
QoS adaptation. We have applied the admission control 
strategy described in the UM-D to the set of Media Server 
Farms providing streaming videos to users. The
performance of semi-distributed architecture applied in a 
simulated environment over a set of Media Server Farm 
has been discussed detail using the experimental outcome.

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the use of digital video and 
audio in several important applications that affect various 
aspects of our daily life. These applications include
distance learning, digital libraries, Movie-on-Demand
(MoD), electronic commerce, etc. Some applications, such 
as video conferencing or streaming audio, video on
demand, produce network traffic, which require a
guaranteed level of Quality-of-Service (QoS) to work
properly. These QoS requirements may be in terms of a 
minimum bandwidth, bounded end-to-end delays, or
maximum packet loss rate suffered by a flow. To support 
such flows and to allocate and maintain their finite network 
resources to uphold their guarantees, some form of

admission control is important to accept profitable flows
and to reject new traffic flows that would cause the
controller to violate its promises. In this paper we have 
proposed a semi-distributed model of VoD system and 
semi-distributed controller architecture to do admission 
control and QoS adaptation for the set of Media Server 
Farm. We have proposed the mapping of utility model-
distributed (UM-D) to the MMKP for the semi-distributed
admission controller. Finally, to analyze the performance, 
we have presented simulation of admission controllers over 
a set of Media Server Farms.

2. Related Work

Guaranteed transmission of voice and video is a
challenge of the researchers in Internet computing field. 
There has been lot of interesting works in recent years on 
reservation-based management of resources like CPU
cycles and bandwidth carrying the video and voice [1, 2, 
3]. Transmission of video requires guaranteed Quality of 
Service (QoS), which is defined by the amount of
bandwidth, latency and jitter bound; otherwise the
customers will not pay for the services. Delivery of
multimedia streams with absolute guaranteed QoS from a 
single multimedia server has been proposed by Khan [4]. 
Hua[1] describes video delivery using multicast, streaming 
strategies with application layer multicast, and proxy
caching techniques. To do admission control and QoS 
adaptation in a set of Media Server Farms, centralized 
broker architecture has been proposed by Akbar [5]. The
load balancing problems of centralized scheme lead us to 
the development of a fully distributed scheme for MM 
servers with more scalability and fault tolerance [7]. But, 
fully distributed architecture faces message passing
complexity and time requirement overhead for specific
session. Mundur [8] proposed a global request handling 
and admission control strategies based on limited
redirection of blocked requests to other resources for
distributed VoD system. Redirect request handling polices 
require higher implementation overhead and extra
connection setup time. The Utility Model- Distributed 
(UM-D) [4,6] provides a sound strategy for selecting an 
optimal set of sessions, with specified QoS levels and a set 



of servers to provide each of MM video streams. The goal 
is to guaranteeing the agreed levels of QoS, facing resource 
constraints of the servers and the network. The Utility 
Model is mapped to the MMKP, whose exact solution is 
NP hard. The proposed heuristic algorithm [6] is suitable 
enough for finding a set of QoS levels for the multimedia 
sessions quickly to allow admission and adaptation
decisions in real time.

3. Preliminaries

3.1 The Multidimensional Multiple Choice 
Knapsack   Problem(MMKP)

The MMKP is a variant of the KP. Let there be n groups 
of items. Group i has li items. Each item of the group has a 
value and its required quantities of each of the m resources.
The objective of MMKP is to pick up exactly one item 
from each group, for maximum total value of the collected 
items, subject to m resource constraints of the knapsack 
[6].

3.2 Utility Model - Distributed (UM-D)

The Utility Model - Distributed provides a strategy for 
selecting an optimal set of sessions (with particular QoS 
levels and selection of servers to provide multimedia
stream components) from the submitted requests for
multimedia sessions. The goal is to maximize the revenues 
earned from the selected sessions, subject to the resource 
constraints imposed by the servers and networks of the 
DVoDS. The UM-D mainly describes the admission
control and QoS adaptation strategy for the multimedia 
sessions in mathematical notation [4,5].

3.3 Video on demand service

A Video on Demand (VoD) system consists of a video 
server with a video archive and a number of client
machines connected via a local area network. Users use 
client software to make a request for their desired video. In 
response to a service request, the server delivers the 
requested video to the user. The VoD service is replicated 
in order to achieve high availability and fault tolerance. 
Each video file is held by a subset of the servers. The 
service is provided by a number of servers having the 
capability of dynamic group formation. The service from 
the servers to carry multimedia video streams for all
customers is provided over a local distribution network, 
such as ATM LAN, HFC, or xDSL. It is assumed that 
there are sufficient network resources at the local
distribution network to deliver videos to the customers and 
that there is no resource contention on the local distribution 
network.

4. Distributed admission control architecture 

4.1 Broker architecture

Akbar [5] presented centralized broker architecture. This 
architecture utilizes centralized computing performed by a 
broker. The broker is interposed between the clients and 
servers of the system. This architecture faces load-
balancing problem with the increase of users. 

4.2 Semi-distributed architecture

In this approach, each Media Server Farm (MSF) is 
connected with a Local Controller (LC) and all the LCs are 
interconnected through a Central Controller (CC) for
negotiation among them. Only the LC of a MSF has the 
authority to allocate resources of the servers for providing 
VoD services to the users. Each LC keeps the record of 
available resources of the corresponding media servers. 
Users are required to communicate with (one of) the local
admission controllers of the DVoDS to submit their
requests and to receive admission or rejection decisions 
made by the controllers. The semi-distributed admission 
control and QoS adaptation architecture is shown in
figure1.

Figure 1:The semi−distributed admission control and QoS
 adaptation architecture 

Users send their request for MM streams to the LC and 
get an admission if the local server has capacity of giving 
MM streams. If the local server has no capacity to give 
MM streams, then it forwards the request to the CC, which 
checks the available resources of other LCs automatically
and finally send the admission request to the possibly 
appropriate LC or rejection message to the requesting user. 
The underlying network must be able to accommodate the 
messages required for the admission control and QoS
adaptation processes. 
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5. Mapping of the UM-D by semi-distributed
architecture to the MMKP

Admission control and QoS adaptation by the semi-
distributed architecture can be mapped to the MMKP.
Each server in the DVoDS represents one knapsack with 
multidimensional resources such as CPU cycles, I/O and 
Memory. Here, we have ignored the link bandwidths for 
the simplicity of mapping. Knapsack Problem specifies 
resource management. Our policy is to do admission
control by allocating resources. That is why Knapsack 
Problem is suitable to represent the admission control 
problem.

5.1 Mapping of sessions to the groups

Each multimedia session request with a set of QoS 
levels submitted to the controller, represents a group in the 
MMKP.

5.2 Mapping of the QoS levels of a session to the 
items  of a group

A particular level of QoS ijq
r

can be provided by one or 

more servers, because the components of the multimedia 
stream can be partitioned and replicated in multiple
servers. We can find all the combinations of servers that 
can serve a particular level of QoS of a particular
requested multimedia session. Let there be M servers. 
Now this level of QoS can be provided by M
combinations of servers These combinations might have 
different utilities. These are indistinguishable from the
user’s point of view,  but are very different from the 
DVoDS controller’s point of view. Thus one QoS level is 
transformed to multiple options. Each of these options is 
defined as QoS with respect to Controllerr (QoS-C) and 
represents an item of a group in the MMKP.

5.3 Mapping of server resources to the resources 
of the knapsack

If there are mc resource dimensions in each of M 
multimedia servers, then we can think of a merged server 
with cmM resources; it is in effect the union of the

physical servers,  and its resources belong to the cross-
product space (server, resource). In this way  we can map 
multiple servers to one merged server and hence to one 
knapsack. Now, our problem is to find a QoS-C level for 
each session for maximum utility of the DVoDS, subject 
to resource constraints of the merged server, which is 
treated as an MMKP.

6. Admission control and QoS adaptation
methodology

New sessions are collected into a batch over a time 
interval. We have used I-HEU, the incremental heuristic 
solution of the MMKP proposed in [6] for admission 
control and QoS adaptation. A batch of multimedia
sessions is submitted to the controller which finds out the 
QoS-C levels. For the new sessions, a dummy null level is 
added to the QoS-C profile of each session. This QoS level 
gives null revenue with null resource consumption. I-HEU
is applied to the new sessions as well as to the already 
admitted one, once in every batch. I-HEU finds the new set 
of QoS-C levels for each session by upgrading, by
downgrading, or without changing the QoS-C levels of the 
sessions in order to maximize the earned revenue from the 
sessions. If the QoS-C level of any new session in the new 
batch remains null after applying I-HEU, then it is rejected. 
The other sessions are admitted at their non-null QoS-C
levels. The admitted sessions enjoy the assigned QoS-C
level at least for the next epoch. 

When any session leaves, some resources are released 
from the multimedia server system. The computation of I-
HEU for the next batch will get the opportunity of these 
released resources to upgrade some sessions or to admit 
more sessions.

When some resources of the system decreases, for
example if the communication bandwidth decreases due to 
the failure of any communication link or a server goes 
down, then QoS adaptation is done as soon as the fault is 
detected. It is done in three steps:

Step 1: All the admitted sessions are downgraded to the 
lowest QoS level (not null). If I-HEU gives a feasible
solution then adaptation is complete. Otherwise execute 
step 2.

Step 2: All the admitted sessions are downgraded to the 
null QoS level. Now I-HEU will admit some sessions and 
some may be rejected. If any session is rejected then 
execute step 3.

Step 3: All the sessions admitted in step 2 are
downgraded to the lowest level of QoS. Now some
resource will be released and I-HEU is applied to the 
rejected sessions from step 2. This will allow some
sessions to be admitted and the rest will be rejected. These
rejected sessions will not be considered further. The
admitted sessions in step 2 and step 3 will be upgraded 
again by I-HEU to do final adaptation.

7. Computational complexity of the controller

The complexity of the controller depends on the size of 
the system, the number of users in the system and the 
algorithm used to solve the MMKP. We have presented the 
complexity analysis of the broker initialized here to run the 
simulation over a set of Media Server Farms.

The total number of users in this set of Media Server 
Farms with M servers is approximately M nk, where nk = 



estimated number of users enjoying Silver QoS from a 
server at full load. There are M video servers. Each server 
has three resources, CPU cycles, Memory and I/O BW.

So, the total number of resources = M3 .
Each video stream is replicated in more than one server. 

The number of replications can be expressed by 102M .

On the average, there are 2 QoS levels in each session. So, 
the number of QoS-B levels for a session is approximately 
M/5. The MMKP solved by the broker has knMn

groups, l=M/5 items in each group and m = 3M resource 
dimensions. Using the complexity analysis of the heuristics 
of the MMKP, we get the following worst-case complexity 
of the controller using I-HEU,

5
222
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3
MO

MMnM
O k .

8. Simulation of the admission controller

We have simulated the admission controllers of the set 
of Media Server Farms for different distributed control 
architectures using greedy and heuristic approach. The 
performance data has been collected by varying the
number of users and the number of video servers. The 
following tables present the parameters of the set of Media 
Server Farms required for the simulation. 

Table 1: Different simulation parameters 

Parameter Value(s) for the Simulation
Maximum length of movie 3 hours 
Total Number of movies in 
MSF

10

Number of video servers in 
MSF 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Number of replications of 
video 3 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Number of movie copies 
per server 6 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Repetitions of the
simulation experiment 5

The servers are initialized with CPU cycles, memory and 
I/O bandwidth capacity, where all the parameters are
randomized by uniform distribution U (0.95, 1.05), to 
simulate the fluctuation of the available resources in
different servers. The users can enjoy the movie in three 
QoS levels (Gold, Silver, Bronze), where each QoS level 
resource requirement has been defined with randomization 
using U (0.75, 1.25).

Table 2: Initialization of server resources in the media       
server farms

Type of 
resource

Server
resource

value

Initialization
function for a video 

server

Assumptions

CPU
400 MHz 

dual
processor

100 X U(0.95, 1.05)
Total 800 MHz is 
equivalent to 100 

cycles.

RAM 256 MB 120 X U(0.95, 1.05) 136 MB is used 
by the O/S.

Bandwidth 640 Mbps 600 X U(0.95, 1.05) 40 Mbps is reserved 
for the system.

Table 3: Different QoS levels supported by the DVoDS 
 

QoS
levels

Average
I/O BW 

req.

Average
CPU

cycles req.

Average
Memory

req.

Average
offered
price by 
the user

Average
cost of 

providing
media

QoS 1 
(Bronze)

1.5
Mbps

0.25% 0.3 MB $1.0 $0.75

QoS 2 
(Silver)

3.0
Mbps 0.50 % 0.6 MB $3.0 $2.25

QoS 3 
(Gold)

4.5
Mbps 0.75% 0.9 MB $5.0 $3.75

 
Table 4:Initialization of resources requirements for  

differnt QoS levels  
 

Parameter Initialization function
I/O bandwidth requirement for 

the kth QoS level
1.5 X k X U(0.75, 1.25)

Memory requirement for the kth 
QoS level 0.3 X k X U(0.75, 1.25)

CPU cycles for the kth QoS level 0.25 X k X U(0.75, 1.25)
Offered price by a user for the kth 

QoS level (2k+1) X U(0.75, 1.25)

Cost of providing kth QoS level 
of a movie (2k+1) X U(0.55, 0.95)

 
We have coded the simulation of the LC & CC using 

the Java programming language (JDK ver 1.5). LC
generates a big batch of user session request initially, 
having double size of Media Server Farm’s server
resource capacity, to get admission for creating
contention of resources in the resided servers. We have 
discarded 10 percent of accepted sessions to create space 
for future sessions, then generate 15 percent new sessions 
as a small batch. The total simulation ends when all LCs 
have generated 100 batch. We have calculated the
Revenue earned from the users and the time required by 
LC to do admission control and QoS adaptation. The 
summation of the revenues of the sessions and average 
time requirement by each session is the measurement 
criteria of the distributed admission controller’s
performance in our simulation. The simulation was
implemented on a 1.7 GHz Pentium IV machine plugged 
in a LAN and was running under Windows XP having a 
physical memory of 128MB RAM.

9. Experimental Results

Figure2 and figure3 depict that our new semi-distributed
architecture requires much less acceptation and rejection 
time than centralized broker architecture in both heuristic 
I-HEU and greedy approach. This is because the total 
workload is distributed among the LCs in semi-distributed
architecture and each LC fetches less traffic than one 
centralized server with one centralized controller in the 
broker architecture.

In both architectures, the greedy approach seems to be 
good than I-HEU with respect to response time as it takes 
less acceptation and rejection time than I-HEU. This is 
because, I-HEU is applied to the new sessions as well as to 



the already admitted ones, once in every batch. I-HEU
finds the new set of QoS-C levels for each session by 
upgrading, by downgrading, or without changing the QoS-
C levels of the sessions, in order to maximize the earned 
revenue from the sessions. For this reason I-HEU requires 
higher time than greedy. 
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Figure 2: Average acceptation time for each session in a
dmission controller (AC).
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 AC 

On the contrary, in figure 4, we see that greedy approach 
has much higher rejection rate than I-HEU and in figure 5, 
greedy approach has much less revenue than I-HEU. Our 
heuristic determines the operating QoS of the admitted 
session after analyzing all the sessions (admitted and 
requested) in the system. That is why it gives better results 
than greedy method, which is based on the FCFS rule and 
does not search extensively to achieve better utilization of 
resources. Our main goal is to maximize revenue by
admitting more profitable sessions. So, I-HEU gives better 
result by achieving our objective.
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 architectures 
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Figure 6: Total revenue earned for different number of     

  servers in AC 

The rejection rate of semi-distributed architecture is 
much less than broker architecture. In both architectures, 
I-HEU gives better result than greedy approach. The
rejection rate of semi-distributed architecture using I-HEU
is initially high, but decreases quickly with some
fluctuations as the number of server increases and the 
rejection rate is lowest after 40 servers shown in figure 4. 
This is because as the number of server increases, there is 
less resources contention in the system. 

Figure 5 illustrates the over all response time of 
different admission control architectures using different 
admission control algorithms. Semi-distributed
architecture requires fewer overall response time than 



broker architecture in both approaches. For all admission 
control architectures, the response time increases if the 
number of server increases, due to extra search among 
larger number of servers. So, for a large VoD system our 
proposed semi-distributed architecture is better and
efficient as it provides better fault tolerant.

From figure 6, we observed that the earned revenue for 
all the architectures increases as the number of server 
increases. The revenue increases as we add more servers in 
the system and if there are more users coming
proportionally in the system as it gets more users in a batch 
to select a profitable one. For small number of servers, the 
controller may select a non-profitable user for admission 
and may be unable to take advantage of a better session 
later as resources are reserved by the non-profitable user. 
On the other hand the larger batch size defers the
admission of sessions and the controller may be deprived 
of earning more money. Sometimes a controller with
smaller batch size helps to admit sessions early as some 
sessions have already been left. Revenue earned is greater 
when we used I-HEU for both architectures. The semi-
distributed architecture has slightly less revenue than 
broker. But the semi-distributed architecture is inherently 
more scalable and better fault tolerant which are the key
issues for multimedia services.

10. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of 
different distributed admission controller architecture using 
different admission control algorithm. We have presented a 
new model for admission control and QoS adaptation 
architecture which addresses the issues of optimal
admission of user requested sessions, server failures and 
scalability that are the key features of video on demand 
service. The server architecture of the semi-distributed
VoD system is analogous to that of a web server in the 
Internet. The users get access to an intermediate web server 
and then the page referred to another web server. Our 
model approximately fits this web server architecture.
Experimental results show that the distributed VoD system 
requires a heuristic admission control algorithm like I-
HEU. The semi-distributed VoD system also demonstrates 
server fault tolerance. The completely distributed
computation of I-HEU will become necessary as the load 
and hence the computational time requirement increases 
with the increase of users and number of servers.
Distribution of controller functionality (admission control 
and QoS adaptation) leads the system to be more fault 

tolerant, as the system can run even if one of the admission 
controllers fails. The concepts demonstrated in this paper 
may be exploited to construct a highly available distributed 
VoD service.
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Task 3:
On the event of the transmit timer going off
Send all frames to position nodes.

Task 4:
Do any necessary housekeeping functions.

ATC Position Node - p code.
Task 1:

Wait for mark pulse to arrive
From the local node number calculate time of transmission

window
Set transmission timer for window.

Task 2:

On the event of the transmission timer going off

Send frame to audio mixer node
Task 3:

Perform any necessary housekeeping functions.ATC

It is also possible at this point to describe the automatic
fail-over system the system can use. Essentially in the net-
work there will be a number of nodes that listen passively
for one of the active nodes to fail, and then take over the
responsibilities for that node.

ATC Backup Master Node - p code

Task 1:
Wait for mark pulse to arrive
Re-set watchdog timer for slightly longer than mark period.

Task 2:
On the event of the watchdog timer going off
Restart node as master node.

From examining this design we can see that each node
will be allowed to meet the real time constraints that have
been laid out for it. The primary challenge for this type of
system is to ensure that no two stations transmit at the same
time and each station gets an opportunity to transmit; the
design presented here does. It has also been seen that the
broadcast nature of Ethernet can be an advantage for the
purposes of synchronization and redundancy. This design
requires that at least two different types of nodes be used in
the network. The master node is responsible for providing
the synchronization or "mark" pulse to the network. The
position nodes use the reception of the "mark" pulse to syn-
chronize the relative times between them and to select
unique transmission windows. The tasks required for each
type of node to implement the network protocol have been
outlined. Each type of node has can be backed up by listen-
ing for the failure of a running node. The safety critical
aspects of the system have been addressed by outlining the
design for backup nodes as well.

CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully designed and implemented a proto-

col with good real time properties. The protocol developed
here is tunable; it is possible to change the parameters of
the protocol and trade one positive aspect for another. For
example it is possible by increasing the latency in the proto-
col to increase the data bandwidth available to each node.

We can also increase the latency, or decrease the bandwidth
to increase the number of permitted nodes on the network.

A simple robust design can support the demands placed
upon it. A fundamental characteristic of good design is that
it should be no more complicated than necessary. A com-
plex design is much more likely to fail simply by virtue of
the fact that there will be more parts to fail. The protocol
detailed here is an example of a design that is sufficiently
complex to solve the task laid out for it and does not suffer
from features that could interfere with its operation.

This work not only develops a theoretical model of a real
time network system it provides an example implementa-
tion as well. We measured real performance compared to
theoretical values for the particular network hardware that
was used as well as confirmed the implementation of many
aspects of the hardware.

We have created a simple, well designed, largely media
independent network protocol that meets real-time require-
ments functions on cost-effective hardware.
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ABSTRACT
When using a standard Ethernet protocol for the trans-

mission of video and audio, the hard real time requirements
of such transmission must be sacrificed. The standard
Ethernet protocol does not allow for the guaranteed deliv-
ery of media packets on a particular schedule, and so there
may be a significant and unpredictable delay that can be
seen in the display of the result at the destination. There are
ways to adapt the standard Ethernet protocol to allow for
real time multimedia transmission and receipt.

Keywords
Multimedia, ethernet, video transmission, networked

audio

INTRODUCTION
The world happens in real-time. Computer systems that

deal with real world objects, such as computers found in
automobiles and consumer electronics, must be concerned
with the constraints that time imposes.

However, computers are now being turned into tele-
phones, televisions, radios and other devices that have tra-
ditionally not been computer based. Many of these systems
deal with streams of data that have the notion of time
ingrained into them. Applications that are typical for these
systems operate on data has the property that it must arrive
at the right time and be intact, the transmitted data must
arrive within a specific interval and it must arrive without
errors it is time-critical, such as video and audio data. These
devices have, until recently, exclusively used analog elec-
tronics, which is by its very nature time and order sensitive.
Signal loss in these applications results a graceful loss in
communications. By comparison the loss of data in a digital
stream can result in garbled, incorrect calculations or com-
plete failure of the data transmission.

There is another issue: traditionally, systems that deal
with real-time aspects of computers have been limited to
either single processor systems or closely coupled multi-
processor systems. Normally, computer network protocols
are only concerned with managing the available bandwidth
on the medium, and not with promising the timely arrival of
video packets. Traditional computer networking protocols
have dealt mostly with 'burst" data, and deal poorly with
continuous data streams. Indeed, the commonly used net-
works such as ATM are not so very much concerned with
providing the maximum amount of bandwidth but rather
providing a consistent quality of service to nodes on the
network

We are going to discuss how to network embedded real-
time systems for high performance applications, high
enough to be used for multimedia applications in local net-
works. In particular, this paper describes a LAN protocol
for real-time distributed systems. This protocol provides
guaranteed bandwidth, maximum latency and reliable
delivery of data. It takes advantage of current networking
protocols and hardware to provide an inexpensive solution
that is suitable for embedded systems. Experiments com-
pare actual performance with theoretical predictions, and
the results show that this is a useful protocol for systems
with real-time data over LANs, including applications rang-
ing from Air Traffic Control, factory automation, data col-
lection in laboratories, and intra-ship communications.

There are several goals of this work. First, we need to
devise a protocol with precise, predictable and constant val-
ues for network bandwidth, latency, reliability and robust-
ness, which is therefore suitable for implementing
distributed hard real time systems. Moreover the design
will be as simple as it can be while meeting the require-
ments as defined. The cost of deploying the functioning
system will be a consideration in this project, and the
design will reuse as much existing, off the shelf, hardware
and software as possible in-order to minimize development
time and cost.

NETWORKING REQUIREMENTS
The protocol is to support time synchronized distributed

real-time multimedia applications, and multimedia applica-
tions contribute a large steady stream of data to the net-
work. Delays in transmission cause noticeable problems;
for example, when sending audio across the network, the
loss of data result in "clicks" and "pops" being introduced
into the playback. These types of artifacts result in unac-
ceptable audio quality and in the case of safety critical
applications may be disastrous. The normal burst model
used in traditional network analysis is not sufficient here. In
interactive media such as in a telephone or video phone the
end to end latency in the system must be kept very small
and a large buffering of data is not an acceptable option.

Another aspect of media is that each station must gain
sufficient access to the network or risk losing data, or fall-
ing out of sync with the remote station. As each node in the
network collects data it must transmit that data to the
receiving node. Nodes in a interactive real-time network
must have contiguous and sufficient bandwidth on the net-
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work so that they can transmit the required data when they
need to.

Networking protocol design alternatives
The process of designing a protocol is to examine the

competing paradigms to determine which the requirements
of the system fit into, or most closely fit into. The basic
families of computer networks are collision detection mul-
tiple access (CDMA), frequency division multiple access
(FDMA), Time division multiple access (TDMA) and Star
networks [Tanenbaum:86].

CDMA networks are common. Ethernet is probably the
most commonly used local area networking technology;
here, each of the computers shares a common medium and
transmits whenever it has data. Specialized circuitry in the
network hardware detect when two stations have transmit-
ted at the same time. These systems have the merits of
being simple and inexpensive.

FDMA is a system in which each of the nodes in the net-
work is assigned a particular part of the frequency spectrum
for it's exclusive use. This type of multiplexing is currently
widely used for the distribution of analog media such as
radio and television. Computer systems do not normally
use FDMA because it does not support the burst data model
well. FDMA does have an advantage over CDMA and
TDMA in that more than one station can be transmitting at
a time.

TDMA is a networking standard in which only a single
station on the network is allowed to transmit at a time.
TDMA systems impose an order on the systems in the net-
work and each station is explicitly given permission to
transmit and explicitly releases the resource of the network.
TDMA has many advantages for real time applications;
most real time networking systems in use are TDMA based.

Star networks are also commonly used for time critical
applications. These networks give a dedicated channel to
each node in the network and employ a complex switch in
the center of the network to manage the traffic. Examples of
this type of application are ATM and switched Ethernet.

Here is a concise summary of the competing schemes that
were considered for this project:

Real time Safety Critical Low Cost
FDMA Yes Yes No
TDMA Yes No No
CDMA No Yes Yes
Switched Yes No No
From this we can conclude that none of the existing net-

working paradigms meet all of the constraints that we have
proposed for our networking system. We could relax the
constraints until one of the competing paradigms is clearly
better.

Out thinking was as follows: the only scheme that has
low enough hardware costs is CDMA in the form of Ether-
net, so we are compelled to choose it as the hardware plat-
form. Ethernet at it's lowest form is merely a method of
putting information onto a wire and retrieving that informa-
tion, so it should be possible to use this as a basic mecha-
nism. It will then be possible to implement a TDMA

protocol on top of that, resulting in a hybrid design using
the low cost hardware of Ethernet, but abandoning the
CDMA paradigm in favor of TDMA. This will result in a
low cost solution that has the appropriate real time and
safety critical characteristics. By using Ethernet hardware
we also gain the ability to choose 10, 100, or 1000-megabit
speeds and the ability to broadcast or multicast.

IMPLEMENTED HARDWARE
Custom hardware was needed to achieve the necessary

real time requirements. The design had to be simple, low
cost, and powerful enough that it would be capable of
accomplishing the task that was being set out for it.

At the center of the design is a micro-controller a Motor-
ola Coldfire. It has two serial ports and several timers as
well as a small amount of memory. It also has much of the
required hardware for interfacing to memories, and com-
puter buses are built into the package We also use a Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA) to add computational
power to the system. As the main function of our system is
to collect and play audio data on either of two speakers, a
pair of audio codecs are also included.

The final, and possibly the most important element is the
communications interface. Because we are implementing a
TDMA scheme over an Ethernet, we chose a AMD-
79C940BKC-MACE Ethernet Controller. It is a fully func-
tional very inexpensive Ethernet interface chip, and it's pos-
sible to drive the Ethernet interface using interrupts.

In the implementation the network protocol the design
does use 802.3 (Ethernet) compliant packets. However,
packet sizes were fixed to carry 56 bytes of data, and no
additional protocol information was included except for the
minimum that was required. We do not need collision
detection or re-transmission, but the design must avoid
error conditions generated by the Ethernet hardware. A
hardware error of concern is the jabber condition.

Ethernet packets have a maximum length; they can at
most carry 1500 bits of payload data. Packets that exceed
this maximum are considered to have "jabbered" on the net-
work. An improperly implemented Ethernet driver, a hard-
ware fault or more likely the packing too close of packets
on the network medium can cause this.

DESIGN-IMPOSED CONSTRAINTS
In the calculations outlined in the previous sections we

assumed values for two parameters: the inter-packet gap
and the jitter. Now we have an implementation of this sys-
tem and can measure these values directly.

Using the oscilloscope the minimum inter-packet gap
was measured to be 0. This figure represents the closest that
two packets may be safely place next to one another on the
network before they are detected as a collision.

A zero value is optional according to the Ethernet stan-
dard, and the application controls timing well enough to
permit it in practice.

The jitter in the system is the variance in time that the
system shows over number of iterations, and was measured,
as 0.023 ms. in the system as implemented this is the
amount of variability that needs to be allowed for so that



the systems can stay in synchronization. If this allowance is
violated there is a possibility that two stations may transmit
at the same time resulting in a fatal network collision.

The protocol is also extendable. Several enhancements
could be made to the design that would significantly
improve the utility and not violate the desirable real time
properties. We could extend the system to support faster
networking mediums such as 100-megabit and 1000-mega-
bit Ethernet standards, which would allow a significant
reduction in latency. The extension into a wireless or non-
Ethernet optical system is also a reasonable extension.

HIGH LEVEL PROTOCOL DESIGN
The primary challenge for this network protocol is to

ensure that no two stations transmit at the same time and
each station gets a timely opportunity to transmit. There are
two basic methods of implementing a TDMA protocol.
First, a token may be passed around in the network and
whichever station is in possession of the token may have
exclusive access to the network; this is an effective system
for sharing network resources and is the system in use for
such systems as 802 token ring and FDDI networks. The
problem with this type of system is that token passing intro-
duces an unbounded latency into the system. The initial
generation of and the regeneration of a lost token can take a
long time and can be complex. Since it is a stated goal of
the system to have bounded latency, this would not be an
acceptable solution.

Second, it is possible to divide the network up into a
series of time slots, each station being given a set of slots
that it may transmit in. This system can be controlled by
interrupt generating timers, commonly found in computer
systems. This type of system does not have an overhead in
processing a token, or the required complexity of token
generation or regeneration. The essential difference
between these two TDMA paradigms is that the token pass-
ing method does guarantee that each station will get the
opportunity to use the network, so there is no guarantee
concerning how long a node will have to wait before being
given access. The windowing method does guarantee that
every station that is on the network will get a specific
amount of, bandwidth within the network latency. However
there is a limit on the number of stations that can be present
on the network. In this windowing method the individual
systems in the network do need to have precisely synchro-
nized clocks. The "broadcast and average" algorithms, such
as NTP, do not provide sufficient accuracy to synchronize
the transmission of packets in the microsecond range. Sys-
tems that can synchronize clocks to the required precision
such as those based upon using a GPS receiver would
require expensive hardware at each node and are not reli-
able enough to be used in safety critical applications. The
solution to this dilemma is that since the clocks in the sta-
tions only need to be in sync relatively, the absolute time-
scale, as would be provided by a GPS based system, is not
relevant for the application of these systems. A single node
on the network that broadcasts a synchronization or "mark"
pulse on the network that causes all stations to reset their
internal timers to a relative time of zero is all that is
required.

Given that the interval between mark pulses is the latency
of the network it is now possible to construct a model of the
network. There is a relationship between the latency, band-
width and maximum number of time slots available, and
therefore the number of stations.:

where S is the number of slots available, L is the latency
(frequency of mark pulse), BT is the bandwidth (bits per
second), C is the sample per slot, and D is the bit length of
the sample. The nodes are coordinated by a central or mas-
ter node that sends out a synchronization or "mark" pulse.
Each node in the network is given a specific fixed time
period after the mark in which it may transmit.

The access to the network by each node is by each node
being given exclusive access to the shared medium. Since
the total amount of bandwidth is limited and each node in
the network is pre-assigned a specific amount of it the total
number of transmitters in the network is also limited. By
changing the amount of delay between mark pulses and the
amount of time that each node is permitted to transmit the,
latently, bandwidth and number of stations that can partici-
pate in the network can be controlled.

The desired properties of the protocol are, bounded
latency, guaranteed bandwidth and that is robust and reli-
able. The protocol described does meet all of those criteria.

Participating in the network there are two types of
network station: a master station, that is responsible for
periodically issuing a mark pulse, and the nodes participat-
ing in the communication. The control loops of each of
these types of nodes can be described in pseudo-code.

Master Node - p code:
Task 1:
On the event of the mark timer going off.

Reset mark pulse timer.

Send mark pulse
Repeat

The client node can similarly be described:
Client Node - p code:
Task 1:

Wait for mark pulse to arrive

From the local node number calculate

time of transmission
window

Set transmission timer for window.
Task 2:

S BT
C D×

L
--------------⁄=

Equation 1: Relationship between Slots and Net-
work Parameters

Time

Mark MarkW1 W2 W3 W4

Figure 1: Example mark pulse as assigned windows.



On the event of the transmission timer going off

Send data.

By assigning the responsibility of coordinating the partic-
ipating nodes to a central controller we alter the access con-
trol model of standard broadcast mediums, such as
Ethernet. This centralized control allows us to impose the
necessary real time properties on the protocol.

A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
A concrete example of a problem for which this protocol

is suitable is the development of a simulation of an air traf-
fic control audio system, with the expectation that the para-
digms developed here could be used as template for an
operational air traffic control system and other interactive
multimedia systems. Air traffic controllers have very
demanding requirements. They will need to listen and com-
municate with a variety of sources even is relatively simple
circumstances. For example it would not be unusual for a
controller to be listening to several air traffic radios and
communicating with other air traffic centers over ground
lines. Each of these audio sources needs to be presented to
the controller clearly and in a timely fashion. Moreover
there can be no delay and a minimum of interference over
those audio channels.

A related application is the multiple participant virtual
world environments where very low latency and guaranteed
delivery is a requirement. Such an environment might
include multi-participant virtual aircraft simulation, battle-
field environments and other applications. For example this
protocol is suitable for use in a virtual environment where
all of the participants can hear and interact with each other
in a highly reliable manner.

A non-obvious application that the storage industry is
interested in a building a community of cooperating storage
devices collected together over a dedicated local area net-
work. The characteristics of the protocol make it suitable
for building highly reliable, redundant and distributed stor-
age systems.

The protocol that is to be implemented is to support ATC
voice terminals. ATC voice terminals have a user interface
of and transmit and receive audio data from other terminals
and sources. The general requirements for the ATC system
are: to provide telephone quality audio to each station; there
can be no perceivable delay in communicating between any
combination of systems on the network; and, the system
will not introduce artifacts into the audio. For a minimal
system there must be at least 8 audio sources that can be
handled by each station. Those general requirements trans-
late into specific requirement of supporting bi-directional
44.8Khz audio (56 samples over every 7 milliseconds) at
each position. The system overall must have a maximum
latency of less than 200 milliseconds. The system is to pro-
vide for the guaranteed delivery of data as well as guaran-
teeing that each node is serviced frequently enough so that
the latency requirements are met. The system must also be
deterministic, in that the calculated values must not change
in the face of system load. This is a real world problem that
this work is attempting to address.

As with many real world problems there is also the
requirement of cost. The solution to this problem is to be
kept to a minimum cost. Cost in these types of projects
comes in many forms. First there is the cost of the time
taken to implement and integrate the solution. Then there
will be the cost of maintaining and improving the solution,
and, in the case of commercial devices, there is the cost of
building and deploying the solution. All of these cost fac-
tors will have to be taken into account in the design phase
of the solution to the problem.

To summarize the networking requirements of a ATC
audio network:

Bandwidth per station: 44.8Khz per station bi-
directional constant data

Maximum system
Latency Sub 200 mS overall.

Reliability Data must not be lost or
corrupted in the transmission
process.

Possible to detect the failure of either the position node or
central master node.

The design of the system includes having a central node
that provides the synchronization pulse to be broadcast on
the network; this node is also to be responsible for combin-
ing or mixing the required output audio signals,. not allow-
ing for cabling delays which are negligible. The relative
time on each of the position nodes will then be precisely
synchronized. Each station will be allocated a selection of
time-slots that during which it is expected to transmit, and
series of time slots that data for it will be available off the
network. The initial synchronization pulse is called the
"mark" pulse, which indicates the beginning of a new time
window and the termination of the previous one. The win-
dow of time between two successive mark pulses is latency
for a packet in the system, for example a mark pulse gener-
ated at 8Kz will result in latency of 7 milliseconds for a sta-
tion to have the opportunity to both transmit and receive.
Each transmission and receive window is guaranteed band-
width to each of the stations. Thus both latency and band-
width become a function of the frequency of the mark
pulse.

So, using a 10 megabit internet and 128 bit packets:

.A significant advantage this protocol has for real time
systems in general and specifically for safety critical sys-
tems, is that the failure of individual nodes can be passively
detected, even for the central node providing the mark
pulse. Merely by collecting a profile of the network an
extra, redundant station, can detect the failure of a station
an take over for it without user intervention.

S BT
C D×

L
--------------⁄=

S 10000000( ) 56 8×
0.007
---------------⁄=

S 156=

Equation 2: Calculation of Network Parameters



Several practical issues become apparent when looking at
this design of the protocol. There are to be two distinct
types of nodes in the network, a master node that provides
the synchronization "mark" pulse to all other nodes in the
network, and nodes that receive the pulse, and then select
an appropriate window for them to transmit in. The arbitra-
tion of which node gets to transmit in what time slot is done
before the starting of the network, each node in the system
having a position in the network indicated by a small inte-
ger value. For example the station given the third position
in the network would receive the third set of transmission
windows.

To examine how this protocol will work in practice the
best way is to image that we can see the frames being put
onto the Ethernet wire over an interval between mark
pluses. The theoretical model above does not allow for
some real world concerns. Ethernet hardware normally
detects the occurrence of a collision, and in-order to do this
it there does need to be a brief period of network silence at
the end of each packet. This value we will determine exper-
imentally. The additional practical factor is jitter. Jitter is
the delay in processing an interrupt on the system, and
affects how closely the packets can be placed together on
the network. The jitter in the network protocol is a summa-
tion of a number of factors:, the drift in the timers, if the
interrupt handler are in cache memory, the length of cable
between nodes, and the design of the code; these factors all
add up to the jitter observed in the system. The jitter in the
system does significantly affect the performance of the pro-
tocol.

The safety critical features of the system also need to be
designed at this point. The primary type of failure that the
safety critical aspects of the system are attempting to cover
is the complete failure of a node. Because of the broadcast
nature of Ethernet and the highly structured nature of the
network protocol it is possible to passively detect when a
station has gone off line. It is also possible to even detect
the failure of the master node in the same manner. To
ensure the safety critical features of a system implemented
with this protocol it is necessary to design nodes that
merely listen and wait for a node of a particular type to go
off-line and to simply step in and take it's place.

The ATC system has the following model. Each of the
position nodes collects audio data, sends it to a central node
where it is processed and mixed together, the central node
then sends out all of the resulting audio to the position

nodes where the audio is played on a combination of
speaker and headsets.

In the network model we have designed here there is no
direct data transmission between position nodes; data is
only transferred between the central, mixing node, and the
position nodes. To that end we divide the time window in
half, the first half is for the position nodes to transmit data
to the mixer, the second half for the mixer to send the out-
put data back to the positions to be played.

The central master/mixing node co-ordinates the actions
of the position nodes, controlling when they are permitted
to transmit. The position nodes each receive an individual
data packet for each interval from the central node.

The detailed design of the system is presented in the form
of pseudo code. There are several different tasks outlined
and they will all run on a variety of nodes in the system.
There are detailed designs for the tasks on the master and
position nodes, as well as designs for the backup master
and position nodes. The design of the actions of the nodes
in the system can best be understood in the tasks that they
have to perform.

ATC Master Node – p code.
Task 1:

On the event of the mark timer going off.
Reset mark pulse timer.
Send mark pulse
Repeat

Task 2:
On the event of the mark pulse going off

Set transmission timer for 1/2 of the mark period
Repeat

Gap

Jitter

Figure 2: Jitter and gap defined.

Figure 3: Network trace of Air Traffic Control
(ATC) system.

P1

P2

P3

P4

Mixer

Figure 4: Central master/mixing node and data flow in
ATC system.



Task 3:
On the event of the transmit timer going off
Send all frames to position nodes.

Task 4:
Do any necessary housekeeping functions.

ATC Position Node - p code.
Task 1:

Wait for mark pulse to arrive
From the local node number calculate time of transmission

window
Set transmission timer for window.

Task 2:

On the event of the transmission timer going off

Send frame to audio mixer node
Task 3:

Perform any necessary housekeeping functions.ATC

It is also possible at this point to describe the automatic
fail-over system the system can use. Essentially in the net-
work there will be a number of nodes that listen passively
for one of the active nodes to fail, and then take over the
responsibilities for that node.

ATC Backup Master Node - p code

Task 1:
Wait for mark pulse to arrive
Re-set watchdog timer for slightly longer than mark period.

Task 2:
On the event of the watchdog timer going off
Restart node as master node.

From examining this design we can see that each node
will be allowed to meet the real time constraints that have
been laid out for it. The primary challenge for this type of
system is to ensure that no two stations transmit at the same
time and each station gets an opportunity to transmit; the
design presented here does. It has also been seen that the
broadcast nature of Ethernet can be an advantage for the
purposes of synchronization and redundancy. This design
requires that at least two different types of nodes be used in
the network. The master node is responsible for providing
the synchronization or "mark" pulse to the network. The
position nodes use the reception of the "mark" pulse to syn-
chronize the relative times between them and to select
unique transmission windows. The tasks required for each
type of node to implement the network protocol have been
outlined. Each type of node has can be backed up by listen-
ing for the failure of a running node. The safety critical
aspects of the system have been addressed by outlining the
design for backup nodes as well.

CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully designed and implemented a proto-

col with good real time properties. The protocol developed
here is tunable; it is possible to change the parameters of
the protocol and trade one positive aspect for another. For
example it is possible by increasing the latency in the proto-
col to increase the data bandwidth available to each node.

We can also increase the latency, or decrease the bandwidth
to increase the number of permitted nodes on the network.

A simple robust design can support the demands placed
upon it. A fundamental characteristic of good design is that
it should be no more complicated than necessary. A com-
plex design is much more likely to fail simply by virtue of
the fact that there will be more parts to fail. The protocol
detailed here is an example of a design that is sufficiently
complex to solve the task laid out for it and does not suffer
from features that could interfere with its operation.

This work not only develops a theoretical model of a real
time network system it provides an example implementa-
tion as well. We measured real performance compared to
theoretical values for the particular network hardware that
was used as well as confirmed the implementation of many
aspects of the hardware.

We have created a simple, well designed, largely media
independent network protocol that meets real-time require-
ments functions on cost-effective hardware.
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Abstract -- In this work we consider the delivery of 
H.264-coded video over future 3G wireless IP networks and we 
propose an adaptive motion-based unequal error protection 
(UEP) video coding/transmission system which can exploit 
knowledge of the source material as well as the channel 
operating conditions. Given this information, the proposed 
system can adaptively adjust the operating parameters of the 
video source encoder and the forward error correction (FEC) 
channel encoder to maximize the delivered video quality based 
upon both application-layer motion estimates and link-layer 
channel estimates. We demonstrate the efficacy of this 
approach using the ITU-T H.264 video source coder and the 
results indicate that a significant performance improvement, 
measured in terms of end-to-end PSNR, can be achieved 
compared to representative non-adaptive approaches. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that this adaptive motion-based 
scheme can provide comparable performance to an R-D 
optimized adaptive comparison system, but with substantially 
reduced computational complexity. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Transmitting real-time digital video over 3G wireless networks 
while providing appropriate end-to-end quality-of-service 
(QoS) performance is one of the major design challenges in 
enabling seamless multimedia networking. The need exists for 
both video coding and transport schemes which not only 
provide efficient compression performance but also provide 
relatively robust transport performance in the presence of link 
error effects resulting in bursty packet losses over wireless 
networks.  

It has become clear, however, that an efficient and robust 
video transmission scheme requires a judicious combination of 
several error-resilience techniques which can be implemented 
from either a source or channel coding perspective. However, 
in almost all of the existing literature, error-resilience 
techniques have been employed separately and independently, 
although substantially improved performance can be achieved 
by an appropriate combination of such tools. In [3, 4], the 
approach of using “smart” inter/intra-mode switching based on 
an R-D analysis was presented. Unfortunately, such schemes 
result in a highly complicated system design/implementation, 
and their effectiveness in handling bursty packet losses is not 
clear. Furthermore, it is not apparent how they can be combined 
with FEC approaches. In [1, 2], the use of adaptive forward 
error correction (FEC) coding approaches based on the use of 
either source or channel information, respectively, was 
investigated and the efficacy of the corresponding adaptive 
FEC coding schemes was demonstrated. However, how to 
adaptively combine FEC coding with other mitigation schemes, 

such as passive error concealment (PEC) and intra-updating, 
and how effective the combination will be were not considered 
in these previous works. 

As previously discussed, it is obvious that techniques from 
both the source and channel coding/decoding perspectives 
should be integrated and adaptively coordinated to optimize 
performance in response to time-varying source/channel 
dynamics. In this work, we propose an adaptive motion-based 
video coding/transmission system which can exploit the 
available source/channel dynamic information and provide an 
appropriate adaptive response to achieve near-optimal 
performance1. Facilitated by an application layer framing (ALF) 
perspective [6], the proposed adaptive scheme employs both 
adaptive intra-updating rate selection, used in combination with 
PEC, and the adaptive application of FEC coding. Our 
simulation results demonstrate that a substantial performance 
gain can be achieved by using this adaptive motion-based 
FEC/UEP approach compared to representative non-adaptive 
schemes. Furthermore, as we demonstrate, the results also 
indicate that the performance achieved by the proposed scheme 
is very close to that of a comparison model-based system which 
attempts to adaptively optimize the R-D performance.  

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section II, we 
provide some technical preliminaries. In Section III, we discuss 
the underlying motivation for the proposed adaptive 
motion-based FEC/UEP scheme based on previous work in [7]. 
Section IV presents the details of the adaptive motion-based 
system. In Section V, we provide simulation results and 
compare the performance of the proposed adaptive scheme 
with both a representative non-adaptive approach and an 
adaptive R-D optimized comparison system. Finally, a 
summary and conclusions are provided in Section VI. 

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. RTP-H.264 and Network Model 
 In order to transmit real-time H.264 video over 3G wireless 

IP networks, the H.264 coded bit-stream has to be packetized as 
described in [9]. Based on the RTP-H.264 payload format 
specification, the encoded bit-stream is packetized and then 
transmitted as RTP/UDP/IP packets. Generally, the associated 
RTP/UDP/IP header is 40 bytes; however, in order to facilitate 
real-time applications over bandwidth-limited wireless 
networks, we use robust header compression (RoHC) to 
compress the RTP/UDP/IP header to 3 bytes [8].  

1 By optimal, we mean here the best performance in terms of reconstructed 
video quality, measured in terms of PSNR, achievable under the imposed 
design constraints. 
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The packet losses over wireless networks will most likely 
occur in bursts with possibly varying burst lengths. In this 
paper, we will use a Gilbert channel [11], to model the 
network-layer packet-loss characteristics of the wireless 
network. In the good state, the packet is transmitted and 
received correctly with probability 1, while in the bad state, the 
packet is discarded with probability 1. The Gilbert channel 
model can be uniquely specified by the packet loss rate (PL) and
the average burst length (LB) measured in packets. They can be 
related to the state transition probabilities p and q as indicated 
in [11]. 

B. Error-Resilience Techniques 
In this subsection, we briefly discuss three mitigation 

techniques employed in this paper: PEC, periodic 
intra-updating and FEC coding. A major focus of this paper is 
to determine and characterize a methodology for optimally 
combining such techniques while minimizing complexity. 

For the PEC, if the packet is considered lost, the RTP 
sequence number enables the decoder to identify the lost 
packets, so that the locations of the missing slices which are 
composed of several MBs are known. All correctly received 
slices of a picture are decoded first, and then the lost slices are 
concealed according to the motion-compensated error 
concealment algorithm presented in [10]. Such PEC can be 
very effective in improving the objective and subjective quality 
of reconstructed video in the presence of packet losses, 
especially for low-motion sequences with little scene changes. 
However, the bursty nature of the packet losses may also 
degrade the effectiveness of this motion-compensated PEC 
strategy because successive packet losses are more likely to 
result in the loss of neighboring motion vectors which, in turn, 
decrease the accuracy of the error concealment. 

As for the intra-updating, simply speaking, by using 
intra-coding for certain MBs in the video frame, the 
dependence of the reconstructed MBs on preceding frames can 
be terminated and error propagation effectively eliminated. 
However, the robustness provided by intra-updating comes at 
some expense, as it generally requires a higher bit rate than the 
more efficient inter-coding to achieve the same reconstructed 
video quality. So how to balance the error robustness achieved 
by intra-updating with the resulting reduction in source coding 
efficiency is an important issue. In this paper we study the 
effectiveness of a low-complexity periodic intra-updating 
scheme instead of a R-D based inter/intra-mode switching 
approach as described in [4]. More specifically, in the approach 
taken here, one slice in every several consecutive frames is 
intra-coded to enhance the error resilience capabilities in the 
face of packet losses. The specific intra-updating rates used are 
summarized2 in Table I.

Finally, in general, a variety of FEC coding schemes can be 

2 While more finely quantized intra-updating rates are of course possible, the 
relatively coarsely quantized rates considered here are sufficient to demonstrate 
the efficacy of the proposed combined approach. 

applied with H.264 as discussed in [9]. In this paper, we use 
interlaced Reed-Solomon (RS) encoding as described in [2], [7]. 
Basically, for an RS(n, k) code, the erasure-correcting 
capability is n – k given the locations of the lost packets are 
known. Each of the n packets is encapsulated as an 
RTP/UDP/IP packet to be transmitted over the wireless IP 
network. Considering the stringent delay constraints for 
real-time video services, it is desirable to keep the delay 
introduced by interlaced RS coding to within a single video 
frame. Since in this work each QCIF frame is assumed to be 
composed of 9 slices, this suggests use of RS(n, 9) codes. 
However, it should be noted that the use of FEC coding clearly 
introduces additional overhead which increases the actual 
transmission rate. On the other hand, use of larger values of n
can provide improved erasure-correcting capability but at the 
expense of excessive overhead which reduces the bit-rate 
available for source coding. In what follows, we make 
exclusive use of the primitive RS(15, 9) code and punctured 
versions of it resulting in a class of RS(n, 9) codes with 9 n
15 unless stated otherwise. 

III. MOTIVATION FOR AN ADAPTIVE SYSTEM

Based on the results in [7], for wireless video applications, 
three distinct factors can greatly affect the system performance 
and would result in a different combination of error-resilience 
techniques to optimize performance in response to varying 
conditions. The first factor is the prevailing channel loss 
condition. If the channel conditions are poor, some degree of 
intra-updating and FEC coding is required in order to recover 
transmission errors and eliminate the error-propagation effects 
in video decoding. In this case, the benefits in terms of error 
robustness outweigh the performance degradation in source 
coding efficiency due to the use of intra-updating and FEC. 
However, if the channel conditions improve, the use of strong 
intra-coding and FEC coding may be detrimental to the overall 
system performance since now the source coding performance 
degradation becomes a dominant factor. The second factor is 
the motion level of video frames. The loss of a low-motion 
frame/slice is barely noticeable in the reconstructed video since 
it can be effectively concealed by the built-in error concealment. 
However, the loss of a high-motion frame/slice may cause 
substantial performance degradation due to the severe error 
propagation that results since error concealment cannot 
perform effectively in this case. Thus, stronger intra-updating 
and/or FEC coding become desirable, if not absolutely 
necessary, with increasing motion levels. Finally, the last factor 
would be the operating bit-rate regime. The use of 
intra-updating and FEC both have a detrimental effect on 
source coding performance, although the impact depends on 
the operating bit-rate regime. In particular, for low bit-rate 
regimes the loss in source coding performance becomes a 
dominant factor and aggressive intra-updating and FEC are not 
desirable, even when channel conditions are poor. For the high 
bit-rate regime, on the other hand, the degradation of source 
coding performance is less of an issue since bandwidth is 
plentiful. In this case, more aggressive intra-updating and FEC 
can be applied, although the appropriate combination will 
depend on channel conditions. 

Table I. Intra-updating rates employed. 
Without Intra-Updating No Intra-Updated slice used 
Medium Intra-Updating 1 Intra-Updated slice/2 Frames 

High Intra-Updating 1 Intra-Updated slice/1 Frame 



Based on these observations, it should be clear that in order 
to achieve optimum performance under the imposed design 
constraints, an adaptive system is required that, in addition to 
the use of PEC, chooses the proper intra-updating rate and the 
appropriate channel coding rate based upon information 
concerning the motion level in the source sequence together 
with information on the prevailing channel conditions, as well 
as the operating bit-rate regime. 

IV. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE MOTION-BASED SYSTEM

A. System Description
The proposed adaptive motion-based system illustrated in 

Fig. 1 is composed of an H.264 video encoder/decoder, a 
packetizer/depacketizer, an FEC encoder/decoder, a 
motion-level classifier and a channel condition estimator. The 
network characteristics are modeled in terms of a two-state 
Gilbert model as discussed previously.  

Basically, we propose a motion-based scheme in which the 
video encoder adaptively selects the intra-updating rate for a 
sequence of N contiguous frames based on the estimated 
motion-level of these N frames, knowledge of the operating 
bit-rate regime and feedback information on channel conditions. 
After the video sequence is encoded by the H.264 encoder and 
packetized, FEC coding is then adaptively applied to each 
frame by likewise jointly considering the relative inter-frame 
motion between frames, the operating bit-rate regime and the 
prevailing channel conditions. In this work, a fixed 
packetization approach is employed which is the same as 
described in [7].  

At the transmitter, the motion-level classifier is used to 
determine the inter-frame motion level of a sequence. The 
motion information is then provided to the video encoder, the 
FEC encoder and optionally to the packetizer. This information 
is used, as described below, by the video encoder to control the 
adaptive selection of intra-updating rate. Likewise, it is used by 
the FEC encoder to control adaptive FEC code selection.

At the receiver side, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we assume that a 
reliable low bit-rate feedback channel from the decoder to the 
encoder is available, which allows reporting an estimate of the 
channel characteristics (PL&LB), as observed at the decoder, 
with low latency. Under typical conditions, it can be assumed 
that the reverse channel is error-free and the associated 
overhead is negligible. Thus, the observed channel 
characteristics (PL&LB) at the decoder can be provided to the 
encoder using the RTCP protocol which can enable reasonably 
continuous feedback concerning the overall reception quality at 
the receiver.

B. Implementation Issues 
1.) Motion-Level Classifier 

The key component of this adaptive motion-based system is 
the motion-level classifier, which is used to determine the 
motion-level information of an input video sequence. In 
previous work [12], motion has been estimated by a statistical 
classifier; namely, by the inter-frame prediction error which is 
used as a primary indicator of activity of video frames. The 
results in both [2] and [12] have demonstrated that this simple 
way to determine the inter-frame motion or activity of video 

frames using the inter-frame prediction error is effective. 
Therefore, we will use this statistical classifier in our adaptive 
motion-based system. In this paper, we do not differentiate 
between I-frames, P-frames or B-frames; the same operations 
are performed independently of the frame type.  

In the motion-level classifier, we first calculate the 
mean-square inter-frame prediction error between adjacent 
frames according to 
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where E[m] denotes the mean-square inter-frame prediction 
error between the m-th frame, of size Nv x Nh pixels, and the 
(m-1)-th frame of the video with the same size. Again, the 
quantity Xm(i, j) represents the luminance values at pixel 
position (i, j) in frame m.

2.) Adaptive Operations in the Video Encoder 
Since several adjacent frames in a video sequence usually 

have correlation to some extent, it is reasonable to estimate the 
motion level of N contiguous frames by using the average of the 
mean-square prediction errors of the previous N frames with an 
appropriately selected N. In order to acquire an estimate of the 
motion level for the current N adjacent frames, which is 
necessary for selection of the proper intra-updating rate at the 
video encoder, a block-based estimate with a length of N
frames is used to obtain the local estimate of the motion level of 
the current N adjacent frames (kN, kN +1, … ,(k+1)N –1) based 
on the average mean-square prediction error calculated for the 
previous N successive frames ((k-1)N, (k-1)N  + 1,…,kN - 1)
according to 
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where k is a positive integer used to indicate the order of each 
block with N frames. 

By averaging the prediction errors of the previous N
successive frames, we obtain a more reliable local estimate of 
the motion level over the current N contiguous frames. This 
estimate is used in the video encoder to control the adaptive use 
of intra-updating under different operating conditions.

In the motion-level classifier, we prestore a single 
motion-level threshold TI which is used to classify the motion 
levels. In particular, by comparing the estimate obtained from 
(2) to this threshold, the N frames are classified into one of two 
motion levels: low-motion or high-motion. Then, the 
appropriate intra-updating rate is applied to the next N frames 
based on this classification. The block length N should not be 
taken too large to minimize the latency in the motion 
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Fig. 1.  Motion-based adaptive system configuration. 



classification. At the same time, it needs to be consistent with 
the specific intra-updating rates used as indicated in Table I. 
Therefore, in the work described here we have taken N = 2. The 
preset threshold cannot be determined analytically. Instead, a 
series of subjective and objective tests were conducted on a 
variety of broadcast and teleconferencing sequences to 
determine appropriate empirically-determined values as 
described in [2]. This classification is used together with 
knowledge of the operating bit-rate regime and the channel 
conditions to determine which intra-updating rate should be 
used for the current joint conditions.  

3.) Adaptive Operations in the FEC Encoder 
Likewise, a threshold comparison of the estimated motion 

level for individual frames is used to determine whether or not 
that frame should be FEC encoded. More specifically, when the 
prediction error of a frame, as determined by (1), exceeds a 
preset threshold an appropriate choice of a RS code is applied 
to that frame; otherwise, no FEC coding is applied to that frame. 
However, rather than a fixed static choice of a threshold we 
employ a number of preset thresholds TF

(1) < TF
(2) < TF

(3) < TF
(4) 

<TF
(5), which we refer to as FEC thresholds. Similar to the 

motion-level threshold TI, these FEC thresholds are also 
obtained from a series of subjective and objective tests. 

The particular threshold in effect at any time is dynamically 
chosen on the basis of a joint combination of the current motion 
classification associated with that frame, the operating bit-rate 
regime and the prevailing channel conditions (i.e., PL and LB).
The manner in which this dynamic choice is made will be made 
precise in what follows. For the time being, observe that 
corresponding to each choice of threshold TF

(i), i=1, 2,..,5, and 
selection of an RS code, the corresponding average channel 
coding rate (bits/c.u) can be calculated. For example, when an 
RS(n, 9) code is used, we find that RC  1 bits/c.u. if the 
threshold is chosen so large that very few frames are FEC 
encoded. Conversely, if the threshold chosen is so small that 
nearly every frame is FEC encoded then the corresponding 
average channel coding rate is RC  9/n. So, based on the 
preceding discussion, the selection and use of different FEC 
thresholds in the proposed adaptive motion-based scheme 
corresponds to the use of different effective channel coding 
rates. In particular, by selectively applying FEC only to those 
frames whose locally estimated motion levels exceed the 
corresponding threshold we provide UEP based on the 
importance of that frame to overall reconstructed image quality. 
4.) Adaptation Logic 

The adaptation logic implemented at the encoder is based on 
the use of two prestored tables, one each for low-motion and 
high-motion sequences. These tables have been obtained 
empirically and are used to instruct the video encoder and FEC 
encoder what operations to be performed based on the current 
combined operating conditions.  

Once the first frame of a group of N successive frames enters 
the video encoder, the encoder compares the average 
mean-square prediction error calculated from (2) for the past N
successive frames to the preset intra-updating threshold in 
order to determine the motion level of the current N successive 
frames. Thus, the appropriate operating table used for the 

current N successive frames can be determined. After entering 
the appropriate table, based on the associated information, the 
encoder first determines which intra-updating rate and which 
FEC threshold TF

(i) should be applied to that sequence of N
contiguous frames. The local inter-frame prediction error 
obtained from (1) is then compared to the selected FEC 
threshold whose value is indicated in the next section. If the 
prediction error of a frame is larger than the selected threshold, 
appropriate FEC coding is applied; otherwise, no FEC coding 
is used for that frame3. The table sizes are relatively small and, 
utilizing fast searching techniques, this process will require 
only a small amount of time and memory. 
C. Performance Evaluation 
1.) Complexity Analysis 
     An advantage of the proposed adaptive motion-based 
FEC/UEP scheme is its substantially reduced computational 
complexity compared to alternative approaches.  For example, 
in the R-D based inter/intra-mode switching scheme (ROPE) 
described in [4] it is required to compute the distortion and two 
moments for the luminance value of each pixel for the cases of 
intra-coding and inter-coding. As shown in [4], for every pixel 
in an inter-coded MB, it requires 16 addition/16 multiplication 
operations for the required calculation and for each pixel in an 
intra-coded MB, 11 addition/11 multiplication operations are 
required. By comparison, neglecting the additional complexity 
associated with the adaptive FEC coding and decoding, 
implementation of the proposed adaptive intra-updating 
approach in the video encoder requires only (N + 1) addition/2 
multiplication operations for each pixel, regardless of the MB 
coding mode. In particular, if N=2 as used in this paper, then we 
need only 3 addition/2 multiplication operations for each pixel. 
Furthermore, the extension of the ROPE algorithm [4] to H.264 
is not feasible due to the more advanced techniques employed 
in H.264 which require taking into account the expectation of 
products of samples at different positions to obtain an accurate 
estimation of the resulting distortion [9]. Thus, the 
computational burden is alleviated substantially in the 
proposed approach, even including the relatively modest 
computational cost for table look-up. 
2.)   A Comparison System 

In order to provide a meaningful comparison between our 
approach and other alternative formula-driven optimization 
approaches, we considered use of a recent R-D optimized 
approach [5] as a comparison system. The R-D model 
associated with this approach can be used to estimate the 
decoder distortion and thus provide the optimization selection 
at the H.264 encoder. Again, the reconstructed video quality is 
affected by both source compression and quality degradation 
due to packet losses. In [5], it is assumed that the two kinds of 
induced distortion are independent and additive. Thus, we can 
calculate the overall distortion in terms of MSE as

csd DDD ,                                     (3) 
where Dd denotes the overall distortion; Ds and Dc denote the 
distortion induced by source compression and channel errors, 
respectively. And Ds and Dc can be computed as detailed in [5]. 

3 Note that the same FEC threshold selection applies for the entire block of N
contiguous frames and is updated on a block-by-block basis. 



   In the R-D optimized comparison system we use equations (3) 
to calculate the distortion for each pair of intra-updating rate 
and selected RS(n, 9) code, n = 9,…,18. Then, the pair which 
can achieve the minimum distortion is employed for the 
incoming N consecutive frames. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present simulation results obtained by 
using the proposed adaptive motion-based FEC/UEP approach. 
First of all, we describe the simulation environment used in this 
paper.

Video sequences were encoded using the ITU-JVT JM3.9 
codec of the newly developed H.264 video coding standard. In 
this paper, we first used two typical QCIF video test sequences, 
Foreman and Suzie, as described previously. Both are coded at 
constant bit rates specified by using the associated rate-control 
scheme [13]. The first frame of the sequence is intra-coded and 
the rest of the frames are inter-coded as P frames with/without 
slice-based intra-updating. We also employ a QCIF video test 
sequence which is obtained as a concatenation of the QCIF 
Carphone and QCIF Silent sequences to illustrate performance 
on a test sequence outside the training set. In our packetization 
scheme, each slice is packetized into one RTP packet; thus 
every QCIF frame is packetized into 9 RTP packets. For the 
adaptive motion-based FEC/UEP scheme, a fixed RS(15, 9) 
code is used selectively based on local motion estimates and the 
prevailing channel conditions which results in UEP for the 
transmitted video sequence. All the simulation results in this 
section have been obtained using 100 runs in order to obtain 
statistically meaningful average values. 

In Fig. 2, we illustrate a plot of PSNR versus the packet loss 
rate PL with LB = 4 for the Foreman sequence at Rtot = 96 Kbps, 
which is in the range of low bit-rate services. The proposed 
adaptive scheme can be seen to achieve a much higher 
performance in terms of end-to-end PSNR compared to the 
representative non-adaptive schemes which apply the RS(15, 9) 
code to every frame, together with fixed intra-updating rates, 
regardless of its motion level and other source/channel 
conditions. Obviously, for lossless transmission (PL = 0), 
optimum performance is achieved with no intra-updating and 
no FEC coding. The adaptive scheme achieves this by jointly 
considering the source/channel information. However, for the 
non-adaptive scheme, there is a considerable performance 
disadvantage due to the improper use of intra-updating and 
FEC/UEP coding. For example, for non-adaptive use of the 
RS(15, 9) code, together with a fixed high intra-updating rate, 
the performance loss is almost 7 dB compared to the adaptive 
motion-based FEC/UEP scheme. As PL increases, the 
performance gap is reduced since when the packet loss rate is 
high, obviously more frames need to be FEC protected against 
packet losses. Therefore, for example, when PL = 15%, the 
adaptive scheme has almost the same performance as the 
non-adaptive scheme with high intra-updating.  

It should also be noted from Fig. 2 that the performance 
achieved by the adaptive motion-based scheme is very close to 
the performance of the R-D optimized comparison system, 
which is obtained by using the minimizing distortion pair 
among all the combinations of intra-updating rates and all RS(n,

9) codes, where n = 9,…,18.  In particular, as can be seen from 
Fig. 2, the performance gap between our motion-adaptive 
scheme and the R-D optimized comparison scheme is less than 
0.15 dB, and then only for large packet-loss rate. Although the 
R-D optimized comparison system can achieve a marginal 
performance gain compared to the propsoed scheme, the 
induced system complexity is much higher since: firstly, it 
requires a complex regression algorithm to calculate and update 
the model parameters continuously; secondly, for a given 
channel condition, the comparison system has to calculate the 
residual packet-loss rate for every RS code and it also needs to 
calculate the corresponding distortion for every combination of 
intra-updating rate and RS code. Therefore, considering the 
marginal performance gain of less than 0.15 dB, we can say that 
in real-time video applications over power-limited 3G system, 
the adaptive motion-based FEC/UEP approach is superior to 
the R-D optimized comparison system in terms of complexity 
while providing almost the same performance under the 
imposed design constraints. We will further demonstrate this 
point in what follows. 

As discussed previously, the Foreman sequence is a 
high-motion sequence, while the Suzie sequence is a 
low-motion sequence. In order to provide a more 
comprehensive evaluation of the proposed adaptive 
motion-based scheme, we repeat the results for the Suzie 
sequence in Fig. 3, for Rtot = 96 Kbps.

In Fig. 3, for the Suzie sequence at Rtot = 96 Kbps, observe 
that the relative performance gain compared to the 
non-adaptive approaches is substantial even at very high 
packet-loss rate, i.e., PL = 15%. It can be seen that the 
performance gain using the adaptive scheme is more than 4 dB 
compared to the non-adaptive schemes at PL = 15%, and when 
PL is low, the gain is much larger. For lossless transmission, the 
gain achieved by the adaptive scheme is 7.5 dB compared to the 
non-adaptive schemes. The reason is that the Suzie sequence is 
a low-motion sequence with little scene and background 
changes, so that when the available total bit rate is low, here 
only 96 Kbps, optimum performance is achieved using no FEC 
coding, but using only intra-updating and PEC. The adaptive 
scheme achieves this by operating in a non-FEC coding mode. 
However, the improper use of FEC coding by the non-adaptive 
systems results in a substantial performance loss. Finally, the 
performance achieved by this adaptive scheme can be seen to 
be virtually identical to the R-D optimized comparison system.  

No intra-updating

Medium intra-updating

High intra-updating

Fig. 2. Performance achieved by the adaptive motion-based scheme with an 
RS(15, 9) code, for the Foreman sequence at Rtot = 96 Kbps and LB = 4.



   In order to further demonstrate the effectiveness of this 
proposed motion-adaptive approach, we employed another 
video sequence at 30 fps rather than the QCIF Foreman and 
Susie sequences for which the adaptation logic was designed. It 
is constructed as a concatenated sequence of two other 
sequences as follows: the first 30 frames of the new video 
sequence is obtained from the QCIF Silent sequence at 30 fps, 
which has relatively low motion, and the remaining 30 frames 
is obtained from every third frame of the relatively high-motion 
QCIF Carphone sequence at 10fps. Thus, the first part of the 
concatenated sequence has a relatively low motion level while 
the latter part has a relatively high motion level. This 
concatenated sequence is then quite different from either of the 
two design test sequences. 
   By using the two fixed operating tables described previously, 
the corresponding adaptive operations are performed as 
indicated. Here, we assume the channel conditions are LB = 4 
with various PL and Rtot = 192 Kbps. We compare the resulting 
performance with the performance achieved by the 
corresponding non-adaptive schemes and the R-D optimized 
comparison system in Table II.  

From Table II, it is evident that the proposed adaptive 
approach can outperform the corresponding fixed schemes, 
especially when the packet-loss rate is low; while when the 
packet-loss rate increases, the adaptive approach performs only 
marginally better than the fixed schemes. This follows from the 
fact that as the channel conditions become more severe, the 
adaptive scheme tends to protect more frames with FEC coding 
and with higher intra-updating rate as explained previously. On 
the other hand, the proposed adaptive approach can achieve 
almost the same performance as the R-D optimized comparison 
system. The largest performance gap is about 0.3 dB which is 
still marginal. This table further demonstrates that our approach 
is effective not only for the training sequences which are used 
to design the system but also effective for the video sequences 
outside the training set.  

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed an adaptive motion-based 
FEC/UEP coding and transmission system for real-time video 
transmission over power-limited wireless IP networks. This 
proposed scheme can exploit the available source/channel 
information efficiently, i.e., the motion level of the transmitted 
video sequence, the operating bit-rate regime and the channel 
feedback which is assumed perfect. Thus, the scheme can 
adaptively respond to the time-varying dynamics of the 
source/channel behavior by adjusting the selected 
intra-updating rate at the video encoder and can adaptively 
apply FEC coding to frames where FEC coding is deemed 
necessary. The excellent performance that can be obtained by 
using this scheme is verified by simulation results which show 
that the performance gain is substantial compared to 
representative non-adaptive schemes. Also, as indicated by the 
simulation results, the performance achieved by this proposed 
adaptive scheme is very close to the performance of an R-D 
optimized comparison system subject to the same design 
constraints while greatly reducing the implementation and 
computational complexity, which is a dominant factor for 

real-time video applications in a power-limited wireless IP 
network. 
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TABLE II
Performance comparison (in dB) between the proposed adaptive approach, the 

non-adaptive schemes, and the comparison R-D optimized system  for the 
concatenated video test sequence; LB = 4 and Rtot = 192 Kbps. 

PL = 1% PL = 7% PL = 15%

Proposed adaptive approach 32.3 27.8 27.5 
R-D optimized comparison 

system 32.3  28.0  27.8  

RS(15,9)and medium 
intra-updating 29.0  27.4  27.0  

RS(15,9)and high 
intra-updating 27.5 27.3  27.1 
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Abstract

In a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network, a large num-
ber of peer processes are cooperating. Multimedia con-
tents are distributed to peers in various ways like down-
loading and caching. In multimedia streaming applica-
tions, multimedia data is required to be delivered to pro-
cesses in a real-time manner. In this paper, we newly dis-
cuss an asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) ap-
proach where multiple contents peers transmit packets of
a multimedia content to each requesting leaf peer. Here,
each of the contents peers transmits different packets with
some redundancy to the leaf peer in order to be tolerant
of faulty contents peers or packets lost in networks.

1. Introduction

In peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks [10,16], a large
number of peer processes (peers) are cooperating by ex-
changing messages in networks [1, 3, 5]. Multimedia
streaming service [11, 13] is required to be provided for
various types of applications like distance learning. Con-
tents are in nature distributed in various ways like down-
loading. Not only high-performance contents servers but
also peers can distribute contents in P2P networks.

One-to-one/one-to-many types of communication pro-
tocols like TCP [9] and RTP [12] are so far developed and
widely used for multimedia applications. One-to-one and
one-to-many protocols to satisfy Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements like delay time, bandwidth, and packet loss
ratio are discussed in papers [4,15]. Traditional streaming
service is realized by using various types of communica-
tion protocol [8, 9, 12, 13].

A peer which can provide other peers with a content is
referred to as contents peer. On request of a content C, a
contents peer transmits packets of the content C to the re-
questing leaf peer. Multimedia streaming applications are
getting more significant in P2P environment. Large num-
ber of leaf peers have to be supported and every packet
of a content is required to be reliably delivered to each
peer so as to satisfy the real-time constraint. We discuss

high-performance and highly reliable data transmission
mechanisms named asynchronous multi-source streaming
(AMSS) approach on P2P overlay networks. Here, mul-
tiple contents peers deliver multimedia contents to a leaf
peer. Each of the contents peers transmits packets of the
content to the leaf peer. In addition, data of the content are
replicated by sending parity packets that the leaf peer can
receive the whole content even if some number of contents
peers are faulty and some packets are lost due to buffer
overruns and network congestions. In our protocol, ev-
ery active contents peer asynchronously starts transmitting
a subsequence of the packets to each leaf peer indepen-
dently of the other contents peers. Each contents peer au-
tonomously selects packets to be transmitted by exchang-
ing control information with other active contents peers in
a group protocol [6,7,14], so that the active contents peers
do not send same packets to each leaf peer and packets are
transmitted in parallel.

In section 2, we present a system model of multi-source
streaming on P2P overlay networks. In section 3, we dis-
cuss the asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS)
protocol. In section 4, we evaluate the AMSS protocol
in terms of throughput, packet loss ratio, and jitter delay.

2. Multimedia Streaming Models

2.1. Single-source streaming model

We take multimedia streaming applications [11, 13]
like video on demand in a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay net-
work. P2P applications are realized by cooperation of
multiple peer processes (peers) by exchanging multime-
dia data with other peers. Here, a leaf peer sends a re-
quest of a content C to a contents peer which supports the
multimedia content C. Let CPC be a set of contents peers
CP1, . . . , CPn (n ≥ 1) supporting a content C. Let LPC

be a set of leaf peers LP1, . . . , LPm (m ≥ 1) requesting a
content C. Then, the contents peer starts transmitting the
content C to the leaf peer. In the traditional single-source
streaming (SS) model, one contents peer supports multi-
ple leaf peers and transmits packets of the content to each
leaf peer asynchronously with the other leaf peers.



In order to realize the higher reliability and throughput
of multimedia streaming service, multiple contents peers
are used to deliver a content C to each leaf peer. Each leaf
peer LPs issues a request of the content C independently
of the other leaf peers (s = 1, . . . , m). On receipt of a re-
quest of a content C from a leaf peer LPs, a contents peer
CPi transmits a sequence of packets to LPs. In one way,
each leaf peer receives packets from one contents peer and
another leaf peer may receive packets from another con-
tents peer as shown in Figure 1. The load of a contents
peer is distributed to multiple contents peers. However,
if one contents peer is faulty, leaf peers serviced by the
faulty contents peer cannot take continuous streaming ser-
vice. In addition, if some packets are lost in networks, a
leaf peer cannot take enough QoS of the content.

: contents peer.

: leaf peer.

LP1

LP2

LP3

LP4

LP5

LP6

CPi

CPj

Figure 1. SS approach.

2.2. Multi-source streaming model

We propose a novel data streaming model named asyn-
chronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) model to reli-
ably and scalably deliver multimedia contents to a large
number of leaf peers so as to satisfy QoS requirements,
especially real-time requirement. Here, each leaf peer re-
ceives packets of a multimedia content C from multiple
contents peers while each contents peer sends packets to
multiple leaf peers as shown in Figure 2. Here, multiple
content peers CP1, . . . , CPn send packets of the content
C to a leaf peer LPs as follows:

1. Parallel transmission of packets from multiple source
contents peers to a leaf peer LPs.

2. Minimally redundant transmission to LPs.

: contents peer.

: leaf peer.

LP1

LP2

LP3

LP4

LP5

LP6

CPi

CPj

Figure 2. MSS approach.
In our approach, each contents peer CPi does not send

a same sequence of packets while multiple contents peers

send packets in parallel. Each contents peer CPi typ-
ically sends packets different from every other contents
peer CPk (k �= i) to a leaf peer LPs.

A contents peer CPi decomposes a multimedia content
C into a sequence pkt = 〈t1, . . . , tl〉 of packets. Suppose a
sequence pkt = 〈t1, . . . , t8〉 of packets is obtained from a
multimedia content C. A contents peer CPi sends a sub-
sequence pktis of pkt to a leaf peer LPs. For example, a
subsequence pktis is composed of packets { th | h = i +
n·d for d = 0,1, . . . }. That is, pkt1s = 〈t1, t4, t7〉, pkt2s =
〈t2, t5, t8〉, and ptk3s = 〈t3, t6〉. A union pkt1 ∪ pkt2 of
packet sequences pkt1 and pkt2 is a packet sequence in-
cluding every packet in pkt1 and pkt2 where the packets
are totally ordered in the sequence number and no redun-
dant packets are included. Let pkt〈ti] and pkt[ti〉 show
a prefix 〈t1, . . . , ti〉 and postfix 〈ti, . . . , tl〉 of a packet
sequence pkt, respectively.

On receipt of a request of a content C from a leaf
peer LPs, contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3 send sub-
sequences pkt11 = 〈t1, t4, t7〉, pkt21 = 〈t2, t5, t8〉, and
pkt31 = 〈t3, t6〉 to LPs, respectively. Then, LPs obtains
the packet sequence pkt = pkt11 ∪ pkt21 ∪ pkt31 = 〈t1,
. . . , t8〉 from the subsequences pkt11, pkt21, and pkt31
sent by CP1, CP2, and CP3, respectively.

A sequence pkt = 〈t1, . . . , tl〉 of packets of the content
C is stored in a local queue LQi of each contents peer
CPi (i = 1, . . . , n). Here, n is the number of contents
peers. t := dequeue(Q) and enqueue(Q, t) show proce-
dures where a packet t is dequeued from a queue Q and
is enqueued into Q, respectively. Packets are distributed
into n transmission queues XQi1, . . . , XQin as follows:

k := 0;
while(LQi �= φ){

k := k +1; t := dequeue(LQi);
h := Did(k, n); enqueue(XQih, t); }

A function Did(k, n) is realized to be mod(k − 1, n) +
1. Suppose there are three contents peers CP1, CP2, and
CP3. The first packet t1 is enqueued into the transmission
queue XQi1 in the contents peer CPi since Did(1, 3) =
mod(0, 3) + 1 = 1. Packets t2 and t3 are enqueued into
XQi2 and XQi3, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.

send(t, P ) shows a transmission procedure where a
packet t is sent to a peer P . On receipt of a content re-
quest from a leaf peer LPs, a contents peer CPi sends
packets as follows:

k := Qid(i, s, n);
while(XQik �= φ){

t := dequeue(XQik); send(t, LPs); }

A function Qid(i, s, n) is realized as mod(i + s, n) +
1. A contents peer CPi transmits packets to the leaf peer
LPs from a transmission queue XQik where k = Qid(i, s,
n). The contents peer CPi transmits another subsequence
pktih in XQih to another leaf peer LPt where h = Qid(i,



t, n). For three contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3, and a
pair of leaf peers LP1 and LP2, Qid(1, 1, 3) = 3, Qid(2,
1, 3) = 1, and Qid(3, 1, 3) = 2. CP1, CP2, and CP3 send
packets in XQ13, XQ21, and XQ32 to LP1, respectively.

Transmission Queue (XQ11)

1234

369

Local Queue (LQi)

Multimedia content C

CP1

LP3

Transmission Queue (XQ12)258

Transmission Queue (XQ13)

147

LP2

LP1

pkt11

pkt12

pkt13

pkt

Figure 3. Distribution of packets.

3. Protocol

3.1. Data structure

Each data packet t is assigned with a unique sequence
number t.SQ. A contents peer CPi considers CPj to
be active if CPi receives a control packet from CPj . If
CPi does not receive any control packet from CPj for
some time units, CPi considers CPj to be dormant. Here,
CCPi is a view of CPi, i.e. a subset of contents peers
which CPi perceives to be active. Initally, CCPi = {CPi}
for CPi. In each CPi, the following variables are manip-
ulated:

• SQi = sequence number of a data packet which CPi

has most recently transmitted, initially zero.
• SQj = sequence number of a data packet where CPi

knows that another CPj has sent every data packet t
where t.SQ ≤ SQj to the leaf peer LPs, initially 0
(j = 1, . . . , n, j �= i).

• MV Qjk = sequence number of a data packet where
CPi knows that CPj has known that CPk sent every
data packet t where t.SQ ≤ MV Qik, initially 0.

• MV Q = {MV Qjk | j, k = 1, . . . , n}.
• V Wi = view 〈V1, . . . , Vn〉 of CPi where V Wi.Vl =

1 if another CPl ∈ CCPi, i.e. CPi perceives another
CPl to be active, V Wi.Vl = 0 otherwise.

• V Wj = view 〈V1, . . . , Vn〉 of CPj which CPi knows
(j = 1, . . . , n, j �= i).

• MinMV Qj = sequence number where CPi knows
that CPj has known that every active contents peer
sent every data packet t where t.SQ ≤ MinMV Qj

(j = 1, . . . , n, j �= i).
• MinMV Qi = min (SQ1, . . . , SQn).
• MinMV Q = sequence number of a data packet

where CPi knows that every active contents peer has
known that every contents peer sent every data packet
t where t.SQ ≤ MinMV Q
= min(MinMV Q1, . . . , MinMV Qn).

MinMV Qj (j �= i) is the minimum of values Mj1,
. . . , Mjn for a contents peer CPi, where Mjk = MV Qjk

if V Wi.Vk = 1, Mjk = � otherwise (for k = 1, . . . , n). CPi

knows that every CPj has transmitted every data packet t
where t.SQ ≤ MinMV Q. “MV Qjk = �” means that
CPj does not perceive CPk to be active. Here, No(CPj)
shows the order of the contents peer CPj in CCPi.

3.2. Data and control packets transmission

A contents peer CPi transmits data packets to a leaf
peer LPs from the transmission queue XQik where k =
Qid(i, s, n) and n = the number |CCPi| of active contents
peers. We show the transmission procedure of a contents
peer CPi to send a data packet t to a leaf peer LPs.

[Transmission procedure of a data packet t]
{ k := Qid(i, s, n); t := dequeue(XQik);

SQi := t.SQ; send(t, LPs); }

While transmitting data packets to the leaf peer LPs,
each contents peer CPi sends control packets with se-
quence number information V SQ = 〈SQ1, . . . , SQn〉 and
the view V W = 〈V1 ,. . . , Vn〉 to all the contents peers. A
control packet c sent by CPi carries the following data:

• c.V SQ = vector 〈SQ1, . . . , SQn〉 of sequence num-
bers, where the ith element SQi shows a sequence
number of data packet which CPi has most recently
sent to the leaf peer LPs and each SQj (j �= i) is a
sequence number of a data packet where CPi knows
that another CPj has most recently sent the data
packet (j = 1, . . . , n, j �= i).

• c.V W = view 〈V1, . . . , Vn〉 of the contents peer CPi,
where Vj = 1 if CPi perceives CPj to be active, oth-
erwise Vj = 0 (j = 1, . . . , n).

Here, c.SQj shows an element SQj in the vector
c.V SQ and c.Vj indicates an element Vj in the bitmap
c.V W (j = 1, . . . , n).
[Receipt procedure of a control packet c] A contents
peer CPi receives a control packet c from another CPj :

{ SQj := c.SQj ;
MV Qjk := max(MV Qjk, c.SQk) (k = 1, . . . , n);
V Wj := c.V W ; V Wi.Vj := 1 if V Wj .Vj = 0; }

[Sending procedure of a control packet c] A contents
peer CPi sends a control packet c:

{ c.V SQ := 〈SQ1, . . . , SQn〉; c.V W := V Wi;
MV Qk := SQk (k = 1, . . . , n);
send(c, CPj) for every CPj (j �= i) in CCPi; }

3.3. View change

By exchanging control packets among the contents
peers, each contents peer CPi detects whether every other
contents peer is active or dormant. A control packet c sent
by another contents peer CPj carries the view c.V W of
the contents peer CPj to the contents peer CPi. The con-
tents peer CPi has a consistent view CCPi iff CCPi =
CCPj for every CPj in CCPi. Even if another contents



peer CPj perceives another contents peer CPk to be ac-
tive, CPi may perceive CPk to be dormant since CPi has
not received any control packet from another contents peer
CPk.
[View change] Each time the view CCPi changes from
inconsistent state to consistent state, the contents peer CPi

changes the transmission procedure as follows:

1. If V Wi = V Wj for every contents peer CPj such that
V Wi.Vj = 1, the view CCPi is consistent, else stop.

2. n′ := |CCPi| (n′ ≤ n);
3. Every data packet t where t.SQ > MinMV Q in the

packet sequence pkt is redistributed into n′ (< n)
transmission queues XQi1, . . . , XQin′ . That is, a
data packet t is enqueued into the transmission queue
XQih where h = Did(t.SQ, n′).

4. k := Qid(No(CPi), s, n′);
t := dequeue(XQik); send(t, LPs);

[Definition] Suppose there are subsequences pkt1s〈t1],
pkt2s〈t2], . . . , pkths〈th] and data packets t1, . . . , th in
a data packet sequence pkt which are sent by the con-
tents peers CP1, . . . , CPh, respectively. A collection of
the subsequences pkt1s〈t1], . . . , pkths〈th] are consistent
iff pkt1s〈t1] ∪ . . .∪ pkths〈th] is a prefix pkt〈ti] where
ti.SQ is the maximum among the data packets t1, . . . , th.

This means, the leaf peer LPs receives every data
packet of a content C which precedes the other packet ti
from the contents peers CP1, . . . , CPh. If the packet sub-
sequences pkt1s〈t1], . . . , pkths〈th] are inconsistent, any
contents peer does not send some data packet to LPs.
[Theorem] Let ti be a data packet which a contents peer
CPi sends to a leaf peer LPs. Let tj be a data packet
sent to LPs by another contents peer CPj where tj .SQ
≤ ti.SQ and no data packet t′j from CPj where tj .SQ <
t′j .SQ ≤ ti.SQ (j = 1, . . . , n, j �= i). Here, a collection of
subsequences pkt1s〈t1], . . . , pktis〈ti], . . . , pktns〈tn] are
consistent for every message ti sent by each content peer
CPi in the asynchronous cooperation algorithm.

Each leaf peer LPs can receive every data packet from
at least one contents peer according to the theorem.

3.4. Dormant contents peers

A dormant contents peer CPj is detected by each con-
tents peer CPi as follows:
[Dormant condition] A contents peer CPi perceives
another contents peer CPj to be dormant if SQj <
max{SQk | V Wi.Vk = 1, i.e. the contents peer CPi per-
ceives another contents peer CPk to be active} - σ.

The constant σ depends on the number n of contents
peers, transmission rate of each contents peer, and delay
time between each pair of contents peers. Here, we as-
sume that every contents peer CPi transmits data packets
at a constant rate τ and delay time between every pair of
contents peers is a constant δ. The contents peer CPi per-
ceives a view V Wi of active contents peers by exchanging
control packets with other contents peers. Since it takes
time to deliver each control packet to every active con-

tents peer and each active contents peer does not send a
control packet for some time units, every pair of contents
peers CPi and CPj may not share the same view, CCPi

�= CCPj . Hence, σ > 2nδτ . If a contents peer CPk is de-
tected to be dormant in the contents peer CPi, V Wi.Vk =
0. If a contents peer CPk is detected to be active, V Wi.Vk

= 1.
Even if a contents peer CPj is dormant, a leaf peer

LPs can receive the whole content from the other contents
peers. If another peer CPh gets furthermore dormant in a
contents peer CPi, packets in a transmission queue XQik

where k = Qid(h, s, n) are not transmitted to the leaf peer
LPs. Here, packets in n transmission queues XQi1, . . . ,
XQin are redistributed to (n − 1) transmission queues
XQi1, . . . , XQi,n−1. Here, let n be the number of the
active contents peers. Each contents peer CPi knows that
every data packet t where t.SQ ≤ MinMV Q is surely
transmitted to the leaf peer LPs. Then, every data packet
t where t.SQ > MinMV Q is distributed to one of the n
transmission queues by using the function Did(t.SQ, n).

3.5. Redundant transmission

Some contents peer may be dormant. In order to be tol-
erant of the faults, the contents peers redundantly transmit
packets to each leaf peer. For data packets t1, . . . , tk, one
parity packet pt is created. Even if one data packet tl is
lost, the data packet tl can be recovered by the other data
packets. The number k is decided by the number of active
contents peers, i.e. k ≤ n − 1. One parity packet is in-
serted every k−1 data packets. Here, let tse show a parity
packet of a subsequence of data packets ts, ts+1, . . . , te (s
< e) and e - s + 1 = k in a data packet sequence pkt.

For a subsequence 〈ts, ts+1, . . . , te〉 where e = s + k -
1, a parity packet tse is inserted as follows:

1. if mod(s, k) = 1, 〈ts, ts+1, . . . , te, tse〉.
2. if mod(s, k) = 2, 〈tse, ts, . . . , te〉.
3. if mod(s, k) = h (2 ≤ h < k - 1), 〈ts, . . . , ts+h−2,

tse, ts+h−1, . . . , te〉.
In Figure 4, three contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3

are transmitting data packets to a leaf peer LPs. Here, k =
2, i.e. a parity packet is created for two data packets. t12
is a parity packet of two data packets t1 and t2. 〈t1, t2,
t12, t34, t3, t4, t6, t56, t5, t7, t8, t78, . . . 〉 is a sequence
of data and parity packets. A packet sequence pkt = 〈t1,
t2, . . . 〉 is transmitted to the leaf peer LPs. Here, k = 2.
For example, a parity packet t34 is transmitted for a pair
of data packets t3 and t4. Even if a data packet t3 is lost
by the leaf peer LPs, the data packet t3 can be recovered
by the data packet t4 and the parity packet t34. Data and
parity packets are transmitted as shown in Figure 4. Even
if the contents peer CP3 is faulty, the leaf peer LPs can
receive the data packet sequence 〈t1, t2, . . . 〉 of the content
C because data packets to be sent by the contents peer
CP3 can be obtained from data and parity packets sent by
the contents peers CP1 and CP2.
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4. Evaluation

We evaluate the asynchronous multi-source streaming
(AMSS) protocol. Contents peers CP1, . . . , CPn trans-
mit data packets of a content C to a leaf peer LP . We as-
sume that the delay time among every pair of peers is con-
stant. We consider video data C of one Gbytes as a content
C. The video content C is replicated in all the contents
peers. Peers are realized on eleven HP BL10e G2 blades
of HP Blade Server System with Linux kernel-2.4.26 OS,
Intel Pentium M 1.0 GHz CPU and 512 MB main mem-
ory where the blades are interconnected in a Fast Ether-
net. Each peer is implemented in Java on one blade in
the blade server. We emulate delay time and packet loss
ratio among each pair of a contents peer and a leaf peer
by using NISTnet [2]. Packets are randomly dropped in
20[%] at the leaf peer in this evaluation. We evaluate four
types of models, i.e. a single-source streaming model and
three multi-source streaming models which are composed
of two, five, and ten contents peers.

First, we measure the transmission time of the content
and the packet loss ratio for each model as shown in Fig-
ures 5 and 6. Here, a video content C of 1 Gbytes is trans-
mitted to the leaf peer LP . The transmission time shows
how long it takes for each contents peer to transmit all
the data packets. In the figures, the shaded region shows
the ratio of data packets lost. In the single contents peer
model, it takes 350,000 [msec] to transmit all the packets
of the video content C and about 20 % of the data packets
are lost due to the buffer overruns and network congetions.
On the other hand, in the multi-source streaming mod-
els, it takes 180,000 [msec], 107,000 [msec], and 90,000
[msec] to transmit all the data packets of the video content
C and about 10 %, 4 %, and 2 % of the data packets are
lost, for three models which are composed of two, five,
and ten contents peers, respectively. In our approach, the
transmission time of multimedia content C can be reduced
by more number of contents peers. The bigger packet loss
ratio can be reduced if the more number of contents peers
are supported.

We measure the throughput for transmitting the mul-
timedia content to a leaf peer LP as shown in Figure 7.
Throughput is increased by a asynchronous multi-source
streaming (AMSS). Throughput can be increased by more
number of contents peers. In the multi-source streaming
approach, the performance can be more increased than the
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traditional single-source streaming model.

Next, we measure the jitter delay in the asynchronous
multi-source streaming (AMSS) protocol compared with
a single-source streaming (SS) protocol. We assume that
the delay time among every pair of peers is same and con-
stant. We consider a video data C of 1G bytes as a content.
Each peer is implemented in Java. Here, two contents
peers are realized in DELL Precision 650 (CPU:dual Intel
Xeon 2.0GHz, Memory:1.5GB with Linux kernel-2.4.25)
and DELL Precision 530 (CPU:dual Intel Xeon 1.7GHz,
Memory:1.5GB with Linux kernel-2.6.10). A leaf peer is
immplemented in HP ProLiant DL145 (CPU:dual AMD
Opteron 248 2.2 GHz, Memory:2GB with Linux-kernel-
2.4.21). The contents peers and leaf peer are inter-
connected through a routing node HP ProLiant DL145
(CPU:dual AMD Opteron 248 2.2GHz, Memory:2GB
with Linux-kernel-2.4.21) in 1 GbE and 10 GbE networks,
respectively. We emulate delay time 100 [msec] between
a routing node and a leaf peer by using NISTnet in the
routing node.

Figure 8 shows the jitter for the AMSS and SS proto-
cols. The AMSS protocol averagely supports 4.6 [msec]
jitter while the SS protocol implies the average jitter 20
[msec]. Following the figure, the AMSS protocol can
more s atisfy the real-time requirement than the SS pro-
tocol.
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5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we newly discussed the asynchronous
multi-source streaming (AMSS) protocol for transmitting
continuous multimedia contents from multiple contents
peers to a leaf peer. In peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, peers
on various types of computers like personal computer sup-
port other peers with contents. The peers may not sup-
port enough computation power to distribute contents and
enough QoS may not be supported in networks. In this pa-
per, we take multi-source streaming approach where mul-
tiple contents peers in parallel and minimally redundantly
transmit packets of a content to a leaf peer in presence
of contents peers faults and packet lost. Here, each con-
tents peer can start transmitting packets independently of
the other contents peers. While transmitting packets to
leaf peers and exchanging control packets among contents
peers, every active contents peer sends a different data
packet subsequence of a content from the others to a leaf
peer. Even if some number of contents peers get dormant
and some packets are lost, each leaf peer can receive the
whole content. In the evaluation, we showed that the asyn-
chronous multi-source streaming approach implies high-
performance and highly reliable communication than the
traditional streaming approach.

In this paper, we assume that every communication
channel support the same QoS and each contents peer has
the same computation power. We are now discussing a

heterogeneous AMSS with heterogeneous contents peers
interconnected with heterogeneous channels.
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Abstract

In traditional hierarchical group protocols, each sub-
group communicates with another subgroup through a
single gateway communication link. A gateway communi-
cation link among subgroups implies performance bottle-
neck and a single point of failure. In order to increase the
throughput and reliability of inter-subgroup communica-
tion, messages are in parallel transmitted in a striping way
through multiple channels between multiple processes in
the subgroups. We discuss a striping multi-channel inter-
subgroup communication protocol (SMIP). We evaluate
SMIP in terms of stability of bandwidth and message loss
ratio.

1. Introduction

Multimedia messages are exchanged among applica-
tion processes. Each application requires a system to sup-
port some quality of service (QoS) like bandwidth, delay
time, and packet loss ratio. It is critical to discuss how
to support each of huge number and various types of ap-
plication processes with enough QoS in change of net-
work environments and requirements. In this paper, we
discuss how to support flexible group communication ser-
vice of multimedia data for applications. In peer-to-peer
(P2P) [19] and Grid [10] computing systems, hundreds to
thousands, possibly million peer processes are cooperat-
ing, which are widely distributed in networks.

TCP [21] and RTP [23] support processes with one-to-
one and one-to-many transmission of data, respectively.
Recently, multiple connections are used to in parallel
transmit data from a process to another process in net-
work striping technologies [2, 7, 24] in order to increase
the throughput. In PSockets [24], data is divided into
partitions and each partition is transmitted at a different
socket.

In the group communication, processes not only send
messages to but also receive messages from multiple pro-

cesses. Various types of group protocols are discussed
to causally deliver messages [17]. In order to reduce
the communication overheads, hierarchical groups are
discussed. Takamura et al. [28] discuss how to sup-
port the causally ordered delivery of messages in a hi-
erarchical group by using the vector clock. Here, a
group is composed of subgroups where processes in differ-
ent subgroups exchange messages via gateway processes.
Taguchi et al. [26, 27] discuss multi-layered group proto-
cols which adopt a vector clock whose size is the number
of processes in a subgroup. In Totem [16], messages are
ordered by using the token passing mechanism. The pro-
tocol cannot be adopted for a large-scale group due to de-
lay time to pass a token. Kawanami et al. [13] discuss a hi-
erarchical group where real-time clock is used to causally
deliver messages. The authors [18] discuss how to design
a hierarchical group from large number of processes by
using the k-medoid clustering algorithms [12].

In these hierarchical protocols, a gateway process in
one subgroup exchanges messages with other subgroups.
Each gateway process implies not only performance bot-
tleneck but also single point of failure. In this paper, we
discuss a hierarchical group where a pair of subgroups
are interconnected through multiple channels among mul-
tiple processes in the subgroups to realize parallel, reli-
able striping communication [24]. That is, a pair of sub-
groups communicate with one another in a many-to-many
communication. In addition, the number of connections
among subgroups can be dynamically changed, i.e. the
more number of connections are used, the higher band-
width and reliability are supported for applications.

In section 2, we discuss a model of a hierarchical
group. In section 3, we discuss inter-subgroup communi-
cation. In section 4, we evaluate the inter-subgroup com-
munication protocol in terms of bandwidth and message
loss ratio compared with the one-to-one communication.



2. Striping Hierarchical Group

2.1. Hierarchical group

A group of multiple peer processes are cooperating
by exchanging messages in order to achieve some ob-
jectives. In one-to-one and one-to-many communications
[8], each message is reliably routed to one and more than
one process, respectively. On the other hand, a process
sends a message to multiple processes while receiving
messages from multiple processes in group communica-
tions [4, 5, 7, 17, 25]. Here, a message m1 causally pre-
cedes another message m2 (m1 → m2) if and only if (iff) a
sending event of m1 happens before [14] a sending event
of m2 [4]. Here, every process is required to deliver m1

before m2. Linear clock [14], vector clock [15], and phys-
ical clock with a GPS time server [13] are used to causally
deliver messages in distributed systems.

: process

Gj

G0

Gi

Gh

... GihGij

Figure 1. Hierarchical group.

In a flat group, every pair of peer processes directly
exchange messages with one another. Most group proto-
cols [5,17,25] are discussed for flat groups with the vector
clock. Due to computation and communication overheads
O(n) to O(n2) for the total number n of processes in a flat
group with the vector clock, a large number n of processes
cannot be supported. In addition, it is difficult to maintain
the membership in a scalable group. First, processes in a
group G are partitioned into multiple subgroups. There
is one root subgroup G0 which is connected with sub-
groups G1, . . . ,Gk (k ≥ 1). Then, each subgroup Gi is
furthermore connected with subgroups Gi1 . . .Giki (ki ≥ 0)
as shown in Figure 1. Here, Gi is a parent of a child sub-
group Gi j. In a hierarchical group [26], every pair of a
parent subgroup Gi and a child subgroup Gi j communicate
through one gateway link as shown in Figure 2a. Hence,
the gateway processes and inter-gateway communication
channel imply performance bottleneck and a single point
of failure.

2.2. Inter-subgroup communication

In order to increase the performance and reliabil-
ity of inter-subgroup communications, we newly discuss
a Striping Multi-channel Inter-subgroup communication
Protocol (SMIP). Here, every pair of parent and child sub-
groups communicate through multiple channels as shown

in Figure 2b. A gateway process pi j in Gi j communicates
with a parent Gi and child Gi jh. Gateway processes com-
municating with Gi and Gi jh are upward and downward
gateway processes, respectively, in a subgroup Gi j. Each
process can be both types of gateways. Normal processes
are ones which are not gateways. A leaf subgroup in-
cludes normal processes and only upward gateway pro-
cesses. If all the leaf subgroups are at the same layer of
the hierarchy, the hierarchical group is height-balanced.

Gi

pi1 pi4

gij

: normal process
: gateway process

pi2 pi3

pij3

pij4pij1

pij2

Gij

gi

pij3

pij4

pij1

pij2 Gij

pi3

pi4

pi1

pi2 Gi

a b

Figure 2. Inter-subgroup communication.

The maximum size of each subgroup is bounded due
to the limited computation power of each process. The
number si of processes in a subgroup Gi has to satisfy
s ≤ si ≤ S where s and S show the minimum and maxi-
mum numbers of processes in Gi. The smaller size of each
subgroup is, the more number of subgroups are connected,
i.e. the height or breadth is increased. If the number ki of
child subgroups of Gi is increased, the overhead for inter-
group communication is increased. Processes leave and
join Gi. In addition, QoS supported by a process or net-
work is changed. Processes in a subgroup may move to
another subgroup to satisfy the performance and QoS re-
quirements. If si > S , Gi is split. If si < s, Gi is merged
into a sibling subgroup G j, or processes in Gi and its sib-
ling subgroup G j are redistributed in Gi and G j. A hierar-
chical group is dynamically height-balanced as discussed
in B-tree [3]. The authors discuss how to construct and
maintain a hierarchical group from a large number of peer
processes [18].

In this paper, we assume each process broadcasts a
message m to all the processes as follows :

1. The process sends m to every process in Gi j.
2. An upward gateway forwards m up to downward

gateway processes in the parent Gi.
3. Downward gateways forward m down to upward

gateways in child subgroups Gi j1, . . .Gi jki j .

In each subgroup, a process delivers messages to all
the processes by using its own synchronization mecha-
nism like vector clock [15]. Even if a message m causally
precedes another message m2 in a local subgroup, m1 and
m2 may be causally concurrent in a whole group. In the
paper [26], it is discussed how to causally order messages
in a whole group.



3. Striping Inter-subgroup Communication

3.1. Inter-subgroup communication

In order to increase the performance and reliability, a
pair of parent and child subgroups Gi and Gi j communi-
cate with one another through multiple channels with mul-
tiple gateways. Here, let us consider a subgroup Gi and its
child subgroup Gi j. Downward gateway processes in Gi

are communicating with upward gateway processes in Gi j

in a many-to-many communication as shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 3. Inter-subgroup communication.

Suppose gateway processes in a subgroup Gi send mes-
sages to gateway processes in another subgroup Gi j. The
former ones are source gateways and the latter ones are
destination gateways in Gi. There are following ways for
source gateway processes to send messages to destination
gateway processes in Gi [Figure 3] :

a. Each source gateway process sends same messages
to the destination gateway processes.

b. Each source gateway process sends messages differ-
ent from the other gateway processes to destination
gateway processes.
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Figure 4. Inter-subgroup communication.

Each source gateway process in Gi transmits messages
to multiple destination gateway processes in G j. There are
following ways for each source gateway process to trans-
mit messages [Figure 4] :

a. Same messages are transmitted to each destination
gateway process.

Source gateway process

qwnd

cwnd

cwnd

cwnd

rwnd

rwnd

rwnd

Figure 5. Striping multimedia communica-
tion.

b. Different messages are transmitted to each destina-
tion gateway process.

If different messages are transmitted in different chan-
nels [Figures 3b and 4b], messages arrive at a process out
of order. The process has to buffer and then reorder mes-
sages. It takes time to reorder messages since a process
has to wait for delayed messages. We have to reduce the
number of messages to be reordered to increase the per-
formance. We discuss this problem in another paper.

3.2. Striping multi-channel communication

Suppose a gateway process in a subgroup Gi would
like to send messages to gateway processes in another
subgroup G j. In this paper, we take the following inter-
subgroup transmission protocol from Gi to G j :

1. One process pis is taken as a source gateway in Gi.
2. On receipt of a message in G j, the gateway process

pis forwards the message to some process, say pjti in
G j. Here, p jt1 is a destination process of G j.

3. On recept of messages in Gi, pis forwards the mes-
sages to the destination gateway process p jti in G j.

4. If the channel between a pair of gateways pis and p jt1
might not support enough QoS, the source gateway
pis takes another process p jt2 as a gateway in G j.

5. Thus, the source gateway pis in Gi sends different
messages to the destination gateways p jt1 and p jt2 in
G j. pis distributes messages to a pair of gateways p jt1
and p jt2 so that both the channels with pjt1 and p jt2
satisfy the QoS requirement.

6. The larger bandwidth is required, the more number
of destination gateways are taken in G j. The source
gateway pis sends messages to the destination gate-
ways in Gi.

Messages are transmitted in a channel between a pair
of gateways by the congestion control algorithm used in
TCP [11]. If a pair of subgroups are interconnected in
a single channel, the subgroups cannot be communicated
due to the congestion and fault of the channel. In SMIP, a
pair of subgroups Gi and G j are interconnected with mul-
tiple channels. Even if some channel is faulty or does not
support QoS requirement, the subgroups can communi-
cate with one another with enough QoS through other op-
erational channels. The network traffic can be distributed
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to multiple channels and the other channels compensate
the QoS degradation even if QoS of some channel is de-
graded.

Messages are transmitted in each channel between a
pair of source and destination gateways through the con-
gestion control algorithm, additive increase and multi-
plicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm used in TCP [11].
Here, two parameters, congestion window size (cwnd)
and receiver window size (rwnd) are used for each chan-
nel. In our protocol, an additional parameter requirement
window (qwnd) showing the size of data in the buffer
is used for a set of the channels as shown in Figure 5.
The window size (wnd) of each channel is decided as
wnd = min(cwnd, rwnd, qwnd).

The source gateway pis in a subgroup Gi sends mes-
sages to a destination gateway p jtl in another subgroup
G j through a channel. Then, the window size is calcu-
lated. The requirement window size (qwnd) is decided as
qwnd = qwnd − wnd.

4. Evaluation

We evaluate the striping multi-channel inter-subgroup
communication protocol (SMIP) in terms of the stabil-
ity of bandwidth and the message loss ratio compared
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Figure 8. Bandwidth adaptation on striping
multi-channel model.
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with the traditional one-channel transmission protocol. In
the traditional one-to-one communication approach, pro-
tocols like RSVP [22] at a lower layer than the transport
layer are used to support QoS required by applications. In
our striping multi-channel approach, QoS is supported on
the end-to-end basis with QoS control at network layer.
In the simulation, the bandwidth of the network channel
is bounded to be 30Mbps by the evaluation tool although
the channel support larger bandwidth 30Mbps means the
transmission speed of the digital video (DV) data.

Figure 6 shows the evaluation environment of the strip-
ing multi-channel communication protocol. A source
gateway process is realized in a computer Dell Precision
530 with dual Intel Pentium Xeon 1.8Ghz and 1.5B mem-
ory on Linux 2.6.10. Four destination gateway processes
are realized in HP Proliant BL10e blade server with Intel
PentiumM 1Ghz and 512MB memory on Linux 2.4.26.
These gateway processes are interconnected through a
computer HP Proliant DL145 with dual AMD Opteron
2.2Ghz and 2GB memory on Linux 2.4.21 named NIST-
net router where NISTnet [6] is installed. The delay time
between a source gateway process and a destination gate-
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way process is emulated to be 40 milliseconds by using
the NISTnet.

In the evaluation, the source gateway process sends
multimedia like DV data with 30Mbps. The NewReno
algorithm [9] of TCP is used for transmitting messages
in each channel. The data transmission procedure of
TCP is emulated over UDP/IP [20]. Figure 7 shows how
the bandwidth is changed for time in the traditional one-
channel transmission. The bandwidth supported is largely
changed. Figure 8 shows the bandwidth in our strip-
ing multi-channel transmission. Compared with the one-
channel transmission, the striping multi-channel transmis-
sion supports more stable bandwidth, i.e. 30Mbps. The
DV data is required to be transmitted with bandwidth
30Mbps. In the SMIP, the bandwidth of 30Mbps can be
continually supported. However, the bandwidth supported
by the traditional one-channel protocol is not so stable that
the DV data cannot be transmitted. Figure 9 shows both
the one-channel and the striping multi-channel ways to
show how stable the striping multi-channel way is. Even
if QoS is degraded in a channel, messages which cannot
be transmitted in the channel can be transmitted through
the other channels in the striping multi-channel approach.

Next, we measure the message loss ratio. We take a
pair of subgroups Gi and G j. In the traditional way, one
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gateway process in Gi communicates with one gateway
process in G j [Figure 10a]. In the SMIP, the same number
k of gateway processes in each subgroup of Gi and G j are
interconnected. Here, this inter-subgroup communication
from k gateways to k gateways is written in SMIP-k. Fig-
ure 10b shows SMIP-3. Each pair of gateway processes
are interconnected in the 100Mbps Fast Ethernet. Each
of normal processes and gateway processes is realized in
an HP Proliant BL10e blade server with Intel PentiumM
1Ghz and 512MB memory on Linux 2.4.26. Gateway pro-
cesses are interconnected through a computer HP Proliant
DL145 with dual AMD Opteron 2.2Ghz and 2GB mem-
ory on Linux 2.4.21 named NISTnet router where NIST-
net [6] is installed. The delay time between Gi and G j is
emulated to be 40 milliseconds by using the NISTnet. Fig-
ure 11 shows the packet loss ratio for the bandwidth for
each gateway process for the traditional one-to-one and
SMIP-3. In the SMIP, no packet is lost. In Figure 11, k
[Mbps] means the each of three gateway processes sends
packets with k/3 [Mbps]. On the other hand, the mes-
sage loss ratio is increased as the transmission bandwidth
of each gateway process is increased. For example, about
0.018% of packets transmitted are lost if a gateway pro-
cess transmits messages with 60Mbps. Figure 12 shows
that the utilization of the bandwidth of each gateway pro-
cess. In the traditional way, all the bandwidth is used out.
This means, the transmission rate cannot be increased. On
the other hand, messages are transmitted through multiple
channels in SMIP. Hence, each gateway can have unused
bandwidth to transmit further messages in SMIP.

5. Concluding Remarks

We discussed the hierarchical group (HG) where sub-
groups are hierarchically interconnected through gateway
processes. In order to improve the reliability and through-
put of the inter-subgroup communication, a pair of parent
and child subgroups are interconnected through multiple
communication channels between multiple gateway pro-
cesses in the subgroup. Gateway processes in different



subgroups exchange messages through multiple channels
in the striping transmission. In the evaluation, we showed
that the striping multi-channel inter-subgroup communi-
cation protocol (SMIP) can support the higher stability of
the bandwidth and the smaller message loss ratio com-
pared with the traditional protocol.
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Abstract

The use of forward error correction (FEC) coding is of-
ten proposed to combat the effects of network packet losses
for error-resilient video transmission on packet-switched net-
works. On the other hand, path diversity has recently
been proposed to improve network transport for both single-
description (SD) and multiple-description (MD) coded video.
In this work we model and analyze an SD coded video trans-
mission system employing packet-level FEC in combination
with path diversity. In particular, we provide a precise ana-
lytical approach to evaluating the efficacy of path diversity in
reducing the burstiness of network packet-loss processes. We
use this approach to quantitatively demonstrate the advan-
tages of path diversity in improving end-to-end video trans-
port performance using packet-level FEC.

1. Introduction
To transmit packet video over lossy packet-switched net-

works, packet-level forward error correction (FEC) is of-
ten proposed to combat packet losses typically due to net-
work congestion, link failures, and timeouts. The efficacy
of packet-level FEC is often limited by the bursty nature of
typical network packet-loss processes. The use of path di-
versity, where packets are routed over multiple paths, has
recently been proposed to improve network transport for
both single-description (SD) and multiple-description (MD)
coded video [3, 4]. Path diversity can reduce the effects of
extended packet bursts as seen at the FEC decoder, thereby
improving the FEC performance. In this work, we model
and analyze a SD-coded video transmission system using a
combination of both packet-level FEC and path diversity, and
demonstrate the efficacy of path diversity in improving joint
source-channel coding (JSCC) performance for packet video
transmission.

We consider two specific multipath transport scenarios:
In the first scenario, we simply assume the paths share no
joint links and are totally independent of each other. We pro-
vide a precise quantitative analysis of the resulting effective
loss-burst-length distribution and residual decoded packet-
loss rate using path diversity. Using these results, we demon-
strate the efficacy of path diversity in improving end-to-end

video transmission performance using packet-level FEC. In
the second scenario, we assume different paths may share
some joint links and, therefore, the packet-loss processes on
different paths may be correlated. We investigate the effect
of the resulting path correlation on FEC performance.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we de-
scribe a general system model for packet-video transmission
over networks using packet-level FEC and path diversity. In
Section 3 we investigate the multipath video transport sys-
tem for the case of disjoint paths using packet-level FEC. In
Section 4 we consider the multipath video transport system
for the case of joint paths. Finally, in Section 5 we provide a
summary and conclusions.

2. Multipath Video Transport System

Figure 1 illustrates the general SD video multipath trans-
mission system model considered in this paper. Several
important system model parameters are also indicated. As
shown in this figure, a video transmission system has the fol-
lowing components: a video encoder and decoder, a packet-
level FEC encoder and decoder, and a multipath transport
network.
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Figure 1. Video transmission system model.



2.1. Video Encoder/Decoder

Assume the source generates a space-time video signal
which is used as input to the video encoder. We assume the
encoder is a typical block-based hybrid motion-compensated
video encoder1, which encodes the video signal at rate Rs

bits/sec with INTRA refresh rate β (as a fraction of mac-
roblocks coded in the intra mode). The latter parameter is
indicative of the error resilience capability of the encoded
video. We assume the compressed video data are packetized
with M macroblocks (MBs) per transport packet.

At the video decoder, the received video packets are de-
packetized and the video signal is reconstructed. For lost
video MBs, passive error concealment will be used to miti-
gate the distortion due to unrecovered packets.

2.2. Packet-Level FEC Encoder/Decoder

In this paper we use an interlaced Reed-Solomon
RS(n, k) coding scheme [6] to provide FEC. For every block
of k information packets an additional p = n − k redun-
dant packets are transmitted. The channel-coding rate is then
given by

Rc = k/n ; bits/channel use (1)

Assume the total available network bandwidth is fixed at
R bps. As a result of the overhead introduced by channel
coding, the source coding rate has to be throttled to

Rs = R ∗ Rc bps. (2)

At the FEC decoder, packets received from different paths
will be reordered as necessary. Some packets may be lost
due to network congestion, link failures, and timeouts. Let
P (j, n) denote the block error distribution seen by the FEC
decoder after packet reordering, i.e., the probability that j
packet losses occur within a block of n consecutive packets,
n ≥ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n. With Np denoting the number of lost
packets within this block, if Np > n − k we assume the lost
packets within this block cannot be recovered by the FEC de-
coder. Then the residual packet-loss rate of the original video
packets after channel decoding can be shown to be given by

PLdec =
( n∑

j=n−k+1

j ∗ P (j, n)
)
/n . (3)

2.3. Multipath Transport Network

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the encoded video packets are
transported over the multipath transport network composed
of N paths. To simplify the analysis, we assume a simple
cyclic or round-robin multipath transport scheme: the 1-st
packet is transported on path #1, the 2-nd packet is trans-
ported on path #2, etc., until the (N + 1)-th packet which
will then be transported on path #1.

1In Section 3.3 we will make specific use of the ITU-JVT JM 6.1 codec
for the newly developed H.264 video coding standard to provide some nu-
merical examples.

L1 L2 LK…

Sender Receiver

Figure 2. A transport path consisting of K links.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, each path consists of several trans-
mission links connected by routers. Due to temporary buffer
overflow and link outages, the packet losses typically occur
in bursts with possibly varying burst lengths. We use a two-
state discrete-time Markov-chain model, called the Gilbert
model [7], to capture the bursty nature of each link. The
Gilbert model for link i has two states, “Reception” and
“Loss”, and two independent parameters: P i

01 and P i
10, rep-

resenting the associated state transition probabilities.
In the literature, two alternative parameters are often used

to characterize the Gilbert model: the steady-state packet-
loss rate PLi and the average loss burst length LB i. The
relationships between these parameters are given by:

PLi = πi(1) =
P i

01

P i
10 + P i

01

; LBi =
1

P i
10

, (4)

where πi(1) is the steady-state probability of being in the
loss state.

We assume the packet-loss processes of the links along a
given path are independent. Then, the end-to-end packet loss
process of the entire path consisting of K links can be mod-
eled as an aggregate Gilbert channel, with average packet
loss rate (PL) and average burst length (LB) given by

PL = 1 −
K∏

i=1

πi(0) , (5)

and

LB =
1 − ∏K

i=1 πi(0)

(
∏K

i=1 πi(0))(1 − ∏K
i=1 (1 − P i

01))
, (6)

where πi(0) = 1 − πi(1) is the steady-state probability of
being in the reception state for intermediate link i and P i

01 is
the corresponding transition probability from the reception
state to the loss state [7].

2.4. Video Distortion Models

The end-to-end distortion of a reconstructed video se-
quence, denoted by D, results from two components: the
distortion induced by source compression, denoted by D s,
and the channel distortion due to packet losses, denoted by
Dc. We make use of the additivity assumption in [1], which
states that the end-to-end distortion is the sum of Ds and Dc,
i.e.,

D = Ds + Dc . (7)

As shown in [1], the compression distortion Ds can be
expressed as:

Ds =
θ

Rs − R0
+ D0 , (8)

where Rs is the source coding rate and θ, R0 and D0 depend
on the INTRA rate β and other model parameters, which are
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specific to the encoded video sequence and can be obtained
by fitting the model to experimental data.

The channel distortion (due to packet losses) Dc can
be expressed as a function of the decoded packet-loss rate
PLdec and the INTRA coding rate β as [1]

Dc = αPLdec

T−1∑

t=0

1 − βt

1 + γt
, (9)

where T = 1/β and the parameter γ describes the efficiency
of loop filtering to remove the effects of errors due to packet
losses. Likewise, the model parameters γ and α can be ob-
tained by fitting the model to experimental data.

3. Disjoint Paths

First, consider the case where the different paths share no
joint links so that packet-loss processes on different paths are
independent. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 3, each end-to-
end path can be modeled as an independent Gilbert channel.
The channel parameters associated with the aggregate Gilbert
channel for the i-th path, PLi and LBi, can be obtained from
(5) and (6), respectively2.

3.1. Analysis of Loss-Burst-Length Statistics

The FEC performance is dependent on the burstiness of
the underlying packet-loss processes. Generally, the less
bursty the packet losses are, the better performance FEC can
achieve. In this subsection, we quantitatively investigate the
effectiveness of multipath transport in reducing the burstiness
of packet losses. The results are used to explain the FEC per-
formance improvement using path diversity described in the
next subsection.

Suppose the random sequence {Yn} represents the packet
loss process perceived by an end node, with 1 denoting loss
and 0 denoting reception. The effective average loss burst
length perceived by an end node can be expressed as

ALBeff =
∞∑

k=1

k ∗Pr{LBeff = k} =
∞∑

k=0

(k +1)∗P{1k0|01} ,

(10)

2For simplicity, we assume each of the disjoint paths are of the same
length.

where the random variable LBeff denotes the loss-burst-
length seen by the receiver after packet reordering.

Here we model each of the N independent paths as an ag-
gregate Gilbert model. To simplify the analysis, we assume
these Gilbert models are homogeneous, each with average
packet-loss probability and average burst length PL and LB,
respectively. Furthermore, we assume the packets are trans-
mitted over the network using the cyclic multipath transport
scheme described in Section 2.3. Then the loss-burst-length
distribution, Pr{LBeff = k + 1}, k ≥ 0, can be expressed
as

P{1k0|01} =






PLk(1 − PL) ; 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 3
PLN−2P00 ; k = N − 2

PLN−2P01P
k−N+1
11 P10 ; k ≥ N − 1 ,

(11)
where P01, P10 are the state transition probabilities of each of
the aggregate Gilbert models and can be computed from PL
and LB according to (4) with P00 = 1−P01, P11 = 1−P10.

Therefore, from (10) and (11), the effective average loss
burst length is

ALBeff =
∑∞

k=0(k + 1)P{1k0|01}
=

∑N−3
k=0 (k + 1)PLk(1 − PL)

+
∑N−2

k=N−2 (k + 1)PLN−2P00

+
∑∞

N−1 PLN−2P01P
k−N+1
11 P10

= 1/(1 − PL) .

(12)

This last expression indicates that, somewhat surprisingly,
when the number of paths N ≥ 2, the effective average
loss-burst-length ALBeff is independent of N and LB, but
only depends on PL. Figure 4 provides a numerical ex-
ample of the complementary cdf of the loss-burst-length,
Pr{LBeff ≥ x}, with different orders of path diversity
N . For comparison, we indicate the corresponding comple-
mentary cdf for the Bernoulli channel (N = ∞), where the
losses are totally independent3. It indicates that, although the
effective average loss-burst-length ALBeff is the same for
N ≥ 2, the loss-burst-length distributions are quite differ-
ent. More specifically, it shows that, with an increase of path

3When N → ∞, each packet will be transmitted on a different path.
In this case, the channel reduces to a Bernoulli channel, where the packet
losses are totally independent.
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diversity order N , the probability Pr{LBeff ≥ x} will de-
crease for relatively large x. This means that with increasing
path diversity N , the residual packet-loss probability with
FEC, PLdec, will be reduced. We will further demonstrate
this in the next subsection.

3.2. Analysis of Residual Packet-Loss Rates

We need to obtain the block error distribution P (j, n) to
evaluate PLdec according to (3). Consider an arbitrary block
of n packets. Without loss of generality, we assume the 1-st
packet within this block is transmitted on path #1. Assume
there are N paths in total. Then, out of n packets, the number
of packets transmitted on the i-th path is

li =
⌊ n

N

⌋
+ hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , (13)

where

hi =
{

1, if i ≤ n mod N ,
0, otherwise .

(14)

Out of these n packets, let bi denote the number of lost pack-
ets transmitted on the i-th path. The total number of lost
packets is then N∑

i=1

bi = j . (15)

Since the packet-loss processes of these N path are indepen-
dent of each other, we have

P (j, n) =
∑

S

(
N∏

i=1

Pi(bi, li)

)

, (16)

where the sum is over the set

S =

{

(b1, b2, . . . , bN) :
N∑

i=1

bi = j

}

, (17)

and Pi(bi, li) denotes the block error distribution on the i-th
path. If we model the packet-loss process over each path as

a Gilbert model, as expressed by (5) and (6), then the block
error distribution Pi(bi, li) on each path can be obtained by a
recursive algorithm first proposed in [8].

Figure 5 provides a numerical example of the efficacy of
path diversity in reducing the residual packet-loss rates for
the RS(7, 5) and RS(15, 9) codes, where each path is mod-
eled as a homogeneous and independent Gilbert model with
PL = 0.07 and LB = 4. It demonstrates that, as expected,
packet transport with path diversity can improve the efficacy
of FEC coding significantly. We have also indicated in Fig. 5
the limiting residual packet loss performance if the losses are
independent (N → ∞) 4, i.e., a Bernoulli channel. Observe
the rapid approach of the residual packet-loss rates to their
limiting values with increasing N . Also note that for use of
a fixed code there is little advantage to path diversity orders
N > 4. Additional results described in [9] also demonstrate
the effectiveness of multipath transport in reducing the prob-
ability of large bursts and their effect on end-to-end perfor-
mance.

3.3. Video Performance Using Multipath Transport

Figure 6 demonstrates a comparison of the end-to-end
video performance with different network packet-loss rates
(PL) for the following cases: 1) without coding (Rc = 1)
or path diversity (N = 1); 2) with an RS(n, 9) code, but no
path diversity (N = 1), where Rc is optimally selected5; 3)
combined RS(n, 9) code and path diversity (N ≥ 2), where
Rc is again optimally selected, for the QCIF Susie test se-
quence. For comparison, we have also indicated the perfor-
mance achieved on a Bernoulli channel (N = ∞). The QCIF
Susie sequence (176×144) consists of 150 frames at fr = 30

4The limiting value for the RS(15, 9) code is extremely small and in-
distinguishable from zero in Fig. 5.

5Optimally selecting Rc to maximize end-to-end performance for a
given overall transmission rate R represents a joint source-channel coding
(JSCC) approach.



frames/sec. We assume every M = 11 MBs are packetized
into one packet. Therefore, each QCIF frame is packetized
into 99/M = 9 packets. Other system parameters are indi-
cated in the figure caption. This figure indicates that, com-
pared to the case of JSCC without path diversity, the combi-
nation of JSCC and path diversity can provide significantly
improved end-to-end video performance. For example, for
PL = 15%, there is a performance advantage of 2 dB in
going from N = 1 to N = 4. However, unlike the fixed
code case illustrated in Fig. 5, observe that when the code
rate is optimally chosen as part of a JSCC approach there is a
considerable performance advantage to path diversity orders
N > 4.

4. Correlated Paths

In the previous section, we assumed that the different
paths share no joint links so that the packet-loss processes on
different paths are independent. However, in actual multipath
transport networks there may be some shared or joint links
between different transport paths. In this case, the packet-
loss processes on different paths may be correlated. In actual
networks the connection topologies (joint/disjoint links) be-
tween the sender and the receiver may be quite varied so that
precise modeling of video transport using path diversity can
be fairly complex. However, it has been shown in [4, 5] that
the important end-to-end properties of a 2-path network can
be captured using a simplified three-subpath topology, where
subpaths 1 and 2 are formed by the disjoint links along the
two paths and subpath 3 is formed by the joint links along
both paths. In this section we consider a similar approach as
in [4, 5], except that we will consider a more general N -path
network. We will specifically concentrate on the effect of
path correlation on the end-to-end video performance using
packet-level FEC. To model the effect of path correlation on
FEC performance, we consider a simplified scenario: differ-
ent paths share common joint links, as shown in the upper
subfigure of Fig. 7, i.e., a number of disjoint links followed
by a series of joint links.

4.1. Analysis of Residual Packet-loss Rates

We assume each subpath can be described by a Gilbert
model, as illustrated in the bottom subfigure of Fig. 7, where
the associated model parameters can be derived from the cor-
responding portion of the original path using (5) and (6). To
evaluate the residual packet-loss rates PLdec after FEC de-
coding, again we need to determine the block error distri-
bution P (j, n) as seen by the FEC decoder after packet re-
ordering. Assume there are j packets lost out of n consecu-
tive packets. If the total number of packets lost over disjoint
links is bD = d then the number of packets lost over the joint
links is bJ = j − d. Therefore, we have

P (j, n) =
j∑

d=0

(
Pr{bD = d} ∗ Pr{bJ = j − d}

)
. (18)

Since out of these n packets d packets have already been lost
over the disjoint links, only the remaining n− d packets will
be transmitted over the joint links. Therefore, we have

Pr{bJ = j − d} = P J(j − d, n − d) , (19)

where P J(j − d, n − d) denotes the block error distribution
over the joint path.

Let bD
i denote the number of packets lost over disjoint

path i. Therefore, we have

bD =
N∑

i=0

bD
i . (20)

Following a similar approach as in going from (15) to (17),
it can be shown that [9]

P (j, n) =

j∑

d=0

(( ∑

Sd

( N∏

i=1

P D
i (bD

i , li)
))

∗ P J(j − d, n − d)
)

,

(21)
where li is given by (13) and

Sd =

{
(
bD
1 , bD

2 , . . . , bD
N

)
:

N∑

i=1

bD
i = d

}

. (22)

If we model the packet-loss process over each
joint/disjoint subpath as a Gilbert model, then the block
error distributions P D

i (bD
i , li) and P J(j − d, n− d) on each

of the joint/disjoint paths can be obtained by the recursive
algorithm originally proposed in [8].

4.2. Effect of Path Correlation on Packet-Level FEC
Performance

In order to investigate the effect of path correlation on
FEC performance, we consider a simplified 2-path transport
scheme and assume there are 5 intermediate links on each of
the 2 paths, as illustrated in Fig. 8. We further assume that
each intermediate link is independently modeled by a Gilbert
channel with parameters PLi and LBi. Therefore, the corre-
sponding end-to-end PL and LB can be computed from (5)
and (6), respectively, for each path. However, the two paths
may share some joint links. Let J denote the number of joint
links. The larger J is, the more correlated the two paths are.
Figure 8 shows the case of J = 0 and J = 2. The block
packet-loss distribution P (j, n) and the residual packet-loss
rate after channel decoding PLdec can be obtained from (21)
and (3), respectively.

Table 1 shows the effect of path correlation on the FEC
performance with two different RS codes and for two channel
conditions. More specifically, it shows the residual packet-
loss rates PLdec using a relatively weak RS(22, 18) code
and a stronger RS(31, 18) code under two different channel
conditions: a relatively bad channel with PL = 10% and
LB = 8 and a relatively good channel with PL = 5% and
LB = 4. Generally, the results indicate that increased cor-
relation among paths results in a higher residual packet-loss
rate PLdec after channel decoding. However, it should be



noted that, when the channel conditions are relatively good,
or when a weak code is used, the path correlation level (J)
does not make much difference in the FEC performance. But
when the channel conditions are relatively bad (PL = 10%
and LB = 8) and a stronger code is used, the path correlation
level J can have a significant effect on the FEC performance.
This means that path correlation has a significant impact on
FEC performance only when channel conditions are severe
and strong FEC codes are used. These analytical results are
consistent with the conclusions in [2], where the results there
were obtained by simulations.

PL = 10%, LB = 8 PL = 5%, LB = 4
J RS(22, 18) RS(31, 18) RS(22, 18) RS(31, 18)

0 8.05 % 3.03 % 2.84 % 0.32 %
1 8.12 % 3.09 % 2.90 % 0.34 %
2 8.20 % 3.34 % 2.95 % 0.39 %
3 8.28 % 3.58 % 3.00 % 0.43 %
4 8.37 % 3.80 % 3.05 % 0.46 %
5 8.46 % 4.01 % 3.11 % 0.49 %

Table 1. Decoded packet-loss rates (PLdec) of a 2-
path transport network with different path correlations
and FEC code schemes.

4.3. Effect of Path Correlation on Video Performance

Figure 9 demonstrates the effect of path correlation on
video performance transmitted over different multipath trans-
port networks. Specifically, it demonstrates a comparison of
the end-to-end video performance achieved over multipath
transport networks with different numbers of joint links (J)
for different path diversity orders (N ) and coding strategies
(with or without coding) as shown in Fig. 6. The path cor-
relation model is the same as described in Section 4.2, but
with different path diversity N . For the coded systems, the
code rate Rc is chosen optimally. Other model parameters
are indicated in the caption. This figure indicates that, for
all path correlation levels (J), increased path diversity com-
bined with JSCC generally can provide improved end-to-end
video performance. However, with increased path correla-
tion, the advantage achieved with the use of path diversity
will decrease, and with J ≥ 4 there is little difference in
performance independent of the value of N .

5. Summary and Conclusions

We have modeled and analyzed an SD coded video trans-
mission system employing packet-level FEC in combination
with path diversity. We provided a precise analytical ap-
proach to evaluating the efficacy of path diversity in reduc-
ing the burstiness of packet-loss processes. Using this ap-
proach we have quantitatively demonstrated the advantages
of path diversity in improving end-to-end video transport us-
ing packet-level FEC. Finally, we have quantitatively demon-
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Figure 9. The end-to-end PSNR performance vs. the
number of joint links J for the Susie sequence with
RS(n, 9) codes and path diversity N , where the FEC
coding rates Rc are optimally selected; Other model
parameters are set as follows: R = 80 Kbps, β = 0.02,
PL = 15%, LB = 4.

strated the effect of path correlation on the packet-level FEC
performance.
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Abstract

Today, there is a growing interest in home entertainment
systems consisting of various networked devices, such as
set-top boxes, hi-fi systems, TV sets, or multimedia PCs.
However, available solutions only provide a very restricted
set of features. Dynamic routing of media streams between
distributed devices and multi-user scenarios are typically
not supported.

In this paper, we present an architecture for a distributed
home entertainment system that overcomes these limita-
tions. We especially examine the most important tasks,
namely watching and recording TV. The overall system con-
sists of various devices and allows for multiple users to per-
form different tasks in parallel. Our architecture supports
multi-room applications with a single media stream being
presented synchronously on different distributed devices. In
addition, applications can be handed over to nearby sys-
tems. Finally, we present an algorithm that dynamically
determines the optimal media routing for such multi-user
scenarios.

1 Introduction

The area of multimedia home entertainment has seen
a clear trend towards networked devices, such as set-top
boxes, hi-fi systems, or TV sets. Often, existing multime-
dia PCs are also connected to the home network. In fu-
ture scenarios, more and more systems will be integrated
into our environment invisibly. Besides their general net-
working capabilities, most of these devices are today fully
programmable, which – in principle – allows for advanced
application scenarios to be realized.

In contrast, commercially available solutions only pro-
vide very restricted functionality. For example, the TV pro-
gram received by a set-top box can only be rendered to a di-
rectly connected display or streamed to a single specialized
streaming client. If different media sources are available,
e.g. different receivers for analog or digital TV, they can

not be integrated seamlessly into the system. Recording TV
shows from different sources becomes a tedious task, where
each device needs to be programmed manually. More ad-
vanced services are not supported.

Previous research in the area of multimedia home en-
tertainment has mainly concentrated on providing location-
aware services. Different approaches for accessing me-
dia streams using nearby stationary devices are presented
in [1] for IEEE 1394 networks and as an OSGi compat-
ible solution in [3]. A solution for “follow-you-and-me
video” is described in [7]. Multimedia service delivery with
dynamic handoffs to mobile or stationary devices is also
presented [2]; synchronized and seamless handoffs were
demonstrated in [5]. In [9], an application framework is
proposed that can map running applications between differ-
ent environments depending on the users position.

In contrast, the software architecture presented in this
paper provides a transparent view on the network and there-
fore allows for realizing much more complex scenarios.
In particular, we examine the dynamic routing of media
streams in multi-user environments, especially for the com-
mon tasks of watching and recording TV. Using our sys-
tem, users can transparently access all available TV chan-
nels provided by different distributed sources, e.g. receivers
for digital or analog TV connected to the home network.
When applications compete for these resources – e.g. when
different users try to access the same media source, or a
video recording task interferes an already running task – our
system tries to share resources or to re-route media streams
in order to keep the current quality of service. In addition,
a running task can be duplicated to run simultaneously at
several locations. As a special case, the media output of an
active application can also be handed over between differ-
ent systems, e.g. to the system that is closest to the user. We
argue that such services are essential for future multimedia
home entertainment systems.

In the following, we first describe an exemplary home
network in Section 2. Then, the various applications and
the imposed requirements are pointed out in Section 3. In
Section 4, the dynamic routing of media streams will be
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Figure 1. Exemplary setup of a home enter-
tainment network including different TV re-
ceivers (analog and digital) and various out-
put devices (STB1-4, and PC).

described for several application scenarios of interest. We
start the presentation with relatively simple configurations
that only include a single user and one or two running tasks.
These configurations will be extended incrementally to in-
clude more complex setups. A generic algorithm that op-
timizes media routing is presented in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and future work is presented in Sec-
tion 6.

2 Exemplary Home Network

Figure 1 shows an exemplary setup of a network for mul-
timedia home entertainment. Notice that we use a mod-
erate sized example for simplicity; the presented approach
can also be applied for larger numbers of users and devices.
Our setup includes different devices connected using com-
modity fully switched 100 Mbit LAN networking technol-
ogy that is able to transmit several encoded high quality au-
dio/video streams in parallel.

Two sources for receiving TV are available in our exam-
ple. The set-top box in the living room (STB1) receives a
large number of channels via analog cable TV and is used
to watch TV using a connected display. Furthermore, we
assume that this device also includes a hardware unit for
encoding media streams to MPEG2 in real-time. Such en-
coded streams can then either be stored on the hard disc in-
tegrated into the device itself or transmitted to other devices
within the network.

As second source, a PC in the study contains a board
for receiving terrestrial or satellite TV, e.g. using one of the
standards defined by Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB),
Advanced Television Committee (ATSC), or Integrated
Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB). Since the received
streams are already available as MPEG2, they can either be

stored on the hard disc of the PC or forwarded to other de-
vices.

In particular, three additional set-top boxes, STB2, STB3
and STB4, are available within the kitchen and the two bed-
rooms, respectively. These devices can be used to decode
and render MPEG2 streams received via the network. No-
tice that this feature is also supported by STB1 and the PC.

We assume that all these devices are fully programmable.
In particular, each device runs a software architecture sup-
porting distributed multimedia – the Network-Integrated
Multimedia Middleware (NMM) [4]. The features of this
architecture will be described in more detail in Section 4.

Notice that TV sources provide different quality. For
example, we assume that streams received digitally (PC)
offer a better quality then analog TV encoded to MPEG2
(STB1). Furthermore, each TV source provides a specific
list of channels. For the following examples, we assume
that the PC includes a newly purchased DVB-T board for
receiving terrestrial digital TV – a typical scenario for Ger-
many and other European countries. Therefore, only 15-
20 TV channels are available using the digital TV receiver,
compared to 30 or more for analog TV. While some chan-
nels might be available for both sources, some can only be
watched by accessing a specific device. To take the dif-
ferences in quality and number of channels into account,
we use a unified channel list. Within this list, all available
channels (for analog and digital TV) are arranged accord-
ing to users’ preferences. For each channel, available TV
sources and the corresponding devices are given and sorted
according to their “quality”, i.e. digital TV is preferred over
analog.

3 Applications and Requirements

For the two users present in our setup, namely Alice and
Bob, following applications are provided.

• Live TV: A user watches a specific channel using a
TV source (analog using STB1 or digital using PC)
and an output device (STB1, STB2, STB3, STB4, or
PC). Channel-hopping is fully supported, i.e. a user
can switch between channels received by different de-
vices seamlessly. Live TV supports multi-room play-
back, i.e. the same media stream can be rendered syn-
chronously in several rooms using different available
devices. A special case thereof is a “follow-me” sce-
nario, where a user can hand over the media output of
an already started live TV application to his current lo-
cation, e.g. when moving between rooms.

• Video recorder: Records a TV show encoded as
MPEG2 to the hard disc of STB1 or the PC, respec-
tively. A recording is specified by a timer that includes
start and end time an the intended channel; the TV



source to be used is determined when programming
the timer.

• Electronic Program Guide (EPG): A single EPG task
(e.g. running on the PC) collects program informa-
tion transmitted within the digital data stream and
stores it within a database. All devices can access this
database for displaying additional information on the
current TV show. Furthermore, users can browse the
EPG database for easily programming timers for video
recorders.

Notice that the system described in the following is able to
handle several simultaneously running instances of the live
TV and the recorder application, e.g. because multiple users
are active or more than a single TV show is to be recorded
at a time.

From the above described applications, following gen-
eral requirements can be derived.

• Access, control, and integration of media streams re-
ceived by distributed devices needs to be provided, e.g.
for remote TV receivers connected to the network.

• Simultaneous and shared access to a single distributed
device has to be supported, e.g. to allow for different
users to watch the same TV channel using different
output devices in different rooms.

• Synchronous playback of media using several net-
worked systems is required, e.g. to avoid offsets in the
audio and video presentation when a single stream is
to be rendered using output devices located in adjacent
rooms. This feature is needed for supporting multi-
room and “follow-me” presentations.

• A last requirement to be fulfilled is the appropriate
handling of the dynamic behavior of the overall system
including concurrently operating applications (e.g. live
TV and channel-hopping, video recorders, or back-
ground tasks that acquire EPG information) competing
for shared resources (e.g. TV receivers).

4 Dynamic Media Routing

We first describe the architectural approach of the under-
lying multimedia framework used for our system. Then, the
dynamic routing of media streams is presented for different
use cases of importance for home entertainment.

4.1 Architectural Model

Within common multimedia architectures, such as Di-
rectShow [8] or the Java Media Framework [10], all mul-
timedia functionality is modeled by flow graphs. A flow
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Figure 2. Flow graph for live TV including a
possibly remote TV source and nodes for de-
multiplexing, decoding and rendering the re-
ceived MPEG2 audio/video stream.

graph is a directed graph consisting of independent process-
ing elements. Multimedia data streams are encapsulated
into buffers that are forwarded in “downstream” direction
from sources of data to sinks. Intermediate nodes perform
transformations on data streams, e.g. decoding or demulti-
plexing.

While flow graphs of commonly available architectures
are restricted to operate on a single host, the underlying
NMM framework used for our work allows for transpar-
ently distributed flow graphs [4]. Processing elements,
called nodes, running on remote systems can be connected
and controlled the same way as locally running elements. A
registry service supports the search for specific components
within the network and handles the creation of distributed
flow graphs.

4.2 Live TV and Channel-Hopping

Since NMM allows for transparently distributed flow
graphs, the above described live TV application can be re-
alized by creating the setup shown in Figure 2: a flow graph
including a possibly remote TV source and nodes for de-
multiplexing, decoding and rendering the received MPEG2
audio/video stream. Notice that any device in the home net-
work can host this application and therefore be used as out-
put device. If, for example, user Alice wants to watch TV
in the kitchen using STB2, the corresponding application
will request a TV source from either STB1 or the PC; the
audio/video presentation will performed on STB2.

The TV source to be used is determined by a look-up
in the unified channel list (compare Section 2). When Al-
ice changes channels, the system checks if the newly se-
lected channel is still supported by the currently used TV
receiver. If not, the flow graph is dynamically adapted, i.e.
the source node is replaced. To avoid interrupting the pre-
sentation, the new data source is first requested and config-
ured for the selected channel before the data stream from
the currently used source node is interrupted. Together, this
allows for seamlessly and transparently switching between
different distributed TV receivers.
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4.3 Multi-Room Live TV and Follow-Me TV

Another important use case occurs if Alice wants to con-
tinue watching TV while moving within the home. As
an example, consider the situation when Alice wants to
watch TV while preparing a meal in the kitchen. Then,
she changes her location several times, e.g. she enters and
leaves the living room when serving dinner. Such scenar-
ios require to route the same media stream to several output
devices simultaneously.

Within our architecture, a special service called session
sharing provides this functionality [6]. This service auto-
matically maps request for flow graphs to be created newly
to already running flow graphs. All nodes within running
flow graphs that are “identical” are determined and then
shared among different applications. Conceptually, this re-
sults in two independent applications, each using a specific
flow graph that internally shares certain nodes with another
flow graph.

For our example, the result of this process is shown in
Figure 3. The source node for receiving TV is shared among
two applications operating on different hosts. Since Alice
started to watch TV in the kitchen using STB2, the corre-
sponding flow graph is system is called master; the addi-
tionally created flow graph running on STB1 in the living
room is called slave. Notice that full control is provided for
both systems. This means that Alice can change channels
operating STB1 or STB2, e.g. using a remote control.

In addition, the underlying NMM architecture provides
lip-synchronous playback of audio and video on all partici-
pating devices. The offset between different systems is re-
duced to only a few milliseconds, which is sufficient for
multi-room solutions [6]. This is achieved by using fol-
lowing approach. First, the internal clocks of all systems
are synchronized using the Network Time Protocol (NTP).
Second, the maximum networking and processing delay of

all paths within all shared flow graphs is determined. The
audio and video presentation of all devices is then delayed
artificially until this offset is reached. During runtime, the
maximum delay is updated if necessary.

For realizing a “follow-me” service, the session sharing
service is first used to create an additional shared flow graph
that renders audio and video on a different system, e.g. a
nearby system that is manually selected by the user. Once
the slave graph is running, the master graph is destroyed.

4.4 Live TV versus EPG

In this use case, Bob starts watching sports using the TV
in the living room connected to STB1. Let us assume that
the live TV application chooses the digital TV receiver (PC)
because it is the preferred data source for the selected chan-
nel. However, since the EPG application is continuously
running in the background and using the digital receiver to
collect EPG information, we define following rule:

Live TV can take control of a TV source that is
used by an EPG task.

When the live TV application running on STB1 requests
the digital TV source, only a shared instance is returned
by the session sharing service as described in Section 4.3.
Based on our rule, the live TV application takes control of
this source and informs the EPG task that channel switching
is no longer allowed. Therefore, the EPG task tries to use
another digital TV source. Since there is no such resource
available in our setup, the EPG task continues to collect pro-
gram information from the channel that is currently watched
by the live TV application controlled by Bob. As soon as the
live TV application controlled by Bob stops using the digital
TV receiver, the EPG task takes over control again and con-
tinues collecting program information from all channels.

4.5 Video Recorder Timers

In the next use case, Bob wants to schedule the record-
ing of a TV show to be broadcasted next week. Therefore,
he selects the corresponding entry using the EPG, which in
turn creates a timer to be stored in a global database acces-
sible by all recording tasks. If there are no other conflicting
timers, the digital TV receiver is chosen as preferred data
source.

However, in general, there will be several timers pro-
vided by different users. Therefore, whenever a new timer is
created, the EPG checks whether it can schedule all record-
ings using all available TV sources. For assigning TV
sources to timers, we use a depth-first search. The algo-
rithm starts by assigning the most preferred TV source for
the specified channel to the timer that was provided first.
Then, this process is repeated for all further timers. In each



step, the most preferred TV sources are checked first. As
soon as a TV sources is assigned to each timer, the algo-
rithm terminates. If no solution can be found at all, the last
timer provided is discarded and a message is displayed to
inform the user that the timer could not be set.

In the worst case, the algorithm needs to test n
t com-

binations, where n is the number of TV sources and t the
number of timers. However, since we use a greedy depth-
first search that terminates once a solution is found, the run-
time of the algorithm is acceptable even for larger numbers
of TV sources and timers. For future work, we would like
to apply more advanced approaches.

4.6 Multi-User Live TV

Another use case occurs if several users are watching TV
concurrently and try to access the same TV source, e.g. dur-
ing channel-hopping. For handling this case, we define fol-
lowing rule:

The live TV application that requests a TV source
first obtains full control of it.

As an example, consider that Bob is still watching sports
using the TV in the living room connected to STB1; the
corresponding live TV application is using the digital TV
receiver as data source (PC). If Alice starts watching TV
in the kitchen using STB2, she will only obtain full con-
trol of the analog TV source – the digital TV source can
only be shared without any control options. When Alice
switches to a channel that is preferably received via digital
TV (or that is only available using the digital TV receiver),
the live TV application controlled by Alice requests the cur-
rently set channel of the digital TV source before using it as
shared node within its flow graph (compare Section 4.2). If
the channel requested by Alice is not the channel that Bob is
currently watching, another TV source is tried to be chosen,
e.g. the analog TV source. If the channel is not available us-
ing that source, a message is displayed, telling Alice that the
chosen channel is currently not available since the required
TV source is controlled by Bob.

4.7 Multi-User Live TV versus Recording

Finally, the most demanding use case occurs if several
users are watching live TV and a video recording must
be started. According to traditional analog video cassette
recorders, our recording application will switch to the spec-
ified channel of the assigned TV source even if a user is
currently watching a different channel using that source.
Together, we apply following rule:

A video recorder can take full control of a TV
source that is used by another task, such live TV
or the EPG.

Let us extend the example presented in Section 4.6.
Again, Alice and Bob are watching TV concurrently. The
timer to be recorded next is scheduled to use the digital TV
source (compare Section 4.5). Thus, the video recorder re-
quests the digital TV source, but only obtains a slave graph
since this device is already used by Bob. Based on our rule,
the video recorder takes control of the TV source, switches
to the intended channel and starts recording – in fact, it
becomes the master. Therefore, Bob is notified about this
change.

If the video recorder accesses the same program that Bob
is currently watching, the running live TV application is
continued without further modification. Otherwise, the live
TV application tries to find another TV source that can be
used for watching the channel that was originally selected
by Bob. Since no such TV source is available in our ex-
ample, a message is displayed stating that the channel is
no longer available. In this case, Bob can either watch the
channel that is currently recorded or manually cancel the
recorder application. In addition, Bob can switch to the
channel that Alice is currently watching. Alice still has full
control of the analog TV source and can switch between all
its available channels.

5 Generic Media Routing Algorithm

Based on the previous sections we derive a generic algo-
rithm for media routing. The algorithm expects three argu-
ments. The first, source list, is a list that includes all
TV sources that provide the channel to be selected, which is
given as second argument called channel. The third argu-
ment application specifies the application that invoked
the algorithm.

The algorithm is split into three parts. In the first
part, we try to find a TV source that can be fully con-
trolled by the application. The main idea is to request
each suitable TV source using the session sharing ser-
vice (requestSource()). This service returns a mas-
ter graph if the TV source is currently unused. Then, we
specify the application to be the “master” of the TV source
(setMaster()), i.e. the TV source will only accept com-
mands, like channel switching, from the application speci-
fied.

Otherwise, the algorithm tries to get full control of the
TV source based on the rules defined in Section 4. If our
application can take control of a TV source, we notify the
original master of this source that it can no longer switch the
channel (removeMaster()). Since the original master
of the TV source may need another TV source to continue
its work, it can also invoke this algorithm to find another
possible solution.

If no possibilty was found to acquire full control of a TV
source, a TV source that is already set to the wanted channel



is tried to be used as shared node (currentChannel())
within the second part of the algorithm.

Otherwise, the third part of the algorithm is reached: An
error message is returned, if the method was invoked by a
live TV application, because no suitable TV source can be
used. If the algorithm was invoked by an EPG task, we
simply return the first TV source of the list of TV sources
that can be used to collect at least the program information
of the corresponding selected channel. Together, the pseudo
code of the algorithm is as follows.

t v s o u r c e sear ch TVSo u rce ( s o u r c e l i s t , ch an n el , a p p l i c a t i o n )
{

/∗ F i r s t p a r t o f t h e a l g o r i t h m ∗/
f o rea ch ( t v s o u r c e i n s o u r c e l i s t ) do {

i f ( r e q u e s t S o u r c e ( t v s o u r c e ) == Mas t er ) {
s e t M a s t e r ( t v s o u r c e , a p p l i c a t i o n ) ;
return t v s o u r c e ;

}

i f ( a p p l i c a t i o n == LiveTV ) {
i f ( i s M a s t e r O f ( t v s o u r c e ) == EPG ) {

r emoveMas t er ( t v s o u r c e ) ;
s e t M a s t e r ( t v s o u r c e , a p p l i c a t i o n ) ;
return t v s o u r c e ;

}
}

i f ( a p p l i c a t i o n == Vi d eo R eco rd er ) {
i f ( i s M a s t e r O f ( t v s o u r c e ) == EPG o r

i s M a s t e r O f ( t v s o u r c e ) == LiveTV ) {
r emoveMas t er ( t v s o u r c e ) ;
s e t M a s t e r ( t v s o u r c e ) ;
return t v s o u r c e ;

}
}

}

/∗ Second p a r t o f t h e a l g o r i t h m ∗/
f o rea ch ( t v c a r d i n s o u r c e l i s t ) do {

i f ( c u r r e n t C h a n n e l ( t v c a r d ) == c h a n n e l ) {
return t v c a r d ;

}

}

/∗ Th i rd p a r t o f t h e a l g o r i t h m ∗/
i f ( a p p l i c a t i o n == LiveTV ) {

t h ro w E x c e p t i o n ( ‘ ‘ Channel i s c u r r e n t l y n o t a v a i l a b l e ’ ’ ) ;
}

i f ( a p p l i c a t i o n == EPG ) {
return f i r s t E P G S o u r c e ( s o u r c e l i s t ) ;

}

}

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an architecture for dynami-
cally routing media streams in multimedia home networks.
While we especially examined the important tasks of watch-
ing and recording TV, the described approach can be ap-
plied to other sources of media as well. The overall sys-
tem consists of various networked devices, such as set-top
boxes and PCs. Different types of TV sources are seam-
lessly integrated and can transparently accessed by all appli-
cations. Users are allowed to watch TV on any device, me-
dia sources are determined automatically. Furthermore, our
architecture supports multi-room and location-aware pre-
sentations. When different applications, such as live TV,
video recording, or an EPG task, are operating concurrently,

a generic algorithm determines an optimal routing of media
streams and dynamically adapts to changing conditions.

Future research will concentrate on the integration of
mobile devices. Especially the automatic adaptation of me-
dia streams for such resource-poor systems seems to be de-
manding. Since users currently have to select their location
manually, we would also like to include solutions for track-
ing users and mobile devices into our architecture.
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Abstract 

Diagrammatic notations, such as the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML), are in common use in 
software development. They allow many aspects of 
software systems to be described diagrammatically, but 
typically they rely on textual notations for logical 
constraints. In contrast, spider diagrams provide a 
visual notation for expressing a natural class of set-
theoretic statements in a diagrammatic form. In this 
paper we present a tableau system for spider 
diagrams, and describe an implementation of the 
system. In a software development context, the system 
allows users to explore the implications of design 
choices, and thus to validate specifications; beyond 
this, the tableau algorithm and system are of general 
interest to visual reasoners.  

1. Introduction 

Tableaux provide an intuitive mechanism for 
exploring the models and counter-models of logical 
formulas, and in particular they give mechanisms for 
deciding satisfaction and validity for a wide class of 
logics. To users, tableaux are of value not only as 
decision procedures but also by providing a mechanism 
by which a user can explore the consequences of a 
statement or set of statements. 

This is particularly important when a statement is 
used as the specification of or a constraint on a 
software system. In software development, it is a well-
known problem that specifications can suffer from 
incompleteness, inconsistency, or inappropriateness to 
the problem domain. It is therefore crucial that 
specification writers have the chance to engage and 
interact with their specifications in as many different 
ways as possible.  

Obviously specifications should be checked for 
syntactic and type correctness, and this can be done in 
a routine way. In order to understand the semantics of 
the formulas, other mechanisms are needed. A decision 
procedure will allow a user to find out whether a 
specification is satisfiable, but this does not answer the 
question of whether the intention of the specifier has 
been realized. To achieve this it is necessary to tease 
out the significance of the formula, and specifically 

• to investigate the possible models of the 
formula, and 

• to explore the consequences of the formula: in 
other words, to discover its ‘implications’. 

Tableaux can provide both of these for the language 
of spider diagrams. A spider diagram gives a 
diagrammatic representation of a statement about a 
finite number of sets, their membership and their 
interrelationships. For instance, in the context of 
specification such diagrams can be used to describe the 
relations between objects and classes. 

The language of spider diagrams is equivalent to 
monadic predicate logic with equality [18]. It would 
therefore be possible to turn diagrammatic 
representations into textual statements and to apply 
decision procedures or tableau methods to the 
translations of diagrams. This would be perfectly 
adequate in the case of a decision procedure, but where 
feedback to the user is necessary – about the form of 
models, or the consequences of a formula, say – then it 
is crucial to work with a visual representation in order 
to provide recognizable visual feedback. Hence the 
system developed in this paper. 

The paper begins in Section 2 with an overview of 
diagrammatic reasoning, tableaux and spider diagrams 
and their reasoning rules. Section 3 presents the central 
tableau algorithm for spider diagrams, illustrates it by a 
number of examples, discusses heuristics and 
optimizations and concludes by evaluating the system 



The conclusion reviews the work presented in the 
paper, and explores prospects for future work. 

2. Spider Diagrams 

The motivation for spider diagrams comes from the 
belief that visual representations of logical statements 
can aid understanding of the underlying meaning, and 
are more acceptable to people who are unfamiliar with 
standard textual mathematical notations. A further 
reason is that many essentially visual systems have to 
resort to textual notation for indicating logical 
expressions over visual diagrams. An example is the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) [19], which is 
used for describing the design of object-oriented 
systems. UML is entirely diagrammatic, except for the 
language used to describe complex constraints on 
collections of objects: this is the Object Constraint 
Language (OCL) [12]. Researchers in diagrammatic 
reasoning are developing candidates for replacing OCL 
with a visual notation; spider diagrams are one such 
example. 

2.1. Background 

The work described here is performed as part of the 
Reasoning with Diagrams project [15], which engaged 
in developing spider diagrams and similar 
diagrammatic reasoning methods. Spider diagrams are 
an extension to work of Shin [16]. Shin presented 
formal systems of Venn-Peirce diagrams: Venn 
diagrams extended with annotations to indicate empty 
and non-empty sets. Venn-Peirce diagrams admit 
purely diagrammatic reasoning and Shin proved that 
they could be equipped with sets of logical rules that 
are both sound and complete.  

In related work, Hammer [6] presented a sound and 
complete system of Euler diagrams [3]. Sound and 
complete sets of diagrammatic inference rules have 
also been developed for several systems of spider 
diagrams [7]. 

Figure 1 A spider diagram 

Spider diagrams [5] are themselves a subset of the 
constraint diagram notation [8]. Spider diagrams 
represent the interrelationships and membership of a 

finite collection of sets. In Figure 1 diagram d contains 
three sets a, b and c which are represented by contours
(simple closed plane curves). Regions are given by 
intersection, union and complementation, and a zone is 
a region which properly contains no other regions. 

The figure contains regions corresponding to a∩b,
a∪b and so forth but not to a∩c, say; a∩b is a zone, 
but a∪b is not, since it properly contains the zone 
representing a∩b (amongst others). The figure contains 
a single spider, which has two feet, and which inhabits
the region a, with a foot in the zones a∩b and a-b.
Spiders have a single foot in each of one or more 
zones. 

Applied to UML, relationships between classes and 
states can be expressed as contours. Constraints are 
represented as graphs where nodes appear in 
appropriate set intersections. 

The interpretation of Figure 1 is given by three sets 
a, b and c, which are subsets of a universal set, U, say. 

The absence of a region corresponding to a set-
theoretic combination, such as a∩c, implies that the 
combination must be empty: in this case the sets a and 
c must be disjoint. 

Spiders provide lower bounds on the cardinality of 
sets: the spider that inhabits the region a implies that 
the region contains at least one element.  

Shading is used to provide upper bounds. The 
shading of the zone b∩c implies that b and c are 
disjoint. The shading of the zone a∩b implies that it 
contains at most one element, that potential element 
being given by the spider with one foot in the zone.  

There are no upper bounds on the cardinality of any 
unshaded zone in a spider diagram. In this particular 
case, it is possible for the set b-(a∪c) to contain any 
number of elements (including none). 

The diagram shown in the Figure 1 is unitary; a 
general spider diagram is given by a propositional 
combination – using conjunction, disjunction and 
negation – of unitary diagrams. A full formal definition 
of the syntax and semantics of spider diagrams is given 
in [18]. 

2.2 Semantic Tableaux 

Semantic tableaux, [1] Section 2.6, provide an 
intuitive and efficient mechanism for deciding 
satisfiability and validity for a variety of logics. A 
semantic tableau for a formula is a tree, labeled at each 
node by a set of formulas: branches of the tree 
represent possible models for the formula.  

The tableau for a propositional formula is built by 
repeatedly applying decomposition rules to any 



compound formula, until only literals and their 
negations (or atoms) remain.  
• A conjunction, such as A∧Β, will be replaced by 

the pair of formulas A, B; this reflects that fact that 
any model of A∧Β will have to make both 
conjuncts true. 

• A disjunction like C∨D, will give rise to a split: 
one branch labeled C and the other D, reflecting 
that to satisfy a disjunction it is sufficient to satisfy 
one of the disjuncts. 

Rules which do not cause a branch are called α–rules 
and branching rules are called β-rules. For each 
connective (e.g. implication, ) there are two rules: 
one that decomposes the formula (X Y) and the other 
decomposing its negation, ¬(X Y).  In this case, we 
have the rules: 

Taking a larger example, we next draw the tableau for 
the formula ¬((A C) ((A∨B) C)). First we 
decompose the formula itself, giving the two formulas 
¬((A∨B) C) and (A C). Either could be expanded, 
but it is usually sensible to apply α–rules before β–
rules, thus delaying branching; we therefore expand 
¬((A∨B) C). At the next stage, two formulas remain, 
both with β–rules; we expand (A C) and then (A∨B).

The tableau has three branches, and so embodies three 
potential models. Not all give models: consider the 
leftmost branch: that has atoms A, ¬A, C, which can’t 
be satisfied simultaneously; similarly the rightmost 
branch is closed.  

The central branch has atoms ¬A, B, ¬C, indicating 
that the formula at the root is satisfied when A and C 
are false and B true. Note that in building the rightmost 
branch it was unnecessary to expand (A∨B), since the 
branch was already closed, 

Building this tableau has shown that the root 
formula is satisfiable; we can also conclude that the un-
negated formula (A C) ((A∨B) C) is not valid, 
since its negation is satisfiable. In this way, tableaux 
provide a decision procedure for validity as well as for 
satisfiability. 

For completeness we include the rules for 
conjunction, disjunction and negation here: 

Next we look at logical equivalences between spider 
diagrams which will form the basis of the extension of 
tableaux to spider diagrams. 

2.3 Reasoning Rules for spider diagrams 

To build tableaux for spider diagrams we use 
transformation rules that allow us to transform one 
diagram into another logically equivalent diagram by 
removing, adding, or modifying diagrammatic 
elements. The rules are summarized below; they are 
based on the rules given by Shin in [16], which 
developed earlier work of Pierce [13]. 

Rule 1: Add a contour. A new contour can be 
drawn inside a bounding rectangle without changing 
the meaning of the diagram if each zone is split into 
two zones, inside and outside of the new contour. Each 
foot of a spider is replaced with a connected pair of 
feet, one in each new zone. Shaded zones become 
corresponding shaded regions. 

Rule 2: Add a zone. The rule is used to add a zone 
absent from a diagram. The added zone is shaded to 
indicate that it is empty. 

Rule 3: Split a spider. If a unitary diagram d has a 
spider whose habitat is formed by n zones, then we 
may replace d with a disjunction of n unitary diagrams 
d1, …, dn , each of which contains a one-footed spider 
inhabiting one of the zones touched by the spider s.



Rule 4: Expand negation. The explicit negation of 
a unitary diagram containing only one-footed spiders is 
replaced by a disjunction of (un-negated) unitary 
diagrams. The constraints placed on the models by 
shading and one footed spiders represent a conjunction 
of simple constraints; hence the disjunction resulting 
from expanding the negation.  

Rules 1-4 provide the basis for diagrammatic 
reasoning with spider diagrams. Other rules used in 
building the tableau are the standard equivalences of 
propositional logic and compound rules built by 
iteratively applying combinations of rules 1-4. 

Rule 5: Expand a compound diagram. This rule 
encapsulates the application of the tableau rules for 
propositional  and adds the children associated by the 
reasoning process to ‘and’ and ‘or’ nodes. It also 
applies the de Morgan laws to transfer the negation on 
unitary diagrams. The children are computed according 
to propositional tableau rules [1]. 

Rule 6: Add contours. This rule applies Rule 1 
repeatedly to add a list of contours to a collection of 
unitary diagrams. 

Rule 7: Split spiders. Splits all the spiders used in a 
collection of unitary diagrams; Rule 3 is invoked 
several times. 

Rule 8: Equalize contours. This rule is applied to a 
collection of unitary diagrams, which will appear in a 
number of different logical combinations within a 
tableau. Contours are added to the individual diagrams 
so that each diagram contains the same set of contours: 
the union of the initial contour sets. This rule is 
therefore equivalent to repeated application of Rule 1. 

Rule 9: Equalize zones. This is the analogue of 
Rule 8 for zones rather than contours, and it 
corresponds to repeated application of Rule 2. Before 
adding an extra zone, contours in the diagrams need to 
be equalized. 

Rule 10: Equalize diagrams. Invokes Rule 8 and 
Rule 9 to equalize both the contours and the zones. 

Rule 11: Expand all compound diagrams. Uses 
Rule 5 repeatedly until there are no more ‘and’ and ‘or’ 
compound diagrams. 

Every unitary spider diagram is satisfiable; 
contradictions only occur in compound diagrams. In 
particular, from a unitary diagram we can read off a 
model by collapsing each spider to one of its feet and 
reading that as element of the model.   

Contradictions can be explicit, as in the situation 
where a compound diagram contains both a diagram 
and its explicit negation; on the other hand, an implicit 

contradiction occurs in a conjunction of diagrams with 
conflicting constraints on a particular zone. Shading 
gives an upper bound on the cardinality of a zone 
whereas spiders provide lower bounds, and these two 
can conflict. 

Rule 1: Adding contour c to diagram d 

Rule 2: Adding zone b∩c to diagram d 

 or 

Rule 3: Splitting a spider 

 or 

Rule 4: Negate a unitary diagram 

Figure 2 Illustrating Rules 1-4 

¬



3. System Definition 

This section presents a tableau system for the 
diagrammatic reasoning framework presented in 
Section 2. We begin with the definition of some terms, 
and then we present the rules used in the system. Then 
we present the algorithm that decides whether a 
diagram is satisfiable and analyze the satisfiability of 
some formulas to illustrate the algorithm. In order to 
design the algorithm that builds the diagrammatic 
tableau for spider diagrams we refer to the work 
presented in [1], as a framework for propositional 
tableaux, and [4], which presents a reasoning system 
for spider diagrams. 

As presented in Section 2.2, a tableau is a tree, 
labeled with sets of formulas at each node. When 
spider diagrams, with diagrams as literals, replace 
formulas it is necessary to present the tree in a different 
form. We have chosen to use the JTree mechanism, 
which presents trees using the ‘file browser’ metaphor. 

The tableau system is shown in the screenshots in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. The upper panes of the window 
show the constituent unitary spider diagrams of the 
diagram in question; in the lower pane the tableau is 
shown as a JTree. Figure 3 shows a contradiction 
between the two diagrams d1 and d2 by outlining in 
bold the zone (a∩b) with contradictory constraints. 
Figure 4 shows the effect of equalizing contours and 
zones between two diagrams (Rule 10 above). 

Figure 3 Equalized single-footed literals 

3.1. Definitions 

Definition 1. A literal is a unitary diagram or the 
negation of a unitary diagram. A unitary diagram is a 
positive literal and the negation of a unitary diagram is 
a negative literal. Any diagram d is the complement of 
¬ d and ¬ d is the complement of d. For any diagram d, 
(d, ¬ d) is a complementary pair of literals.

Definition 2. A diagram that only contains spiders 
with one foot is a single-footed diagram. Otherwise it is 
a non-single-footed diagram. 

Definition 3. Two diagrams d1 and d2 are equalized
if they contain the same set of zones and contours. 
Otherwise they are non-equalized.

3.2. Algorithm Definition 

This section presents a tableau algorithm for 
deciding satisfiability and hence validity for spider 
diagrams as presented in Section 2. This method 
extends semantic tableaux for the propositional 
calculus. We now give the construction of the semantic 
tableau for our diagrammatic reasoning system; the 
algorithm derives from the one presented in [1], 
Section 2.6. 

Algorithm 1 (Construction of a diagrammatic 
tableau for spider diagrams) 

Input: A diagram d of the spider diagrams calculus 
Output: A diagrammatic tableau T for d with all the 

leaves marked. 

Figure 4 Equalizing rule 



A diagrammatic tableau T for d is a tree for which 
all the nodes will be labeled with a non-empty set of 
diagrams. At the beginning the T consists of a single 
node, the root, labeled with the set {d}. The tableau is 
built by choosing an unmarked leaf l labeled with the 
set of diagrams D(l) and applying one of the following 
rules. The construction terminates when all the leaves 
are marked with  or .

• If D(l) contains at least one compound diagram, 
choose a compound diagram d from D(l).
Iteratively create children for leaf l applying the α-
and β-rules rules for propositional logic, as 
presented in [1]. 

• If D(l) contains at least one negative literal, choose
a negative literal nd from D(l). Create children for 
leaf l applying the negation rule on nd.

• If D(l) contains only positive literals, and they are 
not equalized, create children for leaf l using the 
equalizing rule presented above, by which 
contours are introduced into diagrams. 

• If D(l) contains at least one non-single-footed 
literal, create children for leaf l using the splitting 
spiders rule presented above, under which a 
diagram containing a spider is split into a 
disjunction of diagrams containing only single-
footed spiders. 

• If D(l) is a set of positive single-footed literals use 
the contradiction rules to mark the leaf l. If there is 
a contradiction among the diagrams from D(l,) the 
leaf is closed and marked with . Otherwise, it is 
open and marked with .

 The algorithm is not deterministic since during the 
expansion process of compound diagrams there is a 
choice of which formula to expand within the label of 
chosen leaf. Beside this, equalizing, negation, and 
spider-splitting rules generate compound diagrams, 
which generates non-determinism. 

A diagrammatic tableau whose construction has 
terminated is called completed diagrammatic tableau.
A completed diagrammatic tableau is closed if all the 
leaves are marked with . If at least one leaf is marked 

, the diagrammatic tableau is open. Nodes below 
which the tableau is not completely expanded are 
marked .

The proof that the construction of a diagrammatic 
tableau terminates is straightforward, and is similar to 
the proof for semantic tableau in propositional logic 
[1][2]. A corollary of that result is that the order of 
application of the tableau rules does not affect the 
result of the decision procedure. 

In practice, the construction of diagrammatic 
tableau can be made more efficient by using some of 
the ideas presented in [1]: 
• Significant savings in space terms can be obtained 

if all the nodes share a diagram repository and 
reference elements using pointers. 

• Using heuristics can make the tableau smaller. For 
example it is best to use α-rules before β-rules, 
and to split spiders only after the diagrams are 
equalized to avoid duplication of formulas. 

Adding some derived rules will shorten the 
contradiction checking process. Examples include: 
• If D(l) is a set of literals and contains at least a 

false diagram, the leaf is closed and marked with 
. Otherwise other rules should be applied.  

• If D(l) is a set of true literals, the leaf is closed and 
marked with . Otherwise other rules should be 
applied. 

• If D(l) contains both a diagram and its negation, 
then the leaf should be closed and marked with .

3.3. System Features 

In this section we review the design of the tableau 
system, drawing attention to the various features and 
the motivation for their inclusion. A key aspect of a 
system of this sort is its usability, and to support this 
the system can be driven both automatically and with 
user intervention. We discuss system features in three 
broad categories now. 

Logical aspects 

Comprehensive set of literals and logical 
operators. The implemented system supports true, 
false, and user-defined unitary diagrams together with 
compound diagrams built using the propositional 
operators ‘not’, ‘and’, (inclusive) ‘or’, implication and 
equivalence. It can easily be extended to support other 
logical operators like exclusive or,‘xor’. 

Mixed visual and textual notation. Unitary 
diagrams are created using a diagram editor while the 
compound diagrams are described using a textual 
notation. A parser reads the textual notation and builds 
an internal representation. The internal model was built 
using Model Driven Architecture [10] and the Kent 
Modeling Framework [9]. 

User interaction 

Viewing and editing diagrams. It is possible to 
view and edit a population of diagrams with ease. This 
can be particularly important when debugging well-



formedness constraints expressed using diagrammatic 
languages. 

Familiar browsing metaphor. The system uses the 
J-Tree library which provides a standard interface to 
tree structures such as file hierarchies. This model is 
familiar to users from file and directory browsers. 

Application of rules over diagrams. It is possible 
to apply transformation rules over diagrams. Selective 
application is supported (e.g. adding a contour, a zone, 
or splitting a given spider), so that one can focus on 
particular diagrams, without being distracted by having 
to check ones which are not the current focus. The 
feedback from rule application has been designed to be 
as helpful as possible. 

On-the-fly application of the rules. In developing 
well-formedness constraints it is often very useful to be 
able to experiment with constraints and sub-diagrams. 
The system is capable of reasoning about sub-diagrams 
that can be then integrated into a large-scale diagram. 

Backtracking. The process of diagrammatic tableau 
construction is non-deterministic. So, at some point one 
might realize that the applied rule is not appropriate. 
The system allows the user to go back to previous step 
and choose another rule. 

System implementation and visualization 

Diagram layout. Diagrams can be displayed using 
automatic layout techniques [11][14]. However, the 
layout process is time-consuming and so is optional. 
Instead, the user can view a fast embedding of a 
diagram, which is poorly laid out, or just view the 
abstract syntax as a textual collection of zones and 
spiders. 

Visual layout. Displaying trees is always a problem 
because on the one hand the number of nodes tends to 
grow on lower levels whilst on the other the graphical 
space is limited to a scrollable screen. In an attempt to 
deal with this, and to avoid under-use of screen real 
estate, the system provides a mixture of vertical and 
horizontal display directions: tree nodes which do not 
contain graphic information are displayed using the 
vertical dimension while graphic information is 
displayed on the horizontal dimension. 

Syntax checking for diagrams. The system detects 
syntactic and semantic errors prior to the construction 
of the tableau. The graphic editor manages the syntax 
errors that appear in unitary diagrams. The parser is 
responsible for reporting the syntax errors in the textual 
description of the compound diagrams. This ensures 
the fact the system will process only well-formed 
diagrams. 

Link between abstract and concrete levels. After 
a diagram has been read using concrete syntax 
notations, it is transformed into an abstract 
representation. The reasoning is performed at the 
abstract syntax level. The results obtained at the 
abstract level are then reported to the user at the 
concrete level. This increases the usability and the 
extensibility of the reasoning system.  

Diagram storage. The system offers the possibility 
of persistent storage for diagrams. This is a useful 
facility, especially in the case of large-scale systems. 

3.4. Example 

Figure 5 contains the tableau after the expansion of 
the top-level “or” and some marking. A contradiction 
has been detected in one branch, in the zone shown 
with a thick border. However, the tableau as a whole is 
still in an “undefined” state: more rules need to be 
applied in order to decide if the tableau is open or not. 

Figure 5 Indicating a contradiction between unitary 
diagrams  



4.   Conclusion and Further Work 

In this paper we have described a system that 
supports reasoning with spider diagrams. This system 
allows users to construct their own spider diagrams and 
to explore the construction of a diagrammatic tableau. 
In addition, it can expand automatically all the 
compounds diagrams within a tableau node. The 
diagrammatic tableau is displayed using a mixture of 
vertical and horizontal display directions: tree nodes 
that do not contain graphic information are displayed 
using the vertical dimension while graphic information 
is displayed on the horizontal dimension. 

Our plan is to extend the work in this paper to the 
considerably more expressive constraint diagram 
reasoning system [8]. Ideally, we will be able to design 
and implement an algorithm to construct tableaux for 
constraint diagrams. This is only possible for a 
decidable system. Restricted forms of the constraint 
diagram notation, which include arrows and universal 
spiders, yield decidable systems [17]. 

We also plan to use a heuristic approach to generate 
even shorter tableaux. The heuristic algorithm would 
search for an optimal operation to apply. If it fails to 
find a solution, it could be because more operations are 
required, or because there is no solution. 

Currently the output from our tool appears in 
mixture of textual and diagrammatic notation. In order 
to present tableaux to users as a tree of diagrams we 
need to create concrete diagrams from their abstract 
descriptions. In [3] the authors give an algorithm for 
drawing a class of spider diagrams from abstract 
descriptions. The quality of the diagram layout has 
been improved using iterative methods and layout 
metrics [11][14]. More research is required on drawing 
strategies for diagrams in the context of tableaux so 
that the diagrams appear sufficiently similar after rule 
application. 
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Abstract

Many visual languages based on Euler diagrams have
emerged for expressing relationships between sets. The ex-
pressive power of these languages varies, but the major-
ity can only express statements involving unary relations
and, sometimes, equality. We present a new visual language
called Visual First Order Logic (VFOL) that was developed
from work on constraint diagrams which are designed for
software specification. VFOL is likely to be useful for soft-
ware specification, because it is similar to constraint dia-
grams, and may also fit into a Z-like framework. We show
that for every First Order Predicate Logic (FOPL) formula
there exists a semantically equivalent VFOL diagram. The
translation we give from FOPL to VFOL is natural and, as
such, VFOL could also be used to teach FOPL, for example.

1 Introduction

There is a growing interest in the use of languages based
on Euler diagrams for expressing and reasoning about log-
ical statements [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13]. The majority of
these languages are monadic (meaning they can only ex-
press statements involving unary relations) and, hence, very
limited in expressive power. Constraint diagrams [9] can
make statements involving binary relations (as well as unary
relations) and have been used to model object oriented soft-
ware systems [8, 10]. They have been designed to com-
plement the diagrammatic theme of the Unified Modeling
Language (UML). In this paper we present a new diagram-
matic language called Visual First Order Logic (VFOL) that
grew out of work on constraint diagrams. VFOL is likely to
be useful for software specification in the context of UML,
because it is similar to constraint diagrams, and may also fit
naturally into a Z-like framework. Another potential appli-
cation domain is for teaching logic to computer scientists.

In figure 1 there are two constraint diagrams. The aster-

isks, labelled s, represent universal quantification and the
nodes, labelled t, represent existential quantification. In or-
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Figure 1. Two constraint diagrams.

der to disambiguate the diagrams, a reading tree [5] is used
to indicate the order in which the quantifiers are to be inter-
preted. The reading trees both assert that s is read before t
and d1 expresses that A and B are disjoint, every element
in A is related to precisely one element, under the relation
r, which is in B. The diagrams d1 and d2 are examples of
unitary diagrams which can be joined together using logical
connectives such as ‘and’ and ‘or’.

In the constraint diagram language, it is difficult (if not
impossible) to express statements such as

A ∩B = ∅ ∧ ∀s ∈ A∃t ∈ B

{s}.r = {t} ∨ {s}.p = {t} (1)

where {s}.r (which is called a navigation expression) de-
notes the relational image of r when the domain is restricted
to {s} (similarly for {s}.p). One reason that (1) is difficult
to express is because of the disjunctive formula inside the
scope of the universal quantifier. The two diagrams in fig-
ure 1 can be taken in disjunction, giving d1 ∨ d2, to express

A ∩B = ∅ ∧ (∀s ∈ A∃t ∈ B {s}.r = {t}
∨ ∀s ∈ A∃t ∈ B{s}.p = {t}),

but this is not semantically equivalent to (1).
Constraint diagrams are good at expressing conjunctive

information inside unitary diagrams. All of the quantifica-
tion occurs inside unitary diagrams, which means that First



Order Predicate Logic (FOPL) sentences involving univer-
sal quantification followed by disjunctive formulae (such as
(1)) may not be realizable as constraint diagrams.

VFOL retains many features of constraint diagrams that
are useful for modelling software systems. In particular,
navigation expressions can still be made in VFOL. In order
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Figure 2. A VFOL diagram.

to represent relations that have arity three or greater we use
multi-sourced arrows and quantification is an explicit oper-
ation which does not appear symbolically within a (unitary)
diagram. Performing quantification outside diagrams also
removes the need for reading trees to accompany the dia-
grams: the order of quantification is automatically explicit.
An example of a VFOL diagram is shown in figure 2, which
is semantically equivalent to statement (1) above. Unlike
constraint diagrams, in VFOL distinct nodes do not neces-
sarily denote distinct elements. This is similar to the in-
terpretation of constant sequences in Euler/Venn diagrams:
distinct constant sequences do not necessarily denote dis-
tinct individuals [13].

The syntax of VFOL and FOPL are given in section 2.
The semantics of VFOL and FOPL are specified in section 3
and in section 4 we map FOPL formulae to semantically
equivalent VFOL diagrams.

2. Syntax

2.1. An Alphabet

In this section, we introduce an alphabet that will be
common to VFOL and FOPL. Firstly, we have a countably
infinite set of variables, V = {x1, x2, ...}. We define a
set of function symbols, F = {f1, f2, ...}, and a set of
relation symbols, R = {r1, r2, ...}. These two sets may
be finite. A function α : F ∪ R → N returns the arity
of each symbol. Relation symbols have arity at least one.
Every variable is a term. If fi is a function symbol and
t1, ..., tα(fi) are terms then fi(t1, ..., tα(fi)) is a term. The
set of terms is denoted T .

In this paper, we will use symbols of the form fi and ri

in our examples. We expect users of the notation will prefer
to choose sensible names for their functions and relations.

2.2. Syntax of VFOL

Relation symbols with arity one, R1 = {ri ∈ R :
α(ri) = 1}, will be used to label contours, and we call
them given contour labels. Function symbols with arity 0,
F0 = {fi ∈ F : α(fi) = 0}, are constants. The remaining
relation and function symbols will be used to label arrows.
A special symbol, U , represents the universal set.
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Figure 3. Two VFOL diagrams.

Example 2.1 The diagram d1 in figure 3 contains one given
contour, labelled r1. The other two contours are derived
contours which represent the image of a relation or func-
tion under certain restrictions. The function symbol f1 has
arity 0 and is, therefore, a constant. Locating f1 inside r1

expresses that f1 ∈ r1. The arrow sourced on r1, labelled
with the unary function symbol f2, targets a derived con-
tour. This arrow expresses that r1.f2 (the image of f2 when
the domain is restricted to r1) is disjoint from r1. This
derived contour is labelled with the navigation expression
r1.f2. The arrow labelled with the binary relation symbol
r2 expresses that f1.r2 equals r1.r3. By the use of shading
we have expressed that r1.r3 is disjoint from r1.f2.

Derived contour labels allow us to talk about the image
of a relation or function without using arrows. These labels
provide an efficiency and flexibility of notation that was not
present in constraint diagrams (where derived contours are
never labelled). To make statements about the image in con-
straint diagrams, one had to first construct the image using
sequences of arrows. The benefits of our new approach be-
come apparent when constructing complex navigation ex-
pressions.

In the example above, in d1 the derived contour la-
bel r1.f2 is redundant, since the arrow targeting r1.f2 is
sourced on r1 and labelled f2. We will not force users of
the notation to label derived contours, unless a label is es-
sential for the interpretation of the diagram. For example,
d2 in figure 3 contains a derived contour with label r1.r3.
Without this label, we could not interpret d2 in a first or-
der manner. The other derived contour in d2 has not been
labelled, since it represents the set (r1.r3).f2. For space
reasons, we omit the conditions under which a derived con-
tour label is required, but they are similar to the readability
criteria given for constraint diagrams in [5].



Further examples of derived contour labels are {x}.f2

and ({x} × r1).f3 where f3 is a binary function symbol.
From these simple derived contour labels we can construct
more complex expressions, such as (({x} × r1).f3).f2. In
order to formally define derived contour labels, we start
with the set DC0 = {r : r ∈ R1 ∪T }∪{U}. The elements
of DC0 are not derived contour labels but are essential for
our inductive definition below.

1. If f is a function symbol in F −F0 and D1, ..., Dα(f)

are in DCi then ((D1 × ...×Dα(f)).f) is in DCi+1.

2. If r is a relation symbol inR−R1 and D1, ..., Dα(r)−1

are in DCi then ((D1 × ...×Dα(r)−1).r) is in DCi+1.

3. Every element of DCi is in DCi+1.

The set of derived contour labels is

DC =
⋃
n∈N

DCn −DC0.

We define CL = R1 ∪ DC to be the set of contour labels.
The definition of DC could be simplified if we went against
convention and defined the arity of each function symbol
to be the number of inputs plus 1: we could treat relation
symbols and function symbols in the same way. This is also
the case for several other definitions given later in the paper.
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Figure 4. Multi-sourced arrows and equality.

Example 2.2 The diagram d1 in figure 4 contains a func-
tion label f3 that has arity 2. The arrow has two sources and
the order in which these are read is indicated by labelling
the arrow. The diagram expresses that r1 ∩ r4 = ∅ and
(r1 × r4).f3 = f2(x), where x is a variable which is free
in d1. Here, in our informal explanation, we have identified
f2(x) with {f2(x)}.

The arrows in a diagram can be sourced and targeted on
terms, contours and the rectangle which encloses the dia-
gram. In our formal syntax, this rectangle is denoted by U
and represents the universal set. We define the set of sources
and targets of the arrows to be AST = T ∪ CL ∪ {U}. Ar-
rows are defined as follows.

1. If f is a function symbol in F−F0, s ∈ AST α(f) and
t ∈ AST then (f, s, t) is an arrow.

2. If r is a relation symbol in R −R1, s ∈ AST α(r)−1

and t ∈ AST then (r, s, t) is an arrow.

The set of all arrows is denoted AR. The label of arrow
(l, s, t) is l, the source is s and the target is t; the compo-
nents of s are the elements of the set Com(s) = {ai : s =
(a1, ..., an) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

We assume that the sets T , F ,R, DC, AR, and {U} are
pairwise disjoint.

Example 2.3 The diagram d2, in figure 4, expresses that
f1 = f2(x), by the use of a pair of parallel straight line
segments, like an equals sign. We say that f1 and f2(x)
are identified. Similarly, x �= f4 and we say that x and
f4 are separated. The term f2(x) has a location that con-
sists of two zones. In a drawn diagram, a zone can be de-
scribed by a two-way partition of the contour label set. In
our formalization, a zone is an ordered pair of disjoint sets
of contour labels, (a, b), where a contains the zone and b
excludes the zone. The diagram d2 expresses that f2(x) is
in r1 or U − r1. Since f2(x) = f1, we can deduce from
d2 that f2(x) ∈ U − r1. Finally, d2 contains a dashed ar-
row. Dashed arrows, which are not part of the constraint
diagram language, allow us to represent partial information.
In the particular case here, the arrow expresses that {x}.r2

includes f1. In other words, x is related to (at least) f1 under
r2.

We are now in a position to define unitary diagrams.

Definition 2.1 A unitary diagram is a tuple

d = 〈CL, T, SA,DA, Z, SZ, λ, ι, σ〉

whose component parts are as follows.

1. CL ⊆ CL is a finite set of contour labels.

2. T ⊆ T is a finite set of terms.

3. SA ⊆ AR is a finite set of solid arrows and DA ⊆
AR is a finite set of dashed arrows such that each ar-
row (l, s, t) ∈ SA ∪ DA satisfies Com(s) ∪ {t} ⊆
CL ∪ T ∪ {U}.

4. Z ⊆ {(a, b) : a ∪ b = CL ∧ a ∩ b = ∅} is a set of
zones.

5. SZ ⊆ Z is a set of shaded zones.

6. A function λ : T → PZ − {∅} returns the location of
each term.

7. A relation ι ⊆ T × T . We say that terms t1 and t2 are
identified in d if (t1, t2) ∈ ι or (t2, t1) ∈ ι.

8. A relation σ ⊆ T × T . We say that terms t1 and t2 are
separated in d if (t1, t2) ∈ σ or (t2, t1) ∈ σ.
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Figure 5. A compound diagram.

Unitary diagrams form the basic building blocks of com-
pound diagrams.

Example 2.4 The compound diagram in figure 5 expresses
that the relation r2 is anti-symmetric when restricted to A.

To allow us to quantify over sets outside unitary dia-
grams, we define set expressions. Any contour label (given
or derived) is a set expression and U is a set expression. If
A and B are set expressions then (A◦B) is a set expression
where ◦ ∈ {∪,∩,−}.

Definition 2.2 A diagram is defined as follows. A unitary
diagram is a diagram. If d1 and d2 are diagrams then ¬d1

and (d1 ◦ d2) where ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔} are diagrams. Ad-
ditionally, if xi is a variable and A is a set expression then
(∀xi ∈ A) d1 and (∃xi ∈ A) d1 are diagrams.

2.3. Syntax of FOPL

We briefly summarize the syntax of FOPL. The variables
and terms are elements of V and T respectively. Atomic
formulae are of two kinds. If s and t are terms then
(s = t) is an atomic formula. If r is a relation symbol
and t1, ..., tα(r) are terms then r(t1, ..., tα(r)) is an atomic
formula. Formulae are of four kinds. Atomic formulae are
formulae. If p and q are formulae then ¬p and (p ◦ q) are a
formulae where ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔}. Additionally, if xi is a
variable then ∃xi p and ∀xi p are formulae.

3. Semantics

So far, we have given the syntax of VFOL and FOPL. We
shall assume the standard semantic interpretation of FOPL
formulae (see, for example, [2]). In VFOL, we briefly note
that contour labels represent sets, terms represent elements
(although in our formalization they represent singleton sets)
and arrow labels represent relations or functions. An arrow,
together with its source and target, represents a property of
the relation or function represented by its label. We note
that dashed arrows are syntactic sugar. This section formal-
izes the semantics.

Definition 3.1 A structure, S, is a non-empty set U , called
the domain of S, together with a single element subset of

U for each f ∈ F0, a function S(f) : Uα(f) → U for each
f ∈ F − F0, and a relation S(r) ⊆ Uα(r) for each r ∈ R.

Arrows give information about the image of a relation
(or function) when the domain is restricted to the (set repre-
sented by) the arrows source.

Definition 3.2 Let U denote the universal set and let f be
a function. The image of f is the set

im(f) = {aα(f)+1 : ∃a1, ..., aα(f) (a1, ..., aα(f)+1) ∈ f}.

Let A be a subset of Uα(f). We define A.f to be the image
of f with the domain restricted to A: A.f = im(f |A). Let
r be a relation. We define the image of r to be

im(r) = {aα(r) : ∃a1, ..., aα(r)−1 (a1, ..., aα(r)) ∈ r}.

Let A be a subset of Uα(r)−1. We define the image of r with
the domain restricted to A to be

A.r = im(r ∩ (A× U)).

We wish to identify when a structure satisfies a VFOL
diagram. In order to do so, we will interpret the component
parts of the diagram, illustrated in the following example.

Example 3.1 Let S be a structure and consider the dia-
grams in figure 4. Some components of d1 are interpreted
in S: S(r1), S(r4), S(f3) and S(f2). We interpret U as the
universal set: S(U) = U . The term f2(x) is located outside
both r1 and r4 and we associate with d1 a terms condition:

{x}.S(f2) ⊆ S(U)− (S(r1) ∪ S(r4)).

The solid arrow expresses

(S(r1)× S(r4)).S(f3) = {x}.S(f2)

and this is called the solid arrows condition. The placement
of r1 and r4 expresses that S(r1) ∩ S(r4) = ∅. To capture
this, we define the plane tiling condition, which asserts that
the union of the sets represented by the zones is the univer-
sal set. For d1, the plane tiling condition is:

(S(U)−(S(r1)∪S(r4)))∪(S(r1)∩(S(U)−S(r4)))∪
(S(r4) ∩ (S(U)− S(r1))) = S(U).

In d2, the dashed arrow expresses {x}.S(r2) ⊇ S(f1).
The terms f1 and f2(x) are identified, which asserts
S(f1) = {x}.S(f2). Separated terms denote distinct ele-
ments (strictly, singleton sets), so {x} �= S(f4). Addition-
ally, d2 has the terms condition

{x} ⊆ S(U)− S(r1) ∧ S(f4) ⊆ S(U)− S(r1)
∧ S(f1) ⊆ S(U)− S(r1) ∧ {x}.S(f2) ⊆ S(U).



To facilitate the construction of a set of conditions that
will allow us to determine whether a structure is a model
for a diagram , we overload S. The result will include sym-
bolic statements since, in general, the overloading contains
uninterpreted variables.

Definition 3.3 Let S be a structure with domain U . We
overload S and define the following.

1. Universe: S(U) = U .

2. Set expressions: If A ◦ B is a set expression where
◦ ∈ {∪,∩,−} then S(A ◦B) = (S(A) ◦ S(B)).

3. Variables: for each xi ∈ V , S(xi) = {xi}.

4. Terms: for each t ∈ T , if t is a constant or vari-
able then S(t) is already defined. Otherwise t is of
the form fi(t1, ..., tα(fi)) for some fi ∈ F − F0 and
terms t1, ..., tα(fi) and we define

S(t) = ((S(t1)× ...× S(tα(fi))).S(fi)).

5. Derived contour labels: let D be a derived contour
label. Then D is of the form ((D1 × ... ×Dn).g) and
we define S(D) recursively:

S(D) = ((S(D1)× ...× S(Dn)).S(g)).

6. Zones: for each zone (a, b) we define

S(a, b) =
⋂
l∈a

S(l) ∩ (S(U)−
⋃
l∈b

S(l)).

We define the union (intersection) over the empty set to
be the empty set (the domain).

7. Sets of zones: for each set of zones, Z , S(Z) =⋃
(a,b)∈Z

S(a, b).

Definition 3.4 Let d be a diagram. The semantics predi-
cate, denoted Pd(S), for d is defined as follows. If d is a
unitary diagram then Pd(S) is the conjunction of the fol-
lowing conditions.

1. Terms Condition Terms denote elements (strictly, sin-
gleton sets) in the sets represented by their locations:

∧
t∈T

S(t) ⊆ S(λ(t)).

2. Solid Arrows Condition Each solid arrow expresses
that, when the domain is restricted to the source, the
image of the label equals the target:

∧
(l,s,t)∈SA

S(s).S(l) = S(t).

3. Dashed Arrows Condition Each dashed arrow ex-
presses that, when the domain is restricted to the
source, the image of the label is a superset of the tar-
get: ∧

(l,s,t)∈DA

S(s).S(l) ⊇ S(t).

4. Plane Tiling Condition The union of the sets repre-
sented by the zones is the universal set:

⋃
z∈Z

S(z) = S(U).

5. Shading Condition The sets represented by shaded
zones contain only elements represented by terms in
the diagram:

∧
z∈SZ

S(z) ⊆
⋃
t∈T

S(t).

6. Equality Condition Terms that are identified represent
the same elements:

∧
(ti,tj)∈ι

S(ti) = S(tj).

7. Distinctness Condition Terms that are separated rep-
resent distinct elements:

∧
(ti,tj)∈σ

S(ti) �= S(tj).

If d = ¬d1 for some d1 then Pd(S) = ¬Pd1(S). If
d = (d1 ◦ d2) for some d1, d2 and ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔} then
Pd(S) = (Pd1(S) ◦ Pd2(S)). If d = (Qxi ∈ A) d1 for
some Q ∈ {∀,∃}, variable xi and set expression A then
Pd(S) = (Qxi ∈ S(A)) Pd1(S). If Pd(S) is true then S is
a model for d.

4. Mapping from FOPL to VFOL

A FOPL formula and a VFOL diagram are semantically
equivalent when they have the same models. In order to
show that FOPL is at most as expressive as VFOL we will
map formulae to semantically equivalent diagrams. For ex-
ample, the FOPL formula, p,

∃x∃y ¬(x = y)⇒ (r1(x) ∧ r4(x, y, z))

is semantically equivalent to the diagram in figure 6. There
is an obvious mapping from the atomic parts of p to the
unitary parts of the diagram.

Definition 4.1 Define a function, E , which maps formula p
to diagram d as follows.
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Figure 6. Mapping FOPL to VFOL.

1. p is atomic. Then p can be one of three types and
E(p) = d is a unitary diagram. In each case we only
specify the non-empty components of d.

(a) p is of the form (s = t) for terms s and t.
The terms are T = {s, t}. The zones are
Z = {(∅, ∅)}. The locations of the terms are
λ(s) = Z and λ(t) = Z. The terms are identi-
fied, τ = {(s, t)}.

(b) p is of the form r(t) for some r ∈ R1 and term
t. The labels are CL = {r}. The terms are T =
{t}. The zones are Z = {({r}, ∅), (∅, {r})}. The
location of the term is λ(t) = {({r}, ∅)}.

(c) p is of the form r(t1, ..., tα(r)) for some r ∈
R − R1 and terms t1, ..., tα(r). The terms
are T = {t1, ..., tα(r)}. The zones are Z =
{(∅, ∅)}. The dashed arrows are DA =
{(r, (t1, ..., tα(r)−1), tα(r))}. The locations of
the terms are, for each ti (1 ≤ i ≤ α(r))
λ(ti) = {(∅, ∅)}.

2. p is of the form¬q where q is a formula.E(p) = ¬E(q).

3. p is of the form (q ◦ s) where q and s are formulae and
◦ ∈ {∨,∧,⇒,⇔}. E(p) = (E(q) ◦ E(s)).

4. p is of the form Qxi q where Q ∈ {∀,∃}, xi is a vari-
able and q is a formula. E(p) = (Qxi ∈ U) E(q).

Theorem 4.1 Any formula f is semantically equivalent to
E(f).

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced VFOL which is capable
of expressing any FOPL formula. We anticipate that VFOL
will be useful for software specification and may also be
useful for teaching logic and reasoning. An invariant we
may wish to write when modelling a video rental store can
be seen in figure 7. The diagram asserts that people can only
borrow copies from stores they have joined.

We are developing a set of sound and complete reason-
ing rules for VFOL. Some of these rules will transform a
diagram into a semantically equivalent diagram whose uni-
tary parts correspond to atomic formulae. We plan to write
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Figure 7. Specifying Software Systems.

diagrammatic versions of FOPL rules to give a complete set
for VFOL and also extend to a second order language.
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Abstract

In order to perform global operations such as robot path
planning, it is necessary to support operations which are
performed at any matching location in a model rather than
merely at locations defined by the current location of the
robot. This paper describes extensions to the rule-based
geometric reasoning language Isaac to permit global oper-
ations, without violating the rule-based nature of the lan-
guage. An example of the use of the extended language to
define a path-planning algorithm is presented.

1. Introduction

The Isaac rule-based visual language has been developed
to define reactive robot behaviors using a purely geometric
notation, and to allow environment mapping. A weakness in
the language formulation has been that more sophisticated
algorithms, such as path planning operations, could not be
defined within the constraints of the language.

In this work, we consider the addition of two features
to Isaac to address this deficiency. First, we consider rules
which are not robot-centric; that is, rules which can be ap-
plied anywhere in the world model rather than just at loca-
tions relative to the robot. Second, we enhance the world
model itself by adding vector fields, permitting the robot to
follow a path defined in the model.

Following this Introduction, we describe the Isaac visual
programming language in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the enhancements being made to Isaac. A detailed example,
showing the use of global rules and vector planes, is given
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents some preliminary
conclusions.

2. Isaac

Isaac is a rule-based visual language for geometric rea-
soning in uncertain environments, specifically intended for

use with mobile robots. Detailed descriptions of the lan-
guage, its processing model, and the techniques used in vi-
sualizing world models used in Isaac can be found in [4]
and [2]. A description of a prototype execution engine for
the language is described in [3].

Briefly, Isaac uses rules defined solely in geometric
terms for robot control. A typical rule, which would be used
for obstacle avoidance, is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Obstacle Avoidance Rule

The rule’s preconditions are shown in the left pane of the
rule, and its postconditions in the right. In both panes, the
robot is represented as an octagon; the robot’s orientation is
such that “forward” is represented as “up” in the rule. The
left (precondition) pane shows a red1 region forward and
to the left of the robot; the right pane shows the result of
applying this rule, which is to stop the robot’s left motor
and set its right motor to run in reverse.

These rules are used in combination with a world model
defined in terms similar to Moravec’s evidence (or occu-
pancy) grids[1]. In an Isaac world model, each point in
the model represents a vector of object types which may or
may not be present at that point. Typical object types might
be obstacles (either known a priori or discovered through
sensor returns) or “virtual” objects such as a trail marking

1The colors are described as in the on-line version of this paper. Al-
though the paper will be reproduced in greyscale, figures will still be de-
scribed using the colors present in the on-line version.



where the robot has been. Each of the object types at a point
is maintained independently using Dempster-Shafer[5] be-
lief values, and a frame of discernment {T,F} in which T is
the extent to which it is believed the object is present at the
point, and F is the extent to which it is believed the object
is not present.

The rule in Figure 1 would be appropriate to a world
model in which obstacles detected by the robot’s sensors
appear as red objects in the world model (the input/output
system used by Isaac, and its integration with the rule exe-
cution engine, is described in [4]). The interpretation of the
rule is that, if the red area in the left pane of the rule inter-
sects a red region (i.e. an obstacle) in the world model, then
the rule is applied.

Rules can be defined which will directly control the robot
(as above), or to modify the world model itself. Rules in this
latter category will be shown later in this paper.

3. Global Rules and Vector Planes

3.1. Global Rules

A global rule is specified in Isaac by not including a
robot outline in the rule’s specification. The global oper-
ation can then be performed at any matching location in the
world model. In robo-centric rules, the presence of the robot
outline imposes an orientation on the rule: the rule is spec-
ified relative to the orientation of the robot, and is rotated
with the robot when applied. Global operations do not have
the presence of the robot to impose an orientation, so they
are being treated as isotropic – that is, the specified rule
matches as defined by the rule, and also matches if rotated
a multiple of 90◦ from its definition.

An example of a global Isaac operation is shown in Fig-
ure 2. In this operation, it is assumed that obstacles are
coded red (the obstacle location could either be a priori in-
formation from an input map, or new information gained as
a result of sensor inputs to the robot). The operation per-
forms a dilation, inserting an orange square of the specified
size matching every red point in the original model.

Figure 2. Dilation Operation

An example of applying this rule to a map will be shown
later, in combination with rules performing path-planning.

3.2. Vector Planes

Polygons in Isaac represent the presence of features in
the world model, with Dempster-Shafer values for the belief
in the presence and the belief in the absence of the feature
at the location. A vector plane also has a unit vector at each
point in the plane, specifying a direction. When a rule is
applied which modifies a vector plane, the direction is up-
dated according to the weighted average of the beliefs in the
presence of the point. An example of three rules including
vectors is shown in Figure 3. In these rules, the blue square
in the left hand side denotes the path, and the short black
line denotes the direction of the path. The empty orange
square denotes the requirement that no dilated obstacle ex-
ist in that region of the plane. On the right hand side, the
path has been extended.

Figure 3. Path Planning Rule to Extend Path
Backwards

All three of these rules correspond to a situation in which
the existing path is in one of the four primary compass di-
rections. In the first rule, the path can be extended in the
same direction. In the second and third rules, diagonal turns
to the left and right are also possible. Three similar rules
would handle the similar case of extending diagonal path
elements. As will be seen in Section 4, this rule is part of
a backward-chaining path planning algorithm: the path is
extended backward from the goal point to the initial robot
position.

Examples of rules causing a robot to travel as specified
by a vector plane are shown in Figure 4. When a rule whose
precondition includes an orientation, the degree to which it



matches is weighted by the cosine of the angle between the
orientation of the rule and the direction in the vector field if
the angle is between 0 and ±90o, and does not match at all
if the angle is obtuse. In the three rules shown, the first rule
will completely match if the robot is heading in the same
direction as the path, the second will completely match if
the robot is travelling 90o to the right of the path, and the
third will completely match if the robot is travelling 90oto
the left of the path. The weighted average of rules will be
combined, resulting in the robot correcting its direction of
travel to correspond to the path.

Figure 4. Rules for Following Path

The visualization of vector fields is likewise an extension
of the model visualization already present in Isaac. The use
of hue, brightness, and saturation to visualize belief and dis-
belief in obstacles, is described in [2].

To visualize vector fields, the approach is augmented by
drawing lines as specified by the direction of the visualiza-
tion. The model display is divided into small squares. If the
center point of a square has a vector direction, a short line
is drawn from the center in that direction.

4. Detailed Example: Path Planning

This section presents a detailed example of the use of
global operations and vector fields to implement a stream
function path planning algorithm[6]. The ruleset for the
path planning problem consists of the dilation rule in Figure
2, the three path-planning rules shown in Figure 3 (and the
three analogous diagonal rules mentioned in Section 3.2),
and the path following rules from Figure 4.

The original model is as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Original World Model

On the first rule execution cycle, the dilation rule dilates
the obstacles, and the path planning rules create the last step
in the path: the step that actually achieves the goal. The
result of this execution cycle is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. First Step in Path Planning



As the dilated obstacle avoidance region is not the same
color as the original obstacle region, it does not continue to
dilate. However, the path-planning region continues to ex-
pand. Following ten iterations it appears as shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7. Path Planning After Ten Iterations

Once the planned path reaches the robot, the path follow-
ing operations shown in Figure 4 are enabled, and the robot
proceeds to the target. The final vector field, and the path
taken by the robot, are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Path Followed by Robot

This algorithm is “self healing” in the event of the dis-
covery of additional obstacles in the course of the robot’s
travel to the goal point. If a red obstacle point is added to
the model, the dilation rule is enabled, creating an orange
area which is ineligible for path planning. The path will

then “re-propagate” around the new orange area.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has described enhancements currently being
added to Isaac visual programming language to permit a
more powerful range of algorithms than those of the lan-
guage’s initial description. It is expected that this will in-
crease the utility of the language in both research and in-
structional environments.

The enhancements to Isaac described in this paper are
currently being implemented. At the same time, we are re-
considering the rule execution engine itself with an eye to
reducing the amount of computation needed on each exe-
cution cycle, focusing on geometric analogies to the well-
known RETE and TREAT algorithms.
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Abstract - We developed a syntax-directed approach to
program visualization. A class of attribute graph grammars
(AGGs) was formalized to define the syntax and layout rules
of program diagrams. We developed an attribute evaluation
algorithm for the AGG on the basis of its leftmost derivations.
The Logichart-AGG was then defined to formalize the syntax
and layout rules of a diagram that visualizes a Prolog program
and its execution tree in terms of the AGG. All the attribute
values of the Logichart-AGG can be evaluated using a simple
one-pass attribute evaluation algorithm. We are the first to
strictly formalize attribute evaluation algorithms of AGGs
based on the traversal of derivation trees in a similar way
to the formalization of attribute grammars from context-free
string grammars.

Keywords: program visualization, program diagram, attribute
graph grammar, Logichart, graph layout

1 Introduction
We conducted a long-term study on syntax-directed pro-

gram visualization and developed an attribute graph grammar
(AGG) to formalize the graph-syntactical rules of program
diagrams for Pascal, C and Prolog [1], [2]. This AGG consists
of a context-free graph grammar with formalized productions
that specify the syntax rules of the program diagrams and
semantic rules that are defined so that they can extract the
layout information needed to display program diagrams as
attributes attached to node labels.

Because the attribute grammar formalism is declarative, the
order of evaluation of the attributes must be determined to
develop an attribute evaluator. Text strings have a natural
linear order from left to right, but the graph nodes generated
by the graph grammar do not have a natural linear order.
Therefore, developing an attribute evaluation algorithm for an
AGG requires a way to determine the order of evaluation of
the attributes. Many attribute evaluation methods have been
developed for attribute grammars from context-free string
grammars, but few have been proposed for AGGs.

We will first define an AGG whose underlying grammar is
an edNCE grammar that generates ordered graphs. Next, we
will describe attribute evaluation algorithms we developed for
the AGG in terms of the node order based on the leftmost
derivation. We will then describe an AGG for Logichart,
a program diagram description language we developed, that

formalizes the syntax rules of diagrams that can be used to
visualize a Prolog program and its execution tree by using
an AGG as a running example. A Prolog visualization system
developed based on the Logichart-AGG guarantees that any
correct Prolog program can be visualized (completeness) and
that any Logichart diagram displayed by the system will al-
ways be valid for the Logichart-AGG (soundness). All attribute
values of the Logichart-AGG can be evaluated using a simple
one-pass attribute evaluation algorithm.

We are the first to strictly formalize attribute evaluation
algorithms of AGGs based on the traversal of derivation trees
in a similar way to the formalization of attribute grammars
from context-free string grammars.

2 Preliminaries
We describe an edNCE grammar that generates ordered

graphs, their leftmost derivations, and derivation trees [3].

2.1 edNCE grammar
Let � be an alphabet of nodes and � an alphabet of edges.

A graph over � and � is a 3-tuple � � ����� ��, where �
is the finite nonempty set of nodes, � � ���� �� �� � �� � �
�� � �� �� � � �� is the set of edges, and � � � � � is
the node labeling function. The components of a graph � are
denoted by �� , �� , and �� , respectively. Two graphs � and
	 are isomorphic if there is a bijection 
 : �� � �� such
that �� � ��
���� �� 
���� � ��� �� �� � ��� and, for all
� � �� , ���
���� � �� ���. The set of all graphs over �
and � is denoted �����.

Definition 1: A edNCE grammar is a tuple � � ��� �� ��
�� � ��, where

(1) � is the alphabet of node labels.
(2) � is the alphabet of terminal node labels.
(3) � is the alphabet of edge labels.
(4) � is the alphabet of final edge labels.
(5)  is the finite set of productions. A production is of the

form ‘� � �����’, where

(5.1) � � ��� and � � �����.
(5.2) � � �	�	�	��	 �in, out� is the connection

relation of � and each element ��� �� �� �� �� �� �
�� �� � � �� � � �� � � � �in, out�� of � is a
connection instruction of �.



(6) � � ��� is the start node label. The start graph ��

is a graph that consists of a single node labeled � and
no edge. �

To improve readability, a connection instruction
��� �� �� �� �� will always be written as ��� ���� �� ��.
For a production � � � � �����, � is the left-hand side of
�, ����� is the right-hand side of �. We write lhs��� � �
and rhs��� � �����.

Two productions �� � �� � ���� ��� and �� � �� �
���� ��� are called isomorphic if �� � �� and there is an
isomorphism 
 from �� to �� and �� � ���� ���� 
����
�� � ��� ���� �� �� � ���. By copy��� we denote the set
of all productions that are isomorphic to a production � in
 . An element of copy��� is called a production copy of �.
����� � �

�

���

copy���.

The process of graph rewriting in an edNCE graph grammar
is defined as follows. Let a given graph (host graph) be � and
let � be a nonterminal node of � . Let node � be labeled � ,
and let �� � � � ���� � �� be a production copy of some
� �  such that �� and � are mutually disjoint.

(1) Remove node � and all edges that are incident with �
from � . Let the resulting graph (rest graph) be � �.

(2) Put �� (daughter graph) in ��.
(3) Establish new edges between certain nodes of � � and

certain nodes of �� in a way specified by the connec-
tion instructions in � �. This is called embedding of � �

in ��. Let the resulting graph be � �.

The meaning of an instruction ��� ���� �� in� � � � is as
follows: if there is an edge with label � from a node � �
�� ���� with label � to node �, then the embedding process
should establish an edge with label � from node � to node � �
��� . And similarly for ��� ���� �� out� instead of ��� ���� ��
in�, where ‘in’ refers to the incoming edges of � and ‘out’ to
the outgoing edges of �.

Let � and � � be graphs in �����. If � is transformed
into� � by the application of a production copy � � as described
above, then we write�
����� � and call it a derivation step. A
sequence of derivation steps��
����

�

�

�� 
����
�

�

� � � 
�����

�

�	 is called a derivation. A derivation �� 
����
�

�

�� 
����
�

�

� � � 
�����

�

�	, � � 	 is creative if the graphs �� and ��


,

  �  � are mutually disjoint, where rhs���
� � ���


� �
�


�.
We write �
�� � if there is a creative derivation as above,
with �� � � and �	 � � �. A sentential form of � is a
graph � such that ��


�� for some start graph �� . A set
of sentential forms is denoted by ����. The graph language
generated by � is ���� � ��� � � � � ����� and ��


��
for some start graph ���. For a graph � , the set of all graphs
isomorphic to � is denoted �� �.

In general, the graph resulting from a derivation based on an
edNCE grammar depends on the order in which the production
copies were applied. The confluence property maintains that
the result of a derivation does not depend on the order in which
the productions are applied.

Definition 2: An edNCE grammar � � ��� �� �� �� �

�� is confluent, or C-edNCE grammar, if for all productions
�� � �� � ���� ��� and �� � �� � ���� ��� �  , all nodes
�� � ���

and �� � ���
, and all edge labels �� Æ � �, the

following equivalence holds:
�� � � � ���� ���� ��� out) � �� and

����
����� ��Æ� ��� in) � ��

�

�� � � � ���� ���� ��� in) � �� and

����
����� ��Æ� ��� out) � ��

�

Proposition 1: An edNCE grammar � � ��� �� �� �� �
�� is confluent if and only if the following holds for every
graph � � �����:
if � 
�����

�� 
�����
��� and �
�����

�� 
�����
��� are

(creative) derivations of �, then ��� � ���. �

2.2 Leftmost derivation
An ordered graph is a graph whose nodes have a linear

order. Let � be an edNCE grammar such that the right-
hand side of its productions are made into ordered graphs by
choosing linear orders on their nodes. The right-hand sides of
the production copies inherit this order in the obvious way (i.e.,
they are ordered such that the isomorphism from the original
to a production copy is order preserving). This order induces
a linear order on the nodes of the sentential forms of � in the
obvious way.

The leftmost derivation is defined as follows. Let a given
ordered graph (host graph) be � and let � be the first
nonterminal node within the node order of � . Let node � be
labeled � , and let �� � � � ���� � �� be a production copy
of some � �  such that �� and � are mutually disjoint.

(1) Remove node � and all edges that are incident with �
from � . Let the resulting graph (rest graph) be � �.

(2) Put �� (daughter graph) in ��.
(3) Establish new edges between certain nodes of � � and

certain nodes of �� in a way specified by the connec-
tion instructions in � �. Let the resulting graph be � �.

(4) If the nodes of � are ordered as ���� � � � � ��� with � �
�
, and those of �� are ordered as ���� � � � � ��, then the
order � � is ��� � � � � ��
��	� ��� � � � � �� ��

�	� � � � � ��.

Let the start graph �� is an ordered graph that consists of
a single node labeled �. If an ordered graph � is transformed
into an ordered graph � � by the application of a production
copy �� as described above, then we write �
��� � and call
it a leftmost derivation step. A sequence of leftmost derivation
steps�� 
����

�

�

�� 
����
�

�

� � � 
�����

�

�	 is called a leftmost
derivation.

We write �
�

���
� if there is a leftmost derivation from

� to � �. The graph language leftmost generated by � is
������ � ��� � � � � ����� and ��


�

��� for some start
graph ���, where the abstract graph �� � does not involve an
order any more.

Every derivation of a C-edNCE grammar can be trans-
formed into a leftmost derivation, by repeated application of
the confluence property.



Proposition 2: For every C-edNCE grammar �, � ����� �
����.

2.3 Derivation tree
Derivation trees are rooted, ordered trees. Each vertex of

the tree has directed edges to each of its � children, � � 	,
and the order of the children is indicated by labeling the edges
as 
� � � � � �.

Definition 3: Let � � ��� �� �� �� � �� be an edNCE
grammar. A c-labeled derivation tree of � is a rooted, ordered
tree � of which the vertices are labeled by production copies
in ����� �, such that

(1) the right-hand sides of all the production copies that
label the vertices of � are mutually disjoint, and do not
contain the root of � as a node, and

(2) if vertex � of � has label � � �����, then the children
of � are the nonterminal nodes of �, and their order in
� is the same as their order in �; moreover, for each
child �, the left-hand side of the label of � in � equals
its label in �. �

For a c-labeled derivation tree �, let ��� ��� � � � � �	 be the
sequence of its vertices in pre-order, let �
 be the label of �
,
and let � � lhs����. Then, �� 
�����

�� 
�����
� � � 
�����

�	, where �� consists of a single node �� labeled X and �	

is terminal graph, is a leftmost derivation.

3 AGG and attribute evaluation
We first define an AGG whose underlying grammar is

an edNCE grammar that generates ordered graphs. We then
define our attribute evaluation algorithm for the AGGs.

3.1 Definition of AGG
An AGG in this paper consists of an underlying ed-

NCE grammar that generates ordered graphs, together with
attributes and semantic rules defining the values of these
attributes.

Definition 4: An attribute graph grammar (AGG) is a tuple
 � � ! ��  � " #, where

(1) � � ��������� � �� is edNCE grammar that gener-
ates order graphs and we call it an underlying graph
grammar of  �.

(2) Each node label � � � of � has two disjoint finite sets
$��� and ���� of inherited and synthesized attributes,
respectively. We denote the set of all attributes of
nonterminal node symbol � by  ��� � $��������.
 �

�

���

 ��� is called the set of attributes of �.

We assume that $��� � %, and that for each � � �
���� � %. An attribute of � is denoted by &���, and
the set of possible values of & is denoted by ��&�.

(3) Associated with each production � � �� � �����
is a set "� of semantic rules, which define all the
attributes in ������ $����� � � � � $��	� where �� �
���� � � � � �	� and ����
� � �
� 
  �  �. A semantic
rule defining an attribute &����� 	  �  � has the

form &���� �� 
�&���
��� ' ' ' � &���
���� where 

is a mapping ��&���
��� 	 ' ' ' 	 ��&���
��� into
��&�����. In this situation, we say that &���� depends
on &���
��� � � � � &���
�� in �. The set " �

�

	��

is

called the set of semantic rules of  �. �

3.2 Attribute evaluation algorithm
As previously mentioned, graph nodes generated by

AGGs have no natural linear ordering. Therefore, developing
an AGG attribute evaluation algorithm requires a way to assign
an order to traversing vertices of c-derivation trees of the AGG
to evaluate its attributes. We use an edNCE grammar that
generates ordered graphs as the underlying grammar of the
AGG. The vertices of c-derivation trees are then traversed in
the order within nodes of the right-hand side graphs of the
edNCE grammar’s productions.

A simple one-pass (l-pass) attribute evaluation algorithm
(simple one-pass attribute evaluator) for AGGs is defined in
Figure 1. It traverses vertices of a c-derivation tree � from top
to bottom and left to right. An AGG � is simple one-pass if
the simple one-pass evaluator evaluates all attribute instances
of every c-derivation tree of �.

procedure EVALUATE(��); vertex ��;
�Let the label of vertex �� be �� � ����� and let the nodes
of � be ordered as ���� � � � ��.�

begin
if �� �� � then compute all inherited attributes of ��;
for � �� � to � do

begin
if �� is a nonterminal node then EVALUATE(��);
else compute all attributes of 	�����;

end
compute all synthesized attributes of ��;

end

�main program�
begin

EVALUATE(the root of 
);
end

Fig. 1. Simple one-pass evaluator

Pure (simple) visit, sweep, alt-pass, and pass attribute evalu-
ation procedures for attribute grammars were discussed in [4].
Formalizing them is straightforward for the AGGs on the basis
of the order within nodes of the right-hand side graphs of the
edNCE grammar’s productions and their c-derivation trees.

4 Prolog program visualization
We describe the Logichart-AGG that formalizes the syntax

and layout rules of diagrams that can be used to visualize a
Prolog program and its execution tree by using an AGG as a
running example.

4.1 Logichart diagram



prolog_program test(X,Y,Z)

test(X,Y,Z)

test(_, _, _)

appendList(X, Y, Z)

appendList([], X, X)

appendList([X|L1], L2, [X|List]) appendList(L1, L2, List)

appendList([X|L1], L2, [X|List])

write((X, Y, Z))

write(end)

nl

appendList([], X, X)

nl

Fig. 2. An example of Logichart diagrams

Logichart, which is short for Logic flowchart, is a
program diagram description language that we have developed
to visualize Prolog programs and their execution flows[2], [5].
Prolog programs and their executions are visualized by using a
Logichart diagram as follows. If a query ‘?- ��� ��� � � � � �	’
is input, the clause ‘prolog program :- ��� ��� � � � � �	’ is
added to the Prolog program. The head of this clause is
visualized as a node labeled with the string ‘prolog program’
and becomes the root of the Logichart diagram. The Logichart
diagram that corresponds to the Prolog program below and the
query ‘?- test.’ is shown in Figure 2.

test(X,Y,Z) :- appendList(X,Y,Z),
write((X,Y,Z)),nl.

test(_,_,_) :- write(end),nl.
appendList([],X,X).
appendList([X|L1],L2,[X|List]) :-

appendList(L1,L2,List).

A Logichart diagram has a tree-like structure as shown
in Figure 2 with the following features: the head and body
goals that compose each clause are aligned horizontally and
calling goals and the heads of the clauses that they call
are aligned vertically. The first feature gives clauses in a
Prolog program and their representations in the corresponding
Logichart diagram a similar structure, so the correspondences
between them can more easily be seen. The second feature
makes relationships between clauses easier to grasp because
such clauses are located on the same vertical line. Note that a
Logichart diagram includes an execution subtree whose root
is ‘prolog program’.

4.2 Logichart-AGG
The Logichart-AGG consists of an edNCE graph grammar

that generates ordered graphs and semantic rules. The edNCE
grammar has formalized productions that can specify the syn-
tax rules of Logichart diagrams, and the semantic rules enable
calculating the node coordinates needed to display Logichart

diagrams as attributes attached to node labels. The Logichart-
AGG specifications consist of 17 productions associated with
264 semantic rules.

The node label alphabet of the Logichart-AGG is shown in
Figure 3. The edge label alphabet is � � � � �(� )� ��.

head

goal

recursive clause

unit clause

built-in predicate

[ prolog_program ] start label

[ clause ] clause

[ goal ] goal 

(a) The nonterminal node alphabet

(b) The terminal node alphabet

[ clause-sequence ] clause sequence

negated goal

conditional goal

Fig. 3. The node alphabets of the Logichart-AGG

The following attributes are defined to extract node coordi-
nates needed to display Logichart diagrams.
Inherited attributes of node labels (except the start label):

� *� : the �-coordinate of a node
� *� : the �-coordinate of a node



Synthesized attributes of the nonterminal node labels:

� subtree width : the width of a subtree
� subtree depth : the depth of a subtree

The following symbols and functions are used in the pro-
ductions and semantic rules of the Logichart-AGG.

� !X# : the text string corresponding to the Prolog goal
name X

� “X” : text string X
� max(X,Y) : a function returns the maximum value of X

and Y
� get width(X) : a function returns the node width obtained

from text string X
� get depth(X) : a function returns the node depth obtained

from text string X

Some of the productions and their associated semantic rules
in the Logichart-AGG are outlined below. The number written
in the lower right of each node of the productions is its
identifier, and denotes its order within the nodes of the right-
hand side graphs.

(a) The production and semantic rules to rewrite the start
node ‘[ prolog program ]’ are shown in Figure 4. These
rules are formalized to represent queries given in Prolog
syntax, and the nonterminal node ‘goal sequence’ in the
right-hand-side graph corresponds to the query. A graph
that is isomorphic to the right-hand side of Production 1
is derived by applying this production to the start node.
Semantic rules *��
� � ���� and *��
� � ����
mean that the x-coordinate of node ‘1’ is ‘RootX’ and
the y-coordinate of node ‘1’ is ‘RootY’. Semantic rule
*���� � ���� � ��� ������������� ������� � �
!��� means that the x-coordinate of node ‘2’ is equal
to ‘RootX’ plus the width of the node labeled “pro-
log program” plus the horizontal gap ‘GapX’. Semantic
rule *���� � ���� means that the y-coordinate of
node ‘2’ is ‘RootY’. The root node “prolog program”
and the subdiagram derived from the nonterminal node
‘2’ labeled ‘goal’ are aligned with a horizontal separa-
tion of ‘GapX’ by these semantic rules.

Production

Semantic Rules

[ goal ]        ,

     (1) = RootX
     (1) = RootY
subtree_width(0) = get_width("prolog_program") + GapX 
                              + subtree_width(2)
subtree_depth(0) = max(get_depth("prolog_program"), subtree_depth(2))
     (2) = RootX + get_width("prolog_program") + GapX
     (2) = RootY

1 2
[ prolog_program ]       ::= "prolog_program"

C = ∅

0

π x

π y

π x

π y

e,h

Fig. 4. Rules to rewrite the start node ‘[ prolog program ]’

(b) The production and semantic rules shown in Figure 5
are as formalized for the ‘and’ operation on Prolog
goals. A node labeled ‘goal’ is replaced with a graph

that is isomorphic to the right-hand side of Production
2 by applying this production. Semantic rule *���� �
*��
� � "#$���� ������
� � !��� means that the x-
coordinate of node ‘2’ is equal to the x-coordinate of
node ‘1’ plus the width of the subdiagram derived from
node ‘1’ plus the horizontal gap ‘GapX’. Therefore,
goals connected by the operator ‘and’ are aligned with
a separation of ‘GapX’ in the horizontal direction.

Production

Semantic Rules

[ goal ]       ,

     (1) =      (0)
     (1) =      (0)
subtree_width(0) = subtree_width(1) + GapX + subtree_width(2)
subtree_depth(0) = max(subtree_depth(1), subtree_depth(2))
     (2) =      (0) + subtree_width(1) + GapX
     (2) =      (0)

0 1 2[ goal ]      ::=    [ goal ]

 
C = {(#,e,e,1,in), (#,e,e,2,out), (#,h,h,1,in), (#,h,h,2,out), 
         (#,v,v,1,in), (#,v,v,1,out)}

ππ x x

π y π y

π x π x

π y π y

e,h

Fig. 5. Rules formalized for the ‘and’ operation on Prolog goals

(c) The production and semantic rules shown in Figure 6
are formalized for the call of a goal. The semantic rule
*���� � *��
� � ������
� � !��� means that the
y-coordinate of node ‘2’ is equal to the y-coordinate
of node ‘1’ plus the depth of the cell corresponding
to node ‘1’ plus the vertical gap ‘GapY’. Therefore, a
calling goal and the clause heads of the goals called by
it are aligned with a separation of ‘GapY’ in the vertical
direction.

Production

Semantic Rules

[ clause_sequence ]

     (1) =      (0)
     (1) =      (0)
subtree_width(0) = max(get_width(<call_goal>), subtree_width(2))
subtree_depth(0) = get_depth(<call_goal>) + GapY 
                              + subtree_depth(2)
     (2) =      (1)
     (2) =      (1) + get_depth(1) + GapY

0 1

2

[ goal ]       ::= < call_goal >              ,

C = {(#,e,e,1,in), (#,e,e,1,out), (#,h,h,1,in), (#,h,h,1,out), 
        (#,v,v,1,in), (#,v,v,2,out)}   

π x π x

π y π y

π x π x

π y π y

e,v

Fig. 6. Rules formalized for the call of a goal

(d) The production and semantic rules used to rewrite a
nonterminal node ‘[ goal ]’ with a terminal node that
corresponds to the system predicates such as ‘write’,
‘nl’, and the cut ‘!’ are shown in Figure 7.

It is straightforward to show that the underlying edNCE
grammar of the Logichart-AGG satisfies the conditions de-
scribed in Definition 2.



Production

Semantic Rules

     (1) =      (0)
     (1) =      (0)
subtree_width(0) = get_width(< system_predicate >)
subtree_depth(0) = get_depth(<system_predicate>)

0 1
[ goal ]      ::= < system_predicate >           ,

 

C = {(#,e,e,1,in), (#,e,e,1,out), (#,h,h,1,in), (#,h,h,1,out), 
        (#,v,v,1,in), (#,v,v,1,out)}   

π x

π y

π x

π y

Fig. 7. Rules to rewrite a nonterminal node ‘[ goal ]’ with ‘� system predicate
�’

Theorem 1: The underlying edNCE grammar of the
Logichart-AGG is confluent. �

The confluent property guarantees that every derivation
of the Logichart-AGG can be transformed into a leftmost
derivation without changing the graph derived by it.

It is straightforward to show that the simple one-pass
evaluator described in Figure 1 evaluates all attribute instances
of every c-derivation tree of the Logichart-AGG.

Theorem 2: The Logichart-AGG is simple one-pass. �

The fact that the Logichart-AGG is formalized in complete
accord with the Prolog syntax guarantees that a Logichart
can be drawn for any correct Prolog program (completeness)
and that any Logichart displayed by it is always valid for the
Logichart-AGG (soundness).

Claim 1: The set of Logichart diagrams generated by the
Logichart-AGG is equivalent to the set of syntactically correct
Prolog programs. �

5 Prolog visualization system
We have developed a Prolog visualization system com-

pletely based on the Logichart-AGG. It consists of a translator,
viewer, and tracer. The input to it is a Prolog program and a
goal (query) entered via the graphical user interface.

Translator From the input Prolog program and query,
the translator generates a symbolic representation of the
Logichart diagram composed of the clauses that are
successively called by the query execution.

Viewer The viewer takes as its input the symbolic rep-
resentation of a Logichart diagram and displays it in an
X-Window, as shown in Figure 8.

Tracer The tracer is a meta-interpreter that displays the
goal execution process in the Logichart diagram; the color
of each cell changes depending on the result (true or false)
of the corresponding goal execution, and the change in
each variable is displayed in real time, as shown in Figure
9.

6 Conclusion
We have discussed program visualization based on at-

tribute graph grammars. Syntax-directed formalization of pro-
gram diagrams by using the AGG is applicable not only

Fig. 8. Screen displaying a Logichart diagram

Fig. 9. Trace of Prolog execution

to Prolog but also to many other programming languages,
including C, Pascal, and Java. It will provide a sophisticated
and practical foundation for visualizing programs and for
visual programming systems.
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Abstract 

Developers often find themselves lost as they navigate 
around large programs, particularly when those pro-
grams are unfamiliar. This paper presents a new visu-
alization, called a software terrain map, intended to 
keep a programmer oriented as she navigates around 
source code in the editor. The design is based on the 
metaphor of cartographic maps, which are continuous 
(no wasted space), have enough visual landmarks to 
allow the user to find her location perceptually rather 
than cognitively, and lend themselves to overlaying 
data. Although an optimal layout for software terrain 
maps is computationally intractable, the paper presents 
an efficient, heuristic algorithm that produces good 
results. 

1 Introduction 

In our recent study in which experienced developers 
attempted to enhance an unfamiliar program, the par-
ticipants consistently got lost in the source code. [1] 
They typically explored the code by opening and scan-
ning many documents, by jumping back and forth 
among related definitions, and by iterating over the 
result sets of text searches. Despite their years of ex-
perience and their familiarity with the programming 
language, development environment, and problem do-
main, these navigation steps would quickly leave them 
disoriented. Many times, a participant would issue a 
new query to find a previously visited definition, and in 
a few cases, a participant would even inspect a previ-
ously visited definition and not recognize it. 

Such disorientation is easy to understand. A typical 
program is very uniform in visual appearance and relies 
heavily on names to distinguish its parts. A typical de-
velopment environment, like Visual Studio or Eclipse, 
also relies on names in its overview displays, like the 
tree of project files and the type hierarchy. Hence, stay-
ing oriented while navigating a program requires famili-
arity with its names, which places a large burden on 
both short- and long-term memory. In this paper, I de-
scribe a new display, intended to allow the programmer 
to use her spatial memory to stay oriented while navi-
gating the source code. 

To keep the user oriented during code navigation, I 
propose supplementing the development environment 

with an overview diagram to show the programmer’s 
current location in the program (“you are here”) and 
recent navigation steps (a vapor trail). In addition to 
reflecting the user’s navigation in the editor, the over-
view would also allow navigation. For instance, clicking 
on the overview would also cause the editor to show the 
corresponding part of the code. The intent is to allow 
the programmer to use spatial memory to navigate to 
sought parts of the program. To realize this intent, sev-
eral desiderata seem reasonable: 
1. The display should show the entire program. That 

is, whatever definition the programmer navigates to 
in the editor should have a representation at a rea-
sonable level of detail in the display. Hence, the use 
of elision or abstraction to scale to large programs 
would not be appropriate. Elision would cause 
some navigation steps to be “off the map,” while 
abstraction would cause a navigation step within an 
abstracted part of the program to appear as non-
movement in the overview display. 

2. The display should contain enough visual land-
marks to allow the developer to find parts of the 
program perceptually, rather than relying on names 
or other cognitive cues. For instance, to find Rome 
on a map of Europe, I scan for Italy’s famous boot 
shape rather than reading for the word Italy. An 
overview display of software should have similar 
visual landmarks. 

3. The display should remain visually stable as the 
user navigates. If the display’s content were to 
change as much as the editor’s while the user navi-
gates around the program text, it would provide lit-
tle help in keeping the user oriented. Further, edit-
ing the program text should cause proportional 
changes to the display. 

4. Finally, to justify the additional screen space 
needed for the display, the display should be capa-
ble of showing global program information other 
than navigation steps. For instance, we might use 
the display to show program execution paths, like 
the call stack when an exception is raised or the hot 
path that a profiler reports, or to show team aware-
ness data, like which developers are currently 
working on which parts of the program. 

 
These desiderata mean that several popular technologies 
are not suitable for such a display. UML class diagram 



  

 

Figure 1. The software terrain map of a library for analyzing .NET bytecode. Each of the 3800 regions is a 
method, whose size is proportional to the method’s textual size (one tile for every two lines of code). Each 
class has its own shade of green. The highlighted (yellow) method is the one that the user is currently read-
ing in the editor. The arrows show the program’s execution path up to the current debugger breakpoint. 
 

and other box-and-line architectural diagrams, for in-
stance, are not good candidates. First, they are often 
drawn at an inappropriately high level of abstraction or 
elide parts of the program to keep the diagrams small. A 
developer working on an object-oriented program navi-
gates among and edits individual class members. Hence, 

to provide a location marker while remaining visually 
stable, the display must show every member in the pro-
gram all at once. This would be difficult to do with a 
UML class diagram. Second, such diagrams are visually 
uniform, particularly when they include many boxes. 
Distinguishing the boxes is more easily accomplished 



  

by reading their labels than by relying on visual cues 
like box position or the topology of edges between 
boxes. 

A popular technique for scaling complex informa-
tion to fit the screen is to use a detail-within-context 
display, like fisheye views.[2] Such a display gives 
more screen space and provides more detail about the 
user’s current focus, diminishing and abstracting the 
other parts of the information. For instance, SHriMP 
uses this technique on box-and-line displays of software 
structure.[4] Using this technique for a navigation dis-
play would mean that the display would change every 
time the developer moved in the text editor. The use of 
animated transitions diminishes the disorientation 
caused by changing the display, but only when the 
user’s attention is on the animation (and not on the 
editor, for instance). Even if the navigation display and 
editor occupy the same window, changing both simulta-
neously is confusing and unlikely to keep the user ori-
ented. 

2 Software Terrain Maps 

To satisfy the desiderata above, I am designing a new 
software visualization called a software terrain map, 
based on the metaphor of cartographic maps. An exam-
ple is shown in Figure 1. Cartographic maps have many 
nice properties: they are continuous (no wasted space) 
and stable (except perhaps at a geological time scale); 
they contain obvious and memorable visual landmarks 
(e.g. the shapes of boundaries, the positions of natural 
features); they lend themselves to overlaying data, both 
for easing navigation (e.g. names, roads, icons for fea-
tures) and for conveying information in context (e.g. 
political, demographic, or economic patterns); and they 
are very familiar. A software terrain map is designed to 
show all of a software’s parts, either behind the text in 
the editor window or on a second monitor. A highlight 
on the map continuously updates to show the part that 
the programmer is currently editing. 

To mimic the continuous nature of cartographic 
maps, I partition the screen into tiles and assign tiles to 
the software parts. An algorithmically inexpensive ap-
proach is to choose locations for the parts and then to 
draw a Voronoi diagram around the locations to parti-
tion the screen. However, the shapes of the tiles consti-
tute the display’s major visual landmarks, and the use of 
Voronoi diagrams provides only indirect control over 
the tile shapes. Instead, I first partition the screen into 
regularly shaped tiles and then assign tiles to the soft-
ware parts. As can be seen in Figure 1, the result gives 
the map an overall tidy, regular appearance, while con-
taining enough irregularities to create visual landmarks. 

Mathematicians, beginning with Golomb in the 
1950s, have studied building shapes out of regularly 
tilings of the plane.[3] In particular, they have studied 
building shapes from squares, which they call polyomi-
noes (see Figure 2A); from triangles, which they call 
polyiamonds (see Figure 2B); and from hexagons, 
which they call polyhexes (see Figure 2C). Software 
terrain maps can be drawn based on any of these three. 

2.1 Layout Problem 

To draw a software terrain map, we model the program 
as a set of components described by two metrics, which 
are parameters to the layout algorithm: Size(c) which 
gives the number of contiguous tiles to assign to the 
component c; and Affinity(c1, c2), which is the degree to 
which components c1 and c2 are related. The problem, 
then, is to locate components near each other in propor-
tion to their affinity, while assigning each component 
the appropriate number of tiles. That is, computing the 
layout is an constrained optimization problem to find 
 min ∀(c1, c2) • Affinity(c1, c2) × Distance(c1, c2) 
where Distance is a measure of screen distance between 
components, for example the Euclidean distance be-
tween their centroids. 

This formulation of the layout problem is intention-
ally generic to allow me to explore various useful no-
tions of size and affinity. For the terrain map in Figure 

(A)         (B)         (C)  

Figure 2. Three software terrain maps for the same library, built on three grid systems: (A) squares; 
(B) equilateral triangles; and (C) hexagons. 
 



  

1, the components are methods and the number of tiles 
assigned to a method is proportional to its text size (in 
this case, one tile for every two lines of code). The 
intention is that methods that appear large in the editor 
also appear large in the terrain map, helping the pro-
grammer to learn the correspondence between the two.  

For this figure, affinity is an arbitrary score chosen 
to reflect both control and data flow. In this case, to 
compute the affinity between c1 and c2, I give 20 points 
if c1 calls c2, 20 additional points if c2 calls c1, and one 
point for each field read or written in both c1 and c2. 
There is nothing “magical” about this formula. Part of 
the research agenda is to find formulas for affinity that 
have two nice properties: (1) the more often the devel-
oper navigates between two methods, the closer they 
appear on screen; (2) paths overlaid on the map (such as 
execution paths) are drawn as “snakes” rather than 
“scribbles.” Ideally, a formula for affinity would in-
volve information only about the program’s static struc-
ture (since this is immediately available), but it may also 
be useful to include measures from the program’s 
source history, from traces of its execution behavior, or 
even from the team’s bug database or communications. 

2.2 Layout Algorithm 

The layout problem, while conveniently generic, is also 
computationally intractable, with clear relationships to 
both bin packing and the traveling salesman problem. 
Fortunately, there is a heuristic quadratic algorithm that 
produces appealing results. (Here, quadratic time is a 
lower bound for this problem since inspecting the N×N 
affinity matrix alone requires quadratic time. The bound 
could be lowered further by disregarding large portions 
of the affinity matrix.) The gist of the algorithm is to 
add each component to the map one at a time, spiraling 
outward from the center, and to adjust the shape of 
previously added components to improve their prox-
imities to high-affinity components. This shape adjust-
ment is limited to keep the overall algorithm quadratic. 

The algorithm proceeds in two phases. First, we 
choose an order in which to add the components to the 
map. This order, perhaps even more than the size and 
affinity metrics, affects the map’s final appearance, so I 
am experimenting with several choices. The order used 

to produce Figure 1 first sorts the methods by each 
method’s total affinity for other methods. For each 
method m in this sorted list, m is added to the final or-
dering, then we add all those methods reachable from m 
through a depth-first traversal of the program’s call 
graph. At each stage of the depth-first traversal, the 
callees are explored in the order from highest to lowest 
total affinity. Two other approaches are to use a 
breadth-first search of the call graph and to ignore the 
call graph altogether and simply use the list sorted by 
total affinity. Of these three, the depth-first approach 
produces execution path overlays that are less “scrib-
bly” than the other two approaches, at least in my initial 
experiments. 

The second phase of the algorithm adds the compo-
nents to the map in the order that the first phase deter-
mines. For each component to be added, we first com-
pute the previously added component with the highest 
affinity for the new component, which I call the target. 
The second phase attempts to get the new component as 
close as possible to the target, without using more than 
linear time to find a good position. The second phase of 
the algorithm is parameterized by the grid to be used, 
namely, one of the three shown in Figure 2. A grid, as 
an abstract data type, supports a single operation: Coor-
dinatesAtDistance(d, (x,y)) returns the set of grid coor-
dinates at Manhattan distance d from coordinate (x,y). 
I’ll use the expression Neighbors(x,y) to mean Coordi-
natesAtDistance (1, (x,y)). 

To allow a component’s shape to be adjusted as 
new components are added, each component is assigned 
two types of coordinates: a component’s taken coordi-
nates are fixed (i.e. the taken coordinate belongs to the 
component now and forever); a component’s claimed 
coordinates can be exchanged for other coordinates. The 
algorithm maintains the following invariants:  
(1) the number of a component’s taken and claimed 

coordinates equals the component’s size, i.e. 
Taken(c) + Claimed(c) = Size(c);  

(2) the component’s taken coordinates are all contigu-
ous, i.e. ∀(x,y) ∈ Taken(c) • ∃ (x′,y′) ∈ Taken(c) • 
(x,y) ∈ Neighbors (x′,y′); and 

          

Figure 3. The first six steps of the layout algorithm (left to right), showing the addition of components identi-
fied by numbers: component #7 has size 9; #4, size 1; #1, size 2; #9, size 2; #14, size 2; and #10, size 8. Each of 
a component’s coordinates is labeled with the component’s number; taken coordinates are in boldface. 



  

type Component : 
 var grid : Grid;  
 var layout : GridLayout; 
 
 PlaceNear (target : Component) : 
  for distance := 1 to ∞ : 
   candidates := layout.CoordsAtDistance(distance, target); 
   foreach coord in EmptyCoordinates(candidates, grid) : 
    if this.PlaceAt(coord) : return; 
   foreach coord in ClaimedCoordinates(candidates, grid) : 
    if this.PlaceAt(coord) : return; 
 end PlaceNear 
    
 PlaceAt (start: Coord) : bool 
  grid.BeginTransaction(); 
  if grid.Claimed(start) ∧ ¬ grid.Claimant(start).Renounce(start,{},MAX) 
    grid.AbortTransaction() 
    return false; 
     grid.Take(this, start); 
  placesToExpand := new Queue<Coord>; 
  placesToExpand.Enqueue(start); 
  while ¬ this.CompletelyInGrid(grid) ∧ placesToExpand.Count > 0 
   placeToExpand := placesToExpand.Dequeue(); 
   expanded := false; 
   foreach c in grid.Neighbors(placeToExpand)  
    if grid.IsEmpty(c) ∨ 
     grid.IsClaimed(c) ∧ grid.Claimant(c).Renounce(c, {c}, MAX) 
     expanded := true; 
     grid.Claim(c, this); 
     placesToExpand.Enqueue(c); 
   if expanded ∧ this = grid.Claimant(placeToExpand) 
    grid.Take (placeToExpand, this); 
     if this.CompletelyInGrid(grid)  
   grid.CommitTransaction(); 
   return true;  
  else 
   grid.AbortTransaction(); 
   return false;  
 end Place 
    
 Renounce (toRenounce: Coord, forbidden: Set<Coord>, limit: int) : bool 
  if limit = 0 : return false; 
  othersClaims := {}; 
  foreach takenCoord in grid.TakenSet(this)  
   foreach c in layout.Neighbors(takenCoord) \ forbidden  
    if grid.IsEmpty(c)  
     grid.Unclaim(toRenounce, this); 
     grid.Claim(c, this); 
     return true; 
    else if grid.IsClaimed(c) ∧ this ≠ grid.Claimant(c) 
     othersClaims.Add(c); 
  foreach c in othersClaims  
   if grid.Claimant(c).Renounce(c, forbidden ∪ {c}, limit-1) 
    grid.Unclaim(toRenounce, this); 
    grid.Claim(c, this); 
    return true;  
  foreach cl in grid.Claimed(this) \ forbidden  
   foreach c in layout.Neighbors(cl) \ forbidden  
    if grid.IsEmpty(c) ∨ 
     grid.IsClaimed(c) ∧  
      grid.Claimant(c).Renounce(c, forbidden ∪ {c,cl}, limit-1) 
     grid.Take(cl, this); 
     grid.Unclaim(toRenounce, this); 
     grid.Claim(c, this); 
     return true;  
  return false; 
 end Renounce 
end Component 
 
type Terrain : 
 SolveLayout (comps: List<Component>, layout: GridLayout) : 
  target := new Map<Component,Component>; 
  for i := 0 to size(comps)-1 : 
   target[comps[i]] := CompWithMaxAffinity(Sublist(comps,0,i)); 
  grid := new GridState 
  foreach comp in comps : 
   comp.layout := layout;  
   comp.grid := grid; 
   comp.PlaceNear(target[comp]); 
  end SolveLayout 
end Terrain 
 

(3) every claimed coordinate is the neighbor of a taken 
coordinate, i.e. ∀(x,y) ∈ Claimed(c) • ∃ (x′,y′) ∈ 
Taken(c) • (x,y) ∈ Neighbors (x′,y′). 

Subject to these invariants, each component maintains 
as few taken coordinates as possible, since the more 
claimed coordinates a component has, the more flexible 
its shape, due to a process called claim renouncing, 
described below. 

Pseudocode for the core of the algorithm is shown 
at right. For each component to be added, the algorithm 
begins looking at distance 1 from the target and pro-
ceeds to greater distances until enough room for the new 
component has been found. For a given distance, we 
first divide the coordinates at that distance into the 
empty ones (the ones that no component has claimed or 
taken) and the claimed ones. We first consider each 
empty space in turn as a possible root for adding the 
new component, turning to the claimed ones only if 
there are no suitable empty ones. At each root, we 
search for enough coordinates to assign to the compo-
nent to make up its size. If we cannot find enough coor-
dinates at that root, any state changes made to the grid 
are abandoned and we try the next candidate root. 

To search for coordinates from a root coordinate, 
the component first takes the root coordinate. To find 
each additional coordinate needed, we search among the 
direct neighbors (coordinates at distance 1) of the com-
ponent’s taken and claimed coordinates. The component 
can grow to include a neighboring coordinate either if 
the coordinate is empty or if the coordinate is claimed 
by another component willing to renounce its claim (as 
described below). When the component finds a candi-
date neighboring coordinate, it claims it. If this newly 
claimed coordinate is a direct neighbor of one of the 
component’s taken coordinates, the invariants are main-
tained and the algorithm can continue the search. How-
ever, if the newly claimed coordinate is a direct 
neighbor only of the component’s claimed coordinates, 
then invariant (3) is violated. To re-establish the invari-
ant, we convert one of the claimed coordinates to a 
taken coordinate and then continue the search. 

For a component to renounce its claim on a coordi-
nate, it must find a replacement coordinate to claim 
instead. The search for the replacement is exactly as 
described in the previous paragraph, with two excep-
tions. First, we must keep track of the coordinate being 
renounced so that the search for a replacement does not 
end up finding the one we want to renounce. In fact, 
since the search for a replacement can cause neighbor-
ing components to try to renounce their own claims, we 
must track all coordinates being renounced. (Otherwise, 
we can get cycles of neighboring components fruitlessly 
swapping renounced coordinates.) Finally, this recursive 
process of neighbors renouncing claimed is limited by a 



  

constant bound to ensure the question of whether a 
component may have a given coordinate can be an-
swered in constant time. 

Figure 3 illustrates this process with six compo-
nents added to a grid. The components are identified by 
a number, and the a component’s coordinates are la-
beled with its number. Claimed coordinates are shown 
in lightface; taken coordinates, in boldface. The first 
three components are added by taking empty coordi-
nates. To add component #9 (of size 2), which has the 
highest affinity for component #4, component #7 re-
nounces one of its claimed coordinates, so that #9 may 
have it. Similarly, in the sixth step, to add component 
#10, component #7 renounces a claimed coordinate to 
allow #9 to renounce one of its claimed coordinates so 
that #10 may have it. As the figure shows, the ability to 
renounce claimed coordinates allows components to get 
closer to their targets than they would if we were to use 
a pure greedy approach (all coordinates are taken). 

3 Limitations and Next Steps 

Although software terrain maps meet the desiderata 
mentioned in the introduction, there are drawbacks. 
First, basing the size of the methods on the size of the 
methods’ text leads to many methods of size 1. The 
distribution of the sizes of this library’s 3800 methods is 
an exponential decay curve, which is typical of several 
systems I measured: 
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The more size-1 methods there are in a software terrain 
map, the fewer visual landmarks.  

One way to address the problem is to overlay addi-
tional landmarks on top of the methods, based, for in-
stance, on the method’s control structure. For example, 
one could add icons like the following, which are analo-
gous to the symbols for schools, campgrounds, etc. 
found on cartographic maps: 

 
These three are good candidates in that relatively few 
methods contain them. Such icons, however, are not 
useful at the scale of the map in Figure 1 since the indi-
vidual tiles are too small to contain the icons. 

A more serious limitation is that the appearance of 
the map is based on constraints which change as the 
software evolves. For instance, when the developer adds 
a new method, placing this method in the middle of the 
map would cause a cascade of claim renouncing, which 
would cause many methods to change shape. The result 
could be very disorienting. One approach to the problem 
is to keep all new methods off to the side, ignoring the 
new methods’ affinities, until the developer (or perhaps 
the whole team) is ready for a large, disorienting map 
change. This solution does not apply to methods already 
in the map that are gaining new code. These growing 
methods would cause similar cascading changes. Ex-
perimenting with how visually disorienting users find 
these cascades is future work. Note that method dele-
tions can be handled by leaving holes. The algorithm 
described here already generates a few holes (visible 
both in Figures 1 and 2), which I have allowed as an-
other form of visual landmark. 

I have implemented a prototype version of software 
terrain maps and have integrated it into Microsoft’s 
Visual Studio development environment. The next step 
is a formal user study to evaluate how well these maps 
keep users oriented. 
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Abstract

Programmers have always been curious about what
their programs are doing, especially when the behavior is
not what they are expecting. Since program execution is
intricate and involved, visualization has long been used to
provided the programmer with appropriate insights into
program execution. This paper looks at the evolution of
visual representations of program execution, showing how
they have moved from concrete representations of rela-
tively small programs to abstract representations of larger
systems. Based on this, we describe the challenges implicit
in future execution visualizations and methodologies that
can meet these challenges.

1.  Introduction

A visual representation of program execution is a
graphical display that provides information about what a
program is doingas the program does it. Visualization is
used to make the abstract notion of a computer executing a
program concrete in the mind of the programmer. The con-
currency of the visualization with the execution lets the
programmer correlate real time events, e.g., inputs, button
presses, error messages, or unexpected delays with the
visualization, making the visualization more useful and
meaningful.

Visual representations of program execution have
several uses. First, they have traditionally been used for
program understanding as can be seen from their use in
most algorithm animation systems [7,18]. Second, in
various forms they have been integrated into debuggers and
used for debugging. Finally, they have often been used as a
means of doing performance analysis, visually highlighting
program bottlenecks.

What makes a good visual representation depends on
the particular application one has in mind. A good repre-
sentation has to provide the programmer with the data rele-
vant to the task at hand, be it understanding, debugging, or
performance analysis, within the limits imposed by the
display and the time constraints imposed by concurrency.
Since the particular data are often not known in advance,
the visualization typically needs to present as much poten-
tially relevant information as possible, and present it in a
way so that important or unusual properties stand out visu-
ally either directly or through appropriate visual patterns.

This paper is an attempt to describe what is needed
do useful visual representations of the execution of toda
software, with an emphasis on understanding. We do t
by looking at the different representations we and othe
have used in the past to learn when and how they are eff
tive and what lessons we can draw from them. We sho
that the representations have been slowly migrating fro
the concrete to the abstract. Based on this and the need
modern systems, we propose the use of programm
defined abstractions as the basis for a new execution vi
alization framework.

2.  Concrete Representations

The earliest computer-based visualizations showed
actual code as it was executed. These visualizations ty
cally highlighted statements or lines of code as th
program was executing that line. These visualization we
sometimes combined with other feedback information, f
example execution totals or past history.

Many of the early programming environments fea
tured some form of dynamic visualization of the sourc
program. For example, our PECAN environment from th
early 1980’s outlined the current source statement with
box [8]. This can be seen in the window at the upper rig
of the display shown in Figure 1. If the program was ex
cuting continually, the box kept moving around; if the
program was single stepped, the box changed and
program halted with each instruction. Other dynamical
updated execution views provided by PECAN included
flowchart view of the program (in the window on the lowe
right of the figure) and a view of the stack and the values
variables on it seen at the lower left of the figure.

PECAN was followed by algorithm animation system
such as Balsa [2,3], Tango [19], and others that included
view of the source code to highlight what the program w
doing. These systems all worked because the progra
under consideration were relatively small and executi
time was not a primary concern.

After PECAN we tried two different approaches to
handling more realistic programs. First, the GARDEN
system attempted to do it using abstraction [9,11
GARDEN was a programming system that let the us
define, integrate, and use new visual languages. Each
guage had a graphical syntax and an execution seman
defined in terms of other languages or GARDEN prim
tives. Programs were represented by objects that could
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executed directly. GARDEN provided the hooks to auto-
matically highlight execution within the visual displays of
a program. Programs were typically constructed using dif-
ferent languages at different levels of abstraction. Since
only one level of abstraction was typically displayed in a
single window and the user could control the displays, the
abstraction level of the visualization was effectively under
the control of the user. Figure 2 shows two examples of
GARDEN program visualizations, the first a flow chart
view and the second a finite state automaton.

Our second approach was in the FIELD system. Here
we attempted to provide visualization of full-sized C (and
later Pascal, Object Pascal, and C++) systems [12,13].
While most of its visualizations were somewhat abstract
(and are covered in the next section), it did source level
views that updated whenever the debugger stopped execu-
tion. Moreover, it support automatic single stepping so that
the user could view the program execution in the editor.
This is shown in Figure 3. FIELD offered two types of
source highlighting: either the text itself could be high-

lighted or an appropriate annotation (in this case the gre
arrow), would move around on the display. The edito
would automatically follow execution by changing its
focus or file.

In addition to visualizing the source, FIELD provided
visualizations of user data structures that were upda
dynamically as the program executed as seen in Figure

FIGURE 1. The PECAN environment run time visu-
alization.

FIGURE 3. FIELD visualization showing source
highlighting.

FIGURE 2. Visualization of GARDEN visual pro-
grams in action.

FIGURE 4. FIELD data structure display.
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The user was given control over when to update the struc-
ture to keep performance reasonable. This is similar to the
displays provided by other tools [1,6] and later commercial
environments from SGI and Sun. FIELD also let the user
customize the data structure displays [10].

These very concrete visualizations of program execu-
tion are somewhat helpful, but found limited acceptance
and practicality. Lines of code are executed much too
rapidly to provide practical views of systems running at or
near their normal speed. A program today can easily
execute a million lines a second -- far more than can be
viewed or even displayed in a meaningful way. Execution
speed, when limited to that required to update the display
for each line is just too slow for anything other than dem-
onstrations or attempting to understand small programs or
algorithms. What was needed was a way of viewing pro-
grams that run at closer to their normal speed.

The data structure views had other problems. First,
obtaining the information needed to visualize an arbitrary
data structure was costly and slowed the program down so
much that the various tools updated only when the program
was stopped at a breakpoint. Second, real world data struc-
tures are too complex to display in a meaningful way
without significant user input.

3.  Semi-Abstract Representations

Since source lines were too fine a representation to
show dynamic execution, visualizations soon moved to
more abstract forms. The idea here is to take a higher level
view of the program and then to show the execution
dynamically in terms of that view.

One obvious high-level view is that of call graphs. The
FIELD environment, for example, was able to extract and
display the call graph of the system in question. Execution
was then shown in the graph by coloring the node currently
executing and, optionally, by coloring active nodes (those
on the stack) a different color. An example with the current
node in red and the stack in green can be seen in Figure 5.

To handle large programs, FIELD allowed abstractio
within the call graph. A node on the display could repre
sent a single function, a file, a directory, a directory hiera
chy, or, for object-oriented systems, a set of methods w
the same name in multiple classes. A related view provid
by FIELD showed the currently executing method vi
highlighting in the class hierarchy browser, a predecess
of today’s UML class diagrams.

FIELD also provided visualizations that concentrate
on performance and on particular behaviors. The perfo
mance view, shown in Figure 6, showed the resources t
the program was using as it ran. This is closely related b
more detailed than the type of views provided by operati
system based visualizations such as IBM’s PV [5] th
visualizations that accompany MPI, or the visualization
incorporated in Sun’s programming environment. Inform
tion about files and file usage during execution was sho
in the file viewer seen in Figure 7. Information abou
memory was shown in the heap viewer seen in Figure
Both the file and memory views updated dynamically a
the program ran.

These visualizations were more successful and use
than the earlier direct representations. The call graph a

FIGURE 5. FIELD call graph visualization; high-
lighting shows what is currently executing.

FIGURE 6. Dynamic performance visualization in
FIELD.

FIGURE 7. IO viewer showing file activity during
execution.
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class hierarchy views were typically used by students while
working on their class projects. They were not used exten-
sively for larger systems because they did slow the execu-
tion significantly, albeit a lot less than highlighting source
lines. The specific visualizations for I/O and memory
found wider usage, since they could be used with minimal
overhead on arbitrary systems. These visualizations were
limited however by the limited domains and their lack of
history. They were each aimed at specific problems such as
identifying files left open or finding memory leaks, and did
not extend to more general cases. While some of the moti-
vations for a programmer to use dynamic visualization
dealt with these specific problems, many others did so only
partially or not at all.

4.  Abstract Representations

The heap and file visualizations were successful for
real systems because they allowed the program to run at or
near full speed while still providing useful information.
The main problem with them was that the information was
quite limited in that it only touched on one particular
domain and thus only helped with understanding or debug-
ging of problems in that domain.

The reason that these views succeed was because they
provided what is essentially an abstraction of the program
execution. For example, the heap view built its model of
memory by only looking at calls to the memory manage-
ment routines; the IO visualizer did the same by looking
only at file open, close, read and write routines. While
these abstractions were close to the actual workings of the
system, it is possible to use other abstractions to get more
complete or more detailed visualizations while still main-
taining program performance.

We have been working on such abstractions. Our first
system along these lines, JIVE, combines several abstrac-
tions into one visualization [15]. One of these abstractions
provides a view of execution in terms of classes or pack-
ages while the other provides an abstraction of thread

behavior. Figure 9 show these two on the left and rig
respectively. JIVE runs with a slowdown factor of two.

Both of these views model the program behavior ov
time. The class model breaks up execution into intervals
about 10 milliseconds each. For each interval it keeps tra
for each class of the number of calls to methods of th
class, the number of allocations done by methods of t
class, the number of allocations of the class, and t
number of synchronizations on objects of the class. T
display then shows, for the current interval, the number
calls as the height of the bar, the number of allocatio
done as the width of the bar, the number of allocations
the class using the hue of the bar, and the number of s
chronization as the saturation of the bar. The user can a
view totals through the current interval rather than just th
values of the interval and can use the scroll bar at t
bottom to go back and forth in time.

The thread model on the right views each thread
being in one of eight abstract states: starting, runnin
running synchronized, blocking, doing I/O, sleeping, wai
ing, or dead. It tracks the state of each thread over tim
maintaining the set of state changes and when they occ
This information can be displayed as on the right o
Figure 9 as bars showing the percent of time each thre
spends in each state during the current interval (or t
totals up through the interval), or it can be displayed as
time graph as seen in Figure 10.

A third model of program dynamic program behavio
is seen in the color of the scroll bar in the JIVE visualiza
tions. JIVE uses the information about class and thre
usage to try to match the programmer’s intuition as to t
phases of their program. It uses statistical methods to de
mine whether the current interval represents a continuat
of the existing phase, a reinstatement of a previous pha
or a new phase. It then uses color to display the inform
tion about phase changes in the bottom of the window [16

A second visualizer, JOVE, maintains a more comple
model of program behavior [17]. It again looks at th
program in terms of small intervals. For each interval
keeps track of how many times each basic block is ex

FIGURE 8. Heap visualizer showing memory utili-
zation during execution.

FIGURE 9. JIVE visualization. Class usage is
shown on the left; thread usage on the right.
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cuted by each thread. The summary information is then
kept over the history of the run and is used to produce dis-
plays such as seen in Figure 11. Here each vertical region
represents a class. The pie chart at the top of the bar is used
to show how much time each thread spent in that particular
class during the interval. The height of the darker back-
ground color for the region indicates the number of alloca-
tions done. The lines within the region show information
about the various basic blocks. The color of these lines
indicate the thread or threads executing those blocks; the
width of the line indicates the number of times the block
was executed. JOVE slows the program down by at most a
factor of four.

The abstract views of JIVE and JOVE are useful for
providing the programmer with overview information
describing what the program is doing. We have used them
for debugging, understanding, and performance analysis.
For the latter, they provide useful information about where
execution time is spent in the program, either at a high
level in JIVE or at a detailed level in JOVE. The high level
view was used, for example, to determine that the 3D
graphics and gravity computations of a pinball program
only used about one third of the available execution time

each, and hence were fast enough. The detailed view p
vided insights into which collision computations were th
slowest.

The thread visualizations of JIVE were the mos
appropriate for debugging and understanding. They read
showed such events as a thread sleeping rather than wa
(and thus blocking other threads) and a thread that w
blocking other threads while waiting for I/O. For a multi
threaded web crawler, they showed how the threads w
divided between waiting for web pages and processing
pages. They also showed the locks that occurred due
synchronization in Sun’s HTML parser.

These views however suffer much of the same limi
as the I/O and memory visualizations of FIELD. The
address specific program aspects (albeit more gene
ones), and are limited to addressing issues directly rela
to those aspects. They provide general information abo
the program execution rather than information that is sp
cific to the particular application or the coding abstraction

5.  Programmer-Defined Representations

The challenge for dynamic program visualizations
to provide information that is meaningful for understand
ing specific but not yet defined questions while running th
application at or near full speed.

Our experiences show that the visualizations that ha
been most widely used and appreciated for production p
grams are those that provide a visual model of some asp
of the execution and dynamically update that model as t
program runs. These include the memory and I/O visual
ers of FIELD and the thread visualizers of JIVE. Thes
systems worked because the model they provide is direc
relevant to both the program and to particular problem
that are of interest to the programmer. While it is difficu
to get a gestalt of the memory behavior of a program fro
a typical debugger or print statements, the memory visu
izer provides such a view at a glance. Through visual p
terns it quickly shows memory leaks, abnormally large
unusual allocations, and memory fragmentation. T
thread visualizations do similar things related to problem
relevant to thread behavior and interaction.

If such views are going to be extended to mak
dynamic visualization more useful in general, they wi
have to be based on models that address the issues that
grammers want to understand or debug about their parti
lar systems. These models will need to reflect ho
programmers view their systems, dynamically update the
models as the program runs, and then provide visualiz
tions of these models that convey the necessary inform
tion.

Such models can be program or language specific. F
example, consider a multithreaded web crawler. Ea
thread repeatedly is assigned a page. It reads that pa
parses it, computes summary information, and then sto
data about the page based on the parse. Programmers m
want to see what each thread is doing in terms of th

FIGURE 10. JIVE visualization showing thread
states along a time line.

FIGURE 11. JOVE display showing thread usage
at the basic block level.
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model. They want to differentiate parsing the page from
computing the summary information; they want to know
when it is waiting for the web versus waiting to write infor-
mation to disk. Essentially, they have a model of thread
behavior and want to see a visual display of that model.

As a simple example of language-based models, con-
sider iterators in Java. Suppose one wants to track all the
currently active iterators in a program, seeing which are
currently active, and ensuring each is used correctly, e.g.
thathasNext is called beforenext. A dynamic visualization
could provide a display that showed each active iterator as
a box colored by its current state (unused,hasNext called,
next called, next called withouthasNext), with positional
information relating the iterators to the source or to partic-
ular threads. From such a display the programmer would
see what is going on and potential errors would stick out.

These and other visualizations can be provided by
letting programmers define the appropriate models for their
programs and then providing suitable visualizations. To be
practical, the models must be easy to specify and under-
stand, quick to do, and reusable. The set of visualizations
provided must be flexible and easily adaptable to the differ-
ent models. The challenges here involve finding the right
framework for defining the models, defining an appropri-
ately broad set of visualizations, providing support to auto-
mate or simplify associating the model with the
visualization, ensuring that the models can be derived from
program execution with small overhead, and doing all of
this in a visual framework.

These challenges can be met. Automata over parame-
terized program events combined with suitable data struc-
tures can be used to model the above situations with
minimal overhead and with a visual language front end.
Multiple visualizations can be defined and associated with
models using appropriate heuristics as in [14]. Systems
such as Aspect/J show that program events can be detected
efficiently [4].

6.  Conclusions

Visualizations of program execution have evolved
from concrete representations of the source code that were
slow and only practical for simple programs, to abstract
representations that, while they don’t show everything,
show detailed information about some aspect of the execu-
tion and that work for real systems. To extend the utility of
such dynamic visualizations, one needs to look at main-
taining and visualizing new abstractions as the program
runs. We propose a model whereby programmers can
easily define such abstractions that are relevant to their par-
ticular understanding or debugging tasks and then have
appropriate visualizations generated from these abstrac-
tions. This is the next phase of dynamic program visualiza-
tion.
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Abstract — Redwood is a development environment that 
supports drag-and-drop manipulation of programming 
constructs and visual representation of program structure. 
Redwood’s architecture and functionality are based on the 
concept of snippet, defined loosely as a program 
component that encapsulates both a coding solution and its 
visual presentation. In addition, snippets support creation 
of unrestricted code libraries, thus fostering open-source 
development. This paper presents the motivation for 
Redwood, briefly overviews its functionality and mode of 
operation, and then focuses on the concepts underlying its 
design. Two essential parts of this design are the Snippet 
Display syntax (SDS) and the Snipplet Language (SL), 
created by the authors and presented in the paper. 
Implementation details, examples of use, and several 
directions of future work are also included in the paper. 
 
Index Terms — Development environment, Redwood, 
snippet, visual programming. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The Redwood programming environment, whose main 
design elements are presented in this paper, is a project 
initiated in Spring 2003 at the University of Nevada, Reno. 
At that time, those involved in this project set forth a 
number of objectives for the environment, among them 
enhanced support for hierarchical program design, 
visualization and direct (via drag-and-drop) manipulation 
of programming constructs and components, algorithmic 
independence, inclusion of multiple programming 
languages, and open source software development [1, 2, 3]. 

An operational version, Redwood Beta 1, was made 
available in early 2004. Redwood Beta 1 demonstrated 
many of the key technologies necessary to implement a 
usable drag-and-drop programming environment. That 
release also led to formulations of new ideas and 
realizations that certain aspects have to be modified in 
order to create a truly functional development product. Beta 
1 introduced the concepts of snippets, design trees, and 
disclosure dots [1]. Snippets provide a means by which 
generic programming constructs could be described. 

Design trees describe, in part, the relationships between the 
program components that make up a program. Lastly, 
disclosure dots, inspired from disclosure triangles in Mac 
OS X [4], work with snippets and design trees to allow 
visualization of source code at various levels of abstraction. 

One of the most important lessons learned in 
developing the first release of Redwood, is that screen real 
estate is a precious resource for programmers  [5, 6].  For 
Beta 2, the entire snippets engine had to be rethought and 
rewritten to better address this. Another lesson that became 
apparent while developing complicated programs using 
Redwood Beta 1 was that static templates are not sufficient 
for describing generic programming constructs. With the 
Beta 2 release, made publicly available in May 2005, one 
can create very powerful, dynamic templates.   

This paper presents recent results related to Redwood’s 
latest version. Notably, although the authors remained 
truthful to the key concepts that define Redwood’s 
development (snippets, design tree, disclosure dots, and 
drag-and-drop programming) they have radically re-
designed the environment, which in terms of interface is 
currently refined to its most essential and elegant version to 
date. In terms of snippet manipulation and presentation, the 
new version is also significantly more powerful. The 
experience gained in undertaking Redwood’s recent 
overhaul is reported here, through the presentation of the 
environment’s new “look”, details on the two “internal 
notations” created to build the latest version of Redwood 
(the Syntax Display Language and the Snipplet Language), 
and examples of use.      

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 describes the motivation for creating Redwood 
and presents an overview of the environment, Section 3 
outlines the principal architectural solutions used to build 
the environment, Section 4 provides details about the 
Snippet Display Syntax, Section 5 focuses on the Snipplet 
Language, Section 6 uses the sigma summation example to 
illustrate how programs are developed in Redwood, Section 
7 briefly compares Redwood with related projects, and 
Section 8 concludes the paper with pointers to future work 
and a summary of the environment’s significance. 



 

2 REDWOOD: RATIONALE AND OVERVIEW 
From its very beginning, the Redwood programming 
environment (whose main browser is shown in Figure 1) 
has been intended as a tool that provides support for the 
large community of open source software developers. 
Another main idea behind Redwood’s design has been to 
provide a user interface that is easy to learn, easy to use, 
quick to operate, and highly reliable. These two major 
objectives of Redwood’s design have both been aimed at 
increasing the developers’ efficiency as well as at 
enhancing their satisfaction when creating programs with 
this environment.   

Redwood’s distinguishing characteristics, particularly 
its support for graphical representation and direct 
manipulation of various program constructs and 
components, allows software creation in a visual workspace 
that is more intuitive and effective than that of a regular 
plain text code editor. In Redwood, developers can easily 
select program components (snippets) by clicking on their 
names in a tools panel (snippet chooser) and then drag-and-
drop them to that place in the program’s layout (program’s 
structure) deemed to be the best for satisfying the 
program’s requirements. Notably, the collection of snippets 
used for building programs in Redwood could grow 
constantly, as Redwood’s library could be updated 
regularly via the Internet. Shown in Figure 1 are the snippet 
chooser plug-in panel (on the left-hand side of Redwood’s 
main browser) and the editing panel (on the right-hand side 
of the browser).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Redwood’s main browser 
 
These are the core tools in Redwood for, respectively, 

selecting and organizing snippets. Note that the program 
shown in the editing panel of Figure 1 is included to 
illustrate the manipulation of various snippets. A more 
meaningful program in terms of algorithmic content is 
presented in Section 6 of the paper.  

Writing and manipulating source code is often 
ineffective if it involves dealing with a large number of 
abstractions. With open source software (OSS) part of this 

problem is alleviated, as developers have access to a 
significant amount of code already written [7, 8, 9]. 
Therefore, they can avoid rewriting large portions of code 
and focus instead on the innovative aspects of their 
software. Unfortunately, software available as open source 
has its own drawbacks, for example it can be difficult to 
locate, poorly documented, not sufficiently supported, and 
not stable enough [8, 10, 11]. The Redwood environment 
attempts to solve some of these problems, as its architecture 
and functionality is intended not only for efficient program 
construction but also for effective manipulation of snippets, 
which are well-suited entities for supporting open source 
software development.    

The snippets technology of Redwood, detailed later in 
the paper, is designed for promoting the reusability of code. 
Snippets give developers the power to encapsulate ideas, 
not just classes or functions, and to visualize program 
syntax in meaningful ways. For example, with a snippet 
one can use images or drawings to represent design 
concepts for which one might implement the code later. In 
addition, a future release of Redwood will be configurable 
so that software documentation can be enforced. These 
features of Redwood could help solve problems with open 
source development and programming in general. 
Developers do not have to rewrite time and again 
essentially the same code, as it could be made available 
through the environment’s interface, both locally or 
remotely. In many software projects, customization of 
existing snippets could represent the only programming 
effort needed. 

 
3 INTERNAL DESIGN SUPPORT 
Snippets, the key elements of Redwood’s design 
philosophy, can be described loosely as software 
components that encapsulate a coding solution (program 
logic) and its associated graphical representation (data for 
on-screen visualization). Snippets have been the subject of 
a previous publication, to which we refer the interested 
reader [2]. We mention only that a snippet, which can be as 
simple as an assignment statement or as complex as a very 
intricate algorithm, has an internal structure that consists of 
two parts: a display section and a template section.    

A snippet’s display and template sections are described 
using the specially created Snippet Display Syntax (SDS) 
and Snipplet Language (SL, or simply Snipplet), 
respectively. The display section of a snippet defines the 
portions of the snippet that are visible to the user and the 
template section specifies the mapping from the visualized 
snippet to the programming language output (generated 
code). As detailed later in the paper, display representations 
are currently described using static XML while template 
sections are described using dynamic Snipplet scripts.  

The SDS was designed to be a general-purpose 
interface description that is both easy to write and simple to 
parse. The SDS came about as part of a supporting 
technology designed by the authors for Redwood, the 
interface builder (now encapsulated as the 



 

com.bleugris.xml package [12]). The SDS is a convenient 
way to build interfaces without writing Java code, which 
can be tedious. This syntax allows one to place into the 
interface description any Java AWT or Swing components, 
including custom components, snippets, and snippet 
editors. The interface builder allows one to load interfaces 
dynamically from files.  

The SL was devised for generating source code. As 
such, its design needed to revolve around parsing and string 
handling. In addition, scripts needed to have dynamic 
access to the elements of the design tree. The language was 
built primarily with two other scripting languages in mind, 
PERL [13] and JavaScript [14]. These languages are 
commonly used for generating HTML and JavaScript code 
for web pages.  Still, they are not fully geared towards 
source code generation. In particular, code in both 
languages tends to become unstructured quickly, if not 
carefully managed.  For source code generation, dealing 
with “languages inside of languages”, this was something 
that had to be avoided. Like PERL and JavaScript, the SL 
makes use of variant types and has several built-in 
functions specifically designed for parsing. However, 
unlike PERL and JavaScript, SL’s set is kept to a 
minimum, removing insecure features such as file I/O. The 
SDS and the SL are detailed, respectively, in the next two 
sections of the paper. 

 
4 SNIPPET DISPLAY SYNTAX 
A snippet is defined, using XML, in two sections. The first 
one, the display section, is immediately apparent to the user 
of the snippet (through visualization). The second one, the 
template section, is only noticeable when the user builds a 
program containing a snippet. This section discusses SDS, 
the syntax used for defining the display section of a 
snippet. 

Within SDS, snippet display tags contain table-based 
layout of snippet editors.  Using a table-based layout allows 
one to create non-linear or two-dimensional layouts.  The 
structure of the table layouts is similar to HTML-style 
tables.  That is, tables are organized into rows, and rows are 
organized into columns – they are “row major”.  Each cell 
can span one or more rows and columns and can be given 
width and height attributes. In addition, each cell can be 
given alignment parameters in both the horizontal and 
vertical directions. 

Snippet editors are the foundation of snippet displays.  
Each snippet must contain at least one snippet editor.  
Snippet editors are special Java Swing components that 
extend the SnippetEditor class.  Several snippet editors are 
included in Redwood.  Each has various parameters that 
may be set. For example, the LineEditor snippet editor is 
commonly used to display a single line of text. The 
Editable parameter can be set to false so that the editor is 
used as a display only, and not as an input. The Text 
parameter is used to set the message of the editor.  The 
complete description of SDL has been included in an 
internal report at [3] and is available upon request.  

5 SNIPPLET LANGUAGE 
The Snipplet Language (SL, or just Snipplet) was created 
specifically to support source code generation. For 
inspiration, ideas from two languages commonly used for 
code generation, PERL and JavaScript, were used. The 
PERL or Practical Extraction and Report Language [13] is 
often used for CGI programming [15].  CGI allows one to 
dynamically create web pages, through generation of code 
such as HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. The JavaScript 
language, a derivative of Java, is often used to generate 
HTML and JavaScript code on the client-side [14]. Both 
languages have features and syntax that lend nicely to 
source code generation. In addition, several original ideas 
have been incorporated into the Snipplet language design. 

Similar to JavaScript, variables in Snipplet are of 
variant type, meaning they can switch between types. The 
standard data types include integers, real numbers, strings, 
arrays (including multi-dimensional), and associative arrays 
(or hash tables). In addition to these, it is also possible to 
access snippets, giving scripts direct access to the design 
trees of programs. 

While examining the features that a source code 
generation language should have, several significant factors 
come to mind. Most importantly, the syntax should be 
direct and simple, able to “stay out of the developer’s way.” 
Because one is working with two levels of syntax – the 
syntax for the language being used (Snipplet) and the 
syntax for the language being generated – it should be easy 
to distinguish between the two levels.  At the same time, 
the language should be powerful enough and flexible 
enough to simplify the often-complex demands involved in 
source code generation.  

Another important factor in designing a language for 
generating code is to provide a tendency for self-organizing 
syntax. That is, Snipplet code should not become confusing 
to examine due to lack of organizational formatting or 
overly compressed syntax.  PERL programs often suffer 
from use of rather esoteric functions.  Even though one can 
look up the meanings of various shortcut functions, 
inclusion of these in a language designed specifically for 
source code generation would be a mistake.  Examples 
include the familiar “s///” function in PERL, which is a 
function for replacing substrings. Although compressed 
syntax can be convenient for the programmer, more 
straightforward naming conventions let programmers less 
experienced with the language or program interpret and 
modify code more easily.  In fact, in Snipplet’s case, even 
though the language is quite powerful, the grammar and the 
list of functions that a developer needs to know to work 
with it are relatively short. 

The grammar for the Snipplet Language is shown, 
broken down into levels, in Figures 2 through 7.  Level 0, 
shown in Figure 2, is the start symbol for the grammar.  As 
one reaches higher levels in the grammar, productions are 
more specific. 
 



 

1 template ::= block WS 

Fig. 2. SL Grammar: Level 0, the start symbol 
 
2 block ::= statement* 
3 WS ::= (‘\s+’ | ‘//.*’ | ‘/\*([\u0000-\u0029\u002B-

\u9999]|\*[\u0000-\u002E\u0030-\u9999])*\*/’)* 

Fig. 3. SL Grammar: Level 1, basic template components 
 
4 statement ::= WS (break | declaration | return | 

expression) WS ';' | WS (functionDeclaration | if | 
loop) WS 

Fig. 4. SL Grammar: Level 2, statement types 
 
5 break ::= 'break' 
6 declaration ::= 'var' SP identifier (WS '=' WS 

(arrayInitializer | expression))? 
7 expression ::= binaryArithmeticLevel5 
 
8 //Sub-expressions 
9 binaryArithmeticLevel5 ::= binaryArithmeticLevel4 

binaryArithmeticLevel5a? 
10 binaryArithmeticLevel5a ::= WS '\|\|' WS 

binaryArithmeticLevel4 binaryArithmeticLevel5a? 
11 binaryArithmeticLevel4 ::= binaryArithmeticLevel3 

binaryArithmeticLevel4a? 
12 binaryArithmeticLevel4a ::= WS '&&' WS 

binaryArithmeticLevel3 binaryArithmeticLevel4a? 
13 binaryArithmeticLevel3 ::= binaryArithmeticLevel2 

binaryArithmeticLevel3a? 
14 binaryArithmeticLevel3a ::= WS '!=|<|<=|==|>=|>' WS 

binaryArithmeticLevel2 binaryArithmeticLevel3a? 
15 binaryArithmeticLevel2 ::= binaryArithmeticLevel1 

binaryArithmeticLevel2a? 
16 binaryArithmeticLevel2a ::= WS '\+|\-' WS 

binaryArithmeticLevel1 binaryArithmeticLevel2a? 
17 binaryArithmeticLevel1 ::= binaryArithmeticLevel0 

binaryArithmeticLevel1a? 
18 binaryArithmeticLevel1a ::= WS '\*|/|%' WS 

binaryArithmeticLevel0 binaryArithmeticLevel1a? 
19 binaryArithmeticLevel0 ::= mainExpressionPart 
20 //End sub-expressions 
 
21 return ::= 'return' SP expression 
22 functionDeclaration ::= 'sub' SP identifier WS '\{' WS 

block WS '\}' 
23 if ::= ifPart (WS elseIfPart)* (WS elsePart)? 
24 loop ::= dowhileLoop | foreachLoop | forLoop | 

whileLoop 

Fig. 5. SL Grammar: Level 3, statement specifications 
 
25 identifier ::= arrayIdentifier | scalarIdentifier | 

hashIdentifier 
26 arrayInitializer ::= '\{' WS (expression (WS ',' WS 

expression)* WS)? '\}' 
27 typeCast ::= '\(' WS ('string' | 'real' | 'integer') WS 

'\)' 
28 mainExpressionPart ::= (typeCast WS)?  (assignment | 

doubleValue | functionCall | identifier | longValue | 
parentheses | string | unaryArithmetic | 
snippetEditorFunctionCall) 

29 ifPart ::= 'if' WS condition WS '\{' WS block WS '\}' 
30 elseIfPart ::= 'elseif' WS condition WS '\{' WS block 

WS '\}' 
31 elsePart ::= 'else' WS '\{' WS block WS '\}' 
32 dowhileLoop ::= 'do' WS '\{' WS block WS '\}' WS 

'while' WS condition 
33 foreachLoop ::= 'foreach' SP identifier WS '\(' WS 

expression WS '\)' WS '\{' WS block WS '\}' 
34 forLoop ::= 'for' WS '\(' (expression | declaration) WS 

';' WS expression WS ';' WS expression WS '\)' WS '\{' 
WS block WS '\}' 

35 SP ::= ('\s+' | '//.*' | '/\*([\u0000-\u0029\u002B-
\u9999]|\*[\u0000-\u002E\u0030-\u9999])*\*/')+ 

36 whileLoop ::= 'while' WS condition WS '\{' WS block WS 
'\}' 

Fig. 6. SL Grammar: Level 4, primary support for statements 
 

6 WRITING PROGRAMS IN REDWOOD 
To use an existing snippet, one may simply drag a snippet, 
listed by name in the snippet chooser tool, and drop it into  

37 arrayIdentifier ::= scalarIdentifier ('\[' expression? 
'\]')+ 

38 assignment ::= identifier WS ('=' | '\+=' | '\-=' | 
'\*=' | '/=' | '%=') WS expression 

39 doubleValue ::= '(\+|\-)?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+' 
40 functionCall ::= identifier WS '\(' WS parameters? WS 

'\)' 
41 hashIdentifier ::= scalarIdentifier '\{' expression? 

'\}' 
42 longValue ::= '(\+|\-)?[0-9]+' 
43 parentheses ::= '\(' expression '\)' 
44 scalarIdentifier ::= '[\$@A-Za-z_][A-Za-z_0-9]*' 
45 snippetEditorFunctionCall ::= '\[#' WS expression (WS 

':' WS parameters)? WS '\]' 
46 string ::= '"(\\"|[\u0000-\u0021\u0023-

\u9999])*"|\'(\\\'|[\u0000-\u0026\u0028-\u9999])*\'' 
47 unaryArithmetic ::= '!' WS expression 
48 condition ::= '\(' WS expression WS '\)' 

Fig. 7. SL Grammar: Level 5, secondary support  
 

the editing space. Once in place, a snippet can be 
repositioned and manipulated as needed.  A newly dropped 
snippet is called a visualized snippet. These snippets are 
ready for customization. Not all snippets require 
customization; some may meet one’s needs immediately 
upon being dropped.  However, most snippets will need at 
least minor customizations. A snippet can be customized in 
two ways. With some types of snippet editors, editing text 
and/or manipulating controls will help customize the 
snippet. For other types of snippet editors, one may drop 
additional snippets. For example, in a CodeEditor one may 
drop as many snippets as necessary.  In an 
ExpressionEditor only a single snippet may be dropped. 

The Select Build Language option of the Project menu 
allows a programmer to select the language desired for 
output. The current Beta 2 release of Redwood supports C, 
C++, and Java output for all included snippets. The Project 
menu’s Build option runs the Snipplet scripts for the 
project generating source code output in the desired 
language. This code is placed in source files as appropriate. 

Figures 8 and 9 form the two portions of the Sigma 
Summation snippet.  Figure 8 contains the display tag, 
which describes the visual elements of the snippet.  Figure 
9 contains the template tag. The template tag describes how 
source code is generated based on the customizations made 
to the snippet. Figure 10 demonstrates the use of the Sigma 
Summation snippet in Redwood. The code in the figure 
performs the naive matrix multiplication algorithm [16].  
Because of the graphical environment, programming 
constructs can be described in their natural form. Figure 11 
is the equivalent code written in Java.  While it is relatively 
easy for a programmer to decipher either version, Figure 10 
displays a more compact depiction. 

 
7 RELATED WORK 
In its early stages, Redwood has been inspired primarily by 
Alice, a visual programming system developed at Carnegie 
Melon University by the Stage 3 Research Group [17, 18]. 
Alice proposed the idea of visual, drag-and-drop 
programming as a means for teaching computer-based 
problem solving and computer programming to high school 



 

and university students. However, Redwood is not designed 
specifically for use by students. Redwood’s scope is larger, 
as it aims at providing a useful tool for the much larger 
open source software community, including beginners, 
intermediate, and experienced programmers. Of course, 
based on its main features (visual representation and direct 
manipulation), Redwood fits in the category of visual 
programming environments [19, 20]. 
 
 

<Snippet type="Math.Sigma Summation" 
extends="Statement, Expression"><display><table> 
 <tr> 
  <td width="8"/> 
  <td valign="center"> 
   <table> 
    <tr><td halign="center"><ExpressionEditor  
     name="haltingvalue"> 
     <param name="MinimumSize"><Dimension> 
      <param name="Size"><int value="10"/><int  
       value="10"/></param> 
     </Dimension></param> 
    </ExpressionEditor></td></tr> 
    <tr><td halign="center"><LineEditor> 
     <param name="Text"><String  
      value="&#x2211;"/></param> 
     <param name="FontSize"><int value="24"/></param>
     <param name="Editable"><boolean  
      value="false"/></param> 
    </LineEditor></td></tr> 
    <tr><td halign="center"><table><tr> 
     <td><IdentifierEditor name="loopvariable"> 
      <param name="Text"><String value="i"/></param> 
      <param name="MinimumSize"><Dimension> 
       <param name="Size"><int value="4"/><int 
value="- 
        1"/></param> 
      </Dimension></param> 
     </IdentifierEditor></td> 
     <td><LineEditor> 
      <param name="Text"><String value=" = 
"/></param> 
      <param name="Editable"><boolean  
       value="false"/></param> 
     </LineEditor></td> 
     <td> 
      <ExpressionEditor name=”initialvalue”> 
       <param name=”Snippet”> 
        <Snippet type=”Numeric Value”> 
         <LineEditor name=”value”> 
           <param name=”Text”><String  
            value=”0”/></param> 
         </LineEditor> 
        </Snippet> 
       </param> 
       <param name=”MinimumSize”><Dimension> 
        <param name=”Size”><int value=”10”/><int  
         value=”10”/></param> 
       </Dimension></param> 
      </ExpressionEditor> 
     </td> 
    </tr></table></td></tr> 
   </table> 
  </td> 
  <td valign=”center”> 
   <ExpressionEditor name=”expression”> 
    <param name=”MinimumSize”><Dimension> 
     <param name=”Size”><int value=”10”/><int  
      value=”10”/></param> 
    </Dimension></param> 
   </ExpressionEditor> 
  </td> 
  <td width=”4”/> 
 </tr> 
</table></display> 

Fig. 8. Snippet display of Sigma Summation 

<template language="Java"> 
 sub calculateReturnValue 
 { 
  var uid = getUID (); 
 
  var expressionReturnValue = [#"expression" :  
   "+Expression:return calculateReturnValue ();"]; 
 
  var resultType = [#"expression" : 
"+Expression:return  
   determineResultType ();"]; 
 
  var result[] = { 
   " 
   " + resultType + " Snippet_SigmaSummation_sum_" + 
   uid + " = new " + resultType + " (); 
  for (RedwoodDouble " + [#"loopvariable"] + " = " + 
    [#"initialvalue"] + ";  
   " + [#"loopvariable"] + ".lessThanOrEqualTo (" +  
   [#"haltingvalue"] + ").booleanValue (); " +  
   [#"loopvariable"] + " = " + [#"loopvariable"] +  
   ".add (new RedwoodDouble (1))) 
    { 
     " + expressionReturnValue[0] + " 
     Snippet_SigmaSummation_sum_" + uid + " =  
      Snippet_SigmaSummation_sum_" +  
     uid + ".add (" + expressionReturnValue[1] + "); 
    } 
    ", 
    "Snippet_SigmaSummation_sum_" + uid 
   }; 
   return result; 
  } 
 
  var returnValue = calculateReturnValue (); 
  return returnValue[0]; 
 </template></Snippet> 

Fig. 9. Snippet template of Sigma Summation (Java output) 
 

 
Fig. 10. Matrix Multiplication with Sigma Summation Snippet 
 

 
Fig. 11. Matrix Multiplication in Java 

 



 

Examples of environments that have similarities with 
Redwood include Prograph [21], LabView [22], CODE 
[23] and several others. Nevertheless Redwood is distinct 
from them in at least one of the following: execution 
model, application domain (e.g., LabView is best suited for 
engineering applications: test, measuring and control [24]), 
program components used (in this respect, snippets seems 
to be a concept quite unique to Redwood, at least in the 
sense we use it), and user interface (“look and feel”), which 
is clearly Redwood specific. This is not to say that 
Redwood is better than these languages, as for example the 
above environments supports parallel programming while 
Redwood does not at this point in time.  

It is fair to say that, first, we are currently concerned 
with actually enhancing Redwood’s present capabilities and 
plan for the near future a comparative study with other 
visual environments and, second, most of the above 
environments are specialized, and good or very good in 
some respects. We believe that Redwood is also good at 
what it does (or is characterized by) including support for 
general program development, “smooth” (that is, 
streamlined, simple and refined) user interface, support for 
multiple languages, extensibility, and flexibility. 

 
8 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper the main design solutions used for creating 
Redwood were described. We believe that this novel 
programming environment, based on the key concept of 
snippets and employing the “drag-and-drop programming” 
paradigm, offers attractive, efficient and comprehensive 
support for software development.  

Future releases of Redwood will include additional 
programming support and more usability features. Snippet 
displays will allow for dynamic content and the 
environment will be stress-tested for efficiency, reliability, 
and ease-of-use. Besides general improvements that can be 
made to the system, we have plans to include a large 
collection of pre-built snippets in the environments, in 
addition to the online snippet library. This set will include 
tools for parallel programming, mathematical 
representations of programming constructs, and templates 
for commonly-used structures such as loops. 

One of the most useful features of Redwood is that it 
allows one to “extend” languages. With a plain text 
programming language, a developer is confined to 
standards sometimes defined decades before. The 
developer can add instances of new structures such as 
classes and functions, but he or she cannot create new types 
of structures.  He or she cannot, for example, create a new 
type of loop in C++ (such as an until loop), which might be 
more direct (than a while loop) for solving certain 
problems. Redwood is about designing and programming 
software using natural techniques, where the environment 
and language do not get in the developer’s way (on the 

contrary, it is intended to gracefully and efficiently support 
him or her). The system creates a supporting environment 
for a programmer to work and think effectively. 
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Abstract

Comics and programs both are static representations
of something dynamic. While a comic book almost looks
and feels like an animated cartoon, the source code of a
program seldom resembles the visible runtime behaviour.
By  using  comic  strips  to  represent  concurrent  events,
graphical  programs  that  feature  interactive,  animated
characters  and  objects  can  be  expressed  in  a  visually
direct way, making it easier for both children and adults
to  create  their  own  computer  programs.  Compared  to
graphical  rewrite  rules,  comic  strip  programs  have  a
potential  for  increased  expressiveness  and  flexibility,
because of how the semiotics of comics can be used to
express  a  wide  variety  of  situations.  There  are  also
challenges  with  using  comics  as  a  program
representation,  for  example,  comics  have  no  signs  for
conditionals, concurrency, and generalisations.

1. Introduction

One approach  for  making programming easier,  is  to
use  a  program representation  that  looks  similar  to  and
directly  maps  to  the  runtime  representation  [1].  If  the
source  code  of  a  program directly  maps  to  and  has  a
strong similarity to that which is seen on the display when
running  the  program,  the  gap  between  the  two
representations can be bridged, and the need for difficult
and error-prone mental transformations could be reduced,
thus making programming easier. 

A visual representation that is interesting in this respect
is comics. Like a program, a comic is a static representa-
tion of something dynamic. The medium of comics gives
a  very direct  impression  of  the  action  going on  in  the
story. To the comic book reader, the characters in a comic
almost look like they are moving and they almost sound
as  if  they  are  speaking.  For  programs  that  consist  of
interactive  graphical  objects,  like  games,  graphical
simulations,  and  interactive  pictorial  stories,  the  signs
used  in  comics  have  the  potential  to  describe  the
behaviour of the objects in a way that strongly resembles
the visual result of running the program.

In comics, panels are used as the basic temporal device
for communicating dynamics in a static medium [2], [3].
A static representation is straightforward to edit, which is
essential to programming, and provides an overview that
is  independent  of  the  real-time  flow  of  a  dynamic
representation. Inside panels, comic book artists use a rich
vocabulary  of  contextual  signs  (“markers”)  for
representing  dynamic  and  abstract  features.  Examples
include  motion  markers  (e.g.  speed  lines  and  ghost
images), voice balloons, and sound words (onomatopoetic
symbols).  Importantly,  such  markers  are  shown  in  the
immediate visual context of the character or object having
the  feature  represented  by  the  sign.  This  presentation
technique takes advantage of the way human perception
can quickly perceive a situation “at a glance”, and creates
a  high  degree  of  visual  directness.  Additionally,  many
people are familiar with comics,  and even though there
are  cultural  differences,  for  example  between  Western
European and Japanese comics [3], the sign language of
comics  is  well-known  within  the  comic  book  reading
community.  This  could  mean that  people  who want  to
learn to program would feel familiar with the signs used
in a comic strip programming language.

One way to use comics for programming of graphical
objects, is to have conditional comic strips that represent
events in a program [4]-[7].  Such comic strip programs
share  many characteristics  with  graphical  rewrite  rules
[1],  [8]-[16],  also  called  visual  before-after  rules.  The
before-part of a rule consists of a picture representing a
part  of  the  world.  When  the  before-part  matches  the
current  world  state,  the  world  is  changed  to  the  state
shown by the picture in the after-part  of the rule. Such
rules look very similar to what actually happens when the
program  executes.  Graphical  rewrite  rule  systems
commonly use a grid-based world model, which makes it
straightforward to specify the before and after parts of a
rule in a spatially clear and non-ambiguous way.

Graphical rewrite rules are an example of an analogical
representation,  a  representation  that  has  a  structural
similarity  to  what  it  represents  [1].  In  semiotics,  such
representations are called iconic signs. An icon is a sign
that has a similarity or likeness to the object it signifies; it
imitates  the  signified.  A symbolic  sign,  by contrast,  is
arbitrary and gets its meaning by convention [17].



 Analogical representations and iconic signs are usually
easy to understand, but not everything can be represented
this way. In programming, there are constructs that have
no iconic representation. Comics offer a way to integrate
symbolic signs into the context of iconic signs, which can
help understanding symbolic representations.

This  paper  presents  a  way to  use  comics  for  event-
based visual programming, and discusses how the signs of
comics  can  be  applied  to  programming.  Finally,  it  is
suggested that comic strip programs have the potential to
go beyond graphical rewrite rules in terms of expressive-
ness  and  flexibility,  while  maintaining  a  strong  visual
directness between the program and the runtime display.

2. Comic strip programming

Several prototypes have been developed to test the idea
of  comic  strip  programming.  Both  low-fidelity  paper
prototypes  and  very  high-fidelity  computer  prototypes
have been studied [4]-[7]. The domain focused by these
prototypes have been simple games and interactive stories
with  graphical  objects.  In  the  following,  examples  of
comic strip programs will be given using screenshots from
the most recent system being developed, called ComiKit.

In comics, the action sequences that make up the story
are  communicated  using  strips  of  panels,  where  each
panel  shows a  part  of  the  action.  If  we  introduce  the
notion of conditional strips, comic strips can be used to
describe events in a program. In a conditional comic strip,
the first panel is the precondition for the actions in the
subsequent  panels.  Such  strips  describe  non-linear  and
potentially  concurrent  events,  rather  than  a  sequential
flow of actions in a story.

A comic  strip  program consists  of  graphical  objects
that typically depict  figurative characters and items. An
object can have any graphical representation, though, as it
is  the  programmer  who draws or  chooses  the  pictures.
Each object can have one or more pictures. For example,
a character could have two pictures, one for happy mood
and one  for  sad mood.  The  pictures  represent  different
states of an object.

Each object may have one or more comic strip events
associated  with  it.  The  program  is  run  by  placing
characters  on  a  play  area  and  moving  them  with  the
mouse, causing events to trigger. Events are continuously
monitored  and  executed  by  the  runtime  engine  (the
interpreter).

Figure 1 shows an example of event strips created by
two girls in fifth grade, during a field study in a school.
Figure  2  shows  what  it  looks  like  when  the  game  is
played. The preconditions used in Figure 1 are picture-
matching and touching another object. The action used is
picture-changing. Picture matching works by checking if
an object has the picture shown in the precondition. If, for
example, the character called “John” in Figure 1, would
be on the play area having a picture of him sleeping, the

coughing character would not infect him, because the first
event in Figure 1 would not match. 

The  situation shown in the precondition of  an event
strip can be thought of as an example of a situation that

Figure  1.  Programming  with  event  strips. This
example shows two events for a character called “John”.
In the first  event  strip  John becomes infected and gets
sick. The precondition panel shows John touching another
character, who has got a cough. In the action panel, the
picture of John changes to show him sad and crying (the
shapes below John are pools of tears). In the second event
strip, he gets cured by taking medicine. The precondition
panel shows the sick John touching a bottle of medicine,
and the action panel changes his picture to happy.

Figure  2.  The play  area. The  player  drags  characters
from the gallery at the left and drops them on the play
area. The player can move the characters on the play area
with the mouse, causing events to trigger as the characters
touch each other. Here is a situation where the player has
moved the coughing character with the mouse, to make it
touch  John.  This  caused  the  first  event  in  Figure  1  to
trigger, which changed John's picture from happy to sick.



triggers the event. On the play area, the characters need
not touch each other in exactly the same way as in the
precondition,  for  the  event  to  trigger.  Touching  in  any
direction  (left,  right,  above,  or  below),  will  match  the
precondition.

The object model that is used is similar to classes in
object-oriented programming. In an event there is always
a main object  (similar to the notion of “self” in object-
oriented programming languages such as Smalltalk). The
main object  is the object  for which an event is defined
(events belong to objects like methods belong to classes
in object-oriented programming).

Dragging a character from the gallery to the play area
creates  an  instance  of  that  object  type.  Several  copies
(instances) of a character can be created this way (new
instances can also be created in events). If there would be
many copies of the character called John on the play area
in Figure 2, they could all be infected by touching them
with the coughing character. 

The  preconditions  currently implemented  are  picture
matching, touching another object, keyboard pressed, time
interval,  and  random  time  interval.  The  actions
implemented  are  changing  the  picture  of  an  object,
moving  an  object,  delete  an  object,  and  create  a  new
object  instance.  Many  additional  preconditions  and
actions could be imagined.

Several  field  studies  of  previous  prototypes  of  the
ComiKit  system were  made  in  a  school  together  with
children in grade four and five [6], [7]. The children could
learn  the  fundamentals  of  comic  strip  programming  to
create programs like interactive picture-stories in one to
two  hours.  However,  basic  parts  of  the  programming
model  required  explanation  to  be  understood  in  the
intended way. The main finding was that  the children's
intuitive interpretation of comic strip programs was that of
a  linear  action  sequence.  The  children  had  to  learn
programming  constructs  such  as  conditionals  and
concurrency to be able to successfully create programs,
notions that contradicted the familiar view of comics as
sequential stories.

The  prototypes  studied  used  standard  rectangular
panels, and the arrow-shaped precondition panel used in
the current system is an attempt to make the conditional
panel  “look  special”.  How this  shape  is  understood  by
users has not yet been studied, however. Another problem
was  to  put  events  on  the  “right”  character.  For  some
events  it  is  important  that  the  main  object  is  properly
chosen, and the children were not always aware of this. 

In the prototypes used, each event could have only one
action panel (this is also the case in the current system).
This  restriction  was  made  primarily  to  simplify  the
implementation. Interestingly, this forced the children to
break  up  linear  action  sequences  into  multiple  events,
which resulted in that the interactive stories they created
could be played in a much more open-ended style than
what could be expected at first [6]. 

3. Comic book signs and visual programming

Several  comic  book  signs  can  be  applied  to  visual
programming, but there are also many symbolic signs that
are needed for programming that are missing in comics.

3.1. Applying comic signs to programming

The following is a discussion of signs in comics that
can be applied directly to visual event-based programs.

Characters. The  appearance  of  a  character  in  the
program directly maps to the appearance in the runtime
representation.

Panels. The panels in a comic divide time into smaller
units. In a program, panels can be used to represent action
sequences, and by introducing conditional panels, events
with preconditions can be expressed. Note that a panel in
a comic is  not  just  a  frozen moment of  time. Unlike a
photograph, a panel can show a situation that is extended
in time. Speaking in a voice balloon, for example, is not
an instantaneous action. Objects in a program could also
perform multiple activities within the timespan of a panel.

Meetings. Characters in a panel are commonly shown
meeting, simply by positioning them close to each other.
This  can  be  used  in  a  program  to  show  a  collides
(touches) condition in a visually direct way.

Motion  markers. Comic  books  feature  signs  like
speed lines and ghost images that can be used to show the
motion of objects in a visual program. An example of a
ghost shadow motion marker is given i Figure 3. 

Transitions. In  comics,  as  in  film,  cuts  between
perspectives  and scenes  are  common. For  example,  the
panels in an event strip could show objects at different
places, as in Figures 3 and 4.

Inner panels. An inner panel is a panel inside another
panel.  Such  panels  are  used  to  show  something  that
happens  at  the  same time,  but  at  another  place.  These
panels  can  be  used  by  event  strips  to  make  location-
independent  references  to  objects  (similar  to  global
variable references). See Figure 5 for an example.

Voice balloons and text boxes. Balloons can be used
to  output  text  that  is  “spoken” by the characters in the
program. Contextual text boxes could be used to represent
symbolic  programming  constructs  that  are  awkward  or
impossible to express pictorially, for example, textual and
numerical object properties.

3.2 Signs that are missing in comics

The following are examples of programming constructs
for which there are no corresponding signs in comics.

Conditionals. Strips in a comic book does not have
conditional  panels.  Introducing  a  special  sign,  like  an
arrow between the first and the second panel, or an arrow-
shaped precondition panel, could help to communicate the
special status of the first panel. 



Non-sequential control structures and concurrency.
Events in a comic strip program can be triggered in any
order  and  execute  concurrently,  depending  on,  for  in-
stance, how the player interacts with a game. This stands
in contrast to the reading order  of comics,  where strips
represent a sequence of actions.

Deletion  of  objects. Comics  use  situations  in  the
context of the story to show when something disappears.
There does not seem to exist  generic signs for deleting
objects. The X-shaped cross in Figure 6 is an attempt at
creating a generic sign for the delete action.

Generalisation. An example of generalisation that is
handy in a precondition panel is being able to say that an
object should match objects of the same kind regardless
of  the picture  (picture  generalisation),  or  that  it  should
match  any  existing  object  (type  generalisation).  Such
generalisations can reduce the number of strips needed to
express  an event [7].  Comics depict  concrete  situations
and  have  not  developed  signs  for  these  kinds  of
generalisations.  Possible  signs  could  be  a  circle  with a
question mark for matching any object, and an outline of
the  first  picture  of  an  object  for  matching  any  object
picture. Note that we get picture generalisation “for free”
when the main object  is not present in the precondition
panel (see Figures 3 and 4). However, this technique can
not be used when touching other objects, because then the
main object must be present in the first panel.

Variables. In a way, an object instance can be thought
of as a global variable with a value range given by the
pictures defined for the object type (like an enumerated
data type). Objects can check the state of another object
by  including  that  object  in  the  precondition  (without
touching it). However, if there are several instances of the
other object,  there is currently no way to identify them.
Global names could be used for this, or an object could be
linked  to  another,  creating  something  similar  to  an
instance variable referring to another object.

Negation. Expressing  negation  pictorially  is  another
example of something that comics have no generic signs
for. How would one express that an object is not touching
another  object,  or  that  an  object  should  not  have  a
particular  picture?  One solution could be  to  negate the
entire precondition panel, or to have two panels following
the precondition, labelled “YES” and “NO”, which would
be similar to an if-else clause.

4. Beyond graphical rewrite rules 

The idea of representing programs as picture sequences
has also been used by systems based on graphical rewrite
rules  (also  called  before-after  rules).  Examples  of  such
systems are BITPICT [8], Cartoonist [12], KidSim [13],
[14],  Stagecast Creator [1],  and AgentSheets [11],  [15],
[16].  This  section  discusses  limitations  of  graphical
rewrite rules and how these limitations could be addressed
by the visual language of comics.

Figure  3.  Motion  marker.  This  example  shows  an
example  of  a  ghost  image  motion  marker.  The
precondition contains a picture of a keyboard key. When
pressing the R key, the character moves to the right.

Figure 4. Panel transition. In this strip the panels show
different parts of the world. When there is a sun shining
in  the  world,  the  main  character  will  become  happy,
regardless of its current look. This strip is an example of
what is called an aspect-to-aspect transition in comics.

Figure 5. Inner panel. Since the Sun is inside an inner
panel, it can be located anywhere for the event to trigger,
but it will trigger only when the main character looks sad.

Figure 6. Delete action. In this event the main character
“eats” an ice cream when touching it. The cross signifies
the delete action, and is an example a contextual marker.



4.1. Limitations of graphical rewrite rules

Graphical rewrites. Typically, graphical rewrite rules
define before-after rewrites of the world state. This makes
it problematic to refer to objects in a flexible way, or to
objects that could be located anywhere in the world. Most
systems that use graphical rewrite rules seem to have the
restriction that the before part must be the same size and
show the same location of the world as the after part, and
except  for  objects  created  or  deleted,  the same objects
must be present in both parts. 

Iconic  signs. Graphical  rewrite  rules  consist  of
pictures of domain objects. This makes the representation
iconic to the runtime representation, but places limits on
what can be expressed. For example, in Stagecast Creator
[1], symbolic program constructs are placed outside of the
pictorial part of the rule. 

The grid. Most  graphical rewrite  rule  systems use a
grid-based world model. There are several limitations of
using a grid; objects must have fixed sizes, must be placed
at discrete locations, can not overlap, and object motion is
restricted  and  jagged.  Interacting  with  objects  that  are
confined to a grid in a flowing, direct manipulation style,
e.g. continuously dragging an object  with the mouse, is
impossible. It  should be noted that it  is possible to use
before-after  rules  with  other  models  than  a  grid.  One
example is ChemTrains [9], [10], a system which uses a
topological  model  where  any  topology  based  on
containment  and  connected  locations  can  be  used,
including a grid.

4.2. Using the visual language of comics

 In  the  following  it  is  discussed  how  the  visual
language of comics could be used to address some of the
problems discussed above.

Panel  transitions. McCloud  identifies  six  types  of
panel transitions that are used in comics [3],  pp. 70-72:
Moment-to-moment (e.g. open eye – closed eye), action-
to-action (e.g.  glass being poured – someone drinking),
subject-to-subject (e.g. two people talking – close up of a
ringing  phone),  scene-to-scene  (e.g.  at  home  –  at  a
football game), aspect-to-aspect (several aspects or moods
of something, e.g. sun shining – child playing), and non-
sequitur  (has no obvious meaning).  The transitions that
are used by graphical rewrite rules are similar to moment-
to-moment  and  action-to-action  transitions  where  the
panels  show  the  exact  same  perspective.  By  adopting
additional  kinds  of  transitions,  making  before-after
pictures less tightly coupled, the restrictions imposed by
before-after  rewrites  could  be  relaxed.  Visual
programming  languages  could  take  advantage  of
increased expressiveness and flexibility, while preserving
a  direct  visual  mapping  between  the  program and  the
runtime result. In addition to various transitions, different
perspectives could be  used.  The  precondition could for

example  contain  a  close-up  of  a  control  panel  with  a
button in a pressed state, and the action could contain a
full view of a rocket being launched. 

Contextual  signs. Comics  mix  iconic  and  symbolic
representations, and use a wide variety of contextual signs
to visualise what is going on inside the panels. Symbols,
like motion markers, are used to visualise dynamic aspects
within a  static  picture.  Such markers  are  shown in the
context of the object  being modified by the sign, which
creates a direct mapping between the symbolic sign and
the iconic object. The tight integration of signs brings the
picture to life, transforming the static image to a dynamic
one in the mind of the reader. Marker signs also extend
the time span of a panel, making it possible to visualise
several actions within a panel.

Visual  programming languages  could  use  contextual
signs  to  represent  symbolic  attributes  of  objects  in  a
visually  direct  way.  Textual  and  symbolic  signs,  like
numbers and mathematical operators, could be integrated
into the context of the graphical objects in a program. The
way comics integrate text and pictures creates a quality of
directness;  the  representation  becomes  a  whole  which
guides  the  reader  by  providing  mappings  within  the
representation itself. 

AgentSheets is a system that takes advantage of mixing
textual  and  iconic  signs  [15].  However,  several
programming constructs in AgentSheets are text-only and
rules  tend  to  look  more  like  illustrated  texts  than  like
pictures with text [15], [16].  The similarity between the
program and  the  runtime  result  is  not  as  strong  as  it
potentially could be by adopting comic book techniques.

Gridlessness. Objects that live in a gridless world can
be interacted with in a much more flowing way than what
is possible when restricted to locations in a grid. To make
direct  manipulation  “feel  right”,  the  motion  must  be
continuous. In a gridless model, objects can be any size,
they can move in any direction at any speed, and they can
overlap each other. Objects in a gridless model can refer
to each other independently of their relative location in a
grid.  Inner  panels  are  an  example  of  how  a  visual
programming language can use signs from comics to refer
to objects in a location-independent way. Furthermore, a
continuous  coordinate  system  makes  it  possible  to
represent Logo-style turtle geometry in a visually direct
way with motion markers [7].

It  should  be  emphasised  that  using  a  grid  also  has
several  advantages,  like  reduced  brittleness,  relational
transparency,  clarity  of  spatial  relationships,  implicit
communication between adjacent grid-cells, and regular-
ity [11]. A gridless system could use an editing grid as a
way to get some of these advantages.  It  should also be
possible  to extend a grid-based model to become more
flexible, e.g. by allowing overlapping objects. A technical
advantage  with  using  a  grid-based  model  is  execution
speed, in particular when checking if an object is close to
objects in adjacent grid cells.



5. Conclusion

The comic strip program examples given in this paper
are intended to demonstrate  that  the visual language of
comics has the potential to represent event-based visual
programs in an expressive and flexible way that directly
maps to the runtime representation. 

Comics have signs for expressing action sequences in a
visually  direct  way,  but  lack  signs  for  expressing
conditionals, concurrency, generalisation, and other pro-
gramming  constructs.  New  signs  have  to  found  or
invented to express programming concepts in a clear way,
and people who want to create comic strip programs need
learn these signs to become successful programmers.

An  important  contribution  of  comics  is  the  use  of
contextual  symbolic  signs.  Such  signs  usually  have  no
meaning in isolation, they are an effect of what happens to
the objects in a panel. Speed lines and ghost images, for
example, are used to signify that something is moving. In
our imagination, a character with speed lines “looks like”
it is moving, even though in the medium nothing moves at
all. Another example is onomatopoetic symbols, signs that
imitate sound, for example the letters Zzzzzz, which are
used  to  signify  that  someone  is  sleeping.  In  the
imagination of  the reader,  the sign becomes the sound;
seeing the sign is almost like hearing the sound. There are
many other signs that once known can be said to “look
similar”  to  what  they  signify,  even  though  they  are
symbolic signs. Within the sign system of comics, these
contextual signs take on a very direct, sometimes almost
iconic, quality.

Contextual signs could be used in visual programming
to visualise how objects are effected by the operations in a
program. Such signs have the potential to address some of
the  limitations  of  analogical  and  iconic  representations
when it  comes to expressing symbolic operations. Signs
invented by comic book artists  tend to  become learned
and  accepted  by  the  readers  as  they  are  introduced.
McCloud writes: “Within a given culture these symbols
will  quickly  spread  until  everybody  knows  them  at  a
glance.”  [3],  p.  131.  If  the  comic  book  style  of
programming would catch on, a similar evolution might
take place for visual programming.

In the beginning of film art, movies were like filmed
theatre. A static camera recorded actors performing on a
stage. Since then, film has evolved into a genre with a rich
visual language. The medium of comics has evolved in
parallel with film, and comic books have transferred and
transformed  the  language  of  film  to  fit  the  printed
medium. Visual programming with iconic representations
of domain objects also has the potential to evolve, from
the  static  camera  used  by  graphical  rewrite  rules  to
something that we have not yet seen.
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Abstract

Data analysis is a crucial activity in several domains.
Data analysts need tools that allow multidimensional anal-
ysis in order to select relevant information from huge quan-
tities of data. Visualizations may help decision makers to
get the information they need. In this paper we present a
visual tool that supports the analysis of multidimensional
data. We also provide the formal specification of its visual
interface that may help designers in the implementation and
may permit to easily integrate new features in the tool.

1 Introduction

Visual representations of data have the capability of
shifting the load of interpreting data from the user’s cogni-
tive system to the perceptual system. In order to be under-
stood by users, the information needs to be visualized in an
information space. This visualization can either be carried
out by the users in their own mind, in which case it is es-
sentially a users’ conceptualization of that information, or it
could be accomplished by the system by generating a proper
visualization on the display screen. The latter is defined as
information visualization, i.e. “a process of transforming
information into a visual form enabling the user to observe
information” [3]. Proper visualizations allow users to easily
extract patterns, trends, gaps among data.

Today the research is focused on interaction techniques
that, combined with information visualization techniques,
permit to reach the goal of information visualization in a
more effective way. By allowing dynamic user control of
the visual information through direct manipulation princi-
ples, it is possible to traverse large information spaces and
facilitate comprehension with reduced anxiety. In a few
tenths of a second, humans can recognize features in mega-
pixel displays, identify patterns and exceptions, recall re-
lated images. Using proximity, color, size, animation, and
user-controlled selections users are enabled to explore large

information spaces rapidly and with fun.
In this paper we present DaeQP, a visual tool that sup-

ports the analysis of multi dimensional data. It exploits a
visual strategy that provide data overviews in order to allow
users to quickly build their mental model of the data they
are interacting with and to use appropriate filters in order to
analyze a reasonable quantity of relevant data.

The name comes from two reasons: 1) this tool is part
of a more general framework for data analysis called Data
Analysis Engine (DAE), that has been developed in the con-
text of two projects sponsored by the European Commu-
nity [2]; 2) it gets inspiration from the concept of Query
Previews (QP) proposed by Plaisant et al. [5].

Query Previews allow users to rapidly gain an under-
standing of the content and scope of a digital data collection.
The approach involves the presentation of overviews and
previews of abstracted metadata enabling users to rapidly
and dynamically avoid undesired data. This overcomes the
inconveniences of the traditional approach to querying by a
form fill-in interface, which generates user frustration when
the query returns either zero hits or a very large number of
hits. It is difficult to estimate how much data is available
along a certain dimension and how to increase or reduce the
size of the resulting set.

Compared with the prototype described in [5], DaeQP
presents some novel features that make the data visualiza-
tion more manageable and more general purpose, as we will
show later in this paper. Moreover, DaeQP is able to get in-
put data from any single database table, even in csv format
or XML. As a further novel contribution, the visual interface
is formally specified by precisely describing the semantics
of the interface widgets and their functional behavior with
a functional-algebraic approach. This provides a good sup-
port for designers in the implementation phase and permits
to easily integrate new features in the tool.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
DaeQP visual interface with reference to its application in
the trade fair domain. Section 3 describes the formal speci-
fication of DaeQP. Conclusions are given in Section 4.



2 DaeQP

DaeQP is a tool that implements a visualization tech-
nique inspired to Query Previews [5]. Its main goal is to
provide users with rapid multidimensional overviews and
to allow them to perform appropriate data analysis by direct
manipulation of the elements shown on the screen.

Figure 1. Different attributes along with the
user can perform the analysis

The overview allow users to grasp the content of the
whole dataset and their distribution across different at-
tributes. By interacting with the overview, the user may re-
quest a query preview that provides preliminary information
about data of interest, making visible problems and gaps in
the data that are difficult to detect with traditional form fill-
in interfaces.

Users may filter out uninteresting items and quickly fo-
cus on those of interest. Once a manageable number of
items are obtained, it will be easy to browse the details about
groups or individual items.

2.1 The trade fair domain

In order to understand how DaeQP works, we describe it
referring to its application in the trade fair domain. DaeQP
is part of a modular system supporting trade fair organiza-
tion, that we have developed as part of the European funded
project FairsNet (IST-2001-34290).

DaeQP is one of the visualization tools available in the
FairsNet system, that have been designed and developed to
present in appropriate ways the information extracted from
the system repository, thus allowing the main actors of the
trade fair domain to better exploit the extracted knowledge
for improving their business activities. The objective of
FairsNet system is to offer on-line innovative services to
support business processes of trade fairs. In FairsNet, vi-
sualization techniques are used to allow the users to grasp
the knowledge stored in the database, and improve human-
computer interaction. FairsNet primarily addresses three

types of users: fair organizers, exhibitors, and professional
visitors, i.e., people who visit the fair for business reasons
rather than for fun. The Data Analysis Engine functional-
ities aim at providing a valuable help to these users in the
different phases of the decision making processes they may
undergo to improve their own business.

2.2 Interacting with DaeQP

Let us consider the following scenario: an organizer of
an Italian trade fair on agriculture wants to retrieve some
exhibitors of the last edition of the trade fair whose data
are stored in the fair database. The organizer wants to find
a segment of companies, having some characteristics, to
which he will send customized advertising together with the
invitation to attend next event. The objective of the orga-
nizer is to increase the trade fair income by selling more
services to such companies or providing services of better
quality. Performing an accurate segmentation has two ad-
vantages: 1) the organizer sends material only to a reduced
number of companies, thus saving costs; 2) only companies
that should be really interested receive that specific mate-
rial, avoiding ’junk mails’.

The organizer needs to retrieve information about Ex-
hibitors from data stored in the fair database. In order to
generate an overview in which data are visualized along
some major attributes, DaeQP shows the window in Fig-
ure 1 asking the user to select one main attribute (from top
pane) and some other attributes of interest (from bottom
pane). The reason for selecting the main attribute is be-
cause DaeQP is domain independent and it may visualize
uninteresting information if not set properly.

The attributes appearing in Figure 1 are those of the data
set of interest, in our example, the exhibitors of last trade
fair. Since the organizer is interested in finding exhibitors
with some characteristics, he/she chooses Exhibitors as
main attribute, that represents the name of the companies,
and selects four other attributes as analysis dimensions to
help him selecting the companies of interest. Since he is
interested in addressing companies of a certain type, with
a small number of employees, located in a certain geo-
graphic area and operating in some markets, he chooses the
attributes Personnel, Company Type, Geographic Area, and
Current Market.

The possibility of selecting several attributes is another
novel feature of DaeQP with respect to the original Query
Preview proposal in [5], where the number of displayed at-
tributes was fixed to three.

The user presses the button Next and the interface shows
the distribution of the Exhibitors along the selected at-
tributes (see Figure 2). What appears on the screen is the
overview of all the exhibitors of last year trade fair. The
long bar at the bottom indicates that they are 157. The user



Figure 2. Overview of data along Personnel, Company type, Current Market, and Geographic Area
attributes

immediately gets a lot of information. For example, only
four exhibitors have more than 1000 employees, while most
exhibitors have less than 50 employees and for exactly 124
the company type is Producer (’Produttore’ in Figure 2).

Each bar has two numbers, the right number indicates
the total number of Exhibitors having that attribute value,
the left number indicates how many are selected. There-
fore, in the overview in which the whole data set is shown,
the two numbers are always equal. When the user makes a
selection, the left number will update to indicate how many
items with that attribute value are in the selected data set.

The Query Previews technique used in [5] does not pro-
vide the number on the right, but we found that it gives an
important feed-back to the user. Another difference is that
in DaeQP the bars have all the same length that is normal-
ized to the maximum number of items in the whole data set,
i.e. the total number of Exhibitors in our example. When
each value is selected, the colored portion of the bars in the
other dimensions modify to reflect the number of data that
satisfy the constraints; specifically, the colored portion of
the bar visually indicates the number of items with that at-
tribute value in the selected dataset.

Starting from this overview the user may easily select
companies with specific attribute values. For example, if
he is interested in companies that are producers, have a few
employees and operate in Northern Italy, he clicks on ei-
ther the corresponding value or the bar of each attribute.
The windows in Figure 3 shows the resulting data set after
the user has clicked on the value “1-10” of Personnel, on
the value “Produttore” of Company Type and on the value
“Italia Settentrionale” (the Italian of Northern Italy) of Cur-
rent Markets.

As indicated by the bar at the bottom of the Figure 3,
the selected data set includes 28 exhibitors. The names are

easily visible in the side bar at the left of the window, since
the names of the exhibitors who are not in the data set are
grayed-out.

Similarly, all values in the showed attributes but the se-
lected ones are grayed-out to clearly indicate the character-
istics of the selected exhibitors. A click on the Next button
will show the list of the exhibitors in this data set. The or-
ganizer may use the set of these 28 exhibitors to send them
a specific advertisement of for other purposes. If he is not
happy with this selection, he can easily choose the values
of the attributes or go back to the overview in Figure 2 and
make different selections. The user at any moment of the
interaction session may decide to display a further attribute;
the attribute and its values are shown by clicking on the
name of the attribute on top of the window in Figure 3 (or
Figure 2). Similarly, to remove a displayed attribute, the
user has to click on the attribute button.

The behavior of the DaeQP interface may be specified
by a formal description that is helpful for the user inter-
face designer because it provides both a precise and concise
description of the user interface and facilitates a coherent
extension of the current system with new functionalities. In
the following section a formal description of the DaeQP in-
terface in terms of functions and their semantics is given.

3 A formal specification of the user interface

Diagrammatic notations are often used to describe the
interface design; examples are: state transition diagrams,
Petri nets, traditional flow diagrams. Other approaches use
textual notation, grammars, event algebras [4]. In this sec-
tion we propose a new formalism in order to describe the
structure and the behavior of the DaeQP visual interface.
Our formalism is based on a typed functional approach, in



Figure 3. Query preview after a selection on values Personnel, Company Type and Current Market.
The selected exhibitors are displayed in the sidebar (under the header Exhibitors)

which each variable is defined in the domain of the interface
basic widgets, i.e. buttons, and each typed function repre-
sents the transition from a given state of the interface to the
following one. The operational semantics of the interface
is represented by the programs that manage user interac-
tion; the denotational semantics, that is the values of the
programs, represents what appears on the screen.

We have chosen a typed functional approach with the
aim to provide a simpler understanding of the dynamics of
the interface, which is steered by the actions of the user and
by the values in the database. This approach may provide
the developer with an insight of the behavior of the tool. We
assume that the developer understands the formal specifica-
tion.

In DaeQP the number of widgets in the screen is not pre-
dictable before the data set is loaded, and it depends also
on the cardinality of the data along the dimensions taken
into account. Using the more usual formalisms, such as au-
tomata, grammars, rewriting rules, etc. [1,4], the number of
rules or states could be hard to manage.

In this paper a subset of our notation that works for
DaeQP interface is presented; in a future work the whole
formalism will be provided. In the rest of this section, we
denote with:

• DB a database, that is a matrix of k × n elements,
each of which is a string of characters denoted with
DB[i, j];

• Πj the ordered sets
⋃

i=1...k DB[i, j], for each j =
1 . . . n;

• Button the set of buttons {A1, . . . , An};

• S := {s, d, ∗s, ∗d} the set of the button states;

• fi a flag, that is an element of S;

• B the set of all couples (button, flag).

Definition 1 A sequence of attributes is an n+1-ple p :=
(Aa, (A1, f1), . . . , (An, fn)), where

1. Aa is an element of Button, called combobox; all the
Ai, i = 1, . . . , n are different elements of Button; and
there is at most an Aj such that Aa = Aj;

2. fi ∈ {s, d}, for all Ai �= Aa, i = 1, ..., n; fi ∈
{∗s, ∗d} otherwise.

As an example, at the top of Figure 2 a sequence of at-
tributes is shown: the top left button Exhibitors is the com-
bobox, all the others are couples (Button, flag) some of
them have the flag switched to s (selected), namely Current
Market, Personnel, Company Type, and Geographic Area.

The button states should be understood as follows: if the
flag associated with a button A is equal to s (resp., d) then A

is a selected (resp., deselected) button; if the flag associated
with a button A is equal to ∗s (resp., ∗d) then the combobox
is equal to A and the button A was in the state s (resp., d)
before it was chosen as a combobox. Note that when the
user will select a different combobox, the flag of the second
occurrence of Aa must be changed to s (resp., d).

At the beginning of the computation the user selects a
subset of the buttons and a combobox, setting the initial
configuration of the sequence of attributes (see Figure 1).

Once the user has selected a sequence of attributes, what
appears on the screen will be defined as the “denotational
semantics” of that sequence.



Definition 2 Given a sequence of attributes p =
(Aa, (A1, f1), . . . , (An, fn)), the denotational semantics of
p, denoted with [p], is the sequence (Π̂a, Π̃1, ..., Π̃n) where

1. Π̂a = {(element, flag) ∈ Πa × {s, d}}, and

2. Π̃i =






{(element, flag, count) ∈ Πi × {s, d} × N}
if fi = s

∅ otherwise

The elements of Π̂a are attributes composed by two com-
ponents: the first is an element (a string) of Πa, and the sec-
ond is a flag. The elements of Π̃i are attributes composed
by three components. The first one is a string belonging to
Πi, the second is a flag, and the third is a natural number
called count. The flags of these new buttons can assume
only the values s or d. At this point of our description,
given a sequence of attributes p, we can have different de-
notational semantics, that have different values of flags and
counts. We see that the choice of elements, flags and counts
will became unique depending on the initial configuration
(the first choice of the sequence of attributes), and on the
choices of combobox and attributes that the user will do
during the work session.

Given a sequence of attributes p, the view (or interface)
of p is the couple (p, [p]), denoted with [[p]]. Thus a view is
given by a list of attributes and the related denotational se-
mantics. The set of all the views is denoted with V (Figure
2 and 3 are examples of interface).

Given a couple ai := (Ai, d), we denote with a′

i the
couple (Ai, s); and given a couple ai := (Ai, s), we de-
note with a′

i the couple (Ai, d). With α and β are denoted
elements of the set {s, d}.

To describe how it is possible to transform a view into
a new one, it is indispensable to define both the users’ ac-
tivity and the functions that have to be performed and com-
puted to obtain the new view. In our system two different
cases are possible when the user clicks an element in the
sequence of attributes. The first case happens when the user
clicks an attribute that is not the combobox. The second
happens when the combobox is clicked and a list of but-
tons appears, and then the users clicks on an element of that
list. The types of the functions that change the sequence
of attributes, are denoted with either A × Button → A or
A → (Button → A). In our notation the meaning of a
function f with type A × Button → A should be intended
as follows: given v ∈ A and (Ak, α) ∈ v, f defines a new
view v′ ∈ A. From the interface point of view, this means
that a menu with a sequence of attributes (a sequence of
buttons) is presented to the user, and he/she can change the
state of one of them, defining a new view. The meaning of
a function g with type A → (Button → A) should be
intended as follows: given v ∈ A, the function g defines

a function of type (Button → A), and choosing an ele-
ment of Button (which means that a list of buttons appears
and the user clicks one of its elements) a new view v′ ∈ A

is defined. In our case only the combobox has a list of ele-
ments, then it is not necessary to define a function that asso-
ciates attributes to their list. Note that if we have a function
h : A×B → A such that all the elements of B are elements
of A, it is not possible to define a h′ : A → (B → A) such
that h = h′.

Given a new combobox value (a new Aa), the follow-
ing function produces a new sequence of attributes (the user
changes the combobox value).

Definition 3 A change-of-combobox is a function f : A →
(Button → A) such that

1. if (Aj , a1, . . . , ah, . . . , aj , . . . , an) ∈ A;
ah = (Ak, α); and aj = (Aj , ∗β); then
f((Aj , a1, . . . , ak, . . . , aj , . . . , an)(Ak)) =
(Ak, a1, . . . , a

′

k, . . . , a′

j , . . . , an), where a′

h =
(Ak, ∗α), and a′

j = (Aj , β);

2. if (Aj , a1, . . . , aj , . . . , an) ∈ A; aj = (Aj , ∗β);
and all the ai are different from (Ak, α);
then f((Aj , a1, . . . , aj , . . . , an)(Ak)) =
(Ak, a1, . . . , a

′

j , . . . , an) where a′

j = (Aj , β).

Note that if an attribute with the same name of the old
combobox occurs in the sequence, its flag ∗α is changed to
α; and if an attribute with the name of the new combobox
occurs in the sequence, its flag α is changed to ∗α. The
following function describes what happens when the user
changes the state of an attribute (the user clicks a button).

Definition 4 The change-of-button-state is a function
g : A × B → A such that g((Aj , a1, ..., ak, ..., an), Ak) ={

(Aj , a1, ..., a
′

k, ..., an) if k �= j ;
(Aj , a1, ..., ak, ..., an) otherwise.

In DaeQP the elements of denotational semantics [p], as-
sume the same role of a generic attribute; thus, they can be
selected or deselected. We describe what happens when we
select a button in [p].

The values of count (see definition of denotational se-
mantic) are defined by means of a set of standard statistic
functions, denoted with γDB

j , which depend on the contents
of the database and on the current sequence of attributes. In
this paper we are not interested to define their operational
semantics.

Given the set Π̂a; a couple (B, flagB) ∈ Π̂a; and a
couple δ := (B, flagB); we denote with Π̂a + δ the set
obtained by substituting (B, flagB) with δ.

Given a set Π̃i; a triple (B, flagB , count) ∈ Π̃i; and a
triple δ := (B, flagB , count); we denote with Π̃i + δ the
set obtained by substituting (B, flagB , count) with δ. We



will use these notations when the user selects or deselects a
button.

Given set Π̃i; with Π̃′

i is denoted the set
{(element, flag) |(element, flag, count) ∈ Π̃i}.

The following functions define the selection/deselection
operation performed on an element of Π̂a or of Π̃i, with
i = 1, ..., n; and the change of values of all the count’s (by
means of the functions γDB

i ) and of the flags (by means of
the functions ch − flag) .

As we have written before, we don’t define the opera-
tional semantics (the programs) of functions ch− flag and
γDB

i , but only where their results are visualized on the in-
terface. The γDB

i and the ch−flag functions have as input
a view and an attribute and as output a new count and new
flag, respectively.

Definition 5 The combobox filter-function Φa : V × Π̂a →
V is such that, given v = (Aa, A1, . . . , An) ∈

V and δ = (b, f lagb) ∈ Π̂a, we have:
Φa((Aa, A1, . . . , An), δ) = (B,B1, . . . , Bn), where
B = {(element, ch − flag(v, δ))|(element, flag) ∈
Aa} , and Bj = {(element, ch − flag(v, δ), γDB

i (v, δ))
|(element, flag) ∈ Aj}, with j = 1, . . . , n.

Then, given a view and an attribute in Π̂a, the combobox
filter function changes the flags and the counts. The func-
tion will be used when the user ”switches” a flag of an at-
tribute in Π̂a. In the same way we define filter-functions
that change flags and counts when the user switches an at-
tribute in Πi. The filter-functions Φi : V × Π̃i → V (with
i = 1, . . . , n) are such that, given v = (A1, A2, . . . , An) ∈

V and δ = (b, f lagb, count) ∈ Π̃i we have that
Φi((Aa, A1, . . . , An), δ) = [[(B,B1, . . . , Bn)]], where
B = {(element, ch − flag(v, δ))|(element, flag) ∈
Aa} , and Bj = {(element, ch − flag(v, δ), γDB

i (v, δ))
|(element, flag) ∈ Aj}, with j = 1, . . . , n.

The transition from one view to another can be obtained
by applying either the change-of-combobox function, or
the change-of-button-state function, or by applying a fil-
ter function, or the combobox filter function. Then, given
[[p1]] = (p1, [p1]) and [[p2]] = (p2, [p2]), [[p2]] is obtained
by a transition from [[p1]] (denoted with [[p1]] �j [[p2]])
if there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that f(p1, Aj) = p2

(change of combobox); or there exists j ∈ {1, ...n} such
that g(p1, Aj) = p2 (change of attributes); or there exists
δ ∈ Πa, such that [[p2]] = Φa([[p1]], δ) (select/deselect
an element of Πa); or there exists δ ∈ Πi, and [[p2]] =
Φi([[p1]], δ) (select/deselect an element of Πi). Eventu-
ally, a session between the user and the interface is a se-
quence [[p1]] = (p1, [p1]), . . . , [[pm]] = (pm, [pm]) such
that [[p1]] � . . . � [[pm]] where all the flags in [[p1]] are
s(elected) and the count’s values are computed by the func-
tions γDB

j . At the beginning of a session, the user chooses

the attributes of his/her interest, then all the elements of the
view are defined with their flags s(elected) and the counts
computed. The session continues selecting and deselecting
elements (buttons or attributes) of the view.

4 Conclusions

Many activities in decision making processes involve the
selection and the analysis of a reduced number of data of in-
terest. Often this reduced data set is difficult to get. We
have shown how this goal may be reached by DaeQP, a
visual tool that supports the analysis of multidimensional
data. The work on DaeQP has room for improvements. In
order to allow the user to improve the filtering mechanism
and to get more details it would be useful to have the pos-
sibility to manage web addresses and images. We are also
working on DaeQP scalability: currently DaeQP manages
a few thousands of records, but we would like to manage
bigger quantity of records.

The proposed formal specification is able to describe un-
ambiguously the behavior of DaeQP. Moreover it helps the
designer to easily extend the functionalities of the user in-
terfaces, making sure that they will not be in contrast with
the previous behavior. This happens because once defined
the behavior of the system (its syntax and semantics), we
can introduce new widgets or features simply adding their
semantics, without changing the already defined semantics.
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Abstract
Web GIS development often forces application domain ex-
perts to learn programming languages and complex 
frameworks adopted, thus reducing their productivity. As a 
solution to this issue, we present a visual environment, 
named WGBuilder, which supports  unskilled users in the 
construction of Web GIS applications. By performing a set 
of predefined actions, users specify the customization re-
quirements and the resulting application can be 
downloaded either for local use or for use on a different 
web server. Thus, users are only required to have knowl-
edge about data featuring the application under construc-
tion.

Keywords 
Visual environments, geographic data, GIS applications, 
geographic metadata. 

INTRODUCTION
The impact of the Internet on GIS (Geographical Informa-
tion Systems) is notably affecting users’ activities. Applica-
tion domain experts are evolving towards a wider and de-
manding community, whose interests are mostly directed to 
the dissemination of information and to advanced process-
ing tools. Experts require GIS functions able to conduct 
spatial analysis and derive new information in specific do-
mains, without having to afford expensive investments [1, 
2].  
In recent years, increasing attention has been devoted to the 
development of components for both conducting on-line 
GIS analysis and disseminating derived results.  

The aim of this research consists of allowing users to build 
and integrate simple customized applications in agreement 
with their needs, by accessing providers distributed on the 
web. This is achieved thanks to an advanced software 
framework, able to generate customized Web GIS  applica-
tions, where users’ data and spatial features can be handled 
and queried through conventional mapping tools. Such a 
requirement arises from the need to disseminate and share 
geographic information through applications whose con-
tents may be subject to frequent updates, upon user’s ma-
nipulation and gained results. For that reason, an applica-
tion which only visualizes the geographic content is not 
sufficient. It is necessary to develop an efficient and effec-
tive tool which enables users to visualize, query, analyse 
and process geographic data.  
The traditional approach to Web GIS application develop-
ment has been to implement ad hoc software solutions us-
ing both programming languages and Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) that manage spatial data. Avail-
able APIs were used to build platform-independent custom-
ized applications. APIs allowed to design several kinds of 
applications, such as simple viewers and tools to query both 
spatial and alphanumeric data. Examples of this approach 
to GIS application development are the ORACLE Spatial 
API, the FME object by Safe Software and the ESRI 
MapObject, which allow users to develop Java and COM 
applications. 
More recently, major GIS software companies have devel-
oped specialized software for web application develop-
ment. As a matter of fact, ArcIMS by ESRI [4], MapGuide 
by AUTODESK [3], and WebMap by INTERGRAPH [5], 
can be used to build web applications which allow users to 
query and manipulate spatial information through browsers, 
such as Internet Explorer and Firefox.  
However, one problem with the use of GIS technology is 
that, in spite of the high potentiality offered, users are often 
faced with the implicit complexity of data and are forced to 
become familiar with related concepts. The development of 
Web GIS applications is no exception, since final users are 
supposed to be either domain experts, who have usually 
low familiarity with GIS technology, or ordinary people 
interested in browsing data of interest. 
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The project presented in this paper represents a solution. It 
consists of a visual environment, named WGBuilder  (Web
GIS Builder), which allows unskilled users to build a self 
contained customized Web GIS, starting from a given geo-
graphic dataset. Performing a predefined set of actions, 
users can select and visualize map layers from a carto-
graphic database, can choose attributes on which queries 
may be posed, and can set additional details about the 
graphical interface. The resulting application composed by 
a Java applet, HTML and Jscript codes represents a GIS 
component, which can be either put on the Internet in order 
to share and disseminate its geographic content, or inte-
grated with other components to assemble a more complex 
one.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the underlying architecture of WGBuilder, as well 
as some details about the implementation. In Section 3 an 
example of a Web GIS generation is depicted for expert 
users in the environmental domain. Final remarks conclude 
the paper. 

THE WGBUILDER VISUAL ENVIRONMENT 
In the present section we describe the architecture of 
WGBuilder and tasks required to generate a Web GIS ap-
plication. WGBuilder is based on a client/server architec-
ture and is made up of 3 components, handled by the 
WGBuilder developers, as shown in Figure 1. Besides the 
basic components, such as the application server and the 
web server, the server side contains also the cartographic 
database. Each map is organized as a shapefile (.shp) and is 
then associated with a .dbf file, representing the descriptive 
part of a geographic layer. WGBuilder outputs a Web GIS 
application in terms of a Java applet, the construction of 
which starts when the user connects to the environment. In 
particular, as a first step, user’s requirements are acquired 
through a set of pages, based on the JSP technology.  

Figure 1. WGBuilder architecture 

Filling some forms, the user communicates with the server 
and sends it the project name, as well as some interface 
customization details in terms of feature colours and back-
ground. The user is also required to select the attribute set 
on which Web GIS users may pose queries. The attribute 
list is visualized through a HTML and Jscript page. 
Finally, based on all those parameters, the servlet builds the 
customized Web GIS application.  
Once the application is generated, it can be either 
downloaded for local use, or put on a different web server 
to disseminate and share the geographic information it con-
tains.  

Figure 2. Sharing the Web GIS application 

The user may also choose to download (for local use or for 
sharing) simple maps as shapefiles rather than the whole 
project as a Java applet together with the presentation pages 
as .html files. Figure 2 shows such a task. 
Users may interact with the underlying database according 
to two approaches. Basically, they can select some of the 
available maps and build the Web GIS application on them. 
On the contrary, if the database doesn’t contain the re-
quired map, users can add them to the database and then 
invoke the construction of the application. The provision of 
a map has to follow some predefined steps and the map 
itself has to be organized in agreement with a predefined 
format in terms of attributes and features. Typically, either 
a vector file or a raster file may be provided, together with 
a set of metadata which contribute to specify the quality of 
the map characterizing the Web GIS under construction. 
Table 1 reports the set of metadata with which .shp files 
and tiff/jpeg/bmp files are associated. They refer to the In-
ternational Standard ISO/FDIS 19115 [6] and are distin-
guished in mandatory and optional metadata, based on their 
relevance when a quality value is calculated.  
Finally, users who provide the cartographic database with 
new maps, may decide whether to physically share them 
with other users. If so, their files appear among the avail-
able maps and can be used in different Web GIS construc-
tions, otherwise only a preview is available together with 
the information about the owner. 



Attribute Description Domain

ID * Cartographic identifier Free text 

Title * Name by which the cited re-
source is known. 

Free text 

Language Language used within the 
dataset

Predefined values 
(ISO 639-2) 

Date* Reference date for the cited 
resource 

YYYY/MM/DD
(ISO 8601)

Coverage The extent or scope of the 
content of the resource 

Predefined values 

Keyword* A topic of the resource content  Free text 

Author* An entity primarily responsible 
for making the content of the 
resource 

Free text 

Abstract Brief narrative summary of the 
content of the resource 

Free text 

Format and 
version* 

Description of the format of 
the data to be distributed 

Predefined values 

Resource 
location

Location where the resource 
can be looked up 

Free text 

Contributor An entity responsible for mak-
ing contributions to the re-
source content 

Free text 

Copyright Information about rights held 
in and over the resource. 

Free text 

Responsable
party 

Identification of, and means of 
communication with, person(s) 
and organization(s) associated 
with the resource 

Free text 

Geographic 
location of 
dataset

Extended information includ-
ing the bounding box, bound-
ing polygon, vertical, and  
temporal extent of the dataset 

Free text 

Reference 
system* 

Name of the reference system Free text 

Scale Factor which provides a gen-
eral understanding of the den-
sity of spatial data in the data-
set.

Free text 

On-line re-
source 

Information about (online) 
sources from which the re-
source can be obtained 

Free text 

Character set Full name of the character 
coding standard used for the 
dataset

Predefined values 

Spatial re-
presentation 
type

Method used to spatially repre-
sent geographic information 

Predefined values 

Table 1. Metadata for map description – an asterisk  
indicates a mandatory metadata 

WGBuilder and its resulting applications involve and inter-
act with different typologies of users. As depicted in Figure 
1, clients involved in the generation of Web GIS are mostly 
domain experts, who wish to share the information con-
tents. They usually need to implement Web GIS applica-
tions in order to disseminate their cultural heritage through 
the Internet. Notwithstanding their low familiarity with 
computer technology, they are able to build a stable and 
performing application, thanks to the support of the under-
lying toolkit. Differently, in Figure 2 also generic clients 
are depicted, who interact with GIS applications put on the 
Web. They may be either end users interested in the infor-
mation browsing or expert users who exploit shared com-
ponents and data for further processing. 

THE GENERATION OF THE WEB GIS PAPriCa 
In the present section we show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed visual environment in generating customized Web 
GIS applications starting from geographic databases. In 
particular, the present example shows the construction of a 
Web GIS containing data about reserved areas and natural 
parks in the Campania Italian region. The resulting applica-
tion, which is named PAPriCa, (Progetto Aree Protette in
Campania – Project of Reserved Areas in Campania), al-
lows users to acquire information about all the Campania 
zones, where environmental constraints have been set and 
the life quality is monitored. 
Figure 3 shows the environment as it appears when 
WGBuilder is invoked. Users are provided with a preview 
of available maps, each one associated with the correspond-
ing descriptive component. Thanks to the use of a GUI, 
they can intuitively manipulate both spatial and thematic 
components of geographic data, in a uniform way. 

Figure 3. WGBuilder environment 



Once the vector file containing the boundaries and the ty-
pology of reserved areas have been selected, the project 
name PAPriCa can be provided and attributes that will 
compose the Search frame can be selected. Also, more de-
tails about colours of layer and background can be set. 
At this point, the generation of the expected Web GIS may 
start. Figure 4 illustrates the resulting application as it ap-
pears to the user. It consists of three frames, namely the 
Search area, the Map viewer and the Details area. In par-
ticular, the Search area provides users with the set of se-
lected attributes on which textual queries based on condi-
tions can be posed. Features satisfying the conditions are 
highlighted on the map.  
The Map viewer contains a set of buttons which allow us-
ers to handle conventional mapping tools, as well as to per-
form spatial selections based on graphic tools. The Details 
area may contain links to different multimedia files associ-
ated with features selected by queries. On demand, such 
files can be opened to visualize videos, images and descrip-
tions. 

Figure 4. The resulting Web GIS  

Finally, through the Download function the user can choose 
whether to get the whole project (applet and .html files) or 
to acquire only geodata as .shp files. Figure 5 shows the 
interface to accomplish such tasks. 

FINAL REMARKS ON WGBUILDER 
In the first twenty years GIS were exclusively used by pro-
grammers who mainly interacted with the system using 
command lines and macro languages. Recently, high poten-
tialities of such systems were discovered by new users 
working in any life sectors. Consequently, new interaction 
necessities arose and dealing with usability problems is 
today considered a crucial activity in the development of 
GIS software, with notable impact on the overall costs.  

WGBuilder has been conceived with the aim of reducing 
usability design costs. A user who wishes to build his/her 
own Web GIS, learns quickly the steps he/she is supposed 
to perform in order to accomplish the generation task. 
He/she navigates through a sequence of intuitive graphical 
interfaces where he/she may retrieve maps he/she is inter-
ested in, and then specify parameters needed to customize 
the Web GIS application.  

Figure 5. The download functionality 

Other features contribute to make WGBuilder an effectively 
usable toolkit. It is distributed, and searchable, that is to 
say, it is available on the network and can be invoked on 
demand. Due to the interoperability of Java, WGBuilder is 
also open and can be integrated with other components. 
Finally, a Web GIS built through WGBuilder represents a 
self-managing component. Users should have knowledge 
only about data contents and possibly about the modality to 
put an application on a web server. 
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Introduction: 
A risk constitutes something negative or bad. Business 
people, however, need to think of risks as mere 
opportunities, the reason being that, in most business 
environment, the number or size of the risks taken 
usually is equal to the number or size of the 
advantages to be gained. The reverse is also true. 
Namely, the number or size of the risks taken usually 
also equals the losses potentially to be sustained. It is, 
therefore, important always to take calculated risks 
and to be aware of all possible consequences 
(Labuschagne and Eloff, 2000).The advent of the 
electronic commerce ushered in a new period 
pervaded by a sense of boundless excitement and 
opportunities. Although it took some time, but now 
most organisations have already involved conducting 
electronic commerce as that world wide e-Commerce 
Market has  exceeded $46 billion in consumer 
transactions by the year 2001 which became main 
focus of organization involving into e-commerce 
(Ernst and Young,1998).‘‘Electronic Commerce’’, 
also referred to as ‘‘e-commerce’’has revolutionized 
the modern-day business world. Thanks to its 
concomitant technologies, new business opportunities 
have been created. This results in the survival or 
downfall of many organizations on the global 
economic playing field, depending on whether they 
choose to seize or fail to avail themselves of these 
opportunities. The new opportunities, however, come 
with their own set of problems. The major concern 
cited by most decision-makers when it comes to e-
commerce,is‘‘Security, Privacy and Client Trust’’. For 
this reason, subscribers still feel uncomfortable about 
the idea of trading on the Internet (Foresight, 1998).To 
them, the possible risks to be incurred justify the 
potential rewards. Unfortunately, their fears are not 
unfounded because of trust, privacy and security 
threats to all e-commerce transactions. Basically, e-
commerce is concerned with doing business using 
electronic technologies. It can involve the transaction  

of data, transaction of payments or marketing 
information, and value addition to existing products or 
databases. E-commerce can involve the exchange of 
credit card numbers that represents purchases by a 
consumer from a retailer (Lawrence and Corbett, 
2000).Credit card is one of the primary means of  
electronic payment on the Internet. Although a large 
number of users reported that they had their credit 
card stolen, there is still a lot of consumer confidence 
in the use of credit card. Again, this trust should not be 
betrayed and arrangements should be made to assure 
that consumer confidence remains strong in credit card 
specially for those who are reluctant (Kalakos and 
Whinston, 1996).According to the survey report by 
Bank of England on 15-10-2002, this year the credit 
card theft worth was four hundred and eleven million 
pounds (fraud of credit cards), which was a 50% 
increase compared to the previous year in the UK 
(Survey Report by Bank of England, 2002).Another 
case reported in 2003 where the number of user of 
Barclay Bank suffered while conducting online credit 
card transaction this time was the case of during the 
transaction client to server side, actually it was the 
case of ‘‘Web Copy Cat Trick’’. This technique is the 
cause of misconfiguration server side components that 
provided path way to intruder to play a technique 
which is known as ‘‘Web Copy Cat Trick’’ and 
organisation (Barclay Bank) suffered heavy loses due 
to that, they had to advise their customers not to use 
online services until problem is resolved. Another 
cyber crime case reported by MSNBC news report: the 
issue of international credit card thievery and fraud 
burst into the public consciousness in January 2004 
with news of a heist of thousands of credit cards from 
the CD Universe Web site, allegedly by a teenage 
hacker from Russia. It continued to make headlines 
with news that Amazon.com had uncovered a Russia-
based plot to defraud it and other e-merchants out of 
more than $70,000 worth of merchandise using stolen 
credit-card information. Stephen Orfei, vice president 



for electronic commerce and emerging technology at 
Master-Card, said that the Internet accounts for 
between 2 and 2.5 percent of total credit card 
transactions. Using the lower figure and applying it to 
the bank association’s total fraud losses of $526 
million in 1998 yields a loss to online fraud of slightly 
more than $10.5 million. Visa USA reported $487 
million in fraudulent charges last year, which 
assuming a 2 percent rate would be approximately 
$9.75 million. American Express and Discover 
Financial Services do not publicly report fraud rates 
and declined to comment on the subject of Internet 
credit card fraud except to say that they aggressively 
attempt to comb. Since e-commerce fraud rates are 
one-third higher than overall fraud rates, according to 
Visa’s figures for 1999 (9 cents per $100 on the Net 
vs. 6 cents per $100 overall), that $20 million figure 
for Visa and MasterCard alone is most likely on the 
low side. The federal government’s main mechanism 
for tracking economic crimes is the Treasury 
Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement 
Network,known as FinCen, which collects reports on 
17 types of ‘‘suspicious activities’’ from U.S. banks 
and other institutions, the agency received about 
120,000 reports, of which 4900 e or about 4 percent e 
reflected possible credit card fraud. Increasing ratio of 
e-commerce fraud rates is real concern. 

Concerns of e-commerce 
Any business that is still in business, conducts 
‘‘commerce’’. Commerce is the exchange of money 
for goods or services between companies (B2B) or end 
consumers (B2C). ‘‘E-commerce’’is doing commerce 
using electronic technology such as intranets, 
extranets and the Internet, which, provides with a new 
means of obtaining useful information and purchasing 
products and services between companies and end 
consumers. Although this form of e-commerce has 
undergone rapid growth, particularly through the use 
of the Internet, business and consumer fears and 
concerns about the risks, both have inhibited its 
growth real and perceived, of doing business 
electronically (Kamthan, 1999).From the time a 
business installs a web server or hires space on a 
commercial web server from an ISP, there is a 
potential for business systems in the organisation to be 
exposed to breaches of security and confidentiality 
across the entire Internet (Lawrence and Corbett, 
2000).Any link to the Internet exposes the business to 
tampering, or Internet graffiti, where data can be 
exposed with meaningless scribble, pictures or 
electronic junk in the same way that graffiti artist 
scrawls on walls. Link to the Internet also exposes the 
business to the theft of data. Database can be very 
easily captured wholly and transferred for other uses 
such as industrial espionage (Sielgel,1996).The 
TCP/IP protocol developed to run the Internet was not 
designed with security in mind. This protocol, the 
basic system running Internet communications, is 
vulnerable to interceptions (Hunt, 1998).Any
movement of data from a browser to a server or back 
is vulnerable to eavesdropping (Chaffy, 2000).Website 
security is about keeping strangers out, but at the same 
time allowing controlled access to the network 
(Lawrence and Corbett, 2000).Therefore, due to all 
these reasons, newer schemes for security, such as 
Secure Socket Layer (SSL), have been introduced. 
This is a low-level encryption scheme used to encrypt 
e-commerce communications and for consumers to 
use their credit card numbers in transactions on a 
secure WWW form and transmit the form over the 
Internet without the risk of a cracker obtaining the 

credit-card information in higher-level protocols such 
as SHTTP, NNTP, and FTP.The SSL protocol can 
authenticate server (i.e., verify server’s identity) 
encrypting data in transit between the server and client 
accessing the server (Ahuja, 1997).Basically, 
cryptography is based on encryption, which use the 
authentication and digital signature techniques based 
on Cryptographic Methods. Encryption is the 
transformation of data into a form unreadable by 
anyone without a secret key. Its purpose is to ensure 
privacy by keeping the information hidden from 
anyone for whom it is not intended, even those who 
can see the encryption data. There are two types of 
cryptographic systems:(1) symmetric system, where a 
single key serves both as the encryption and 
decryption; (2)asymmetric system, where each person 
gets a pair of keys called the public and private key. 
Each person’s public key is published, while the 
private key is kept secret. The need for the sender and 
receiver to share secret information is eliminated.All 
communications involve only public keys, & no 
private key is ever transmitted or shared.Furthermore, 
public and private key cryptography can be used for 
authentication using Cryptographic Envelop 
Technology (which is developed in Java Archive) 
technique (Lawrence and Corbett, 2000).This session 
key is used to encrypt the HTTPtransaction (Furche 
and Wrightson, 1996).Nevertheless, the advancement 
of the security field has proved that vendors of e-
commerce systems cannot solely rely on secure 
transaction protocols, such as SSL e an encryption 
protocol promoted as proof of 100% security by e-
commerce vendors. Lost in the hype are the real 
security risks of e-commerce and these attributes make 
up only a small part of security, privacy and client 
trust of e-commerce risks. In what follows, we will 
discuss further about the advancement on security, 
privacy and client trust of e-commerce risks, making 
secure business application logic for e-commerce 
security, privacy and client trust in which we will 
describe about e-commerce security more than 
cryptography and the idea of secure business 
application logic for e-commerce. 

Further advancements in the field E-commerce 
security; more than cryptography 
As the market for e-commerce continues to heat up 
significantly, most stakeholders in the market are 
quick to declare that the system is secure. Encryption 
protocols such as SSL are promoted as proof of 
security by e-commerce vendors. Lost in the hype are 
the real security risks of e-commerce. Although 
encryption of data during transactions provides crucial 
confidentiality, integrity, and authentication, these 
attributes make up only a small portion of security that 
must be ensured for e-commerce security. Businesses 
engaging in the complex nature of business, e-
businesses are much more vulnerable than simple 
websites due to the greater complexity of the software 
necessary to support e-commerce transactions 
(Garfinkel & Stafford, 1997; Gosh, 1998).The 
software that executes on either end of the transaction 
e sever-side or client-side software poses real threats 
to the security, privacy & client trust of all e-
commerce transactions. Two familiar adages play an 
important role in understanding how to secure e-
commerce systems: (1) a chain is only as strong as its 
weakest link; and (2) in the presence of obstacles, the 
path of least resistance is always the path of choice 
(Ghosh,2000). Encryption protocols generally provide 
the strongest perceived security in all the components 
involved in e-commerce transaction (Garfinkel and 



Stafford, 1997).However, in e-commerce as in other 
real-world systems, the security of the system is only 
as strong as its weakest component. On the whole, the 
security of server-side systems is much weaker than 
the security provided by secure data transaction 
protocols such as SSL, example of this claim refers to 
the above mentioned cases of security breach and the 
case study of Barclay Bank Web site targeted that is 
the case of Copy Cat Trick which is conducted 
through the server-side misconfiguration of softwares, 
cause of vulnerability/compromising server-side 
security is clearly proof of this claim. Considering 
these two adages together in the context of e-
commerce security, privacy & client trust, it becomes 
clear that malicious perpetrators will rarely attempt to 
break encryption codes when they can much more 
easily break into a system, and enjoy a much higher 
return via this simpler approach (Ghosh, 2000).This 
article addresses the topic of securing server-side 
software used in e-commerce applications. Today, 
most e-commerce server applications are implemented 
in n-tier architecture as shown in Fig. 1.This 
architecture usually consists of a front-end web server, 
a business application layer, a backend database, ERP 
systems, and legacy software. In practice, many of the 
security issues in e-commerce sites are specific to the 
way in which these components are configured. 

A weak link: business application logic 
Although the security issues of the front-end and back-
end software systems in e-commerce applications 
warrant equal attention, this article focuses on the 
security of the middle tier of e-commerce servers that 
implements the business application logic. The 
business application logic represents the functions or 
services that a particular e-commerce site provides. As 
a result, a given site may often employ custom-
developed logic. As the demand for e-commerce 
services grows, the sophistication of the business 
application logic grows accordingly. The end result is 
a complex custom software system that, if flawed, can 
result in a complete security compromise of the site 
(Ghosh, 2000).Traditionally, e-commerce sites 
implement the middle tier of software on web servers 
using the Common Gateway Interface (CGI). CGI 
scripts are programs that run on the web server 
machine as separate processes from the web server 
software. 

The web server invokes these general-purpose 
programs in response to user requests. The CGI 
scripts’ main function is to process user input and 
performs some services (such as retrieving data from a 
database, or dynamically creating a web page) for the 
user. Because CGI scripts process untrusted user 
input, the security risks associated with the CGI (and 

other forms of middle-tier software) are extremely 
high. Many attacks against web based systems exploit 
CGI scripts (Gundavaram, 1996). 

Expecting the unexpected 
While developers can write CGI scripts in any 
general-purpose programming language, they most 
often write such scripts in Perl, C, Tcl, or Python. The 
basic rule of thumb when designing CGI scripts is to 
expect the unexpected. Or more appropriately, expect 
the malicious. While developers have control over the 
content of CGI scripts, they have no control over what 
users will send to the CGI scripts. Also, do not 
overlook attacks against CGI scripts that exist on the 
server as part of the distribution, but are not even used 
as part of the e-commerce application. Some CGI 
scripts included as part of the web server distribution 
have well-known flaws that can be exploited to obtain 
unauthorized access to the server. Even if developers 
do not use the default CGI scripts as part of the web 
server pages, anyone else can use them by simply 
knowing the script names (Stein, 1998).More recently, 
component-based software (CBS) has made inroads in 
e-commerce applications. The idea of using CBS is to 
develop, purchase, and reuse industrial-strength 
software in order to rapidly prototype business 
application logic. One of the more popular component 
frameworks for e-commerce applications is Enterprise 
Java Beans (EJB), which supports component-based 
Java. Other component models include the Common 
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), an 
open standard developed by the Object Management 
Group (OMG), and Microsoft’s Common Object 
Model (COM) and Distributed COM (DCOM).The 
component frameworks are the ‘‘glue’’ that enables 
software components to provide services such as 
business application logic and use standard 
infrastructure services such as naming, persistence, 
introspection, and event-handling, while hiding the 
details of the implementation by using well-defined 
interfaces (Gosh, 1998).Fig. 1 shows typical n-tier 
architecture for a component-based e-commerce 
application. The web browser client can display web 
pages in HTML, execute mobile code such as Java 
applets or web scripts, and capture business-specific 
semantics using XML. The web server provides web 
services in addition to other Internet services such as 
e-mail and File Transfer Protocol (FTP). The business 
application logic is coded in software components that 
can be custom-developed or purchased off the- shelf. 
The application servers provide the infrastructural 
services for particular component models such as EJB, 
CORBA, COM, and DCOM. They also provide an 
interface for the business application logic to back-end 
services such as database management, enterprise 
resource planning (ERP),and legacy software system 
services. 

Component-based software for business-to-
business applications 
In addition to supporting traditional CGI functions, 
component-based software is expected to enable 
distributed business-to-business applications over the 
Internet. The component-based software paradigm 
also supports good software engineering (see 
‘‘Designing for Security’’ section). The Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) supports object-oriented 
analysis and design for component-based frameworks. 
In addition, as the market for component-based 
software heats up, many standard business application 
logic components will be available for purchase off 
the shelf. 



The security risks of component-based software: 

Although component-based software provides 
numerous benefits, it poses security hazards similar to 
CGI scripts. Component-based software enables 
software development in general-purpose 
programming languages such as Java, C, and C++. As 
such, these components execute with all the rights and 
privileges of server processes. Like CGI, they process 
untrusted user input. However, because component-
based software can be used to build sophisticated 
large-scale applications, errors are unarguably more 
likely with component-based software than with 
simple CGI scripts. Regardless of the implementation 
CGI or application servers the security risks of server 
side software are high and therefore server-side 
software must be carefully designed and implemented 
using the techniques covered in the following sections 
(Stein, 1998). 

Designing for security: 
As with all software development, good design and 
engineering practices are important for software 
quality. This point is particularly important for 
development of security-critical software such as e-
commerce applications. Rather than thinking of 
security as an add-on feature to software systems, 
security should be designed into the system from the 
earliest stages of requirements gathering through 
development, testing, integration, and deployment. 
The goal of design for security is to break the 
penetrate-and-patch mindset that pervades commercial 
software security today, and replace it with a process 
for finding and removing security-related bugs prior to 
software release. Finding and fixing bugs in software 
after release costs orders of magnitude more than 
correcting them early during the software development 
lifecycle (Gosh, 1998).One unfortunate consequence 
of the huge pressure to reduce time to market for e-
commerce services is that good software engineering 
practices are dropped (or more often never started).As 
described in section ‘‘A key weak link: business 
application logic’’, the demand for e-commerce 
applications is driving the complexity of business 
application logic. Developing software such as a 
typical desktop application for one user at a time 
differs significantly from developing an e-commerce 
application that needs to handle tens of thousands of 
concurrent requests. Today’s e-commerce applications 
need to not only handle many simultaneous users, but 
also deal with malicious threats. As a result, 
developers must employ good software engineering 
practices to develop robust and secure business 
application logic. Several key activities mark good 
software engineering practices: 

Gathering and formally specifying requirements. 
Developing normal and pathological usage 
scenarios. 
Object-oriented analysis and design. 
Adopting good coding practices. 
Unit testing and integration. 
Release engineering. 
Third-party validation and verification. 

Requirements’ gathering has traditionally focused on 
users’ needs for the application under development. In 
gathering requirements for security critical 
applications, developers must equally focus on what 
the user should be allowed to do and should not be 

allowed to do. a plan for meeting functional 
requirements is typically captured in specifications for 
the application. However, specifications for e-
commerce applications need to specify not only which 
functional behaviour is expected from the application, 
but also which behaviour is not desired. Therefore, to 
develop a specification of secure behaviour, the 
project team must develop a security policy for the e-
commerce application (and its users). Developing 
specifications is often fraught with anxiety over 
formality. While formal notations can be useful for 
reducing ambiguity, if they are so daunting that they 
discourage the development of specifications, then 
they can have the opposite effect on software quality. 
Remember that the ultimate goal of software 
specification is to promote understanding of intended 
system behaviour, so any specification is better than 
none.A specification of undesired behaviour is not 
only useful for preventing  security design flaws, but 
can also be used for security-oriented testing 
(Gosh,1998).

Configuring the CGI: 
One of the most commone yet easily preventable 
security hazards is misconfiguration of software.CGI 
scripts, too, must be correctly configured for security. 
One feature supported by many web servers is the 
ability for individuals throughout an organisation to 
write CGI scripts and have them executed from their 
own directories. Although useful for ‘‘sniffing’’ 
personal web pages, such scripts can introduce system 
security hazards. In e-commerce applications, the web 
server should be configured to prevent CGI scripts 
from executing anywhere but a single CGI directory 
controlled by the system administrator. The script-
aliased CGI mode for web servers ensures that CGI 
scripts will execute only from an explicitly named 
directory in the server configuration file. In addition, 
the CGI script path is not named in the URL to the 
CGI.Rather, the server ‘‘aliases’’ the explicit path to 
the CGI scripts to a name of choice such as ‘‘cgi-
bin’’Thus, running the server in script-aliased CGI 
mode prevents rogue CGI scripts from executing, and 
also hides the explicit path to the CGI scripts (Pre-
Built CGI Scripts).Configure the CGI script 
directories correctly using operating system access 
controls. For instance, if CGI scripts are written in a 
compiled language (such as C), the script sources 
should be excluded from the document root of the web 
server, so that they cannot be accessed via the web. 
They should be accessible to the system administrator 
or web content development group only, and 
inaccessible to everyone else in the organisation. If the 
script sources fall into the hands of malicious 
perpetrators, the source code can be inspected for 
flaws, making the perpetrators’job even easier. Access 
to the CGI executables directory, frequently called the 
cgi-bin, should also be properly controlled. Only the 
web server and administrator need access to this 
directory. Liberal access permissions to the CGI 
executables directory let malicious insiders place their 
own scripts on the e-business site. Also, be sure to 
prohibit access to  interpreters from the web server. 
For example, system administrators may be tempted to 
include the Perl interpreter in CGI script directories. 
However, doing so provides direct web access to 
interactively execute Perl commands e an extremely 
dangerous configuration. Finally, account for every 
CGI program on the server in terms of its purpose, 
origin, and modifications. Remove CGI scripts that do 
not serve a business function. View with suspicion and 
carefully screen CGI scripts that are distributed with 



web servers, downloaded from the Internet, or 
purchased from third parties. These steps will 
eliminate most of the potentially dangerous CGI 
scripts. Once a stable set of CGI programs has been 
established, make a digital hash of the executable 
programs (using MD5) to enable future integrity 
checks (Christiansen and Torrington, 1998). 

Defensive programming 
Simply configuring the system securely is not enough 
to ensure security. Even after the CGI scripts are 
properly locked down, flaws in the design and 
implementation of the CGI scripts can be exploited to 
leverage full system compromise.A good starting 
place for writing secure CGI scripts is to use safe 
language features. For instance,although interpreted 
languages such as Perl are great for rapidly 
prototyping software, they also provide powerful 
constructs for executing system commands that 
perpetrators can easily exploit.Perl commands such as 
eval (), system (), backquotes (‘), pipes, and exec ( ) 
can potentially result in system commands being 
executed on the web server at the discretion of an 
unknown and untrusted remote user. Use these 
commands with extreme caution when processing user 
input. Although the same types of system commands 
can be used in compiled languages such as C, they are 
not as easily constructed or misused as system 
commands in interpreted languages such as 
Perl,Python, or Tcl. However, C provides its own 
hazards due to its lack of advanced memory 
management. For instance, the most common and 
notorious security-related bug for C programs is the 
buffer overflow. This condition occurs when the 
memory allocated to a variable is less than the amount 
being written into it. Regardless of the language used 
for implementing the business application logic, the 
Cardinal’s rule in development is never to trust the 
user input. 

Sanitising user input 
Fortunately, defensive programming can add security 
where powerful language constructs might otherwise 
fall short. A key defensive strategy is to sanity-check 
(and sanitise) all program input. For instance, if a 
social security number is requested, be sure that the 
input is numeric and that no more than nine characters 
are read. Also be sure to sanitise input of special Meta 
escape characters. Characters such as the backtick (‘) 
allow input to be executed as commands to the 
interpreter.Unescape special characters, or if possible, 
accept only legitimate characters. Do not assume that 
the length of the input is fixed. Even if the length of 
the input field is limited in a form, the user is not 
constrained to using the form to send in user input. 
When parsing user input, read only the length of data 
necessary for the input and ensure that adequate 
memory is allocated for the amount of input to be read 
(Ghosh, 2000). 

Using environment variables 
A common oversight in CGI script development is the 
use of environment variables. The user can set certain 
environment variables. Sanitise or sanitycheck 
environment variables from HTTP clients before using 
them. Use other system environment variables with 
caution. Specify explicit paths rather than rely on 
system environment variables for accessing programs 
and files. An insider can fool a CGI script that 
depends on an environment variable to execute a 
rogue program instead of the intended program. Also, 
do not use hidden fields in forms in order to hide 

information. Though hidden fields may not display in 
the browser, they are easily discerned by inspecting 
the HTML source. 

Leveraging existing safety features 
In addition to these defensive programming 
techniques, some languages provide safety features 
that should be leveraged when possible. For instance, 
Perl 5 contains a ‘‘taint’’ module for preventing user-
supplied input from being used in system commands. 
When Perl tainting is enabled, any variable derived 
from user input (such as command-line arguments and 
environment variables)is considered tainted (or 
untrusted). Thus, when a tainted variable is used in a 
system command, such as modifying the file system or 
spawning a shell, the Perl runtime interpreter prevents 
the command from executing. Similarly, Tcl has a safe 
language interpreter that can prevent untrusted input 
from compromising system security and integrity. 
When using application servers for implementing 
business application logic, prefer using strongly typed 
languages such as Java rather than C or C++. Java’s 
type safety and advanced memory management can 
eliminate typical programmer errors in walking 
through memory that often lead to security 
breakdowns. Furthermore, Java 2 provides fine-
grained access control for Java programs to prevent 
unauthorized access to system resources. In summary, 
always expect the unexpected from user input. Employ 
defensive programming techniques such as sanitising 
input regardless of the language used. If you develop 
in an interpreted language, then use the safe language-
interpreter features such as Perl tainting and Safe-Tcl. 
When developing business application logic from 
components, use a type-safe language such as Java 
rather than languages such as C and C++, which give 
free reign to the programmer to use memory objects in 
any context. 

Wrapping the business application logic 
The defensive programming techniques described in 
the previous section can significantly help to write 
secure server-side software. Even so, perfection is 
largely unattainable in software development. To 
improve the security of the business application logic, 
consider using one of several existing technologies 
that can ‘‘wrap’’server-side software in order to limit 
potential damage from flawed software exploited for 
malicious gain. One of the most commonly employed 
approaches on UNIX-based systems is to use the 
chroot () command to effectively cordon off the file 
system visible to a program. The chroot () function 
changes the effective root of the file system for a 
given process to a designated new root. For server-
side software, define the new root as the smallest 
partition of the file system necessary for the programs 
to access. When a process is run in a chroot () 
environment, it is effectively running in a jail cell to 
prevent it from causing damage to other portions of 
the system. While the chroot () environment is useful 
for preventing auxiliary damage to the rest of the 
system, it is important to remember that the chroot () 
environment must contain the portion of the file 
system necessary for the program to perform its 
function. If the business application logic needs to 
communicate with critical system resources such as 
back-end databases, then these resources need to be 
included within the chroot () environment. In this case, 
the chroot () environment will not protect databases or 
other included resources from misbehaving software, 
but will protect the integrity of other system resources 
outside the chroot () environment. Alternative 



commercial technologies for ‘‘sandboxing’’ executing 
processes are available on the Windows platform. 
Another technique for UNIX-based systems provides 
some protection by running CGI scripts with user 
permissions. The program CGIWrap is designed for 
systems that allow internal users to write and post 
their own CGI scripts. Although allowing users to post 
their own CGI scripts is not advisable for e-commerce 
applications, if it is a requirement, then CGIWrap can 
be useful for limiting the privilege of the executing 
CGI process to that of the user. The technique assumes 
that permissions of users are properly configured on 
the system such that no user is allowed access to other 
users’ files or to critical system files and programs. In 
many systems, the web server is configured to run all 
CGI scripts under a single account’s privileges. 
Usually an account is created for this purpose, such as 
www or nobody. However, in systems where internal 
users are allowed to post their own CGI scripts, it is 
not advisable to allow a user’s script to access files 
owned by other users’ or other web server files. 
CGIWrap enforces the policy that users’ CGI scripts 
can only access files owned by the script’s owner. 
Again, before leaving the discussion of CGIWrap, it is 
important to reiterate that it is generally not advisable 
to allow users to post their own CGI scripts to an 
ecommerce site.A more attractive alternative to 
CGIWrap is the SBOX tool written by Stein (1998).
Like CGIWrap, SBOX is designed for multi-user 
websites where users are allowed to post their own 
CGI scripts. However, in addition to limiting the 
privilege of CGI scripts to their owner’s files, SBOX 
can also place limits on executing CGI processes on 
the use of system resources such as CPU cycles, 
memory, and disk. This feature provides an effective 
way to the art denial-of-service attacks from malicious 
CGI scripts, or poorly written CGI scripts that end up 
consuming system resources to the detriment of the 
other e-commerce services. SBOX also allows CGI 
scripts to be run in a chroot () directory. Thus, SBOX 
provides wrapping capability of programs that not 
only limits the file system using chroot (), but also 
ensures that the CGI scripts cannot infringe on other 
users’ programs and will not deny service to other 
executing processes. It is important to stress again; 
however, that e-commerce applications should not be 
deployed in a general-purpose environment that allows 
multiple their CGI scripts. But if CGI uploading does 
need to be supported, tools such as SBOX and 
CGIWrap can reduce the likelihood of catastrophic 
security breaches. 

Conclusion 
E-commerce security, privacy and client trust issues 
should always be dealt with when surfing on the web 
or using the Internet for business purposes.E-
commerce encompasses all aspects of using the 
Internet for business or personal use.Now, more than 
ever, a great deal of business is performed in one-way 
or another over the Internet. For some, it is simply 
ease of communication; for others, having the ability 
to research topics, products, or even people make the 
Internet an absolute necessity for business. Businesses 
have begun exploiting the Internet for commercial 
transactions. Recognizing the dangers in sending 
confidential information over an inherently insecure 
media, a number of secure data transport protocols 
have emerged. At minimum, these protocols encrypt 
sensitive information such as credit card numbers to 
prevent unauthorized people from capturing the data. 
Some protocols even facilitate payment for merchants 
through banking institutions. Even with the strong 

security provided in the transport of data, e-commerce 
security still remains elusive. In practice, most 
security violations occur through other avenues than 
breaking cipher text. Using encryption on the Internet 
is the equivalent of arranging an armoured car to 
deliver credit-card information from someone living in 
a cardboard box to someone living on a park 
bench.The point is that usually we infer security from 
encryption when we are so vulnerable otherwise. 
Therefore, keeping in view of strategy of developing 
secure business application logic for ecommerce sites 
(server-side security and privacy)can secure from 
breaching by securing server-side software, because 
security is as strong as its weakest link. This is why 
common sense is the best tool to make your side 
secure from hacking/breaching system. Common 
sense is the appropriate tool that can be used to 
establish your security policy. Elaborate security 
schemes and mechanisms are impressive and they do 
have their own reasons, but yet there is little point in 
investing money and time on an elaborate 
implementation scheme if the simple controls are 
forgotten.  
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Abstract

Recently, the wireless network and mobile
devices is getting popular. It causes that many
mobile information services are implemented on
such devices. The implementation is concerned
with four main resources: storage, computing
speed, screen size, and network bandwidth. In this
paper, a mobile client for surveillance of massive
mobile objects is considered. The locations of
objects are retrieved from a server and updated
periodically. Such application is suffered from the
constraints on screen size and network bandwidth.
A scale-based reduction method (SRM) is
proposed to overcome the above constraints.
Scale is an instinctive way to solve the constraints
on screen size. Locations are reduced based on
the scale and thus decrease the utilization of
network bandwidth. Experiments are designed to
evaluate the reduction ratio and transmission
ratio of SRM. The results illustrate that SRM is
effective for surveillance of massive moving
objects on mobile devices.
Keywords: location reduction, surveillance,

mobile application

1. Introduction

The wide spread of wireless network and
mobile devices causes that the mobile information
services are getting popular. However, the
development of such services is mainly
constraints by four resources: storage, computing
speed, screen size, and network bandwidth. For
example, current Pocket PC is equipped with
64MB or 128MB SDRAM, 400MHz CPU. Its
screen size is 240 320 pixels. The bandwidth of
802.11g wireless network is 54Mbps. Many
services need special design to meet the above
constraints.

On the other hand, the locations of moving
objects can be acquired from positioning devices.
These devices can be classified into two
categories: outdoor or indoor. Global positioning
system (GPS) is the most popular outdoor

positioning device. However, it cannot be used in
the indoor environment. Many indoor positioning
technologies are proposed. They rely on various
kinds of devices, such as RFID, ultra wideband,
wireless LAN, or even Bluetooth [1-4]. In
addition, many researches are focused on
location-related topics. For example, S. Banerjee
et al. proposed a location-aware system
architecture, called Rover [5]. It is designed to
scale to large user populations. When a user
moves from the service domain of a Rover into
another, the user’s profile, e.g., preference, device
capability, etc., can be transmitted to the target
Rover. Therefore, the target Rover can provide
the service without interruption. Some researches
are focused on the location management. For
example, S. C. Lo et al. propose a method to
solve the performance problems on location
management for personal communications
services (PCSs) [6]. In the proposed method, the
user’s movement behavior is associated with a set
of regions. The registrations process in the same
region can be eliminated such that the cost of
location management can be significantly
reduced. D. L. Lee et al. clarifies many issues
related to the location-dependent information
service (LDIS) [7]. These issues include location-
dependent data placement, replication, indexing,
caching, broadcasting, query scheduling, etc.
Besides, M. Bauer et al. focus on the location
model and derive requirements for a general
location modeling language for ubiquitous
computing, Augmented World Modeling
Language (AWML) and Augmented World
Querying Language (AWQL)[8]. Many
researches also study how to identify the location
of a user precisely based on the movement
behavior, the cell-ID in GSM cellular network, or
signal strength in wireless network [9-11]. S.
Harri et al. focus on the location-dependent query,
e.g., “Please list the taxi within five miles?” Since
the query results need be updated continuously,
agent technology is used to improve the update
efficiency [12]. S. Prabhakar et al. propose



another solution to overcome the same problem
[13].

The popular of mobile devices and the trend
of location-aware computing causes that more and
more location-related services are implemented
on such devices. One of the basic services is the
surveillance of moving objects. If the objects are
massive and the area is large, the service is
constrained by the screen size and network
bandwidth. In this paper, a scale-based reduction
method (SRM) is proposed to overcome the above
constraints. Scale is an instinctive way to solve
the constraints on screen size. The locations can
be reduced according to the scale determined by
the user. The visible area is also dependent on the
scale. Only those locations in the visible area are
transmitted to the mobile devices. Therefore, the
network transmission is reduced, too. In our
experiment, two ratios, reduction ratio and
transmission ratio, are defined to evaluate the
performance of SRM. The experimental results
show that SRM is effective for surveillance of
massive moving objects on mobile devices.

In the following materials, the reduction
principle of SRM is presented in next section. The
simulation tool is presented in Section three. The
experimental result is presented in Section four.
Section five is the conclusion and future works.

2. Method

Assume the locations of moving objects can
be acquired from carried devices periodically,
such as Pocket PC, smart phone, palm, etc.; the
locations are then transmitted and stored in a
location server. A surveillance service on mobile
devices is mainly used to display instant locations
of objects. Such a scenario is shown in Fig. 1:

Mobile Client Location Server

Pocket PC

Smart Phone

Palm

Fig. 1. A surveillance service scenario

Before describing the principle of SRM, the
distinction between data reduction and
compression methods are discussed first. In

general, data compression method is popular used
to decrease the data size. In addition, data is
compressed on the server side and decompressed
on the client side. Data is usually compressed as a
whole. The compression methods may achieve
small compression ratios depended on the type of
data. Oppositely, the data reduction method
proposed in this paper is only executed on the
server side. It can reduce partial of the data
depending on user’s need. The reduction ratio is
usually larger than the compression ratio. The
comparison of data compression and data
reduction are listed in Table 1:

Table 1. The comparison of data reduction and
data compression

Methods
Factors

Data
Compression

Data
Reduction

Load Server/Client Server
Scope All Partial
Ratio Small Large

If the compression method is used in the
scenario of Fig. 1, the locations must be
decompressed periodically in order to get the
instant locations. The method suffers from the
constraint on computing speed of mobile devices.
Besides, the device’s screen size is small. It is
unnecessary to compress and transmit all of the
locations to the mobile client. The screen size
causes that users can only focus on a part of the
area. Only partial of the locations is transmitted.
Consequently, reduction method is suitable for the
above scenario.

The principle of SRM is illustrated by the
example in Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. The illustration of SRM principle (a) scale:
1/1 (b) original area (c) scale: 1/2

Assume the surveillance area is 20
meters×20 meters and the screen size is 10
pixels×10 pixels. The original area is shown in
Fig. 2(b). The black points represent the instant
locations of objects. In Fig. 2(a), the scale is 1/1
that means one pixel represents one meter. Only
one fourth of the area is visible. One of the visible
areas is marked with blue dash line. Only four



locations in the area are transmitted to the mobile
client. In the Fig. 2(c), the scale is 1/2 that means
one pixel represents four square meters. The
original area with red dash line is visible on the
screen. However, the location is imprecise under
the scale 1/2. The actual location of one pixel
could be one of the 2×2 square meters. If two
locations are within the same square, they are
reduced to one pixel in the screen. In the above
figures, four pink points in Fig. 2(b) are reduced
to two pink points in Fig. 2(c). That is, even
though the whole area is displayed on the device,
the transmission size is usually smaller than the
original size.

According to the above principle, users can
adjust the scale and focus on the interesting area,
i.e., visible area. Only the locations in the area are
reduced and transmitted to the mobile client.
There is no computing load on the mobile device.

In order to evaluate the performance of SRM,
two ratios, reduction ratio (RRatio) and
transmission ratio (TRatio), are defined. RRatio is
the percentage of total data bytes after reduction
and TRatio is the percentage of data bytes to be
transmitted.

In practice, maps or labels of objects should
be transmitted to the mobile clients for
surveillance purpose. However, these data are
fixed and can be transmitted at the starting of the
surveillance service. They are not included in the
computation of RRatio and TRatio.

Assume the original area is a square and its
width is denoted as W. The screen width is
denoted as SW. The scale is denoted as S. S equals
to one if the scale is 1/1 and equals to 0.5 if the
scale is 1/2. The number of locations is LS. Li

represents one of the locations, and (xi, yi)
represents the coordinate of Li. The number of
bytes for storing a coordinate, N, can be reduced
when scaling is used. The number of bytes for
storing the identification of a moving object is
denoted as M. After the reduction of SRM under
the scale S, the coordinate of Li is transformed
to '

iL where the equation is defined as follows:

( ) SyySxxyxL iiiiiii ×=×==
''''' ,where, (1)

The coordinate of '
iL equals to the original

coordinate multiplies the scale S. Before
computing the RRatio, the total data bytes must be
computed. The equation is defined as follows:
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In Equation (2), the number of locations '
iL

that equals to the coordinate (m, n) of the reduced
area is denoted as Countmn. Bmn represents the data
bytes with respect to the coordinate (m, n). When
Countmn is greater or equals to one,

mnCountM ×

represents the total bytes for the identifications of
Countmn objects. N represents the bytes for the
coordinate (m, n). Therefore, Bmn equals to the

mnCountMN ×+ . Oppositely, it equals to zero

when Countmn is zero. The summation of Bmn, i.e.,
TotalS, represents the total data bytes under the
scale S.

Then, RRatioS represents the reduction ratio
under the scale S. It equals to TotalS divided by
the total data bytes of the original area, i.e.,
Total1. It is defined as follows:
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In advance, the visible area influences the
transmission size. For example, the size of a
crowned area must be larger than that of a thin
area. Therefore, three kinds of TRatio are defined
to realize the range of transmission ratio. They are
MaxTRatio, MinTRatio, and AvgTRatio. Their
equations are defined as follows:
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In Equation (4), TRatioS (m, n) is the
transmission ratio of a visible area where the
coordinate of its left-upper corner is (m, n). It
equals the summation of Bij in the area divided by
the Total1. MaxTRatioS and MinTRatioS equal to
the maximum and minimum value among
TRatioS(m, n), respectively. The AvgTRatioS is the
average of TRatioS (m, n).

Using Fig. 1 as an example, the area width
W equals to 20, the screen width SW equals to 10,
and the scale equals to one or 0.5. The value of N
is assigned as two bytes and M is assigned as two
bytes, too. The number of locations, LS, equals to
11. The computations of RRatio and TRatio are
shown as follows:
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When S equals to 0.5, the total data bytes are
reduced to 90.9%. Only 9% is reduced by SRM.
Since all the data must be transmitted to the
mobile client, the MaxTRatio0.5 also equals to
90.9%. On the other hand, when S equals to one,
RRatio1 is 100% and AvgTRatio1 is 30.5%. It
means that even although no reduction is achieved
under the scale one, only one third of the data
bytes are transmitted in average.

3. Simulation Tool

A simulation tool is implemented by using
VB.NET for evaluating the performance of SRM.
The default area is 2,000 meters × 2,000 meters.
The screen size is 200 pixels × 200 pixels. The
location size can be 1000, 4000, 7000, and 10000.
They are generated based on random or group
distributions. Under the group distribution, the
default group size is 40 and 250 locations for each
group. The area of a group is a circle with 200
meters radius. The simulation tool is illustrated by
the screen shots in Fig. 3.

When the scale is 0.1, the original area is
visible on the screen as shown in Fig. 3. These
locations are generated based on group
distribution. Users can press the “Zoom In” or
“Zoom Out” buttons to adjust the scale. When the
scale is adjusted to 0.2, the screen shot is shown
in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(b), the scale is changed to
one. The locations can be shown on the screen
precisely. In Fig. 5, the screen shot shows
locations generated based on the random
distribution.

According to the above illustrations, we can
understand easily how a tool based on the SRM is
worked.

Fig. 3. The screen shot of a group distribution
with scale 0.1 (1/10)

(a) (b)
Fig. 4. The screen shots of a group distribution
with different scales (a) 0.2 (1/5) (b) one (1/1)

Fig. 5. The screen shot of a random distribution
with scale 0.1 (1/10) and 4,000 locations

4. Experimental Results

The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate
the performance of SRM. The parameters are
listed below:



Original area: 2,000 meters × 2,000 meters
Screen width: 200 pixels × 200 pixels
The number of locations: 1000, 4000, 7000,
and 10000
Scale: 0.1, 0.2,…, and 1.
Location distribution: random or group. For
group distribution, there are 250 locations for
each group.
N: two bytes for storing a coordinate on
mobile devices
M: two bytes for storing the identification of a
moving object
The screen width is 200. One byte is enough

for storing the x or y-coordinate. Therefore, N is
assigned as two bytes. M is two bytes which
means there are maximal 65,536 moving objects
can be identified.

Ten sets of locations are genereated
separately. The RRatio and TRatio under different
scales are computed for each set of locations. The
results of RRatio are shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, the x-axis represents the scale from
0.1 to one. The y-axis represents the reduction
ratio. There are four curves representing the
RRatio of 1000, 4000, 7000, and 10000 locations
with group and random distributions, respectively.
In general, RRatio is increased as the increase of
the scale. The RRatio of group distribution is
about ten to fifteen percent lower than that of
random distribution. It means that SRM method
has better performance when the locations are
concentrated in a small area. Four curves of
random distribution are almost the same. It means
that RRatio is not influenced by the location size
under random distribution. Oppositely, the more
the location is, the lower the RRatio can be
achieved under the group distribution. The
smallest RRatio is 80.6% under the scale 0.1 and
10,000 locations. Almost one fifth of location data
can be reduced.
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Fig. 6. The comparison of RRatio under random
or group distributions

The results of TRatio are shown in Fig. 7.
There are three curves representing the average,
maximum, and minimum TRatios under random
and group distribution with 10,000 locations,
respectively. It is obvious that TRatio is decreased
rapidly as the increase of the scale. For the
random distribution, the difference between
MinTRatio and MaxTRatio is small. For the group
distribution, AvgTRatio is close to the curve of
random distribution. However, the MaxTRatio is
about five to thirteen percent higher than
AvgTRatio. It means that even though the
locations are concentrated on a hot spot, TRatio is
not increased too much. The smallest MaxTRatio,
AvgTRatio, and MinTRatio are 6.2, 1.2, and zero
percent, respectively. It illustrates that TRatio can
be decreased rapidly by SRM based on the scale
concept.
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Besides, the influence of location size on the
AvgTRatio is also experimented. The results are
shown in Fig. 8. There is no explicit difference
among the curves of random distribution.
Oppositely, AvgTRatio is decreased as the
decrease of the location size for the group
distribution. It is because that the decrease of
location size causes the group distribution is



similar to random distribution. Therefore, the
curve of group distribution with 1000 locations is
overlap with the curve of random distribution.

According to the above results, although the
smallest RRatio is 81 percent, AvgTRatio can be
decreased to one and 1.2 percent under the
random and group distributions, respectively. It
illustrates that SRM can overcome the constraints
on screen size and network bandwidth, and is
effective for the surveillance of massive objects
on mobile devices.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

The trend of implementing location-related
services on mobile device is increasing. In order
to implement a surveillance service of massive
moving objects on mobile device, the constraints
on screen size and network bandwidth are
encountered. In this paper, a scale-based
reduction method (SRM) is proposed to overcome
the constraints. The experimental results illustrate
that the SRM can reduce the transmission size and
overcome the screen size by utilizing scale
concept.

Some issues will be addressed in the future.
For example, different users may subscribe
various sets of moving objects for surveillance.
These sets of locations must be reduced separately.
SRM should be refined to provide the same
service under various subscriptions. In addition,
various subscriptions causes serious computing
load on the server. It is also an important issue to
be addressed to provide an ultimate location
surveillance service.
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Abstract 

Remote password authentication schemes provide 
users with secure mechanisms to access authorized data. 
Recently, Lee and Chiu proposed a remote authentication 
scheme with smart card; their scheme can resist forgery 
attacks and users can freely choose and change their 
passwords. However, in this paper, we shall show that Lee 
and Chiu’s scheme has a security flaw that an adversary 
can guess the password and impersonate the legal user to 
login to the system. Finally, we propose an improvement 
scheme to fix the flaw. 

Keywords: Cryptography; Password authentication; 
Guessing attack; Smart card. 

 

1. Introduction 

Remote password authentication schemes are the 
most widely used mechanism to access authorized data 
through networks. Until now, many schemes have been 
proposed to provide secure and efficient methods for 
remote authentication. Among them, some use smart cards 
to enhance the security [1–4], and some employ one-way 
hash functions to reduce the computation complexity. 

 Lamport [5] proposed a remote authentication 
scheme for insecure communication in 1981. In that 
scheme, the remote server needs to maintain a password 
verification table. In 2003, Wu and Chieu [6] proposed a 
remote authentication scheme with smart card; their 
scheme provides users to freely choose and change their 
passwords. Recently, Lee and Chiu pointed out that the Wu 
and Chieu’s scheme is vulnerable to the forgery attack [7]. 
Lee and Chiu have also proposed an improvement scheme 
(denoted as the Lee-Chiu scheme hereafter) to mend this 
security flaw. In this paper, we prove that the Lee-Chiu 
scheme is still insecure in the way that an adversary can 
guess the password off-line and impersonate the legal user 
to login to the system. Finally, we propose an improvement 
scheme to resist the attack.  

This paper is organized as follows: The Lee-Chiu 

scheme is reviewed in Section II; the attack on their 
scheme is shown in Section III. Then, an improvement 
scheme is proposed in Section IV. Finally, we make a 
conclusion. 

2. Review of the Lee-Chiu scheme 

The Lee-Chiu scheme has three phases: the 
registration phase, the login phase and the authentication 
phase. Their scheme is briefly described as follows. 

2.1 The registration phase 

In the registration phase, the user iU  first sends 

his/her identifier iID  and password iPW  to the remote 

server in person or through a secure channel. Upon 
receiving the registration request, the server takes the 
following steps: 

(1) Compute ),( xIDhA ii = , where x is the secret key of 

the server and )(⋅h  is a collision resistant one-way 

hash function. 

(2) Compute pgB ii PWhA
i mod)(= , where p is a large 

prime number, and g is a primitive element in GF( p). 

(3) Install the information { iID , iA , iB , )(⋅h , p, g} 

into a smart card and forward it to the user iU . 

2.2 The login phase 

In the login phase, iU  attaches his/her smart card to 

the card-reader of a terminal and inputs his/her identity 

iID  and password *iPW . The smart card performs the 

following steps: 

(1) Compute pgB ii PWhA
i mod* *)(= . 

(2) Compare iB  and *iB . If they are identical, go to 

the next step; otherwise, reject the login request. 

(3) Compute pABZ iii mod×=  and )(1 TBhC i ⊕= , 

where T is the current time. 



(4) Send the message },1,,{ TCZIDm ii=  to the remote 

server. 

2.3 The authentication phase 

If the remote server receives the login request m at 
time T’, the server performs the following steps to 
authenticate the user. 

(1) Check iID  and T. iID  must be a valid user 

identifier, and 'TT −  must fall in a valid interval; 

otherwise, stop the login request. 

(2) Compute ),( xIDhA ii =  and 

)mod(*1 TpAZhC ii ⊕= . 

(3) Compare C1 and C1*. The login request is accepted 
only if they are the same; otherwise, the login request 
is rejected. 

2.4 The password update phase 

If the user wants to change his/her password iPW  

to a new one 'iPW , the password update steps are as 

follows: 

(1) iU  sends iID  and the new password 'iPW  to the 

server in person or through a secure channel.  

(2) The server computes pgB ii PWhA
i mod' )'(= .  

(3) The server replaces iB  with 'iB  in the smart card, 

and sends the card to the user. From now on, the user 
should use the new password 'iPW  to login to the 

system. 

3. The attack on the Lee-Chiu scheme 

In this section, we shall show that the Lee-Chiu 
scheme is vulnerable to the impersonate attack. If the user 

iU  changes his/her password, an adversary can guess the 

password and thereby impersonate iU  to login to the 

system. An adversary guesses the password by the 
following steps: 

(1) Eavesdrop the login message },1,,{ TCZIDm ii=  

when iU  uses the original password iPW  to login 

to the system, where  

pgAZ ii PWhA
ii mod)(=  (1) 

(2) Intercept another login message 
}','1,',{' TCZIDm ii=  when iU  uses the new 

password iPW '  to request another access. Here 

pgAZ ii PWhA
ii mod' )'(=  (2) 

(3) Compute pZZB ii mod'= . Note that  

pgZZB iii PWhPWhA
ii mod' ))'()(( −==  (3) 

(4) The adversary guesses the original password and the 
new password as guessiPW _  and guessiPW _' , 

respectively. Next, he/she computes D by 

pBD guessiguessi PWhPWh
mod

1
__ ))'()(( −−=  (4) 

(5) Compute E by  

pDZE guessiPWh
i mod

)( _=  (5) 

(6) Check whether pDEZ guessiPWh
i mod?'

)'( _⋅ . If it is 

hold, the adversary guesses correctly. Otherwise, the 
adversary tries to guess another password by 
repeating the steps (4)-(6).  

Discussion: Suppose that the adversary guesses the 
password correctly, then iguessi PWPW =_  and 

iguessi PWPW '' _ = . By Eq.(3) and (4), the adversary 

obtains 
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From Eq.(1), iA  will be obtained by 

pDZ iPWh
i mod)(  since 
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Next, by using Eq.(2), the adversary can verify iA  

by pgAZ guessii PWhA
ii mod?'

)'( _ . If the equation holds, the 

exact passwords are obtained.                                    

In general, to avoid having a password that keeps 
slipping off his/her mind, the user tends to choose one that 
is short and easily memorable, this leaves the adversary a 
very easy task on guessing the password. Though the 
adversary needs to guess both the original password and 
the new updated password, it is still an easy job on 
guessing because of the short bit-length of the passwords. 

After guessing the password and obtaining iA , the 

adversary can impersonate the legal user iU  and access 

the system by the following steps: 

(1) Compute pAXZ ii mod×= , where X is a random 



number.  

(2) Compute )(1 TXhC ⊕= , where T is the current 

time. 

(3) Send the message },1,,{ TCZIDm ii=  to the 

remote server. 

On receiving the message, the server verifies the 
login request. The request will be accepted because  

1

)(

))mod((

C

TXh

TpAZh ii

=
⊕=

⊕
  

Therefore, if an adversary intercepts the login 
message before and after the user updates the password, 
he/she can guess the password and impersonate the legal 
user and login to the system. 

4. The improvement scheme 

The improvement scheme also has three phases: the 
registration phase, the login phase and the authentication 
phase. The registration phase and the password update 
procedures are the same as that of the Lee-Chiu scheme. 
The login phase and the authentication phase are as 
follows. 

4.1 The login phase 

iU  attaches the smart card to the card-reader and 

inputs identity iID  and password *iPW . The smart card 

does: 

(1) Compute pgB ii PWhA
i mod* *)(= . 

(2) Compare iB  and *iB . The procedure continued 

only if they are identical. 

(3) Compute pTAhBZ iii mod)( ⊕×=  and 

)(1 TBhC i ⊕= , where T is the timestamp.  

(4) Send the message },1,,{ TCZIDm ii=  to the remote 

server. 

4.2 The authentication phase 

On receiving the login request m at time T’, the 
server performs the following steps: 

(1) Check iID  and T. iID  must be a valid user 

identifier, and 'TT −  must be in a valid interval; 

otherwise, reject the login request. 

(2) Compute ),( xIDhA ii =  and 

))mod)(((*1 TpTAhZhC ii ⊕⊕= . 

(3) Compare C1 and C1*. The login request is accepted 
only if they are the same; otherwise, the login request 

is rejected. 

Security analysis  

The security of the proposed scheme is based on the 
one-way hash function and the discrete logarithm problem. 
The proposed scheme need not maintain verification table; 
and has the merits such as resist replay attack, impersonate 
attack, and forgery attack.  

The login message },1,,{ TCZIDm ii=  contains 

the timestamp, a replay message can be detected by the 
server; thus the scheme can resists the replay attack.  

Suppose that an adversary eavesdrops the message 
},1,,{ TCZIDm ii=  and }','1,',{' TCZIDm ii=  when 

iU  login the system with the original password iPW  and 

the new password iPW ' , respectively. By 
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the adversary cannot obtains iAg  unless he/she knows 

iA  and passwords. If an adversary tries to guess the 

password, it cannot work because the adversary cannot 
verify his/her guessing. Thus even if a user changes 
password, an adversary cannot guess the password and 
thereby impersonate iU  to access the system. 

If an adversary wants to forge a message 
}','1,',{ TCZIDm ii=  to access the system, because of 

)'(' TAhBZ iii ⊕×= and )'('1 TBhC i ⊕= , he/she cannot 

successfully login the system unless iA  is known. Thus 

the scheme can resist the forgery attack. 

5. Conclusion 

In 2005, Lee and Chiu proposed a remote 
authentication scheme that claimed to be secure. However, 
in this article, we shown that their scheme is vulnerable to 
the impersonate attack; an adversary can impersonate a 
legal user to login to the system. We also propose an 
improvement scheme to resist the impersonate attack. 
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Abstract 
All human languages have words that can mean 

different things in different contexts, such words with 
multiple meanings are potentially “ambiguous”. The process 
of “deciding which of several meanings of a term is intended 
in a given context” is known as “Word Sense 
Disambiguation (WSD)”. In this research, we investigated a 
hybrid method which combines “Wordnet ontology” and 
“concept co-occurrence statistics”, to determine the degree of 
semantic relatedness between two lexically expressed 
concepts. Then we applied it in the WSD task, and the 
experimental results showed the good performance. Finally 
we give an example application of our work on Internet 
search. We demonstrated how to use Wordnet to expand 
search query, and how to utilize the WSD technique to filter 
out the noise in search results. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

Most of these textual materials retrieving approaches 
depend on a lexical match between words in users’ requests 
and words in target objects. Typically only text objects that 
contain one or more common words with those in the users’ 
query are returned as relevant. These word-based retrieval 
systems, however, are far from ideal ─ many objects relevant 
to a users’ query are missed, and many unrelated objects are 
retrieved. Some researches show that fundamental 
characteristics of human verbal behavior result in these 
retrieval difficulties. Because of the tremendous variety in the 
words people use to describe the same meaning or concept 
(synonymy), people will often use different words from the 
author or indexer of the information, and relevant materials 
will therefore be missed. On the other hand, since a single 
word often has more than one meaning (polysemy), 
irrelevant materials will often be retrieved. Polysemy 
decreases retrieval precision by false matches and synonymy 
decreases the recall by missing true conceptual matches. 

We try to overcome these problems by searching, or 
filtering textual information with its underlying concepts, 
rather than the keywords (word forms). All human languages 
have words that can mean different things in different 

contexts, such words with multiple meanings are potentially 
ambiguous. Such the process of deciding which of their 
several meanings is intended in a given context is known as 
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). Accurate word sense 
disambiguation can lead to better results for information 
retrieval.  

Because meaningful sentences are composed of 
meaningful words, any computer system that hopes to 
process natural languages as human do must have 
information about words and their meanings. One of the 
most widely known is the Wordnet, developed by George 
Miller [5] at Princeton University. 
 
2. Wordnet 

WordNet is a machine-readable dictionary (MRD) 
developed by George Miller and his colleagues at the 
Cognitive Science Laboratory at Princeton University. It is 
an online lexical database designed for use under program 
control, it provides a more effective combination of 
traditional lexicographic information and modern computing 
(George Miller, 1993 [5]). Synonymous words are grouped 
together into synonym sets, called synsets. Each such synset 
represents a single distinct sense or concept. For example, in 
Wordnet, the synset {car, auto, automobile, machine, 
motorcar} represents the concept of “4-wheeled motor 
vehicle; usually propelled by an internal combustion engine”. 

WordNet stores information about words that belong to 
four parts–of–speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. 
In Wordnet 2.0, there are 146,350 words organized in 
111,223 synsets, approximate 20% of the words in WordNet 
are polysemous; approximate 40% have one or more 
synonyms, some 300 prepositions, pronouns, and 
determiners are given no semantic illustration in WordNet 
(George A. Miller, Richard Beckwith, 1993 [6]).  

Wordnet database groups English nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs into synsets that are in turn linked 
through semantic relations that determine word definitions 
and senses. WordNet 2.0 features a rich set of 333,612 
relation links between synsets. Table 1 lists some semantic 
relations (links) in Wordnet (Fellbaum, C., 1998 [3]). 
Table 1. Some semantic relations (links) defined in Wordnet. 

mailto:yang@schummi.com


 

Semantic 
Relation 

Meaning Example 

Hypernym X is a kind of f(X) Apple is a kind of fruit 
Hyponym f(X) is a kind of X Zebra is a kind of Horse 
Holonym X is a part/member of f(X) Wheel is a part of a car 
Meronym X has part/member f(X) Table has part leg 
Antonym  f(X) is the opposite of X Wet is the opposite of dry 

The two most typical relations for nouns are hyponymy 
and hypernymy. For instance, {car, auto, automobile, 
machine, motorcar} are the hyponyms of {motor vehicle, 
automotive vehicle}, and {motor vehicle, automotive vehicle} 
are their hypernyms. 

 
3. The Word Sense Disambiguation Method 

The proposed WSD method is a hybrid approach that 
combines a knowledge-rich source, Wordnet, with a 
knowledge-poor source, the Internet (WWW) search. The 
intuition is that, generally, words that are conceptually 
related are more likely to be referred to together in a 
document (web page). Whereas words that are conceptually 
unrelated more seldom occurred together in a document. 
Thus, the hit count of the search results can be the evidence 
to judge the relatedness degree of each pair of concepts 
(synsets). The more hit count two concepts produce, the more 
relatedness they have. 

The procedure to measure the relatedness between each 
candidate senses of the target word and each candidate 
senses of the compared word consists of two phrases. First, 
for the two words, we look it up at Wordnet to find all the 
candidate senses for each word, that is, we find every synsets 
which contain the word form of target word and the word 
form of compared form respectively. Then, we follow the 
hypernym links from the candidate synsets (senses) of each 
word forms, and get the “parent synsets” on the paths. Thus, 
we have all possible intended meanings and their synonyms 
for the two word forms now, as shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1. following hypernym links for each synsets 
Second, we form every possible pair-combination of 

candidate senses (synsets), one sense chosen from a word, the 
other sense chosen from the other word. Then we use all the 
word forms in these two synsets and their “parent synsets” to 
form a query to search the Internet, and get a “hit count”. 
This “hit count” would be normalized with the number of 

word forms in the search query. After processed with every 
pair of candidate senses, the pair of senses that has higher 
number of normalized hit count than other pairs are more 
likely to be the intended senses for target word in that 
context. We can utilize existing search engines which 
support complex Boolean search through its advanced search 
function, including brackets, AND, OR, NOT operators. The 
procedure to find the most appropriate sense for a target 
word by comparing all of its candidate senses with the 
candidate senses of a compared word is shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2. the procedure to find the most appropriate sense 
for a word.. 

The following is the algorithm to compute the 
relatedness between each pair of candidate senses of two 
words. 
The Senses-Relatedness Calculation Algorithm: 
Function:  
Using “synsets (and the word forms in it)”, “hypernym links” and “Boolean 
operators” to construct the representations of concepts (or senses) for given 
terms, and use the “hit counts” of Internet search as statistics to estimate the 
relatedness between each pair of senses. 
Input:  
1. two terms defined in Wordnet, one is the target term to disambiguate, the 
other is the compared term: A and B 
2. level of the hypernym to trace up: i 
Output:  
Scores for each pair of  candidate senses of the target term 
Procedure: 
1. For the input term A and B, find all the synsets that contain A and B 
respectively. If there are m senses defined for term A in Wordnet and n senses 
defined for term B, then we get set of synsets SA = { A1, A2, A3 …, Am } and SB = 
{ B1, B2, B3 …, Bn }, where Am and Bn  are  synsets; 
2. For each Am in SA and Bn in SB, we follow its hypernym semantic link up to i 
levels to find its hypernymy synsets on the path, then we get HAm = { Am

(1), Am
(2) 

Am
(3) …, Am

(i) }, where Am
 (1) is the parent synset of Am, Am

(2) is the parent synset 
of Am

(1), and so on. Also we get HBn = { Bn
(1), Bn

(2) Bn
(3) …, Bn

(i) }, where Bn
 (1) is 

the pBrent synset of Bn, Bn
(2) is the parent synset of Bn

(1), and so on, 



 

Thus, for all senses of term A, 
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3. Form combinations of every possible pairs of synsets selected from A and B 
respectively, then we get (m× n) pairs of senses pairs, as follows:  
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4. Using word forms in the synsets in QA,B to form (m× n) search queries to 
search the Internet, and use the hit counts of match web pages divided by the 
number of word forms in each query as the normalized score for each query. 

To formalize the WSD procedure, we have developed an 
approach. In our approach, we starts by selecting a windows 
of context that consists of target words and some number of 
context words to the left and right that are known to 
Wordnet., and a set of candidate senses is identified for each 
content word in the window based on the sense inventory in 
the Wordnet. Assume that the window of context consists of 
2n+1 words denoted by wi, -n≦i≦+n, where the target word 
is w0. Further let | wi | denote the number of candidate senses 
of word wi, and let these senses be denoted by si,j, 1≦j≦| wi |. 

After the candidate senses are determined, we measure 
the relatedness of the candidate senses of the target word to 
those of the surrounding words in the window of context. 
From this a score is computed for each sense of the target 
word, these scores specified how related it is to the senses of 
the words in the window of context.  

We assign to each possible sense k of the target word a 
SenseScorek computed by adding together the relatedness 
scores obtained by comparing the senses of the target word in 
question with every sense of every non–target word in the 
window of context. The SenseScore for sense s0,k (which is 
the kth sense of the target word) is computed as follows: 

∑∑
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The sense with the highest SenseScore is judged to be 
the most appropriate sense for the target word. 

The reason we include the hypernym synsets of the 
target synset and the compared synset is that: we found that, 
in Wordnet, sometimes there is only one single word form 
without other synonym word form(s) in a synset. In the 
below example, only the first sense of the word form “eagle” 
has two word forms in it (“eagle” and “bird of Jove”). If we 

use only target and compared synsets themselves to construct 
the search query (without their hypernym synsets), then the 
search results (hit counts) formed by senses 2, 3, 4 in this 
example would be identical. This should be prevented from 
happening.  
Sense 1 
eagle, bird of Jove -- (any of various large keen-sighted diurnal birds of prey 
noted for their broad wings and strong soaring flight) 
       @-> bird of prey, raptor, raptorial bird  
           @-> bird 
Sense 2 
eagle -- ((golf) a score of two strokes under par on a hole) 
       @-> score 
           @-> numbe 
sense 3 
eagle -- (a former gold coin in the United States worth 10 dollars) 
       @-> coin -- (a metal piece (usually a disc) used as money) 
           @-> coinage, mintage, specie, metal money -- (coins collectively) 
sense 4 
eagle -- (an emblem representing power; "the Roman eagle") 
       @-> emblem, allegory -- (a visible symbol representing an abstract idea) 
           @-> symbol, symbolization, symbolisation, symbolic representation 

From not only the word form(s) in the synsets that 
contain the original word form, but also the hypernym 
synsets of the original synsets (the four senses), we now have 
more clues/alternatives to represent the different 
senses/concepts of a word form now. 
 
4. Evaluation 

Most of other works focus on a selected set of a few 
words. Generally, these selected words bear small number of 
senses of very different meaning, thus for which their 
algorithm could easily gather enough evidence to 
disambiguate the words. On the contrary, our experiment 
was tested on ALL the nouns in a subset of an unrestricted 
public domain corpus, thus has to make fine-grained 
distinctions among all the senses in WordNet. This makes 
the comparison with other works somewhat difficult. 
4.1 Experiment setup 

The SemCor corpus, created by the Princeton University, 
is a subset of the English Brown corpus containing about 
700,000 running words. In SemCor all the words are tagged 
by PoS, and more than 200,000 content words are also 
lemmatized and sense-tagged according to Princeton 
WordNet. More in detail, the SemCor corpus is composed of 
about 352 texts. In some texts all the open class words 
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) are annotated with 
PoS, lemma and sense, such example as figure 3. The "all-
words" component of SemCor has about 359,732 tokens 
among which almost 192,639 are semantically annotated. 
Nothing in English has been ridiculed as much as the ambiguous use of 
words. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
<contextfile concordance=brown> 
<context filename=br-r05 paras=yes> 
<p pnum=1> 
<s snum=1> 
<wf cmd=done pos=NN lemma=nothing wnsn=1 
lexsn=1:23:00::>Nothing</wf> 
<wf cmd=ignore pos=IN>in</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=NN lemma=english wnsn=1 



 

lexsn=1:10:00::>English</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=VBZ ot=notag>has</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=VBN ot=notag>been</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=VB lemma=ridicule wnsn=1 
lexsn=2:32:00::>ridiculed</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=RB ot=complexprep>as_much_as</wf> 
<wf cmd=ignore pos=DT>the</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=JJ lemma=ambiguous wnsn=1 
lexsn=3:00:04::>ambiguous</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=NN lemma=use wnsn=1 lexsn=1:04:00::>use</wf> 
<wf cmd=ignore pos=IN>of</wf> 
<wf cmd=done pos=NN lemma=word wnsn=1 lexsn=1:10:00::>words</wf> 
<punc>.</punc> 

Figure 3. Example sentences and their tagged format in 
Semcor. 

Semcor inventories various genders of text. We selected 
four texts from SemCor: br-a01, br-b20, br-j09 and br-r05. 
4.2 Experimental Results 

To remind one important fact again - our experiment 
was tested on ALL the nouns in a subset of an unrestricted 
public domain corpus (semcor), thus has to make fine-
grained distinctions among all the senses in WordNet. 

 The “baseline” precision is the possibility of hit the 
correct target sense by wild guess. For example, the word 
form “eagle” has four different senses, so the baseline 
precision of this word is 1/4 (25%). Thus the baseline 
precision values in the figures are calculated by: 
Baseline=

teddisambigua be  toforms  word theall of senses ofnumber  average
1  

The figure 4 lists the precision of WSD against different 
numbers of hypernym synsets inclusion in the query string. 
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Figure 4. the average precision against different numbers of 

hypernym synsets inclusions 
Firgure 5 lists the precision of WSD against different 

size of window of context. 
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Figure 5. the average precision against different size of 
window of context 

4.3 Discussion 
It is of some interest that, in principle, of course, there 

is no limit to the number of levels an inheritance system can 
have. Lexical inheritance systems, however, seldom go more 
than ten levels deep, and the deepest examples usually 
contain technical levels that are not part of the everyday 
vocabulary. For example, in the hierarchy – 
pony -- (any of various breeds of small gentle horses usually less than five feet 
high at the shoulder) 
       @-> horse, Equus caballus 
         @-> equine, equid 
             @-> odd-toed ungulate, perissodactyl, perissodactyl mammal 
                 @-> ungulate, hoofed mammal 
                     @-> placental, placental mammal, eutherian, eutherian mammal 
                         @-> mammal 
                             @-> vertebrate, craniate 
                                 @-> chordate 
                                     @-> animal, animate being, beast, brute, creature, fauna 
                                         @-> organism, being 
                                             @-> living thing, animate thing 
                                                 @-> object, physical object 
                                                     @-> entity 

There are total fourteen levels, and about half of them 
are technical lexemes, not everyday vocabulary. In fact, the 
number of hierarchy levels is limited in Wordnet already, 
because advocates of redundant storage of the information 
associated with these concepts point out that the more 
generic information would be repeated over and over in a 
redundant system, so each additional level would put an 
increasingly severe burden on lexical memory. But there are 
still some words that more often being referred to, while 
some others seldom, in the different levels of hierarchy. 

We think because of this property of Wordnet hierarchy, 
the different number of hypernym levels included (the “i” 
value) when searching the Internet for concept co-occurrence 
dose NOT affect the result in a consistent manner. We can 
observe this in the evaluation diagrams.  

In this example, look at the three adjacent 
hypernym/hyponym synsets: {“pony”}, {“horse”, “Equus 
caballus”} and {“horse”, “Equus caballus”}. For the synset 
{“pony”}, it may benefit from including its hypernym synset 
{“horse”, “Equus caballus”}; whereas for the synset 
{“horse”, “Equus caballus”}, it may NOT benefit from 
including its hypernym synset {“equine”, “equid”}. In the 
same way, it does NOT make lots of difference for the synset 
{“pony”} to include one level, or two levels or three levels of 
hypernym synsets. 

About the size of window of context, what is the 
optimum context-size for disambiguating using our WSD 
method is an important issue. People could assume that the 
more context word being compared, the better the 
disambiguation results would be. Nevertheless the actual 
nature of each text is for sure an important factor that is 
difficult to measure. How far the useful context words usually 
appear around the target to-be-disambiguated word is 
unsteady, depending on the properties of the different text 



 

source. Thus the best window size depends on the natural 
property of the text source. 
 
5. Facilitate the Internet Search 

In this section we proposed a “prototype” which uses 
Wordnet to facilitate query expansion, and uses WSD 
technique to filter out the noise in search results. 

There are many publicly available search engines, but 
users are not necessarily satisfied with the different formats 
for inputting queries and quality of retrieved information. 
They are - “How to select most proper words” and “the 
inability to find relevant information.” 
5.1 Query Expansion According to Word Sense 

One difficult problem in text IR is how to deal with 
multiple terms that refer to the same concept (synonym). If a 
query interface does not take this into account when 
processing search terms, then its search results will be 
incomplete.  

A query expansion-enabled interface will take as input a 
given search term, look for synonyms in the controlled 
vocabulary, and return documents that match either the 
search term or any of its synonyms.  

We carry out the query expansion by the following 
method. For the words in user query, the system looks up in 
Wordnet for the senses of these word forms, and returns the 
part-of-speech, glosses and synonyms of each sense. User can 
browse the synonymy information according to for types of 
part-of-speech, and assign the intended meanings for each 
term.  

To deal with the difficulty in choosing search terms, for 
example, if a user submits a query consists of “book”, “train” 
and “ticket”.  After assigning a sense of interest to each 
search term, the system can expand the query to include the 
synonyms terms of that sense. In this example, an expanded 
query like the following one will be formed. 
Original query: book AND train AND ticket 
Expanded query: （reserve OR hold OR book） AND (train OR “rail 
train”) AND (ticket) 

Hence the search will return the documents that match 
not limited to the original search terms inputted by user, but 
any of its synonyms. By this semi-automatic query expansion 
technique, we solve the problem of “synonym”, thus can 
improve the overall “recall” of the search. 
5.2 Noise Filter-Out Using WSD 

The polysemy problem leads to the false match. To 
solve the polysemy problem in information retrieval requires 
the disambiguation of word meanings when separate 
concepts are expressed by the same term. 

We apply our word sense disambiguation method to 
solve the polysemy problem here. The idea is that, after 
search with semantically expanded query, there may still be 
irrelevant web pages (noise) mixed up in the search results; 
thus, we carry out WSD process to the words (in returned 
pages) that match the words in user’s query. After 
disambiguating these matched words in the web pages, we 
compare their senses with the ones that the user had assigned 

during the query expansion phrase. Then we can eliminate 
pages that are not conceptually match from search results, 
solve the polysemy problem, thus improve the precision of 
the search.  

The whole system flow of our proposed mechanism to 
improve search engine is as figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. System architecture of improved “semantic” 

search engine. 
 
6. Related Work 

In some Wordnet based WSD approaches, semantic 
distance is calculated using the edge counting principle. The 
measurement usually used (Rada et al. 1989 [11], and Lee et 
al. 1993) is the shortest path between concepts. 

(Hirst and St-Onge’s, 1998 [7]) measure semantic 
relatedness based on that, two lexicalized concepts are 
semantically close if their WordNet synsets are connected by 
a path that is not too long and that “does not change 
direction too often”. 

The use of density is based on the observation that 
words in a more densely part of the hierarchy are more 
closely related than words in sparser areas (Agirre and Rigau, 
1996 [1]). They proposed the conceptual density concept for 
WSD. 

(Rosso, P., Masulli, F. and Buscaldi, D., 2003 [13]) 
proposed a method for the resolution of lexical ambiguity 
relying on the use of the wide-coverage noun taxonomy of 
WordNet and the notion of conceptual distance among 
concepts, captured by a conceptual density formula developed 
for this purpose.  

(Leacock and Chodorow, 1998 [9]) also rely on the 
length of the shortest path between two synsets for their 
measure of similarity. However, they limit their attention to 
IS-A-KIND-OF links and scale the path length by the overall 
depth D of the taxonomy.  

There some hybrid approaches, that combine thesaurus, 
with corpus statistics (Resnik, 1995 [12]; Lin, 1998; Jiang 
and Conrath, 1997 [8]). Resnik defines the similarity of two 
concepts defined in WordNet to be the maximum 
information content of their lowest super-ordinate. The 
information content of a concept relies on the probability of 



 

encountering an instance of the concept. (Jiang and Conrath, 
1997 [8]) uses the notion of information content in the form 
of the conditional probability of encountering an instance of 
a child-synset when given an instance of a parent-synset. 

(Mihalcea and Moldovan, 1999 [10]) first determine the 
most common sense-pairs. Subsequently, verb-noun pairs are 
disambiguated by taking the first t possible senses of the 
words and calculating "conceptual density" of the pairs by 
examining the WordNet glosses of the sub-hierarchies. This 
then ranks each pair of senses by looking at the noun-context 
of the verb and comparing it with the given noun. The 
algorithm appeared to have been thoroughly tested only for 
pairs of words. 

(Chua, S. and Kulathuramaiyer, N., 2004 [2]) employs 
noun synonyms and word senses for feature selection to 
select terms that are semantically representative of a category 
of documents. The categorical sense disambiguation extends 
the use of WordNet. 

Information retrieval using word senses is emerging as a 
good research challenge on semantic information retrieval. 
(Kim, S. B., Seo, H. C. and Rim, H. C., 2004 [4]) proposed a 
method using word senses in information retrieval: root 
sense tagging method.  

 
7. Conclusion 

The proposed word sense disambiguation method is a 
hybrid approach that combines a knowledge-rich source, 
Wordnet, with a knowledge-poor source, the Internet (World 
Wide Web) search. The words in context are paired, and 
each word is disambiguated by searching the Internet with 
queries formed by using different senses and their hypernymy 
senses of each of the two words. The senses are then ranked 
according to the number of search hits. The intuition is that, 
generally, words that are conceptually related are more likely 
to be referred to together in a document (web page). Whereas 
words that are conceptually unrelated more seldom occurred 
together in a document. 

In out experiment, we found that different number of 
hypernym levels included (the “i” value) when searching the 
Internet for concept co-occurrence dose NOT affect the result 
in a consistent manner. Because of the property that there are 
some words that more often used or referred to by people, 
while some others seldom, in the different levels of hierarchy. 
On the other hand, the size of “window of context” when 
disambiguating the target word seems to be better at size of 
five (two words left and two words right) for our WSD 
method. But we believe it still mainly depends on how far the 
useful context words usually appear around the target word. 

Most of existing search engines depend on a lexical 
match between words in users’ requests and words in 
database objects. By using a semi-automatic way that 
employs Wordnet to prompt/suggest senses for word forms in 
the search query to user, we demonstrated how to reduce the 
effect of “synonymy” on the “recall” of the search. 

On the other hand, the problem of morphologically 
identical terms may refer to separate concepts (polysemy), 
leads to the false match. Our solution is that, after search, 

there may still be irrelevant web pages (noise) mixed up in 
the search results; thus, we carry out WSD process to the 
words (in returned pages) that match the words in user’s 
query. After disambiguating these matched words in the web 
pages, we compare these senses with the ones that the user 
had assigned during the query expansion phrase. Then we 
can eliminate pages that are not conceptually match from 
search results, solve the “polysemy” problem, thus improve 
the “precision” of the search. 
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Abstract—Current home energy management systems 
(HEMS), which use the existing home networks and 
Internet as the communication infrastructure, are both 
inexpensive and offer definite consumer advantages. 
However, most of them don’t support e-services such as 
reporting and dealing with monthly expenses for 
services like power, gas, and water. A key deterrent for 
the handling of the e-services in this environment is that 
the data may be subject to a variety of active and 
passive attacks if the system is not designed properly. 
This paper describes a lightweight security architecture 
for e-services related to home energy services. The 
system is intended to protect against both inside and 
outside attacks by using the existing HEMS and 
combining the tamper-resistant devices with Internet 
security techniques. 

1 Introduction
Home energy management systems (HEMS) [1, 2, 3] are 
designed to control home appliances automatically for the 
purpose of both convenience and saving energy. However, 
most of them do not support e-services such as reporting the 
monthly expenses for services and dealing with the billing 
statements of customers. Not having automatic e-reporting 
built into HEMS is also unfortunate due to the inefficiency 
and inconvenience of having to use a separate billing 
procedure (often involving manual processing). Furthermore, 
security technologies such as SSL [4] or VPN used in the 
current HEMS such as [3] are insufficient for providing 
secure communications required for e-reporting between 
energy devices and the service providers. This is because 
VPN and SSL services are both controlled by the customers 
leading to the possibility that customers may easily make a 
number of possible active attacks on the e-reporting data (e.g. 
changing the amount of the energy consumption).  

An additional challenge is that providing a secure 
architecture to handle e-services for home energy services 
must deal with the fact that the devices embedded within the 
meter normally have limitations computationally in order to 
keep costs down. 

In order to solve the above problems, we propose a 
lightweight security architecture for the e-reporting and 
billing of home energy services based on tamper-resistant 
technology and SSL (or TLS [5]) technology. The security 

architecture consists of three parts: a meter reading device 
(MRD), a middleware agent, and a service provider’s 
server. The middleware agent is located on the customer’s 
computer or home network gateway. It registers the 
customer to the service provider’s server and forwards the 
e-reporting protocol messages between the MRD and the 
server. The e-reporting protocol could be initiated by the 
middleware agent or the service provider’s server 
depending on different implementation. Communications 
between the MRD, the agent, and the server are protected 
with a combination of security mechanisms (See Section 
3.3). The meter reading device is a tamper-resistant 
device. It uses a keyed hash function with a secret key 
shared between the MRD and server. The data transferred 
from the MRD to the provider must be accompanied with 
a hash result for the data integrity and authentication 
protection against some inside and outside active attacks 
(e.g. replay and modification). The data is then forwarded 
to the provider by the middleware agent through an SSL 
secure channel in order to provide data confidentiality, 
authentication, and integrity protection against outside 
attacks. In addition, since the security architecture is 
based on the existing home network, Internet, and SSL 
security technology, the new system only needs new 
hardware in the form of the MRD, new software – the 
middleware agent, and some new security protocols.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A home 
energy management system [3] is briefly reviewed, and 
the security requirements for the e-reporting are analyzed 
in the next section. In Section 3, the security architecture 
is proposed for the e-reporting. In Section 4, the new 
security protocols are described for the security 
architecture. In Section 5, some characteristics of the new 
secure architecture are summarized. In Section 6, the 
security of the new protocols is analyzed. Finally, 
concluding remarks are given in Section 7. 

2 Review of Home Energy Management System 

2.1 Home Energy Management System 
Based on [3], a home energy management system 
comprises an in-house system connected to service 
control servers via the Internet. The in-house system 



includes a home network and network adapters for the energy
service appliances. The service control servers include the 
service provider’s server, the information provider’s server,
and the energy control server. The home network and
Internet provide the network communication infrastructure
for the communications between the energy appliances and
service control servers. Figure 1 depicts a home energy

management system. In this paper, we only talk about the
security architecture for the e-reporting and billing among
the energy appliances, the customers, and the service 
providers. The service providers include a gas service 
provider, a water service provider, and a power service
provider.

2.2 Security Analysis of HEMS
The current home energy management systems use VPN or
SSL as their security architecture. VPN provides the security
communication protection between the home network
domain and the server domain (for instance, the above energy
control server domain). SSL provides the security
communication protection between the customer’s
application and the remote server. However, these two
security technologies are not enough to protect the security
communications between the energy appliance and the 
service provider since the customers usually have full control
over their home network domain, i.e., the customers can 
easily make some inside attacks on the communications if the
communications are not protected properly including some
attacks made by outside hackers. In addition, the conflictive
benefits between the customers and service providers may
encourage the customers to make these attacks, for instance,
changing the amount of energy consumption for the e-

reporting. Thus we need other security technologies to 
protect the communications.

In addition, since SSL has provided the security
communications between the application and the service
provider server against the outside attacks, a 
confidentiality protection is not very important on the
home network for the reporting data transferred from
MRD to the provider’s server but the integrity and
authentication protection may become very important
against some inside and outside active attacks like replay
and modification. This special situation gives an
opportunity to make a lightweight security architecture
for it. 

3 Security Architecture
The security architecture for the e-reporting of HEMS
consists of three parts: a meter reading device, a
middleware agent, and a service provider’s server.
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Fig. 1. A home energy management system
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3.1 Meter Reading Device
The meter reading device is a tamper-resistant device which
is embedded with the meter together. The device directly
connects with a network adapter to communicate with 
outsider through the home network. Figure 2 depicts the
functionality of MRD.

In MRD, h is a keyed hash function and P is a control
processing part for verifying whether or not the input data is
correct. The secret key is stored in the hiding area of MRD. It 
is a shared key with the service provider, i.e. except the
provider, other people including the customer knows nothing
about the key. The output data from MRD to the provider is 
hashed by the hash function with the secret key for the data
integrity and authentication protection. The provider verifies
the data received from the MRD using the hash function and
the shared secret key. Likewise, the data transferred from the
provider to the MRD should be verified in the control
processing part. In order to make the system stronger each
MRD should choose a different secret key.

The functionality of the tamper-resistant device embedded
in MRD is similar to a simple smart card. We could use a
simple smart card technology for it. The expensive strong
tamper-resistant devices are not necessary for this system
since the main purpose of the tamper-resistant device is to
protect the shared secret key. In addition, the providers could
physically check the randomly selective meters and devices,
especially if they find some suspicious cases.

3.2 Middlew
The middlew
computer or
middleware 
service accou
schedule for 
billing the sta
protocol cou
service prov
should set u
implemented
customer sho
condition as 
provider’s s

messages between MRD and the server during the e-
reporting and billing. Figure 3 depicts the state of the
middleware agent. 

The communications among MRD, the middleware
agent, and the service provider’s server are protected by a 
combination of secure mechanisms. Figure 4 depicts the 
security channels where the SSL (or TLS) secure channel
protects all communications between the agent and server 
in the transport layer against outside attacks for the data
confidentiality and integrity. The message authentication
code (MAC) channel protects the communications
between MRD and the service provider’s server in the
application layer against the inside and outside active
attacks. The SSL secure channel will wrap the integrity
secure channel between the agent and server. The SSL
secure channel is an option depending on the
requirements.
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4 Security Protocols
In order to implement the security functions, the security
architecture has two protocols: registration protocol and e-
reporting and billing protocol.

4.1 Terminology and Notations
Terminology and notations used in the protocols are defined
as follows.

C: a customer
A: a middleware agent
P: an energy service provider
MRD: a meter reading device
IDC: customer C's identity
IDMRD: an identity number of MRD
AccountC: customer C's account number
NP: a nonce made by energy service provider P
TimeP: a time stamp made by provider P
SK: a secret key embedded in MRD
H(): one-way hash function

4.2 Registration Protocol
All customers are required to register with the energy service
provider’s server and set up their service accounts in the
server when they first install the middleware agent in their
computer. Figure 5 depicts the message flow of the
registration protocol. In the protocol, the communications
between the middleware agent and the server is protected
with the SSL secure channel in the transport layer.

The registrat
Step 1: T

MRD for its
Step 2: M

identity num
Step 3: T

(Request2) t
customer’s 
MRD’s iden
messages are

Step 4: After receiving the above messages, the server
first verifies if the customer’s personal data and MRD’s
identity are correct through its database or social network.
If they are correct, the server then sets up an account for 
the customer and sends the message [AccountC , IDMRD ,
NP , H(SK, M1)] to the agent A where SK is a shared secret
key between the service provider and MRD, and M1 =
[AccountC, IDMRD, NP].

The agent A then verifies and forwards the message to 
MRD.

Step 5: MRD verifies if the message [IDMRD, H(SK,
M1)] is correct. If it is correct, MRD then sends the energy 
consumption balance (Balance) and keyed hashing result
[H(SK, M2)] to the agent A where M2 = [AccountC, IDMRD,
NP, Balance].

The customer then checks if the balance is correct. If it
is correct, the customer could let the agent A forwards the
message to the server.

Step 6: The server then verifies if the message is
correct. If it is correct, the server then sends a registration
success confirmation message to the agent A.

4.3 E-reporting and billing Protocol
After registration, the customer and provider could set up
the time and period for initiating the e-reporting and 
billing protocol. The e-reporting and billing protocol
could be initiated with either the middleware agent or the
service provider’s server depending on the different
implementation. We design two different e-reporting and
billing protocols for them. Their features are shown in 
Section 5.

The first e-reporting and billing protocol is initiated
with the middleware agent. For this implementation, the 
middleware agent is like client-side software which
makes the implementation more simple and low cost.
Figure 6 depicts the message flow of the e-reporting and
billing protocol.
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 protected with the SSL secure channel.
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Step 2: After verifying the user’s name and password, the
server sends the message [AccountC, IDMRD, NP, H(SK, M1)]
to the agent A where M1 = [AccountC, IDMRD, NP].

After receiving the messages, the agent A first verifies if
the message [AccountC, IDMRD, NP] is correct. If it is correct, 
the agent A then forwards the message to MRD.

Step 3: MRD verifies if the message [IDMRD, H(SK, M1)]
are correct. If it is correct, MRD then sends the current
energy consumption balance (Balance) and hashing result
[H(SK, M2)] to the agent A where M2 = [AccountC, IDMRD,
NP, Balance].

The customer then checks if the balance is correct. If it is 
correct, the customer could let the agent A forwards the
message to the server.

Step 4: The server first verifies if the message is correct
and then calculates the balance of the energy consumption in
the last period. Finally, the server makes a bill statement and
sends it to the agent A and customer C.

Step 5: The customer C could directly pay the bill through
the agent A using his/her credit card, or make the payment
through other Online Banking.

The second e-reporting and billing protocol is initiated with
the service provider’s server. For this implementation, the
middleware agent works like server-side software or client-
side software with push technologies which requires the
customer to install it to an application server. Figure 7 depicts
the message flow of the protocol.

In the protocol, the service provider’s server first logs on
the customer’s middleware agent and sends the message
[AccountC, IDMRD, NP, H(SK, M1)] to the agent A. Other steps
are same as the Step 3, 4, 5 of the first e-reporting and billing
protocol.
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important attacks for the reporting and billing system.
Furthermore, in order to protect the communications 
between the agent and server against outside attacks, we
employ the existing SSL secure technology. Except for
the simple secure algorithm - hash function, we don’t use
any other complex secure functions like signature in the
system server-side application layer. All these make the
system implementation simple and low cost.

5.2 Highly Efficient Processing
The secure architecture can automatically report the 
customers’ energy consumption data, generate an e-bill
statement and process an e-payment. This would make the 
system more efficient, and overcome some labor-
intensive activities (e.g. physically checking the meters).
In addition, the lightweight secure architecture also 
improves the system scalability.

5.3 Flexible Alternative Implementations
As we mentioned, we have two different implementations
for the system which depend on which part (the
middleware agent and the service provider’s server)
initiating the e-reporting and billing protocol. For the
former, the advantages include easy implementation, low 
cost, and convenient customer-side control. The main
limitation is the scalability since all customers may
initiate their e-reporting protocol in the same time. In
order to solve this problem, the server could set up the
different initiating time period for the different customers
when the customers register their service accounts. For 
the latter, the advantages include more scalability and
convenient server-side control. The main limitation is that
the middleware agent needs to be installed in a computer
or implemented with a special hardware in the customer
side but this would increase the cost. In addition, the extra
security protection may need to be considered for the
computer and hardware.

MR A&C P

Logon, AccountC, IDMRD, NP, H(SK, M1)

6 Security AnalysisBalance, H(SK, M2)
In this section, we briefly demonstrate that the secure
architecture does provide sufficient protection for the
system against active and passive attacks. 

Bill Statement

Payment

6.1 Active Attacks
The new secure architecture provides protection against
inside and outside active attacks, for instance, replay and 
Fig. 7. The Second E-transaction Protocol
hitecture Characteristics

tweight Secure Architecture
 to make the MRD implementation simple and low
 only use a keyed hash algorithm in MRD. However,
d provide enough security protection for the system
tive attacks (e.g., replay and modify), especially
ctive attacks in the home network, are the most

modification. First, the MRD and the server can easily 
discover the modified or impersonated message by
verifying the keyed hashing result since all messages
between the MRD and the server have been hashed with a
keyed hash function (e.g. H(SK,M)), and only the MRD 
and the server know the secret key (SK). Even the
customers themselves cannot change the message since 
they don’t have the secret key. Secondly, the server can
easily find the replayed message by comparing the Nonce 



since all messages are sent to MRD from the server with the 
Nonce (NP). This is very important since SSL already 
provides anti-reply protection but the protection cannot reach 
to MRD, i.e., the anti-reply protection only protects the 
homeowner not MRD. Finally, for the communications 
between the agent and the server, they are protected with the 
SSL technology which includes confidentiality, 
authentication, and integrity protection.  

6.2 Passive Attacks 
In the new architecture, as we mentioned in the above, all 
communications between the agent and the server are 
protected with the SSL Technology. Outside attackers cannot 
understand the content of the messages since they are 
encrypted for the confidentiality protection. It is unnecessary 
to provide the confidentiality protection between MRD and 
the agent since the customer has the whole control for his/her 
home network and the content of messages in the protocols 
shouldn’t be confidential for the customer. Furthermore, the 
server could very easily verify the attacks even if the hackers 
successfully attack the home network and change the 
reporting data. 

7 Conclusions
We have presented a secure architecture for the e-reporting 
and billing of home energy services. Our secure architecture 
combines lightweight secure technology with SSL 
technology and provides good secure protection for the 
system. Our low cost architecture can improve the transaction 
processing of home energy services substituting electronic 
processing for labor-intensive manual paper-based work. In 
addition, we proposed two e-reporting and billing protocols 

with different implementations and briefly discussed their 
advantages and limitations. 

The secure architecture is based on the existing home 
energy management system [3], i.e. the local net interface, 
adapters, and network connections are already existed for 
the home energy appliances. Of course, it may cost lots if 
the homeowners don’t have this kind of systems in their 
home. 
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Abstract:
This paper studies the developing and implementation of

an on-line monitoring and diagnosis system for

resources management agents for the database

management system, such as Oracle 8i and its above

versions.
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1. Introduction
Usually, the Resources Management of an Information

System can be categorized into three main areas:

1. Operating System Resources Management: such as

Processor Memory Disk I/O Process logs and

etc.,

2. Network Resources Management: such as network

traffic monitoring and analysis,

3. Database Resources Management: such as database

administration and performance.

In this paper, we will focus the area of operating system

resources management. We will develop and implement

an agent-based on-line monitoring and diagnosis system

for he database management system, such as Oracle 8i

and its above versions. The web-based and agent-based

on-line monitoring and diagnosis system is constructed

on a Tomcat 4.1.27 web server in the Linux operating

system. The system uses the JSP program with the Java

Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver to enable access

to a database. The JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology

has been designed to provide a simplified, fast means of

creating web pages that display dynamically-generated

content [1].

Section 2 describes the architecture of the agent-based

on-line monitoring and diagnosis system. Section 3

describes the data format and report results. Finally,

section 4 concludes.



2. System Architecture
The architecture of the proposed system includes three 3

layers: Instance Layer, Schema Layer and Security Layer.

2.1 Instance Layer

The Instance layer includes three functions:

(1). Configuration

(2). Session

(3). SGA

2.2 Schema Layer

The Schema layer includes four functions:

(1). Table space

(2). Table

(3). Indexes

(4). Views

2.3 Security Layer

The Schema layer includes four functions:

(1). User

(2). Role

(3). Profile

3. Data Format and Report
In this section, we define the data format and result

report of the proposed system.

3.1 Data format

As the function described in section 2, we define the

data format and present some examples as follows.

Instance Layer Configuration

Parameters

Field Example

NAME user_dump_dest

VALUE C:\Oracle\admin\test5\udump

ISDEFAULT FALSE

ISSYS_MODIFIABLE IMMEDIATE

DESCRIPTION User process dump directory

Configuration

Field Example

STATUS OPEN

HOST_NAME JACOB

NAME TEST5

VERSION 8.1.6.0.0

INSTANCE_NAME test5

STARTUP_TIME 2005-06-07

19:17:19.0

OPEN_RESETLOGS NOT ALLOWED

LOG_MODE NOARCHIVELOG

OPEN_MODE READ WRITE

Instance Layer - Sessions

Sessions

Field Example

SID 8

CONSUMED

CPU TIME

0

PHYSICAL

READS

13

STATUS INACTIVE

USER

NAME

DBSNMP

OS USER SYSTEM

PROCESS 1096:1280

MACHINE WORKGROUP\JACOB

PROGRAM dbsnmp.exe

RESOURCE

CONSUMER

GROUP

DEFAULT_CONSUMER_GROUP



Instance Layer SGA

SGA

Field Exmple

shared_pool_size 4,920,320

Buffer_Cache 16,777,216

large_pool_size 614,400

Jjava_pool_size 32,768

Total SGA 22,344,704

sort_area_size 65,536

Schema Layer Tablespaces

Tablespaces

Field Exmple

TABLESPACE_NAME SYSTEM

FILE_NAME C:\ORACLE\ORADATA\

TEST5\SYSTEM01.DBF

CONTENTS PERMANENT

EXTENT_MANAGEMENT DICTIONARY

(Byte)ISSYS_MODIFIABLE 60,817,408

(Byte)Used 53,739,520

(%)Used 88.36207

Schema Layer - Tables

Tables

Field Exmple

OWNER SYS

TABLE_NAME AQ$_PENDING_MESSAGES

PARTITIONED NO

NUM_ROWS 1,235

LAST_ANALYZED 2005-06-07 19:17:19.0

Schema Layer Indexs

Indexs

Field Exmple

INDEX_NAME AQ$_MSGTYPES_PRIMARY

OWNER SYS

TABLE_NAME AQ$_MESSAGE_TYPES

TABLE_TYPE TABLE

PARTITIONED NO

STATUS VALID

Schema Layer Views

Views

Field Exmple

OBJECT_NAME ALL_ALL_TABLES

STATUS VALID

Security Layer Users

Users

Field Example

USERNAME SYS

ACCOUNT_STATUS OPEN

EXPIRY_DATE 2005-04-30

DEFAULT_TABLESPACE SYSTEM

TEMPORARY_TABLESPACE TEMP

PROFILE DEFAULT

CREATED 2005-04-30 05:20:14.0

Users Role Privilege

Field Exmple

Type ROLE

Privilege CONNECT

Owner DBSNMP

Name Name

Grant/Admin NO

Grantor SYSTEM



Security Layer Roles

Roles

Field Exmple

Role AQ_ADMINISTRATOR_ROLE

Privilege EXECUTE

Schema SYS

Object DBMS_RULE_EXIMP

Grant/Admin NO

Security Layer Profiles

Profiles

Field Exmple

PROFILE DEFAULT

RESOURCE_NAME COMPOSITE_LIMIT

RESOURCE_TYPE KERNEL

LIMIT UNLIMITED

3.2 Result Report

The four result report examples are displayed as follows.

4. Conclusions
This paper studies the developing and implementation of

an on-line monitoring and diagnosis system for

resources management agents for the database

management system, such as Oracle 8i and its above

versions.

The architecture of the proposed system includes three 3

layers: Instance Layer, Schema Layer and Security Layer.
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In this study, we discuss the implementation of a

resources monitoring agent for popular operating
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1. Introduction
For the past two decades, the distributed open computer

systems has replaced the proprietary and closed

computer system such as IBM Mainframe. The

distributed diverse computer systems do make the

resources management of information system become

more difficult. System administrator in an enterprise

cannot manage the sporadic and diverse computer

system effectively and cannot even know timely when

failures occur to the system. Therefore a central

controlled resources monitoring and management

system could be very helpful to system administrator.[1]

Usually, the Resources Management of an Information

System can be categorized into three main areas :

1. Operating System Resources Management: such as

Processor Memory Disk I/O Process logs and

etc.,

2. Network Resources Management: such as network

traffic monitoring and analysis,

3. Database Resources Management: such as database

administration and performance.

In this paper, we will focus the area of operating system

resources management. We will develop and implement

an agent-based on-line monitoring and diagnosis system

for heterogeneous servers with different operating

system such as Window2000 SUN Micro Solaris 2.7



and its above versions.

Section 2 describes the function of the agent-based

on-line monitoring and diagnosis system. Section 3

describes the implementing issues of the agent-based

on-line monitoring and diagnosis system. Finally,

section 4 concludes.

2. System Function

This system will build resources monitoring agent

for popular operating system, such as Linux,

Window2000 SUN Micro Solaris 2.7, and its above

versions.

This system will implement five monitoring functions:

(1). System Resources Monitoring includes CPU

Memory File system Process User utilization etc.

(2). Error Message Monitoring: is to track critical

system message and issue an event in time to notify

system administrator to take action before a real disaster

occurs.

(3). Event Control: can collect the event happened on

the different servers and design the corresponding

actions.

(4)Auditing System: can help system administrator to

monitor all the user behavior on the individual system,

for example it can audit

a). the history of all commands has been executed on the

system,

b). the successful and failed login history,

c). the record of password changed,

d). the record of switch user,

e). the history of failure of file access.

(5). System Health Checkup: will define some very

important daily system checkup procedures that could

help administrator to collect all security checkups every

day automatically that could lower the administrator s

burden to some degree.

All the information collected by agent will be sent to the

monitoring server and to be processed by the

Management Server. And then, the processed

information be displayed on the console. These data can

be analyzed further to become useful data for decision

maker that will have a clear picture about how the

system has been used and have future plan for upgrading

their system accurately.

3. Issues of Implementations

In this section, we will describe the implementing issues

of the agent-based on-line monitoring and diagnosis

system. It includes system architecture and agent design.

3-1 System Architecture

The system architecture is depicted as Fig1.

Figure 1: The System Architecture of the agent-based

on-line monitoring and diagnosis system.



The web-based and agent-based on-line monitoring and

diagnosis system is constructed on a Tomcat 4.1.27 web

server in the Linux operating system. The system uses

the JSP program with the Java Database Connectivity

(JDBC) driver to enable access to a database. The

JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology has been designed to

provide a simplified, fast means of creating web pages

that display dynamically-generated content [3].

We build a resource management system (management

server) to collect various data from different client agent,

residing on various computers with different operating

system. It will store the data as well as provide other

data-processing features such as display event

notification reporting etc.

3-2 Agent Design

The agent is designed and constructed on heterogeneous

server with different operating system.

Figure 2: The agent function of the agent-based on-line

monitoring and diagnosis system.

In Linux and SUN Micro Solaris 2.7 and its above

versions operating system, the agent is implemented by

using java and script language [2]. And, in the server

with Windows 2000 server operating system, the agent

is implemented by using .Net language [4].

The agent will monitor the event occurred on the server

and send the data to the management server by using the

schedule and designed function.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we build resources monitoring agent

for popular operating system , such as Linux,

Window2000 SUN Micro Solaris 2.7 and its above

versions. And, the system includes five monitoring

functions: System Resources Monitoring, Error Message

Monitoring, Event Control, Auditing System and System

Health Checkup.

All the information collected by agent will be sent to the

monitoring server and to be processed by the

Management Server. And then, the processed

information displayed on the console. These data can be

analyzed further to become useful data for decision

maker that will have a clear picture about how the

system has been used and have future plan for upgrading

their system accurately.
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Abstract 

In the ambiguous, high stress, and time sensitive 
environment of mission critical emergency operations, the 
decision-making process could benefit from a distributed 
pattern of mobile resources across a wireless network. 
Dealing with challenges in these environments, mobile 
agents can move across the wireless setup, having many 
promising attributes including autonomy, adaptability, 
and persistency. These attributes make them able to act 
independently, to sense and interact with their 
environment and to make decisions on behalf of the users. 
Mobile agents are particularly suitable for the situations 
where the distributed information throughout a network is 
crucial for other applications/services/agents which 
heavily rely on, and are sensitive to situation-based and 
well-timed information. Until now there has been a lack of 
studies that approach issues of disaster response in a way 
that integrates these technologies while also considering 
the human and organisational perspectives. In this paper 
we present and investigate an intense man-made disaster.  
Results show that mobile agents can in many ways 
augment the performance of communication systems 
working in extreme environments of mission critical 
emergency operations.

1. Introduction 

The news in recent years has been full of natural disasters, 
terrorist/criminal attacks, conflicts and accidents, many of 
which occur suddenly, are unexpected and often 
unanticipated and result in untold damage, suffering and 
grief.  Whether at a local, national or international level, 
these events require a rapid response involving the instant 
co-ordination of people, teams and equipment from many 
different organisations. These include various police 
forces, fire brigades, medical personnel, government and 
non-government agencies and so on. While the emergency 
response organisations are trained and prepare for such 

contingencies, every catastrophe has its own unique set of 
circumstances and conditions that challenge the response. 
In these environments, the rescue operations are can be 
acknowledged as mission critical emergency operations 
(MCEO) which are characterized by ambiguity, high 
stress, and time dependency of decision-making where 
decisions on appropriate courses of action have to be 
made under stress, in real time and often with incomplete 
and conflicting information. In these situations, the 
decision-making process follows a distributed pattern in 
which mobile team members with different skills are 
distributed across a networked operational environment. 
In fact, human rescuers working in critical emergency 
operations must communicate to each other in order to 
make quick decisions under stress and get victims to 
safety often at the price of risking their own lives. One of 
their main difficulties is that communications may be 
intermittent or non-existent, hence partial and incomplete 
information becomes a norm of environment and it is not 
an exception any more.   
Following a major emergency involving threats to public 
safety, extensive enquiries are conducted through the 
lessons learnt. This results in improvements both to 
technologies that can assist in these situations and in 
knowledge on how people make decisions and act.  This 
study aims to add to the understanding of the 
technologies, human issues and other socio-technical 
systems formed in emergency situations. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the contribution of 
mobile agents - as a new paradigm of information 
gathering, processing and dissemination - together with 
new wireless networks to support mission critical 
emergency operations. The next section of this paper will 
discuss the related issues and concepts about software 
agent technology, mobile agents and their potential 
applications in MCEO. Section 3, introduces a secondary 
case study and discusses how mobile agents can 
contribute to the MCEOs' better performance and success. 
In the section 4 we draw our conclusions and suggest 
areas for future studies.          



2. Background Issues and Concepts  

Previous studies [1], [2], [3] show that one major 
challenge of emergency first respondents to a large-scale 
disaster situation is the relevant information that may not 
get accessed by the rescue workers whose operations and 
life depend on that information. The problem is profound 
when the distribution of information is slow enough to 
become obsolete and it cannot reflect the real 
environmental situations for the users who must respond 
properly to the changes of dynamic environment. So, it 
seems that existence of technologies by which first 
responders will be able to make more accurate and timely 
decisions is indispensable.   
Using the concepts of Mobile Ad hoc Networks 
(MANET) technologies [4] and situations involves in 
MCEOs, they have inspired our research to stand for an 
autonomous collection of mobile users that communicate 
over relatively bandwidth-constrained wireless links. 
Since the nodes are mobile, the network topology may 
change rapidly and unpredictably over time. Its challenges 
are:

• Since the nodes are mobile, the network topology 
may change rapidly and unpredictably over time.  

• The network is decentralised; all network activity 
must be executed by the nodes themselves. 

• Need efficient distributed algorithms to determine 
network organisation, link scheduling, and routing.  

• Shortest path is not the best path.  
• The network should be able to adaptively alter the 

routing paths to alleviate any of these effects.  
• In many environments, preservation of security, 

latency, reliability, intentional jamming, and 
recovery from failure are significant concerns.  

Table 1.  MANET topologies  
Suitability for dynamic environments 

Topology Reliability Adaptability Scalability 

Point to 
Point 

High Low None (two 
end points) 

Point-to-
Multipoint 

Low Low Moderate (7-
30 endpoints) 

Mesh 
Networks 

High High Yes 
(thousands of 
endpoints) 

As indicated in Table 1, in the preferred mesh topology a 
node can send and receive messages and can function as a 
router and can relay messages for its neighbours with: 

• Self-Configuring and Self-Healing  
• Redundancy and Scalability  
• Easy installation in short period of time 
• No requirement for sophisticated planning and site 

mapping to achieve reliability  
If environmental conditions result in poor reliability, it is 
difficult or impossible to adapt a point-to-point or point-
to-multipoint network to increase reliability. By contrast, 
mesh networks are inherently reliable, adapt easily to 
environmental or architectural constraints, and can scale 
to handle thousands of end points. 

Among possible wireless technologies one candidate is the 
Ultra-wideband (UWB) radio that can provide a reliable 
communication system by supporting multi-services such 
as voice and video communications and biometric 
information [5]. Its specific characteristics include:  

• Operating across a wide range of frequency 
spectrums by transmitting a series of very narrow 
and low power pulses. 

• Being immunes to the multipath cancellation effects 
as observed in mobile and in-building environments.  

• Having a low energy density which translates into a 
low probability of detection 

• Combining well with the mesh network topology [6]  

Moreover, the technology of software agents has emerged 
as a suitable metaphor for representing the computer 
processes that assist human decision-making. Such 
software agents should not only retrieve information on 
request; but they should actively and intelligently 
anticipate, adapt and actively seek ways to support users 
[7]. In addition, they can reduce the amount of interaction 
between humans and the computer system and allow 
humans to concentrate on other activities, such as 
assessing the situation, making decisions, or reacting to 
changes in the system [8].  This timesaving is critical in 
the MCEO. Other research [9],[10] reveals that mobile 
software agents feature properties that should prove a 
helpful component for integrated responses to civilian and 
military crises in unpredictable, time sensitive 
environments. Mobile agents have many promising 
attributes which make them able to act independently, 
sense and interact with their environment and make 
decisions on behalf of the users.  
Until now there has been a lack of studies that approach 
issues of disaster response in a way that integrates these 
technologies and also consider the human and 
organisational perspectives.  There are some studies on the 
new wireless technologies and some research about 
mobile agents but there are no reports about the 
combination of these two technologies in the context of 
emergency response tasks, addressing the advantages and 
challenges of coupling the capabilities of mobile agents 
with new wireless technologies.  
The following section will provide a brief discussion 
about the mobile agents and their attributes.  

3. Mobile agents and MCEOs 

Agents are inspired by many diverse disciplines and draw 
on many different areas of research, such as computer 
science, information systems, psychology, engineering 
and so forth. However, it is difficult to find a succinct 
definition for an agent that includes all the aspects that 
most researchers and developers consider an agent to be, 
and exclude all of the aspects they are not considered to 
be. In General, an agent is anything that can be viewed as 
perceiving its environment through the sensors, and acting 
upon that environment through actuators [11]. Therefore, 
an agent can be a human, a robot, a piece of software or 
whatever else that could interact with its environment by 



sensing and acting upon its perception of the environment 
and related conditions. 
 Agents generally may exhibit different attributes. These 
attributes include: autonomy (the ability of operate 
without the direct intervention of other agents, making 
independent decisions, and having some kind of control 
over their actions and internal states), reactivity, 
collaborative behaviour, persistency, adaptivity and 
learning, pro-activeness and, mobility (the ability to 
migrate in a self-directed way from one host platform to 
another one).  
The term 'mobile agent' contains two distinct concepts of 
mobility and agency and for software agents, it refers 
simply to a self-contained and identifiable computer 
program that can move within the network and act on 
behalf of the user or another entity. This is in contrast with 
stationary agents that can communicate with their 
environment through traditional means, such as remote 
procedure calling and messaging and they can execute 
only on the system on which they start execution.   
According to Macaire et al. [12] the ability of a mobile 
agent to transport itself from one system to another, 
allows it to move closer to a system that contains an object 
with which it wants to interact. This characteristic of 
mobile agents, makes them qualify to operate in volatile 
environments as a new communication paradigm. In this 
new communication model, according to White [13], 
mobile agents are able to communication between hosts 
where hosts not only call procedures in one another but 
also supply procedures to be performed there. As the 
result the ongoing interaction does not require ongoing 
communication and this will have a considerable impact 
on conserving the network bandwidth particularly when 
the bandwidth is a scarce resource. Accordingly, mobile 
agents provide an alternative method to the remote 
procedure calling (RPC) communication paradigm where 
communications require bandwidth hungry and ongoing 
interactions between distant hosts. This would be possible 
by the ability of mobile agents to store important data 
about themselves and their environment in order to remain 
flexible and responsive to their environment.   
Every mobile agent embraces different categories of data 
which are essential to accomplish a particular or series of 
tasks. Liu [14] describes those data by portraying mobile 
agents as ‘serializable objects’ whose data as well as their 
state can be marshalled for transportation over the 
network. These essential data can basically be divided to 
four groups: identification data, itinerary and routing data, 
task specifications data, and the data concern the logic 
code to perform its tasks. In this approach, mobile agents 
travel from one host to another and make use of local 
resources and the data they carry with themselves to 
perform their tasks and meet their objectives. 
Although there is no killer application for mobile agents 
[10], mobile agents have shown great potential to work 
and contribute in different areas. Generally, in a typical 
wireless network, disconnections may happen particularly 
when the operation of the network is dynamic and the 
environment is extreme. In such an environment, mobile 
agents have shown great potential to handle valuable 
information, even when the connection has failed.  

This application of mobile agents is of great interest in the 
teamwork activities and tasks such as healthcare, military 
and emergency first response situations. We categorize 
these activities as Mission Critical Emergency operations 
(MCEO) where the environments are extreme and 
decisions makers every level require precise and timely 
information about their environment.  Studies by McGrath 
et al. [15] show that the co-existence of mobile agents and 
wireless radio technologies can provide a reliable 
framework, by which many problems in the current 
communication systems in military and public safety 
operations can be addressed.  In fulfilling important 
requirements of collaborative teams involved in an 
extreme environment operation, mobile agents can play 
crucial roles in supplying a robust infrastructure for 
disseminating vital information across unreliable 
networks. Moreover, other research reveals that mobile 
agents have a considerable impact on decreasing the 
required time for extracting sensitive information that 
supports decision makers in time critical tasks such as 
military and emergency first responders operations. Payne 
et al. [3] argue that in time critical tasks, mobile agents 
have shown potential in supporting both individuals and 
teams in terms of reducing the required time to make a 
proper decision and cope with uncertainties. This is also 
described by Hofman et al. [16] as the means by which 
application of mobile agents can improve the efficiency of 
military or civilian tactical operations in unreliable, low 
bandwidth networks. 

4. Research Approach 

This research describes the application of the above 
mentioned concepts to a secondary case study, in order to 
advance the understanding of their integration in practice.  
This case is analysed interpretively. A case method is 
considered applicable to this type of research, which 
attempts to integrate diverse paradigms as it provides a 
rich yet pragmatic approach to data collection and 
analysis.  The use of a secondary case is necessary for this 
topic since: 1- it provides a real scenario, which is not 
possible to repeat or access first hand since, by their 
nature, emergency situations are not planned. 2- It would, 
in any case, be unethical to collect data during an event 
when all resources are needed to cope with the problem. 
Most big events are well researched through exhaustive 
data collection after the event and most reports are in the 
public domain as it is a public issue. According to Reason 
[17] when sufficient evidence regarding a single case is 
available then “we are able to study the interaction of the 
various causal factors over an extended time scale in a 
way that would be difficult to achieve by other means”.  
While it is not suggested that it is possible to generalise 
the findings of a single case, as each is unique to its own 
context, there are common threads that enable learning to 
occur across cases.  Walsham [18] contends that 
interpretive case methods are appropriate when the aim of 
research is to understand the context and the process of 
systems, rather than to establish any hypothesis for 
testing. 



5. Case Study 

5.1 Background to Case Study 

The application of wireless technology and mobile agents 
to the public safety domain and rescue operations was 
evaluated by examining, a portion of the September 11 of 
2001 World Trading Centre collapse (WTC). Background 
knowledge of the WTC collapse can provide insight into 
the communication processes, complex interactions, and 
the accident sequences itself. Respectively, it would help 
to understand better how radical the environment was, 
from the time zero (first hit) until the last moment that the 
second tower collapsed. Furthermore it can provide a 
better insight to the crucial role of communications 
systems which could lead the decision makers to make 
appropriate decisions in a timely fashion based upon 
different kinds of data they receive from different of 
sources. Also studying the WTC collapse is significant 
since the size of the event is huge. According to the centre 
of fire statistics of International Technical Committee for 
the Prevention and Extinction of Fire [19], in the 
September 11, 2001 the biggest number of firefighters' 
fatalities in the history of civilian rescue operation has 
occurred.  
So far much research has been carried out regarding the 
September 11, 2001 WTC collapse and it has been studied 
from different points of view. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, the application of new wireless technologies 
and mobile agents has not been investigated in this 
context. Considering the unique significance of this case, 
this study could provide a better understanding of new 
applications, implications, advantages and disadvantages 
of these technologies, especially in the situations of 
extreme environment rescue operations.  

5.2 Review of the Case 

On the September 11, 2001 at 8.46am the first plane hit 
the North tower of WTC. An American Airline Boeing 
767, was deliberately flown to the North tower, striking it 
across 93 to 98 floors. The aircraft was swallowed up by 
the building as it hit to the building in 440 mile per hour 
and had a massive impact on the North tower since it was 
running too fast and also it was too heavy (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Hit area of North Tower [20]  

For the 6000 people below where the plane had hit, the 
staircases still offered the means of escape but for the 950 

people caught above the point of impact on the fire, there 
was no way out. 
At 9.02am the second airplane hit the South tower, 
impacting between floors 78 to 84. The plane had sliced 
into the South tower at an angle to the right and thereby 
smashed the eastern wall (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: The area of South Tower [20] 

At this stage about 2000 people left alive in the South 
tower, some 1500 below where the plane had crashed. For 
the 500 left above the impact line, two of the three 
staircases were completely impossible and one still 
offered the way out in its minimum capacity due to the 
heavy smoke and fire.  
At 9:51 a.m., a helicopter pilot cautioned that "large 
pieces" of the South Tower appeared to be about to fall 
and could pose a danger to those below. Immediately after 
the tower's collapse, a helicopter pilot radioed that news. 
This transmission was followed by successive 
communications at 10:08 a.m., 10:15 a.m., and 10:22 a.m. 
that called into question the condition of the North Tower. 
The FDNY chiefs would have benefited greatly if they 
had been able to communicate with personnel in the 
helicopter. 
57 minutes after the second attack, At 9.59 a.m. the South 
Tower collapsed. At 10.03 a.m., four minutes after the 
first tower collapse, an urgent evacuation message was 
radioed to all firefighters and policemen in the North 
tower. Many FDNY personnel in the North Tower who 
received the evacuation orders did not respond uniformly 
for several reasons. 25 minutes later at 10.28 a.m. still 
nearly 1000 people were trapped in the upper 20 floors, 
plus many firemen unaware of the evacuation order and 
still inside the tower were trying to save people, the North 
Tower came down. In total 2800 people died in the attack, 
479 of them were from the emergency services personnel, 
including 343 firefighters. 

5.3 Case Study Analysis 

After the first tower was hit by the hijacked airplane many 
firefighters, police officers and other rescue units got to 
the scene as soon as they could. But unpredictable 
problems arose causing obstacles to cope with the huge 
magnitude of the disaster properly.  Any attempt to 
establish a unified command would have been further 
frustrated by the lack of communication and coordination 
among responding agencies. The command posts were in 
different locations which could have served as a focal 
point for information sharing and they did not play an 

Hit area 

Hit area



integrating role in ensuring that information was shared 
among agencies. There was also a lack of comprehensive 
coordination between rescue units (Fire Department of 
New York: FDNY, New York Police Department: NYPD, 
and Port Authority of Police Department: PAPD) 
personnel climbing above the ground floors in the Twin 
Towers.  
Our studies show that on September 11 2001, information 
that was critical to informed decision making and required 
actions, was not shared among the involved agencies 
mainly for the following problems: 
Large number of users involved in the radio 
communication: this issue had affected the reliable one-to-
many broadcast capability of the firefighters' 
communications systems due to their communication 
systems limitations. 
Lack of interoperability among different parties: One 
considerable issue in the, WTC fall was the 
interoperability problem and there was insufficient 
interoperability among different communication systems. 
Data traffic and network congestion: communication 
networks experienced a number of technical problems. 
One important challenge that undermined their 
performance was the data congestion and high network 
traffic throughout the networks. As the case study shows, 
this problem highly damaged the communication 
reliability, coverage area and networks' responsiveness.    
Lack of Meta Data: Passing of information from one 
person to another, with understanding, is the fundamental 
purpose of any communications system and interpersonal 
communications normally include more than just verbal 
exchanges. As Marstrander & Hanssen [2] state, 
emergency communicators usually don’t have the luxury 
of using all of these elements that make up interpersonal 
communications. Their communications are limited to 
what is spoken or heard and a well trained emergency 
communicator and appropriate listening skills are critical 
for successful communications.  
Network interruptions and volatility: One important issue 
encountered through the case study is the frequent 
network breakages because the network was overwhelmed 
by the users or due to some technical problem such as 
communications infrastructure damages. 
Intelligent communication systems with autonomy: Public 
safety communications through the radio systems rely 
primarily on voice communication and they are designed 
to convey voice in the best way possible.  But these 
systems do not have any features that make them capable 
of sensing their environment and perform some processes 
and decision making based upon the perceived situation. 
Essential for these systems is that they should be 
authorized and capable to act autonomously. Also they 
should be able to establish a relation with their 
environment and perform within their environment 
proactively and reactively. This capability can be 
translated to the degree of systems' intelligence in order to 
integrate and transfer many of the human tasks to the 
systems functions.  

5.4 Discussions 

The case of the WTC collapse and the results show that 
the challenges of providing high quality communications 
to computing systems and users in a mobile environment 
is not only because the communications medium is 
wireless, but rather that the system must deliver 
information in the face of a constantly changing 
environment. According to Katz [21] in these kinds of 
environments the communications systems should be 
‘adaptive’ since mobility requires adaptability. Systems 
must be location and situation-aware, and must take 
advantage of the information to dynamically configure 
themselves in a distributed fashion. These systems require 
flexible access, in real-time, to multimedia information 
sources through wireless information systems such as: 
support for decision makers in the field, crisis 
management and response, law enforcement, and so forth. 
To be adaptable, communication systems require sensing 
their execution environment and then reacting accordingly 
to changes.  These reactions in turn, should be 
autonomous to assure that the taken actions are 
independent of any other factors that might affect the 
adaptability of the systems. In this sense, adaptability of a 
communication system depends on its sensitivity, 
reactivity, pro-activity, and autonomy a mobile 
configuration. Based upon this idea, mobile agents can 
make considerable contributions in communication 
systems, making them flexible and adoptable to their 
environment. As discussed in previous section, mobile 
agents are autonomous agents that can move throughout 
the networks and sense their environments through 
sensors and then choose the best action based upon the 
known conditions. In fact mobile agents can help 
communication systems not only augment the voice 
communications but also they are able to bring many 
benefits to them, make them flexible and compatible to 
the changing environments. Some of these benefits are 
described by Lange & Oshima [10] as: 1- they reduce the 
network load, 2- they can overcome network latency, 3- 
they can encapsulate network protocols, 4- they execute 
asynchronously and autonomously, 5- they are able to 
adapt dynamically to their environment, 6- they are 
naturally heterogeneous, and 7- they are robust and fault-
tolerant. These benefits of mobile agents along with their 
other attributes such as persistency, ability to learn, and 
ability to cooperate with other agents make them an 
appropriate option to be exploited in communications 
systems. In fact these contributions and effects can 
augment the influences and effectiveness of voice 
communications by providing complementary information 
about the environment such as retrieving data from 
databases [9] and handling different formats of data such 
as pictures and maps [22]. This makes mobile agent-based 
communication systems able to cope with large numbers 
of users involved in communications, deal with the 
interoperability problem, reduce the data traffic and 
network congestion, provide and process additional data 
about the environment, and work in a volatile network 
without losing the process ability. This is quite remarkable 
for decision makers when they are involved in a time 
sensitive and mission critical emergency task.       



6. Conclusion 

Mission critical emergency tasks require communications 
systems, that effectively support their operation and 
provide them with proper quantity and quality of 
information in a timely fashion. The case study presented 
in this paper reveals to what extent the role of 
communication systems is important in success or failure 
of MCEOs. In this paper, we investigated the contribution 
of mobile agents as a new communication paradigm in the 
MCEOs. Studies show that many attributes of mobile 

agents can augment performance of communication 
systems working in extreme environments. These 
attributes and characteristics of mobile agents make them 
suitable to cope with intermittent wireless networks, 
process data at its location and provide users with more 
reliable and meaningful information. These are vital for 
emergency tasks operations since they can equip mobile 
users with more information about their situation, save 
their time, speed up their operation and save more lives 
with less risk.  
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Abstract
In this paper, a wireless and parallel 

computation environment based on Bluetooth 
technology is proposed and illustrated by a matrix 
multiplication problem. The proposed algorithm 
divides a large computation problem into multiple 
smaller computation sub-problems. Each 
sub-problem is assigned to and solved by a mobile 
device. Individual results are collected through 
wireless communication and integrated into a 
complete solution. As demonstrated by experimental 
results, the proposed approach can reduce 
computation time, increase performance and provide 
flexible wireless computation environment.  

1. Introduction 
As wireless technologies advances rapidly, the 

number of devices which can perform mobile 
computation also increases. It is possible in the near 
future that massive mobile computation paradigm 
will replace conventional wired and fixed 
computation paradigm. Among mature wireless 
technology, Bluetooth technology has advantages of 
low cost, low power consumption, and ad hoc 
connection. Bluetooth adopts frequency hopping 
approach to reduce the effect of interference. 
Although the computation power is low in current 
Bluetooth enabled mobile devices, such as PDA and 
mobile phone, wireless parallel computation can 
reduce computation time of complex problems. So, it 
is important to propose a wireless parallel 
environment, so that the power of mobile 
computation can be fully explored.    

The parallel computation framework proposed 
in this paper is based on wireless communication 
technology. The matrix multiplication problem is 
applied to illustrate the operations of wireless parallel 
computation framework. Through divide and conquer 
mechanism, a large matrix computation problem can 
be recursively divided into multiple small matrix 
computation sub-problems. A small matrix 
computation is suitable to be computed in mobile 
device with low computation power. The 
computation time can thus be reduced significantly. 
To apply divide and conquer concept to Bluetooth, a 
master in piconet is responsible to divide problem 
into smaller sub-problems and distributed these 
sub-problems into slaves. Using role switching [1] 
technique, a slave can change its roles to be a master 
in another piconet. This master can further divide 
sub-problems into even smaller problems. The 

decomposition process forms a fully complete tree 
structure.

In literature, lots of researchers discuss 
parallel matrix computation problems. Wang and 
Sahni [2] proposed matrix multiplication algorithm in 
TIS-Mesh environment. This algorithm can minimize 
inter-processors communications, so that the 
performance of entire system can be increased. 
However, Wang and Sahni’s work can only be 
applied in wired network. Recently, parallel 
computation in wireless environment becomes an 
important research problem. The objective of this 
paper is to extent the parallel computation 
mechanism from wired to wireless and mobile 
environment.  

For researches of wireless parallel 
computation, Wu and Huang [2] proposed a 
framework for wireless parallel computation. The 
framework extends parallel computation task from 
distributed shared memory architecture to wireless 
architecture. They also proposed algorithm to find 
maximum value and sort array. In a network with N 
processors, their algorithm can reduce time 
complexity to O(1). However, their method did not 
take bandwidth allocation and scheduling problem 
into considerations. Thus, collision and inefficient 
bandwidth scheduling reduce the system 
performance. On the other hand, Chang et al. [3] 
proposed a BlueCube architecture based on 
Bluetooth technology. Chang’s method constructs a 
wireless parallel computation environment which is 
similar to Hyper Cube architecture. Advantages of 
Chang’s algorithm include small average length of 
routing path and small average number of paths 
served by each device. Besides, Chang’s method also 
proposed a distributed network migration protocol 
within a piconet. This protocol decomposes a 
congested piconet into multiple piconets through role 
switching techniques. However, Chang’s method did 
not evaluate performance of parallel computation. 
Based on discussions of previous works, the protocol 
presented in this paper will focus on efficient 
bandwidth allocation and communication scheduling 
algorithms, so that the performance of entire network 
can be maximized. A matrix multiplication problem 
will be applied to illustrate the proposed approach 
and evaluate performance of the approach.  

2.The Matrix Multiplication Problem 
Standard and Strassen are two well known 

matrix multiplication algorithms. In the following, 
we will first introduce Strassen algorithm. 



2.1 Assumption and Definition 
In this paper, all devices which are 

participated in parallel computations can 
communicate with each other. The network is 
homogenous, so the computation power of each 
device is the same. For the sake of presentation, 
mathematical symbols are defined as follows:  

Am,n(i,j), matrix: The element in the i-th row and 
the j-th column of matrix Am,n, where m and n are 
number of rows and columns in matrix A,
respectively. When m=n, the maxtix Am,n can be 
abbreviated as Am.

Cm,n(i,j), product of matrix multiplication: The 
element of the i-th row and the j-th column of matrix 
Cm,n, where Cm,n denotes product of matrices Am,p and
Bp,n. The operation of matrix product is denoted as 

nppmnm BAC ,,,

m, size of Cm: In this paper, Strassen algorithm is 
used to investigate wireless parallel computation. To 
simply the discussion, it is assumed that m is power 
of 2, i.e. m = 2k.

Dt(M), Required bandwidth to transmit matrix M:
The value of Dt(M) can be computed using size of 
matrix M, and size of each element in 
M. nmElMDt )( , where El is data size of each 

element in matrix and m, n are size of matrix M, 
respectively. For example, when El=2 bytes, The 
value of each element range from -32768 to 32767. 

Piconet (Pi) : A piconet is represented as 
}71),{( , jSMP jiii , where Mi denotes master of 

piconet Pi and Si,j 則 denotes the j-th slave in the i-th 
piconet.  

2.2 Strassen Algorithm 
Strassen Algorithm was proposed in 1977 to 

perform efficient matrix multiplication. Strassen 
algorithm decomposes matrix multiplication Am,p and 
Bp,n into 7 sub-matrix multiplication problem where 
the size of matrix is half of original matrix. Each 
sub-matrix multiplication is calculated individually. 
The results of these seven sub-matrix multiplication 
are then integrated to form the product matrix 
MABm,n. The details and time complexity analysis of 
Strassen algorithm are described as following. Finally, 
we will use divide and conquer approach to extent 
Strassen algorithm.  
A. Operations of Strassen Algorithm 

For the sake of description, symbols applied in 
Strassen algorithm are summarized as follows. 

QAmn: Block partitions of matrix A. Strassen 
algorithm partitions a large matrix into four blocks of 
matrices with equal sizes. Assume the size of original 
matrix A is nn , where n=2k. Block partitions of 

matrices are represented as 
2221

1211

QAQA

QAQA , where 

QA11, QA12, QA21 and QA22 are block partitions of 

matrices with sizes of 
22
nn

.

B. Time Complexity Analysis of Strassen 
Algorithm

Let n = 2k, where k is an integer. For matrix 
multiplication problems with size nn , pre-additions 
step need ten matrix addition/subtraction with 

size
22
nn

. Recursive calls step require 7 matrix 

multiplications with size
22
nn

. Post-additions step 

require 8 matrix additions/subtractions. Generally 

speaking, Strassen algorithm needs 7 
22
nn

 matrix 

multiplications, and 18 
22
nn

matrix 

additions/subtractions. The time complexity of 
Strassen algorithm is O(nlog7). 
3.Wireless Parallel Matrix Multiplication 
Algorithm (WPMM) 

Conventional parallel processing operates in a 
wired communication environment. For parallel 
processing in wireless environment, simultaneous 
communications among wireless devices is an 
important research issue. The proposed wireless 
parallel matrix multiplication algorithm operates in a 
divide and conquer manner. The algorithm comprise 
scattering, computation and gathering phases. 
WPMM algorithm adopted Strassen algorithm to 
divide a large matrix multiplication problem into 7 
matrix-multiplications sub-problems with half size of 
original one. 

3.1 Extension of Strassen Algorithm 
The operations of Strassen algorithm are 

summarized in Table 1. From Table 1, it is observed 
that the large matrix multiplication problem BA is
decomposed into seven sub-matrix multiplication 
problems (the computation of matrix QP1 to QP7. To 
obtain the product of BA , further matrix 
additions/subtractions are required. Using divide and 
conquer mechanism, the computation of QPi can be 
recursively decomposed into smaller 
matrix-multiplication sub-problems. This process can 
be repeated until a suitable size of matrix is obtained 
to perform matrix multiplications. 

Table 1: Summary of operations in Strassen algorithm.

221122111 QBQBQAQAQP

1122212 QBQAQAQP

2212113 QBQBQAQP 754111 QPQPQPQPQC

1121224 QBQBQAQP 4221 QPQPQC

2212115 QBQAQAQP 5312 QPQPQC

121111216 QBQBQAQAQP 632122 QPQPQPQPQC

222122127 QBQBQAQAQP



Figure 1: The relation between matrix multiplication and 

Bluetooth piconet. 

3.2The relation between Strassen 
algorithm and Bluetooth Piconet 

The divide and conquer mechanism is applied 
to compute matrix multiplication. Let mmm BAC ,

where m = 2k, k N and m 2. From Table 1, it is 
observed that to obtain the product Cm, the 
sub-matrix 1QP to 7QP must first be computed. In 

Bluetooth, the problem can be described as follows. 
A master needs to compute matrix 
multiplication mm BA , it can decompose this 

problem into 7 sub-problems 1QP to 7QP and

distributes these sub-problems into its seven slaves. 
Figure 1 shows the relation between a matrix 
multiplication problem and a Bluetooth piconet. 
When a slave receive sub-matrix, it can decide 
further decomposition is possible or not. If it is 
possible to further decompose a sub-matrix into 
smaller sub-matrix, it can recursively decompose the 
problem and distribute these sub-matrix into its seven 
slave. If further decomposition is impossible, it will 
perform matrix multiplication in this device directly. 
When result in each slave is computed, the results 
should send to master device to compute the final 
matrix C. Total processing steps can be categorized 
into scattering, computing, and gathering phases. In 
scattering phase, master divide large matrix 
multiplication problem into seven matrix 
multiplication sub-problems. Master then send 
needed sub-matrix to each slave. When the size of 
matrix is equal to predefined threshold, the slave will 
turn to computing phase. It is assumed that the 
computing power of each device is the same, so the 
computing time in computing phases in each device 
is the same. After computing phase, each device will 
turn to gathering phase. In gathering phase, slave can 
obtain results through inter-slave communications, so 
that the computing time can be shorten.  
4. Bluetooth-based Wireless Parallel 
Matrix Multiplication Algorithm  
(BWPMM)

To reduce interference, Bluetooth use 
frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) 
mechanism. Each device will hop within 79 channels. 
It is possible that more than one piconet exists in the 

same place. So, multiple device pair within different 
piconets can communicate simultaneously. As shown 
in Figure 2, BWPMM algorithm includes scattering, 
computing, and gathering phases. First, a large 
matrix multiplication is divided into 7 matrix 
multiplication sub-problems. The division process 
repeats until a suitable size of matrix is reached. Each 
device then compute results of matrix multiplication. 
Finally, the results are integrated to obtain solution of 
original matrix multiplication problem. 

Figure 2: Three phases of Bluetooth-based Wireless Parallel 

Matrix Multiplication (BWPMM) algorithm. 

4.1 Detail operations of BWPMM 

A. Scattering Phase 

CP(Pi): Probability of collision within a Piconet。
TSi: Average time of transmitting matrix in 

Scattering Phase. TSi can be computed as follows. 
)()or()( ii PCPQBQADtQPDtTS

multicastmulticast

Figure 3: Operations in Scattering Phase.
The objective of Scattering phase is to divide 

matrix into smaller sub-matrix and send to each slave. 
From Table 1, it is observed that the computation of  

6531 and,,, QPQPQPQP all need 11QA as operand. To 

reduce bandwidth consumption, master in piconet 
can use multicast communicaiton to transmit 
sub-matrix to all salves. Figure 3 demonstrates 
operations of scattering phase. Initially, master 
determines the size of TS1 to TS8 according to size of 
matrix and available communication bandwidth. 
Time slots TS1, TS2, ... , TS8 are used to transmit QA11,
QA12, …, QB22, respectively. Master can determine 
the size of each time interval and broadcast this time 
schedule to all slaves. A piconet contains at most 
seven slaves. There is a naturally association between 
a slave Si and a sub-matrix multiplication QPi, as 
shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. For example, slave S1

is responsible to compute
221122111 QBQBQAQAQP ,
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So S1 needs to receive sub-matrices, QA11, QA22, QB11,
and QB22. The sub-matrices where each slave needs 
to receive are denoted by gray area as shown in 
Figure 3. Master broadcasts each sub-matrix 
sequentially. Each slave can either receive sub-matrix 
or enter power saving state. In Scattering phase, Time 
slots TS1 to TS8 are used to transmit sub-matrices 
four sub-matrices in A and four sub-matrices of B. At 
the end of TS8, extra time slots can be reserved for 
data retransmission if packet lost were occurred. 
During transmission, packet type DH5 is used to 
increase transmission efficiency. 

B. Computing Phase 

If a slave is an M/S relay, it will further 
decompose the received sub-matrix QPi into smaller 
sub-matrices and perform role switching operations 
to become master of another piconet. It will repeat 
scattering, computing and gathering phase again. 
However, if role of a device is pure slave, the device 
will perform matrix multiplication directly.   

C. Gathering Phase 

The ultimate goal of BWPMM is to compute 
the final product matrix MAB. When results QPi in 
Slave Si are computed, Master device needs to 
integrate QP1 to QP7 to obtain QC11, QC12, QC21, and 
QC22. If multi-channel characteristics of Bluetooth 
can be used to speedup communications, the 
computation time of QC11, QC12, QC21, and QC22 can 
be reduced significantly. In the following, a greedy 
algorithm is proposed to reduce the number of 
sub-matrix transmission between master and slave 
from 7 to 5. The number of matrix 
additions/subtractions can be reduced to 4. 

4.2 Greedy Algorithm 
Greedy algorithm use the following rules to 

choose communication pairs among slaves to reduce 
communication time. 

Rule 1: Immediate Rule 

Because master device can communicate with 
one slave at a time, the utilization of master device 
should as high as possible, so that performance 
within a piconet can be increased. When one slave 
has computed results of QC11, QC12, QC21, or QC22, it 
should transmit this result to master as soon as 
possible. Master thus can obtain QC11, QC12, QC21,
and QC22.

Rule 2: Prepare Rule 

To increase utilization of master device and 
avoid unnecessary waiting due to master is busy, the 
prepare rule is defined. In prepare rule, some slaves 
are chosen to compute MC11, MC12, MC21, or MC22 as 
early as possible, so that the communication between 
master and slave can be performed as soon as 
possible.   

Rule 3: Broadcast Rule 

In Bluetooth, data exchanging among slaves 
can be achieved efficiently by packet broadcasting. 

So, in gathering phase, some QP matrix transmission 
can be performed through broadcasting, so that the 
number of matrix transmission can be reduced from 
two to one. 

Rule 4: Reduce Rule 

The computation of QC11 requires three matrix 
transmission, i.e. QC11=QP1+QP4-QP5+QP7. If QP 
matrix can be transmitted as soon as possible, the 
waiting time of Master can be reduced to compute 
QC11.

The priorities of the above rules are as follows: 
rule1 > rule2 > rule3 > rule4. Figure 4 illustrates 
operations of the proposed greedy algorithm. The 
time needed to transmit QP matrix in gathering phase 
is defined as Tgi.
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Figure 4:  Operations of the Greedy algorithm. 

4.3 Parallel Communication 
In gathering phase, there are lots of parallel 

transmissions need to be done. For example, in 
Figure 4(a), Slave 2 transmits QP2 to Slave 4, Slave 1 
transmits to Slave 6, and Slave 3 transmits to Slave 5, 
simultaneously. These parallel transmissions can be 
achieved through role switching operations. First, 
Slave 1, 2, and 3 send role switching LMP request 
packets to Master. Then, master replies accept 
packets to these slaves. Information contained in 
LMP acceptance packet includes BD addresses and 
clock offsets of Slave 4, 5, 6, and 7. After Slave 1, 2, 
and 3 received LMP accept packets, they can enter 



page state using previous collected BD addresses and 
clock offsets. Master inform slave 4, 5, 6, and 7 to 
enter page scan state. A scatternet is then constructed 
as shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5, the gray nodes 
indicate masters of temporary constructed piconets. 

Master

M/S Relay

Slave

Master

M/S Relay

Slave

Master

M/S Relay

Slave

Figure 5: Illustration of Piconet restructuring. 
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S lave

Figure 7: A scatternet is connected as a hierarchical tree structure 

with degree 7. 

4.4.Perform Strassen Algorithm on BT 
Tree 

Due to the constraint that a piconet has at most 
seven active slaves, the proposed Bluetooth-based 
parallel matrix multiplication algorithm adopts 
Strassen style computation paradigm. As shown in 
Figure 6, a Bluetooth scatternet contains a tree 
structure with branches 7 in each internal node. A 
large matrix multiplication problem in parent node is 
decomposed into seven small matrix multiplication 
problems computed in seven slave nodes.  

5. Experimental Results 
To evaluate performance of BWPMM 

algorithm, Bluetooth devices involved in parallel 
computation are organized as a hierarchical tree 
structure. This tree can be used to observe 
performance of divide and conquer parallel algorithm. 
Initially, all devices stay in inquiry scan states. The 
device which initiate parallel computation task will 
change its state to inquiry state. When the first 
piconet with one master and seven salves is 
constructed, these slaves will change state to inquiry 
state and construct piconets with seven slaves in the 
second level of BT tree. These process repeats until 
the designated level is constructed or all devices are 
connected. In the following, all experiments use 
Strassen algorithm to compute matrix multiplication 
and use Bluetooh-N protocol with no collision to 
evaluate system performance. Related parameters 
used in experiments are summarized as follows. 

1. The size of each element in a matrix is 2 bytes. 

2. The bandwidth of wireless communication is 
assumed to be 79 MB/s. 
The computing powers of most mobile devices are 
weak. In the following experiments, it is assumed 
that the computing power of mobile device is 
100MIPS, so that the relation between the number of 
devices and the required computing time can be 

established. Theoretically, increasing the number of 
devices will decrease the required computing time. 
However, when the number of devices increases 
from 64 to 512, the computing time does not 
decrease. The reason why such situation happens 
relies on the fact that the level of tree increases and 
the dimension of matrix in leaf nodes decreases when 
the number of devices increase. The computing tasks 
of BWPMM are executed in leaf nodes. When the 
number of devices increase, the reduction of 
computing time in leaf nodes can not compensate the 
increasing of communication overhead. 
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computing devices and total computing time when 
the bandwidth is 79MB. 
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matrix and total computing time. 

As the dimension increased, the 
communication time of a matrix transmission also 
increased. As shown in Figure 8, the total computing 
time of the task increases when the size of matrix is 
increased. The reason why the cost increases is that 
the times to perform computation and 
communication of matrix multiplication both are 
increased. As the computing power of a mobile 
device increases, the communication capability 
remains the same. As shown in Figure 9, when the 
computing power of a device is increasing k times, 
the needed computing time decreases to 1/k times. 
For parallel computation task, the computing power 
of mobile device has small impacts on the total 
computing time. In this circumstance of low 
computing power, the number of devices used in the 
computing process has more inferences on the 
computing and communication times. 
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As shown in Figure 10, when the number of 
computing devices is increased, the ratio of 
communication over computing time will also 
increased even if the computing power of mobile 
device remains the same. The reason why this 
situation occurs is that increasing the number of 
computing devices will reduce the size of matrix 
multiplications computed in leaf nodes and increase 
the height of hierarchical tree architecture 
simultaneously. When the size of matrix 
multiplication is reduced, the computing time 
overhead is reduced. When the height of hierarchical 
tree structure is increased, the communication 
overhead is increased. 

From the simulation results shown in Figure 

11, when the dimension of matrix is increased, the 
ratio of transmission over computing time is reduced 
during the parallel computing process. This fact 
reveals that increasing the size of matrix will also 
increase the computing time. It is conjectured that 
when the size of matrix is increased, the increasing 
computing time is twice as the increasing 
communication time. Because large matrix 
multiplication problem will reduce the impacts of 
communication overhead, large matrix 
multiplications will benefit the BWPMM algorithm.  

6. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, we have proposed a 

Bluetooth-based wireless and parallel matrix 
multiplication (BWPMM) algorithm. The BWPMM 
algorithm use divide-and-conquer mechanism and 
hierarchical tree network architecture to reduce 
computing time of large matrix multiplication 
problem. As demonstrated by experimental results, 
the proposed BWPMM algorithm indeed reduces the 
computing time and increases bandwidth utilization. 
The future work of this paper will try to discover 
more efficient wireless transmission technologies to 
improve system performance and apply the proposed.   
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Abstract
The major power consumption of wireless sensor node 
comes from data collection process from sensor node 
to sink node. Because the total energy of a mobile 
device is limited, the life time of a mobile device lasts 
until all of its power is exhausted. In this paper, an 
energy efficient anycast routing protocol is proposed. 
The proposed protocol finds a routing path with 
minimum accumulated power consumption to transmit 
a data packet from sensor node to sink node. When a 
sensor node moves, leaves, joins, or enters low power 
state, new routing paths can be maintained through 
local flooding process. As demonstrated by 
experimental results, the proposed anycast routing 
protocol indeed increase the lifetime of entire network. 

  Keywords – Anycast routing protocol, network 
lifetime, wireless sensor network. 

I. INTRODUCTION
  A sensor network consists of sensor and sink 
nodes. Operator can handle and manage sensor 
network through sink nodes. Operations of sensor 
network include event detection, temporary data 
storing, and data forwarding. When a sensor node is 
deployed, the lifetime of this node lasts from power on 
to power exhausted. Due to the energy of sensor node 
is limited, the communication range of a sensor node 
is small in most applications. Many power 
consumption researches [3][4][5] assume that power 
consumption is direct proportional to square of 
communication distance. Besides, a sensor node can 
not move by itself unless external force is put on this 
device. If some sensor node is moved by external 
force, the detection range and accuracy of data 
collection will be poor. To insure that the events within 
a range can be completely collected, the number of 
sensor nodes should be large enough.   
  In literature, routing algorithms can be 
categorized into the following classes [1]: (1) Sensor 
node chooses the routing paths with minimum hop 
count. Small number of devices involved in this class 
of routing algorithm. The message can be sent to sink 
node with small delay time. However, to reduce the 
number of hop count, each sensor node may choose a 
device with the longest distance within a hop. In this 
circumstance, the power of sensor node is exhausted 
fast. When some device exhausts its power, a device 
may not find a routing path to sink node even if most 
of sensor nodes are alive in a sensor network. (2) 

Sensor node can forward message to sink node 
through a routing path based on principle of minimum 
energy consumption. The drawback of this class of 
methods is that when two sensor nodes are very close, 
routing path pass through nearby devices will always 
choose these two devices. So the power of these two 
devices will exhaust fast. (3) Each sensor node 
computes remaining power. Devices with high 
remaining power have large probabilities to be chosen 
to forward message. The advantage of this method is 
that the remaining powers of most of sensor node are 
power balanced. The drawbacks of this method are as 
follows. Some devices with large remaining power 
will involve in the routing path even if it is not 
necessary to this node to forward messages or a longer 
routing path is chosen to forward message. These 
drawbacks will exhaust extra power. All these three 
class of methods have advantages and drawbacks. 
Which class of routing algorithm should be chosen to 
perform routing path establishment depends on 
various conditions. To take new sensor node into 
considerations, the second class of routing algorithms 
is selected in this paper.  
  The remaining sections of this paper are 
organized as follows. In section II, we will describe 
the relation between power consumption and 
communication distance and details parts of the 
proposed protocol. Performance analysis is conducted 
in Section III to verify the proposed protocol. The 
protocol proposed in [8] will be used as benchmark to 
evaluate performance of the proposed protocol. Finally, 
we will conclude this paper in Section IV. 

II. ENERGY-EFFICIENT ANYCAST ROUTING 
PROTOCOL
  In this section, the relation between power 
consumption and communication distance of sensor 
nodes will be described first. Then the data structure 
and message type will be summarized to describe the 
proposed protocol. Section 2.1 describes the detail 
operations of the proposed protocol. In Section 2.2, 
route maintenances tasks for predictable or 
unpredictable topology change of networks will be 
described. Scenario, problems, and solutions of 
various route maintenance tasks are presented in 
details to illustrate how routing path is maintained.     
The power consumption of message transmission 
between two sensor nodes can be formulated as: 

ET (k , d) = Eelec * k + Eamp * k * d2  (1)
    ER (k) = Eelec * k     (2) 



  In Equation (1) and (2), ET and ER represent 
power consumptions for transmitting and receiving a 
message for a sensor node. Either transmitting or 
receiving messages need to consume power Eelec. In 
transmitting message, Eamp represents power 
consumption constant for amplifier circuit. Typical 
values of Eelec and Eamp are Eelec=50nJ/bit,
Eamp=100pJ/bit/m2. Parameters k and d represents 
message length and communication distance, 
respectively. 
  Based on Equations (1) and (2), the distance 
between two sensor nodes can be estimated from 
transmission and receiving power levels. The internal 
state of a sensor node may be working or idle. In 
working state, a sensor node is active and this node 
can transmit and receive messages. Working state can 
be further partitioned into awake and low power states. 
When the power level of a sensor node is within 
10%~100% of full power, a sensor node is in 
awakening state. In awaken state, a sensor node can 
perform all operations. When the power level of a 
device is below 10% of full power, it will stay at low 
power state. In low power state, a node can only 
perform sensing, transmitting, and receiving 
operations. Hello and info_request messages will be 
ignored. Idle state is used to reduce power 
consumption. It is not necessary for most wireless 
sensor network applications to keep sensor node 
awake all the times. In this circumstance, a sensor 
node can enter power saving mode to reduce power 
consumption. In idle state, a sensor node can monitor 
medium through overhearing mechanism. If the 
content is relevant to a sensor node, it can switch from 
idle to awake mode to processing the following tasks. 
  When a sensor node is deployed, some 
information is maintained for future routing path 
decision and inter-node communication. Each node 
maintains the following data structure. (1) ID: Each 
sensor node owns a unique ID which is used to 
identify itself when this node communicates with other 
nodes. (2) hop_count: Sink node broadcasts hello 
message periodically. Each node will extract hop count 
from message, increase the hop count and rebroadcast 
the updated message. Based on hop count information, 
a sensor node knows how to route a message to sink 
node.  (3) total_cost: This field contains the total 
power consumption when a message is send from this 
node to sink node. This power consumption is 
computed by this node and all relay nodes from this 
node to sink node. (4) hop_cost: Hop cost is the power 
consumption to transmit message from this node the 
next hop node. (5) next_node: Next node is ID of the 
neighboring device which is used to relay message 
from this node to sink node. (6) energy: energy field 
indicates the remaining power level of this sensor 
node. (7) cost: Assume there are m nodes within 
communication range. The fields cost[i][1] are used to 
record ID of the i-th neighboring nodes. The fields 
cost[i][1] are used to record the power consumption 
when a message is transmit from this node the i-th 

neighboring sensor node. 

2.1 Route Establishment 
  In sensor network, when several sensor nodes are 
deployed, it is necessary to connect these nodes to 
form a topology, so that neighboring events can be 
detected and transmitted to sink node. Figure 1 shows 
an example. 

(a) When node a
transmits message, the 
strength of message is 
dominated by 
communication distance.

(b) neighbor nodes of a
compute the power 
consumption between 
node a and itself.  

Figure 1: Topology construction through 
interconnected sensor nodes. 

  Initially, each sensor node operates independently 
and connects with no sensor node. When a sensor node 
intends to establish connection with other nodes, it 
will broadcast a hello message with fixed power level 
P. According to the received power level, neighboring 
nodes can estimate distance between sender and 
receiver nodes. Neighboring nodes can compute the 
required power consumption when a message is send 
from sender to this node and vise versa. All sensor 
nodes will broadcast hello messages, so a sensor node 
knows how many nodes in its neighboring and how 
much power consumption when a neighboring nodes 
send message to itself. In this way, a connected 
network topology can be constructed. To find routing 
path from sensor node to sink node, an on-demand like 
routing protocol is proposed in this paper. The 
following routing information is maintained in each 
node: (1) ID of next hop nodes in routing path. (2) 
Accumulated power consumption when this routing 
path is chosen to delivery message.  
  

Figure 2: Illustration of unnecessary power 
consumption. 

  
When sink nodes broadcast message, the 

broadcast storm problem [9] should be taken into 
considerations. Another condition which consumes 
extra power is demonstrated in Figure 2. When a sends
a message, b and c will receive the message 
simultaneously. In next turn, b sends message to c and 
c send message to d and e. In this circumstance, if 
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device d and e find that forwarding message through b
is a better choice, they will update their table again. To 
reduce the effect of this problem, we propose to defer 
message rebroadcasts to reduce power consumption.  
2.2 Route Maintenance 
  When sensor nodes are deployed in outside 
environment, it is possible that some external force 
will change network topology. When this happens, it is 
necessary to update routing paths for changing nodes 
to make the entire network operates normally. In the 
following, we take four scenarios into considerations 
and propose solutions to solve these problems. 
2.2.1 Mobility Management 

When a sensor node is moved by some external 
force, it is said to be a moved sensor node and 
abbreviated as MSN. When a MSN is moved, one of 
the following conditions may happen. (1) The distance 
between MSN and nearest next hop node is shorten 
and the distance between MSN and previous hop is 
increased. In this circumstance, message from 
previous hop can not delivery to this hop and message 
from this node to next hop is delivered with larger 
power consumption. (2) MSN can not send message to 
next hop using the power level computed by sink 
flooding. All routing paths passing through this MSN 
need to find new routing paths. 

If all nodes are mobile, i.e. in a mobile sensor 
network, the routing path can be fixed by increasing 
the power level, Max(last cost, next cost), of MSN to 
transmit message. Using a larger power level, MSN 
can delivery messages to both previous and next hop 
nodes. The message received by next hop node can be 
forwarded to sink node. The message received by 
previous hop can be treated as Acknowledge message 
of previous message transmission to ensure a reliable 
message transmission. If sensor node have transmitted 
a message and have not received acknowledge 
message in time out interval, this node need to send 
info_request message to neighbor nodes. Neighboring 
nodes will response message to this node to update 
routing path information. 
2.2.2 Sensor Leave 
  If a sensor node is destroyed by external force 
and lost its operation capabilities, this node can be 
treated as leaving sensor network. The leaving node is 
said to be a leaved sensor node (LSN). When a sensor 
node is leaving, all routing path passing through this 
LSN become invalid. For example, if S3 needs S4 to 
relay message to sink node and S4 becomes a LSN, 
then S4 will not forward messages sent by S3. In this 
circumstance, S3 sends message to S4 and receive no 
acknowledge message from S3. S3 thinks that S4 is 
either moved or leaved. S3 will broadcast info_request 
to find new routing path to sink nodes. After received 
response from neighboring nodes, S3 can find new 
routing path to sink node. 
2.2.3 Sensor Join 
  As the sensor network operates for a long time, 
some sensor nodes will exhaust its power. When a lot 
of sensor nodes have no power, the sensor network 

may become partitioned and can not operate normally. 
To solve this problem, redeployment of new sensor 
nodes can make the network continuously operation. 
When new sensor nodes join sensor network, two 
conditions may occur. In the first condition, only small 
number of new sensor nodes join sensor network. The 
new nodes is said to be a joined sensor node (JSN). 
When JSN joins the network, it will first broadcast a 
hello message. The neighboring nodes compute power 
consumption when transmit message between itself 
and the JSN, includes its information into hello_reply 
message, and reply hello_reply message to JSN. JSN 
can use information in hello_reply message to find 
best routing path. From this example, we can observe 
that new joined JSN can mitigate power consumption 
and improve lifetime of entire network.  
  Another condition is that sensor nodes consume 
their powers in similar manner. In this circumstance, 
many sensor nodes may exhaust their power 
simultaneously. To keep the network continuously 
operation, many JSNs should be added to the sensor 
network simultaneously. When these new JSNs join 
sensor network, they may broadcasts info_requests to 
get information of neighboring nodes. But the 
neighboring nodes are JSN too, and will not reply 
hello_reply to info_request message, so JSN can not 
obtain routing path information.  
2.2.4 Sensor Low Power 
  The fourth condition is sensor low power. This 
condition is similar to LSN, but the difference is that 
LSN is unpredictable and sensor low power is 
predictable. When the power level of a sensor node is 
low, it can compute the required sharing of power 
consumption by neighboring nodes to increase lifetime 
of sensor node without adding new sensor nodes. 
When the power level of a sensor node is below a 
predefined threshold L, it is said to be a low power 
sensor node (LPSN). To reduce power consumption, 
LPSN will execute sensing and transmission tasks and 
will not relay message of other sensor nodes. 

III. SIMULATION
  To evaluate performance of the proposed 
multi-sink routing protocol, a simulation is 
implemented using C++ language. In simulation, the 
positions of sink and sensor nodes are randomly 
selected. To obtain meaningful results, simulations are 
performed several times with various randomly 
generated topologies. Average of several results is 
computed as the final result. The protocol proposed in 
[8] is also implemented as benchmark and is denoted 
as ARMN. For the sake of reasonable comparison, 
only the condition of leaving sensor nodes is taken 
into consideration. When a routing path is found, a 
sensor node is randomly selected to generate message 
and this node will forward message along the 
computed routing path. The message is transmitted 
2000 times and results are averaged to computed mean 
values. The simulation parameters are summarized as 
in Table 1. 



Table 1: Parameters used in simulation 
Number of sensor nodes 20
Number of sink nodes 3
Number of message transmission 
when a routing path is constructed. 

2000

Transmission range 100m
Simulation area 200m*200m
Initial power 200J

  Figure 3 shows the relation between operation 
time and number of remaining active nodes. In the 
same environment, after 2000 message transmissions, 
the proposed protocol has 6-14 active nodes which is 
better than ARMN which has 4-12 active nodes.  

Figure 3: The relation between operation times and 
number of remaining active nodes. 
  Figure 4 shows accumulated hop counts after 
2000 message transmission. From Figure 4, it is 
observed that the proposed protocol require 300 more 
hops than ARMN.  

Figure 4: Accumulated hop count after 2000 message 
transmissions. 
  Figure 5 demonstrates the relations between 
operation time and total remaining energe. The 
proposed protocol remains 200J more power than 
ARMN after 2000 message transmissions.  

Figure 5: The relation between operation time and 
remaining power of entire network. 

IV. CONCLUSION
  In this paper, we have proposed a multi-sink 
routing protocol which can find routing path with 
minimum accumulated power consumption. Solutions 
of scenario such as moving, join, leaving, and low 
power of sensor nodes are also proposed to enhance 
the network lifetime. From simulation results, the 
proposed protocol has better performance than ARMN 
in terms of active remaining nodes and accumulated 
remaining powers. The proposed protocol indeed can 
enhance lifetime of sensor network. In future work, 
the proposed protocol will be extended to 
cluster-based network architecture to further reduce 
power consumption.  
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ABSTRACT  
Bluetooth Location Network (BLN) [2] is a mobile network that 

consists of a number of location-aware Bluetooth devices. In a BLN, 
a multicast service is provided by sending messages from a service 
server to a number of specific members via a Bluetooth wireless 
network. This paper proposes a multicasting protocol for 
constructing efficient multicast tree in BLN. Adopted with role 
switching [1][3] and time-slot leasing[4][5] techniques, the 
constructed multicast tree reduces the transmission delay and 
power consumptions for multicast services. Additionally, a 
maintenance protocol is proposed to resolve the route 
disconnection problem causing by node mobility reason, 
preventing the constructed multicast tree from broken. The 
proposed protocol will construct a multicast tree with good 
features of shortest route, high degree of path sharing, and fewer 
forwarding nodes. Simulation results reveal that the proposed 
multicast tree outperforms the multiple unicast routing and 
traditional multicast protocols in the BLN.

Keywords: Bluetooth, Bluetooth Location Networks, multicast, role 
switch, time leasing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth [1] is a promising technology that aims at supporting 
wireless connectivity among various mobile devices such as cellular 
phones, headsets, PDAs, and their peripheries. Device equipped 
with Bluetooth chips are able to communicate with other devices 
with characteristics of low power, low costs, short distances, in a 
wireless manner. 

The smallest network unit in Bluetooth system is a piconet, 
which consists of one master and ups to seven active slaves. By 
connecting multiple piconets, a large-area network can be formed 
called scatternet. In a scatternet, source and destination may exist in 
different piconets. An efficient routing protocol is required to 
support cross piconet data communication service. A number of 
routing protocols have been proposed to construct a route from 
source to destination. Most of them adopt a flooding scheme where 
a source broadcasts a route search packet and node in network 
rebroadcast the received route search packet in advance. On 
receiving the route search packet, the destination node replies with a 
route reply packet to construct a route. Although the flooding 
operation may generate a shortest route, it consumes scatternet 
bandwidth and devices’ power. Some other researches developed 
location methods to provide each device with the location 
information. The location information helps not only to find the 
location of event but also reduce the overhead raised by flooding.  

Multicast service has been widely discussed in both wired and 
wireless networks. The trend of installing wireless equipment such 
as Bluetooth in mobile devices Cellular phone, PDA, and other 
portable devices will increase the need of providing mobile users 

with multicast service. These requirements will especially be found 
in a large area public service region such as mall, shop, airport, and 
so on. The construction of Bluetooth Location Network (BLN) has 
been discussed in [2], which is an architecture system of 
environment designed for obtaining the indoor location information 
of mobile devices. By the cooperative computing of installed 
Bluetooth access points, BLN provides location information of 
Bluetooth mobile devices, thus supporting user the services such as 
obtaining instant information, peer-to-peer communication, or 
query information by using the equipped Bluetooth mobile device. 
Network resources thus can be highly utilized. 

This paper aims at developing efficient multicast protocol for 
providing multicast service in a BLN. With the assumption that the 
BLN provide each mobile device the location information, the paper 
proposes an efficient multicast protocol with good features of 
shortest route, high degree of path sharing, and least forwarding 
nodes. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the Bluetooth and Bluetooth Location Networks system 
and states the problems investigated in this article. The terminology 
used in this paper is provided in Section 3. Section 4 describes in 
details the proposed relative coordinates-based multicasting 
protocol (RCMP) and a maintenance protocol. Performance 
simulations of the proposed RCMP are discusses in Section 5 and 
Section 6 finally concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

2.1 Bluetooth 

Bluetooth operates in the international 2.4 GHz Industrial, 
Scientific and Medical (ISM) band, at a gross data rate of 
1Mbit/second, and features low energy consumption for use in 
battery operated devices. To achieve the highest possible robustness 
for noisy radio environments, Bluetooth uses a packet-switching 
protocol based on a frequency hop scheme with 1600 hops per 
second. The entire available frequency spectrum is used with 79 
hops of 1 MHz bandwidth. Virtual channels are defined using 
pseudo-random hop sequences.  

In the Bluetooth network all units are peer units with identical 
hardware and software interfaces distinguished by a unique 48-bit 
Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR). At the start of a connection, 
the initializing unit is temporarily assigned as a master and the other 
one is assigned as a slave. This assignment is valid only during this 
connection. Slaves are assigned a temporary 3-bit active member 
address (AM_ADDR) by master to reduce the number of addressing 
bits required for active communication. A piconet is the smallest 
network unit formed by a master and one or up to seven active 
slaves in Bluetooth. Each piconet is defined by a different frequency 
hopping channel which is the pseudo-random hopping sequence of 
the piconet master. All units participating in the same piconet are 



synchronized to this channel sequence. If a node participated in 
more than one piconet and responsible for relaying data from one 
piconet to another, it is named bridge (or relay). Two different types 
of bridge are existed in scatternet: m/s bridge, plays a master role in 
any participated piconet, and s/s bridge. 

2.2 Bluetooth Location Networks 

González-Castaño and García-Reinoso [2] proposed a 
Bluetooth Location Network (BLN) for location-aware or 
context-driven mobile networks, such as m-commerce networks of 
e-museums. In such scenarios, there exist a service server (or 
several service servers) that needs to know user location in real-time, 
to send context-oriented information to user handhelds when 
necessary. The sensing location information is transmitted 
automatically in BLN without user participation. 

The BLN is composed by mobile badges and static Bluetooth 
units, which establish a spontaneous network topology at system 
initialization. BLN users carry either Bluetooth-enabled handheld 
or any mobile data terminal with a Bluetooth badge. Static 
Bluetooth units, we will refer to the latter in this thesis as Bluetooth
Stations (BSs), are small, wireless Bluetooth nodes, which are 
arranged in a network that covers the whole target area. 

2.3 Problem statement 

The BLN architecture is proposed to apply in various scenarios, 
such as mall, shop, and so on, where the service server needs to 
transmit some data packets to several mobile users. Thus an 
efficient multicast routing protocol is necessary. However there are 
no multicast routing protocol has been proposed in the BLN. The 
multicast routing protocols [6][7] designed for 802.11-based 
wireless networks are widely investigated in the past years but all of 
them is unsuitably implemented in Bluetooth. 

(a) Communicated multicasting routes (b) Physical multicasting routes 
Figure 1: The results of an example for executing the relative coordinates-based 
multicasting protocol 

The paper proposed herein is developed based on Bluetooth 
Location Network environmental system. A multicast service is 
considered in BLN. There is a service server and some particular 
mobile multicast members. The service server is the source node 
which has a sequence of messages to transmit to all members 
whereas the multicast members are mobile and intend to receive the 
multicast message from service server. Each mobile device will be 
detected by Bluetooth Station and the location information will be 
transmitted to the service server using the shortest path. Therefore, 
the service server has each member’s location, which significantly 
decreases the control overheads from discovering and establishing 
route among service server and all members. The proposed 
two-stage multicasting protocol uses distributed on-demand manner 
to establish the multicast forwarding routes without using excess 
control packets. The constructed multicast routes, as show in Fig. 1, 
has good features of the shortest route between each 

source-destination pair, high degree of path sharing, less forwarding 
nodes, and low control overhead for route maintenance. 

3. TERMINOLOGY AND TABLES

In this section we define the terminology and tables used in the 
remainder of the paper to facilitate the explanation. 

Physical and communicated multicasting routes 
The constructed multicasting route is distinguished 
into two routes, physical route and communicated 
route. The physical route stands for the physical link 
existed between two devices and communicated route 
stands for the packets transmitted route. The finally 
communicated multicasting routes of an example are 
showed in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) shows the finally 
physical multicasting route. 

(a) Directions (b) Relative coordinates 
Figure 2: The directions and relative coordinates of each cell 

Responsible Member (rm)
Each member receives data packets generated by 
service server from a specific BS. The member i
receives data packets from BS a is called the 
responsible member of BS a and named rmi(BSa).

Home Bluetooth Station (H-BS)
The BS, which is indicated to connect with members 
and responsible for forwarding packets by the service 
server, is called H-BS.

Candidate Home Bluetooth Station (CH-BS)
In the BLN environment, a mobile Bluetooth device 
may be detected by several BSs. One or more of these 
BSs which has the shortest hop to service server is 
referred to as CH-BS.

Notice that S(BS) stands for the set of BS, and the 
relation of S(BS), S(CH-BS), and S(H-BS) is 

)()()( BSHSBSCHSBSS . In other words, if a BS 
is the H-BS, it is also the CH-BS. But if a BS is the 
CH-BS, it is not represent that the BS is the H-BS. 

Direction (d)
Assumption each cell has six directions, dn where 1 n

6. As Fig. 2(a) shows, d1 stands for the north 
direction and the remaining n value is increased 
clockwise. 

Relative Coordinates (RC(x, y))

The coordinates of each cell equals the coordinates of 
each BS because of each cell just has included one BS. 
The coordinates of the BSa (or the cell a) and the 
relative coordinate to BSa of BSb is represented as 

),( yxC
aBS  and ),( yxRC b

a

BS
BS  respectively. 



Assumption the coordinates of cell a is ),( yxC
acell , as 

show in Fig. 2(b), the relative coordinate to it of 

neighboring cells are )2,( yxRC b
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For example, in Fig. 3(a), the relative coordinates to 

cell a of cell b and cell c is )3,1(b

a

cell
cellRC  and )5,3(c

a

cell
cellRC ,

respectively. We can obtain the following equation 
from observing these cells’ relative coordinates: 
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= x1 - x2, y3 = y1 - y2.

According the above equation, we can obtain the 
relative coordinates to cell b of cell c is 
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cell
cell

cell
cell

cell
cell RCRCRC , which conforms 

to the fact show in Fig. 3(b). 

Member Table
The member table records the served multicast group 
members of each H-BS which is created in the 
initialization of multicast service. Each H-BS and its 
responsible members are recorded in corresponding 
fields. The relative coordinates to current BS of each 
H-BS is used to calculate the H-BS’s located direction. 

(a) Relative coordinates to cell a 
of cell b and cell c 

(b) Relative coordinates to cell b 
of cell c 

Figure 3: Relative coordinates 

Direction Table
The direction table is created in each forwarding BS to 
decide the packet forwarding direction. The direction 
of each ABS is estimated through proposed BSLD 
algorithm, detail in next section. The next hop field 
records the BS corresponded to direction field. 

Multicast Routing Table
A multicast routing table is created on demand and 
maintained by each BS. The multicast group id and 
sequence number are used to identify the multicast 
group and detect duplicates, respectively. The 
forwarded next BS is record in next hop and the 
backup direction field records the backup route. 
TTL is used to determine the entry deletion time.

4. RELATED COORDINATES-BASED MULTICASTING 

PROTOCOL

This section introduces the proposed Related 
Coordinates-based Multicasting Protocol (RCMP). The DMRP 
consists of two phases, the multicast routes construction (MRC)
phase and the role assignment (RA) phase. The former phase mainly 
constructs the trunk of multicast routes among BSs, whereas the 
later phase establishes the links among BS and mobile members. 

    In the MRC phase, six directions and comparative coordinates of 
each cell is adopted to construct the communicated routes between 
Master node and each H-BS. Using distributed manner calculates 
the optional packet forwarding directions and establishes the 
shortest routes between computing BS and H-BS. In other words, 
this phase establishes the trunk of the multicast routes with features 
of shortest hops, high degree of sharing path, and least forwarding 
nodes. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the resulted multicast tree after executing 
the MRC phase of an example. 

(a) The executing results of the MRC 
phase

(b) The executing results of the RA phase

Figure 4: The executing results of the Relative Coordinates-based Multicasting 
Protocol of an example

(a) The shortest routes 
between S and D

(b) The target area of 
direction 1 for S

(c) The target area of 
direction 2 for S

Figure 5: The concepts of the Candidate Direction Calculation algorithm 

The RA phase is used to establish the link between H-BS and 
its responsible members. According to the specification of 
Bluetooth radio system, each master just can connect with seven 
active slaves. In the BLN, however, each BS has connected with six 
active slaves, the six neighboring BSs. If a BS played master role to 
connect with any group member, it will lose the capability of 
sensing function. Therefore, using role switching (RS) operation 
[1][3] to exchange the roles of H-BS and its responsible member is 
proposed in RA phase to solve this problem. Furthermore, the 
time-slot leasing (TSL) [4][5] technology is adapted to save delay 
time and power consumption. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the connected 
multicasting links established in the RA phase of an example. The 
finally physical multicasting routes and connected multicasting 
routes are shown in Fig. 1. 



4.1 Candidate Direction Calculation Algorithm 

Before formally details the RCMP, a proposed algorithm used 
to calculate the optimal packet forwarding direction for each H-BS, 
named Candidate Direction Calculation (CDC) algorithm, is 
introduced first. The “optimal direction” stands for “the route 
established in this direction with features of shortest distance 
between current node and destination node.” Fig. 5 illustrates the 
concepts of this algorithm. 
     We use an example to describe the calculation of CDC algorithm 
subsequently. For example, in Fig. 5(b), the relative coordinates to 
cell S of cell D is (3, 5). According to the calculation rules of CDC 
algorithm, y=5 2 and y=5=(x+2 1) {5, 7, 9, 11, …}, where x=3, 
cell D located in the target area of direction 1 for cell S. Cell D also 
located in the target area of direction 2 for cell S because of x=3 1
and y=5=((-x)+2 4) {-1, 1, 3, 5, …}. Therefore, the candidate 
forwarding for cell S to transmit packets to cell D are direction 1 and 
direction 2. The calculated results of CDC algorithm correspond 
with the facts shows in Fig. 5(a) and (b). 

The proposed CDC algorithm will calculate the located 
direction of each H-BS and indicate that which direction is the 
indication of shortest routes between current BS and H-BS. This 
algorithm is adopted in MRC phase of the RCMP, detailed in next 
subsection, used to calculate the candidate forwarding direction in 
order to construct the shortest routes among service server and each 
H-BS. 

4.2 Multicast Routes Construction Phase 

    This subsection details the first phase, multicast routes 
construction (MRC) phase, of the proposed RCMP. The MRC phase 
is mainly aim to construct the multicast routes between Master node 
and each H-BS. Therefore, the real locations of all members are 
ignored temporarily in this phase and the route between each H-BS 
and its responsible members will be established in the second phase. 

    In BLN environments, a member may be detected by several BSs 
and the detected information will be replied to Master node. 
Therefore, all members’ information is collected in Master node and 
the location information will be calculated via simple compute by 
service server. When service server wants to start the multicast 
service and transmit amount of data packets for members, it 
executes the following step to initiate the RCMP: 

Step 1: H-BS selection and member table creation: The H-BS 
is indicated to connect with members and is responsible 
for forwarding multicast packets to them. In the initiation 
of MRC phase, service server chooses the CH-BS and 
H-BS for each member. For each member i, the CH-BS is 
the detecting BS. If there exists more then one BS is its 
CH-BS, a CH-BS which detected the maximal number of 
members is the H-BS; otherwise, the CH-BS is the H-BS 
of member i. In other words, member i is the responsible 
member of its H-BS. Each H-BS and its responsible
members are recorded in member table. 

    When BS receives the multicast packet first time, includes Master 
node, it executes the following steps to establish the multicast route. 
We use the following notations to facilitate the description of these 
steps. 

BSi = the BS which implements the MRC phase.

D = a set of six directions.

SH-BS(dn) = a set of H-BSs where the direction dn is the 
candidate forwarding direction of these H-BSs.

Step 1. Relative coordinates update: In accordance with 
transmitted direction of received packet, the BSi updates 
the relative coordinates of each H-BSj and replace the 
original Relative coordinates field in the received member 
table. The Master node is unnecessary to implement this 
step because it is the source of the multicast packet. 

Step 2. Candidate forwarding direction calculation and 
direction table creation: The BSi takes the relative 

coordinates of each H-BSj, ),( yxRC j

i

BSH
BS , recorded in 

received member table into CDC algorithm and then 
gets candidate forwarding direction(s) form the output. 
Recording each H-BSj and its candidate forwarding 
direction(s) in the corresponding fields of direction 
table. 

Step 3. Multicast routing table creation: The BSi executes the 
following steps to create the multicast routing table. 

(1) Select a direction dn, where dn D and |SH-BS(dn)| = 
max. 

(2) Record dn and corresponding H-BSs into multicast 
routing table. If H-BSj has two candidate forwarding 
directions, where H-BSj SH-BS(dn), records another 
direction in backup direction field; otherwise, the 
backup direction field sets null. 

(3) Fill other fields of the multicast routing table with 
corresponding information indicated in the multicast 
packet, such as multicast group id, sequence number 
and TTL. 

(4) Remove dn and corresponding H-BSs from 
direction table.  

(5)Repeat above steps until the set D is empty. 
Step 4. Data packet transmission: After multicast routing 

table creation, the BSi transmits the multicast packet, 
which includes member table, to its neighboring 
downstream node according to multicast routing table. 

The H-BS selection step in the service server is used to reduce 
the number of unnecessary H-BS. The direction table creation step 
adopts the CDC algorithm which is based on the concepts of relative 
coordinates to calculate the optimal packet forwarding direction(s) 
for each H-BS. The multicasting route established in this direction(s) 
has the future of shortest hop between current BS and H-BS. To 
centralize the routes between Master node and each H-BS is 
implemented in the multicast routing table creation step. Therefore, 
the MRC phase implemented by each forwarding BS establishes the 
multicasting routes with features of shortest hops, high degree of 
sharing path, and least forwarding nodes. 

     Notice that the multicast routes construction process is 
implemented when service server transmits or the BS receives the 
first multicast packet. For subsequent multicast packets, each 
forwarding BS just forward them to the downstream BSs according 
to the multicast routing table and it is unnecessary to implement 
above steps expect reseating the TTL value. 

4.3 Role Assignment Phase 

The MRC phase constructs the multicast routes from Master node 
to each H-BS. In role assignment (RA) phase, the link between 



H-BS and member is established and it is the part of the multicasting 
routes. The role switching operation [1][3] and time-slot leasing
technology [4][5] are adopted to solve the internal limitations 
existed in the BLN environment and to reduce the transmission 
delay and power consumptions for multicast services. 

    In the BLN environment, each BS not only plays the master role 
to control six surrounding slave BSs, but also plays the slave role 
which is controlled by the neighboring six master BSs. The 
Bluetooth standard specifies that the maximum of active slaves 
which connected with a master node is seven, and a slave node can 
be connected with unlimited number of master nodes. Therefore, the 
BS only remains one available connection which is used to sense the 
surrounding Bluetooth devices (member). There are existing 
following limitations in this situation. 

Limitation 1: The trade-off between sensing function and 
member connection 

If the BS decides to establish the connection with the 
member, it would loss the function of sense, and 
contrariwise. A simple solution to solve this trade-off 
limitation is using park mode. Let six surrounding 
slave BSs into park mode in turn to keep there is 
always existing one available connection for the BS, 
which plays the master role. In this situation, the BS 
can establish the connection with member without 
losing the sensing function. But the rise in delay of the 
sensing information report and packet transmission 
will occur subsequently. 

Limitation 2: Connected members switch 
If the BS decided to establish the connection with the 
member and the number of member is more than one, 
it would incur the second limitation. There is only one 
available connection can be established with the 
member but several members need to receive packets 
from the same BS. The simple solution is also using 
the concept of park mode. The BS establishes the 
connection with all members and keeps that there is 
only one connected slave in active mode. However 
there exist the same disadvantages as the limitation 1. 

 In RA phase, the main object is to establish the connection 
between each H-BS and its responsible members. When the H-BS 
receives the multicast packets with new multicast group id, it 
implements the RA phase to complete the multicast tree construction. 
We use the following notations to facilitate the description of these 
steps. 

H-BSi = the BS which implements the RA phase. 

Srm(H-BSi) = the set of members which are the 
responsible members of H-BSi.

Step 1. Main connection selection: The H-BSi use page 
process to establish the link with a responsible member 
rmi. In this moment, H-BSi plays the master role and 
rmj plays the slave role. It there are no other 
responsible members exists, then goes to Step 3. 
Otherwise the H-BSi executes the next step. 

Step 2. Member-to-member connection request: The H-BSi

sends the mmpeg_req(Srm(H-BSi)-{rmj}) packet to 
responsible member rmj for requesting it try to 
establish the connection with other unconnectedly 

responsible members. The packet includes the 
BD_ADDRs and clocks of all responsible members 
except rmj.

Step 3. Role switching execution: The H-BSi executes role 
switching process to form a new piconet pi, where rmj

is the master and H-BSi becomes the slave in pi.
Step 4. Member-to-member connection: The responsible 

member rmj attempts to establish the connection with 
each responsible member, where rmj  Srm(H-BSi),
when it receives the mmpeg_req(Srm(H-BSi)-{rmj})
packet from the H-BSi. Once the rmj successfully 
establish the connection with a responsible member 
rmk, it removes rmk from Srm(H-BSi) set. After a round 
of attempt, rmj replies a mmpeg_rep(Srm(H-BSi)) 
packet to the H-BSi for reporting the 
member-to-member connection results. 

Step 5. Time-slot leasing execution: The H-BSi initiates the 
TSL process to lease time slots from rmj. In the 
duration of leasing slots, the H-BSi is the temp-master 
and other connectedly responsible members are the 
temp-slaves of pi.

Step 6. RA phase completion checking: The H-BSi checks the 
connection results with the received 
mmpeg_rep(Srm(H-BSi)) packet. If there still has 
unconnected responsible member, the H-BSi goes bake 
to Step 1. Otherwise the H-BSi completes the RA 
phase.

The RS process executed in Step 3 is used to solve the limitation 
1. The H-BS changes the role form master to slave, therefore the 
active connection umber of its piconet remains to six. The sensing 
function is held and the packet transmission delay is not increase. 
Step 5 employs the TSL technology to solve the limitation 2. In the 
slot-leasing duration, the H-BS leases slots from responsible 
member to transmit packets to several responsible members at the 
same time. TSL technology was, moreover, employed to change the 
authority of polling but doesn’t change the original roles. Therefore, 
the H-BS still plays the slave role but has the authority to transmit 
multicast packets without waiting responsible member’s polling. 
The data transmission delay will decrease outstandingly. 

4.4 Maintenance Protocol 

The implementation of the RCMP constructs a multicast route 
with good features of shortest route, high degree of path sharing, 
and less forwarding nodes. Members may move everywhere inside 
the BLN, therefore, a maintenance protocol to keep up the 
connection between service server and member is necessary. The 
maintenance protocol introduced in this subsection is proposed to 
handle the route disconnection problem causing by member 
mobility reason, preventing the constructed multicast tree from 
broken.

The maintenance protocol can be divided into two viewpoints, 
member and BS. In member’s viewpoint, when member discovers 
that the signal strength from H-BS is below than a predefined 
threshold value, it sends an information request packet to the H-BS 
for acquiring neighboring BSs’ information, includes BD_ADDR, 
clock, and signal strength. The signal strength between member and 
BS is obtained during sensing process. The member establishes the 
connection with a BS with the highest signal strength, named New
H-BS, and prepares for cutting the connection with the H-BS. Once 
the member receives the new multicast construction information 
from the New H-BS, it will disconnect the original multicast route, 



and the New H-BS is responsible to forward the multicast packets to 
the member. 

    In the BS viewpoint, when H-BS discovers the signal strength 
form responsible member is below than a threshold value or 
receives the information request packet form the member, it will 
send the information of neighboring BSs to the member and prepare 
for removing the connection with it. If a BS connects with a new 
member, it will become a H-BS and send the route reconstruction
packet along the route to the service server. When a BS received the 
route reconstruction packet, it checks that it is the part of multicast 
routes or not. If the BS is, it will reply a reconstruction ack packet to 
establish the additional multicast route and report this information 
to the service server. Otherwise, the BS will forward the 
reconstruction packet to its upstream node along the route to the 
service server. 

5. PERFORMANCE STUDY

To evaluate the performance of proposed RCMP, we have 
implemented it based on the BlueHoc simulator [8], which is an ns2 
[9]-based simulator released by IBM. Our simulation modeled a 
Bluetooth Location Network of 114 prearranged Bluetooth Stations 
and 30 mobile multicast members in a 100x100 meter square. Radio 
propagation range of each Bluetooth node is 10 meters, and nominal 
channel capacity is set to 1Mbps. All members are randomly 
generated and roam randomly in all directions at a predefined 
average speed from 0 to 9 m/s. The simulation time is 100 seconds. 
The traffic source of service server is constant bit rate source (CBR) 
sending with a rate of 10 data packets per second. The data packet 
size is 2870 bits, DH5 packet, and DH1 packet, 366 bits, is used for 
control packet transmission. 

     In the simulation experiments, four transmission manners are 
compared, Flooding, Multiple Unicast Routing Protocol, 
Traditional Multicast Routing Protocol, and proposed Relative 
Coordinates-based Multicasting Protocol. Average delay and 
throughput are two comparing metrics. 

Figure 6: Average delay comparison over mobility

Figure 7: Throughput comparison over mobility
Fig. 6 shows the average delay of comparing schemes over 

mobility. As the mobility increases, the average delays of all 
schemes are increased excluding the Flooding scheme. All schemes 
necessarily repair the disconnection routes causing by mobility 
reason, and the Flooding scheme is unnecessarily. The Multiple 
Unicast scheme needs longer time period to reconnect the routing 

path than the Traditional Multicast scheme; therefore, the average 
delay of it is higher. Similarly, the average delay of the Traditional 
Multicast scheme is higher than the RCMP because of the longer 
time of path repair. 

Fig. 7 compares the throughput of Flooding, Multiple Unicast, 
Traditional Multicast and RCMP. We note that for zero mobility 
(static network) all schemes achieve the same throughput. As 
mobility increases, the throughputs of all schemes are decreased. 
The Multiple Unicast and Traditional Multicast schemes yields 
lower throughput because the effects of route reconstruction. Both 
of them need a space of time to repair the disconnect route, 
especially the Multiple Unicast scheme. Flooding scheme always 
keeps the highest throughput because it unnecessarily creates 
specific routes to all members. There are various routes existed 
between Master node and each member can be used to transmit data 
packets by the Flooding scheme. 

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a Candidate Direction Calculation 
(CDC) Algorithm and a Relative Coordinates-based 
Multicasting Protocol (RCMP) over Bluetooth Location 
Networks. The CDC algorithm using the concepts of relative 
coordinates to calculate each H-BS’s located direction and 
indicate the direction of shortest path for packets forwarding. 
The RCMP constructs a multicast tree with good features of the 
shortest route between each source-destination pair, high degree 
of path sharing, less forwarding nodes, and low control 
overhead for route maintenance. Simulation results show that 
the proposed RCMP scheme outperforms than the multiple 
unicast routing and distributed multicast routing in all 
comparing metrics. In average delay, and throughput, flooding 
has the highest performance because the route construction of it 
is unnecessary. But it needs higher multicast service cost than 
the proposed RCMP. If there exist more than one service serve 
in the BLN, using flooding manner may occur the network 
congestion problem and reduce the network life time. 
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Abstract

This paper proposes a GUARD (GUide, Alarm, Recov-
ery, and Detection) system for the blind. The main goal of
GUARD system is to develop a wireless sensor network
in order to guarantee the safety and the convenience
for the blind in Tamkang University. We will implement
the hardware, the firmware, the deployment algorithm,
the route discovery/rediscovery algorithm, the positioning
algorithm, and the application programs of sensor nodes
which will be applied to the GUARD system for the
blind. The GUARD system aims at providing guide, alarm,
recovery and detection capabilities in Tamkang University
to construct an obstacle-free environment for the blind. For
the sake of the GUARD system, we design and implement
several communication protocols and programs in MICA2
Motes in order to design the GUARD system. We also
implement the guiding system that allows the blind to be
tracked and guided in the campus of Tamkang University.

I. Introduction

Hardware and wireless technologies have great ad-
vanced in recent years. Sensor nodes therefore with low
cost, small volume, multi-functionalities, low power can
be easily implemented. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
which is composed of many wireless sensor nodes can be
widely used in varied applications, such as disaster report-
ing, military detection and monitoring, location tracking,
environment sampling, healthy monitoring, natural ecol-
ogy monitoring, and so on. The system for the blind in
Tamkang University had been constructed for years. Much
experience is gained with computers for the blinds, the
construction of guide bricks, and the use of guide dogs.

As the development of technology, the system provides
more secure, timely, and varied services for the blind.
This paper tries to use the previous experience to conduct
the wireless and sensor technology in order to provide a
GUide, Alarm, Recovery, and Detection System (GUARD)
on a Wireless Sensor Network for the Blind. This paper
takes Tamkang University as the basic scenario to construct
a WSN for the blind. Since GUARD is used for the blind,
energy consumption should be taken into consideration
when constructing a WSN. Such a WSN can serve for
the blind as long as possible. Therefore this paper tries to
construct a WSN with longer lifetime. Besides, GUARD
wishes to provide accurate position information for the
blind. When the blind is walking in the campus, they can
know their locations at any given time to increase their
sense of security. Consequently, GUARD will initiate the
WSN in order to know the position information of each
sensor nodes.

In the infrastructure-less WSN, the location of sensor
nodes are computed in advance before constructing a
WSN. Sensor nodes then build the network topology by
themselves. As the differences of the sensing applications,
every WSN should take different metrics into account.
Therefore, Andrew Howard et al. [1] assumed that sensor
nodes have the moving capability. They tried to maximize
the coverage area by the self-moving of sensor nodes
which can move to the un-coverage area and extend the
sensing field. Li Li et al. [2] proved that every node
transmits with the minimum power required to ensure that
in every cone of degree = A is some nodes that can reach.
A = 5/6π can guarantee that network connectivity is
preserved. Consequently, [2] not only ensures the network
connectivity, but also decreases the power consumption in
order to extend the lifetime of a WSN. F. Mondinelli et
al. [3] used sink to localize all sensor nodes in a WSN.
After the topology of a WSN is constructed, the best paths



for each sensor nodes to disseminate data can be found.
Errol L. Lloyd et al. [4] tried to compute the transmission
power of every sensor nodes in order to minimize the
total energy consumption in a WAN. Himanshu Gupta
et al. [5] proposed a centralized algorithm to solve the
problem of sensing some region in a WSN. Through the
centralized algorithm, the sensing region will find a best
subset of sensor nodes to perform the sensing request.
Other redundant sensor nodes do not need to sense. Thus
this algorithm can reduce the energy consumption.

Besides, there are many researches focus on irregular
hierarchical WSNs. This kind of researches try to construct
clusters in WSNs. How to select the appropriate cluster
heads, how to increase the lifetime of this kind WSNs, and
where to put a sink are the main challenges of this kind of
researches. Gaurav Gupta et al. [6] proposed a algorithm
to control the topology of a WSN. Because sensor nodes
who are elected as cluster heads will consume their energy
rapidly. [6] tries to balance the number of cluster members
between every clusters. Consequently, every cluster head
will have closer life time after balancing their cluster
members. However, [6] do consider how to elect cluster
heads. Wendi Rabiner Heizelman et al. [7] proposed an
algorithm to solve this problem. Every sensor node in
[7] has chance to be a cluster head. Hence the energy
consumption of sensor nodes will become equally.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
is the overview of the GUARD system. In Section III, we
describe the deployment method of the GUARD system.
Section IV is the rewriting of sensor nodes. Section V
concludes this paper.

II. Overview

We use Macromedia R© FLASHTM[8] as the GUI
(Graphic User Interface) in the GUARD system. The main
considerations are as follows:

• FLASH is a vector based drafting system. Conse-
quently, the map in FLASH system will not lose
reality when we are enlarging or shrinking it.

• FLASH performs well in multimedia. We can easily
develop effects and visual messages in dynamic map.

• FLASH can integrate with the database system com-
pletely. Users can authenticate through FLASH and
can manipulate the GUARD system through network
in real-time manner.

Fig. 1 shows the construction of the GUARD system in
Tamkang University. We constructed a WSN in Tamkang
University. The GUI of the GUARD system is shown in
Fig. 2. When the blind walks in the campus. The blind
can use a walking stick with a embedded sensor node.
Through the communication between sensor nodes, users
(such like security guards, system administrators) therefore

Fig. 1. Constructing a WSN in Tamkang Uni-
versity.

Fig. 2. GUI of the GUARD system.

can know the position of the blind. Fig. 2 can be divided
into two parts: the control panel part and the map part.
In the control panel part, users can configure what they
want. The result of configuration will show in the map
part according to the setting of users. There configurations
include blind position, route planning, obstacles informa-
tion, and etc. 3 shows the protocol stack of the GUARD
system. Detailed functionalities of the GUARD system are
shown as follows:

• When a blind is walking in the campus, he can set his
destination where he wants to go to. When the WSN
in Tamkang is initializing, position of every sensor
node can be known either through the capability of
localization in LLC sub-layer or through robots when
deploying. The GUARD system can compute the
position of a blind through the positioning algorithm
in Network layer. Therefore the GUARD system can
calculate the shortest path for the blind and guide the
blind to his destination.

• When a object (a car or something else) is moving



Fig. 3. Protocol stack of the GUARD system.

in the campus, sensor nodes can sense the moving
object by their sensing components. These moving
objects should be viewed as obstacles to the blind.
When a obstacle is sensing by a sensor node or
set by a user, the GUARD system can position the
object through the positioning algorithm. Afterward
the GUARD system will immediately alarm the blind
who is near the obstacle. Consequently, the blind can
keep away from the obstacles. The blind should be
guide to another path when necessary.

• Since sensor nodes are not rechargeable, some of the
sensor nodes will failed after a period of working
time. The GUARD system can dynamically detect
the failure of sensor nodes. The GUARD system will
reconstruct the topology of the WSN deployed in
Tamkang University if it finds that some of sensor
nodes fail. Consequently, the walking path of the blind
will be recalculated when the topology is changed.
The GUARD system will use the Topology recon-
struction algorithm in Network layer to reconstruct
the topology of the WSN. After the topology is re-
constructed, all the routing paths will be rerouted and
all the walking paths of the blind will be recalculated.
Hence, all activities in the GUARD system can get
recovery.

• The detection part in the GUARD system is used to
detect the blind, the obstacles, and the failures of
sensor nodes. It replies on the sensing components
of sensor nodes. For this reason, GUARD can com-
municate with the blind through wireless communi-
cation. The GUARD system will react to what sensor
nodes sense. The positions of obstacles and the blind
will immediately shown on the GUI of the GUARD
system. Therefore the GUARD system can detect
obstacles and the blind through sensing components
and wireless communications and trigger off other
algorithms in order to serve the blind seamlessly.
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Fig. 4. The distance between sensor nodes is√
3Rs. The coverage area can be maximized

with the least sensor nodes.

Fig. 5. A robot can deploy sensor nodes in
the snake-like way.

III. Deployment by Robots

The throughput of WSNs is highly depended on the
coverage status of sensor nodes. In order to achieve full
coverage and save the hardware cost of sensor nodes, it’s
necessary to decrease the overlap of sensing ranges as
much as possible. Fig. 4 shows the ranges with best cover-
age area. Let Rs and Rc are the sensing and transmission
ranges of sensor nodes, respectively. Sensor nodes will
have the maximum coverage if Rc ≥

√
3Rs. However,

sensor nodes A still can communicate with sensor node
B if the distance between A and B is 3Rs. We use this
relation to design the robot deployment algorithm in our



Fig. 6. The distance between sensor nodes is√
3Rs. The coverage area can be maximized

with the least sensor nodes.

GUARD system. In the GUARD system, robots walk in
the snake-like way to deploy sensor nodes. Robots will
begins from the edge of the sensing region and put sensor
nodes in turns. While robots are putting sensor nodes, they
also set coordinate for every sensor node. Fig. 6 shows the
coordination system for WSNs. The coordination system is
a two-dimensional system. The coordinate of the starting
point is (0,0). Robots put sensor nodes in the snake-like
way and set coordinate for every sensor nodes. Therefore,
in the sensing region with obstacles, robots still can deploy
sensor nodes and keep away from the obstacles. Fig. 5
shows that robots can circle the obstacles by the snake-
like algorithm we designed. Consequently, every area in
the sensing region can be covered by sensor nodes.

IV. Implementation of the GUARD system

A. Sensor Nodes

We will connect MICA2 Mote [9] modules to one or
more personal computers in order to play the role of sinks.
Fig. 7 shows the sink we constructed. We will use MICA2
Mote modules as the sensor nodes. MICA2 Mote can
also play the part of mobile nodes when connecting to
autonomous vehicle.

When a sensor node sensing a environment information,
it can transmit this information to MICA2 Mote through
analog to digital converter (ADC). Fig. 8 shows the basic
component of a sensor node. The basic component of a
snesor node is composed of Micro Control Unit (MCU),
RF module, sensing component, power unit and I/O in-
terface. MCU is a micro processor. It can compute and
process the received and sensing data according to the
need of applications. RF module is the wireless communi-
cation module. Sensor nodes can communicate with others

Fig. 7. A sink is composed of a notebook and
a MICA2 Mote.

Fig. 8. Basic components of a sensor node.

through RF Module. Sensing Component is used for sens-
ing environment information. Through different sensing
components, sensor nodes can get different information
from environment. I/O unit is the basic input and out device
in sensor nodes. Power unit supplies energy for all other
components in sensor nodes.

B. Mobile Sensor Nodes

In addition to use MICA2 Motes as sensor nodes, we
combine a MICA2 Mote and a autonomous vehicles as
a mobile sensor. Mobile sensors can move within some
region in order to substitute for common sensor nodes.
Mobile sensors can also patrol to find the damage sensor
nodes.

Components of a mobile sensor are ultra sonic module,
MICA2 Mote, MICA2 Mote connector, motor control
integrated circuit, motor, power unit, and location gener-
ator. Fig. 9 shows the components of a mobile sensor.
A mobile sensor will use ultra sonic module to detect
the existence of obstacles and to determine the distance
between an obstacle and itself. These information will



Fig. 9. Components of a mobile sensor.

Fig. 10. An example of Configuration pro-
gram.

be sent to MICA2 Mote. A MICA2 Mote is the data
processing center of a mobile sensor. All received data
and sensing information will be processed in the MICA2
Mote. RF module can be used to transmit processed data
and sensing information to neighboring static sensor nodes.
MICA2 connector is the interface between MICA2 and
motor control integrated circuit. MICA2 can control motor
control integrated circuit through MICA2 connector in
order to control the operation of motor. Location generator
is used to know the position of a mobile sensor. We
can know the position of a autonomous vehicle through
location generator.

C. Communication module

Software of MICA2 Mote is developed in TinyOS [10]
by University of California, Berkeley. TinyOS is a small
component-based operating system. Instead of managing
the processes, TinyOS uses a Scheduler to manage tasks
and events. Virtual memory is not available in TinyOS, too.
TinyOS configures memory statically. Therefore, TinyOS
can reduce the energy consumption efficiently. We use
nesC to write programs for TinyOS. NesC is a component-
based and event-driven program language. The components
we design include two parts. The first part is Modules.
They can be used as the basic codes of applications. The
second part is Configurations. They can be used to define
the relations between every components. Fig. 10 shows an
example of configuration program.

After we finished the Configuration program, we begin
to write the Module programs. We have to check what
interfaces Modules declare and what functions these in-

Fig. 11. A fragment of Module program

terfaces define before we write the Modules. In Fig. 11,
we implement three commands: init(), start(), and stop().
Due to Module supply ”Std Control” interface, we can
implement there commands.

Here we describe some components we design for the
GUARD system.

• IntToRfm: IntToRfm is a component which can re-
ceive output value from the I/O interface. IntToRfm
can also transmit the output value to other components
in MICA2 Mote.

• RfmToInt: RfmToInt is a component which is used to
receive packets from the radio module. After a packet
is received, Mica2 Mote will check the command in
the packet. If the packet is designated for other Mica2
Mote, it will be sent immediately. Otherwise, this
packet will be sent to components through RfmToInt
module.

• Broadcast Module: When a MICA2 Mote receive a
packet, it will check the command in the packet. If the
packet was received once, the MICA2 Mote will do
nothing. Otherwise, the MICA2 Mote will broadcast
this packet to other MICA2 Motes by Broadcast
Module.

• Environment Parameter Module: When the sensing
component sensing the variation of environment, En-
vironment Parameter Module will transfer the analog
signals into digital values. Then the digital values can
be sent to the the GUARD system to verify the change
of environments.



V. Conclusions

The system for the blind in Tamkang University had
been built for years. We have had lots of experience at the
using of computers for the blind, the construction of guide
bricks, and the using of guide dogs. As the advance in
technology, small volume, low cost, low power, and multi-
functionalities wireless sensor nodes can be implemented.
Wireless sensor nodes are also adopted by many applica-
tions. Consequently, we construct the GUARD system with
wireless sensor nodes in order to provide security, real-
time, and variety services for the blind. The capabilities
of the GUARD system compose of guild, alarm, recovery,
and detection. No matter how we construct the wireless
sensor network, we can use the least sensor nodes to
fully cover the whole region. Besides, we can extend
the lifetime of WSNs through our achievement. We also
analyze the relations between sensing range and transmis-
sion range of sensor nodes. Deploying sensor nodes by
robots is also studied. Therefore we can deploy sensor
nodes in Tamkang University by robots without blocking
by obstacles. Because off-the-shelf sensor nodes do not
meet our requirements, we design and implement sensing
and communication modules in present sensor nodes. In
order to build the GUARD system for Tamkang University,
we survey the buildings and paths in order to implement
the GUARD system according to the realistic scenario
in Tamkang University. Through the GUARD system,
positions of the blind can be shown in the GUI system.
The blind can be guided to their destination properly and
quickly.
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Abstract 

This paper discusses how an improved sequential 
pattern mining technique helps query prediction and 
query cache in a FAQ system. The proposed technique 
helps construct an FAQ proxy service, which can 
provide user-oriented query service as well as reduce 
the query loading of the backend process of a FAQ 
system. It can discover the users’ query behavior from 
their query histories and base on that to construct 
Cache Pool and Prediction Model, which can support 
efficient query prediction and cache services for 
reducing query response time. Our experiment shows 
12.2% queries can be taken care of by the query 
prediction mechanism, while 19.1% queries can be 
taken care of by the query cache mechanism. In 
summary, around 31.3% of the user queries can be 
answered by the proposed FAQ proxy service, leaving 
about 68.7% of the queries for the backend process to 
take care, which can effectively alleviate the 
overloading problem usually associated with a backend 
server. 
Keywords: Query prediction, Query cache, Ontology, 
FAQ proxy services 

1. Introduction 

With increasing popularity of the Internet, people 
depend more on the Web to obtain their information. 
The use of the World Wide Web has been leading to a 
large increase in the number of people who access FAQ 
knowledge bases to find answers to their questions [14]. 
However, the basic operational pattern of all general 
Web query systems is to pass the user’s query to a 
backend process, which is responsible for producing 
proper query result for the user. One major drawback 
of this approach is, when the number of queries 
increases, the backend process is overloaded, causing 
dramatic degradation of system performance. The user 
then has to spend more time waiting for query 
responses. Worse than that, most of the long-awaited 

responses are usually far from satisfactory. Therefore, 
how to fast get the information the users really want 
from the limited bandwidth of the Internet is becoming 
an important research topic. 
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Fig. 1 System architecture 

In this paper, we propose a user-oriented query 
prediction and cache technique for FAQ proxy service 
to reduce query response time. Fig. 1 illustrates its 
architecture and shows how it interacts with User 
Interface and Backend Process. First, Interface Agent 
collects queries from the user according to his user 
model [17,19]. Answerer Agent [18] serves as a 
back-end process. It manages OD (Ontological 
Database), which stores pre-processed Q-A pairs 
collected from the Web, and retrieves proper Q-A pairs 
from OD for response to user queries. Ontological 
Database Access Cases (ODAC) stores representative 
past user query cases to support query cache and 
prediction. The sources of ODAC are the new cases 
created by Answerer Agent. Predictor is responsible for 
tracking user query history stored in User Model Base 
and identifying most often occurring queries for 
storage in Cache Pool; it also predicts next possible 



queries for storage in Prediction Pool. Solution Finder 
is in charge of finding solutions by first invoking 
Predictor to retrieve predicted or cached solutions for a 
given user query. Specifically, Predictor first checks for 
any possible predicted queries in Prediction Pool. If 
none exists, it turns to check whether any cached 
queries exist in Cache Pool. If still nothing is returned 
from Predictor, Solution Finder will finally pass the 
query to Backend Process to produce a solution from 
OD.

With these two pools, together called Query Pool, 
we expect Predictor can support efficient FAQ proxy to 
reduce query response time [6,15]. Our experiment 
indeed shows 12.2% queries can be taken care of by 
the query prediction mechanism, while 19.1% queries 
can be taken care of by the query cache mechanism. In 
summary, around 31.3% of the user queries can be 
answered by the query prediction and cache technique, 
leaving about 68.7% of the queries for the backend 
process to take care, which can effectively alleviate the 
overloading problem usually associated with a backend 
server. The Personal Computer (PC) domain is chosen 
as the target application of the proposed system and 
will be used for explanation in the remaining sections. 

2. Domain Ontology as Common Semantics 
and Supports Fast Database Retrieval 

Fig. 2 Part of PC ontology taxonomy 

Fig. 3 Ontology for the concept of “ ”
(CPU) 

Domain ontology is used in the system as the common 
semantics for FAQs. First, the ontology for the PC 
domain was developed using Protégé 2000 [9]. Fig. 2 
shows part of the ontology taxonomy. The taxonomy 
represents relevant PC concepts as classes and their 
relationships as isa links, which allows inheritance of 
features from parent classes to child classes. We have 
carefully selected, from each concept, the properties 
that are most related to our application and defined 
them as the detailed ontology for the corresponding 
class. Fig. 3 exemplifies the detailed ontology for the 
concept “ ” (CPU). In the figure, the 

uppermost node uses various fields to define the 
semantics of the CPU class, each field representing an 
attribute of “CPU”, e.g., interface, provider, synonym, 
etc. The nodes at the lower level represent various CPU 
instances, which capture real world data. The complete 
PC ontology can be referenced from Protégé Ontology 
Library at Stanford Website 
(http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies/ontologies.html)
.

Fig. 4 Part of problem ontology taxonomy 

We have also developed a problem ontology to 
deal with query questions. Fig. 4 illustrates part of the 
Problem ontology, which contains “ ”
(question type) and “ ” (question operation). 
These two concepts constitute the basic semantics of a 
user query and are therefore used as indices to structure 
the solutions in OD and ODAC so that they can 
support fast solution retrieval. Finally, We use 
Protégé’s APIs (Application Program Interface) to 
develop a set of ontology services, which work as the 
primitive functions to support the application of the 
ontologies. The ontology services currently available 
include transforming query terms into canonical 
ontology terms, finding definitions of specific terms in 
ontology, finding relationships among terms, finding 
compatible and/or conflicting terms against a specific 
term, etc. 

3. Query Cache and Query Prediction 
Techniques 
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The basic idea behind Predictor is the observation of 
common sequential patterns in the query behavior of 
the users. Predictor exploits this observation and uses 
the sequential pattern mining technique to analyze 
implicit correlationships from the user query behavior. 
These correlationships then serve as potential rules for 
prediction of future user query. Fig. 5 shows the 
detailed architecture. First, Query Pattern Miner looks 
for frequent sequential query patterns inside each user 
group, using the Full-Scan-with-PHP algorithm, from 
the query histories of the users of the same group, as 
recorded in the User Models Base [6,15]. Note that we 
pre-partitioned the users into five user groups 
according to their proficiency on the domain [19]. 
Query Miner then turns the frequent sequential query 
patterns to Case Retriever, which is responsible for 
retrieving corresponding solutions from ODAC and 
constructing “frequent queries” for storage in Cache 
Pool. Prediction Module finally bases on the frequent 
sequential query patterns to construct a prediction 
model for each user group. Pattern Matching Monitor 
is responsible for monitoring recent query records and 
using the prediction model to produce next possible 
queries for storage in Prediction Pool. In summary, on 
the off-line operation, Predictor is used to produce 
“frequent queries” for Cache Pool and “predicted 
queries” for Prediction Pool. During on-line operation, 
given a new query, Solution Finder passes the query to 
Predictor, which employs both query prediction and 
query cache mechanisms for producing possible 
solutions for the query. 

3.1 Full-Scan-with-PHP Algorithm 

Input : dataset :D1, minimum support threshold :min_supp
output: all frequent patterns 

// map all patterns with perfect hashing 
1: map all 1-patterns of transaction of D1 to perfect hash table 
PH1;
2: L1 = { h| h  PH1, h.bucket_counter >= min_supp}
3: k =2; 

Do { 
4:    Dk ={ }; 
5:    forall transaction t Dk-1
         {    // perfect hashing 
6:        map all k-patterns of t to perfect hash table PHk;
7:        t’ =prune t , Dk =Dk { t’ };
         }
8:    Lk = {h|h PHk, h.bucket_counter >= min_supp}
9:    k=k+1; 
     } while(Lk-1 !=<NULL>)
10: L=L1 L2 ... Lk;
11: return L;

Fig. 6 Full-Scan-with-PHP algorithm 

The Full Scan algorithm was based on the DHP 
algorithm to perform sequential pattern mining [3]. The 
PHP algorithm introduced the perfect hash mechanism 
into the DHP algorithm and proved it performs better 
than the DHP algorithm [10]. Fig. 6 integrates PHP 
with Full Scan to form our sequential pattern mining 
algorithm, which returns L (step 10) as a set of frequent 
sequential patterns.  The pruning method (step 7) is 
the same as PHP. The major feature of the algorithm is 
that it can obtain Lk by directly scanning the perfect 

hash table PHk (step 8) without spending extra time 
scanning the database to calculate supports for the 
frequent sequent patterns. Fig. 7 illustrates how the 
algorithm works on example database D1 with 
minimum support min_supp set to 2. 
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Full-Scan-with-PHP algorithm 

3.2 Construction of Cache Pool 

As noted before, Cache Pool contains frequent queries 
while Prediction Pool contains predicted queries. Both 
are constructed based on the frequent sequential query 
patterns discovered by the Full Scan with PHP 
algorithm. Note that we treat each query case stored in 
ODAC as an item during the operation of the algorithm. 
The algorithm first constructs L1 as a set of 1-item 
frequent sequential patterns. Strictly speaking, this set 
has nothing to do with query sequences yet, but it 
represents the pool of all frequent queries. Thus, each 
element in the set can be treated as a frequently 
happening query, which can be cached somewhere for 
ready use in the future. We hence hand each element of 
the set to Cache Retriever, which then retrieves its 
corresponding answer part from ODAC to form a 
complete frequent query for storage in Cache Pool. Fig. 
8 illustrates some examples of frequent queries stored 
in the Cache Pool. 

Fig. 8 Examples of frequent queries in Cache Pool 

3.3 Construction of Prediction Pool 

The final output of the mining algorithm returns L a set 
of frequent sequential patterns, which is submitted to 
Prediction Module for producing sequential rules. The 
basic idea follows [20] by defining the sequential rule 



confidence as follows. 

Definition 1: Given two frequent sequential patterns 
S1=<t1,t2,…,tk> and S2=<t1,t2,…,tk-1>,
where k 2 and S2 is a sub-sequential 
pattern of S1, we produce a sequential 
rule ”t1,t2,…,tk-1  tk ” with the 
following rule confidence: 

Confidence(t1,t2,…,tk-1 tk) = Support(S1) / Support(S2)

Now we define that a sequential rule is legal if its 
confidence satisfies some minimal confidence. Table 1 
shows part of the legal sequential rules generated from 
the database D1 of Fig. 7 with minimal confidence 0.6. 
Fig. 9 illustrates some examples of prediction rules 
about the PC domain stored in the prediction model.

Table 1 Examples of sequential rules 
Sequential 

Rule 
Confidence 

B,C  E 1 
A  C 1 
B  C 0.67 
B  E 1 
C  E 0.67 

Fig. 9 Examples of rules in the prediction model 

With the prediction model constructed, Pattern 
Matching Monitor can do query prediction and produce 
predicted queries into Prediction Pool. Basically, it 
monitors and traces the “query record” of the user in a 
session, and employs the longest-path-first method [20] 
to check whether any matched sequential rules exist in 
the prediction model. A query record is as sequence of 
queries. If the antecedent of a sequential rule matches 
the pattern of the traced query record, Pattern Matching 
Monitor will predict the consequent of the rule as the 
next possible query and retrieves its corresponding 
solution part from ODAC to form a predicted query for 
Prediction Pool. If no rules exist, the Monitor will 
decrease one query from the query record and repeat 
the sequential rule checking process until the length of 
the query record reaches one. Let’s illustrate this 
process of query prediction below, which uses the 
prediction model of Table 1. Suppose Pattern Matching 
Monitor notices a user query record <A, B, C> in a 
session. It checks the prediction model and finds no 
antecedents of sequential rules match <A, B, C>. 
Therefore, it reduces the traced pattern into <B, C> and 
repeats the rule checking process. It finally finds the 
antecedent of sequential rule “B,C  E” matches the 
new pattern. It thus predicts the consequent “E” as next 

query and retrieves its answer part from ODAC to form 
a predicted query. 

4. System Evaluation 

The system was developed using Borland JBuilder 5.0 
on Microsoft Windows XP. The database management 
system is Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and ontology 
development tool is Protégé2000. We collected in total 
517 FAQs from the FAQ website of one famous 
motherboard factory in Taiwan and then transformed 
the query-answer pair of each FAQ for storage in the 
ODAC. Our experiment was to learn how well 
Predictor works. We used in total 200 user query 
scenarios of the same user level as the training data set. 
We set the minimal support to 3% and minimal 
confidence to 60%. In the experiment, the 
Full-Scan-with-PHP algorithm constructed 36 frequent 
queries for storage in Cache Pool and 43 rules in 
Prediction Model. Prediction Pool only kept the most 
recent three predicted queries, in order to avoid 
over-fitted prediction, which produces a solution 
similarity to rote learning of lots of prefetched queries. 
We then randomly selected 100 query scenarios from 
the training data set as the testing data to test the 
performance of Predictor. Table 2 illustrates the 
five-time experiment results. It shows, on average, 
Query Prediction is invoked to predict next query for 
60.2 queries, among which it correctly predicted next 
query for 38 queries, a 65.8% average success rate. It 
also shows, on average, out of 310 queries, 38 queries 
can be taken care of by the query prediction 
mechanism (around 12.2%), while 59.2 queries can be 
taken care of by the query cache mechanism (around 
19.1%). In summary, around 31.3% of the user queries 
can be answered by the user-oriented query prediction 
and cache technique. 

Table 2 Testing results on Predictor 
Query Prediction Query Cache Testing 

Order #Query 
#Query 

Prediction 
Invocation # % 

Query 
Prediction 

Success rate # % 

1 289 41 27 9.3 % 65.8 % 52 18.0 % 
2 325 88 44 13.5 % 50 % 72 22.1 % 
3 320 59 47 14.7 % 79 % 58 18.1 % 
4 302 65 39 12.9 % 66.1 % 59 19.5 % 
5 314 48 33 10.5 % 68 % 55 17.5 % 

Average 310 60.2 38 12.2 % 65.8 % 59.2 19.1 % 

5. Related Works 

User action prediction is a popular subject. For 
example, the Letizia system [7] predicts user 
navigation actions using forward explorations. The 
Syskill & Webert system [11] learns to rate pages on 
the Web. The Web Watcher system [4] anticipates the 
next selected hyperlink by using a model built through 
reinforcement learning. The Transparent Search Engine 
system [2] evaluates the most suitable documents in a 
repository using a user model updated in real time. An 
alternative approach to Web pages prediction is based 
on “Path”. For example, the work by Zuckerman et al. 



[21] uses a web server log as training information to 
learn a Markov model, and the predicted documents by 
the model are then sent to a cache located on the client 
side. Lau and Horvitz [5] has characterized user 
queries with a Bayesian model in order to make 
predictions on users’ next query based on previous 
queries and time intervals. Pitkow and Pirolli [12] 
proposes a Longest Repeating Sequences 
approximation of Kth-order Markov models using 
N-gram representation of user request that extracts user 
patterns from Web log data. WhatNext [13] obtains a 
model by building sequences of user requests of 
sufficient length from a web server log file, and 
predicts the next user action by exploiting a statistical 
analysis of sequence information. The work of Yang, 
Zhang and Li [16] presents an application of Web log 
mining to obtain web-document access patterns and 
use these patterns to extend the well-known GDSF 
(Greedy-Dual-Size-Frequency) caching policies and 
prefetching policies. PPS (Proxy-based Prediction 
Service) [8] applies a new prediction scheme which 
employs a two-layer navigation model to capture both 
inter-site and intra-site access patterns, incorporated 
with a bottom-up prediction mechanism which exploits 
reference locality in proxy logs. The work of Bonino, 
Corno and Squillero [1] proposes a new method to 
exploit user navigational path behavior to predict, in 
real-time, future requests using the adoption of a 
predictive user model based on Finite State Machines 
(FSMs) together with an evolutionary algorithm that 
evolves a population of FSMs for achieving a good 
prediction rate. In comparison, our work adopts the 
technique of sequential patterns mining to discover 
user query behavior from the query history and 
accordingly offer efficient query prediction and query 
cache services.

6. Conclusions 

The proposed user-oriented query prediction and cache 
technique can efficiently predict and cache proper 
solutions for a given user query to relieve the 
processing loading of a backend FAQ server with the 
help of an improved sequential pattern mining 
technique and domain ontology. It is interesting at the 
following facets. First, it performs fast user-oriented 
mining and prediction. Predictor uses the user query 
history stored in User Model Base to discover frequent 
queries and predicted queries and bases on that to 
construct Cache Pool and Prediction Model, which can 
support efficient query prediction and query cache 
services. The sequential pattern mining algorithm is 
made more efficient by the techniques of perfect 
hashing and database decomposition. Finally, our 
experiment shows 12.2% queries can be taken care of 
by the query prediction mechanism, while 19.1% 
queries can be taken care of by the query cache 
mechanism. In summary, around 31.3% of the user 
queries can be answered by the user-oriented query 

prediction and cache technique, leaving about 68.7% of 
the queries for the backend process to take care, which 
can effectively alleviate the overloading problem 
usually associated with a backend server.
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ABSTRACT 
  In this paper, we made an analysis on the autism 
students’ learning platform.  We designed an interactive 
e-learning teaching platform.  In this platform, we provide 
the special-education teachers multi-materials in teaching 
area and create teaching evaluation graphs automatically.  
This long-distance teaching model breaks out the space 
limit and time limit.  This model not only integrates the 
resources on the special education area but also provides 
the central management to control the sharing channels of 
the resources.  The main characteristic of the platform is 
the ‘sound identification learning’.  This helps the autism 
students raising their ability in sound identification and 
opens another door for their learning. 
Keywords: autism, e-learning, teaching platform, long 
distance teaching 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research Background 
  Due to the time and space advantages, knowledge 
spreads out fast today.  The e-learning teaching models are 
designed all over the world.  Under the platform of the 
open e-learning teaching modes, there is a center of 
knowledge interchanging [1]-[4].  This center owns the 
functions of data collecting and data sharing.  This center 
relies on the platform in seeking knowledge, processing 
knowledge, storing knowledge, and creating new 
knowledge finally [5]-[7]. 
  Therefore, by using the ‘knowledge management’ base to 
establish e-learning education resource platform for the 
autism students would help in knowledge managing of the 
platform and establishing a channels for the autism students 
to contact multi-topic learning areas through the internet.  
We wish the autism students benefit from the hi-tech era. 
1.2 Research Motive 
  The autism students couldn’t use fluently language and 
characters to express themselves and to communicate with 
normal people [8]-[11].  Therefore, if we can apply the 
information techniques and communication techniques in 
learning and teaching process, it would bring the apparent 

benefits for the autism students and their teachers.  The 
establishment of the e-learning platforms creates the new 
hope for those autism students. 
  The autism students lack the ability in quantity judge, 
their scholastic materials should be designed by doctors and 
special education teachers.  Although there are many types 
of e-learning platforms, they are not suitable for those 
autism students.  Therefore, establishing an e-learning 
platform for the students is our first research motivation. 
  The special education teachers wish to gather all the 
resources from the e-learning teaching platform.  They 
wish to arrange the special teaching program for each 
autism student by using the e-learning platform.  This 
individual teaching programs would help the autism student 
begins learning at anytime and anywhere.  This creation 
on educational curing program is the second one of our 
research motivations. 
  All the resources gathered on the e-learning platform 
help the special education teachers in the creation of 
teaching programs and help the autism students in learning 
programs.  The knowledge gathered in the e-learning 
platform creates new knowledge day by day.  This would 
help in solving the teaching problems of the autism students 
but give a channel in analyzing the autism related problems.  
This is the third one of our research motivations. 
1.3 Research Purpose 

Following are three research purposes: 
i. Establishing e-learning interactive teaching platform for 
the autism students and strengthen the quantity ability 
against the audio animation of the autism students. 
ii. The special education teachers can use the e-learning 
interactive teaching platform to arrange the individual 
teaching model.  And this platform would be a 
permanently learning model for the autism students. 
iii. Importing the knowledge management model via the 
e-learning interactive teaching platform.  It would provide 
the multi-advantages for the autism students and special 
education teachers. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  This section makes a literature review in the following 
fields: knowledge management, e-learning, autism, and 
structure teaching. 



2.1 Knowledge Management 
The concept of the knowledge is very wide.  It also 

owns the variety definition.  The knowledge manage- 
ment represents various definitions, too. 
 Knowledge management is to provide the right knowledge 
at the right time to the right person.  The purpose is to help 
the person to make the best decision.  The definition of 
knowledge management means the organization completely 
explores and exploits the knowledge assets systematically 
and accurately [5]-[7].  This helps in raising the efficiency 
of the organizational work and reaching the maximum 
return on organizational investment. 
  Knowledge management is the model of the organization 
to use the formal channels to pursue useful experience, 
knowledge and professional ability.  This would help the 
organization creating new ability, raising efficiency, 
promoting R&A work and strengthen customers’ value.’ 
  Nonaka (1994) submitted the ‘SECI Model’.  This 
model is created by knowledge.  This knowledge is 
transformed by the inner & outer knowledge that explains 
the dynamically creating and maturing process, see Fig.1. 
  ‘Socialize’ means to change inner to outer mode.  
‘Outer’ means to change from inner to outer mode.  This 
relies on language and pattern to express thinking and smart 
skills.  ‘Assemble’ means to change from outer to inner 
and assembles the language.  ‘Inner’ means to change 
from outer to inner and acquires language and pattern. 

2.2 The Discussion on e-learning 
  The e-learning uses electrical teaching techniques and 
allows learners receive specialists and instructors’ know- 
ledge without the constraints of time and spaces [2]-[3].  
The e-learning includes three fields: Related learning 
contents and goals, using teaching methods (examples and 
practices) to help learning, establishing the new knowledge 
and skills those matches the learners’ goals [8]-[10]. 
  The three standards of the e-learning are: 
i. The on-line learning inter-connected network is created.  
This network can update, store/access, distribute and share 
teaching information immediately. 
ii. The on-line learning uses the standard internet network 
technique.  It transfers data to the end user through the 
computers. 
iii. The e-learning focuses on the wide-range learning.  It 
exceeds the traditional learning models. 
2.2.1 The Characteristics of e-learning 
  The characteristics of e-learning are: i. Providing equal 

opportunity in education and helping students receive 
high-quality education.  ii. Eliminating the constraints and 
interfering on time and space and providing a convenient 
learning model.  iii. Individual education provides flexible 
learning model for the students.  iv. Decreasing the 
learning pressure for the students and emphasizing privacy.  
Once there are learning problems, discussion can be solved 
via the computers.  v. The students can join learning 
programs with foreign students all over the world.  It helps 
in creating the globalization view point.  vi. The ability of 
self-control is an extra value from this learning model.  It 
also creates the following ability: activity, responsibility, 
independence, and life-learning [11]-[13]. 
2.2.2 The Strengths of e-learning 
  The e-learning includes multi-type materials, the 
exchanging channels of learning experience, the virtual 
learning groups, and professional knowledge provided on 
network materials.  It widens the information sources.  It 
provides the rapid learning channels in this informational 
world.  It provides the information sharing model to 
decrease the learning expenses.  Its professional content 
increases the learning quality.  Its learners-oriented base 
increases the participating rate. 
i. Multi-type Models 
  E-learning offers the hypertext materials: such as 
characters, images, music, animations, and videos. 
ii. Sharing Channels of Learning Experience 
  E-learning offers the sharing channels of learning ex- 
perience.  Such as, comment, discussion, chat room. 
iii. Virtual Learning Group 

The e-learning teaching model eliminates the 
constraints of time and space.  Therefore, there are many 
learners sharing the teaching materials stored on the same 
teaching platform and creates the virtual learning group. 
iv. Professional Providers on Network Materials 

The e-learning platform gathers many specialists from 
different areas.  Therefore, this platform stands multi-style 
materials and comments. 
2.3 The Autism 
  The ‘Autism’ is named by the Dr. Bleuler in 1913.  He 
found out those people who own the characteristics of 
extremely independence and loss the ability in 
communications.  In 1943, Dr. Leo Kanner pointed that 
the eleven children whom he was analyzing own the 
characteristic of extremely independence are similar with 
the description raised by Dr. Bleuler.  But, in order to 
distinguish those characteristic of extremely indepen- dence 
is not appeared accidentally.  Dr. Kanner named this type 
of behavior ‘Early Infantile Autism’.  This type of disease 
couldn’t be establish and reflected the human relations. 
2.3.1 The Characteristics of Autism 
  The autism is a kind of behavior syndrome.  It is the 
cluster of abnormal types.  The autism will be decided 
only when the following behavior type appeared at the 
same time [14]-[17].  These behavior types are: 
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i. The Bafflement of Human Relations 
  The Autism patients lack the ability in learning how to 
understand themselves and how to establish the 
relationships with other people.  These patients appear the 
following behavior characteristics since babyhood: scarcely 
talking to people, scarcely seeing people, less reaction with 
people, lacking fear with strangers, hard to establish close 
relationship with family members, lacking the imitation 
ability, hard to play with other children, hard to understand 
people’s emotion, hard to express their feelings normally. 
ii. The Bafflement of Language and Communication 
  The Autism patients own the various degree of difficulty 
in understanding other people’s behaviors: oral 
communication, body language, posture, face expression.  
There are about 50% of the Autism children have no 
suitable language in communication.  Even those Autism 
children who can speak, but they appeared the following 
problems: parrot-imitation speaking, pro-noun reverse, 
giving the wrong answer and plain tongue. 
iii. The Behavior Sameness 
  The Autism children have different habits from other 
normal children.  Such as, they choose the fixed route 
while they are walking out, they own the fixed and narrow 
habits in clothes style, food types, living environment and 
walking habit.  The playing habits are very blah and 
needless change.  The environment must be fixed, or, they 
can’t accept and start to refuse and cry suddenly [18]-[19]. 
2.3.2 Autism Teaching 
  Structural Teaching model is developed by the North 
Corona University in USA.  This teaching mode matches 
the students’ development degree.  The TEACCH 
(Treatment and Education of Autistic and Related 
Communication Handicapped children) is one of the most 
influential special education methods of the Autism 
students.  The Structural Teaching model is appropriate for 
the Autism students.  Its design rule is based on the sight 
advantage ability of the Autism students.  Therefore, this 
Structural Teaching model uses many sight signals and 
hints helping the Autism students in working and learning.  
The Structural Teaching model also provides the Autism 
students the ‘predictable’ environment that helps them 
realizing their next step at the right time and the right place.  
This method releases their conscious [20]- [23]. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Framework 
  The research flowchart is as Fig. 2. 
3.2 Research Design 
  Our research analyzes the relationship among knowledge 
management, e-learning and Autism.  We also have made 
several interviews with the special education teachers and 
gained practical numeric proof on the real benefit of the 
e-learning work. 

3.2.1 Data Collecting Method 

i. Literature Analysis Method 

  We have read lot of books, journals, thesis, research 
concerning on the topics of Autism medical and e-learning 
technique and knowledge management.  We tried to find 
out the relationship among the Autism students, e-learning 
interactive teaching method and knowledge management.  
Our findings indicate that the Structural Teaching model 
and computer single operation is acceptable.  And the 
vision teaching used in computer matches the structural 
vision cue exactly.  Besides, e-learning is an important 
information technique in knowledge broadcasting.  The 
multi-media function of the computer also helps in the 
producing of the teaching materials. 

ii. Depth Interview Method 

  In order to understand the reality of the Autism students 
learning, we have made several interviews with the special 
education teachers.  We also invited the teachers to operate 
our e-learning platforms and gained much feedback and 
precious opinions from the teachers.  These reflect a 
positive benefit on the support of the e-learning interactive 
teaching platform against the Autism students. 

3.2.2 Data Analysis Result 

i. The judge of the reception of the Autism students on 
classifying the audio combined with the animation. 

  90% of the special education teachers agree that teaching 
assistant tool that has the pictures animation would attract 
the attention and increase the classifying ability of the 
Autism students.  There re are 73% of the special 
education teachers point out that the added audio 
classifying ability increases the hearing ability of the 
Autism students. 

ii. The judge of the reasonability of the price of the existing 
assistant tools. 

a. Over 95% of the special education teachers point out that 
the price of the teaching assistant tools are too high.  Most 
of the Autism students’ parents couldn’t afford the high 
burden and limits the learning resource of the Autism 
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students.  There is about 70% of the special education 
teachers point out that the content of the materials is not 
flexible and the teaching pictures are not suitable for the 
Autism students.  Therefore, 90% of the special education 
teachers develop the teaching pictures by themselves. 

b. Most of the teaching assistant tools are single-computer 
version.  Those tools can’t be shared via the network.  
There is no such a specific software and platform designed 
for the special education teachers and students.  Over 85% 
of the special education teachers wish to share the teaching 
resources and establish the recording function. 

c. About 3.95% of the special education teachers agree that 
the assistant tools are designed generally and contain no 
special characteristics.  We also find out that the shortage 
of the school budget limits the development of the special 
education assistant tools and shrinks the learning space of 
the Autism students. 

d. For those Autism students who are classified to the 
low-function ability group, 90% of the special education 
teachers don’t support that they own the ability in operating 
the mouse, but the track balls and touching-screen would be 
better suitable for those students.  95% special education 
teachers point out that the low-function Autism students 
represent the low understanding ability than other Autism 
students.  And the common teaching assistant tools 
wouldn’t be suitable for them, either. 

iii. The tendency of the teaching materials design. 

a. 90% of the special education teachers point out that most 
of the CAI (Computer Aided Instructions) softwares are 
designed for the public but not for the Autism students.  
All of the special education teachers think that the Autism 
students should turn to self-learning strongly by their 
personal preference.  And all of the students think that the 
animation used in the materials should be suitable for the 
application of the daily life.  And 95% of the special 
education teachers believe that, in order to catch the 
attraction of the Autism students, the animation used in the 
materials must be combined with the suitable environment. 

b. Through the interviews, we found that 100% of the 
special education teachers agree with the high 
differentiation of the degree among the Autism students.  
And the production of the teaching assistant tools should be 
positioned by the individual Autism students. 

c. 60% of the special education teachers emphasize that the 
materials should be separated into units and should be 
simplified.  40% of the special education teachers 
emphasize that the materials should be practical, the sound 
of the audio should be clear and the size of the picture 
should be big enough. 

iv. The Combination Possibility of e-learning Network 
Platform and Audio Animation. 

a. 80% special education teachers point out that through the 
sharing of network resource and end-learning help the 

autism students reaches the goal of life-learning and 
eliminates the limitation of time and space.  76% of the 
special education teachers believe that the computer 
network combining with multi-media matches the tendency 
of the era and increases the interaction relationship between 
the Autism students and their family members. 

b. 97% of the special education teachers agree that 
e-learning can record the learning record of the Autism 
students.  90% of the special education teachers support 
that the usage of the e-learning platform appears a great 
help in future development and learning. 

4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
4.1 Functional Structure of e-Learning Platform 

  Based on the general teaching web and combined with 
the requirements of the Autism students and special 
education teachers, we designed the functional structure of 
the system, as Fig.3. 

i. Public Board 

  The special education teachers put their announcement 
on this public board.  The students and their parents gain 
relative information from this public board.  The content 
contains fresh news, important issues, activities information, 
information updating, etc. 

ii. Course and Materials 

  The design of the courses mainly focuses on the daily life.  
It uses the situational teaching model, such as the 
transportation unit, the park unit, etc.  It also uses the 
computer characteristics of the multi-media.  In order to 
increase the understanding of the daily life environment for 
the Autism students, this model combines with Flash 
animation, audio, and text description.  We also adapt the 
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game method to evaluate the learning result.  The details 
are listed below: 

a. Situational Course

  This course is designed by the one-to-one assistant 
teaching method.  The teachers and parents accompany the 
Autism in operating process.  The Autism students start 
understanding the environment around themselves by the 
audio and animation functions.  As listed Fig. 4 & Fig. 5. 

Fig. 4 Situational Course—Transportation Unit 

Fig. 5 Situational Course—Transportation Unit 
(Ambulance) 

b. Game 

  The game decreases the fear of computers for the Autism 
students and increases the familiarity of the computers.  
Game appears a great help in the following learning courses 
and train Autism students the confidence and aggressive 
manners.  In this part, the arrangements of the game 
content are based by the situational courses.  The students 
can relax their mood and join the evaluation of the learning.  
As listed in Fig. 6.  

Fig. 6 Hearing Identifying Game—Game Content 

iii. Teaching Evaluation 

  According to the students’ reaction and learning 
evaluation, the special education teachers can not only 
make detailed recordings and create statistical analytical 
graphs.  These results help the special education teachers 

in analyzing and syllabus arranging.  The parents can 
understand their children’s learning result by these records 
and corporate with the teachers in arranging special family 
education for the Autism students.  As listed in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 7 The Analytical Chart 
iv. Personal Data 

  This system records the Autism students’ personal data 
and keeps their complete learning records.  Those precious 
records provide special reference for the special education 
teachers at different education stages.  As listed in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8 The Students’ Growing Record 

v. Suggestion Ground 

  This area includes the discussion area, message area and 
e-mail area.  This area provides a ground for sharing 
opinions from medical field to Autism field.  This ground 
also provides the two-way communication channels for the 
parents and special education teachers. 

vi. F & Q

  This area includes operation method, important issues 
and limitations.  This area provides detailed web-usage 
instruction for the teachers, Autism students and teachers. 

4.2 Conclusion 

  In this research, we find out that the Autism students 
prefer the computer assisted software that owns the 
multi-media function.  We reach the practical teaching 
goals through the network platform.  The detailed findings 
are as follows: 

4.2.1 The Maximum Integration of Teachers Resource 

  There are many special education teachers all over the 
world.  Each special education teachers owns his (her) 
personal teaching method and teaching experience.  Once 
the special education teacher uses the e-learning interactive 
teaching platform, his (her) teaching environment extends 



to the globalization teaching.  The Autism students will 
own the maximum teachers.  All the special education 
teachers use the platform and they devoted their maximum 
resources into the platform to provide the teaching 
resources for the Autism students. 

4.2.2 The Editing of Multi-Style Materials 

  The special education teachers donate their teaching 
materials.  All materials provided on the platform would 
decrease the iteration designing time.  Due to the charac- 
teristics of the computers, the materials used on the plat- 
form can be displayed by the multi-medial types, such as 
text, audio, image and film, animation.  Lots of researches 
point out that the Autism students appear special preference 
on computer teaching.  The computer teaching attracts the 
attention and increases the learning of the Autism students. 

4.2.3 The Arrangement of Personalize Learning 

  Each Autism student represents different result.  
Therefore, the learning arrangement and course design 
shouldn’t be the same, either.  Under the constraints of the 
traditional teaching model, the ratio of the teacher and 
students are 1:1.  Most of the Autism students represent 
different degree in learning result.  The teaching resource 
of the e-learning platform could become the make-up 
learning program for the Autism students.  The special 
education teachers select the suitable materials and courses 
for each Autism student. 

4.2.4 The Systematically Recording of Learning Process 

  While the Autism students use the e-learning platform in 
course learning, the system records the learning process 
automatically.  These learning records would be very 
complete through the elementary school, middle- school, 
high-school, and college learning stages.  Those records 
provide the teachers understanding the autism students at 
different education levels in advance. 

4.2.5 The Automatically Creation of Teaching Evaluation 

  Based on the system learning records, the analytical 
graph can be created automatically.  These graphs help the 
special education teachers evaluating the status of the 
Autism students.  These graphs help the special education 
teachers arrange the teaching programs flexibly.  These 
graphs also help the special education teachers arrange the 
individual teaching program while required. 

4.2.6 The New Opportunity of the Audio-Teaching 
Creation 

  The developed computer aided instruction softwares lack 
the audio function units.  But most of the students appear 
good reaction and acceptable status.  The audio function 
attracts them understanding their living environment. 
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ABSTRACT

In the environment of distance learning, most of current 
systems available are unable to share the experience of 
developing material content and can not provide 
subsequent learning result analysis. In order to overcome 
these shortcomings, we developed a sharable test content 
development and analysis mechanism (STCDAM) based 
on SCORM (Shareable Content Object Reference Model) 
and item response theory (IRT). Our purpose is to 
construct an integrated distance learning systematic 
assessment mechanism in which test content is shareable 
and the quality of a test can be improved. STCDAM 
incorporates advanced multimedia tools for content 
builder to construct test content easily based on the 
requirement of SCORM and evaluates online learners’ 
overall learning performance for teachers to adjust the test 
content to better reflect students’ learning ability.  
Key words: distance learning, systematic assessment 
mechanism, SCORM, item response theory 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the rapid development of internet infrastructure, 
distance learning mechanism built upon the internet plays 
an important role in a diversified learning environment. 
Therefore, learning is not constrained by time and place. 
However, how to capture online students’ learning 
performance is widely discussed by researchers and 
system developers. The development of intelligent 
analytical mechanism which uses computer technology to 
analyze student’s received knowledge will influence the 
development of distance learning in the future. Therefore, 
we concentrate on the construction of an intelligent 
analytical mechanism to evaluate students’ learning 
performance and developed an online evaluation system 
to refine test content to better reflect students’ learning 
ability. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
we briefly describe the basic structure of our proposed 
sharable evaluation system STCDAM which includes the 

sharable test content creator and the online evaluation 
system. Conclusions are presented in section 4. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Regarding the build-in test content database system, it is 
designed to meet various requirements by different 
professions. For example, for math test, test content 
database system utilizes JAVA language to establish the 
test content [1, 2]. These test content can not be reused for 
the next text which may have few difference from the 
previous test. We developed a user friendly test content 
creator for teachers to build up the test content easily and 
quickly. Moreover, there are many researchers devote 
themselves to the study of evaluation system. Algorithms 
are proposed to measure students’ learning performance 
[3, 4]. The most popular method is to evaluate students’ 
learning performance based on students’ grades received 
on tests. Our study is inspired by the item response theory 
(IRT) proposed by Lord [5] and define the level of 
discrimination and difficulty of a test content in order to 
adjust and refine the test quality. 
Setting up a complete test content database system is not a 
easy task. If the work of one teacher can be shared among 
all teachers, they can absorb the spirit of others work. 
Moreover, if one type of test content systems can be 
transferred among different types of systems, the work 
can be duplicated. Therefore, a lot of standards are 
established all over the world to solve the problems of 
teaching material transferring among different systems, 
circulating among teachers and reorganizing between 
different tests. Such standards include, SCORM (Sharable 
Content Object Reference Model) [6] proposed by the 
United States government, QTI LIP content Packaging 
proposed by IMS [7], and AGRs and CMI proposed by 
AICC (Aviation Industry CBT Committee) [8]. SCORM 
is the most widely accepted standard. Therefore, in this 
paper, we use SCORM as a standard to establish test 
content. 



Figure 1: An example of packing test content based on SCORM 

3. THE SHARABLE TEST CONTENT 
DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS 

MECHANISM (STCDAM) 

The STCDAM system includes two important 
subsystems: the sharable test content creator and the 
online evaluation analyzer. The first system helps the 
teacher to develop the test content and the second system 
can help the teacher to capture students’ learning 
performance in order to refine the quality of the test 
content. 

3.1. Sharable test content creator based on 
SCORM

The shareable test content creator can be used by the 
instructor or the test content database provider to 
construct standardized test content database and to edit the 
content of a test. This subsystem meets the standard of 

SCORM which allows teaching material can be shared 
among different users. SCORM was proposed by the U.S. 
federal government in 1997 and contains the subject of 
development, packing, and circulation of teaching 
material. The object of establishing SCORM is to create a 
reusable, accessible, interoperable, and durable teaching 
material. In this section, an example is given to explain 
the process of packing a sharable test content which meets 
SCORM standard.  
There are two steps to complete of the process of 
constructing the shared test content based on SCORM. 
The first step is to set up a imsmanifest.xml file which 
contains several parts. The first part of the file (metadata) 
declares the supporting information and the following part 
(resources) indicates the resource of the teaching material. 
The third part (organization default) describes information 
regarding this organization. Finally, the last part (manifest 
identifier) records all of the related files, including files, 
folders, java script files, and xml files.  

Table 1: Metadata for test content searching 
Metadata 
Name 

Exam 
Name 

Problem 
Name 

Subject Level Date Keyword Problem Type 

Attribute 
Value

User
Defined

User
Defined

Ex.
Math 

{1,2,3,4,5} Ex.2003/4/2 User Defined {True-False, Multiple 
Choice, Fill-in Blank} 

Table 2: Metadata for test content annotation 
Metadata 
Name 

Language Charset Subject Level Computer 
Scored

Hint
Permitted 

Feedback
Permitted 

Description International 
language set 

Character
Set

Educational 
subject set 

Problem 
difficulty level, 
1:very easy 

Scored by 
computer 
or not 

Hint
permitted or 
not 

Feedback
permitted or 
not 

Attribute 
Value

Default: 
English 

Default: 
Big5 

Default: 
Math 

{1,2,3,4,5} {Yes/No} {Yes/No} {Yes/No} 

Example Chinese Big5 Math 3 No Yes No 



The second step is to pack all of the necessary files 
indicated in imsmanifest.xml file together with the 
imsmanifest.xml file to become one PIF file (Package 
Interchange Format). Figure 1 is an example of packing 
test content based on SCORM. An important step in 
setting up the SCORM based test content is to establish 
metadata for test content searching and for test content 
itself. Table 1 explains the detail of establishing metadata 
for test content searching and table 2 illustrates an 
example of creating metadata for test content annotation. 

Figure 2: Question searching interface 

In spite of packing the shareable test content and creating 
metadata for test content, the test content creator also 
provide a user friendly editing tool for instructor to 
prepare a test quickly and easily. As shown in figure 2, by 
entering few questions, such as problem key work, 
question type, instructor can select desired questions 
pulled out from the question database.  

3.2. On-Line evaluation analyzer 

In this section, the mechanism of improving the quality of 
a test based on students’ test result in each question is 
demonstrated. Each question in a test is reviewed by the 
online evaluation analyzer and the analyzer suggests the 
appropriateness of each question. With the help of 
suggestions proposed by the analyzer, instructor can 
decide whether to leave the question in a test or to 
eliminate the question from a test.  
First, each question is identified with five statistic 
characters: No, PH, PL, D(=PH-PL), and P(=(PH+PL)/2). 
No denotes the number of the question. PH indicates the 
percentage of students whose score is in the highest 25 
percent answering this question correctly. On the 
contrary, PL indicates the percentage of students whose 
score is in the lowest 25 percent answering this question 
correctly. D represents this question’s level of 

discrimination. P represents this questions’ level of 
difficulty. Example of denoting problem attribute for a 
multiple choice question is illustrated in table 3.  

Table 3: Problem Attribute 
 Option 

A
Option 
B

Option 
C

Option 
D

Option 
E

High 
Score
Group

HA HB HC HD HE 

Low
Score
Group

LA LB LC LD LE 

For a multiple choice question with five options, the 
number of students who belong to high score group and 
low score group should be calculated for each option. HA 
denotes the number of students who are in high score 
group choose option A and LA means the number of 
students who are in low score group choose option A, and 
so on. These numbers are used for measuring each option 
in a multiple choice question. There are four rules to 
analyze each question in order to distinguish the justice of 
each option in a question.
RULE 1: If (LA|LB|LC|LD|LE)=0, then this option shows 
a low attractiveness.  
RULE 2: Let N={A, B, C, D, E}
If N is the correct answer among five options and the 
number of students in high score group who pick N is less 
than the number of students in low score group who pick 
N, then this option is problematic.  
If N is the wrong answer among five options and the 
number of students in high score group who choose N is 
more than the number of students in low score group who 
choose N, then this option is problematic. This rule give 
the instructor a clear view to see if there is any option 
which is not clearly stated and should be revised.  
RULE 3: Let LM=MAX(LA,LB,LC ,LD ,LE), 
Lm=min(LA ,LB ,LC ,LD ,LE) and 
LS=LA+LB+LC+LD+LE
If |LM-Lm |  LS*20%, meaning students who receive 
lower score are not familiar with this question because 
students are equally chosen among options. On the other 
hand, if the difference between LM and Lm is larger than 
20 percent of the total number of students in low score 
group, this means most of low score students choose 
certain option.  
RULE 4: Let HM=MAX(HA ,HB ,HC ,HD ,HE), 
Hm=min(HA ,HB ,HC ,HD ,HE) and 
HS=HA+HB+HC+HD+HE
If |HM-Hm |  HS*20% AND |LM-Lm |  LS*20%, 
meaning no matter what type of students, either students 
receiving higher score or students receiving lower scores, 



Figure 3: question evaluation interface 

are not familiar with this option. The instructor should 
seriously consider to revise the content of this option. 
After analyzing each question, we will able to provide 
suggestions for each question based on previous analysis. 
Figure 3 shows an example of analysis result for ten 
multiple choice questions. According to table 4, instructor 
knows the status of each question and should decide to 
adjust or to eliminate inappropriate questions. Questions 
which receive the value between 0.2 and 0.3 should be 
adjusted and assigned with a yellow button. If the value of 
D is less than 0.2, this question is considered 
inappropriate and should be removed from the test and 
then assign a red button to this question. As shown in 
figure 3, question number 5 showing a red button is 
absolutely inappropriate and question number 6 showing a 
yellow button should be adjusted for students to better 
understand these questions.  

Table 4: Status of each question 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

With the rapid development of internet, information 
available online is abundant. How to quickly and correctly 
absorb the spirit of others’ work becomes the key to 
success. A lot of researchers make efforts to establish 
information standardized in order to search information 
quickly and correctly. The development of SCORM meets 
their goal. SCORM allows information to be sharable and 
reusable among different systems and users. Our proposed 
STCDAM is base on SCORM version 1.3 and 
incorporates two subsystems: sharable test content creator 
and online evaluation analyzer. The first subsystem enable 
instructor to prepare a SCORM based test content. The 

second subsystem provides an evaluation mechanism for 
instructor to capture students’ learning performance in 
order to refine the quality of test content. STCDAM 
provides a method to reassure the justice of test content. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, we exploited the discrete event driven 

model, Petri net model, to investigate the handshaking 
communication between server and clients of the distance 
learning system (DLS). In order to illustrate the processes 
of transactions between server and clients, we examine the 
process steps to access the desired data for the clients of 
DLS. The working model is modeled by Petri net simulation 
tool, Petri.NET simulation 2.0, to simulate our proposed 
DLS.

Keyword: Communication handshaking, Petri net (PN),
non-uniform memory access (NUMA), PACE 
starter. 

1. Introduction 
If a computer owns a privately local memory, we call it 

non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture. 
Otherwise, it is called uniform memory access (UMA) 
architecture as shown in Figure 1. For the NUMA 
architecture, every processor can access each hardware 
resource; however the access cost is not uniform [6]. A 
distributed system must provide various mechanisms for 
processor synchronization and communication, to deal 
properly with deadlock problem and to cope with all kinds 
of complicated failures that are not encountered in a 
centralized system. The communication patterns are 
determined to algorithms and protocols are used as well as 
by the architectural support provided. Frequently 
encountered communications patterns include permutations 
(also called unicast), broadcast (one-to-all), multicast 
(one-to-many), and conference (many-to-many) 
communication. Those communication demands may limit 
to the granularity or parallelism [3, 4]. 

The communication latency is the one of benchmarks 
of multiple processor (MP) systems and the distance 
learning system (DLS) as well. The structure of distance 
learning system likes that of MP. The communication 
latency is defined to the total time to send message 
transmutation through the inter-client (processor)
communication. In fact, the communication latency imposes 
a limiting factor on the scalability of the communication 
mechanism size. For example, communication latency 
increases with respect to proposed DLS capacity. Thus, 

proposed DLS cannot be increased indefinitely without 
exceeding the tolerance level of the access latency [1, 4]. 

(b) The structure of NUMA.
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Figure 1: The architectures of UMA and NUMA. 

Moreover, the communication mechanism should be 
provided for accessing message pertaining to other 
processors. The communication issue thus involves the 
reduction of latency or complexity, the prevention of 
deadlock, minimizing blocking in communication patterns, 
and the trade-off between parallelism and communication 
overhead. In this paper, we represent a communication 
protocol to minimize the communication latency for 
applying to distance learning and illustrate the 
communication model by using the Petri net model [5, 7]. 

2. The Protocol of Communication Handshaking 
A communication network can be represented by a 

communication graph in which vertices correspond to the 
switching elements of the parallel computer and edges 
represent communication links. According to the 
constructed topology, interconnection networks can be 
classified as static or dynamic networks. In static networks, 
the connection of switching units is fixed and typically 
realized as direct or point-to-point connection. These 
networks are also called direct networks. In dynamic 
networks, communication links can be reconfigured through 
a round of settings by the active switching units of the 
system [1]. 

In this paper, we proposed a novel communication 
handshaking scheme for the inter-processor communication 
network, which compounds the multicast architecture, 
queue model, and interrupt controller for DLS. Simulation 
results reveal that this scheme can markedly reduce the 
communication latency overhead. 

A distributed system is a collection of loosely coupled 
processors interconnected by a communication network. 

This work is supported by the National Science Council, 
R.O.C., under contract no. NSC 93-2213-E-129-010 



From the point of view of a specific processor in a 
distributed system, the rest of the processors with respective 
resources are remote, whereas its own resources are local. 
The designer of a communication network has to address 
four basic issues: 

1) Naming and name resolution: how do to processes 
locate each other to communication? 

2) Routing strategies: how are messages sent through 
the network? 

3) Collection strategies: how does server send a 
sequence of messages? 

4) Contention: due to network resources are share, how 
do we resolve the conflict of network access? 

Communication control can take place only if the 
correct processor access rights are granted. Each processor 
actually has a message queue, which holds sent messages. 
When the message queue is filled with, the initiating 
processor, also called sender, can do one of the following 
three things [4]: 

1) Sender, also called server, can block the request until 
it is resent successfully; 

2) Sender can ask the communication unit to hold the 
request message temporarily; 

3) Sender can be returned an error message from client 
when the client doesn’t correctly receive the desired 
data.  

For any client of the DLS may retrieve data from 
server. The requesting processor must first send a request 
message, in which contains the address of the data, to the 
server. The request message is transferred to the server via 
the communication network. If the server in busy mode, the 
request message is buffered in the request message queue 
until the server reverts to free mode. When the request 
arrived, the server must send a reply message with the 
desired data to the requesting processor through the data 
queue of the communication unit. The proposed 
handshaking protocol sketched in signaling diagram is 
shown in Figure 2. In addition, the algorithm of 
communication process for the proposed DLS is illustrated 
in Figure 3. 

Client
(requesting client)Server

Communication Unit
request queue

request block

receive request

Data queue data received 

wait receive data

request

system call

data access

Figure 2: The protocol of communication handshaking of 
the proposed DLS. 

The proposed communication mechanism is 

constructed of request buffer and data buffer for buffering 
the request for requesting processor and the required data 
from the server, request message register for registering the 
request when the server is block or busy, and interrupt 
controller for initializing the server to access the required 
data from its local memory. The request and data buffer is a 
FIFO (first in first out) structure to hold the request 
message and the accessed data for the requesting processor. 
In practice, the buffers can only be finite length and a 
critical point could be reached when the routines were hung 
up because all the available buffer space has been exhausted. 
This communication mechanism allows the transmission of 
message and data between the executable units of 
processors. 

/* The algorithm of communication */ 
Repeat: 
:
requesting processor has an request item in next-tp of 
the request buffer of communication unit; 
:
/* sending the request message to the desired 
processor */ 
send (desired processor, next-tp); 
until false; 
the desired processor process is defined as the 
required for the requesting processor; 

/*receiving the required data from the data buffer for 
the requesting processor */ 

receive (requesting processor, next-d); 
:
desired processor send the data item to the next-d of 
data buffer; 
:
until false; 

Figure 3: The algorithm of this proposed DLS. 

For a receive routine, the required data has to have 
been received if it is sent to the data buffer of the 
communication unit. If the receive routine of the requesting 
processor is reached before the send routine of the server, 
the data buffer of the communication will be empty and 
receive routine must wait for the required data. However for 
the send routine of the server, once the local actions have 
been completed and the required data is safely accessed on 
its way, the process of the requesting processor can continue 
with subsequent work and instruction. In this way, we use 
such receive and send routines interaction between 
requesting client and server that can notably reduce the 
overhead of communication time. Extensive simulations 
will exhibit the noticeable effect. 

For examining the basic message parameters 
associated with sender and receiver system calls, some 
message-passing primitives are specified as follows. 

To create and to delete the communication connect 
buffer, request buffer and data buffer, via the request
and data_receiver routines; 

To send the request and to receive the required data 
among processors; 

To transfer status information; and 



To attach or detach remote processors, such as 
requesting and servers. 

The send and receive primitives of the communication 
unit are implemented by the sending and receiving 
processes, respectively. Therefore, the buffer field of send 
message specifies the memory location of the data to be 
retrieved from the server. On the other hand, the buffer field 
in receive message specifies where the arriving data will be 
stored before to be read by the requesting processor. 

3. Petri Net Model for Inter-Processor 
Communication 

In this session, we use a communication unit to 
manage the request message and the required data 
transmission between interconnected processors. Figure 4 
illustrates the communication topology of the proposed 
DLS. In order to illustrate the model of communication 
handshaking of DLS, we also modeled the proposed DLS 
by using a discrete event model tool, Petri net [5, 7]. Figure 
5 presents how to use the Petri nets for modeling the 
proposed DLS. Referring to Figure 5, when a data is desired 
to the executing processor; it is accessed from either the 
privative memory of the executing client or server. If the 
required data is accessed from the server, the 
communication handshaking starts the place of request data 
from other for the requesting processor, then initialize to the 
transition of request queue, and feed to the place of request 
queue. If the server is busy, the request is temperately queue 
in the place of request register; else the server is initiated 
the request interrupt transition to access the required data 
via the system call transition. 

The required data are transferred from server to the 
requesting processor through the received data transition 
and the data queue place. If the required data is failure to 
access from the server, the respondent signal still blocking 
in the ready to receive data place until the required data is 
completed to the server. 

request
instance

request buffer

data buffer

Communication Unit

data
receive

recv.()

request

data
receive

recv.()

request

data
transfer

send()

Server Requesting client

Figure 4: The topology of DSL. 

4. Simulation Results 
To perform simulation, we adopted a simulation tool – 

Petri.NET simulation 2.0 [2] to generate the realization of 
Petri net model. The simulation block diagram is 
demonstrated as Figure 6. In Fig. 6, we simplified the 
architecture of the DLS with Petri net model where IA 
indicates the server, IB, OA, and OB stand for the clients of 
DLS, and S1 presents the communication unit to handle the 

handshaking and communication of the command and data 
between the server and clients, respectively. This simulation 
system is in a timed-event driven manner, the total 
simulation time units and the period of token issue are set to 
be 20000 and 10, respectively. We also assume that each 
client has the same priority to issue its request to the server, 
IA place. 

For the simulation model of Figure 6, in which have 
four types components, there are place node, transaction 
node, arc, and token. The place node, represented by a 
circle, indicates the processed status to contain the related 
conditions and information. The transaction node, 
represented by a line or box, indicates the occurred event. 
Arcs connect place nodes to transaction nodes and 
transaction nodes to place nodes. A token is indicated by a 
dark dot positioned in the appropriate place. The state 
transition mechanism in Petri net is provided by moving 
tokens through the net and hence changing the state of the 
Petri net. 

Figure 7 shows the simulation results of the proposed 
DLS. The initial token number of IA place node is 10 that is 
the maximum capacity of the server to support 10 users, 
clients, at the same time. For IB place node, the token 
number indicates it has the maximum receiving capacity for 
same time. For OA and OB place nodes, the capacity is one 
that is them only issue one request and receive one material 
from the server, IA place node, via the net and 
communication unit, SI node. Refer to Figure 7, we find the 
OA and OB place node have higher access frequency of 
tokens than to the place node IB. Though, the OA and OB 
place nodes have long distance than IB place node to the 
server, respectively. By the proposed communication unit 
and scheme, we find the communication latency is 
evidently to be improved of OA and OB place node yet.

5. Conclusions 
This paper described a novel construction method of 

proposed DLS for multiprocessor communication in 
distributed system. We first illustrate the proposed DLS 
model with discrete event model, Petri net model. 
Furthermore, to analyze the communication latency to 
verify our proposed DLS with Petri net simulation tool, 
Petri.NET simulation 2.0. Simulation results reveal that this 
scheme can markedly reduce the communication latency. 
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Abstract

For improving the performance of distance learning
system (DLS), we will propose a communication unit to
perform high-speed data transmission between processors
of the discrete computer system (DCS). It is implemented
by hybrid technique, in which is combination of the
schemes of interrupt, queue-network, and non-blocking. In
order to delicately describe the state transform, we also 
exploit the discrete event driven model, Petri net model, to 
illustrate the communication handshaking of the
inter-processor of DCS. Final, we evaluate the 
communication delay time when the desired data of DLS
is transmitted among processors of DCS with different
kinds of size of the request-queue and data-queue of
communication unit. We also compare the performance of 
this proposed communication unit to that crossbar-based
network topology structure.

Keywords: Distance learning system (DLS),
communication network, discrete topology,
queue network, and discrete computer system
(DCS).

1. Introduction

A discrete computer system is a collection of 
processors that may or may not share the memory or a
clock. If it owns privately local memory, we call it 
non-uniform memory access architecture (NUMA).
Otherwise, it is called uniform memory access
architecture (UMA), in which all processors have equal
access time to all memory words [2,3,5]. The NUMA
architecture is a shared-memory system. Each processor
can access each hardware resource, but the access cost is
not uniform.

The quality of the discrete computer system (DCS), 
also called tightly coupled system, has a decisive impact
on the speed, size and cost of the whole architecture. In
discrete computer system, any processors must be able to
access any memory location, even if it physically belongs 
to another processor. Thus, the communication
interconnection schemes are usually employed. The
communication machine of discrete computer system
allows the messages to be transmitted between execution
units of different processor [1,5].

The communication interconnection topology can be

further classified into two types: signal bus and multiple
bus systems that is depended on the number of buses
providing interconnection among the processors, called
node, of the discrete computer system architectures. 

The structure of a multiple bus discrete computer
system is combination of multiple processor, bus, memory
module, and one bus arbiter. The architecture of a
1-dimension multiple bus multiprocessors are shown in
Figure 1, which is called a b-of-m arbiter in Mudge et al. 
[7].

In this paper, we propose a multiple bus for this
proposed DCS, which is implemented by the schemes of
interrupt, queue-network [8], and non-blocking [6], to
improve the performance of this DCS and to reduce the
communication latency time of the DLS, respectively.

Mux

Mux

Decoder

Memory
1

Memory
2

Memory
m

Processor
1

Processor
2

Processor
n

Communication
Unit

Address and Data

Control signal

Fig. 1. The diagram of b-of-m structure.

The communication latency time is the important one
of benchmarks of interconnecting processors of DCS [5,7].
The communication delay time is defined to the total time 
of the request is issued to the desired data are received. In
fact, the communication latency imposes a limiting factor 
on the scalability of the communication mechanism size.
For example, communication latency increases with
respect to the capacitance of DCS. Thus, the number of
processors of DCS cannot be increased indefinitely
without exceeding the tolerance level of the access latency.
For a DCS, the desired data of each processor, also called 
client or node, may be accessed through two sources, the
local memory (called P-to-M or P2M) or other processor
(called P-to-P or P2P) [10,15,16].



Also, the communication mechanism should be
provided to access message pertaining to other processors.
Thus, the problems of communication involve the
reduction of latency or complexity, the prevention of
deadlock, minimizing blocking in communication patterns,
and the trade-off between parallelism and communication
overhead. In this paper, we not only propose a
communication protocol to minimize the communication
latency, but also provide the maximum communication
throughput via the proposed DLS architecture.

A communication network can be represented by a
communication graph. The topology of the
communication graph is an important property, which
significantly influences latency on multiprocessors. Thus,
there are two-communication models, message-passing
model and share-memory model, are discussed and
analyzed. For the message-passing model, the information
is exchange through an inter-process communication
facility provided by the communication routine [11,13]. In 
the share-memory model, processes use map memory
scheme to gain access to regions of memory owned by
other processors.

The recent of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 surveys the previous works of communication
for the DCS or multiple processors. Section 3 illustrates
the Petri net for modeling the communication machine.
The communication latency and performance of DCS is
analyzed in Section 4. Finally, we remark the conclusions
in Section 5.

2. Previous Works

A communication network can be represented by a
communication graph in which vertices correspond to the
active/positive process elements, i.e. processor/memory,
of the parallel computer and edges represent
communication links, i.e. bus. According to their topology
interconnection network can be classified as static and 
dynamic networks. In static networks the connection of
switching units its fixed and typically realized as direct or 
point-to-point connection. These networks are also called
direct networks. In dynamic networks, communication
links can be reconfigured by a setting the active process
units of the system. For multi-computers are typically
based on static networks, the dynamic networks are 
mainly employed in multiprocessor [14].

In the previous studies, the communication system 
between processors of multiprocessor architectures is 
accomplished by the following topologies network, such
as crossbar, ATM, switch etc. Park [10] and Kim [5] 
exploited the ATM switch to construct the DCS. The
latency overhead will be added when the request or data
transfer from the source to destination processor. In 1999’s,
Kobayashi [6] proposed ring-bus scheme to connection
the inter-processor of DCS, in which, the author added
external a synchronization table and send controller to
each processor element and it is a point-to-point
architecture.

In this paper, we will propose a high-speed
communication unit and bus arbitration circuit for
arbitrating the bus competition among processors, and bus
decoder for deciding the bus to be used by which one

processor of DCS for the clients of DLS.
The total overhead of communication time, called

communication latency, is defined that a message is
transmitted between inter-processor, which can be
expressed as follows: 

Communication latency (Tlatency) = Tr + Trq + Tsd + Tdq + Ts

 where:
The receiving overhead (Tr) is defined to the time
since the requesting processor issues the request
message in the communication unit until it
receives the desired data. 
The send overhead (Ts) is defined to the duration
from the required processor receives the request
message from the communication unit and it
responds the acknowledge signal to the
communication unit.
The send delay time (Tsd) is defined to the
duration from the requested processor issues the
acknowledge signal to the desired data is sent. 
The time of stall of request queue (Trq) is defined
to the time from the request signal is delivered to
communication unit to the request signal is 
received by the requested processor.
The time of stall of data queue (Tdq) is defined to
the stalled time of the desired data resided in the
data queue.

The sending and receiving process implements the 
sending and receiving primitives of the communication
unit, respectively, therefore, the buffer characteristic in 
send specifies the memory location of the data to be
retrieved from the requested processor. On the other hand,
the buffer field in receive specifies where the arriving data
will be stored before to be read by the requesting
processor.

3. Petri Net Model the Structure of 
Inter-Processor Communication for DCS 
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the bus decoder of proposed
DCS.

In this paper, we use a communication unit to manage
the request message and the desired data transmission



between interconnected processors. The structure of this
proposed DCS, which is consisted of n numbers of
processors, m numbers of memory-modules, b numbers of
buses, and the communication unit, included the bus
arbitration and the bus decoder. The structure of the bus 
decoder of this proposed DCS is shown in Figure 2, too.

The desired data of the requesting processor may
access from one of two paths, other processor via remote
produce call (RPC) or shared memory (memory module)
via direct-access memory (DMA). In this paper, we only 
discussed with the data transmission between processor to
processor.

In order to illustrate the communication model, we
model this DCS using a discrete event model tool, Petri
net [12,13, 14]. Referring to the state machine of p2p, we
exploit Petri nets model to model the proposed DCS,
which is shown in Figure 3, and illustrate the process as 
follows.

The architecture of the requesting or requested
processor are similar to the DLX pipeline processor which
has five pipeline stages, such as IF, ID, EXE, MEM, and
WB [2]. The desired data of the execution unit is fed from
two paths, the one is fetched from the place of data
memory in the instruction decode pipeline stage then to 
the place of register. The other is severed from the place
of result store buffer of the required processor via the
communication unit in the MEM pipeline stage.
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 Fig 3  The Petri net model for DCS.

If the desired data is accessed from other processor
(i.e. requested processor), the communication
handshaking starts the place of request data from other for
the requesting processor, then initialize to the transition of
request queue, furthermore feed to the place of request
queue. If the required processor is busy, the request is
temperately queued in the place of request register; else 
the required processor is initiated the transition of request
interrupt to access the desired data via the transition of
system call. 

The desired data are accessed to the requesting
processor from the required processor through the
transition of received data and the place of data queue. If 
the required processor does not generate the desired data,
the respondent signal of the request is still blocked in the

place of ready to receive data, until the requested
processor completes the desired data.

4. Analyzing the Simulation Results 

The communication latency is the one of performances of
multiprocessors architecture. In this section, we analysis
the communication latency of this proposed DCS for
different number of PEs with different size of the request
buffer and data buffer. The number of request- and 
data-buffer are various from 2 entries to 16 entries. We
also compare the communication latency of the proposed
communication unit to that of the crossbar based
communication interconnection network.

This workload mechanism of the multiprocessor
architecture in this paper is constructed as the UMA
architecture, which specifications are defined as follows:

the structure of PE is a five pipeline-stage
processor,

512 Byte privative instruction and data cache,
each entry of request- and data-buffer is 32-bit,
request communication register has 16 entries,

each entry has 32 bits,
the latency time of request is 20 clocks, the
latency time of data access is 15 clocks for basic
mechanism
one latency time is equal to 1 clock cycle, 1 clock

cycle is equal to 1/the numbers of Hz of CPU.

4.1 Comparison the Performance to the Crossbar
Architecture

In this paper, we also compare the performance of this
hybrid technology to that of the crossbar switch network
architecture. The structure of the compared crossbar
architecture is constructed to a 2*2 switchers. Figure 4
shows the simulation results of the proposed
communication unit to that of the crossbar switching
network scheme. We simulate those two different schemes
with the same of data and instruction cache size, which are
2 K bytes and 4 K bytes, respectively. The proposed
multiprocessor has 6-processor, 4-bus, 6 memory
modules.
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Fig. 4. The latency time of crossbar switching scheme
and proposed hybrid scheme.

Referring to Figure 4, we find that the proposed DCS
architecture has lower communication delay time than the
crossbar switching network architecture. This is caused
that the crossbar switching network architecture has
higher overhead when data transfer via the crossbar
switching. But this proposed communication architecture



does not expend the switching delay time when the
request or data is transmitted. In this proposed architecture,
the desired data or commends are transmitted among
processor is controlled by the bus arbiter and bus decoder,
at the same time. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper describes a method of constructing the
communication unit of the DCS and exploiting to the DLS.
We not only illustrate the DCS model with discrete event
model, Petri net model, but also analyze the 
communication latency to cost ratio under different
numbers of request- and data-buffer, and the number of 
processor are changed of the proposed DCS. We also
compare the performance of this proposed DCS to the
crossbar switching network architecture. We find that the
crossbar switching network architecture has higher
switching overhead than this proposed communalization
unit when the desired data and message are passing
inter-processor. Thus, the proposed DCS can effectively
improve the communication delay than the
crossbar-switching network structure.
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Abstract 
This paper proposed an application of distance 

learning which integrated with Citizen Digital Certificate 
(CDC) and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), including the 
grade uploading, student information inquiring, and 
electronic documentation flow control. We integrated a 
tracking and persistent agent-based mobility 
management system in the case of distance learning. The 
main purpose of this system is addressed to achieve the 
universal access objective. We addressed to solve the 
problems in case of the data transferring in the network, 
such as eavesdropping, snooping, modification, 
masquerading and repudiation. And this would improve the 
efficiency of entire computerize procedure of electronic 
campus policy totally which in the following projects: Grade 
Processing System and Governmental Autographing System, 
etc. Especially, the Grade Uploading System was the first 
time to integrate with CDC. This experience was very 
important to integrate/generate the most secured 
application system in the Distance Learning. 
Keywords: Citizen Digital Certificate (CDC), Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI), Distance Learning, Digital Certificate, 
Mobile Agent. 

1. Introduction 
As the popular of the information technology and 

internet accessing, the distance learning was a very 
important issue in the world. As usual, the information 
broadcasting in the campus was based on traditional medium, 
like poster, leaf and campus news. At this point, there is a 
significant revolution on the limitation of the information 
transmission because of the real-time benefits on the 
network (include multimedia, communication, and high 
performance computer). This benefit also made user more 
disbelieve due to the open environment on the Internet; you 
could not get any protection on those digital documents 
which were transmitted on the network [1][2]. Therefore, the 
information security should be founded on a completed 
system that provided identification authentication, 
non-repudiation and exchangeable information. [3][4] 

Besides, many marketing and technical terms under 
which agent supports in desktop, Internet, Intranet and so on. 
With the growing of network, likewise, the 
application-driven agents also provide many specialized 

facilities such as information retrieval agent, mobile agent, 
process automation agent, collaborative customization and 
database agent. The ever-increasing growth of mobile agent 
applications are encouraging research aimed at the wide 
spread communication infrastructure. In [5], the mobile 
agent paradigms and technologies were discussed. The 
relationships among paradigms and technologies for mobile 
agent are showed in Table 1.

Table 1. Relationships among paradigms and technologies 
Paradigms Technologies 

Client-Server Remote 
Evaluation 

Mobile Agent 

Message-based Well-suited Code as data 
Program 
interpretation

Code and stats as data
Program state restoring
Program interpretation

Weakly mobile Code is a single 
instruction 
Creates 
unnecessary 
execution units 

Well suited States as data 
Program state restoring

Strongly mobile Code is a single 
instruction 
Creates 
unnecessary 
execution units 
Move state back 
and forth 

Manage 
migration 
Move state 
back and forth 

Well suited 

In this paper, we devoted our attention to the mobile 
agent issues especially in universal access objective. Since, 
mobile agents often work on heterogeneous network and 
operating system environment. Therefore, integrated logical 
interfaces to access physical structure via mobile agent 
application is become more and more important [6]. For 
flexibility, mobile agents can be accepted as a design 
paradigm like object-oriented programming or client/server 
computing [7]. So, we proposed a tracking and persistent 
agent-based mobility management system with security 
concerned in the case of distance learning to illustrate the 
entire processes. 

The remaining parts of this paper were organized as 
follows: The related work was discussed in section 2. A 
mobile agent system architecture model describes server 
agent and client agent components are illustrated in section 3. 
The limitations and possible solutions are then discussed in 
section 4. And finally, we discuss our conclusion and 
extensions in section 5.  
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2. Related Work 

2.1 Public Key Cryptography 
The technology of Public Key Cryptography was 

proposed by Diffie and Hellman in 1976[8], and the first 
RSA Cryptosystem also developed by Rivest, Shamir and 
Adleman in 1977[9]. Each cryptosystem had its own 
characteristic in public key infrastructure individually. 
According to cryptology, the Key is a unit digits which 
created by a special way. The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
system consist a pair of Keys --- the Public Key and the 
Private Key. Each pair of Keys was identical and unique, 
there were a corresponding mathematical relationship 
between the Public Key and the Private Key, and the 
generated procedure was irreversible. And the Private Key 
could not figure out from the Public Key practically 
<Security> [10]. The Public Key was open to public in PKI 
system, but the Private Key was saved in privacy. It was 
possible to decode with an encrypted Public Key which was 
pair to the specified Private Key previously <.Envelope>. At 
the same time, it also needed an encrypted Private Key to 
decode the coded data which pair to the specified Public Key 
formerly <Signature>. Therefore, we need to establish an 
acceptable Public Key on both side in the network, and this 
process should be verified by a certain procedure under a 
righteous Certificate Authority (CA) which had confidence 
in both two ends fairly. In the electronic identity 
authentication system, there was a common problem that the 
Certificate relationship was built between an end-user and 
particular computer system eventually. This was impossible 
to make this relationship expand to more end-users and more 
networking systems, and the public identity authentication 
system will not be come true at all. Therefore, PKI structure 
provided a certificate system for public identity 
authentication correctly, that is the correction of every user’s 
authentication is accuracy and validity for sure. 

2.2 Digital Signature 
Please do not revise any of the current designations. 

Beside the style of an autographed document was different, 
the traditional stamp or personal signature would have the 
same content even the documents were not alike. This was 
the major difference between the traditional stamp that we 
used in Oriental and personal signature. Eventually, the 
Digital Signature was the calculated result of which 
generated through the Private Key that owned by the 
electronic document and dispatcher. And the Digital 
Signature was interrelated to the content of the electronic 
document. Therefore, there would have various Digital 
Signatures that came with numerous documents even they 
were generated by the same owner. Currently, the Digital 
Signature was based on the Open Public Key Cryptosystem 
of the Cryptography; it also named “Asymmetric 
Cryptosystem” as well. It was paired with Digital Signature 
and Digital Envelope basically. The dispatcher used his own 

Private Key to ‘sign’ with the messages by the Digital 
Signature that generated by the productive mechanism of 
signature. And the accepter of the Digital Signature would 
verify its validity by the dispatcher’s Public Key that 
generated by the productive mechanism of signature 
similarly. This would make the contents of electronic 
document to give all consideration in confidential, integrity, 
authentication and non-repudiation [11]. The productive 
mechanism of signature was a method or a procedure which 
produced a Digital Signature by the dispatcher; it also 
treated as a mathematical algorithm. When the dispatcher 
signed the Digital Signature, there was a value need to input 
in the algorithm with his own Private Key and electronic 
document which would be signed. And the Digital Signature 
of this electronic document would be obtained after the 
execution of the algorithm. The productive mechanism of 
signature was also useful to accepter to verify the validity of 
the method or procedure in Digital Signature. When the 
accepter received the signed electronic document which 
delivered from the dispatcher, it was necessary to verify the 
validity for this Digital Signature through previous 
mechanism, including electronic document, Digital 
Signature and the Public Key of the dispatcher.  

2.3 Mobile Agents 
Mobile Agents is an agent encapsulates the program 

that a receiving server is to execute, the data comprising the 
program’s arguments and state. Figure 1 shows a mobile 
agent scenario. Software agents that transport themselves 
form a client computer to various servers for remote 
execution. 

Client Agent

Server AgentClient Agents

Server AgentClient Agents

Server 1

Server 2

Client Desktop

Figure 1. Mobile agent scenario 

 The concept of agent-based software engineering is 
discussed in a survey paper [12]. The author presents two 
important issues: agent architecture and agent 
communication language. Agent architecture, on the other 
hand, includes network infrastructure and software 
architecture that ensures agent computing. An open agent 
architecture for kiosk-based multimedia information service 
is proposed in [5]. Agent communication languages allow 
agents to share information and send message to each other. 



2.4 Mobile Agent Programming Language 
Mobile agent needs a programming language that lets 

users define the role of their agents as they travel across a 
network. The following languages can be used for specific 
niches as well. 

KQML: A language developed through ARPA 
knowledge sharing effort aimed at developing sharable 
large-scale knowledge bases to enable agent-to-agent 
communication and knowledge. KQML is Suitable for 
development agent prototype for integration into existing 
application [13]. 

Java:   Java is an interpreted, multithreaded, and 
secured platform-independent language suitable for agent 
application. The multithreading and built-in security 
features give Java an edge in the implementation of 
interactive e-commerce applications [14].  

ActiveX/OLE: The programming technologies from 
Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft’s answer to Java 
embracing both Java and Component Object Model (COM) 
based on Object Linking Embedded (OLE). [15] 

Tcl and Safe-Tcl: This is a machine-independent 
scripting language that uses email to transport agent 
procedures as contents of mail messages [16]. 

Telscript: A language proposed by General Magic. 
Telescript is an object-oriented language and agent-based 
operating environment designed for mobile agent [17].  

3. Mobile Agent System Architecture 
Before In this paper, we proposed a model to 

characterize the mobile agent system architecture. As Figure 
2 illustrated, the mobile agent virtual society was composed 
within three cells: Pico cell, Micro cell and Macro cell. The 
Pico cell represented the client mobile agent. The Micro cell 
constituted by at least one client mobile agents (Pico cells) 
and one server agent. Several Micro cells construct a Macro 
cell. The following article describes the architecture of the 
Micro cell (Server side) and the Pico cell (Client side). 

3.1 Micro Cell 
A micro cell is composed of agent profiles/database, 

server agent and web server. 
Agent Profile and Database: 

User personal environment setting information: This 
information forms strings, including the items the 
user chose with their needs for the environment. 
User Log Files: The log file plays an important part 
while agent carried back to agent server. The agent 
server will parse the log files with different catalogs, 
such as the course participations, the shopping 
experience, and so on. 
User personal information: The user may change 
his/her own personal information via the agent, the 
modification of the member databases. 

User submitting results: There is some information, 
which users can submit via the agent architecture, 
such as the questionnaire system, the pop-up quiz 
system. Agents won’t bring all of the submitted 
information, and some of that information will be 
sending back to the database with the functions 
provided in each subsystem. 

Client Agent A

Client Agent F

Client Agent G

Server Agent 3

Station 3 
Client Agent A

Client Agent D

Client Agent E

Server Agent 2

Station 2 

Client Agent A

Client Agent B

Client Agent C

Server Agent 1

Station 1 

Client Agent A

Client Side Desktop

Macro Cell

Figure 2. A Mobile Agent Society Environment 

Server Agent:  
The server agent contains four components: 

verification components, communication components, 
management components, and roles setting objects (agent 
characteristics) provider. As with non-mobile agent, the 
primary requirement is a method of delegating authority to 
the mobile agent. 

Figure 3: Verification processes 

Verification components: provide the 
security-minded with agent delegation and 



authentication, privacy and access control. (the 
processes of verification in case of updating the 
student’s degree are shown as figure 3) 
Communication components: provide the universal 
communication tools, such as the chat (text), audio, 
video and windows message (annotation) application 
tools.
Management components: provide the system 
management facilities, such as the administration, 
resource allocation and agent profiles modification 
functions. 
Roles setting objects provider: provide the 
application-driven/characteristic objects to the client 
agent to download those objects. (e.g. E-notebook, 
Authoring tool (for course design), questionnaire 
sub-system, lecture- on-demand and so on.) 

3.2 Pico Cell 
The client agent is the base unit (Pico cell) of the 

mobile agent society. The main elements of a client agent 
include the client profiles, object function loader and role 
setting components selector. 

Client profiles: User personal environment setting 
information, User Log Files, User personal 
information and User submitting results. (Those are 
same as the server side’s profiles/database) 
Role setting components selector: this component 
provide several of role templates for user, user can 
choose the agent’s role which represents the agent 
will possess some application tools and put to use in 
the society. 
Object function loader: after user had selected their 
role sets, the object function loader will download the 
related objects from server agent (Roles setting 
objects provider). 

3.3 Operation 
This section shows several examples of Mobile Agent 

operations. The examples illustrated three main phrases: (1) 
registration (2) communication (3) role setting. 

Register SystemServer Agent
Profiles
Database

UserAdministrator
Verification

Registration Phrase

1. Registering

4.Accept & Create

5. Send Mail or Message

2. Reject
3. Send Mail
or Message

 Figure 4. Registration operating phase 

When a user wants applying into a new society, the 
client agent is invoked to coordinate the updates between the 
server and subscriber. Figure 4 shows the operations for a 
mobile registration to be a new society‘s member.  

After the MMVS register system received the uses 
apply, it send a registration notification message to the 
administrator verification component (event 1, Figure 4). In 
this example (event 2), the administrator verification 
component sends a reject notification to the MMVS register 
system. Upon receiving response form administrator 
verification, the MMVS register system send a response 
back to the user (shown in the Figure 4 as event 3).  

In event 4, the administrator verification records the 
registration acceptation message into the profile database. 
Event 5 is the acceptation response back to the user.  

Client A
Management
Components Client B

Verification
Components

Communication
Components

Communication Phrase

Accept Communication

Figure 5. Communication phrase 

Figure 5 illustrated an example of an invoking 
communication between two mobile agents. Event 1 is the 
request message to be sent to the management component of 
the server station. In turn, after the system’s management 
component agrees this apply, it will send the communication 
tools needed and requests to the communication tool 
manager (event 2), this invoke message is forwarded to the 
destined agent (event 3). If the destined agent assents to 
communicate with the requested one, she will respond to the 
communication components manager and the desiring 
service component will sent to the system’s management 
component (event 4). Thereafter, a connection 
pre-processing is established as depicted in this figure. The 
management components will dispatch the service 
component to original agent, and then accomplishing the 
connection between two agents. 



Verification 
components 

Roles setting 
objects provider

Profiles 
Database 

Client AgentManagement 
components 

Agent’s Role Configuration 

1.User Login

3.Role Choosing 
4. Application Use 

5. Accessing 
Personal Profiles 

6.Get Data 
7. Dispatcher 

2.Failure 

Figure 6. Agent’s role setting phase 

In the event that the client agent applies the roles 
setting objects, the server provides a set of commensurable 
application-driven components for the authorized agent. 
These operations were shown in Figure 6. The first two 
events handled the testing and verifying the agent status, and 
rejected the unauthorized login agents. The function of these 
events provided the delegation and authentication. Event 3 
and 4 provided the role configurations. After the role 
configuration steps, event 5, 6 and 7 will record the user’s 
profile and dispatch the desired agent role’s objects to the 
user.  

4. Discussion: Limitations and Solutions 
There were many focus issues occurred after the 

system constructed. We had received many diverse opinions 
such as plenty responses, valuable suggestions and 
important request from teachers and staffs’ feedback, 
although this made us much more challenge and difficulty 
when the system developing. But, for the system to 
implement certainly that the involution of administration’s 
authority was necessarily and essentially. We summarized 
some important issues as followings: 
1. For the principals of the equitableness, publics and 

reasonableness in teaching’s evaluation. The teacher 
should provide completed information of its score record 
that in his course responsibly. This standard might reduce 
some disputation which caused of incomplete score 
record.

2. The System provided a Web page with fixed style or 
format (it combined with Ordinary score, Mid-term score, 
Final-term score and Semester score), and the data 
imported from the selected course database would be 
Course’s Name, Class’s Title, Teacher’s Name, Student’s 
List and so on. There was a convenient way to let teacher 
filled out the Mid-term score and Final-term score in his 
familiar software tools to evaluate the grade sequentially, 
and import those manipulative scores into the system 
through Web page. This approach would reduce the 
perplexity of direct output that was in various software 
tools, distinct number of record field, and dissimilarity of 
the field name.

3. There was an adjustable function for user that he could 

modulate the percentage of each item in Semester score 
calculation. It was possible to adjust one specified 
record/field with a reference explanation individually. 
Also it was able to get a static analysis on-line, analyze 
class grade data; of course, printing and saving functions 
were available too. It was complete record if the score 
data and other information were uploaded together which 
were the score data of all course, relative percentage value, 
exceptional processing, explanation of static analysis, etc. 

4. It was encourage to all teachers to utilize the Grade 
Uploading System (GUS) in the promotion phase 
basically. There was a gift of IC Card Reader to come 
with the application of Natural Person Certificate, it also 
had several training course in Campus, and the Operation 
Manual in book and on-line learning were available at 
same time. There was a fully service that could satisfy to 
all teachers to increase their aspiration in GUS project. 

5. Conclusions 
In our experiment, it was possible to provide a 

fundamental for extensive application with identity 
authentication, non-repudiation and the information 
exchange was confidential and integrity. An agent-based 
mobility management system was introduced and the ways 
of constructing the application-driven mobile agent was 
addressed. We suggested a framework to model the mobile 
agent virtual society, which contained both mobile agent 
communication network and mobile agent evolution states. 
This approaches aspired to provide to the software 
developers who could get advantages in the agent computing 
and the management routine work. Also, the role-setting 
components are object-oriented approach. This approach not 
only gives the flexibly but also scalable in user’s utility tools. 
In out experiments, the application-driven mobile agent 
actually improved the persistent look-and-feel for roaming 
student in distance learning environment. The Grade 
Uploading System in SJSMIT Campus has been a trial test 
since January 2004, and it also has started using on April 
2004. There were hundred of course in the system at 
beginning, and the consequence got appreciative criticisms 
from teachers and staffs. We hope that, this study should be 
prolonged and applied to future communication network 
environment. 
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Abstract The applications of RFID are the most promising
issue which have caught attentions from every aspects of the
global supply chain members. Both Wal-Mart and the Department
of Defense, USA have announced that they will be facilitating
RFID technology as their mainly strategy of supply chain
management. Top suppliers are asked to furnish the utilization of
this emerging technology. The goal has been set up to catch the
potential benefits of RFID which including enhanced products
visibility .traceability and safety at the manufacturing and
distribution stages even throughout the total lifecycle. More and
more fields take aggressive steps on RFID adoption and some
business cases have revealed the advantage of RFID technology.

As an important manufacturing and distribution base on the
world, Taiwan has noticed this trend. In order to promote the
competitiveness and to link up with the world through the
application of RFID, this research focus on the facilitating

technology. We take distribution centers as our observe target, the
collaborate module of government and enterprise will also be
discussed.

Index Terms Radio Frequency Identification (RFID),
Distribution Center (DC)

I. INTRODUCTION

FID identification system is mainly and jointly composed of
Tag, Antenna, Controller, Middleware, and Database [1,2].

Signal is delivered by IC within Tag that is not larger than 2
centimeter squares through Reader to the electromagnetic circuit
power supply within IC Drive. Then Antenna transmits the
information stored inside the memory to controller and via

Middleware encoding, ID Code is finally corresponding to
adequate Database and is shown in Tag Identification System
which characters that are human identifiable, such as shown in
Figure 1 that is the construction figure of RFID. It also has the
same contactless R/W properties as smart card and IC card, which
can be used to replace the existing fixed or contact identification
Tag [4]. And at the same time, it can read many data [2] and have
better R/W ability and larger data storage space than Bar code.

In conception, besides hardware system, RFID should further
include the corresponding software, and integrate the supply chain
of enterprise both internally and externally. Figure 2 displays the
complete framework of RFID system, which should include Tags,
Readers, Integration, and Processing [5]. In Tag stage, to
determine hardware specifications, we should depend on the
environment estimation and analysis in advance, and then after the
Tag is decided, the performance of reader & writer should be
considered in designing the optimal position.

And the network system, which connects reader & writer to
database through wired or wireless method, analyzes the data
through the accounting or tool software of stock logistics that is
installed in the system beforehand, and stores it and produces it
into each report for the analysis reference of decision maker.

R
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Figure 2. Framework of RFID system
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Figure 1. RFID composition Figure (Picture sources: Center For
Aerospace and Systems Technology, ITRI)



However, RFID presently faces the largest bottleneck, that is,
the specifications is failed to standardize. At present, two large
organizations, namely EPCglobal of England and United States
system, and Ubiquitous ID Center (UID) of Japan system have the
most influence in the aspect of specifications promotion [4].
Recently, the UHF Generation 2 that is developed by more than 60
first technology companies of the world integrates RFID
technology, and network through EPC network to provide the
accurate information that conforms to cost-benefit in the supply
chain. The so-called GEN2 standard is the basic element of
EPCglobal network. In the future, they will look for the approval
of International Organization for Standardization and it will
compatible and collateral with the announced EPC standard, such
as Class1, Class2, or even ISO 18000-6A and 18000-6B to
provide a safer and faster open standard [2].

II. THE REFORMATION OF SUPPLY CHAIN

In the past, supply chain is connected linearly. Most use mails,
facsimiles or telephone method to pass on information through
vertical integration, and with the Internet development and the
computerization of supply chain, it gradually develops into
collaborative nonlinear supply chain. But in the future, market will
be heading to demand-driven production method, such as shown in
figure 3. Large reformation of market mechanism will also affect
the production, marketing, and the stock strategy of enterprise;
therefore, enterprises should conform to the supply chain form of
the future, which is demand-driven. RFID is exactly the basic
technology that accomplishes demand-driven supply chain form.

Fig 3. RFID development in promoting commercial mode

A. RFID will reconstruct the supply chain form

To satisfy the rapidly changing customer demand, supply
chain structure is also changing rapidly. Along with the growth of
information in the whole world, enterprises should response to
customers demand with faster mechanism, and hence, enterprise
flow path should be reconstructed. And in this process, RFID plays
an important role, because the real-time of RFID and rich
information can exactly conform to the rapid changes of demand,
and at the same time, RFID makes supply chain be more
observable and also let customers demand be predictable.
Therefore, we should depend on RFID technology to reach the
supply chain that is mainly demand-driven. At present, RFID

application is still in S&S Slap & Ship stage. Although it does
not affect the operation method of present stage and peripheral
cost does not increase due to the impact brought by RFID
facilitating, the future demand-driven market is not really bearable
to the present supply chain.

To be capable of producing many more yield and various
production, the supply chain of future still need shorter time to
reach and deliver the commodities with better quality. So besides
enterprises flow path reconstruction, Middleware is still needed
to integrate electronic commercial affairs system, and the ERP and
SCM system that is extensively applied these days should be
integrated into the Middleware of RFID. The achievement and
time demand of the abovementioned RFID characteristics can
further predict the market in order to reduce the increasing cost
and stock loss of enterprises due to the bullwhip effect of supply
chain. These can only be achieved through the reintegration of
RFID and enterprises electronic system.

B. Common problems of RFID facilitating into industries of
Taiwan

At present, Taiwan industries often encounter some
unconquerable problems in RFID facilitating, such as technology
feasibility, hardware cost is excessively high, the estimation
method of Return On Investment (ROI), the application of
successful case, difficulties in facilitating cost estimation,
deficiency of complete solution plan, the flow path facilitating
method developing from S&S to internal part, and etc. Among
which, ROI is one of the most important indexes for enterprises in
executing investment evaluation, and today, since software is still
in the developing stage, the cost is still inestimable. And due to the
difference in application range, the specifications of RFID Tag are
not completely the same and also, the cost increment caused by
flow path reconstruction of Middleware and enterprises is beyond
compute, so enterprises choose the wait-and-see attitude for the
most part when RFID is introduced. ROI is often adopted by
enterprises to be the reference index that judges whether to invest
equipment or introduce new system. Author s individual
viewpoint for ROI is that considering only the increasing benefit of
RFID characteristic may neglect the ROI rough estimation value
predicted by fixed cost. Here, we make the deduction and
estimation as follows:

a. RFID can read many Tags at one time, so reading time TRFID

TBar code

b. Real-time of RFID increases the visibility of supply chain, so
inventory water line IRFID IBar code

The average profit growth rate of enterprise in the next n years:
ERFID (TRFID IRFID)-1 EBar code (TBar code IBar code)

-1

Return On Investment: (PER is Price-Earnings Ratio of
enterprise)
ROIRFID (1+ERFID) n PER ROIBar code (1+EBar code) n
PER

From the abovementioned simulated calculation result, we can
deduce that Return On Investment of RFID will far exceed the ROI
of Bar Code with the application time of n years.



Table 1. The collection of phase target and achievements of individually counseled company
Company Name Name of project Plan range/purpose
Cargo Services
Corp.

RFID application plan in Logistics
1. Read the Tag application plan on goods
2. The application plan of active Tag

Horng Woei
Electronic Co.,
Ltd.

Feasibility evaluation and planning of UHF
Tag safe control application inserted in tire

1. Design and develop RFID Tag inserted in tire
2. The test of each condition (temperature, pressure, material, and etc)

Silk road
Taiwan Inc.

Feasibility evaluation of Savant middleware
establishment in RFID handheld device

1. The study of PML & ONS
2. The study of handheld device
3. Savant test production

Goldsun
Express &
Logistics Co.,
Ltd.

Feasibility evaluation and planning of RFID
application in the third party logistics service

1. RFID management condition in medicine industry supply chain
2. The key point of RFID in logistics operation management.

KHS Audio Co.,
Ltd.

RFID application in USA market and sale
passageway of KHS Audio Co. Ltd, Jupiter
Wind Instrument

1. Tag condition
2. Environment test
3. Tag evaluation
4. Reader collocation

Chiao Tai
Logistics Corp.

Feasibility evaluation and planning of RFID
integration application in 3PL supply chain

Feasibility evaluation and planning of RFID integration application in
3PL supply chain

Tai Sun Trade
Feasibility evaluation and planning of RFID
application in professional cleansing industry

1. Accomplish RFID environmental plan
2. Accomplish the analysis document demanded by applied software
3. Learn about Tag & Reader function and installation
4. System integration result

Retail Support
International

RFID Pilot Field Test in President Chain
Store Corp. system

1. Assist logistics center to control logistics box and pallet stock
quantity by means of RFID that is installed on logistics
carrier container (logistics box, pallet)

2. Besides reducing the error risk occurrence in goods delivery, it can also
well manage the goods.

Panda
International
transportation
Co., Ltd.

RFID pilot logistics tracing test

1. Automatically report back the set off and reaching time.
2. Compile and analyze the statistics of transportation schedule.
3. Exception management.
4. Reduce man-made mistake.
5. Warehousing management.

III. THE RELATED FACILITATING EXPERIENCE OF

TAIWAN INDUSTRY INFORMATION

A. Strategy Framework of enterprise in facilitating ERP

In the early stages, industrial competition compelled
enterprises to face a very big existence threat and forced all
enterprise set competitiveness improvement as their target and for
the middle-sized and large-sized enterprises with more than
hundreds of employees, the facilitating of ERP system not only
can integrate enterprise resources but also rapidly response to
customer s demand changes. The strategy framework of
enterprises when facilitating ERP can be divided into three large
phases, namely diagnosis, design and facilitating.

And regarding facilitating flow path, it also can be subdivided
into 5 steps, which are project preparation, business blueprint,
realization, final preparation, go live & support respectively [3],
such as shown in Figure 4. When enterprises facilitating ERP, its
process is extremely similar to RFID facilitating condition of
nowadays, and also faces the related problems concerning the
supply chain integration of enterprise both internally and
externally, which will be discussed in next section.

B. The problems faced by enterprises in facilitating ERP

In B2B E-Commerce application, the role that should be played

by government and promoter is nothing more than the
construction of trade environment, laws and regulations and
establishment of trade standard. Therefore, government should
construct a good network application environment to remove the
existing obstacle, restrain in industry, and accelerate the revision
of existing relevant laws and regulations, and establish new laws
and decrees, intensify the domestic core enterprise counseling to
secure commercial opportunities, and integrate resources in order
to strengthen promotion achievements. And the problems that are
often encountered by enterprises in facilitating ERP are as
follows:

1. Fail to build good network application environment.
2. Deficiency of perfect laws and regulations of E-Commerce.
3. Middle-sized and small-sized enterprises still need to be

subsidized and strengthened in education promotion.
4. Counseling should be aimed at industry, not specific

enterprise.
5. Unsatisfactory integration in each promotion plan and unit

resources.
6. Deficiency of professional information talents.



In the abovementioned problems, the problems of item 3 and 6 are
very similar to the problem encountered during RFID facilitating
of present stage. Since the RFID of present stage is in pilot run
stage, it still cannot provide effective exemplar construction to
enterprise for reference, so most enterprises do not know the
beneficial result of its facilitating, not to mention the related flow
path disposition. And the authorities should also enhance the
related study case with schools to increase the academic
organization control and research of new technology and train up
related professional talents to engage in the industry. Besides, the
related technology seminar or workshop should extensively invite
industry circle, authorities, and academic circle to jointly discuss
it, and publish the result in responsible unit and provide window
for enterprise consultation, and start improving environment
(infrastructure) and related laws and regulations.

IV. CASE ANALYSIS-A CASE STUDY OF RETAIL

SUPPORT INTERNATIONAL

In 1979, President Chain Store Corp. established Logistics
Session , and in September 25th, 1990, the Logistics Session of
the marketing department of President Chain Store Corp. was
separated out, and four companies, namely Uni-President,
President Chain Store Corp. and Mitsubishi Corp. of Japan,
Ryosyoku Ltd. jointly put up capital to establish Retail Support
International , which is responsible for commodities logistics
delivery business of more than 2300 shop fronts of President
Chain Store Corp., PRESIDENT S BAKERY, Cosmed and etc.

In 2004, Retail Support International was guided and
counseled by MOEA of Ministry of Economic Affairs to lead the
way in facilitating RFID to be hardware test (P1) and in 2005,

they start to introduce the test of software and hardware system
(P2). The future plan is to actually execute it to the internal of
enterprise and construct RFID system exemplar after each
department operates normally.

A. Case Discussion: Retail Support International

The target of RFID pilot field test project of President Chain
Store Corp. system is to assist logistics center to control logistics
box and pallet stock quantity by means of RFID that is installed on

logistics carrier container (logistics box, pallet). Besides
reducing the error occurrence risk in goods delivery, it can also
well manage the goods. Table 2 is the reading rate of pallet RFID
at Retail Support International Center, table 3 is the reading rate

Table 3. Logistics boxes reading rate at logistics center
Amount Read Reading rate

Date

Actual
logistics

stock
amount

Chungli Sanshia Chungli Sanshia

Oct. 12 1351 1063 1162 78.68% 86.01%
Oct. 13 360 292 316 81.11% 87.78%
Oct. 13 1317 1050 1254 79.73% 95.22%
Oct. 15 1011 858 934 84.87% 92.38%

Oct. 15 779 851 698
109.24

%
89.60%

Oct. 18 1146 909 974 79.32% 84.99%
Oct. 18 828 768 779 92.75% 94.08%
Oct. 20 959 840 835 87.59% 87.07%
Oct. 20 720 629 646 87.36% 89.72%
Total 8471 7260 7598

Average
Value

83.93% 88.95%

Table 4. RFID reading rate of Chungli Ji-Li Store of President
Chain Store Corp. 7/11

Date
Actual logistics
stock amount

Amount read at
shop front

Reading rate

Oct 12 3 3 100%

Oct 13 6 6 100%

Total 9 9 100%
of logistics box RFID at Retail Support International Center, the
RFID reading rate of table 2 and 3 are mainly based upon the test
result of Taipei and Sanshia logistics with 8,471 logistics boxes
tested, 193 plastic pallets, 45 pallets. From Table 4 RFID reading
rate of Ji-Li Store, it is known that the RFID reading rate can
reach 100% at stores, and the related problem to RFID reading

Table 2. Pallet reading rate

Stock
pallet

number

Number of
Tag read by
Chungli DC

Chungl
i DC

reading
rate

Number
of Tag
read by
Sanshia

DC

Sanshi
a DC
readin
g rate

Pallet 45 9 20.00% 3 6.67%

Plastic
pallet

193 86 44.56% 91
47.15

%

Total 238 95 39.92% 94
39.50

%
Figure 4. ERP Facilitating Procedures

Promote industry application:
Provide assistance in changing enterprise flow path.

Go live & Support:
ERP system formally starts on line operation

Final Preparation:
Optimal system to let employees actually simulate

Project Preparation:
Enterprise and counseling manufacturer form trans-sectoral

Realization:
Project team gradually introduces ERP system



rate would be discussed in the next section.

B. Generalization of Test Problem and Suggestion

1.Bad reading rate
Since test stage adopts manpower trolley to haul pallet, the

condition of each reading is not exactly the same that causes
unobvious reading effect. If it is changed into unmanned trolley
hauling, each reading condition can be fixed [5,6] and further
promote reading rate.
2.Tag repeated reading

Increasing the reading distance between Reader and Tag is no
doubt contributive to the promotion of reading rate, but it also
cause material and Tag that has not passed through Reader is read
into system and cause system disorder easily. If the Tag is written
into mark by Reader & Writer [4], or identifying the Tag read in
Middleware and do not record the Tag with the same ID in the
first record will avoid the repeated reading.
3.Reading Metal and Liquid Type Content

At present, RFID Tag is also subjected to the interference of
metal and liquid, which cause identification cannot be correctly
executed. Increasing the distance between Tag and logistics can
no doubt reduce interference, but it also reduces the volume of
logistics box and results in the increment of delivery cost. If
insulation object (preventing signal interference) is loaded in the
wall of logistics box, it can avoid the problem of metal and liquid
interference [5,6].
4.Reading Condition

For goods piling on pallet, we adopt (width) 3 boxes * (depth) 3
boxes * (height) 4 boxes method, because in the past, they adopt
Barcode reading Tag to execute warehousing management, piling
height is too high and causes the Tag of goods within central area
cannot be read easily. If (width) 3 boxes * (depth) 3 boxes *
(height) 2 boxes piling method is adopted, the tag at central area
can be effectively read, and besides, Reader can also be lodged in
the upper part of Inspection Gate and floor to increase reading
rate.
5.Suggested Items

Making comprehensive survey of the abovementioned reading
problem, if carrier or logistics box reserved for RFID use is used,
it can overcome the problem of bad reading rate easily. Besides, it
should be matched with exclusive RFID reading area and connect
to Database through Middleware. This complete set of measures
can promote the whole effect of RFID, not only focusing on the
reading accuracy with S&S method. Reading accuracy will be
improved after technology is promoted, and the related whole set
of integration introduced should all be tested in advance to obtain
more objective information during facilitating to be the policy
decision reference of facilitating in the future.

V. COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY OF RFID FACILITATING

STRATEGY

In November 2003, Wal-Mart formally announced to start
facilitating RFID technology to manage and control the incoming
and outgoing daily commodities in its logistics center. At the same
time, it also requests its supplier to comprehensively use RFID
since 2006 [3] which gradually makes related enterprises in the

whole world face squarely to this application. This chain effect
also facilitates each international or domestic large enterprise to
forestall the facilitating of this technology in order to maintain or
get ahead of its competitors. The success of the facilitating effect
should be decided by the adequate facilitating strategy. This
section will also compare the global strategy with the strategy
developed in Taiwan.

A. The strategy of Taiwan Ministry of Economy Affairs.

To strengthen the international competitiveness of Taiwan
enterprises, MOEA of Ministry of Economic Affairs especially
cooperates with ITRI in Industrial RFID Application Counseling
Plan [2] .The system center of ITRI is responsible for the
coordination, operation and preparation affairs.

Besides technology facilitating, ITRI is also responsible to
make a collective report of the progress to MOEA of Ministry of
Economic Affairs, and holds nonscheduled achievements
publication to be the reference for industries. And Institute for
Information Industry is responsible for Middleware operation,
and integrate the electronic platform of enterprise such as ERP
with RFID, and stores the information read by RFID in ONS of
network by using EPC encoding method through PML, which
enables the server of enterprise to read ID information and further
achieve globalization target. International R&D unit further
publishes new technology and standard, and ITRI has the new
information in hand at any time and provides the new technology
to domestic semiconductor industries and information industries,
while the enterprises use the new technology to develop the
software and hardware with more competitive advantages.

When Ministry of Economic Affairs develops facilitating
strategy, it can be divided into four stages, where the main
purpose of P1 Field test is to test the hardware reliability, in
another word, that is to test the read rate of Tag. Besides viewing
the Tag, it also tests the impact of reading angle or position of
Reader on reading rate. And the target of P2 Evaluation Test is to
test the middleware.

The main purpose of this stage is to connect the database with
Reader, to test the problems resulted from actual operation and
improves them to enable enterprises to actually obtain the
complete information of RFID Tag from database. In addition, P3
is Pilot Run stage. Besides integrating RFID Tag system, the
authorized unit should further integrate E-Commerce system and
supply chain management system to reach the anticipated effect of
whole integration. The last is P4 Exemplified system construction
stage to construct standard prototype, and the result is provided to
be the reference for enterprises during facilitating RFID and
provides the consultation service of related technology.

B. The RFID facilitating strategy of IBM.

Besides government guidance and counseling, International
industry also actively participates in the study and plan of strategy
facilitating in facilitating RFID to enterprises, where many
industries provide a series of solution program. Besides
developing a series of hardware technology, the related necessary
middleware also tends to the integration of enterprise platform
and supply chain, and even relevant enterprise that introduces



ERP also submits enterprise solution program in succession.
At first, they should carry out the lowest demand of case

evaluation analysis, and replace Bar Code and promote the
accuracy of existing application, and execute the optimization. In
this stage, they should promote enterprise s productivity, and
reduce the demand for manpower and drive JIT production or
logistics. At the same time, real time strategy support should be
started to provide internal stocks and personnel tracing and
achieve the prompt procedures of automation. In the last stage, we
should change the operation mode of enterprise, increase new
profit and collaborate with external customers or supplier, and
trace goods historical record. Eventually, commodities can be
accurately traced both internally and externally through the value
chain of Figure 5.

From the value chain framework of IBM, we learn that RFID
Tag is attached immediately after commodities (products) are
produced, and they are monitored with RFID during production
line, and RFID Reader is also set in the stock area to actually read
each item and quantity of stock. When commodities is delivered
to logistics, RFID Reader of logistics center reads the Tag, and the
commodities are delivered by forklift that is installed with Reader
to storage area. At this time, the information will be sent back to
server, and enterprise can compare the accuracy of stock quantity
and can also gather statistics of the stock quantity at present for
the convenience of adjusting procurement strategy. When stocks
leaving factory, RFID reader of packing area will read the
quantity of stocks leaving the factory. In addition, division area is
also installed with Reader, and eventually, the commodities is
delivered to stocks leaving area, and before stocks leaving
warehouse, there is one more RFID Reader to once again report
back the information to server. After goods leave logistics center,
they will be delivered directly to customer s warehousing area.
There is RFID Reader in the warehousing area, which can rapidly
check over the items and quantity through the database connected
by Middleware, and then goods covering unit on-site allows the
commodities to pass through sensor gate of RFID Reader in
arranged order to the display shelves of market. Furthermore, the
display shelves are also installed with RFID Reader to monitor the
inventory and sales condition, and lastly, customers can quickly
pay up at the counter, which is installed with RFID Reader.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

RFID has made further progress under the promotion of
Taiwan government with great exertion, but comprehensively
surveying the progress of advanced countries such as Europe and
United States, the pace is obviously slow. And besides the
software and hardware promotion, the aspect that really
influences the whole effect is strategy aspect. The facilitating
strategy of RFID has already been decided since the beginning,
where the strategic error not only is incapable of reaching the set
target, but also wastes money and manpower, and
hanging back is also predictable. Hence, the feasibility of actual
strategy will be discussed, and reference to successful examples
for modification will be need at any time. In the following, we sort
out the facilitating strategy that should be constructed to be the

reference:
a. Develop the complete end-to-end solution program

1. Simplify the facilitating process
2. Reduce facilitating cost
3. Reduce the facilitating risk and uncertainty

b. Establish counseling team
1. Enterprise flow path analysis
2. Draw up application range
3. Provide assistance in evaluating ROI

4. Assist enterprise flow path reconstruction
c. Establish Point Of Contact (POC) Center

1. Feasibility analysis
2. Define S.O.P. (Standard Operation Procedure)
3. Provide assistance in choosing suitable HW (Hardware) /

SW (Software) products.
Of course, RFID is not the substitute of Bar Code, but

observing from each aspect, besides the ID identification
provided by original Bar Code, RFID is even more superior to Bar
Code in many aspect. Such as time shortening, reduction in
manpower demand, value chain visibility and etc, are all a part of
RFID big and powerful superiority. In the future, when RFID
integrates supply chain into demand-driven formation, it even
shows forth RFID value in supply chain.
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Abstract
Since Automation spread throughout the

manufacturing in last decade, there seemed no such
equal attention with home appliance. In this paper, the
automation developed into the place where we spend
most of our time becomes a brand new thinking. There
are so many home appliances in our living space, and
how to make them intelligent so as to let our life more
saved, convenient, and comfortable will be a challenge
to our knowledge. In this study, some technique and
skills were developed to make our home appliances
intelligent such as radio remote control, sensors 
invented by researchers, auto-dialing system, and
image analysis with CCD image-fetched. Through
linking the sub-systems’ function, the main function of
the home appliance worked smartly—in this case, we
use a refrigerator as the center of all home appliances in 
a family, the refrigerator could sense the lack of the
food, drinks, even irregular shape fruits through all
designed sensors and CCD images analysis system, and
it also could auto-dial the vendors to deliver the thing it 
sensed insufficient. In addition to detect capability, the
refrigerator could assign works to other appliance
through inter-net or wireless radio remote control
system, for example, supposing that we forgot to turn
off the gas oven after we had reached far away our
home, we could dial cell-phone or phone into the
refrigerator to generate command code to turn off the
fire through remote control module set up both on
refrigerator and oven. This design can insure our life
saved and convenience.

Key words: 3C (computer, communication, content),
Home Appliance, Intelligent, CCD 
(charged-coupled device)

1. Introduction

Automation has spread over many fields such as
manufacturing, offices, businesses, and buildings. But,
it seemed that the place—our living space –home got 
no equal attention, especially home is the most time
where we spend. Therefore, we try to take advantage of
our knowledge of automation combined with web-net

to make the home appliance become intelligent center
that can play not only its original role but also control
other appliances by wireless communication in home
space instead of merely an appliance. Since refrigerator
is most frequently used by housewives in a home, we 
want to invent an intelligent one which can 
automatically detect the quantities of materials in it 
such as milk bottles, drinks, soda bottles, eggs, bread,
fruits, or the amount of irregular shape such as 
vegetables, meats etc.. If the quantities or amount are
less than we expectation, the refrigerator will call the
supplier by web or auto-dialing system to ask them
deliver the thing we need. This mechanism can create
more convenient and comfortable life for busy modern
people. In addition to refrigerator original function, we 
created it an intelligent function to control the other
appliances in same living space of a home. This
function makes a refrigerator no longer be an appliance,
furthermore be a control center which will give order to
other appliance after getting messages through web-net
or phone auto-dialing system operated by man outside
the home far away. For example, we all have such
awful experience as forgetting turning off gas oven and
remembering it when we are far away home on high
way, and we are panic and helpless. If we had one
refrigerator owning function like controlling other
appliance—in this case –the gas oven by dialing a
command code through wired phone or cell phone, we
can easily turn off the gas over so as to prevent
miserable fire disaster.

2. Study purpose

(1) Combining life with automation conception to
humanize appliance with knowledge and make
people feel the comfort and convenience bringing
by technology.

(2) Making home appliances simple operation,
systematization, computerization, and information
oriental so as to get appliance work with more
efficiency, intelligence, convenience, and safe.

(3) Finding an optimal solution for combining
computer, wireless communication system, and 



microprocessor into a full-function system to 
upgrade the value of single system.

3. Design procedures

Since we want to design an automation &
intelligent appliance with 3C function here we take
example by a refrigerator, we expect the refrigerator to 
have function as follow:

(1). Auto-detecting the quantities of normal shape
objects in it such as bottles, cans, fruits, and eggs or
amount of inform shape objects such vegetables, meats,
and fishes. The auto-detecting system would consist of 
all kinds of sensors which could collect the quantities
and amount information of objects in refrigerator. For 
example, we use photo-coupled transistors to detect the
bottles, the pressure plate to sense the amount of meat
or fishes, principle of closed-tub pressure to sense the
amount of liquid in big plastic bottle like soda water
and milk, and CCD images fetch to detect the inform 
objects like fruits. 

(2). If the objects are detected less than we
expected, there would be an auto-dialing system
through modem to call the supplier to deliver the
objects we need so as well the shortage message would
be displayed on the screen on computer. Therefore, we
need to design an auto-dialing system based on PC
computer in order to ask the supplier to deliver the
things we need after detecting the things are less than
we expect.

 (3). Because the refrigerator is the intelligent
facility, it will give commander to the other appliance
through wireless remote control system and in this
practical study was making use of single chip
microprocessor 8051 combined with Appliance
Automation concept. The user can easily control the
appliances’ “on” or “off” in a house by pushing a
keyboard button that was in advance corresponded to
an appliance either in a house or far away outside the
house. The device was worked by a system with two 
control modules called A module and B module; the
former was responsible for decoding the dialed number
either from the keyboard on A control module board
beside house phones or from the phone’s keyboard
dialed number far away outdoors, and then A module
would send the “controlling code”, which would order
some appliance “on” or “off” after B module receive
the controlling code, to B module by high frequency
microwave. That means there were wireless remote
controlled subsystem devices on both A and B modules.
The device has been proved high stability in itself and
is able to become a mass-production product in 
manufactured business. So we need to design a wireless
remote control system which consists of two module,
module A is connected to the phone to receive the 
command code from outdoors under master’s request.
Module B is connected to others home appliance which
will receive the command code from module A to turn

on or off the appliance we request. In this case, we take
the example by a gas oven as the controlled appliance
which would accept the commander from the 
refrigerator. Supposing that we forgot to turn off the
oven and we suddenly remembered the terrible
situation when we was far away home for our vacation
after we left the house. We don’t need to worry about
this, because we just dial a “command code” by cell 
phone to module A on the refrigerator then through
module B to turn off the gas oven.

(4). We can easily detect the normal shape objects
like bottles etc., but how to detect the informal shape
things like all kind of fruit becomes a difficult issue.
Therefore, we use CCD to fetch the images of informal
shape things and transfer into specified data to be 
compared with the data base we set up beforehand for 
those informal shape things, and then classified them 
by color featured value. The analysis procedure is
shown as figure 1 and 2.
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(5). Finally, we must design the PC bases Graph
Interface System as the platform to give command or 
monitor the information of refrigerator, here we use
Visual Basic language to design the interface platform
and the whole 3C intelligent home appliance control
system is shown as figure 3.

4.   Conclusion

Automation has been a new trend in many fields in
the last decades, and many program and curriculums
are designed to meet the demand in the vocational
markets. In this study, we try to initiate a new think of 
home appliance—not only did we consider appliance to
be useful family devices, but we increase the benefits
of appliance after they are gifted intelligence, and this
is available if we add more performance of automation
knowledge to them. The study procedure was difficult
and hard, but the final outcome was more delighted
after the product was proved totally successful, and we
really realized the true meaning that knowledge creates
the extra economical profits. This most outstanding
outcome of this study is that the CCD images analysis
technique in refrigerator has gained a patent issued by

Taiwan official patent assessment bureau.
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Abstract

For improving the performance of distance learning 
system (DES), the communication protocol between 
clients and server is very important and has much space to 
improve. In this paper, we issued the protocol and 
algorithms of communication, and data-receive and 
data-send to implement high-speed data transmission 
between processors of the DES to archive and apply the 
distance learning systems, respectively.  

Keywords: Distance learning system communication 
network, discrete topology, and 
communication handshaking.   

1. Introduction 

The quality of the discrete computer system (DCS), 
also called tightly coupled system, has a decisive impact 
on the speed, size and cost of the whole architecture. In 
discrete computer system any processors must be able to 
access any memory location, even if it physically belongs 
to another processor. Thus, the communication 
interconnection schemes are usually employed. The 
communication machine for discrete computer system 
allows the messages to be transmitted between execution 
units of different processor [4,5,8]. 

The communication interconnection network can be 
further classified into two types: signal bus and multiple 
bus systems depending on the number of buses providing 
interconnection among the processors, called node, of the 
discrete computer system architectures. 

In this paper, we propose a communication protocol 
for the multiple buses of DCS. The communication 
latency time is the one of benchmarks of interconnecting 
processors of DCS [5,7]. The communication delay time 
is defined to the total time of the request is issued to the 
desired data are received. In fact, the communication 
latency imposes a limiting factor on the scalability of the 
communication mechanism size. Thus, the number of 
processors of DCS cannot be increased indefinitely 
without exceeding the tolerance level of the access latency. 
For a DCS, the desired data of a processor may be 
accessed through two sources, the local memory (called 
P-to-M or P2M) or other processor (called P-to-P or P2P) 
[1].   

A communication network can be represented by a 
communication graph. The topology of the 

communication graph is an important property, which 
significantly influences latency on multiprocessors. Thus, 
there are two-communication models, message-passing 
model and share-memory model, are discussed and 
analyzed in this paper. For the message-passing model, the 
information is exchange through an inter-process 
communication facility provided by the communication 
routine [2,3]. In the share-memory model, processes use 
map memory scheme to gain access to regions of memory 
owned by other processors.  

The recent of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the protocol of communication for 
DCS. The communication latency and performance of 
DCS is analyzed in Section 3. Finally, we remark the 
conclusions in Section 4. 

2. The Protocol of Communication  

A DCS is a collection of tightly coupled processors 
interconnected by a communication network. From this 
point of view of a specific processor in a DCS, the 
memory is divided several modules and shared among 
processors, the rest of the processors and their respective 
resources, such as data cache, are remote. The designer of 
a communication network must address four basic issues: 

1) Naming and name sources: such as controller, 
processors, and storage devices, how to process 
and locate each other to communication? 

2) Routing strategies: how are messages sent 
through the network? 

3) Collecting strategies: how do two processes send 
a sequence of messages? 

4) Contention: the network is a shared resource, so 
how do we resolve conflicting demands for its 
use? 

Communication control can take place only if the 
correct processor access rights are granted. Each processor 
has a corresponded message queue, which holds a sent 
message, in the bus decoder of this paper. When the 
message queue is filled, the sequentially messages are 
stalled by this message queue. In the communication 
network architecture, the processors are classified into the 
requesting processor and the requested processor. The 
requesting processor, also called receiver, can do one of 
the follows things:   

1) receiver can send the request to the bus arbiter 



while data dependency occurs,
2) receiver can block until the message is received

successfully,
3) receiver can ask the bus decoder to hold it 

temporarily, and
4) receiver can give an error message while the desired

data losses.
For one processor of the DCS will get data from other

processors. Firstly, The requesting processor must send a 
request message, which contains the address of the desired
data, to the bus arbiter, then to the bus decoder,
furthermore to the requested processor. The request
message is transmitted to the requested processor via the 
communication network. If the requested processor is
busing, the request message is blocked in the request
message queue until the requested processor is free. 
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Fig. 1. Communication protocol of DCS.
The requested processor receives the request message;

the requested processor must send a reply signal to the
requesting processor. The above process among
processors is called handshaking of communication.
Implement the handshaking process, then the desired data
is transmitted from/to processor through the data queue of
the bus decoder. The desired data of the requesting
processor may be transmitted from the shared memory or 
the requested processor, which are called p2M
(processor-to-memory) or p2p (processor-to-processor),
respectively. The communication protocol of the p2p and
p2M are illustrated in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b),
respectively. The algorithm of communication process of
the DCS for this paper is illustrated in Figure 2, too.

The communication machine of this paper is the

combination of bus arbiter and bus decoder. The bus
decoder is constructed of request buffer for buffering the
request of requesting processor, data buffer for storing the
desired data from the requested processor, request
message register for registering the request when the
requested processor is block or busy, and the controller for
initializing the requested processor to access the desired
data from its local memory. This communication machine
allows transmitting the message and data between the
executable units of processors.

The structure of the request and data buffer are FIFO
(first in first out) architecture to hold the request message
and the desired data of the requesting processor. In
practice, the buffers can only be a finite length and a point
could be reached when the contents are help up because 
all the available buffer space has been exhausted.

The algorithm of the communication protocol of DCS
is shown in Figure 2. For a receive routine, the desired
data has been received of the requesting processor if it has
been sent to the data buffer of the communication unit. If
the receive routine of the requesting processor reaches
before the send routine of the desired processor, the data
buffer of the communication will be empty and receive
routine must wait until the desired data is sent to the data
buffer. For the send routine of the desired processor, once
the local actions have been completed and the desired data
is safely accessed on its way, the process of the requesting
processor can continue with the subsequent work and
instruction. In this way, we use such receive and send
routines interaction between requesting and desired
processor to decrease the overhead of the communication
time

In this paper, we will only discuss with the
communication protocol of the processor-to-processor
(p2p). Let us examine the basic message parameters
associated with sender and receiver system calls. The
message-passing primitives are specified by:

Create and delete the request buffer and data 
buffer of the communication unit via the request
and data_receiver routines.
Temporally, storing the transfer status
information of requesting processor to the
request buffer of the communication unit.
Send the request signal and receiving the desired 

data among processors,
Attach and detach remote processors, such as
requesting and requested  processors

/* The algorithm of interconnection processor communication network*/ 
Repeat:
:
requesting processor has an request item in next-tp of the request buffer of communication
unit;
:
/* sending the request message to the desired processor */ 
send (desired processor, next-tp);
until false;
the requested processor process is defined as the needed for the requesting processor;

/*receiving the desired data from the data buffer for the requesting processor */
/* receive routine*/
receive (requesting processor, next-d);
:
requested processor send the data item to the next-d of data buffer;
:



The send and receive primitives of the
communication unit are implemented by the sending and 
receiving process, respectively. Therefore, the buffer field 
in send specifies the memory location of the data to be
retrieved from the requested processor. On the other hand,
the buffer field in receive specifies where the arriving data
will be stored before to be read by the requesting
processor.
. Figure 2 illustrates the communication topology for the
IPCN. The data is transferred between inter-processor to
be completed by the send ( ) program for sending the
needed from the desired processor to data buffer of
communication unit, the algorithm of send ( ) is sown in
Figure 3. The recv ( ) program for receiving the needed
from the data buffer of communication unit to requesting
processor, the algorithm of recv ( ) is sown in Figure 4.

/* data transmission */ 
send ( ) 

{
data_transmitter:

wait:
if (data is ready for the requested processor and received the signal of request)

{ data_id is set to active;
access the desired data from local memory of GPR of requested

processor;
send the desired data to data buffer of the communication unit; 
data_ip = data_ip+1;

if (data_ip != 0)
  goto data_transmitter;
else end; 

} else wait;
end:
data_id is reset to valid;

}

Fig. 3. The algorithm of data send.

/* data receive */ 
recv ( )

{
data_receive:

wait:
if (data queues in the data queue of communication)

{
the flag of data_valid is set to 1; 
the signal of the received is ready for the requesting processor;
receive the desired data from data buffer of the communication unit; 
forward the received data to the general-purpose register (GPR);
data_ip = data_ip-1; 

if (data_ip!= 0)
  goto data_receiver;
else end; 

}
else wait;
end:
the flag of data_valid is reset to 0; 

    }

Fig. 4. The algorithm of data receive.

The structure of this proposed DCS is shown in 
Figure 5, which is consisted of n numbers of processors,
m numbers of memory-modules, b numbers of buses, and
the communication unit, included the bus arbitration and 
the bus decoder.
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Fig. 5. The schema of DCS for this paper.

The desired data of the requesting processor may
access from one of two paths, other processor via remote
produce call (RPC) or shared memory (memory module)
via direct-access memory (DMA). In this paper, we only 
discussed with the data transmission between processor to
processor. Thus, we also represented the state transfer
machine of the p2p in Figure 6.

If the desired data is accessed from other processor
(i.e. requested processor), the communication
handshaking starts the place of request data from other for
the requesting processor, then initialize to the transition of 
request queue, furthermore feed to the place of request
queue. If the required processor is busy, the request is 
temperately queued in the place of request register; else
the required processor is initiated the transition of request
interrupt to access the desired data via the transition of
system call.

The desired data are accessed to the requesting 
processor from the required processor through the
transition of received data and the place of data queue. If 
the required processor does not generate the desired data,
the respondent signal of the request is still blocked in the
place of ready to receive data, until the requested
processor completes the desired data.

3. Performance Analysis 

The communication latency is the one of performances of
inter-processors architecture. We will analyze the
communication latency of this proposed architecture for
different number of clients with different size of the
request buffer and data buffer. The number of request- and
data-buffer are various from 2 entries to 16 entries.
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Fig. 6. The data transmission between processor and
processor.

3.1 The Communication Latency of Different
Queue-Size

In this section, we compare the communication latency of 
this proposed DCS in the following cases: 1) the proposed
MP has 6 PEs, but with different numbers of request- and
data-buffer, 2) the proposed MP has the same size of
request- and data-queue, but with different numbers of PE.

Figure 7 shows the communication latency of 
different numbers of request-buffer in case 1. Referring to
Figure 7, we find the lowest latency to cost ratio, is



defined to the buffer size is divided to the reduced time
(Tlatency), of each PE is 8-entry, in average. This reason is 
caused that the request is issued from requesting processor
to communication unit, then the communication unit
issues an interrupt single to the requested processor, Thus,
any requests must expended waiting time in the
communication unit. When the request queue size large
than 8-entry, such as 12 or 16 entries, the latency time not
conspicuously improve for the cost.

Figure 8 shows the communication latency of
different numbers of data-buffer in case 1. Referring to
Figure 8, we find the lowest latency to cost ratio
occurrence in 4-entry. This reason is caused that the
desired data of the requesting processing is accessed from 
required processor to the data-queue of communication
unit, then transmitting to requesting processor,
immediately. Thus, the desired data not expend any
waiting time in the data queue of communication unit.
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Fig. 7. The communication latency of different
request-buffer size. 
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Fig. 8. The Communication latency of different
data-queue size.

3.2. The Performance fo Different number of
Clients
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Fig. 9. The Communication latency of different numbers
of Processors with the same of buffer sizes under 4-bus.

Figure 9 shows the communication latency of different
numbers of processor in case 2, which has the same
request-buffer and 4-bus. Referring to Figure 9, we find
the lowest communication latency occurrence when the 
number of processor is 8. This reason is caused that the
probability of each bus to be used by processors is 0.5. 
Thus the request commands data of the requesting

processor do not expend arbitration time to process, and
lower time to process handshaking control among
requesting processor, communication unit, and requested
processors.

4. Conclusions 

This paper we issue the protocol of communication for the
discrete computer system. We also propose the algorithms
of data receive and data send when this proposed
architecture is exploited to the distance learning system. In 
order to verify our assumption is realizably, we simulate
this proposed architecture in a discrete event system and 
provide it had improved the performance of the DCS.
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ABSTRACT 
  In this research, we focus on the popular sport--tennis.  
We present a new teaching method.  Base on the 
e-learning web-site, we design the tennis network 
teaching.  We import expert system to establish the 
interactive tennis teaching e-learning structure in our 
research.  And we will implement our method in 
network teaching web-site finally.  Our method provides 
a new teaching model and a new learning channel. 
Key words: e-learning, tennis teaching, expert system, 
interactive method 

1. INTRODUCTION 
  People start concentrating leisure life while their 
family life becomes steady.  Therefore, the outdoor 
sport exercises become popular gradually.  And tennis is 
one of the most popular sports in our country.  But due 
to the limitations of the tennis knowledge and skill 
resources in Taiwan, we would like to construct the 
e-learning platform for tennis teaching.  We hope this 
e-learning program can help the experience exchanging 
between beginners and trained tennis players.  This 
program would help in breaking out the limitations on 
teaching program and the promoting on tennis sport. 
1.1 Research Motivation 
  The benefits of the tennis e-learning platform are the 
resources sharing and the freedom from space limitation.  
This e-learning platform leads a new channel for those 
tennis beginners.  This is the first motivation of our 
research. 
  The interactive learning style is the basic concept of all 
kinds of learning.  The interactive learning strengthens 
the learning effect and corrects the wrong learning 
concept immediately.  The e-learning model provides 
the function of interactive learning.  It makes the 
learning process as a communication process and reaches 
the correct learning goal.  This is the second motivation 
of our research. 
  While clearing out the barriers of learning process and 
gathering the people who own the same interesting, these 
would expands the tennis world.  This is the third 
motivation of our research. 
1.2 Research Purpose 
  The purposes of this research are: 

i. We hope to bring the new teaching model and learning 
channel for the tennis teaching through this research. 
ii. We hope to construct the e-learning interactive tennis 
teaching through this research. 
iii. We hope to promote and create a new learning chance 
of the tennis exercise through this research. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  In this section, we describe the various knowledge of 
the tennis and the characteristics of e-learning. 
2.1 Tennis 
  Tennis is invented in the middle of 1400 in France.  
Tennis is not only a skillful sport but also a sport that 
requires much knowledge background. 
2.1.1 Knowledgeable Tennis 
  In this section, we have a description in the selection 
and use of tennis instruments, the competition rules, and 
the court introduction: 
i. The Selection and Use of Tennis Instruments 
  There are two kinds of tennis: hard-tennis, and 
soft-tennis.  The material of the paddle was wood in the 
early time.  Then, the metal was used in the production 
of paddle, such as the iron and aluminum.  Today, 
synthetic fiber is widely used. 
ii. Competition Rules 
  The competition rules include scoring method and the 
difference of hard-tennis and soft-tennis. 
(a) Point:  The points are accumulated by one point.  
The rule is:  While none of the serve falls into the serve 
area, the tennist who loses one point.  While the game is 
going on, if the ball was hit outside, the tennis who hit 
the ball loses point.  While the game is going on, if the 
ball touches the cage, the one who hit the ball loses point, 
too.  While the game is going on, if the competitor 
couldn’t hit back, the competitor loses point.  The rules 
are the same in twosome and foursome competition [1]. 
(b) Game:  Any player has to get four points higher than 
the competitor, then the player wins a game.  The first 
point is marked ‘15’, the second point is called ‘30’, the 
third point is marked ’50), the four is marked ‘game’.  
‘Game’ also means the winning of this game.  If the two 
players got 3 points (40-40), it is called ‘deuce’.  The 
point right after the deuce is called ‘advantage’ that 
means there is only one point to be the winner.  Or it is 
only a ‘deuce’.  The word ‘love’ in tennis means ‘0’, 



‘-love’ means ’30-0’. 
(c) Set: Any tennist who got six games means that he or 
she wins one set.  If both tennists win five sets, then 
marked as ‘5 all’.  Then, any tennist who would win the 
set once he or she wins two games sequentially.  But if 
the game is 6:6, then the ‘tie-break’ should be held.  If 
any tennis who wins seven points first and there are two 
points difference leading the other tennist, the winner is 
bone.  In general, the winner should wins two sets in the 
competition.  But the male grand slam has nine sets 
competition.  The davis cup asks the winner should win 
the three sets among five sets.  
(d) Hard tennis: Twosome, foursome, mix doubles 
follows the rules: A set has six games.  Anyone who 
leads a set right after he or she wins six games.  Soft 
tennis: A set has seven games.  Anyone who leads a set 
right after he or she wins four games.  But the mix 
doubles should win five games among nine games. 
iii. Court Introduction 
  The different kinds of tennis courts are: a. natural grass 
tennis court  b. en-tout-case  c. redbrick sand tennis 
court  d. dust tennis court  e. PU plastic tennis court  f. 
asphaltum tennis court g. chamber tennis court.  The 
map of the tennis court is as Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1  Tennis court 
  The side line is 78 inches.  The twosome base line is 
27 inches.  The foursome base line is 36 inches.  The 
middle of the cage is 3 inches, the stob of the side line is 
3.5 inches.  The distance from base line to serve line is 
18 inches.  The distance from serve line to the cage is 
21 inches.  The width of every serve area is 13.5 inches.  
The width of the gallery is 4.5 inches. 
2.1.2 Tennis Skill 
  The skills of tennis includes:
i. The short method: The description is as follows: 
(a) Bump ball: While the ball falls on the ground, then hit 
it back.  (b) Short hit: While the competitor runs to the 
baseline, hit the ball to the front of the cage that makes 
the competitor runs hurriedly to catch the ball.  (c) 
Intercept the ball: Intercept the ball that hasn’t fall on the 
ground [1]. 
ii. Basic Serve 
  The serve emphasizes not only the serve point but also 
the standing position.  The first key point is to have the 

right serve position. 
  The serve classifies into: The straight serve—that shots 
backward and appears the fastest speed of serve.  The 
backward shot appears less rotation, fast speed, and hard 
to control.  The rotating serve—that shots athwart from 
the back.  The ball increases slight rotation athwart.  
This serve is controlled easily and appears fast speed [3].  
The straight serve is as Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 The Straight Serve 
iii. Forehand & Backhand 
Forehand: (a) The preparation actions: Open two feet to 
the same wide of shoulder while standing.  And then, 
bend down the knee a little, open the elbow a little, hotch 
forward, and the height of the paddle shouldn’t not be 
higher than the netter’s eyes. (b) Pull the paddle and turn 
around: Start roating the right feet while pull the paddle, 
and hotch the right feet, slightly bending two knees.  
While pull the paddle, rotate the shoulder, exsert the left 
hand, keep the balance of the body, relax the elbow that 
holds the paddle, and fix the radian of the backswing.  
(c) Step on of the left foot: While backswing and turning 
around, step on the former (left) foot.  Tightly hold the 
paddle to fix the wrist and keep the paddle the same 
height of the waist. (d) The shot area: Backswing to the 
former upper area, and moves athwart to the former foot.  
The upper shoulder, arm and the waist tightly hold the 
paddle while the shot moment.  The player should lower 
the jaw, watch the tennis ball concentrate.  (e) After shot, 
the paddle leads the arm based on the tennis ball route.  
Then, raise the paddle to the show direction.  While the 
paddle stops at the left shoulder, repeat the preparation 
action.  As listed in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3  Forehand 
Backhand: (a) Preparation actions: Stand forward, 
separate two feet to the same wide of shoulder while 
standing, slightly bend the knees, bend the body forward, 
move athwart to the toes.  Adapt the Eastern Backhand 
holding method, the other hand hold the middle of the 
paddle and watch the ball carefully.  (b) Backswing and 
turn around: Start rotating left foot and move athwart to 
the left foot.  Use the other hand that doesn’t hold the 
paddle to help back-holding the paddle.  This keeps the 
paddle at the serve height.  (c)The left foot steps 
forward: Hold the paddle backward and turning shoulders 



while needed, and move athwart to the left foot.  (d) 
Shot area: Wave the paddle head slightly, and step at the 
horizontal direction with the tennis ball’s route.  Tightly 
holding the paddle to keep the wrist and make the head of 
the paddle the same height of the wrist.  (e) Hitting zone: 
Move athwart to the former foot, backswing upward and 
hold the paddle tightly.  The upper shoulder, wrist, arm 
rotate at the same time, lower the jaw slightly, and watch 
the tennis ball concentrate.  (f) Raise the paddle high 
and hit the tennis ball.  Keep hitting followed the tennis 
ball’s route.  (g) Follow through: Extend the arm that 
holds the paddle at the top of the head, and step forward 
to face the cage.  As listed in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4  Backhand 
2.2 e-learning 
  The e-learning is called network learning, network 
teaching, on-line learning or electrical learning.  
E-learning can be classified into synchronous network 
teaching and asynchronous network teaching.  
‘Synchronous network teaching emphasizes a real-time 
information transferring.  Through the video meeting 
and multimedia techniques, the teachers and students can 
implement asynchronous network teaching at different 
time and different locations.  The teachers can allow the 
students to join the learning program at anytime through 
the computer network.  The students can submit their 
questions freely.  The students raise their questions 
through the e-mail, on-line discussion, message board 
and chat room. 
2.2.1 The Characteristics of e-learning  
  The characteristics of e-learning are: i. Equal 
educational opportunity.  ii. No limitations on time and 
location.  iii. Individual education.  iv. Appropriate 
personal characteristics development.  v. The students 
share the learning with all the students all over the world.   
vi. Tthe students learn the following abilities: self control, 
activeness, responsibilities, dependence, and lifelong 
learning. 
2.2.2 The Advantages of e-learning  
  The e-learning includes the following advantages:  
i. Multiple-type of Content: The data transferred through 
the internet includes: text, graph, image, music, 
animation and video. 
ii. Experience Exchanging Channel: The message board, 
discussion area and chat room are the communication 
channels for comment exchanging. 
iii. Virtual Learning Groupware: The teaching platform is 
without the limitation of time and locations, so there are 
many learners can use the resources at the same time. 
iv. Professional Information Providing: The teaching 

platform specialists provide different topics of teaching 
materials and comments. 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
  The literature analysis method is used by this research.  
Our teaching platform is designed on the basis of the 
advantages of present existing e-learning platforms. 
3.1 Research Method 
  First, we collected the literature concerning e-learning 
and tennis and tried to find out the relationship between 
e-learning and tennis.  We also tried to understanding 
the construction of e-learning teaching platform. 
  The sources of literatures contain text books, journals 
and research reports.  We have made a deep straight 
analysis, cross analysis, and comparison on those 
literatures.  Those analysis results become the base of 
our research and are widely used on the planning of the 
e-learning teaching platform. 
3.2 Research Steps 
  The research steps of this research is as Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 Research Steps 
4. THE PLANNING OF  

TENNIS TEACHING PLATFORM 
  In order to create a high-quality e-learning teaching 
platform, our courses are designed by the following 
guidelines: 
4.1 Meet Learners’ Requirements & Centralization 

Teaching 
The courses include different levels.  In order to 

forbid the less attractiveness, the text should be replaced 
by the video teaching.  Those films are produced by the 
professional specialists.  The learners select the appro- 
priate course level to start learning.  For those steps 
those are difficult and unclear, the learners can repeat 
watching while necessary. 
4.2 Interactive Design & Planning to Raise Learning 

Efficiency 
  The interactive function is the most important one on 
the traditional teaching.  Therefore, the discussion area, 
message board, and chat room are installed for 
interactively communicating on the e-learning teaching 
platform. 
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4.3 Uniformity & Simplicity of Learners’ Interface 
  A good e-learning teaching platform should be easily 
operating and learning by the learners.  The interface 
should be uniformity and simplicity.  The learning flows 
and materials should be understood by the learners 
conveniently.  All those advantages would help in 
creating the learning strategies for the individual learner. 
4.4 Completeness Functions of Teaching Platform 
  Based on the above three points, the e-learning 
teaching platform is as Fig. 6. 

i. Public Board:  This public board is to offer public 
messages, important issues, activities news, information 
updating.  The fans of tennis can hold up the hot news. 
ii. Courses & Materials: The main subject of the courses 
is the skill teaching.  It uses the characteristics of the 
multimedia and combines with the introduction of 
animation and text to increase the efficiency of the skill. 
iii. Teaching Evaluation: The learners can use the 
questions that are listed on the e-learning teaching 
platform to evaluate their learning efficient. 
iv. Personal Data:   This e-learning teaching platforms 
keeps the entire learning records those can be used to 
arrange better connection for the next learning stage. 
v. Experience Exchange: The discussion area provides a 
ground for the learners sharing the learning experience.  
These channels act like a two-way communication 
channel for the learners and professional coaches. 
vi. F&Q: This part includes the operating method, use 
instructions and limitation.  This part leads the learners 
to be easily familiar with the platform. 
5. CONCLUSION 
  Through the construction of the e-learning teaching 
platform, our research provides the positive advantages 
of the tennis teaching.  The advantages are: 
5.1 The Convenience of Learning Channel 
  The platform is set on the internet.  Once the personal 
computer and network communication equipments are 
prepared, we can access to the platform and retrieve/store 
the materials.  According to the personal status, the 
suitable courses can be selected individually.  The 
materials arranged by the platform are professional and 
practical for the tennis learners.  All the learners can 
also share their learning and exercising experience 
through the platform. 

5.2 The Multiple-types of Learning Content 
The learning objective of tennis includes the selection 

of tennis tools and the learning of skills.  The computer 
can represent the text, pictures, audio, animation and 
video.  Therefore, if there are complicate and serial 
movements of the tennis, the computer would give a 
great help.  The learners can watch the film repeatedly.  
And the film can be paused at any time. 
5.3 The Gathering of Network Group 
  In tennis world, the coaches and the well-experienced 
tennis players own much experience.  The professional 
skills of the coaches and the well-experience could share 
with all the people who access to the platform.  The 
ultimately resources create the network groups through 
the network. 
5.4 The Immediate Delivery of Message 
  For those people who access to the platform play as a 
message sender and a message receiver.  Everyone can 
send the message through the network and that makes the 
message transferring rapidly.  The function of the speed 
raises the attraction of the tennis players. 
5.5 The Endless Limit of Learning Policy 
  The advantage of the e-learning platform is that there 
is no limitation on time and locations.  Therefore, the 
learners can start learning depending on his or her 
personal qualifications. 
  Once the learners are learning through the e-learning 
teaching platform, if there are any problems, the learners 
can raise the questions at anytime.  Or the learners can 
watch the film repeatedly.  The teachers can evaluate 
the learners based on the access data. 
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Abstract In the processes of knowledge
s source from

different expert, this way cause logical or
structure errors. Because time and space
environment change so that appear as new
technologies, new laws, new methods and
new evidences, so knowledge may not be
suitable for use now. Meanwhile application
of the wrong knowledge causes wrong
decisions, for the knowledge base, it is the
correctness of the knowledge that is most
important. But seldom discusses how to add
value to the knowledge, and add value to the
knowledge before we want to confirm

s relationship among, so the
similarity calculate of knowledge is very
important.
This study integrates Fuzzy Theory,
Conditional Probability, Vector Matrices
and Artificial Intelligence, to establish the
Fuzzy Conditional Probability Knowledge
Similarity Algorithm (FCPKSA) and develop
the Rule-based Knowledge Similarity
Distance Calculation System (RKSDCS).
This system can rapidly obtain knowledge
similarity matrix.
Keywords: Rule-Based Knowledge, Fuzzy
Theory, Conditional Probability, Vector
Matrices, Artificial Intelligence, Similarity

1. Introduction

In the processes of knowledge
accumulation, the knowledge sources are
derived from different experts, this way cause
logical or structure errors. Because time and
space environment change so that appear as
new technologies, new laws, new methods and
new evidences, so knowledge may not be
suitable for use now, and common issues may
include existing redundancy rules, conflict
rules, circularity rules, and incompleteness
rules. Because an application of wrong
knowledge leads to wrong decisions, for the
knowledge base, it is the correctness of

knowledge that is most important. The quality
of knowledge overweighs its quantity. This is
especially applicable to the current application
of knowledge focusing on its Discovery,
Creation, Preservation, Delivery, Sharing and
Directly Use. It seldom discusses how to add
value to the knowledge. For example, the
accuracy of knowledge requires checking,
modifying or deleting, complete similar
knowledge to do merging or integration, with
conflict or overlapping knowledge to do
modifications or updates, and innovative
inference of new knowledge as an added value
treat. But add value to the knowledge before we
want to confirm s relationship
among, so the similarity calculation of both
knowledge is very important.

Based on the causes above, this study
proposes the Fuzzy Conditional Probability
Knowledge Similarity Algorithm (FCPKSA)
and develops the Rule-based Knowledge
Similarity Distance Calculation System
(RKSDCS). This system can rapidly obtain
knowledge similarity matrix.

2. Review of Related Research

To establish rule-based expert system
emphasizing in inference rules whether they are
existing logical errors or structural errors. In
other word, we mainly discuss verification and
validation of inference rules in expert system,
This is seldom discussed to upgrade

or
knowledge reuse [1] [2] [3] [4]. 2001
M.LYNNE MARKUS proposed Toward a
Theory of Knowledge Reuse: Types of
Knowledge Reuse Situations and Factors in

[5], to discuss success factors
of knowledge reuse.

3. The Similarity Calculation of Rule-
based Knowledge

3.1 Knowledge Representation



The syntax of rule-based knowledge
representation was IF <antecedent> THEN
<consequent>. The antecedent or consequent
would be expressed as a sentence. This study
uses the following four components: Object
(O), Attribute (A), Relationship Operator (R),
and Linguistic Value (V) to combine the O-A-
RV format structure as Fig. 1, for example the
O-A-RV format structure of a sentence is
represented as Table 1.

Any attribute of objects in knowledge
through proper transform mapping to number
data will be able to use the three components of
O-A-RV to express the antecedent vector and
the consequent vector. If the antecedent has n
attributes, it may use 3*n components to
express itself as in eq. (1). The consequent
vector according to express way of antecedent
vector before, meanwhile antecedent vector and
consequent vector combine to form the
knowledge vector.

3.2 Transform Mapping of O-A-RV
3.2.1 Transform Mapping of the O-A part

Since the data style of the O-A part is a
string in a knowledge sentence, then O-A can
be individually expressed according to whether
they can be assigned the same characters to
transform mapping to 0 or 1 as shown Table 2.

Table 2 Transform Mapping of the O-A part

O A
O- A

Mapping value
Exist be assigned
same character 1 1

Not exist be assigned
same character 0 0

3.2.2 Transform Mapping of the RV Part
The data style of V in a sentence may

appear as shown in Table 3.If the data style of
V is interval and ratio, then V retain it s original
value; if the data style of V is ordinal, then V
transforms mapping by Table 4 or use
Membership Function as shown in Fig. 2 to Fig.
3; if the data style of V is nominal, then V
according to weather exist be assigned the same
character to transform mapping to 0 or 1. If the
data style of V is a number and R is an equal s
symbol in whole knowledge, then use eq. (2) to
normalize it and allows its value is between 0
and 1.

minmax

min

VV

VV
Vnorm

(2)

Vnorm: V normalizated value, the value is
between 0 and 1

V: Linguistic Value V.
Vmax: Maximum of V in knowledge cases.
Vmin: Minimum of V in knowledge cases.

Table 3 Data Type of Linguistic Value (V)

Table 4 Mapping of Ordinal Data

If the data style of V is a number and R is
not an equal s symbol, then transform mapping
of RV may use conditional probability

)(

)(
)|(

AP

ABP
ABP to calculate, and its

mapping value is between 0 and 1. If the
mapping value is greater than 1, then take it s
value is recorded as 1. Here, Here, P(A) is the
probability of event A happening, and

)( BAP is the probability of event A and

event B occurring at same time.
Assume x expresses the value of Testing

Cases (T), and y express the value of
Knowledge Cases (K), then transform mapping
of RV in different situations as shown in Table
5 to Table 6. But the transform mapping of RV
in other situations can not listed in paper for
pages limit.
Term V1 is the relationship of x and y, V2 is the
relationship of K and y, and V3 is the
relationship of T and x.
max: the maximum of V of Knowledge Cases.
min: the minimum of V of Knowledge Cases.

Type Property of Operator

Nominal
Unable to compare its magnitude.
Unable to do arithmetic calculations.

Ordinal

Its quantity is finite, and its with an
order relationship. to
compare its magnitude, but not
possible to do arithmetic
calculations.

Interval
and ratio Its data style is numerical.

Description
of V

Mapping
Value

Remark

Very Small 0

Small 0.25

Medium 0.5

Large 0.75

Very Large 1

V directly is assigned
the suitable mapping
value between 0 and
1 or use the
Membership
Function of the
Fuzzy Theory to do
transform mapping.



Table 5 Transform Mapping of RV for V1:x > y

K > y K = y K < y

T > x
y

x

max
max

0 0

T = x
ymax

1
0 0

T < x
minx

yx
1 1

Table 6 Transform Mapping of RV for V1:x < y

K > y K = y K < y

T > x 1 1
miny

xy

T = x 0 0
min

1
y

T < x 0 0
min
min

y

x

3.3 Fuzzy Conditional Probability
Knowledge Similarity Algorithm

3.3.1 Knowledge Similarity Calculation
When the antecedent and the consequent

have finished transform mapping and is
normalized, then the knowledge can be
expressed by the O-A-RV format and the
composed knowledge vector. The sentence of
the antecedent or consequent may also be able
to use the connective operator { AND , OR }
to combine.

If the quantity of knowledge is m, the
antecedent is with n dimensions and the
consequent is with l dimensions, then the
Knowledge Matrix (K), Antecedent Matrix (A),
and Consequent Matrix (C) is defined as shown
in eq. (3):

K =[kij]m*(n+l)=
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When any knowledge is expressed as a

knowledge vector, for example

),,,,( )(321 lniiiii kkkkk , ),,,,( )(321 lnjjjjj kkkkk
are both knowledge vectors, this study proposes
that the product of Distance Similarity (DS) and
Angle Similarity ( S) to represent the both
knowledge similarity (KKS) as eq. (4). The
calculation of DS uses Euclidean Distance to
avoid the similarity of the maximum distance
knowledge as zero as shown in eq. (5) to eq.
(6); the calculation of S uses the Inner Product
as eq. (7). By the same way token the similarity
of both antecedents (AAS) and both
consequents (CCS), the similarity of
antecedents and consequents (ACS) can act
individual as shown in eq. (8) to eq. (10).

),(),(KKS jijiji kkSkkDS (4)

In eq. (4), the values of DS and S are between
0 and 1.

The Euclidean Distance is defined to
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The constant coefficient
min1

1

DS
(6)

And >1, where DSmin is the minimum of in
whole DS, but DSmin >0, and maximum of
DSmin may be decided by the user. For example
when DSmin=0.1 then =1.11.
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),(),(AAS jijiji aaSaaDS (8)

),(),(CCS jijiji ccSccDS (9)

),(),(ACS jijiji caScaDS (10)

When the KS of both knowledge is higher,
this expresses that both knowledge is more
similar, the KKS is between 0 and 1.When
KKS=1, this expresses that both knowledge is
completely the same, when KKS=0, this

ValueV3

V2

ValueV3

V2

Sentence Consequent Matrix (C)



expresses that both knowledge is complete not
the same. When a vector is Zero Vector, then its
corresponding similarity is zero.
3.3.2 Similarity Matrix

The definitions of Knowledge,
Antecedent, Consequent, Antecedent and
Consequent Similarity Matrix are displayed as
eq. (11) to eq. (14).
(1) Knowledge Similarity Matrix (KSM):
KSM=[KKSij]m*(n+l), and KKSij=1, when i=j(11)
Subject to i=1 to m, j= 1 to (l+m)
(2) Antecedent Similarity Matrix (ASM)

ASM=[AASij]m*n , and AASij=1, when i=j (12)
Subject to i=1 to m, j=1 to n
(3) Consequent Similarity Matrix (CSM)
CSM=[CCSij]m*l, and CCSij=1, when i=j (13)

Subject to i=1 to m, j= 1 to l
(4) Antecedent Consequent Similarity Matrix
(ACSM)
ACSM=[ACSij]n*l, (14)
Subject to i=1 to n, j= 1 to l
3.3.3 Fuzzy Conditional Probability Knowledge

Similarity Algorithm
According to the analysis above, this paper

integrates Fuzzy Theory, Conditional
Probability, Vector Matrices, and Artificial
Intelligence Rule Based Inference to construct
the Conditional Probability Knowledge
Similarity Algorithm (FCPKSA) and develop a
Rule-based Knowledge Similarity Distance
Calculation System (RKSDCS). Fig 4 is the
architecture of FCPKSA, the flow chart of
FCPKSA as shown in Fig. 5.

3.3.4. Knowledge Similarity Calculation of
Instances

The rule-based knowledge instances are
expressed as shown Fig. 8. Within Fig. 8 we
have fourteen cases, which are expressed to the
knowledge matrix by the O A-RV format. If
the knowledge components have different
dimensions, then all elements of insufficient
attributes take as zero to calculate. Any
pairwise knowledge utilizes eq. (5) to eq. (9) to
proceed with one hundred sixty-nine times
pairwise mapping calculations. The ASM,
CSM, and KSM of knowledge instances are
expressed as shown Fig. 9 to Fig. 11.
3.4 The Implementation of RKSDCS

According to the FCPKSA, we developed
the web page of Rule-based Knowledge
Similarity Distance Calculation System
(RKSDCS). The home page address of the
system is http://kamd.dnip.net/RBKSCS/. It can
quickly and effectively outputs the KKM,
AAM, and CCM. It is able to apply at distance
education of knowledge management course,
too.

Fig. 6 is the main page of the system. Fig.
7 is import the Microsoft Excel knowledge data
file. Fig.8 is the knowledge instances. The
output result of similarity matrices are as shown
Fig. 9 to Fig. 11, and the V transform mapping
use Membership Function in Fig 2 and Fig 3.

Fig. 6 The main page of RKSDCS

Fig. 7 Imported the Knowledge File
Fig. 5 Flow Chart of FCPKSA

Rule-based Knowledge

O-A-R-V Format
Rule Based
Inference

Rule Based
Inference
Fuzzy Theory

Similarity Calculate

O,A,V Transform
Mapping

RV Transform
Mapping

Knowledge Vector
Knowledge Matrix

Knowledge
Similarity Matrix

Vector
Matrix

Distance
and Angle
Calculate

Conditional
Probability



4 Conclusions and Future Work

According to the analysis above, we
conclude the following results:
(1) This study propose to use Object, Attribute,

Relationship Operator, and Linguistic Value
four components, which express knowledge
vectors by the O A-RV format.

(2) This study propose to use distance and angle
calculate similarity method.

(3)We integrated Conditional Probability, Vector
Matrices and Artificial Intelligence, to
establish the Fuzzy Conditional Probability
Knowledge Similarity Algorithm (FCPKSA)
and develop the Conditional Probability
Knowledge Similarity Distance Calculate
System (CPKSDCS), can rapidly to obtain
k s similarity among to build
knowledge similarity matrix. It is able to
apply at distance education of knowledge
management course, too.

(4)The paper builds six knowledge s
relationships, and let knowledge do added
value treatment and
application added value.

Future work of this study is listed as
following:
(1)When the data style of V is ordinal, then V

use the Membership Function of Fuzzy
Theory to transform mapping.

(2)According to CPKSDCS, we can rapidly
obtain the most similar knowledge case
subject to the testing case, the application of
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) will be to
predict or assist decision.
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Table 1 O-A-RV Format Representation of a Sentence

Sentence O A R V

The temperature of the engine is more than 100 °c. Engine temperature > 100 °c
The v s color is red. Vehicle color = red
The span of Bridge is less than 50m. Bridge span < 50m

Antecedent vector =[O1 A1 R1V1 O2 A2 R2V2 O3 A3 R3V3···· · · · ·On An RnVn] (1)

Sentence =[Object] + [Attribute] + [Relationship Operator] + [Linguistic Value]

2nd Attribute 3th Attribute nth Attribute

145

VS S M L VL

1

0 H149 154 158 165 173 178 180 185 191 40

VS S M L VL

1

0 W44 46 48 56 62 66 69 72 75

1st Attribute

Fig. 2 Membership Function of Height Fig. 3 Membership Function of Weight

Fig. 1 Components of Sentence



Fig. 9 ASM of Knowledge Instances (Subject to DSmin=0)

Fig. 10 CSM of Knowledge Instances (Subject to DSmin=0)

Fig. 11 KSM of Knowledge Instances (Subject to DSmin=0)
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Abstract
This system will, based on IEEE 802.11 series, implement 
a wireless location base Tour Guide service system 
suitable for “indoor”, “short-range” and “small-scale” 
applications. Through the characteristics of path loss 
specific to the electric wave of Access Point (AP), this 
system can capture the location of users via three-point 
positioning mode. When the users hold the mobile devices, 
this system will automatically display the location of users 
in order to provide diversified real-time information 
services in a flexible and rapid manner. The following 
features could be found from the experiences of this 
system: (1) acceptable accuracy: in order to control the 
latest position of users, the accuracy of a permissible 
allowance should be further enhanced within an indoor 
positioning environment; (2) expanded information: more 
diversified value-added services and applications can be 
expanded in conjunction with “electronic map”; (3) 
automatic tour guide service: take tour guide service for 
example, the location information of users can be obtained 
through “wireless positioning system,” which can actively 
or passively transmit location-related tour guide 
information to the users for an automatic tour guide. 
Keywords: tour guide, wireless, location base. 

1. Introduction  
1.1 Research Motivations 
The traditional wireless location based service (LBS) 
system generally comprises a Global Positioning 
System (GPS) and a Global System for Mobile 
Communication (GSM) as well as infrared 
technology, etc. GPS and GSM, designed for outdoor 
applications, are not suitable for the development of 
this system. As the wireless network-based campus 
tour guide system is only required to position indoor 
areas of departments/divisions, the extremely precise 
infrared positioning mode is not well-suited for this 
purpose. So, this system attaches great importance to 
the positioning technology based on the research of 
WLAN indoor positioning technology, and 
implements the system by combining “Multiple 
Nearest Neighbors” positioning method of 
three-point positioning mode. Without additional 
hardware setting, WLAN requires only mobile 
devices for use with wireless network card and 
Access Point (AP), whereby the web page can 
display the positioning services rendered by this 
system.  

This research is intended to (1) develop a 
system to offer accurate positioning services; (2) 
expand the development of application technologies 
for wireless network positioning; (3) use the mobile 
devices to meet the increasing demands of various 
users; (4) push forward the trend of commercial and 
electronic application services for increased 
commercial benefits. Coupling with the wide 
applications of mobile devices and WLAN, there is a 
growing trend for the demanding indoor or outdoor 
positioning services. Given that indoor positioning 
service is based on the possibility of getting an easy 
and automatic access to the positioning information, 
this research seeks to explore how to develop an 
efficient positioning system and automatically 
provide the users with accurate service information.   

1.2 Research Purposes  
We have the following research purposes:  
(1) For “service position server”, the associated 
services such as “electronic map” can be designed 
for the users within a positioning range of “wireless 
positioning system”.   
(2) Take “campus tour guide of Chihlee Institute of 
Technology” for example, “Service Position Server 
(SPS)” can actively or passively transmit 
location-related services to the users.   

2. Literature Review 
2.1  IEEE802.11 
2.1.1  Definition 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE) set up 802.11 workgroup in 1990. IEEE 
standard was initiated in 1997 to become a key 
standard of WLAN, with its major purpose of 
formulating the uniform specifications of WLAN in 
Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer 
(PHY) of OSIRM model, which is referred to as 
“IEEE Standard”.  

2.1.2 Extended Service Set of IEEE 802.11 
The wireless workstations and access points are 
established via two 802.11-compliant 
modes:infrastructure mode and ad hoc mode. In the 
infrastructure mode, all workstations within this 
system are linked to single access point, rather than 
interconnection between workstations. In the ad hoc 
mode, the workstations enable direct 



telecommunication without the assistance of access 
points. ( Swaminatha and Charles, 2003) As shown 
in Fig. 2-1, the infrastructure mode comprises access 
points and workstations under the same radio 
coverage of Basic Service Set (BSS). The 
interconnection mode of BSS is conditioned upon the 
demands of users, models of workstations or 
instruments and commercial considerations, etc. 
(Swaminatha and Charles, 2003)  

Fig. 2-1 Basic Service Set, BSS 
Under the framework of ad hoc mode, the 

workstations enable telecommunication without the 
assistance of access points (refer to Fig. 2-2). As this 
on-the-fly mode is not required to be linked to the 
wired network, and easy to be integrated and 
decomposed, every node can communicate directly 
with other nodes. But, if it is planned to link to other 
wired or wireless network in ad hoc mode, some 
restrictions shall apply owing to the fact that every 
node is not available with a master-slave relation, or 
the workstations shall maintain the independency. 
Like the infrastructure mode, the interconnection of 
several workstations constitutes BSS. (Swaminatha 
and Charles, 2003)  

Fig. 2-2 BSS, Ad Hoc 
The interconnection of some BSSs will form a 

distributed system, whereby it is possible to set up a 
large-scale network framework for an extended 
wireless coverage. Such distributed system is called 
Extended Service Set (ESS) (Swaminatha and 

Charles, 2003). Owing to limited service range of 
BSS, 802.11 allows to link some BSSs for an 
extended service set (ESS), thereby expanding the 
coverage of wireless network. Fig. 2-3 shows a set 
composed of several BSSs.  

Fig. 2-3 ESS, Infrastructure 
2.2 Positioning Technology 
Through mobile positioning technology, the users 
can receive on-line information via mobile devices in 
the event of large-scale indoor activities. When a 
user enters into a certain area, his/her mobile device 
will display immediately the relevant information 
about this area. Such system acts as a personalized 
tour guide manual, which can provide the users with 
location-related information services, in addition to 
the user-specific location information in such 
environment. 

The wireless communication technologies 
currently available for positioning include: GPS, 
GSM, IEEE802.11 Series WLAN (Wireless Local 
Area Network), Bluetooth and Infrared (Li-de Zhou, 
2003), as listed in Tab. 2-1. Owing to limited range 
of indoor positioning, a higher degree of positioning 
accuracy shall be required to grasp the accurate 
location of users and offer correct information for 
reference. GPS, an existing system with a highest 
degree of positioning accuracy, is not taken into 
account for this system as GPS satellite signal cannot 
be received within an indoor environment. Also, 
owing to excessive tolerance of three-point 
positioning through GSM-based mobile access point, 
it is not suitable for indoor mobile positioning. 
If Bluetooth or Infrared technology of excellent 
positioning accuracy is applied for indoor positioning, 
the requirement of mobile networking cannot be 
satisfied due to small signal coverage of these two 
technologies featuring only wireless networking. 

IEEE802.11 Series WLAN, a leading 
technology of small-scale wireless networking, 
features cost-effectiveness and ease of operation. As 
most of access points are set up within indoor 



environment and present strong signal intensity of 
wide coverage, there is no problem of visual display 
of infrared and limited operating range. So, IEEE 

802.11 Series WLAN is now a best solution for a 
balance between accuracy and mobility over indoor 
and outdoor positioning applications. 

Tab. 2-1  Positioning technology Kao, 2003; Chang, 2004
Tech. 

Item

Global Position 
System GPS

GSM Location 
Service 

WLAN
IEEE 802.11Series Bluetooth Infrared 

Signal
Range Wide Area Wide Area Micro Area Pico Area Pico Area 

Networking
Connectivity Good Good Good Low Low 

Positioning
Accuracy 

N/A inside of 
building Low Medium High High 

Signal
Error Rate 

N/A inside of 
building High Medium Low Low 

Technology 
Complexity High High Medium Medium Medium 

Power
consumption Low Low Medium Medium Low 

HW Cost High High Medium High Low 

2.3 Path Loss Characteristics of Radio Wave 
IEEE802.11 Series WLAN is based on a 
transmission medium of radio wave. During 
transmission of radio wave, the intensity of radio 
wave will gradually decline with the increase of 
distance, as in the case of light intensity. The 
declined intensity of signal is called Path Loss. The 
remoter the mobile devices are located away from 
the access points, the weaker the received signal. 
According to the formula of physical theory, there is 
an inverse correlation between the intensity of radio 
wave and the square of distance/ frequency. As 
shown in Fig. 2-4, the signal loss will become bigger 
in the case of increasing distance or frequency. (You, 
2003)  

Fig. 2-4 Path Loss Characteristics of Radio Wave 
According to the formula of radio wave 

transmission, the path loss between the emission 
point and receiving point of radio wave is: Path Loss 
= 32.4 + 20log F (MHz)  + 20log D (Km), where F 
is the frequency of radio wave transmission, D is the 
distance between two points. To cite an access point 
with a radius of 10Km, the transmission frequency of 
antenna is 900MHz, and the transmitting power is 

0dBm. According to the formula, the signal loss is 
reduced to 92dBm after 1 mile; the signal intensity 
will decline with the increase of distance as shown in 
Fig. 2.3. When the transmitting frequency of antenna 
varies from 900MHz to 1800MHz, the loss will be 
quadrupled if the frequency is doubled owing to the 
direct proportion between the loss and square of 
varying frequency. It can be found from this formula 
that the signal intensity will decline by 6dBm. 
Keeping in view of 2.4GHz applied by IEEE 802.11b, 
path loss is calculated to be approx. 74 dBm when 
the users have a distance of 50m with the access 
points. (You, 2003)  

2.4  Methods of Wireless Positioning 
2.4.1 Table-Based Method 
Set up sampling points uniformly within the 
buildings for indoor positioning, then collect and 
record the signal intensity of every access point. So, 
every point is available with data of (x, y, ss1,
ss2... iSS  ), where x and y are locations coordinative 
of a sampling point, iSS  is the signal intensity 
received from every access point. Next, prepare a 
table of database. When intended for positioning, 
you may measure the signal intensity received from 
every access point, and compare it with the signal of 
every access point in the database. Then, calculate 
the minimum value via 
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, (x, y) in the data is represented by the existing 
location of a user. Based on an experiment field of 
8x8 sq. m., you (2003) set up sampling points from 
the crossing point of two lines in a space of 1m. 

2.4.2 Multiple Nearest Neighbors Method 



Continuing from Table-based positioning method, 
Table-based method is suited for finding an optimum 
point, while this method is used to add all coordinate 
values of nearest points for averaging, whereby the 
average value is an estimated location, there are three 
nearest neighboring points, such as 1N , 2N  and 3N ,
where T is a real location, G is an estimated one, so 
the average value is more close to the real location. 
(You, 2003)  

2.4.3 Curve Fitting Method 
According to the spherical signal distribution theory, 
it is required to measure the signal value when the 
users enter into the signal coverage of access points, 
where the users are located at the intersection of two 
access points, as shown in Fig. 2-5. (You, 2003)  

Fig. 2-5 Positions BTW User and APs 
It can be learnt from Fig. 2-5 that, the users and 

two access points can constitute a triangle. If 
assuming a known d is the distance between two 
access points, d1 and d2 are distance values between 
them. If angle  is calculated from formula , the 
location of users is made clear as the spatial location 
of mobile devices can be identified by angle . (You, 
2003)  
d1=0.0084 * ss2 -- 1.5299 * ss + 70.6028 
d2=0.0086 * ss2 -- 1.5299 * ss + 66.7054 
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3. Method of Experiment Design 
3.1 Testing Environment 
Within an area of 1200 sq. m., this system will set up 
an unobstructed testing environment for ESS-based 
network services, whereby the users can access to 
various services of this system. Additionally, when 
determining the configurations of access points for 
positioning purpose, a key principle must be taken 
into account, namely: the signal of over three access 
points must be received on any occasion at any 
location within the range of system service, as shown 
in Fig. 3-1.   

Fig. 3-1 Testing Environment 
After setting up the range of system service in 
conformity to the specifications, divide the total area 
into some blocks of 40 sq. m., and measure the 
distance between every block and APs, then record 
the values/data and finally set up a “location 
database”.

3.2 System Architecture 
This system adopts a Client-Server framework, 
which generally comprises three major system 
components: (1) Mobile Device User (MDU); (2) 
Location Information Server (LIS); (3) Service 
Provide Server (SPS). The functions of various 
components are described below:  
(1) Mobile Device User: equipped with an 
on-board mobile device incorporating this system’s 
development procedure, liable for transmitting 
actively or passively the received signal of access 
points and user demands to the rear-end servers.   
(2) Location Information Server: liable for 
positioning of the users’ location, comparing the 
received data of MDU to the data record of the 
database, and transmitting it to SIS database after 
calculating the users’ location.  
(3) Service Provide Server: liable for responding to 
the demands of users. Through the data of users’ 
location received by LIS, it can transmit the 
location-related information to MDU according to 
the existing location of users, with the entire 
framework shown in Fig. 3-2.   

Fig. 3-2 System Architectures 



3.3 Positioning Flow Design 
If two APs are used for positioning, only left and 
right locations can be identified. Through the feature 
of radio wave’s path loss, this three-point method can 
position correctly the direction of location, and then 
calculate the existing location of users. In this system, 
three APs are used for positioning of users’ location. 
Based on extended service set (ESS) occurred 
between APs, the intersection set could definitely 
identify AP service location of users if three APs are 
used to position the service range. Therefore, 
positioning via three APs is more accurate than that 
via two APs, as shown in Fig. 3-3.  

Fig. 3-3 Three Points Positioning 
(1) When linked to wireless network, the users can 
measure the signal of electronic wave via 
NetStumbler v0.4.0 software, and transmit the 
received signal of Access Point to the rear-end 
servers for calculation.   
(2) Through the relationship between signal intensity 
and distance, the servers can calculate the distance 
between the users and access points from the degree 
of signal loss.  
(3) With the aid of three-point positioning method, 
collect three access points of strongest signal 
intensity from all received signals, and measure the 
intensity distance, then compare it with the location 
database to measure the coordinate values, thereby 
calculating the existing location of users, as shown in 
Figs. 3-4. 

3.5 Location Base Tour Guide Service 
3.5.1 Performance Analysis 

This system can extend support to academic research, 
but also offer convenient, real-time and efficient 
application services in commercial application, as 
listed in Tab. 3-1. Compare traditional campus tour 
guide mode with location-based campus tour guide 
system, information provision and cost of tour guide 
will be better. 

Fig. 3-4 Positioning Flows 

4. Results and Conclusions 
4.1 Location Base Tour Guide Service System 
The WLAN-based campus positioning& tour guide 
system, which is operated by the visitors through 
mobile devices, is described below as shown from 
Fig. 4-1 to Fig. 4-2
4-2 Conclusions
Recently, a burgeoning move towards M from E has 
gradually taken shape all over the environment. 
Gartner expected that, the location sensing capability 
would become an integral function of application 
software and services by 2008. This will help create 
innovative processes and new business opportunities, 
leading to a sharp increase of customers of mobile 
positioning services. Amongst 1.5 billion customers 
of mobile services in 2005, 40% of them are 
customers of mobile positioning services. In the 
future, the environment will be remodeled to 
“Location-aware” from existing “Always on”.

Tab. 3-1 Analysis of Positioning Service System  
Service Description of Application Service System Performance 

Broadcast

According to existing location of users, provide 
actively the users with latest information of nearest 
divisions or classrooms.  

In comparison to traditional tour guide manual for 
freshmen, the universities can save the cost of 
additional print. It also offers user-specific 
information.

Personal
Finding

Through wireless positioning know-how, record 
automatically the latest location information of 
divisions received by users, e.g. the parents may find 

Also applied to person-searching service for 
indoor exhibition. For example, if a child is lost in 
the exhibition, the position person-searching



out the location of children if they don’t know the 
exact classroom of the children.   

system can lend a support.   

Service Description of Application Service System Performance 

Tour Guide  

Provide the route tour guide service covering entire 
campus. If a visitor wants to visit a building but 
doesn’t know its route, the route tour guide service 
system can be used to guide the visitor for tour guide.  

Applied to the positioning of stalls within a 
department store. The users with mobile devices 
can use the electronic tour guide map of this 
system to display the correct location of swimsuit 
block, etc, and get access to convenient, real-time 
and high-quality services.  

The outdoor LBS service system has been 
launched into the market over a period of time, but 
indoor type hasn’t yet emerged. This system has 
developed an integrated service information platform 
featuring “positioning function” and “suitable for 
indoor applications”. After completion of system 
development, an on-line test was implemented 
against campus tour guide. Firstly, the campus tour 
guide information is integrated into the system 
service in a manner to enable it to serve as a campus 
tour guide system featuring positioning functions. In 
the presence of some visitors, no personnel are 
required to be designated by the Institute for 
guidance. Meanwhile, only mobile devices shall be 
provided to the visitors for a free movement in the 
campus. According to the location of visitors, this 
system can automatically transmit the 
location-related information, just like a personalized 
narrator. Once upon completion of successful test, 
diversified value-added services and applications 
shall be incorporated to promote the commercial 
value of this system. The achievements of this 
system are as follows:   
(1) An indoor “wireless positioning system”, which 
can control the latest location of users with aid of 
accurate positioning capability, has been successfully 
designed.
(2) An integrated “service position server” with 
expandability is provided for use with diversified 

value-added services and applications. Next, based 
on the location information of users obtained by 
“wireless positioning system”, it can actively or 
passively transmit location-related services to the 
users.
(3) Take “campus tour guide” for example, a 
campus tour guide information system with 
positioning function is designed in order to 
materialize the positioning service functions of this 
system. .  
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Abstract Multimedia presentation systems require flexible 
support for the modeling of multimedia content models. Many 
presentation systems provide the synchronized, sequential or 
concurrent, and possible interactive, transfer of streams multimedia 
data such as audio, video, text and annotations using with network 
facilities. However, our through investigation of exist standards and 
applications for multimedia documents models such as HTML, 
MHEG, SMIL, HyTime, RealPlay and MS Windows Media let us to 
find that these standards and applications models do not provide 
adequate support for reuse and adaptation. Consequently, we 
propose a new approach for the modeling of reusable and adaptable 
multimedia content. We developed a comprehensive system for 
advanced multimedia content production: support for recording the 
presentation, retrieving the content, summarizing the presentation, 
weaving the presentation and customizing the representation. This 
approach significantly impacts and supports the multimedia 
presentation authoring processes in terms of methodology and 
commercial aspects. 

Index Terms— Multimedia Presentation, Media Synchronization, 
Adaptive Presentation, Multimedia Content Model, Multi-level 
Content Tree 

I. INTRODUCTION

ultimedia content model among the network are most 
often used in many communication services. Examples 
of those applications include video-on demand, 

interactive TV and the communication tools on a distance 
learning system and so on. To control and demonstrate different 
types of multimedia objects is one of important functions in 
distributed multimedia presentation system. There are some 
important design considerations during to construct multimedia 
presentation. First is how to model and describe the media 
properties during presentation period. A multimedia 
presentation basic requirements including to demonstrate the 
media’s spatial, temporal, and user interaction properties. 
Second is the presentation advance requirement. User always 
wants alternative adaptation operation facilities, such as, 
authoring, retrieving, abstracting/summarizing, or even 
rearranging the presentation performances. Unfortunately, we 
were rarely to see the existing presentation software could 
satisfy these advance requirements.  

We have been working on multimedia presentation for 

several years in related popular commercial or nonprofit 
projects [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Over the past year, we have been 
compared and identified methods to work more closely 
together and to provide with an adaptability and reusability. An 
effective presentation design procedure should not only involve 
sequential flow of actions, but also parallel/concurrent and user 
interactive actions.  Additionally, the design includes a number 
of high-level concerns, such as goals and focus of the 
presentation, the user’s context and current task, and the media 
selection to represent the information in a way that corresponds 
to these concerns. 

The first step of the research is to design a multimedia 
content model, which is built upon with the existing models. A 
multimedia content model is a model comprised of information 
coded in at least one time-dependent medium (e.g. video, 
audio…) and in one time-independent medium (e.g. text, 
image…). The corresponding multimedia document 
architecture and their relations are described in [6].  Multimedia 
document architecture demonstrates the relationships among 
the individual components represented as models. It includes 
the presentation model, manipulation model and representation 
model. The presentation model illustrates the media elements 
how they to be processed during running time. The 
manipulation model describes all the possible operations 
allowed for creation, change and deletion of multimedia 
information. The representation model not only defines the 
protocols for exchanging this information among different 
computers but also the formats for storing the data. It contains 
the relations between the individual media elements which 
need to be considered during presentation. Structure implicates 
the basic requirements and advanced requirements while these 
models operate their functions. 

This remain paragraph is organized as follows. Section II 
discussed the multimedia presentation design consideration and 
background knowledge with the main properties of the 
user-concerned adaptation presentation model. Section III 
gives the formal framework and the related adaptation 
operation for a detailed understanding of the multimedia 
content model. Section IV summarizes our work and gives an 
outlook to ongoing and future work. 
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II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE ON CONTENT MODEL
REQUIREMENTS

As foregoing discussion, multimedia presentation systems 
need to integrate the presentation module, representation 
module and manipulation module. There some basic and 
advanced presentation requirements need to constitute and 
comprehend. The basic presentation contains the spatial, 
temporal and user interaction within synchronization phase. 
The work [7] presented a scheme for intra- and inter- stream 
synchronization of orchestra multimedia. Spatial-temporal 
relations of a multimedia presentation were discussed in [8]. 
The DEFSM model [9, 10] not only discussed the intra-medium 
synchronization and inter-medium synchronization but also 
provided the VCR-like (i.e. reverse, skip, freeze-restart and 
scale) user interactions that allow user to modify the 
presentation configuration at any time during the presentation. 
The advanced presentation includes the usabilities and 
user-concerned adaptabilities.  Following paragraph would like 
to demonstrate the basic presentation requirements: temporal, 
spatial and user interactions models and discuss the advanced 
presentation requirements: media usability and user-concerned 
adaptabilities. 

Figure 2: An example of the intra-object synchronization. 
Temporal relations define the time dependencies between 

media elements. The intra-medium synchronization refers to 
the time relation different presentation elements of one 
time-dependent media element. Figure 2 shows an example of 
the time relation between the single video frames of a certain 
sequence. The inter-medium synchronization refers to the 
synchronization between media elements. Figure 3 illustrates 
an example of the time relations of a multimedia 
synchronization. This example is a lecturer presentation with 
video, slides (images) and possible annotation tools supported. 

Figure 3: An example of the inter-object synchronization. 

Figure 4: A Petri net representation of the example figure 3. 

Figure 4 is the case of event-based synchronization with 
Petri net model representation, which represents the example of 
example 3. All the presentation operations about the user made 
are initiated by synchronization events (such as the mouse click 
events, windows messages for annotation/comments tools…).  

Additional extensions have been proposed, and this has led 
to the following types of Petri nets: the timed Petri net, the 
stochastic Petri net, colored Petri net, and object-related Petri 
net [11, 12]. The “Object Composition Petri Net”(OCPN) and 
the “extended Object Composition Petri Net”(XOCPN) are two 
graphic-based models that propose synchronous theoretical for 
multimedia. The OCPN is a comprehensive model for 
specifying timing relations among multimedia data. The 
XOCPN can specify temporal relationships for the presentation 
of pre-orchestrated multimedia data, and to set up channels 
according to the required Qos of the data. These two models 
lack methods to describe the details of synchronization across 
distributed platforms and do not deal with the presentation 
schedule change caused by user interactions in interactive 
multimedia systems.  

In this article, we use the extended timed Petri net to 
construct the web operations on a multimedia presentation 
system. When multimedia presentation objects are represented 
on the system, we have to consider different situations of 
multimedia objects such as asynchronous operations, time 
scheduling, and flow-control. In addition to system operations, 
dynamical and unpredictable operations of users are important 
issues. Thus, we can apply characteristic of Petri net to 
implement our mechanism and study the theory. 

Figure 5: A spatial relations layout the activation media 
elements in a window. 

The spatial relations can layout the presentation media 
elements and their relationship. There are two possibilities in 
spatial relations: absolute positioning and relative positioning. 
The upper right corner (original referent point) of the window 
is defined as position (0, 0). Both absolute and relative 
positioning consults this original point to specify their X-axis, 
Y-axis and X-axis index respectively. Figure 5 illustrated a 
spatial relations layout the activation media elements in a 
window.  

With user interactions, he or she can (a) reverse the flow of 
the presentation; (b) skip forward or backward to a specified 



presentation segment; (c) freeze and then restart the 
presentation, and (d) scale the speed up or down. It provides 
such user interactions are that they are issued dynamically and 
unpredictably during the presentation. 

Reuse capability is the necessary in a multimedia 
presentation system. There are some different levels of 
reusabilities: reuse of complete multimedia presentation 
document, reuse of segments of multimedia as single scenes or 
a lectured chapter/unit, and reuse of individual atomic media 
elements such as a video, audio, slides or text and parts of those 
media elements such as a scene of a video clip. 

Especially, multimedia presentation system should provide 
adaptability during authoring or viewing the presentation. For 
example, user can adapt the bandwidth/qualities of the 
performance for different devices/services needs (e.g. PDA, 
notebook, PC…) during the authoring process. During the 
presentation, the multimedia presentation system should offer 
retrieving, abstracting, additional adapting (e.g. select channels, 
time specified), weaving, and customizing operation. These 
adaptive operations in a multimedia presentation system always 
satisfy for user context.  

III. FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF OUR APPROACHED

We define multimedia objects representation based on the 
characteristics of the Petri net. As a graphical tool of Petri net, 
the followings are basic properties of a Petri net and the 
description of multimedia objects: 

Definition 3.1: A presentation Petri net is a 8-tuple,  
PN = (P, T, A, K, D, C, F, ID) where: 

P = {P1, P2, ………, Pm} is a finite set of places, 
T = {T1, T2, ……….., Ti} is a finite set and a sequence of 

transitions, 
A  (P  T)  (T  P) is a set of arcs, 
K = { , , …….. }  String is a set of Keyword,  
D :P  {0, 1, 2, ……} is the degree of tags, 
C = { , , }is a set of channel, 
F : P  {0, 1, 2, ……} is the frequency of media objects to 

be accessed, 
ID: P  {0, 1, 2, ……} is the identifier of a media element, 
P  T =  and P  T .

The generic components of Petri net include a finite set of 
places and a finite set of transitions. Petri net is a finite bipartite 
graph. Its places are linked with transitions in turn are 
connected to the output places. For a given place, there are 
input and output transitions defined.  

Definition 3.2: The basic unit of media content is the atomic 
media element. An atomic media element is an instance of 
media type. The available media types in our model contain 
video, audio, image, text, layout, and the windows messages 
(annotation). The atomic media element is also represented the 
media channel of what they used in run time environment 
respectively.  

Definition 3.3: A place P contains an atomic media element, 

a complex media element, a specific operator element to 
construct the temporal, spatial relationships, or serve for the 
retrieval and the user’s specification adaptation. We write P= 
(K, D, C, F, ID] to denote such a place.  

Definition 3.4: A transaction T involves the temporal 
operator elements. They are three types of temporal operator 
elements: Ts(seq), Tp(par), and Te(excl). Ts = {T1, T2, …, Ti} 
is a finite set and a sequence of transitions, the temporal 
operator element Ts bound the presentation media element in 
sequence. Following figure illustrates the Ts operator element 
starts the sequential presentation PN with P1 and ends with the 
presentation media element Pn. Tp = {T1, T2, ……….., Tj} is a 
finite set and a parallel of transitions, the temporal operator 
element Tp render the presentation media elements in parallel. 
In this temporal model, this didn’t means that they get effect at 
the same time but they share a global timebase, any or all of son 
can be active at specific time that the parent par is active. Te = 
{T1, T2, ……….., Tk} is a finite set and a exclusive of 
transitions. Only one of the sons of the excl tags can be active at 
a time. The period of the excl presentation depends on the begin 
attributed of the excl’s son. Each place will have an 
event-based start condition( e.g. begin=”IDname.activeEvent”) 
that lets one of the children start on user’s demand. 

Definition 3.5: A place P (atomic media element) involves a 
spatial operator element. A spatial operator element applies the 
presentation place P with specific absolute/relative position 
parameter: x-axis index, y-axis index, z-index, height, and 
width. The x-axis index is described as left:100px or left:50%. 
The y-axis index is described as top:100px or top:50%. The 
z-axis index is a vertical parameter; it can control and stack the 
presentation media. The z-axis index is described as z-index = n, 
n N. (the number n bigger the specific presentation element P 
topper). 

For the most part, a multimedia presentation must be 
produced a great quantity of data capacity. In most existing 
presentation system, user didn’t to be endowed with retrieving, 
abstracting, additional adapting (e.g. select channels, time 
specified), weaving or customizing facilities during the 
presentation. These above-mentioned presentation system 
facilities are user-concerned in the available system resources. 
In the section, we assume that multimedia content model must 
offer the possibility to represent alternatives and categorically 
to conform to the dynamic user-context.  

Figure 6: An example of a presentation to represent to be a 
content-tree, where Pi is denoted as a presentation segment. 
Due to the unpredictable changes in the dynamic user 

context, the multimedia content model must be able to model 



alternatives not only on the level of atomic media elements but 
also on the level of user specific segment. Given a multimedia 
document with foregoing definitions, the corresponding 
multi-level content tree can be constructed, as shown in Figure 
6. A multimedia presentation (e.g. collection of text, video, 
audio, image…etc.) can be taken as some kinds of sequence 
fashion. The multiple level content tree approach may be used 
to arrive at an efficient summarizing method.  

A content tree is a finite set of one or more nodes such that 
there is a particularly designated node called the root. The level 
of a node is defined by initially letting the root be at level 0. If a 
node is at level q, then its children are at level q+1. Since a node 
is composed of a presentation segment, the siblings with the 
order from left to right represent a presentation with some 
sequence fashion. The higher level gives the longer 
presentation.  

By retrieval we mean the multimedia presentation system 
can satisfy the storage and retrieval requirement s of a very 
large number of atomic media object (possibly hundreds of 
millions) where a presentation can have a storage requirement 
of several hundred megabytes. Therefore, this is closely 
impossible to query in multimedia presentation system by using 
content-based image/video retrieval techniques. In our 
approach, we defined the attributes “Keyword” to achieve user 
demand. Keyword attributed can be extracted form the title or 
presenter’s specified of the presentation slides/transparencies. 
Queries are expressed in terms of high-level declarative 
constructs that allow users to qualify what they want to retrieve 
from the persistent multimedia presentation system. The 
retrieval definition is defined as follow. 

Definition 3.6: The retrieving operation, k(PN’{P’1, 
P’2, …, P’m}, PN{P1, P2, …, Pn }) extracts from PN{P1, 
P2, …, Pn } all the keyword k of the presentation media place  
P’i that are similar to PN’{P1, P2, …, Pm} with respect to the 
similarities threshold keywords. 

Let the set of keyword k’ 1  P’ 1, k’ 2  P’ 2,….. ,k’m 
P’m, where P i PN’, and   k 1  P 1, k 2  P 2,….. ,kn  Pn, 
where P’ i PN. 

k(PN’{k’1, k’2, …, k’m}, PN{k1, k2, …, kn })  =  PN{k’1, 
k’2, …, P’m} 

k(PN’{P’1, P’2, …, P’m}, PN{P1, P2, …, Pn })  =  
PN{P’1, P’2, …, P’m} 

 In abstraction operation, we defined the attributes “degree” 
to achieve user demand. Degree attributed can be represented 
by the subtitle or presenter’s specified of the presentation 
slides/transparencies. Abstractions are expressed in terms of 
high-level declarative constructs that allow users to qualify 
what they want to abstract from the persistent multimedia 
presentation system. The abstraction definition is defined as 
follow. 

Definition 3.7: The abstracting operation, d (PN{P1, P2, …, 
Pn }) extracts all the presentation media place Pi with degree d. 

Let the set of degree d 1  P 1, k 2  P 2,….. ,kn  Pn, where 
P i PN. 

d (PN{d1, d2, …, n })  =  PN{d’1, ’2, …, P’m} 

d ( PN{P1, P2, …, Pn })  =  PN{P’1, P’2, …, P’m} 
    where the degree of P’i in PN{P’1, P’2, …, P’m} is equal 

to d. 
In additional adaptation operation, there are two additional 

adaptation operations in our presentation model: channel 
selection and time specification adaptation. Firstly, we defined 
the attributes “channel” to achieve user demand. The purpose 
of a channel is to be a media grouping abstraction for a set of 
media items that display some common media attributes. The 
channel provides a logical thread upon which media objects can 
be placed. This thread can be switch on or off during the 
presentation based on the needs of user or user adaptation agent. 
The channel abstraction can be to satisfy user-concerned 
adaptation, but it can also to be used by the presentation on-line 
system to select fractional Qos adaptation of multimedia 
content alternatives. The channel abstraction definition is 
defined as follow. 

Definition 3.8.a: The channel abstracting operation, c
(PN{P1, P2, …, Pn }) extracts all the presentation media place 
Pi with degree c. 

Let the set of degree c 1  P 1, k 2  P 2,….. ,kn  Pn, where 
P i PN. 

c (PN{d1, d2, …, n })  =  PN{d’1, ’2, …, P’m} 
c ( PN{P1, P2, …, Pn })  =  PN{P’1, P’2, …, P’m} 

    ,where the channel of P’i in PN{P’1, P’2, …, P’m} is 
equal to c. 

Another, we use the media element attributes “duration” to 
achieve user demand (i.e. time specification) while she or he 
can designate the presentation period. As we known, the 
presentation can be represented to be a content-tree in our 
foregoing definition. In a content-tree, the multimedia 
presentation is a multi-level of sequence fashions. The higher 
level gives the longer presentation. After the user specified the 
“time” of what they desire, our presentation generator will 
compare it with the presentation period in the different level 
sequence fashions. Then, the appropriate level of sequence 
fashions will be selected. The remained processes are same as 
the abstraction operation. 

Definition 3.8.b: The time abstraction operation. 
Let the time of user specified is defined as ; the period of 

sequence fashion is defined as ; the set of degree d 1  P 1, k 2 
 P 2,….. ,kn  Pn, where P i PN. 
Process:  
FOR i=1 to i<=d DO  
IF ( i<  AND < i+1) THEN 
    d=i 
Return d 
    END IF 
  End FOR 
End Process 
And, d (PN{d1, d2, …, n })  =  PN{d’1, ’2, …, P’m} 

d ( PN{P1, P2, …, Pn })  =  PN{P’1, P’2, …, P’m} 
    where the degree of P’i in PN{P’1, P’2, …, P’m} is equal 

to d. 



Definition 3.9: The weave operation, select (PN{P1, P2, …, 
Pn }) weaves all the presentation media place Pi into a new PN’ 
{P’1, P’2, …, P’m}. The designated select is evaluated from 
the user adaptive profiles. 

Let the set of dynamic attribute select s 1  P 1, s 2  P 
2,… ,sn  Pn, where P i PN, si  user adaptive profiles. 

Process: 
FOR i=1 TO i<=n DO  
IF (si= = TRUE) THEN 

select ( PN{P1, P2, …, Pn })  =  PN’{P’1, P’2, …, P’m}, 
    END IF 
  End FOR 
  End Process 
    where the P’1, P’2, …, P’m  PN. 
As above mentioned, the weave, additional adaptation, 

abstract, and retrieval operation can provide an alternative 
adaptation for the use-concerned specification. After user 
decided to perform these user-specified operations, the 
customization operation provides user advanced to store the 
new presentation vision to be a persistent presentation media. 
The server presentation generator will modify the multimedia 
content document with certain constrains (satisfied the user’ 
adaptive profile and the multimedia content model). The 
customization operation definition is defined as follow. 

Definition 3.10: The customization operation, select 
(PN{P1, P2, …, Pn }) weaves all the presentation media place 
Pi into a new PN’ {P’1, P’2, …, P’m}. The designated select is 
evaluated from the user adaptive profiles. 

Let the set of dynamic attribute select s 1  P 1, s 2  P 2,. ,sn 
 Pn, where P i PN;  si  user adaptive profiles; PN1, 

PN2 ….PN k  multimedia presentation system database. 
FOR i=1 to i<=n DO  
IF (si= = TRUE) THEN 

select ( PN1{P1, P2, …, Pa }, PN2{P1, P2, …, Pb },….. 
PNk{P1, P2, …, Pn }) 

  =  PN’{P’1, P’2, …, P’m}, 
    where the P’1, P’2, …, P’m  PNi. 

Figure 7: encoder control window: this windows shows the 
input devices configuration and output devices configuration 
steps for the recording operation 

Figure 8: adaptive media presentation windows, user can drag 
and drop the media object for weaving, addition adaptation, 
abstracting, retrieval operations as user-concerned 
specification. 

Figure 9: web-based presentation windows 

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, we not only proposed a well-defined 
multimedia content model but also offered a framework of 
web-based multimedia presentation system. In order to model 
the fundamental presentation requirements clearly, we begin to 
use the extended timed Petri Net as the media synchronization 
model, followed by the formalized definitions of 
user-concerned adaptive adaptation operation. Thus, the 
configuration and the operation steps of the multimedia 
presentation system are clear and definite. The final goal of our 
approach is to provide a feasible multimedia content model and 
the unequivocal framework to developer as guiding principle or 
policy. We hope that this approach can be used to the general 
purposed multimedia presentation system such as distance 
learning, enterprise training, commercial advertisement, and 
others. 
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a design procedure of

intelligent fuzzy filter using Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy
models. The proposed fuzzy filter has the intuitive
design of Mamdani fuzzy system and the efficiency
of T-S fuzzy model. This architecture is very suitable
to design fuzzy controller by hardware realization
and software programming. The simulation result
proves the approximation between the original
Mamdani fuzzy system and the proposed T-S fuzzy
filter. In the future, we will apply the T-S fuzzy filter 
in practical application.*

Keyword: Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model, Mamdani
fuzzy system, fuzzy filter

1. Introduction

Since Professor Lotfi Zadeh published the first
ideas on fuzzy sets in the early 1960’s, fuzzy logic
(FL) has raised considerable attention. Nowadays, we
can find that fuzzy logic has been applied
successfully in different fields, such as robot 
manipulator[1], vehicle automation[2] and signal
processing application[3]. Some researches utilize
fuzzy logic to solve system identification problems[4].
The reason why people ardently devote themselves to
fuzzy logic is very simple. Because fuzzy inference is 
based on the human knowledge and common sense, it
is intuitive and easy to understand. The exact model
of plant is not needed for fuzzy controller design.
Furthermore, the fuzzy logic can be easily combined
with classic control techniques and can be operated in 
coordination.

In spite of the advantage and popularity of fuzzy
logic, it still has some considerable drawbacks. When
we apply fuzzy logic in the interesting topics, the
fuzzy reasoning algorithm cannot be easily
implement on general-purpose microprocessor. This
is because to describe the shape of membership
function and to infer the linguistic if-then rules is a 
great challenge. Although we can achieve the fuzzy
system by software implementation on the personal
computer, it has long response time. The long
computational time could raise real-time issue in
control application. Costa et al identifies four 
implementations of fuzzy logic among the different
hardware alternatives[5]. There are different

* Corresponding author: fmyeu@ntist.edu.tw

hardware/software tradeoffs that must be considered
in the design of fuzzy controllers. However, a 
universal solution for the implementation of fuzzy
controller is still unavailable, at present.

In the 1980’s, Japanese researcher Sugeno
proposed the famous Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model
(T-S fuzzy model)[6]. The main feature of T-S fuzzy
model is to express the local dynamics of each fuzzy
implication rule by a polynomial. In this model, fuzzy
rule consequent are assumed to be linear combination
of the input variables, and the output is a convex
combination of consequents, with coefficients that 
are the grades of membership function of the inputs
in the antecedents. Comparing with the Mamdani
fuzzy model, the T-S output membership function has
been replaced by the linear (nonlinear) polynomial.
This architecture provides the feasibility of stability
analysis. It can also reduce the computational efforts 
of fuzzy logic. This is the main reason why
Takagi-Sugeno’s controllers are preferred for
hardware implementation.

In this paper, we extend the T-S fuzzy model to
a new form, called T-S fuzzy filter (TS-FF). The
proposed fuzzy filter has a compact architecture,
which can be approximated to the Mamdani or 
Sugeno fuzzy controller.

2. The proposed fuzzy inference model 

In this section we give a brief introduction on
the proposed fuzzy inference system, which is a 
modified from Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy model, which
can provide great efficiency in many applications.
The original form of Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model can 
be represented by the following general form [7]:
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Here, M is the fuzzy set and r is the number of the
model rule. ])(...)()([)( 21 tztztztZ p  is the

input vector and p is the number of input variables.
Each fuzzy rule contains the linear consequent
equation , and , The linguistic label  is 

the grade of membership function, which is described
by in the i-th
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If we adopt T-S fuzzy structure to achieve a
controller or to deal with signal, it is difficult to
determine the system parameter , and  by

experience. We have to construct the plant model
previously and to estimate the system matrix of
controller by parallel-distributed compensation (PDC)
or other analytical methods. So we hope to keep the
model-free advantage of Mamdani fuzzy system and
to implement the controller by efficient T-S fuzzy 
model. First, we developed a Mamdani fuzzy system
by human knowledge base. Then we construct a T-S 
fuzzy system to model the original developed
Mamdani fuzzy system. In order to approximate the
Mamdani fuzzy system, the T-S fuzzy structure is 
modified as follows:
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If we take the y and x as the fuzzy filter input
and output separately. The weighted average of the

each fuzzy rule can be regard as fuzzy 

filter weighting. In the next section, we would
indicate how to estimate the filter weighting.

))(( txhi

3. The scheme of proposed fuzzy filter
In the pervious section, we give a brief

introduction in T-S fuzzy model structure. In order to
apply fuzzy filter in hardware implementation, we
have to make some practical assumptions. First, we
only consider the single input variable condition. If 
j=1, the equation ( 8 ) can be simplified as 
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Each linguistic label is associated with a 

membership function,
iM

i , which can be described by

the L-R type fuzzy number expression:
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Figure 1 L-R type fuzzy number

Figure 1 illustrates the shape of L-R type fuzzy
number expression, where  and is the upper

limit and lower limit of input membership function,
respectively.

ia ib

i  and i are the inverse of i-th

trapezoid slope which are denoted as:
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Furthermore, we simplify the membership as 
triangular shapes. In practical application the
triangular membership function is easily and
frequently to be used. So we can set , the

fuzzy number expression becomes
ii nm
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and value of i  and i are simplified as
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1
 and 
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The simplify input membership function of fuzzy
filter is given in Figure 2.

1r 1r 2

Figure 2 Input membership function of fuzzy filter
In order to meet the property of rule-base

completeness and consistency, we let the triangular
fuzzy number shape as 1ii ma  and .

When the crisp input is fed into fuzzy filter, there are
two membership functions at most could be fired at
same time. Moreover, the defuzzification can be

simplified as   ( 14 )
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Using the relation of eq.( 10 ), the defuzzification of
fuzzy filter is obtained as ( 16 ))())(( xMtxh ii

Fuzzy filter result is performed by applying eq. ( 16 )
to eq. ( 7 ), which yields
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From the above derivation, we found that the
Mamdani output membership is characterized by

. can be seen as a set of filter weighting

and is similar to the weighting adaptation

algorithm.
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3.1 Fuzzy filter weighting evaluating 
In the following we shall discuss the filter

weighting and adaptation algorithm. Owing to
Mamdani fuzzy system is easy to design and has been
widely applied in industrial application, we will begin
with making a description of transforming a 
Mamdani fuzzy system to a sugeno fuzzy system.

For approximating Mamdani model, we adopt
the same input membership function on sugeno and
Mamdani model. The most different between
Mamdani and Sugeno fuzzy model is the consequent
of fuzzy rules. Now, the question is how to choose
the parameter so that sugeno model is similar to

Mamdani model. For example, if the Mamdani adopt
gaussian shape as output membership function, then
the consequent of sugeno model can be expressed as:
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Nevertheless, the triangular or crisp output
membership is more suitable for hardware
implementation. The triangular shape fuzzy set is a 
non-continuous function, it is not easy to describe in 
the fuzzy consequent. However, we can make the
defuzzification result of Sugeno and Mamdani model
equal. Define the defuzzification value of sugeno

model as .iC
We can obtain  ( 19 ))( _ outmad

ii DefuzzifyC

In this paper, we use the Center of Gravity
defuzzification method to evaluate crisp
defuzzication value. The COG method assumes that

the crisp representative is taken to be the

geometrical center of the output fuzzy number. The
defuzzified output is defined as
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3.2 Weighting adaptation algorithm
The weighting adaptation algorithm

is another problem we have to face. From previous
context, we know the fuzzy filter output is 

, where is the firing result of 

input membership function . Substitution of

the expression for fuzzy number in eq. ( 13 ) to 

gives
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where the case of imx is simplified by applying

the equal sign to interval of membership limits. The
is defined as a firing index, which can check that

if the input variable is within the interval of
considering fuzzy number. So firing index can be
determine by following rules:

iw

If ii mxa  then 0,1 biai ww

If ii bxm  then 1,0 biai ww

Then the eq. ( 21 ) can be rewritten as 
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Applying the above into eq. ( 17 ), we could obtain
the fuzzy filter output. Before presenting the final

filter notation, we have defined as a fuzzy filter 

bank.
iy

iii CMy     ( 23 )

For combining the variable in equal sign right side,
we create a firing coefficient vector

] w... w[w r21W ; r is the fuzzy rule number.
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where  and is the coefficient of filter bank.iak ibk
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In the final we get fuzzy filter bank as
 ( 25 )i
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For solving the condition when input variable is out
of the universal set, we must specify 

firstfirstfirst maax  and lastlastlast bmbx

respectively. The subscripts ‘first’ and ‘last’ mean the
index indicated to first and last membership function.

4. Simulation result
In this example we illustrate how to transform

Mamdani fuzzy model to T-S fuzzy model. Making
use of the approximate T-S model, we can examine
the fuzzy filter weighting. The comparison between
output of original Mamdani and proposed fuzzy filter 
is also presented.

Table 1 The rule base of Mamdani fuzzy system
x NB NS ZE PS PB
u PB PS ZE NS NB



Firstly, we developed a single input and 5 rules
Mamdani fuzzy system, the membership function and
rule base is defined as follows:
The x is the fuzzy input variable and u is the fuzzy
output. Then we need to create the Sugeno fuzzy
model to approximate a Mamdani fuzzy system.
From eq. (6) the Sugeno fuzzy system can be defined

as: IF x is Px, then iy C
The membership function of original Mamdani

fuzzy system is illustrated in Figure 4 and the rule
base is displayed in Table 1. From eq. (13), the
important parameter of L-R type Mamdani fuzzy
system with triangular shape is described as follows.

]...[ 21 iaaaA =[10 7.5 2 0 -2]

]...[ 21 ibbbB =[ 2  0 -2  -7.5 -10]

m=[7.5 2  0  -2 -7.5]
Applying the center of gravity defuzzfication method
d to evaluate the . We getoutmad

i
_

]8864930493886[iC .

And the filter weighting can also be achieved by (21) 
and (22) 

4.35463.8905.24609.161

09.1615.246063.894.354
W

Figure 5 show the comparison between
Mamdani and T-S fuzzy filter. Figure 3(a) is the result
of Mamdani output surface and Figure 3(b) is the
result of TS-fuzzy output surface.

5. Conclusion 
From pervious derivation, we have obtained a 

compact fuzzy filter form, which is suitable for 
real-time industrial applications. The simulation
result demonstrates the similarity between T-S and
mamdani fuzzy system. This shows that the
performance of fuzzy filter is acceptable.

In the future, we will apply the proposed fuzzy
filter in practical application. For example, the T-S
fuzzy filter is suitable for implementation on FPGA. 
In addition, the single input fuzzy filter also has to be
expanded into multi-input filter 
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Abstract

A new design technique using a single fuzzy
input variable instead of the design method of the
switching line to reduce the fuzzy controller rules for
nonlinear systems is proposed. This technique only
needs a single fuzzy input, and the deriving process is
similar to the fuzzy sliding mode control (FSMC), 
called the single-input quasi fuzzy sliding mode
control (SQ-FSMC). The advantage of the present
approach is that the total number of rules is greatly
reduced compared with that of two-dimensional
FSMC. In addition, generations and tuning of control
rules are more tractable. Other attractive feature of
the approach includes the insensitivity to the
uncertainties and disturbances. Simulation results are 
presented to demonstrate these features of the present
approach. Finally, the experiment of a seesaw system
subject to external disturbance and load is given to
show the effectiveness and feasibility of the
approach.
Keywords: Fuzzy control, Sliding mode control,
Signed distance, Nonlinear system

1.  Introduction

In recent years, some results of the fuzzy
sliding mode control (FSMC) [2] has been reported.
To decrease the number of rules in the rule base,
several authors have suggested using a composite
state to obtain a fuzzy sliding mode controller
described in the previous work. The advantage of
such controllers is that the number of rules is reduced
from mn to m2 in Hwang [2]. Since the FSMC 
combines both fuzzy control and sliding mode
control, the performance of system is superior to that
using only one control theory. The main idea of the
FSMC is to use the reaching condition , and let 
s and be fuzzy variables. The rule base is then
constructed in a two dimensional space. As for the
system, which is higher than the second order, the
fuzzy rules number is expected to be much more.
Hence, the number of fuzzy rules should be reduced.

0ss
s

The SMC exhibits high frequency oscillations
in its output, causing a problem known as the
chattering phenomena. Chattering is highly
undesirable because it can excite the high frequency
dynamics of the system. So, we apply the fuzzy
control principle to overcome this drawback.

In this work, we will develop a new control
method called single-input quasi fuzzy sliding mode
control (SQ-FSMC), the deriving process is similar to
the FSMC. The similar idea is also introduced in [5].
We suggest a new variable called the signed distance
[3], which is the distance to the actual state from the
hyperplane. The signed distance is the single fuzzy
input variable of SQ-FSMC. Hence, the number of 
fuzzy rules is greatly reduced compared with that of 
the FSMC. Furthermore, the Lyapunov function is 
composed of the signed distance, and then the control
input u can be easily obtained. In this way, the control
system is completely robust and asymptotic stability
is guaranteed even if the disturbance exists. Moreover,
the simulation and experimental result can verify the
efficacy of the proposed method.

The SQ-FSMC can handle this chattering
problem effectively by adjusting the control input
near the sliding hyperplane. Another advantages of
the performance in SQ-FSMC are those there is no 
need of exact mathematical model, the rule reduction,
and robustness. Application to a seesaw system is
given to show the effectiveness and feasibility of the
approach.

2. System description and fuzzy sliding 
mode control

In this section, systems are described, and the
FSMC for the systems is reviewed [2].

2.1. System description

Consider an nth-order nonlinear system
described by the following state-space model in a 
canonical form: 
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and
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where is the state vector, , u is 

the control input, f(x) and b(x) are nonlinear
functions, y(t) is the system output, and d(t)
represents the external disturbance. The superscript T
stands for the transpose of matrix. If the reference
input is a step function, then the above

dynamic equations can be transformed into the
following state equations with error signal

and its derivatives as state variables:
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where , . For simplicity,

the following equation will be used for (2.4):
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Then, a sliding hyperplane can be represented as 0s
or 02211 neececs . (2.6)

The control purpose is to force the trajectory e to 
reach the sliding surface s in finite time and
eventually sliding toward the origin .0e

2.2. Fuzzy sliding mode control
As described in the last subsection, there are

several methods to choose vector c [2], [4]. In this
subsection, we briefly review the FSMC method.
Based on the sliding mode control principle, the
objective is to design a control law u such that the
reaching condition: 

0ss , (2.7)
is satisfied, where represents the time derivative
of s. The FSMC is shown in Fig. 1, where s and
are the inputs of the FSMC and u denotes the output
of the FSMC.

s
s

U 3K
)(tu

S1K
s

S2K
s

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the FSMC.

All the universes of S, and U are arranged from –1
to 1. Thus, the range of nonfuzzy variables s,  and
u must be scaled to fit the universe of fuzzified

variable S, and U with scaling factors K1, K2 and
K3 respectively.

S
s

S

(t)K1 sS

(t)K2 sS
Utu K3)( (2.8)

For simplicity, a triangular type membership function
is chosen for the aforementioned fuzzy variables.

The principle of the fuzzy rules base for the
FSMC is explained below. By taking the time
derivative of both sides of (2.5), we obtain
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Then, multiplying both sides of the above equation
by s leads to 

stdusbsfsecss
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Here, we assume that  for any e. In (2.9), it

is seen that  increases as u decreases and vice
versa. Equation (2.10) implies that if , then 

increasing u will make decrease and that if

0)(eb
s

0s
ss

0s , then decreasing u will make  decrease.ss
Based on the above qualitative analysis, one can 

design the control input u in an attempt to satisfy the
reaching condition 0ss .

3. Design of single-input quasi-FSMC 
Before deriving the SQ-FSMC method, we 

introduce a new variable called the signed distance
[3]. And the switching line for a second-order system 
is defined by:

0: 1eces .   (3.1)

Let be the intersection point of the

switching line and the line perpendicular to the
switching line from an operating point , as

illustrated in Fig. 2. Then , the distance between 

 and , can be expressed by the

following equation:
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Fig. 2. Derivation of a signed distance

The signed distance is defined for a general point

 as follows:
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where  (3.4)
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The case can be extended to the nth-order system.
However, it is different from the switching
hyperplane, i.e.,
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Hence, is changed to be a general signed distance
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The SQ-FSMC is shown in Fig. 3, where

and u are the input and output of the SQ-FSMC,
respectively.

sD

sD~ U1G 2G

sD )(tu

Fig. 3. The block diagram of the SQ-FSMC.

All the universes of  and  are arranged

from –1 to 1. Thus, the range of nonfuzzy variables
 and u must be scaled to fit the universe of 

fuzzified variable  and U  with scaling factors

G1 and G2, respectively, namely,

sD U

sD

sD

)(1G
~

tDD ss ,   (3.7)Utu 2G)(

In the implementation, a triangular type membership
function is chosen for the aforementioned fuzzy 
variables. We apply the Mamdani’s product-sum
operation fuzzy implication and adopt the center of
gravity as defuzzification method.

Next, we shall present the new control method.
In subsection 2.2, among the relation between s,
and u. It is seen that s increases as u decreases and
vice versa. Besides, if , then increasing u will

make decrease and that if , then

decreasing u will make  increase. We then
choose a Lyapunov function
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Hence, it is seen that if , then0s 0SD ,

increasing u will make decrease so that
and that if , then , decreasing u will 

make decrease so that . From the above

relation, we can ensure and guarantee that the system
is asymptotically stable. From this relation, we can
conclude that:

ss 0V
0s 0SD

ss 0V

sDu ,  (3.10)

Hence, the fuzzy rule table can be established on a
one-dimensional space of shown in Table 1

instead of a two-dimensional space of e and .
sD

e
Table 1. Rule table for SQ-FSMC

sD NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB

u NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB

4. Application to a seesaw system 
In this section, application to a seesaw system is
given to show the effectiveness and feasibility of the
approach.

41. System Model 
The balancing mechanism of the seesaw is shown in 
Fig. 4 [6]. The dynamical equation can be represented
as

xmxBmgu sin

sinsin 1
2

1
2

2 IurrxmgrMg
(4-1)

where denotes the damping coefficient of the 
angle and I is the inertia of the wedge which is given
below.

2242
1 2baabcI   (4-2)

x

u
B

1r

2r

mM

Fig. 4 The balancing mechanism of the inverted
wedge

The Fig. 5 is the practical hardware structure of
the seesaw system.

Fig. 5. The practical hardware structure of
the seesaw system



4.2 The Application Results
For the seesaw system as in (5-1), the sliding surface
that is represented by S has three variables as shown
in Fig. 7, the variable of the angle  between the
center of gravity line and vertical line, the change of

the angle and the position of the cart from the
origin x , respectively. Define the sliding surface as

 . 332211 ecececS
where xeee 000321 . Due to the

fact that the time derivative of state variable
affects the practical seesaw system a little, therefore,

the chosen S is a function of only x,  and .

x

Define a sliding surface ,

value c is chosen as:
,and

at loading (=1.5 kg). The scaling factors are chosen
as G1=13, and G2=2 with or without loading (=1.5
kg). For the choice of coefficients c

332211 ecececS

1.56.11321 ccc 5.46.11321 ccc

1, c2 and c3, they 
are selected by trial-and-error and are determined
under the condition of asymptotic stability, that is, 
with the same sign of coefficients and that
if .)( then , t 0x t
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Fig. 6 SQ-FSMC control practical seesaw system
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Fig. 7. SQ-FSMC control practical seesaw system
with loading = 1.5 kg.

Based on what we want to balance the angle of 
inverted wedge and the position of cart, we can give
the proper commands for balancing control with 
loadings, external disturbance, and thus construct the
controller of the system. Under these circumstances,
the experiment results for SQ-FSMC are shown in
Fig. 6-7. It show the SQ-FSMC control response of
the practical seesaw system with or without
disturbance at loading = 1.5 kg.

6. Conclusions
We have shown that the SQ-FSMC developed in

this paper can be easily applied to the nth order single
input single output nonlinear systems. The main
features of the control method are summarized as 
follows:
(1) The fuzzy rules are greatly reduced. Some

generations, modification, and tuning of control
rules are more tractable.

(2) We may tune the control input u to make V
become negative so as to ensure that the system
is asymptotical stable. 

(3) The chattering phenomena can also be dealt
with very well without complicated
mathematics.

(4) Experimental results for a seesaw system verify 
the efficacy of the proposed technique and its
superiority to conventional sliding mode
control in the senses of robustness .

In the future, the multi-input multi-output variable 
structure control in nonlinear systems will be

investigated in depth.
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